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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: FAMILY LAW

FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator DeConcini.
Staff present: Richard Bowman, full committee; Stephen J.

Markman, chief counsel and staff director; Carol Epps, chief clerk;
and Leslie Leap, clerk, Subcommittee on the Constitution.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. The subcommittee will be in order.
Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the ninth day of hearings by

the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the proposed equal rights
amendment to the Constitution. Although the present amendment
has already been rejected during this Congress by the House of
Representatives, we continue to hold these hearings on a periodic
basis in order to establish the most thorough legislative history
possible on the meaning of the ERA.

Should Congress, at some subsequent point, choose to repropose
the ERA, I believe that the present series of hearings will enable
Members of Congress as well as members of State legislatures to
cast their votes on this measure in a more informed manner.

The focus of this morning's hearing will be on the potential
impact of the equal rights amendment upon domestic relations or
family law. I believe that it is fair to say that a substantial part of
the controversy surrounding the ERA over the past decade has re-
lated to the effects of the amendment on this area of law.

As with our earlier hearings on the ERA, it is not principally our
purpose to debate the substantive merits of the expected changes in
public policywhether such changes are desirable or undesirable
but rather to determine precisely what changes will be required by
law should the ERA be ratified.

Whether or not such changes reflect improvements in public
policy will, of course, have to be decided by Members of Congress
and the State legislators.

(1)
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In order to explore today's subject, we have two outstanding wit-
nesses before us. They are Prof. Lynn Wardle and Ms. Marsha
Levick.

Professor Wardle teaches at the school of law at the Brigham
Young University in Utah and is a nationally recognized authority
on family law, having written several books on related topics.

Ms. Levick is the legal director of the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund. Ms. Levick, no doubt, will have a direct impact on
what the ERA means should it become part of the Constitution.

So I welcome both of our witnesses to the committee this morn-
ing. We look forward to hearing their views on this particular
issue.

Several members of the committee have expressed concern about
the fact that we have held so many hearings. This is the ninth in a
series of hearings. 'I believe that all of the hearings have been very
beneficial in understanding just where the ERA may be taking us
should it become part of the Constitution.

We have tried to be balanced in these hearings, and of course, we
have tried to make sure that both sides are equally represented. I
have been somewhat disappointed from time to time because, al-
though we have invited both sides to participate, we have not
always been 'given the names of the witnesses for the proponents in
a timely manner. From here on in, if the proponents genuinely
want to participate in these hearings, they need to cooperate a
little more with the committee and let us know who their witness
will be in a more timely fashion. I would appreciate their help in
making these hearings an effective means of defining and address-
ing the issues and problems associated with the ERA.

Let me call both witnesses to the table. Professor Wardle and
Ms. Levick, we are very happy to have you here today.

We will start with Professor Wardle first and then we will turn
to Ms. Levick.

STATEMENTS OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF LYNN D. WARDLE,
PROFESSOR OF LAW, J. REUBEN CLARK LAW SCHOOL,
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY, PROVO, UT, AND MARSHA
LEVICK, LEGAL DIRECTOR, NOW LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCA-
TION FUND
Professor WARDLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great honor for me to appear in these hearings today and I

commend the subcommittee and the Senate as a whole for its at-
tention to this issue. This is a matter of great concern, the impact
of the ERA on family law.

In fact, one study that I read before coming out here revealed
that homemakers or housewives who have no independent source
of income, that is, who are not members of the paid work fbrce,
constitute one of the most potent groups of opponents to the equal
rights amendment.

The reason that so many homemakers and women who pursue
traditional careers as mothers and wives are opposed to the equal
rights amendment is because of their concern over this very issue,
the potential impact of the ERA on family laws.

10
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So I commend the Members of the Senate for devoting their at-
tention to this subject.

I want to begin by emphasizing that no one knows for sure, and
certainly I do not know for sure, what impact the ERA would have
upon laws in general or upon family laws in particular. The rea-
sons for this are manifold.

One of the reasons is because the proposed ERA, of course, is not
even out of committee yet, has not been debated on the floor of the
Senate, and another reason is because the standard of judicial
review under the equal rights amendment is not certain.

We do know that it would require a much more strict standard
of judicial scrutiny, of laws which treat men and women different-
ly, but we do not know just how much more strict than present
14th amendment scrutiny would be required.

Some proponents of the ERA, in fact, many proponents and even
some opponents, appear to believe that the standard of review
would be a near-absolute standard, that is, prohibiting all legal dis-
crimination in any respect, with two qualifications, one for the
right of privacy, essentially men and women do not have to sleep
in the same dormitory rooms and things like that. The other is the
exception for unique physiCal characteristics, that is, physical,
physiological, biological characteristics, and that's a very narrow
exception.

Many people believe that there are other differences between
men and women than just physical differences, that there are emo-
tional differences and psychological differences, differences in the
way that they nurture and relate to children, and that those differ-
ences ought to be taken into account or at least States ought to be
allowed to take those differences into account in establishing
family law.

So I want to emphasize at the ot,tset that I am using somewhat
of a crystal ball here and no one knows for sure now today what
impact the ERA would have, but I will assume and I think every-
one agrees that it would require a stricter standard of scrutiny
than is presently applied.

With that in mind, I believe that there are four general conse-
quences that would flow from the adoption of the ERA, and I will
describe them briefly.

Mr. Chairman, I have a formal statement which, with your per-
mission, I would like to clean up and edit and then present into the
record.

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will put your complete
formal statement in the record, and we will also put Ms. Levick's
as well.

Professor WARDLE. I will to go into all of the detail that I go into
in that written statement, but let me summarize these four points.
The four impacts are, first, that the equal rights amendment would
accelerate the adoption of many beneficial reforms in existing
family laws in order to equalize the general rights and obligations
of fathers and mothers and husbands and wives.

To that extent, it would encourage the independence and person-
al development of women both within and without the home. So it
would definitely have some positive benefits. It would continue a
trend. I will talk about that more.

11
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Second, it would constitutionalize family law in an unprecedent-
ed way and by constitutionalizing it, make it rigid and Federal.

Third, the adoption of the ERA would insure an abundance of
litigation, and fourth, if the ERA were adopted, it would signifi-
cantly undermine State and Federal laws and policies which foster
traditional families and which provide support for women who
assume traditional roles as homemakers.

I want to expand very briefly on each of these points. The first
point was that the ERA will have a positive impact in some areas,
and I think everyone would acknowledge that, that one does not
have to be a supporter of the ERA to recognize that it would, in
fact, have this impact.

One can find that it would have also other impacts that ere neg-
ative and that the ERA is overbroad, but at least it is clear that
the debate over the ERA for the last 10 years has served as a cata-
lyst for State legislative and judicial reform in the area of family
laws.

It is reasonable to conclude that the impact of the ERA on many
laws would be certainly noncontroversial. It would be insignificant
because the policies and practices under existing family law could
Continue by merely substituting gender neutral statutory language
or by clarifying previously unarticulated assumptions or intentions
that the laws apply equally to men and women.

Thus, if the ERA were adopted, it would accelerate a trend which
is already existing in this country of breaking down some of the
rather rigid or coercively imposed stereotypes in the law of which
there are not a great deal but which there are some that still hang
aro incl.

Family laws evolved over hundreds of years. Sometimes you have
anachronistic provisions and those would have to be cleaned out.
So I think at the outset we should acknowledge that that would be
one impact, and if that were all the equal rights amendment would
do, I think it would be supported without dissent.

Regrettably, it would do much more than that, and that is what
causes the controversy.

The second point is that the equal rights amendment would pro-
voke a great deal of litigation. For years after the equal rights
amendment was adopted, disgruntled litigants would be able to
make colorable claims that the particular rule of domestic rela-
tions law applied in their case violated the ERA, and it is common
wisdom that family disputes and domestic relations law produces
more dissatisfied clients and more disgrUntled litigants than any
other kind of civil litigation.

It is estimated that between a third and one-half of all the civil
litigation in the State courts in this country is family law litiga-
tion, and I looked into the statistics of the survey of the U.S. courts
and verified that it is true, that not even counting juvenile court
proceedings, one-third to one-half, depending on the State, of all
civil litigation is domestic law.

In each of these disputes the litigants would be able to add addi-
tional claims, now constitutional claims. They would be able to
raise colorable constitutional arguments about the imposition of
the particular rule that was applied in their case.

12



Now, one does not need to be a prophet to foresee that. The expe-
rience of the States that have adopted the ERA and the experience
of gr.( wing claims under the 14th amendment arovides a pretty
strong evidence that this would, the impact of the adoption of the
ERA, It would provoke or continue this kind of litigation. That is
something that I think that the court ystem of the country does
not need and would not welcome.

Senator HATCH. Can I interrupt you on that for a second, Profes-
sor Wardle? Some of the proponents of the equal rights amend-
ment believe that if the equal rights amendment were added to the
Constitution that it would reduce litigation because people would
automatically obey its mandates. You seem to disagree with that.

Professor WARDLE. I certainly do disagree with that. I think, if
anything, it would provoke, it would give them another hook, an-
other argument to make to go back to the court once more.

You have got to understand that it is not untypical for family
disputes be very bitter and for these proceedings to be very pro-
tractvri .ind for the litigants to come back to the court again and
again to try to enforce the order in another way or to secure en-
forcement or to modify enforcement of a prior order or decree.

Now, they would have another argument and another excuse to
prolong the litigation. So, no, I do not think that it woule. reduce
family law litigation. I think it would fuel the fires.

The third impact that I think is very certain to occur would be
the constitutionalization of family law. For nearly 200 years or
since our Constitution has been adopted, the regulation of families
and of family relationships has been a matter deemed to be within
the virtually exclusive province of the States. Historically, the Con-
stitution has not had a very significant impact upon State regula-
tion of domestic relations.

All of this would change if the equal rights amendment were en-
actd. I agree with Professor Freund's concern that he articulated
more than a decade ago when the ERA was first being proposed in
the earily 1970's in Congress then that adoption of the ERA:

. would transform every provision of law concerning women into Li constitution-
al issue to be ultimately resolved by the Supreme Court of the United States. Every
statutory and common-law provision dealing with the manifold relaions of women
in society would be forced to run the gauntlet of attack on constitutional grounds.

The constitutionalization of family law would mean that local do-
mestic disputes would have to be resolved in significant measure
under a uniform national standard. The ability of States to experi-
ment with different regulatory schemes and to respond to different
local perceptions of the values and the balance of interests in
family matters would be significantly curtailed because the equal
rights amendment would be a constitutional provision. Deviation
from the constitutional standard would be prohibited. Legislative
reforms would be severely restricted. If the citizens of the State
were displeased with the way the ERA were interpreted by a court,
they could not simply go to their legislature to have the rule modi-
fied or amended or repealed. The traditional evolution of family
law principles through the commonlaw development and through
the legislative process of amendment and repeal would be replaced
oy the more inflexible and brittle process of constitutional adjudi-
cation.

1. 3
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Finally the Federal judiciary would have a much greater role in
determining the substance of family law in this country. The mem-
bers of the Supreme Court of the United States are, after all, the
ultimate and final interpreters of the Constitution and what it
means.

Thus, in many respects, they would be sitting as a superlegisla-
ture to determine domestic relations law that is applicable in
Peoria, IL, and applicable in St. George, UT, and applicable in the
Bronx.

The fourth impact, and the final impact that I will mention here
and one that I want to take a little more time to emphasize, is that
if the ERA were adopted, it would, in large respect, impair the
legal rights of men and women who assume traditional family re-
sponsibilities.

I think the best example of this, they say sometimes a picture is
worth a thousand words. I rememkr seeing a cartoon just a few
months ago. It was about Halloweei: time, and I am not sure which
cartoon it was.

It shows John, the main character of the cartoon, at his doorstep.
It is at night, Halloween night. Two little girls are there. He is
standing with the candy bowl. He says to them, "What are you?"
And one of the girls says, "We are feminists." And the other says,
"We believe in the dignity and worth of women everywhere."

And then a third little girl comes up to the doorstep and John
asks her, "Aid what are you?" And she says, "I am a homemak-
er." The final frame of the cartoon shows the other two girls dou-
bled over in laughter and pointing their finger in ridicule.

That is the concern that we have that the adoption of the equal
rights amendment would have upon women who choose traditional
family supportive careers, choose to forgo employment opportuni-
ties.

If the equal rights amendment were enacted, it would significant-
ly impair laws and policies which support women who assume
homemaking roles while the precise impact cannot be determined
in some and, in fact, many issues, tilt overall impact is very clear.

In the words of Professor Herma Hill Kay: "Will ratification of
the equal rights amendment require fundamental changes in tradi-
tional family life? Paradoxically .both opponents and proponents
agree that it would."

Adoption of the ERA would require a wassive rewriting of do-
mestic relations law in all States. One law pressor wrote that the
ERA would produce a cultural revolution of proportions beyond the
kind of the propo "ents and that it would "minimize legal reinforce-
ment of cultural mores supportive of family life, would tend to
downgrade the homemaker s role," and would mandate a unisex
family law policy.

The ERA embodies notions about family rights and responsibil-
ities which, in some very significant particulars, run counter to the
traditional roles of men and women and to traditional perspectives
about marriage.

Indeed, the Maryland high court interpreting the State's ERA
said: "It was intended to and did drastically alter traditional views
of the validity of Fex-based classifications."
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The overall impact of the adoption of the ERA would be to abol-
ish laws which are deferential to mothers and wives and which pro-
vide preferential treatment for homemakers and women who
commit themselves to providing full-time care for their children.

By mandating strict equality of the sexes in all areas of family
law, the ERA would effectively purge public policy of any special
support for women who choose to become fulltime homemakers.

The problem here is that the ERA is intended not only to prohib-
it laws which coerce women into particular roles but also to prohib-
it incentives which encourage women to assume tiaditional roles in
the family.

It would abolish modest rebuttal presumptions as well as rigid
and absolute or irrebuttable rules. Under an absolute or a semiab-
solute standard of review, the ERA would not only forbid lawmak-
ers to acknowledge the distinction between a requirement and a
mere preference, if any legal doctrine whether absolute or flexible
contained a discriminatory element, it would be subject to exacting
judicial scrutiny.

In short, by incorporating an absolute or near absolute standard
of prohibition, the ERA unavoidably becomes, in my view, over-
broad. It sweeps too broadly. It goes further than it should go and
even than most people would intend it to go, but you cannot con-
tain it if you use absolute standards and absolute language.

Thus, it is likely that the ERA would abolish even mere rebuttal
presumptions, not requirements but mere presumptions, that a
married woman takes the surname of her husband, that a married
woman takes the qomicile of her husband, that children take the
surname and domicile of their fathers, that the husband and father
is the primary provider of financial support for his family, and if
all external factors regarding the ability of contesting parents to
raise a child are equal, the benefit of the doubt should be given to
the mother if the child is an infant.

I want to talk about that last point as a good example, for just a
moment. The tender years doctrine is a good example of how over-
broad the equal rights amendment would be. There is not one
tender years doctrine in America, but there are actually three. All
of them are predicated on the assumption and the belief that the
bonding relationship between an infant or a young child and his or
her mother is so important to the well-being and development of
the child and thus to the future of society that the law should give
some preference to and support for that relationship over other re-
lationships.

Now, the oldest tender years doctrine was very strict, and it took
this assumption and made it a rigid rule of law. The old doctrine
was that in child custody disputes the mother of the child would be
given custody unless the father could show that she was absolutely
unfit, which was a very, very high standard, almost impossible in
many cases.

The tender years doctrine also has a second rule, and the second
doctrine provides that a mother will be awarded custody unless the
father shows, by substantial or compelling evidence, that it would
he better for the child for him to be awarded custody, and so that is
not quite so strict. It just provides a lower standard of proof but
still more than a 50-51).
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The third and most widely used form of the tender years doctrine
today, the one that is used in almost all States, because the other
two have been pretty effectively abandoned as the courts have
evolved, the third is the mere tie-breaker presumption that if all
other factors, if all external factors are equal, the mother of a
young child will be given custody on the benefit of the doubt. It is
the tie-breaker.

It would appear that the equal rights amendment, at least it is
strongly argued that the equal rights amendment would abolish all
three of the "tender years" doctrines, not just the rigid and abso-
lute but even the mere presumption.

In fact, even under State ERA's, in some States, that has been
the result. The courts have said you cannot even indulge in that
presumption. So some State ERA's have been given that interpreta-
tion, and that appears to be the rule that emerges from the com-
ments of the people who have examined the potential impact of the
ERA.

Economic laws, it is said, including family property rights creat-
ing benefits for women who prefer the homemaker role, that is, a
noneconomic career, are probably within the proposed amendments
prohibition. Under the ERA, economic systems may force more
women out of the homemaker role, necessitate child care by the
community rather than the family and increase urban/rural life-
style differences.

Thus, the ultimate impact of the ERA would not be to break
down stereotypes about sex roles but to throw out traditional no-
tions of fa Tilly responsibilities and sex roles and substitute a new
unisex stereotype.

That is why if the ERA were adopted, people who see no need to
foster famaiQs might rejoice while persons holding traditional no-
tions about the great value of marriage and families would fear for
the institutions and relationships they cherish.

There is no doubt that the social policies of the law of the States
and of the Federal Government at present time and historically
favors women who assume mothering and homemaking roles.

Many people believe that the contribution which a mother makes
in the home is so beneficial to the children and to families and to
society in general and to the future that women who choose to
forgo other opportunities to devote their full time and attention to
the family ought to be encouraged with special incentives and sup-
ported with special benefits.

These incentives and benefits and assumptions, mild as they are,
nevertheless constitute a form of sex discrimination that would be
threatened if the ERA were enacted. The authorities I have re-
viewed appear very solidly to support the conclusion that if the
ERA were adopted, family laws and policies which encourage
women to be full-time homemakers and which encourage men to
assume the primary responsibility of support for the family by ex-
tending to them benefits and exemptions and legal presumptions
based on hose notions would be prohibited if they did not extend
equally tc the other sex.

I think I will give one more example in conclusion, with your
permission, Mr. Chairman, and a good example of the problem in
this area is the tension between writing a law so tightly that a past

1f
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problem or it past abuse does not occur again and making it sotight that it creates a new system of abuse.
The debate between equal distribution and equitable distribution

of property acquired during marriage is a good example. Some
people favor a strictly equal distribution of property so that therewould be no room for subjective presumptions about the man's orthe woman's role in marriage or in acquiring property.

But others argue that to require a strict equal distribution would
work to detriment many women who assume traditional roles in
the family. For instance,' if the woman who takes custody of five
children gets half of the property and the man alone walks off withthe other half, some people wonder whether, in fact, fairness has
been achieved.

Or where an outrageously offending spouse is allowed to be given
half of the property acquired during marriage and the other party
who has to overcome the disadvantage of the abuse that was inflict-ed only gets an equal share, some people feel that justice has not
been done.

So if you require a strict standard, you cannot do justice in indi-
vidual cases, but if you require a flexible standard so you can dojustice in individual cases, there is the possibility that particular
presumptions and notions about what a fair distribution and fair-
ness is would sneak back into the law, things that people do notlike.

Well, that concludes the essential points that I want to make. I
want to conclude by saying that no one knows for sure what
impact the ERA would have. My remarks are based on the assump-
tion that it would require very exacting and a strict standard of
scrutiny and I think that the impact could be detrimental for the
fourth reason that I gave and I have real concern.

[The prepared statement of Professor Wardle follows:]

1I IMNi 11 )4:p 2
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THr, IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
UPON FAMILY LAW

Testimony of Lynn D. Wardle
Professor of Law

J. Reuben Clark Law School
Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah

Given before the Subcommittee on the Constitution
of the Senate Judiciary Committee,

June 22, 1984.

I. Introduction.

I am honored to have been invited to testify before the

Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Judicial Committee

regarding the potential impact which adoption of the Equal Rights

Amen,iment would have upon family law in America. I commend the

members of the committee and the members of the Senate for their

attention to this issue. This is a matter of widespread concern

in the United States today. In fact, it has been shown that

married women without outside sources of income, i.e. traditional

mothers and housewives, constitute one of the most potent groups

of opponents 1..o the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.' The

opposition of mothers, housewives, and of many other women and

men who value the constitution of mothers and housewives to our

society, reflects their concerns about the etfect which the Equal

Rights Amendment would have upon traditional family relations and

1. Jones, E.R.A. Voting: Labor Force Attachment, Marriage
Religion, 12 J. Legal Stud. 15/T1983).

18
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To begin, I want to emphasize that no one knows for certain

what effect adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment would have

upon laws in general, or upon Family Laws in particular. The

outcome of challenges to existing family laws that would be

brought under the Equal Rights Amendment if it were adopted

cannot be forecast with certainty at this time because the

arguments pro and con have not been presented tnoroughly, the

evidence has not been :ompletely marshalled, and the intent of

the proposed Amendment--which, after all, is still in Committee- -

is not clear. Also, there is considerable uncertainty over the

exact standard of scrutiny that would be generally applied if the

ERA were adopted, and over the standard of review that would be

applied to family laws in particular. Many proponents of the ERA,

as well as opponents,2 believe that the proposed Amendment is

meant to prohibit, and probably would be interpreted to prohibit,

all laws which treat men and women differently except those

necessary to accomodate "unique physical characteristics" of the

sexes and those which protect the right to privacy. 3 But the

2. See_generally, R. Lee, supra note 1, at 39-54; 0. Hatch,
supra note 1, at 13-16; Brown, Emerson, Falk & Freedman,
supra note 1, at 894.

3. It is possible (albeit certainly not probable) that the
aualification to the rule of absolute prohibition of sex
discrimination to accomodate the constitutional right of
privacy could encompass family interests. Many aspects of
family life and family relations have been held to be
protected by the constitutional right of privacy. See, e.g.
Parham v. J.R.,442 U.S. 584 (1979)(right of parents to commit
children to mental hospital for diagnosis and treatment);
Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374 (1978)(right of support-
obligated indigents to marry); Moore v. City of East
Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494 (1977)(right of extended family to

(Footnote 3 continued on next page)
2
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exact standard of review has not yet been authoritatively

declared and the standards of judicial review applied under the

state ERAS have been varied and inconsistent.4

While the specific impact of the adoption of the Equal Rights

Amendment on many family law issues can not be precisely

foretold, I believe that the adoption of the Equal Rights

Amendment would certainly have four general consequenses upon

American family laws. First, we can be sure that there would be

an abundance of litigation challenging virtually every facet of

existing family laws. Second, adoption of the Equal Rights

Amendment would constitutionalize family law in an unprecedented

way. Third, the Equal Rights Amendment would have a very

positive benefit of equalizing the general rights and obligations

of mothers and fathers and husbands and wives, and would

encourage independence and development of women both within and

without the home. Finally, if the Equal Rights Amendment were

adopted it would signifigantly impare family laws and policies

which support women who assume their traditional roles of wives

and mothers.

II. Adoption Of The Equal_Ri.gyts Amendment Would Provoke An

Enormous Am6Unt Of Litigation.

(Footnote 3 continued from previous page)
'reside together); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390
(1923)(right of parents to educate children in foreign

language).

4. Avner 6 Green, supra note 1, at 4025; Kurtz, supra note 1, at

109, Comment, supra note 1, at 1089; Annot., supra note 1, at

172-176.

3
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For years after passage of the Equal Rights Amendment,

disgruntled litigants would be able to make a colorable claim

that the particular rule of domestic relations law applied in

their case violated the ERA. And it common wisdom that family

disputes produce more dissatisfied clients and disgruntled

litigants that any other type of civil litigation. It is

estimated that between one third and one half of all civil

litigation in the United States is family law litigation (not

counting juvenile court litigation.)5 and the trend has been for

family law litigation to grow over the past decade or so.6 The
trend would not only continue but would accelerate if the ERA

4were adopted.

The number and variety of family laws or legal doctrines that
could be challenged in court if the Equal Rights Amendment were
adopted is staggering. One does not need to be a prophet to

foresee that development; the experience of the states which have

enacted Equal Rights Amendments provides a very sobering sample
of the kinds and number of issues that would be raised and would
have to be decided. Likewise, recent challenges to family laws

based upon the equal protection clause of the fourteenth

amendment reveal issues that would be likely to surface again

under the ERA.

5.
Hennessey, *

6. See Wardle, *

4
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With the help of a capable research assistant, Sheila Burger,

I have reviewed a sampling of the state court cases in which laws

regulating family relations have been challenged. under state

Equal Right Amendments. I have also reviewed a sampling of cases

deciding family law issues under the equal protection clause of

the fourteenth amendment. And I have read what a number of legal

scholars have written about the probable effects of the ERA on

family law.7 From these sources I have compiled a list of

7. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz & A. Price, Women's Rights and
the Law, (1977); M. Cailds, Fabric of the ERA Congressional
Interest (1982); M. Clark, Domestic Relations Cases and
Problems (3d ed 1980); O. Hatch, The Rights Amendment: Myths
and Realities (1983); H. Kay, Sex-Based Discrimination (2d ed
1981); R. Lee, A Lawyer Looks at the Equal Rights Amendment
(1980); J. Nowak, R. Rotunda, J. Young, Constitutional Law
(2d ed 1983); L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law (1978);
United Comm'n on Civil Rights, The Equal Rights Amendment:
Guaranteeing Equal Rights for Women Under the Constitution
(1981); United States Comm'n on Civil Rights, Statement on
the Equal Rights Amendment (1978); W. Weyrauch & S. Katz,
American Family Law in Transition (1983); Avner & Greene,
State ERA Impact on Family Law, 8 Family L. Rep. 4023 (1982);
Bingaman, The Impact of the ERA on Marital Economics in
Calif. Comm'n on the Status of Women, Impact ERA, Limitations
and Possibilities 116 (1975); Brown, Emerson, Falk &
Freedman, The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis
for Equal Rights for Women, 80 Yari-L.J. 871 (1971); Eisen,
Coogan & Ginsburg, Men Women and the Constitution: The Equal
Rights Amendment, 10 Colum. J. L. & Soc. Prob. 77 (1973);
Jones, ERA Voting: Labor Force Attachment, Marriage, and
Religion, 12 J. Legal- Stud. 157 (1983); Kurtz, State Equal
Rights Amendments and Their Impact on Domestic Relations Law,
11 Family L. Q. 101 (1977); Ryman, A Comment on Family
Property Rights and the 27th Amendment, 22 Drake L. Rev. 505
(1973); Weitzman, Legal Equality in marriage and Divorce:
The ERA's Mandate, in Calif Comm'n on the Statuts of Women
IMpact ERA, Limitations and Possiblities 184 (1975); Comment,
Equal Rights Provosions: The Experience Under State
Constitution, 65 Cal. L. Rev. 1086 (77); Note, Effect of the
Equal Rights Amendment on Kentucky's Domestic Relations Law,
J. Family L. 151 (19721; Annot, 90 ALR 3d 158 (1979); See
also, A. Bingaman, A Commentary on the Effect of the Equal
RT4Ets Amendment On State Laws and Institution (undated).

5
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questions that almost certainly would be raised if the federal

Equal Rights Amendment were adopted, because these questions have

already.been raised under state Equal Rights Amendments or under

the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment.

(A) uestions Concerning the Creation of a Husband -
Wife Relationship.

If the ERA is adopted, it will be claimed that the ERA

abolishes the traditional rule authorizing women to bring actions

for breach of promise to marry.8 that statutory and common law

prohibitions of homosexual marriage violate the ERA,9 and that

laws allowing girls to marry (usually with parental consent) at a

younger age than boys violate the ERA,"

(B) Question Regarding the Rights and Responsibility
Of Spouses During Marriage.

8. Scanlon v. Crim, 500 S.W.2d 554 (Tex. Civ. App. 1973) (action
for breach of promise to marry is not abolished by state ERA
amendment; man also may recover even though they have not
done so in past).

9. Singer v. tiara, 11 Wash. App. 247, 522 P.2d 1187 (1974)
(statutory prohibition of same-sex marriages does not violate
state ERA; DeSanto v. Barnsley, 10 FLR 1425 (Pa Super May 11,
1984) (male homosexuals cannot contract common law marriage
under state common law; court declines to consider whether
this common law rule violates state ERA because issue not
properly raised). See also Note, The Legality of Homosexual
Marriage 82 YALE L. J. 573, 588 (1973) (arguing that "the
proposed ERA should be interpretted as prohibiting the
universal denial of marriage licenses to same-sex couples").

10. Moe v. Dinkins, 669 F.2d 67 (2d cir. 1982)(sex
discriminating parental consent requirements do not violate
fourteenth amendment); compare Friedrich v. Katz, 73 Misc.
2d 663, 341 N.Y.S.2d 932 (Super. Ct. 1973) (constitutional)
with Berger v. Adornato, 76 Misc. 2d 122, 350 N.Y.S.2d 520
TSuper. Ct. 1973)(unconstitutional) and Phelps v. Bing, 58
Ill. 2d 6, 316 N.E.2d 775 (1974)(vioraies state ERA).

6
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If the ERA is adopted it will be argued: that the common law

rule that allows husbands to recover for alienation of affections

or to prosecute for criminal conversation violate the ERA,11 that

provisions allowing for the collection of a wife's taxes from her

husband's wages violate the ERA,12 that use of the term

'housewife" in tax statutes violates the ERA, 13 that it violates

the ERA to charge males higher insurance rates,14 that

regulations providing women with greater exemptions or deductions

in computing old age benefits violate the ERA, 15 that it violates

11. Kline v. Ansell, 287 Md. 585, 414 A.2d 929 (1980) (common
law cause of action for criminal conversation violates state
ERA because only a man can sue or be sued); Felsenthal v.
McMillan, 493 S.W.2d 729 (Tex. 1973) (state ERA could either
abolish action for alienation of affection or criminal
conversation or extend same rights to wife).

12. Burchanowski v. County of Lycoming, 32 Pa. Commw. 207, 378
A.2d 1025 (1977) (court dismissed case for lack of standing
to appeal from lower court ruling on the issue deciding
against plaintiffs that housewife is an occupation, but held
that taxation of housewives, an exclusively female class,
violates state ERA, and also that provision allowing for
collection of wife's tares from husband's wages but not vice
versa violates state ERA).

13. Id.

14. Hartford Accident E. Indemnity Co. v. Ins. Comm'n, 65 Pa.
rommw. 249, 442 A.2d 382 (1982) (Insurance Commissioner's
determination that sex -based auto insurance rate structure
was "inherently unfairly discriminatory" upheld); Murphy v.
Harleysville Mutual Ins. Co., 282 Pa. Super, 244, 422 A.2d
1097 (1980) (cert. denied, 454 U.S. 896 (1981)
(discrimmatoriinsurance rates for males do not violate
state ERA because they are result of purely private
contracts).

15. Califano v. Webster, 430 U.S. 313 (1977) (fourteenth
amendment not violated by such scheme).

7
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the ERA to charge female policyholders of disability insurance

higher rates that men," that employment regulations denying a

wife unemployment compensation because she is not a "major

support" of the family violates the ERA,17 that a requirement of

financial disclosure by "head of aousehold" of family of elected

official violates the ERA,18 that it violates the ERA to provide

certain social security benefits to women married to fcrmer

workers' but not to divorced women/18 that denial of recovery for

loss of consortium to wives but not to husband, violates the ERA,28

16. Bronstein v. Sheppard, 50 Pa. Commw. 199, 412 A.2d 672
(1980) (suit in equity charging insurers and insurance
commigsioner with violating state ERA by charging higher
rates for female policyholders of disability insurance and
approving rate filings which provide for higher premium
payments for women dismissed because of adequate remedy at
law).

17. Guinn v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Unemployment
Compensation Bd. of Review, 33 Pa. Commw. 596, 382 A.2d 503
(1978) (rule denying a wife unemployment compensation
because she is not "major support" of the family does notviolate state ERA).

18. Snider v. Thornburgh, 496 Pa. 159, 436 A.2d 593 (1981)
(financial disclosure provision applicable to "heads of
households" of families of elected officials does not
violate state ERA even though refusal of husband of elected
official to disclose his financial affairs meant she wasdisqualified).

19. Matthews v. deCastro, 429 U.S. 181 (1976) (secondary
benefits available to women married to retired workers
upheld).

20. Miller v. Whittlesey, 562 S.W.2d 904 (Tex. Civ. App. 1978)
aff'd, 572 S.W.2d 665 (Tex. 1978) (state ERA modified commonTiTiio that wife now has cause of action for negligent
impairment of consortium); Lundgren v. Whitney's Inc., 94
wash. 2d 91, 614 P.2d 1272 (1980) (prior rule that denies

(Footnote 20 continued on next page)
8
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that it violates the ERA to require a woman to assume the legal

surname of her husband upon marriage,21 that support regulations

providing smaller mandatory exemptions for working women with

children than for working men with wives and children violates

the ERA, 22 that the common law form of tenancy by the entireties

whereby the wife has no right to immediate control of the

property, but has a suvivorship interest that cannot be reached

by creditors, violates the ERA," that the one-way presumption

(Footnote 20 continued from previous page)
damages to a wife for loss of consortium v'Jlates state
ERA); Hopkins v. Blance, 457 r4. 90, 320 .'d 139 (1974)
(under state ERA wife may recover damages 'rdc loss of
consortium); Schreiner v. Fruit, 519 P 2d 462 (Alaska 1974)
(wife allowed to sue for loss o: conletium; otherwise state
ERA violated).

21. Doe v. Dunning, 87 Wash. 2d 50, 549 P.2d 1 (1976) (dictum:
should federal ERA be ratified, doubtful whether any state
could compel woman to change her legal surname upon
marriage); Custer v. Bonadies, 30 Conn. Supp. 385, 318 A.2d
639 (1974) (by court holding that married woman have right
to vote to register in their maiden names; state ERA
mentioned).

22. Page v. Welfare Comm'n, 170 Conn. 258, 365 A.2d 1118 (1976)
(filial support regulation providing smaller exemption for a
working woman w/ children and husband than for a working man
with wife and children violates state ERA).

23. West v. First Agricultural Bank, 382 Mass. 534, 419 NE2d 262
(1981) (declining to give retroactive relief, and thus to
rule upon wife's claim that Massachusetts form of tenency by
the entirety whereby husband had right of control and
possession during lifetime and survivorship right which
could be reached by creditors, while the wife had no right
of control or possession during husband's lifetime, but her
survivorship right was immune from creditor violated state
ERA).

9
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that wheire a husband obtains his wife's property without adequate

consideration he holds the property in trust for her violates the

ERA,24 that the presumption that wife's interest in property

purchased by husband and held by the entireties is a gift

violates the ERA,25 that wives are financially liable for the

necessary expenses of their husbalels,26 that coverture is

abolished," that statutes which criminally punish only a husband

for failure to support his wife or deserting his wife violate the

ERA, 28
that the presumption that a husband is the dominant figure

24. Butler v. Butler. 464 Pa. 522, 347 A.2d 477 (1975)
(presumption that where husband obtains wife's property
without adequate consideration trust created in wife's favor
violates state ERA).

25. Id.

26. Manatee Convalescent Center, Inc. v. McDonald, No. 80-714,
slip op. (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. Dec. 31, 1980) (wife liable
for necessaries of husband, decision to be applied
prospectively; Pennsylvania ERA cited)- Condore v. Prince
George's County, 289 Md. 516, 425 A.2d 1011 (1981') (common
law doctrine of necessaries and statute relating to
husband's liability for wife's necessaries both violate
state ERA).

27. Michigan National Leasing Corp. v. Cardillo, 103 Mich. App.
427, 302 N.W.2d 888 (1981' (wife liable for breach of lease
agreement signed with hut.oand because of state
constitutional abolishment of coverture and approval of
ERA); Wendland v. Citizens Commerical & Savings Bank, 92
Mich. App. 250, 284 N.W.2d 776, (1979) (wife's separately
owned stock which she assigned to furnish collateral for
notes executed jointly with husband can be made liable for
debt; state ERA supports holding wife liable).

28. Coleman v. State of Maryland, 37 Md. App. 322, 377 A.2d 553
(1977) (conviction of man for violating statute which
criminalizes husband's action in failing to support wife and
deserting wife but which does not create reciprocal crimes
for wife violates state ERA).

10
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in marriage violates the ERA,29 that the presumption of

confidential relations between spouses violates the ERA,3° that

the presumption that husbands and wives take property as tenants

by the entireties violates the ERA,31 that the presumption that

the husband is the legal owner of household floods used and

possessed by both spouses violates the ERA,32 and that the

presumption that a wife has the same domicile as her husband

violates the ERA. 33

(C) Questions Regarding the Dissolution of Marriage and
Relations Between :.x-Spouses idler Diii-a-ution.

29. Eckstein v. Eckstein, 38 Md. App. 506, 379 A.2d 757 (1978)
(since adoption of state ERA courts have abandond previous
presumption that husband wsa the dominant figure in a
marriage); Bell v. Bell, 38 Md. App. 10, 379 A.2d 419 (1977)
(presum tion that husband is dominant figure in marriage
cannot stand under state ERA).

30. Id.; McClellan v. McClellan, 52 Md. App. 525, 451 A.2d 334
TT982) cert. denied, 103 S.Ct. 3119 (1983) (state ERA does
net perEit presumption of confidential relationship between
spouses in suit by wit.? to set aside settlement. agreement).

31. Margarite v. Ewald, 252 Pa. Super, 244, 381 A.2d 480 (1977)
(reject claim that presumption that Husband and Wife take
property as tenants by the entireties, absent contrary
language, violates state ERA).

32. DiFlorido v. DiFlorido, 459 Pa. 641 331 A.2d 174 (1975)
(common law doctrine presuming husband is legal owner of
household gunds used and possessed by both spouses violates
state ERA).

33. Geesbreght v. Geesbreght, 570 S.W. 2d 427 (Tex. Civ. App.
1978) (In determining jurisdiction in divorce and custody
case, "domicile by operation of law" cases decided prior to
adoption of state ERA are of little value).

11
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If the Equal Rights Amendment is adopted litigants will

claim: that statutes allowing a wife only to obtain a divorce

from bed and board or separate maintenance violate the ERA,34

that common law alimony violates the ERA,35 that provisions that

a wife's will may not operate to deprive her husband of more than

two-thirds of her property violates the ERA,36 that statutes

which afford wives but not husbands in rem support remedies

violate the ERA, 37 that government benefits for widows may not be

any greater than those for widowers,38 that statutes providing

34. George v. George, 487 Pa. 133, 409 A.-)e 1 (1979) (statute
allowing wife to obtain divorce from bed and board not
violative of state ERA because read to provide reciprocity
of remedies for spouses); Peters v. Marick, 270 S.E.2d 760
(W. Va. 1980) (separate .iaintenance statute allowing only
wives to obtain relief violates both federal and state equal
protection statutes unless applied in gender-neutral
fashion; state ERA indicative of strong public policy,:
Wiegand v. Wtegand, 461 Pa. 482, 337 A.2d 256 (1975)
(reversing superior court's action sua sponte declaring that
provisions of state divorce law, divorce from bed and board,
alimony pendente lite, violates state ERA).

35. Hofmann v. Hofmann, 50 Md. App. 240, 437 A.2d 247 (1981)
(common law alimony not abolished by state ERA).

36. In re Estate of Kujath, 169 Mont. 128, 545 P.2d 662 (1976)
(statute providng that wife's will without written consent
of husband, may not operate to deprive him of more than 2/3
of her property does not violate state ERA).

37. Commonwealth ex. rel. Stein v. Stein, 487 Pa. 1, 406 A.2d
1381 (1979) (statutes which afford wives but not husbands in
rem support remedies violate state ERA).

38. Klien v. Shevin, 416 U.S. '351 (1974) (statutory exemption
from property tax for widowers only does not violate
fourteenth amendment); Wienberger v. Weinberger, 420 U.S.
636 (19'6) (payments to surviving widow but not widower are
unconstitutional); Wengler v. Druggists Mutual Ins. Co., 446

(Footnote 38 continued on next page)
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for payment of alimony pendente lite and counsel fees to

dependent wives only violate the ERA,39 that it violates the ERA

to award counsel fees without taking into condition the financial

circumstances and abilities to pay of both parties," and that

exemption of a wife from liability for funeral expenses of her

husband violates the ERA."

ID) Questions Regarding the Creation of The Parent-

Child Relationship.

If the ERA is adopted it will be claimed: that the ERA

requires states to allow a man to bring an action to determine

that he is the father of a child that was born to a woman while

(Footnote 38 continued from previous page)

U.S. 142 (1980); (Workers Compensation law providing
benefits to widows on more favorable terms than to widowers

unconstitutional).

39. Henderson v. Henderson, 458 Pa. 97, 327 A.2d 60 (1974)

(statute providng for payment of alimony pendente lite,

counsel fees, and expenses to wife in divorce action but not

to hsuband violates state ERA); Commonwealth ex. rel. Lukens

v. Lukens, 224 Pa. Super. 227, 303 A.2d 522 (1973) (in view

of reciprocal arrangements existing under support-statutes,

statute allowing for awards of alimony pendente lite and
costs to wives but not husbands do not violate state ERA);

Anagnostopoulos v. Anagnostopoulos, 22 Ill. App. 3d 479, 317

N.E. 2d 681 (1974) (attornels fees awarded to both parties);

Schaab v. Schaab, 87 N.M. 220, b31 P.2d 954 (1974).

40. Tidier v. Tidier, 50 Md. App. 1, 435 A.2d 489 (1981) (in
awarding counsel's fees, state ERA requires financial
circumstances and ability to pay of both parties to be

considered).

41. In re Rollman's Estate, 71 Pa. E. & C. 2d 6 (1975).
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she was married to another man, 42 that an unmarried mother cannot

release her child for adoption without the full consent of the

unwed father," that statutes of limitations on paternity actions

violate the ERA,44 that laws which restrict abortion or the

public funding of abortion violate the ERA,45 that filiation

statutes violate the ERA."

(E) Questions Regarding the Continuing Relations Between
Parents And Children.

If the ERA is adopted it will be argued: that statutory

exemptions from jury duty for women with children violate the

42. R. McG. v. J.W., 200 Colo, 345, 615 P.2d 666 (1980) (state
ERA grants man right to bring action for determination of
his paternity of child born during marriage of natural
mother to another).

43. In re Baby Girl S, 628 S.W.2d 261 (Tex. Civ. App. 1982),
vacated and remanded, 103 S.Ct. 1760 (statute which gives
unwed mother greater rights than biological father to raise
or release for adoption child born out of wedlock does not
violate state ERA); In re Adoption of Walker, 468 Pa. 165,
360 A.2d 603 (1976); (vacating adoption of illegitimate
child on consent of unwed mother only).

44. In re I :erest of Miller, 605 S.W.2d 332 (Tex. Civ. App.
1980), aff'd 631 S.W.2d 730 (1981) (one-year statute of
limitatial-on paternity actions but not maternity actions
violates state ERA).

45. Fischer v. Commonwealth, 10283 CP 1981 (cm...Ion. ct. Pa. Feb.
7, 1984); Moe v. Secretary of Administration and Finance,
382 Mass. 629, 417 N.E.2d 387 (1981).

46. State v. Wood, 89 Wash 97, 569 P.2d 1148 (1977) (filiation
statute applicable only to putative fathers does not violate
state ERA).
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ERA,47 that age differences in the jurisdiction of juvenile court

for girls and boys violates the ERA," that laws authorizing

imprisonment of fathers for failure to pay child support violate

the ERA,49 that the traditional rule that fathers have the

primary obligation to support the children, and that mothers are

only liable for the support of the children to the extent that

their fathers are unable to support them, violates the ERA."

47. Johnson v. State, 518 S.W.2d 700 (Tex. Crim. App. 1977)
(statutory exemption from jury duty for women with legal
custody of children under 10 years of age does not violate
ERA). See also Taylor v. Louisianna, 419 U.S. (1975);
(automatic jury exemption for women violates Sixth
Amendment); Duren v. Missouri, 439 U.S. 357 (1979)
(exemption from jury duty on request violates Sixth
Amendment).

48. People v. Ellis, 57 I11.2d 127, 311 N.E.2d 98 (1970 (sex-
based age difference in jurisdiction of juvenile court (17

years for boys but 18 for girls violates state ERA). See
Annot., 90 A.R 3d at 204 n. 3.

49. Kerr v. Kerr, 287 Md. 363, 412 A.2d 1001 (1980) (statute
authorizing imprisonment for failure to pay child support
does not violate either equal protection or sate ERA);
Ulrich v. Ulrich, 652 S.W.2d 503 (Tex. Civ. App. 1983)
(state ERA and statute do not mean that mother and father
must contribute equally to child support but each is obliged
to supply money or services according to his or her ability
and needs of children).

50. Rand v. Rand, 280 Md. 508, 374 A.2d 900 (1977) (following
adoption of state ERA, parental obligation for child support
no longer primarily an obligation of father but one to be
shared; sex of parent cannot be a factor in allocating
responsibility to support child; rejects claim that mother
liable only to extent father cannot support children); Kemp

v. Kemp, 287 Md. 165, 411 A.2d 1028 (1980) (after passage of
state ERA, obligation to pay for necessaries in support of

minor children no longer primarily father's duty but shared
by bcth parents); Commonwealth ex. rel. Travitzky v.
Travitzky, 230 Pa. Super. 435, 326 A.2d 883 (1974) (under
state ERA, equal responsibility is upon both parents, where

(Footnote 50 continued on next page)
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that the ERA requires mothers who have the potential earning

power to contribute equally to the financial support of their

children,51 that statutes which impose liability on fathers only

for the support of their children born out of wedlock violate the

ERA.52

(F) Question: Regarding Parent-Child Relations After Death,

(Footnote 50 continued from previous page)
they are financially able, to support their children); Smith
v. Smith, 13 Wash. App. 381, 534 P.2d 1033 (1975) (state ERA
requires equal responsibilities for child support); Smith v.
Smith, 651 S.W.2d 953 (Tex. Civ. App. 1983) (state ERA and
statute confer equal rights and equal obligations on both
father and mother to provide child support); Kaper v. Kaper,
227 Pa. Super. 377, 323 A.2d 222 (1974) (under state ERA, it
was error not to take into consideration income of mother in
awarding child support).

51. Commonwealth ex. rel. Wasiolek v. Wasiolek, 251 Pa. Super.
380 A.2d 400 (1977) (support rule permitting nurturing
parent children 7,9,11 to remain in home until child matures
does not violate state ERA; court need not consider mother's
earning capacity in assessing child support): Stern v.
Stern, Md. App. , 473 A.2d 56 (Ct. S App. 1984) (the
duty to support EETTdren is a joint duty under state ERA
obligation of father to pay $100 per month and mother to
provide room and board with $200 only does not violate state
ERA; Shapera v. Levitt, 260 Pa. Super. 447, 397 A.2d 1011
(1978) (state ERA requires that both parents discharge child
support obligation in accordance with their capacity and
ability); Friedman v. Friedman, 521 S.W.2d 111 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1975); (state ERA does not require mathematically equal
support but does impose equal obligation on each parent in
accordance with ability to contribute money oe services).

52. Commonwealth v. Baggs, 258 Pa. Super. 133, 392 A.2d 720
(1978) (sex-neutral criminal statute punishing the failure
to support a bastard child does not violate state ERA);
Commonwealth v. Rebovich, 267 Pa. Super. 254, 406 A.2d 791
(1979) (statute making failure to support child born out of
wedlock a misdemeanor read to be sex neutral and does not
violate state ERA); Commonwealth v. Vagnani, 272 Pa. Super.
396, 416 A.2d 99 (1979) (statute making failure to support
child born out of wedlock a misdemeanor construed to be sex-
neutral and does not violate state ERA).
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Divorce or Termination.

If the Equal Rights Amendment is adopted it will be claimed

in court: that the earning potential, not just the actual

earning4, of divorced women with children in their custody must

be considered in assessing the amount of child support they

receive," that orders granted without consideration of the

mother's resources will not be enforced after the adoption of the

ERA," that the earning potential, not just the actual earnings

of divorced women with custody must be considered in determining

how much child support they will receive,55 that any preference

53. Commonwealth ex rel. Wasiulek v. Wasiolek, 251 Pa. Super.
380 A.2d 400 (1977) (support rule permitting nurturing
parent children 7,9,11 to remain in home until child matures
does not violate state ERA; court need not consider mother's
earning capacity in assessing child support); Shapera v.
Levitt, 260 Pa. Super. 447, 397 A.2d 1011 (1978) (state ERA
requires that both parents discharge child support
obligation in accordance with their capacity and ability).

54. Slavis v. Slavis, 12 Ill. App. 3d 467, 299 N.E. 2d 413
(1973) (rejecting man's claim of retroactive application of
state ERA).

55. Urban v. Urban, 298 Pa. Super, 224, 444 A.2d 742 (1982)
(state ERA does not require mother of young children to
return to work to contribute to support of children);
Commonwealth ex. rel. Wasiolek v. Wasiolek, 251 Pa. Super.
380 4.2d 400 (1977) (support rule permitting nurturing
parent children 7,9,11 to remain in home until child matures
does not violate state ERA; court need not consider mother's
earning capacity in assessing child support); Kemp v. Kemp,
287 Md. 165, 411 A.2d 1028 (1980) (after passage of state
ERA obligation to pay for necessaries in support of minor
children no longer primarily father's duty but shared by
both parents); Krempp v. Krempp, 590 S.W.2d 229 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1979) (court rejects husband's argument that $1000 per
month child support violates statutory duty of support in
light of state ERA; nonmonetary contribution of custodial

(Footnote 55 continued on next page)
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for the mother in child custudy hearings violates the ERA,56 that

the prima facie presumption that a mother is a better custodian

for a child of tender years violates the ERA,57 and that even a

mere "tie-breaker" presumption (when all other evidence is equal)

that a mother of a child of tender years should be awarded

custody violates the ERA,56 that it violates the ERA if

(Footnote 55 continued from previous page)
mother must be taken into account); In re Marriage of Trask,
580 P.2d 825 (Colo. App. 1978) (argument that state ERA
requires pregnant mother to get a job to support child
deemed frivolous).

56. In re Custcdy of Hernandez, 249 Pa. Super. 274, 376 A.2d 648
(1977) (adoption fo state ERA abolished tender years
presumption entirely); McGowan v. McGowan, 248 Pa. Super.
41, 374 A.2d 1306 (1977) (tender years presumption violates
state ERA); Beichner v. Beichner, 294 Pa. Super. 36, 439
A.2d 737 (1982) (state ERA abolished tender years
presumption); Bedio v. Bedio, 268 Pa. Super. 231, 407 A.2d
1331 (1979) (vacating lower court decision that placed too
much emphasis on tender years doctrine.

57. Commonwealth ex. rel. Weber v. Weber, 272 Pa. Super. 88, 414
A.2d 682 (1979) (tender years presumption as prima facie
rule violates state ERA); Commonwealth ex. rel. Scott v.
Martin, 252 Pa. Super. 178, 381 A.2d 173 (1977).
(concurrence states that to prefer mother's custody claim to
father's violates state ERA); See also, Randolph v. Dean, 27
Ill. App. 3d 913, 327 N.E.2d 473 (1975); marcus v. Marcus,
24 Ill. App. id 401, 320 N.E. 2d 584 (1974).

58. Cooke v. Cooke, 21 Md. App. 376, 319 A.2d 841 (1974) (state
ERA abolishes maternal preference in custody disputes except
when evidence inconclusive); McAndrew v. McAndrew, 29 Md.
App. 1, 382 A.2d 1081 (1978) (maternal preference tie-
breaker rule abolished by statute, therefore, state ERA need
tit be considered; Cooke overruled); Marriage of Murray v.
Murray, 28 Wash. App. 197, 622 P.2d 1288 (1981) (under state
ERA continued viability of tender years presumption is
uncertain must be used as tie-breaker); Cox v. Cox, 532 P.2d
994 (Utah 1975) (tender years doctrine does not violate
state traditional "equal rights" amendment; Ex parte Devine,
398 So. 2d 686 (Ala. 1981) (tender years presumption

(Footnote 58 continued on next page)
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significantly more women than men are awarded custody, in

contested cases,59 that presumption that wife is entitled to

maximum one-third of husband's earnings for spousal support

following divorce violate the ERA," that a system of custody

award under which somen are awarded custody in more cases than

men violates the ERA," and that statutes restricting the right

of illegitimate children to inherit from their putative fathers

violate the ERA.62

III. Family Law Would Be Constitutionalized Signifigantly If
ffiiSgual Rights Amendment Were Adopted.

(Footnote 58 continued from previous page)
unconstitutional; court discusses fact that in four states,
tender years presumption remains in effect despite state ERA
or contrary statute language); Broussard v- Broussard, 320
So. 2d 236 (La. App. 1975) (tender years assumption upheld);
Randolph v. Dean, 27 Ill. App. 3d 913, 327 N.E.2d 473 (1675)
(permissible to consider maternal instinct).

59. In re Marriage of Franks, 542 P.2d 845 (1975) (rejecting
claim of ERA violation because statistics showing more women
awarded custody did not reveal if those cases were contested
by men who wanted custody).

60. Holmes v. Holmes, 127 P.L.J. 196 (Ct. Common Pleas 1978)
(cited in Avner E. Greene, supra note 1, at 4035).

61. In re marriage of Franks, 542 P.2d 845 (1975) (rejecting
man's claim that state ERA violated by pattern of warding
custody to women in must cases).

62. In re Succession of Brown, 379 So. 2d 1172 (La. App. 1980)
(statute excluding acknowledge illegitimates from
participating in succession of their father when he is
survived by legitimate descendants violates state ERA;
Lowell v. Kowlski, 398 Mass. 663, 405 N.E.2d 135 (1980) (law
allowing illegitimate child to inherit from natural mother
but not natural father violates state ERA).
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For nearly two hundred years the regulation of family

relationships has been a matter deemed to be within the exclusive

provin, , of the states." Historically, the Constitution has not

had a ery significant impact upon state regulation of domestic

relations.

During the past decade or so, federal courts have exercised a

greater degree of scrutiny of state family laws, usually acting

under the privacy doctrine." But less thaT, two years ago, the

United States Supreme Court held that fc.leral courts could not

hear habeas corpus actions to hear constitutional challenges to

, state court custody determinations." Indeed, much of the federal

court involvement 'n family law results from growing federal

regulation concerning taxation, bankruptcy, millitary personnel,

etc. 66

All of this would change if the Equal Rights Amendment were

enacted. I agree with Professor Freund's concern that if the ERA

were enacted :t would transform virtually every issue regarding

womens rights into a constitutional issue.67 This would mean that

63. Sosna v. Iowa 419, US 393 (1975).

64. See, Lehr B. Robertson, 103sct2985 (1983); Santosky Kramer,
455 US 745 (1982);*

65. Lehman v. Lycoming County Childrens Services Agency, 102 S.
Ct. (1982).

66. See K. Redden, Federal Regulation of Family Law (1982).

67. See Elsen, Coogan, Ginspurg, supra,note 1, at 81.
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family law disputes would be resolved under a uniform national

standard. The ability of the states to experiment with different

regulatory schemes would be curtailed. It would not be entirely

abolished, but there would be a profound tendency toward

nationalization. Because the Equal Rights Amendment would be a

constitutional provision, deviation from the constitutional

standard would be prohibited. Legislative development and reform

of the law would be severely restricted. If the citizens of a

state were displeased with the way the Equal Rights Amendment

were interpreted, they could not simply go the their legislature

and have the rule modified or repealed. The traditional

evolution of family law principles through common law development

and legislative enactment, amendment, and repeal would be

replaced by the more brittle and inflexible process of

constitutional adjudication.

Finally, if federal judiaciary would have a much greater role

in determining the substance of family law in this country. The

federal judges are the ultimate interpreters of the Constitution;

thus, in some respects they would be sitting as a super

legislature to establish domestic relations law.

Of course, other provitions of the Constitution already apply

to states and family laws. But none of the provisions of the

Constitution or its Amendments present focuses so particuliay

upon family law. Marriage and parenting are, a definition and

custom, deeply associated with sex and sex roles. thus, no

existing provision or amendment to the Constitution would have

near the impact on state domestic relations laws as the proposed

Equal Rights Amendment would.
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IV. The Equal Rights Amendment, If Adopted, Would Equalize

The Family Rights And Responsibilities of Men And Women.

It is reasonable to conclude that the impact of the adoption

of the ERA on many family laws and doctrines (indeed, probably on

most family laws and doctrines) would nct be profound because the

policies and practices of existing family laws could be continued

without significant alteration by merely substituting gender-

neutral statutory language and by clarifying a previously-

unarticulated intention that particular legal rights or duties

apply equally to men and women.

It is clear that the debate over the Equal Rights

Amendmont has served as a catalyst for state legislative reforms

in the area of family laws, some of which are long overdue." and

if the Equal Rights Amendment were adopted, if would go far to

insure the ultimate equality of men and women before the law with

respect to their family rights and responsibilities. It would

have a very beneficial effect of encouraging men to be

responsible fathers, and husbands; would give divorced men

greater encouragement and responsibility for their shildren; it

would remove barriers to opportunities outside the home for

married women and mothers; and it would encourage self

sufficiency and independence. All of these results would be

laudable.

68. W. Wadlington, & M. Poulsen, Domestic Relations 27 (Third
Ed. 1978).
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Thus, if it were adopted the Equal Rights Amendment would

continue the trend already begun of breaking down coersive steno-

types. Of course, these changes have occurred over the last

decade in many states even though the ERA has not been adopted;

and such progressive changes have occurred in many states which

do not have state ERAa.69

V. Adoption of the ERA Would Impair The Legal Rights of

Men and Women Who Assume Traditional Family Responsibilities.

The outcome of cha'..lenges brought under the ERA to several

significant rules and doctrines of existing family law can be

reasonably predicted and couldbe expected to require significant

changes in family laws and in public policies regarding families

and family relations. The experience of the states that have

enacted their own Equal Rights Amendments and the abundant

commentary by lawyers and legal scholars provide a preview of how

the courts might be expected to rule on particular issues if the

ERA were adopted. And in a few areas it appears that provocative

and far-reaching changes in family laV and policy would be

imposed if the Equal Rights Amendment were adopted.

(A) Marriage Laws.

69. H. Kay, supra note 1, at 318, 319.
State which have not ratified the ERA have neither been

calloused or insensitive to women's rights. Rather they
have chosen an alternative approach to protecting those
rights, which has succeeded in combating sex discrimination
without mandating an absolutist approach regarding sex
distinction:. . . .

Id. at 318 (citing Greenman, Studies in Family Law, Women's
Rights and the State Legislatures (1980).
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Commentators appear to agree that the ERA would require

states to abolish gender-based distinctions in marital age

Nrequirements. 70
Legislatures "would have to set a single age for

men and women* to marry. 71 At least ten states have statutes

which rpvoide that, in limited circumstances, girls can marry

(usually with parental approval) at a younger age than boys.72 It

is doubtful that most legislative supporters of the ERA actually

intend to require states to permit homosexual marriages, an a

Washington state court has ruled that its state ERA does not

require recognition of homosexual marriage.73 But the argument

for mandating homosexual marriage emphasizes the strong

legislative intent that under the ERA sex discriminzton be

treated thu same as race discrimination, and laws requiring (or

prohibiting) same-race marriages are clearly unconstitutional.74

70. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Hatz & A Price, supra note 1, ac
101; United Comm'n on Civil Rights, supra note 1, at 10;
Katz, supra ,cote 1, at 127.

71. Brown, Emerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 1, at 939.

72. Wardle, Rethinking Marital Age Restrictions, 22 J. Family L.
(1983).

It is simply not clear whether states would be required
to permit homosexual marriages if the Equal Rights Amendment
were adopted.
Compare Note, The Legality of Homosexual Marriage, 82 Yale
L.J. 513, 588 (1913 and Katz supra note 1, at 115-123 with
A. Bingaman, supra note 1, at 176.

73. R. Lee, supra. note 1, at 64, 65; M. Childs, supra note 1, at
87-89; Singer v. Hara, 11 Wash. App. 247, 52 P. 2d 1187
(1974).

74. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967); Rivera, Our Strait-
(Footnote 74 continued on next page)
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It seems clear that the Equal Rights Amendment would require

courts to give women the same right to sue for loss of consortium

as a man enjoys. This has been a consistent result of the cases

brought under the state ERAs.78 And this is the consistent trend

in states without state ERA's also, so this would not be a

significant change.

It is also reasonably clear that states would have to impose

the same obligation of spousal support on wives as are opposed on

husbands. And this is currently the trend of the law. However,

it could be a significant change if the role that a husband is

prim'arily liable for support, and the wife is only secondarily

liable, were abolished, and this appears to be one of the

probable consequences if the ERA is adopted." It is likely that

the ERA would have a very significant impact upon laws governing

the acquisition and control of marital property. It is clear

that laws that vest management in control of property exclusively

in the husband are unconstitutional." But many commentators

insist that even legal presmptions that the management of a

property is vested 'he husband would violate the ERA.81 More

78. See supra, note . See also Annot., 90 ALR 3d at 195,
196.

79. Bingaman, su ra note 1, at 121; See also, Brown, Emmerson,
Falk 6 Free an, supra note 1, at 945, 946.

80. Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 101 S.Ct. 1196 (1981).

81. See generally, Bingaman, supra note , at ; United
Comm'n on Civil Rights, supra note 1, at 9, 107---
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importantly, it is likely that the ERA would require a major

revision in interfamily property laws in virtually every state.82

It has been argued that the ERA would require all states to adopt

a community property system or something close to it.a3 For years

after passag_ .f the ERA disgruntled litigants, and it is well

known that family disputes produce an abundance of disgruntled

litigants, would be able to make the colorable claim that the

rule of domestic relations law applied in their cases violated

the equal rights amendment. Divorce courts, family courts,

probate courts, and general trial courts in every county and

state in the nation would be called upon to apply thu ERA to

local family laws. (C) Spousal Rights and Responsibilities

After Death

Or Dissolution.

If the Equal Rights Amendment were adopted, it is likely to

have three significant impacts upon laws governing the relations

of spouses after death or dissolution.84 First, consistent with

di. Ryman, supra rote 1, at 510, 511.

83. Weitzman, supra note 1, at 202; See also, Bingaman, supra
note 1, At 124.

84. It is likely that the ERA would have many less significant
impacts. For instance, it would ensure the ;fight of
divorced women to a restoration of their maiden name after
divorce. H. Clark, supra note 1, at 1110. But this appears
to be the common practice at the present time. Likewise, it
would require that alimony be equally available to both men
and women which is also currently required under the
fourteenth amendment. Orr v. Orr U.S. (1978). It
is also likely that under the ERA courts decinig questions
of spousal support upon divorce would have to col.sider the
facts of each case much more carefully since the.r ability

(Footnote 84 conti ued on next page)
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To aate, not a single state permits homosexual marriages. Thus,

if laws permiting only hereosexual marriage were scrutinized

under near-absolute standard of review, the ERA could have a

revolutional impact on the fundamental concept of marriage

itself in ever} state.

(B) Rights and Responsibilities of Spouses.

It seems reasonably clear that laws requiring a married women

to assume the surname of her husband would be unconstitutional

under the Equal Rights Amendment. Moreover, many commentat ',rs

argue that it would violate the ERA for the law to presume that a

married woman assumes the name of her husband.75

It is equally clear that laws requiring women to assume the

domicile of their husband would be unconstitutional under the

Equal Rights Amendment.76 Arguably, it would even be

impermissible for states to presume that a married woman has the

same domicile as her husband."

!Footnote 74 continued from previous page)
Laced Judges: A Legal Position of Homosexual Persons in the
OiiTted States,30 Hastings L.3:7,7,9979).

75. "The Equal Rights Amendments would not permit a legal
requirement, or even a legal presumption, that a woman takes
her husband's name at the time )f marriage." Brown,
Emmerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 1, at 940. See also
B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Itatz 6 A. Price, supra note 1, at
105; Note, 12 J. Fam. L. at 157; Weitzman, supra note 1, at
200. But see, R. Lee, supra note 1, at 73.

76. Weitzman, supra note 1, at 200; Note, 12 J. Fam. L. at 157;
R. Lee, supra note 1, at 71.

77. Brown, Emmerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 1, at 941.
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the notion that rights acquired in property during marriage must

be shared equally by husbands and wives, it is likely that laws

'in the eight or so common law states which have traditional dower

or curtesy property schemes in which the right to a survivor's

share or the amount differ3 between husbands and wives would be

held to violate the ERA." Likewise laws which give widowers but

not widows a nonbarrable share of the husband's estate would

probable be held to violate the Equal Rights Amendment."

Second, it is likely that alimony and spousal maintenance

schemes would have to eliminate entirely sex and sex-role

distinctions. Not only would alimony have to be available

equally for husbands and wives, but all laws, including legal

presumptions, concerinq spousal support and maintenance would

have to be sex-neutral. Thus, it is even possible that informal

presumptions about the amount of support which a divorced woman

is entitled to receive from her ex-husbard would be found to be

unconstitutional." It is even possible that existing spousal

support orders would have to be reviewed if they were based on

(Footnote 84 continued from previous page)
to rely upon presumptions would be significantly reduced.
This is a laudable goal, and is consistent with the trend of
cases in recent years.

85. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz & A. Price, supra note 1, at
180.

86. Brown, Emmerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 1, at 948.

87. Avern & Greene, supra note 1, at 403-5.
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impermissible sex-stereo types at the time they were entered.88

It has also been suggested, and seems reasonable, that the ERA

might prohibit states from considering fault as a factor in

determining alimony, if it could be shown that that operates to

the detriment of women more often than men.89

Third, it is possible that some tax exemptions and extending

special favortism to widows dissipating in government programs

would violate the Equal Rights Amendment."

It has also been argued that the Equal Rights Amendment would

require divorce to be available on the same grounds to men and

women. As a practical matter, this would have little impact,

even if It were tri2e, in most states because most states have

adopted no-fault divorce grounds either in lieu of or in addition

to traditional fault grounds. However, with two particular

grounds for divorce, this presents an interesting conceptual

dilemma, even if it is practically insignificant. A woman's

refusal to follow her husband to his new residence was deemed

desertion or abandonment. If the mere presumption that a married

woman's domicile is that or her husband violates the Equal Rights

Amendment, then this ground for divorce would be unconstitutional

because it is predicated on the forbidden presumption that the

88. R. Lee, supra note 1, at 70.

89. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz, & A. Price, supra note
, at 136.

90. [GET CITE]; R. Lee, supra note 1, at 72.
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husband establishes the domicile of the family. 91 It is also been

suggested that the traditional role that a man could have a

marriage annulled if his wife were pregnant by another man at the

time of the marriage would violate the Equal Rights Amendment

unless a woman could have her marriage annulled if her husband

had impregnanted another woman.92 But this overlooks the fact

that the disability for which an annullment is granted is not the

sexual misconduct by the woman, but her inability at the time of

marriage to perform the function going to the essentials of the

marriage relationship, i.e., to conceive and bear children for

aer husband exclusively during the existence of the marriage. So

this traditiunal ground for annullment probably comes within the

"unique physical characteristic" exception to the absolute

drohibition of sex discrimination.

ID) Parenting, Paternity, Adoption & Abortion.

Laws governing the creation of parent-child relations would

likely be impacted by adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment in

three significant ways. First, adoption laws which allow a child

born out of wedlock to be released for adoption by his or her

unwed mother which do not provide equal opportunity to the unwed

father would probably be held to violate the ERA. It is not

clear that the unwed father must be given the identical rights.

i.e., that he be allowed to release his illegitimate child for

91. Brown, Emmerson, Falk 6 Freedman, supra note 1, at 942.

92. Id. at 951; B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz, & A. Price,
supra note 1, at 184.
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adoption without consent of the mother, but it is likely that

states would have to require mothers of children born out of

wedlock to give the father of the child greater opportunity to

block the adoption of their newborn infants than they now do.93

Second, under one state Equal Rights Amendment it has been

held that the courts must allow claims to be asserted by third

party men that children born while a woman is married to another

man are their own children.94

The logic of this position is that the biological father of a

child has just as much claim to paternity as the biological

mother, even if the biological mother is married to another man.

If this were to become the general rule, it could have a

significant impact in the many states where courts will not allow

a party outside the family to challenge the assumption that the

child born during a marriage is the child of the mother's

husband.

It is unclear what effect the ERA would have upon laws

restricting sexual behavior. A significant minority of the

Supreme Court took the position that statutory rape laws are

unconstitutional under the fourteenth equal protection standard.95

93. See e.g., In re Adoption of Walker, 368 A.2d 603 (Pa. 1976);
Lehr v. Robinson, 103 S.Ct. 28, 2985 (1983); Caban v.
Mohammed, 441 U.S. 380 (1979). See Weitzman, supra note 1,
at 177.

94. R. McGee v. J. W., 200 Colo. 345, 615 P.2d 666 (1980).

95. Michal M. v. Superior Court, 450 U.S. 464 (1981) (upholding
sex-age discrimination in California statutory rape law).
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Since the Equal Rights Amendment would impose a significantly

more exacting standard of judicial review, it is not certain

whether statutory rape laws, which penalize sexual intercourse

with girls, but not boys, under a certain age, would be upheld."

Likewise, laws imposing greater punishment upon fathers for

having incest with their daughters and upon mothers having incent

with their sons would be in a tenuous position were the ERA to be

adopted. Before the Illinois Supreme Court summarily ruled that

such discrimination did not violate the state ERA, the Illinois

Court of Appeals had twice held that such statutes were

unconstitutional.97 However, laws prohibiting forcible rape would

appear to oe safe. 98 And to the extent that abortion policy does

not come within the "unique physical characteristics"

qualification, the fact that public policies favoring childbirth

over abortion impact women only, at least during the gestation

period, could mandate the state taking a position of greater

96. [GET CITE]; R. Lee, supra note 1, at 64.

97. People v. Yocum, 31 /11. App. 3d 586, 335 N.E.2d 183 (1975);
People v. Boyer, 24 Ill. App. 3d 671, 321 N.E.2d 312 (1974),
Rev'd, 63 Ill. 2d 433, 349 N.E.2d 50 (1976).

98. See, Comm'n. on Civil Rights, supra note 1, at 24; (GET
CITE).

Adoption of the ERA would also have a significant impact
on the public funding of abortion and the public policy
regarding abortion. One state court has already held that a
state ERA prohibits states to funH child birth services but
not abortion services.
Fischer v. Commonwealth, 10283 CP 1981 (Common. Ct. Pa. Feb.
7, 1984).
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neutrality on abortion." It is likely that ad(ption of the ERA

would have many other effects on laws governing the creation of

parent child relationships which would not differ significantly

from current law or trends. For instance, statutes of

limitations on paternity actions which unduly restrict the right

of unwed fathers to establish paternity would be

unconstitutional. 100 It would surely be argued that the statute

requires states to permit abortion on demand, but that is already

the law.101

(E) Laws Governing Parent-Child Relations.

One potentially significant change concerns the names of

children. It is reasonably clear that laws requiring a child to

take the same name as his or her father would be

unconstitutional."' But it also appears that even mere

presumptions that a child assumes the surname of his or her

99. The United States Supreme Court has already required states
to take a largely neutral position in their policies
regarding abortion. See, Akron Center for Reproductive
Health, Inc., v. City-ZY Akron, U.S. (1983).

100. See, B. Brown, A Freedman, H. Katz 6 A. Price, supra note
1, at 192; In re Interest of Miller, 605 S.W.2d 332 (Tex.
Liv. App. 1980), aff'd, 631 S.W.2d (730 1981); Pickett v.
Brown, 103 S.Ct. 2199 (1983); Mills v. Habuetzel, 456 U.S.
91 (1982).

101. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).

102. Brown, Emmerson, Falk, 6 freedman, supra note 1, at 941.
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father at birth or during minority would be declared

unconstitutional.103

Adoption of the ERA would have a similar impact on laws

governing the domicile of the child. The traditional rule of

laws that a child assumes the same domicile as his or her father

or custodian. That would fall under the Equal Rights Amendment.

In fart, it appears that the ERA would abolish even the

presumption that a child has the same domicile as his or her

father. 104

Second, it is clear that "(Ole Equal Rights Amendment

requires that all laws concerning child support be sex-neutral."1"

Thus, "once the identity of the gather has been ascertained, the

rights and obligations and the parent-child relationship must be

the same for both the father and the mother.106 Most states do

not disagree with the general proposition that both mothers and

fathers must be responsible for the financial support of their

103. filhe equal rights amendment prohibits rules governing the
naming of a child at birth that favor the surname of one
parent or grant decision-making power concerning names to
only one sex. Additionally, the ERA requires the
elimination of any rule arbitrarily favoring the continued
use of the father's or the mother's name for the children
throughout their minority. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz
& A. Price, supra note 1, at 109.

104. Brown, Emmerson, Falk & Freedman, supra note 1, at 942; R.
Lee, supra note 1, at 71; B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz 6
A. Price, supra note 1, at 116.

105. Id. at 156.

106. Id. at 192.
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children. But in many states the law establishes that the father

has the primary duty of support, and that the mother is only

liable to the extent that the father is unable to provide that

support. These laws would be unconstitutional if the ERA were

adopted.107

Additionally, it is possible that the Equal Rights Amendment

could require states to disregard any distinctions between the

benefits and grants available to married and unmarried mothers

and fathers. If so this would have a very significant impact

upon exising social programs.108 It could be argued that such

laws discriminate in government programs because the benefit is

dependent upon the applicant's relationship with the person of

the opposite sex.

(F) Laws Affecting Parent-Child Relations After

Death or Divorce.

Adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment would have two very

profound effects upon post-divorce parent-child relations. The

first would be abolition of the tender years doctrine. "The

Equal Rights Amendment would prohibit both statutory and common

law presumptions about which parent was the proper guardian based

on the sex of the parent. "109 At present, the sex of the parent

is not a major factor in child cust Ay di putes because old rules

107. Note, supra note 1, it 155.

10R. cAlifano v. Boles. 443 U.S. 282 (1979).

109. Brown, Emmerson, Falk, & Freedman, supra note 1, at 953.
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pat made it very difficult fora father to obtain custody of

young children have largely been repudiated.11° Nevertheless, it

is fair to say that sex is a factor in some cases because many

states allow judges to presume that the relationship between a

mother and a young child is particularly important. Thus, many

states stall give the mother a "benefit of the doubt" in custody

disputes when all other factors ar- about equal. But even this

modest presumption would be abolished.111 Thus, if it were

statistically shown that mothers continued to be awarded custody

in disproportionately large number of contested cases, a defacto

violation of the ERA might exist. 112

A second major change would be on child support. "The ERA

requires that all laws concerning child support be sex-neutral."113

This does not mean that mathematically equal divis;on would be

required (although it is certain that some support-obligated men

110. (GET CITE]

111. Id; B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz & A. Price, supra note
1, at 188; Kurtz, supra note 1, at 142.

112. See, In re Marriage of Franks, 542 P.2d 845 (Colo. 1975);
Mememme v. Mememme, 572 P.2d 473 (Colo. 1977). In Franks,
the court rejected such an argument on the basis that the
statistics which showed that women were awarded custody in
d disproportionate number of cases did not show that the
husbands in those cases had contested or sought custody.
The negative pregnant in this basis of repudiating the sex-
discrimination claim is that if a man could show that state
courts are awarding mothers custody in a greater number of
contested cases, it would violate the ERA.

113. B. Brown, A. Freedman, H. Katz & A. Price, supra note 1, at
156.
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would so argue), and it seems clear that courts would have to

take into account the economic value of non-economic services

rendered by the wife, e.g., child care, teaching children, etc.

But a major and controversial consequence of adoption of the ERA

is the strong likelihood that mothers who had marketable job

skills would be required to leave the home and return to work

earlier than they would if the ERA were not enacted. Two lower

courts in Pennsylvania reached that decision and, although they

were subsequently reversed by divided appellate courts, the

defacto as well as de jure impact of the ERA to cause mothers to

leave home to support their children would constitute a very

radical change from existing family law policy. 114 Finally, in

awarding child custody, it might violate the ERA, for courts to

consider homosexual relations of the parent. That is, for the

same reasons that it might violate the ERA to prohibit same-sex

marriages, it might violate the ERA for courts to presume that it

is detrimental for a child to be raised by a practicing

homosexual.115

,1 If the equal rights amendment were enacted it would
significant impair laws and policies which support women who
assume traditional roles as wives and mothers.

While the precise impact of the Equal Rights Amendment, if

adopted, upon many family law issues is very debatable, the
overall systematic impact is very clear. In the words of

114. See infra note

115. See supra note

and accompanying text.

and accompanying text.
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Professor Herma Hill Kay: "will gatification of the equal
rights amendment require fundamental changes in traditional.
family life? Parodoxically, both opponents and proponents agree
that it would."'" Adoption of the ERA would require 7T4ssive
rewriting of domestic relations laws" in every state. One
Professor wrote that the EPA would necessitate a "culture
revolution of proportions beyond the ken of the proponents,"
which would "minimize legal reinforcement of culture mores
supportive of family life, tend to downgrode the homemaker role,
and mandate a unisex family law policy. The ERA embodies
notions about family rights and responsibilities which, in
particular cases run "counter to traditional roles ofmen and
women and to traditional perspectives on marriage."'" And the
Maryland high court held that the state ERA "was 'intended to, and
(tid, drastically alter gditional views of the validity of sex-
based classifications."'" (INSERT **** WI

The overall impact of the adoption of the ERA would be to
abolish laws which are differentia) to mothers and wives and
which prode preferential treatment to women who care for
children.'"

116. H. Kay, supra note 1, at 315, 316; Id. at 319.

117. 0. Hatch, supra note 1, at 37; United States Comm'n On
Civil Rights, supra note 1, at 24; Elesen, Coogan, &
Ginsberg, supra note 1, at 1076.

118. Ryman, supra note 1, at 514.

119. W. Weyrauch & S. Katz, supra note 1, at 282.

120. Rand v. Rand, 374 A.2d 900 (Md. 1977).
4

121. The legal defference to mothers comes from a time
when our country was young, needed population, and wanted
to encourage women to have many children. This may have
been appropriate for that period in our history. But what
about our present need for a zero populationgrowth? . . .

fUlritil recently, women would seldom express a dislike for
children or say that they did not want to have children.
Today, however, a real choice is open to women . . . .

Once again, the law seems to be based on
stereotyped assumptions about tne proper roles of men and
women. . . . Certain public policy would be better served
by eliminating these rigid role prescriptions and
increasing the options available to both sexes.
Weitzman, suprl note 1, at 195. See also, Elsen, Coogan, &
qinsber3, supra note 1, at 1076.
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The problem is that the ERA, if adopted, would not only
prohibit laws which coerce women into particular roles, but it
would also prohibit incentives. It would abolish modest,
rebuttable presumptions as: yell as abosolute, rigid rules. Under
a semi-absolute standard of review, the ERA would not allow
judges to acknowledge the distinction that exists between
requirement and preference; if any legal doctrine, whether
absolute or flexible, contains a discriminatory element, it would
be subject to rigid judicial scrutiny.

Thus, as we have seen, it is likely that adoption of the ERA
would abolish even mere rebuttable presumptions (not hard and
fast requirements) that married women assume the surname of their
husoands, tha married women have the same domicile as their
husbands, that children take the domicile and surname of their
fathers, that the husband and father is the primary provider of
financial support for his family, and that, if all objective
factors regarding the ability of contesting parents to raise a
child are about equal, the benefit of the doubt the should be
given to the mothet"if the child is an infant.

Moreover, it is clear that
Laws, including family property rights-laws creating benefits
for women who prefer the homemaker role--a non-economic
career-- . . . are probably within prohibition of proposed -

Amendment. . . (T)he economic system (thus) may force more
women out of homemaker roles, necessitate child care by the
community rather than ttig,family, and increase urban-rural
life-style differences."4
Thus, the ultimate impact of the ERA would not be to

breakdown stero-types about sex roles, but throw out traditional
notions about family responsibilities and substitute a new
sterotype about unisex spousal and parental responsibilities.
This is why, if the ERA were adopted, people who favor adult
single independence, small families or no families, and two
income families, might rejoice, while persons with traditional
notions about the value of marriage and families would fear for
the institutions and relationships they cherish.

There is no doubt that current family policy in both the
states and in the federal government provides an incentive for
women to assume mothering roles and responsibilities. Many
people believe that the contribution which a mother makes by
staying at home is so beneficial to children, families, and to
society in general, that women who choose to forgo other
opportunities ought to be encouraged with special incentives and
support with special benefits. These incentives, benefits and
assumptions, mild as they are, nevertheless constitute a form of
sex discrimination that would be threatened if the ERA were
enacted. The authorities I have reviewed appear very solidly to
support the conclusion that family laws and policies which
encouraged women to stay at home to raise their children by
entending to them benefits, exemptions, and legal presumptions
that were not extended equally to fathers would be prohibited.

122. Ryman, supra note 1, at 511.
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The "tender years" doctrine is a good example of this. There
is not one "tender years" doctrine, but really three doctrines.
All are based on the assumption that the bonding relationship
between mother and a young child is so important to the well
being and development of the child that the law should encourage
it. The oldest "tender years" doctrine was very strict. It
consisted of a rule that, in custody contests, the mother of a
child of tender years was to be awarded custody unless the father
could show that she was .absolutely unfit. A second "tender
years" doctrine provides that the mother will be awarded custody
unless the father shows, by substantial or compelling evidence,
that he would be a better custodian for the particular child.
The third, and most widely used form of the "tender years"
doctrine, is a mere tie-breaker presumption that if all other
factors are equal, the mother of a young child will be given the
benefit of the doubt in custody. Regrettably, it is quite likely
that all three forms of this preference for mothers would be held
to violate the ERA. Indeed, it would appear that all of them are
based upon the assumption which the ERA would prohibit from being
expressed in any way in law.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Professor.
Ms. IA..vick, We are happy to turn to you.

STATEMENT OF MARSHA LEVICK

Ms. I.Evik. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss

the many ways in which the proposed Federal equal rights amend-
ment will require modification and reform of current American
family law in terms which will be of lasting benefit to both men
and women in our society.

Before proceeding to my prepared comments, I would like to at
least address one comment that Professor Wardle has expressed. I
am sure that I will have an opportunity during the course of the
hearing to respond to many of his other points.

But I am somewhat, I guess, struck by a certain irony in his ref-
erence to the fact that he has been led to believe that it is home-
makers across America who make up one of the strongest groups
in opposition to the equal rights amendment.

I say that I find it somewhat ironic because it has always been
our view that the application and interpretation of the equal rights
amendment would, in fact, provide greater benefit to the home-
makers of America and accord them greater equality and fuller
status than they have been accorded under our existing system of
family laws.

It is to these women that many of the efforts of the equal rights
amendment is addressed and it is to these women fir whom we see
the greatest benefit.

It is particularly interesting to talk about the issue of family law
and the equal right amendment at a time when there is so much
poverty kicing American women. It is unquestionable and I know
that this has been documented in other hearings before this com-
mittee and in other hearings before both the Senate and the House
that the degree of poverty facing women in America today is very
much tied to the discriminatory ways in which our family laws
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have been applied to women in the past as well as other kinds of
discrimination that women face in employment.

It is largely for this reason that I think it is critically important
that we do look at the issue of the ERA and family law because, as
I said, it is our belief that the ERA will do a great deal toward
ameliorating many of the concerns and issues that Professor
Wardle has raised,

The American system of family law is, indeed, rooted in sex-
based distinctions and stereotypes which have historically governed
the allocation of rights and responsibilities within the family. It
has increasingly come under attack in recent years largely for this
reason. As one commentator has noted:

't he principle's developed to protect marriage and family as an institution are the
most sex discriminatory in all of law. When legal rights and duties are dependent
upon the sex of the individual without regard to the relevance of sex to the object of
these rights and duties. sex discrimination is being used unjustly as a legal tool.

The basis for this disturbing phenomenon in domestic relations
law derives from our adherence to the common-law notion of the
unity of husband and wife, that is, the very being or legal existence
()I' the woman is suspended during the marriage or at least incorpo-
rated or consolidated into that of the husband. The legacy of this
commonlaw principle is evident in numerous discriminatory legal
doctrines that formed the early basis of American family law.

Thus, for example, the notion that only wives were eligible for
alimony at the time of divorce derives directly from the common-
law principle that the husband was the sole wage earner, theoreti-
cally responsible for the support of his family, and the concept of
alimony was really viewed simply as an extension of his obligation
of support for the wife.

In return for his support, the husband had an absolute right to
his wife's services, both inside and outside the home and to any
economic benefits derived therefrom. Because wives were consid-
ered their husband's property, the law provided husbands with a
variety of actions in tort to redress injury to the wife for loss of her
services. Wives did not have a similar right to recover on behalf of
their husbands. Such sex stereotyping also influenced the develop-
ment of the rebuttal presumption in custody cases that favored the
mother as custodian of the child. The presumption was based on
the belief that women belonged in the home where they could exer-
cise their presumed superior abilities as nurturers and caretakers.

With renpect to marital property, married, whether homemakers
or wage earner, were at a sel;ous disadvantage. As Professor
Krauskopf has noted, homemakers could not win. The common-law
system is based on the assumption that the wife's place is in the
home. Although it fosters the homemaker's as proper and neces-
sary, the common law provides no economic reward for the wife's
contribution to the family assets or for her lost opportunity to de-
velop earning power outside the home. The system ignores the fact
that the wife's entire economic worth is absorbed into the marital
unit.

One distressing consequence of this system has been that any
award of marital property to the homemaker wife of divorce often
was viewed by her husband and the court as a gift to her, rather
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than tangible recognition of her ownership rights earned by virtue
of her contribution of homemaking services.

Wage earning wives fared little better under the common-law
system. In title States, a woman with her own income or assets
could make a financial contribution to the acquisition of marital
property only to discover at the time of divorce that her husband
was considered the sole owner of the property because it was actu-
ally titled in his name, and often title was placed in the husband's
name simply because this was the customary way to proceed. Be-
cause some courts did not have statutory authority to transfer title
property between spouses, this harsh regime was enforced even
against a wife who could prove legally the nature and extent of her
financial contribution.

The common-law unity of husband and wife as first articulated
by Blackstone has, of course, at least in principle, been largely re-
jected by many of the States in this country. In practice, however,
we see its effect continually in court decisions interpreting contem-
porary domestic relations law in ways that perpetuate the under-
valuing of a woman's contribution as a homemaker and which
ignore the changing realities of the roles of both men and women
Ia the American family today.

These changing realities, we believe, increasingly dictate that we
adopt a view of marriage not as a mythical unity in which the
rights of one party are submerged into the rights of another but
rather as an economic and social partnership of equals. In this
model, each partner makes contributions of commensurate value to
the marital community regardless of the forms of the contributions
and decisions regarding finances, property, education, roles, and
children are made jointly by each spouse and with each of their
needs and aspirations taken into account.

While examples of legislative and judicial developments incorpo-
rating this changinf; view of the American family can be found
both in the adoption of equitable distribution laws and community
property schemes around the country as well as such model legisla-
tion as the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, one of the most im-
portant sources of support for this emerging analysis of the marital
relationship as a partnership among equals has been found in the
State equal rights amendment provisions which exist in 16 States
in this country.

In considering the impact of a Federal ERA on our current
system of family law, we are thus extremely fortunate to have the
experience and benefit of many of these States which have already
addressed the application of the equality principle rooted in the
ERA to the system of domestic relations law. Some of the examples
of the ways in which State ERA's have forced a modification of tra-
ditional family law will help to illuminate the enormous impor-
tance of a Federal ERA to the ultimate achievement of such equali-
ty for women and men across America.

I would also like to add here in reference to an additional com-
ment that Professor Wardle made regarding the enormous amount
of litigation that an equal rights amendment would spur in the
area of domestic relations law.

It has been our experience in looking at the combined experience
of those States which have passed State equal rights amendments
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that exactly the contrary has occurred. Must of these States have
taken the opportunity, following the passage of their amendments,
to voluntarily review their own statutes and to correct the kinds of
discrimination and discriminatory provisions that many of these
statuter. contained.

The amount of litigation that has actually taken place in ERA
States has been very little.

In the area of child support, State ERA's have been used to es-
tablisi; not only a mutual obligation of support by both parents but
also te, accord economic value to the custodial homemaker's non-
monetary contributions of child care and nurturing. Courts in
Pennsylvania, Texas, Colorado, Maryland, and Washington have all
recognized the value of the nonworking parent's custodial contribu-
tion and have begun to issue support awards in accordance with
the respective abilities and capacities of each spouse to contribute.
By recognizing that the custodial parent's nonmonetary cor.tribu-
tion to the care and well-being of the child fulfills her obligations
of support, these States have also avoided the artificial and rigid
imposition of a duty of an equivalent financial contribution to the
nonworking spouse. These rulings should also significantly enhance
the economic well-being of the custodian parent by requiring that
an award of comparable financial support be assessed against the
working noncustodial parent.

It is important to underscore here that the concern that the pas-
sage of an equal rights amendment would force women out of the
home and require them to accept paid 'employment in order to
meet child support obligations and responsibilities has simply not
happened in States with the experience in interpreting State equal
rights amendments.

As I indicated, what these States have done is simply to recog-
nize that the care and nurturing that the custodian parent pro-
vides to the children is, indeed, an equivalent measure and ability
of that parent's responsibility to provide support for the child.

Sex-based alimony awards have also been struck down in the
face of State equal rights amendments and have been replaced
with more equitable schemes for assessing the obligation of sup-
port. In no State, however, has this resulted in an end to alimony.
Instead, States have replaced existing inequitable laws with provi-
sions that permit alimony to be awarded to the dependent spouse
in a manner tha;, is regardless of gender. Thus, the original pur-
pose of alimony, to provide support for the dependent spouse which
was usually the wife when the marriage disintegrated, was brought
into the 20th century with the recognition that the dependent
spouse could also, in some instances, be a husband.

At the same time however, State laws have imposed arbitrary
maximum limits on the amount of support that a wife could get, in
some cases from one-quarter to one-third, have also been invalidat-
ed as inherently discriminatory.

For example, in a Pennsylvania case in which a Pennsylvania
court struck down a law in that State prohibiting judges from
awarding the wife more than one-third of her husband's earnings,
the Pennsylvania court condemned the rule for its adherence to,
and I quote, "an ingrained sexist philosophy whereby a man's labor

G O.



for money wits thought to be more valuable than a woman's work
as a homemaker."

The rules applied by courts in child custody decisions also have
been affected by State ERA's. Originally at common law, a father
had a virtually absolute right to custody which could be denied
only where danger to the child or corruption of the father were
proven. It was not until the 20th century that courts developed the
tender years doctrine that has been mentioned earlier. It presumed
the best interests of young children are served by aiwarding custody
to the mother. Since the expressed goal was to determine ultimate-
ly what was the best interest for the child, however, in some cases
the effect of this judicial presumption could operate to the detri-
ment of the child.

Recognizing this weakness, the tender years doctrine has been
rejected in recent years in most jurisdictions. Where the issue has
been definitively addressed, State ERA jurisdictions have, either by
statute or case law, discarded the doctrine. This has not, however,
resulted by any means in the wholesale denial of custody awards to
mothers who previously benefited from this presumption. To the
contrary, State courts and legislatures have simply recognized that
the tender years presumption is inconsistent with the principle of
equality that is recognized and embodied in State equal rights
amendments and opted in the alternative for an approach which
affords each parent an equal right to custody with the award of
custody ultimately being determined by the unique facts of each
case.

Another example of the elimination of sex-based classifications
concerns the issue of management rights over marital property.
Changes in this area illustrate how ERA's promote the marriage
partnership concept and have produced faster and more effective
legal reform than has occurred under the Federal Constitution's
equal protection clause.

Although community property is premised on the idea that hus-
band and wife have equal ownership rights in all marital property,
in the past, all eight community-property States had rules that
gave the right to manage and control the property exclusively to
husbands.

After adopting State ERA's in the early 1970's, the legislatures
in New Mexico and Washington acted expeditiously to reappeal
these sex-biased provisions and replace them with rules extending
management rights equally to wives and husbands. A similar pat-
tern can be seen in common-law property States which, of course,
have typically assessed ownership in accordance with who held
title. tinder the Massachusetts ERA, the traditional husband-con-
trolled tenancy by the entireties rule was modified to provide for
equal management rights for wives and husbands in the marital
property.

With regard to ownership of property acquired during the mar-
riage, the courts have again considered and invalidated sex-based
legal presumptions as violative of State ERA's. For example, Penn-
sylvania law contained a legal presumption that the husband was
tile owner of household goods even though the goods were used by
both husband and wife. The wife had the burden of proving that
she had contributed financially to the acquisition of the goods
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before she was permitted to assert any ownership claims. In most
cases, this would be an extremely difficult burden for the wife to
bear. Following ratification of the Pennsylvania ERA, the Pennsyl-
vania Supreme Court, in DiFlorido v. DiFlorido, rejected the sex-
based presumption and said:

With the passage of the equal rights amendment, this court has striven to insure
the equality of rights under the law and to eliminate sex as a basis for distinction.
Since the law will not impose different benefits on different burdens upon the
members of a society based on the fact that they may be men or women" ' we
unhesitatingly discard the one-sided presumption confronted today.

The facts set forth in the DiFlorido case were a classic example
of the inequities which this prior principle of law frequently visited
upon women. It was a situation in which a woman had been mar-
ried for 30 years and at the time of divorce was confronted with an
analysis that would have deprived her of virtually all of the house-
hold goods as having been presumed to be in the custody and own-
ership of her husband.

The court went further in this case and replaced the husband
ownership presumption with a joint- partnership approach that ac-
knowledge the homemaker wife s contribution to the acquisition of
the property providing services. In Virginia, the legislature also en-
acted a statute forbidding the use of a presumption that the hus-
band was owner of all of the wife's personal property.

The recognition of the value of homemaker services that has
been extended to women by the passage of State equal rights
amendment provisions in the areas discussed above has also result-
ed in judicial and legislative recognition of the value of the home-
maker contribution to the acquisition of marital property.

This has resulted in the new development of a new presumption
of equal partnership and ownership in the marital assets requiring
equal distribution of marital assets at the time of divorce, in the
absence of relevant factors dictating an alternative and presumably
more equitable result.

This doctrine has replaced the traditional sex-based presumption
placing ownership of all marital property in the husband unless
the wife could prove she had financially contributed to its acquisi-
tion. As it noted with regard to the rule limiting the amount of
support that a wife could receive, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
likewise recognized the inherent sexism in a rule of law according
no credit to the very real and substantial, though nonmonetary,
contributions that homemakers offer both to the acquisition and
upkeep of martial assets.

It is in this area of the law where we have really seen the great-
est progress and the greatest potential for a Federal ERA in ex-
tending to women not nly greater rights at the time of divorce but
in the ways in which an equal rights amendment could do a great
deal toward eliminating the enormous poverty and economic disad-
vantage that women suffer following divorce.

As can be seen from this discussion, families are a principal ben-
eficiary of the equal guarantees provided by State equal rights
amendments. The extension of legal rights and benefits to both
women and men and the simultaneous removal of gender-based
burdens and presumptions, triggered by these amendments, is pro-
ducing a more equitable and responsive legal system governing

U('
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American family life. In this system, the needs, abilities, and con-tributions of each family member, rather than antiquated rules
based on sex stereotypes, form the basis of these laws.

Where State ERA's have been implemented by courts and legis-
latures, they have provided faster, more comprehensive and more
effective reform of laws pertaining to the family than has occurred
in many States that do not have equal rights provisions. The ERA-
inspired reforms have been effected through the systematic invali-
dation of discriminatory gender lines and by according meaningful
legal recognition to the value of homemaker services. The success-ful use of the State provisions as law-reform tools highlights the
need for the proposed Federal equal rights amendment which
would provide the constitutional foundation to extend these equita-
ble principles to all 50 States.

We therefore ask you once again to submit to the States for rati-
fication the proposed equal rights amendment so that all men and
women may share in its benefits.

Thank you.
'The prepared statement of Ms. Levick follows:]
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I in plUdS0d to appear before you toaay to discuss the

1.111/ way. 1h whi;.h the litopo:wd Federal Equal Rights Amendment

will i,auite mooilication and telorm of current Amrican family

In+ in tei,h; which will b of lasting benefit to both men and

war.on in our :ocity.

rho Ac,eritan y:em of lam ly 1dW. rooted in sex-based

di.Jinctioh, and atreotypes which have historically governed the

allocation 'if rights and responsibilities within the family, has

ineraainqly come under attack in recent years. As one commen-

tator tia:t noted.

The principles developed to protect marriage
and family as an institution are the most sex
discriminatory in all of law. When legal rights
and duties are dependent upon the sex of the in-
dividual without regard to the relevance of sex
to the object of these rights and duties, sex
discrimination is being used unjus'ly as a legal
tool.1

:'hr for thi:-; disturbing phenomenon in domestic

relations law, which more than any other body of law looks almost

iVt ty to y, Mici d dUtrMIndliOn of rights and responsi-

L,liti,;. deilveu twill our adherence to the common law notion of

.nc tmity 1 huahand and wife -that the very being or legal

teriee of the wmian iv :Risprided during the marriage, or at

.noipor itd or com,olidated into that of the husband."2

:1 I. y ot on.ion I.iw WITICIp1.' in evident in numerotti;

ti cii,.inat.,ry 1.111 doctrint ; that formed the early Lis of

1 t till law.

f,A Ih notion that only wiva were eliqlble

II; 0 1 I. r,vc!, directly from the
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common law presumption that the husband wa., the sole wage

earner, theoretically rei,pon.;ible for the support of his family,

and that the concept of alimony Wa, simply the extenton of the

huaband'a duty to support his wite.1

In return, for his support. the lot,htnt1 had an absolute

right to his wile's servives, both ite.ide and outside the hornet'

and to any economic benelits derived therefrom. Because wives

were considered their husbands' property, the law provided hus-

oands with a variety of actions in tort to redress injury to the

wife or the loss of her services. Wives did not have a similar

right to recover on behalf of their husbands. Such sex stereo-

typinqalso inf luenced the development of the rebuttable presump-

tion in custody Can's that favored the mother as custodian of

your; children. This presumption was based on the belief that

women belonged in the home where they could exercise their pre-

umed superior abilities as nurturers and caretakers.5

With respect to marital property, married women -- whether

homemaker.; or wage earners -- were at a serious disadvantage. As

Pto1c,:not Krauekopf has noted, homemakers could not wn:

The conunon law syst m is based on the assumption
that the wife's place is in the home. Although
it fo.iter. the homemaker's role as proper and
neet..s.dy, the conunon law provides no economic
reward, fur the wife's contribution to the family
asset., of for her lost opportunity to develop
earninq power outside the home. The system ignores
the fact that the wife's entire economic worth is
absorbed into the marital untt.6

no _int; on...quern-0 of the:; .4;dem has been that any

oa d ,111t 11 e: ,1,c to the 1 momiker wife ot divorce often

.i. viewed Icy hi h,..bihd and th, r mrt o, a gift to her, rather

than tangible it lie l owl. ; Lil right . earned by

:1: 1 .... .r t t-ilt .,! h .11 ..

W jl ' 111111. .1%. .1: ,1 i11 1, 1...1 I r tr ,-mut:ot. I,iw

In ,111,. a wo 4it1. he (191) 111,-,W10 or ai.eti.

1. rake .1 I, , in 1.11 ,iittit it I el Ho aii i 1 ,it ion of

it 1.11 H y 1,17. r H ., r ti 1 h. divorce t htt

: I t . rr hr 1.101,,t 1 y trer.du .r 1 I

wt 'l t

I 1,',1

.n . t it le iI th t .1 tn.] :.

.-r I -11, ili.tc it 14.4 t ,11 y t tr

II di cur IN' ti' ti,JI it y t
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titled property between spouse.;, har:.h Itt(11Mt! was enforced

even against a wi to who could prove

.4 her contribution."

The common law unity of hu.iband and wife as f irst art iculated

by Illock-4 one h .Jf course, In pr pie, been widely rejected.

lb pral.q. 1 re, htiWtt Vet . 11ntpI log el f ect ts continual 1 y evident

in court dee' s Int ..rpret no contemporary dottiest c relations

1 aw in way!, t hat p.4 pet uate the undervaluing of a woman' s cun-

t l :but on ; a holm maker, and which ignore rho changing real tt. Los

the role.; of Intl h men and women in the Amer t can f arra ly, and

r. t he workplace.

rh.. hanging t I It ic;, however, 'tiered:A ingly dictate

t hat we 1.144 a view of mart loge riot as a mythical unity 111

Will en it, c 1Itit of one party are submerged into those of the

.4 nor , but .1 . u. conomi and r.ectdl pat tner tp of equals. In

t ft: . each par t net make:, cont t 1 but ions 4 commensurate value

t in tittlitliti It y. tat 11.. 1 the form, of cunt but ion,

:L rt. :,.4,1tila Il hat.c pi.,furt y, educat ion, roles, abd

n 1 1 'a tr: it I. ioint 1y by e.111 .;pou.;e, and with h each of their

I. 1, .1:11 I go it tor. ; t .11011 nt, ier.otibt .

1. xp o: 111 ;1 at iv - and pod' cial dr velopment

. f a I' rid 1111 han view .4 1h. Amet ooti f attil ly can hr.

; r. U0 IllOpt 1.11 of et):1.0,1111 l y pi oiler t y .;cherhex and

. 1. 1 1. :at :or. MI .rr it: Mat r and Divorce Act,

por t ant c.: ;upporl f (It t ht.; emerging

c. 1, al ..11 1.4 it 1 .01p : par 1 tier 41: e.f

legally the nature and extent

t . . i t t t I L , } ,I.1t R I Alit A .11:/j1J/Ilf Ilt in coast Jot I ng

1. t p11 ot t : let alPh,' ni our cur rent cm of tami ly law

. . . I y etoh :ye the hcr1.4 it of the ex

0 .t 11. whi1, has.q. .11 r Irly addressed t he

..1 ty joa 1 1.1 oeiple toote.1 In he FHA tr.) t his

e

..A1, 1 t 1.. way.. in which :4 ate ERA':, have

Ii:I it i : -,1 11 1.111 1.'1..11 family la,/ will thus help to

bpo t 1 1 0, to! 1.1tA t t ul

t 1 .1 :al I .. It III w b. act o..:, c..1,

1. 1.1 ...pi .1 11 . htv. t,
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t t h 1,1y I rl,t.:,l 1.1.1 Hai .! .1111.1), I by both parents,
:1 t 4t...1:11 1,14,.:11. tip I h, cti hoiromaker's

t royt I :tad ot child ,'ate and nurturing. Courts in
,r ido, :coca:, Mar yl.u.d and Ww.hington have all

rho f.,11 working paint':. custodial con-
;1..1 th.l lat. 1., I 1..111 .111,11,,a t aria trh. in accordance

with the t.,:poct Ivo ab:litie.; and apac it or each spouse
Ply I 011 /Ind t hat the .w.todial pat ont non

ary Ior:tr Ihut t ho call' and wo I I -twirl() 01 the chi ld

Jolt hoi of inpport, :.totes have also
avoided the cut it tel arid t 1:11d impc).;it. ion ut a duty of an

pli v.i lc lit t inarn ,al cunt 'button on the non working ':pouffe.

ul r.:1: icantly enhance the economic well -

1,,1 rid t1 the custodial parent by requiring that an award of

,,,-.paraide financial support at' at:; stied against the working,
.ti t parc.rit

.",ox ba.:ed alimony award:, have al. n been strik down in the

of stat Hight:: Amendments, and boon Cr:Placed with

a, ,p:Itabl . log .1.;.;;:sing III:: obligation of support.
I: n.l ..t I. ha till.: lot.ultod in an and to alimony. Instead,

o h iv.. tp1 xl!.1 itt,1 inoguitable with provision.:

pormit ,:or.y to be awarded to the dependent spouse in a

1;11.11. rc,idlc , ot g.,nder. Thu.., the original purpose of

iti; ony - 1.1 pr. .:do t.uppott for the dependent spouse (usually

w; !ot /he Itaritaqr :11::intograted -. was brought into

c""Iiity with th, ttcednit ton :hat I Ito clpen(Iont

I : . II,.. .1 lend, Ind. I')

...1. how: , , tat(' mpo:; Ind at birary

01 tn, alpport a woman could be awarded have

lc, I .1 inhorcrit ly wr tro hat ory. In ::t [iking

awardig t'Wit1 y I %. I 1,1 ',111011 I!) 11161,-. rom n

1 1, t, c. Ponn:iy I vania roar

.r. r 1 tr 1.I 1I . t -In FieXiSt

; ! y d I . tt,1110%t t 10,

r 1 W 1. .1 1 1. I Ip ,

;1 1.11.1 ody

t .1 I .11 ,it (titutitiri law, a
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Lather had all VI L ua I ly ab.ut I tit ight t ody , which could

1.e denied only whre dalmt to the child 01 corruption of the

tattier wet, it wo.; rot until the twentieth Lerury that

...wit:. developed the tender years doctrine that presumed that

t Ett_. st int ere.; t of young eh I !then ore served by awarding custody

to the mothr." ;ne tho expressed (fool to determine

whit WaS best for the child, in some cases the effect of the

pre .umptiun ..ight operate to the detriment of the child.

to...soil/mg thi.. weakness, the tntitg years doctrine has been

rciecte I in tecent years in most jut isdietions. Where the Issue

Loon definitively addressed, : ;tote KRA two !lesions have,

.either 1.7 ..t ot kite or ease law, discarded the doctrine. 13
This

1,,,. not, i.wever resulted in wholesale denials of custody

t m,t er, who previously benef it ted from the tender ears

i re aimpt. eo . the tont 'dry, state courts and lc.jislat -et, have

.Iply isignizd that the tender years presumption is Inconsistent

... I is Is' Ot equality embodied in :;tote equal rights

pr:, 'Loh; and opted. in the alternative, for ar, approach which

...11 pat ty-A till equal t- Itjht to eth;Lody with the award

t .idly ulti,atoly being determined by the unique facts of

Ant het impl, t lit e 1 tunnat ten ol sex-hosed class' f teat ions

.,ncetni the 0t manogmrt rights over morital property.

.'hattnie:-; In t'1, ; 1 i 1 t rite how .tote KWAs promote the marriage

or; -opt thd have pr coltwod faster and more effective

le ;II c eft r t hen ha:. rod tinder the f ederal consti tut eon's

I ghat Ploteitpm .'km.

Although co.:uram t y property is premised on the idea that

I tr. I !.t 1. I, Iv. .pia .twnto hip t fight.:; itt al I marital property,

111 eight communi ty proper ty states had rules that

rive t t and control the property exclusively to

I 1

At I tra 1 I Jtat t EVA:. t h the ear ly 1910's. the legislature:,'

I oeted itoisly to repeal these

.cx I ti.-,1 tvt.tion.. and replace them with rules extending manage-

.011, right . wlves and tut:bands. A :similar pattern

68
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if CI, I II 'II'. a I (W pl..f.. 1 y .1 11 runlet ill AI

t t I a k i l t 1 . . 1 . . 1 1 t . . 1 . . 1 , 1 1 1 0 . t I l ' ( Y t he 1 r" I.."
.1;, ,s, t I xry I 0, I ,1:1 I ,r,., 11,0 r toht f or

.1110 0 II. I hc in It It It ,1,4I y .
I

1 1 , 1 1 . 1 r 1/, w i t h I t I 1 J i l l , « I p i . p . I I ' , ' t 1 -uj

uI r t.. 10.1111 have 1/W1111,f, an(l 110101 I (14.1t.t..1 :Itx
I' I ,.t le:1.11 pi e:;ampt tore; as violative of the ::t at e

V eNampl,.. ,..ra,,,y 1 vari a law tint tried a legal prebumpt ion

t he Ita .0trid W.I.; I I, owner et hou...hotti geode even though

t h. told:, w. f II .4 0 by hot tt hut.htiti ar.(1 wt re. The wt to had

t1,, Liu d..ri of pi ov rtg that :.he had emit r f riancial ly to
i .1',1 11 1r, .1 t11, 11)0(1.. ),.'lore ;hi permit red to ..in:teit

1 1.1 p :ouid rat', ly, 11 ever . ..uhtain thin
,t, ,1 low r 11 teat ton of 1 It, l'erin.,y1vor1 RA, the

l'enrisylvarti 1 :,upr.mt. t 1,, In Flo_rt 1)11.'1o/2.1,1o' 6 rejected
t .e(1 Fre....k,mtpt ,a1:

141 I h pa...iage ,,f t he 1.qua 1 It ight Amendment , t
r h I ..1 r to 1 re.tire t he equality of right:,or !t I he 1,1W and t if .1[11 nate sex as a baSip. for

11 ! nee the 1 tw wt 1 t nut impo:o2 JAC f °rent
ki , or dtftetent burcl,nt upon the inerr,berr. of

...-tet y bated nn t he fart that t hey may be men
a women" wt unhe:ltattngly discard the one -.i ded

.11,:1,r Inn rif tonted today.

1 h.. t went I ur t her and replayed t he hu.:band-ownership pre

.111.4.11 m w t ti 1 1.,1 tit pat t net ..1,11. .tpot ()Lich that acknowledged the

,, 1a7.1 wt ,11t t tbut to 1 he augui:.ition of the property

In 'it tgir., t logi,:lature enacted a
rat ,.t., fnr 1,1,1(11'. a ig--t.:-11,.pt Inn t hot t Inik.b.Ind

. ,wr,,r al 1 111:k WI f 14.r 1,t (Tor y. 1'1

II.'' ',int I 10n e! II. ". 1 11, of homemaker vice., that

dq1,1rk ;s.1. .1f :;kt ,, equal t ightn

II. to. 11..1 11 :.'11.. ;1' .11-kkke t,",111t.ed in

k . 1 k I Ii w 1 1 " : 1 , 1 1 r . . . , I t t s t e l !he va I u, of t homemaker

t to 1: It lot, t ir ita I pi °nor t y. ha.;

1.t 1 II, 4 I r it equal Pal

I .t11 Ia. t .11 .1:; a t :: tcgulruta equal

'-i! ' , ,1 I 1:m. ''t ,11....nt re ill

. 1 in' 1 1. r at 1:,1 tr, r or hat t v, --and I resumahly
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,": "re equitahlotesuit. 18
rh1:; doctrine has replaced the traditional

ti .givt tun placing ownership of all marttal property
11. r!. hu .1. o: 1 cal 1 he. W ti. I.,uld pc uve t hat she had financially
",,t 1 rart o t eicqui..1, ion of the. ptope i ty. As it. noted

with tar to t rule r, no 1 nu t he amount of support a wife
.oul re..1 he. I't nn ;y Iv int a :liiig-ttie Court I kewise recognized

1h. r ,n oxi .1 rule of I aw according no credit to the
r ; f .tit. :1 in, 1.11. though non -monet ry. contributions

t..1, r . t. r 1,11 1,1 t he. eiegto t tun, and upkeep, of

ttlrrl .3;.ef lf

if; iott111. 11;.ctission. I.-1111111s ate a principal

.1- it. .t ece equa 1 etuarant ves provided by ::late equal rights

)11. ..n :ion of legal rights and benefits to both
t; . and th. .11sii I t aneous remova 1 of gentler -based

telr e'en ; 11; ti...ra tea, .. r telereted Icy these amendmrots is

I. I I t 01,14' .111,1 I r..pliti:1v.. legal system tiotiornifig

to f t...tly I l f t his m. the needs. al,. Li ties and

. hut , (et 0.3(1 I al.11 I y nimtsr, rather than antiquated

t . ha.0.1 ,x J. reotype!:, form the bast:; of the laws.

.rare TPA:. have been implemented by courts and

I11 I 11.;r.. licy have provieled faster, more ..mprehens, and

- le form of law; pertaining to the family than has

: .: cl s my .t it that do not have equal rights provisions
; r it lore::. he CPA- Irtspi rod roforms have been

1 t tigh f he ,,y:1,,friat ic Invalidation of discriminatory

I II te t I I et- : 1111 by .1.ceerlng meaningful legal recognition

,'1.- erte.t-alte r vices. The successful use of the
e' ;c- .r: I tw rfgrp, highlights the need for

; r 1, I I . 1, 1 ,1 !t1.11 r ight I. ndineni . which would provide

, .t 1, e. . .1 f ouriel.), ton extend I hene egrit table principles

;iffy tate.

!lt. .fr ,T:e chret in to submit to the States for

. tc q . ; el.; 11 I ..11ct . AericIrwti t hat al 1 men
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Senator IIATC11. Thank you so much. I appreciate both of the
statements you have given and the time that you put forth to be
here today.

Traditionally, the area of family law has been within the pur-
view of the States. Am I correct that a State law that was inco-
sistent with the ERA would be rendered unconstitutional?

Ms. I.EvRR. If it were challenged in court that is correct.
Senator HATCH. It would be rendered unconstitutional. Do you

bot h agree?
Professor WARDLE. I agree.
Senator IIATH. Now, what I would like to do at the outset is ask

a series of questions about the impact of the proposed equal rights
amenduu in the area of family law or domestic relations law.
The purpose, or course, is to obtain a better understanding of the
effect of the amendment in this extremely important area.

In large part these questions will be based upon an analysis done
several years ago by the equal rights amendment project under the
leadership of Prof. Anne Bingaman who we had asked to testify
but who indicated last Monday she could not come. I looked for-
ward to seeing Professor Bingaman, because I have great respect
fOr her abilities, but we are very happy to have you here, Ms.
IA.ViCk. I know you can certainly answer these questions equally
well.

To the best of my knowledge, this analysis, a commentary on the
effOct of the ERA upon State laws and institutions, is the most
comprehensive analysis by ERA proponents as to what the amend-
ment means. Do either of you disagree with 'hat? Are you familiar
with it'.'

Ms. LEvicE. Yes.
Professor WARDL. Yes, I have read it. I agree that it is one of

the most mpehensive, one of the most thorough, yes. I do not
ree with much of it.
Senator I I ATC1i. I understand. I want to base some of my ques-

tions in this analysis because it is an important analysis. Certain-
ly. it is the most comprehensive by the proponents of the equal
ri hts amendment.

Senator IIMCI1, I only wanted to add that I am not
xtensktil, familiar with Pofess Ringaman's analysis.

Senator All right. That is fine. But I think you are exten-
sively familiar with the law.

M. LEI/wk. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The ERA prtject states that Stat. laws placing

the primar ohlwat ion to support the family upon the husband will
he unconstitutional under the ERA. Now, would both of you agree
with h that statement?

M. 1.1-",'IrK. Yes.
YoS Senator; again I will qualify my answer

saving. assuming that a stricter standard of scrutiny is applied
than under the 11th amendment, and I think that is pretty well
accepted. The answe would certainly be yes.

1,EvaK Iloever, Senator Ilath, the male-only requirement
,uprt has already been stricken by the Supreme Court under

the equal protection clause.
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Professor WARDLE. But you did not. say male-only requirement.
You said primary dL.ty. Now, there is a difference between a re-
quirement that the man be the support of a family and an assump-
tion that the primary support comes from the husband.

For instance, the question is when can you get the wife's assets.
If the wife has any income or has any property that belongs to her
clearly or in her name, when can a creditor get at that? Can he sue
her before going to the husband's assets or does he have to sue the
husband first and only if the husband's assets are not sufficient to
pay for the necessaries, go to the wife?

There is a difference between male-only support and an order or
ranking of who pays first.

Senator HATCH. Professor Wardle, what would the ERA's impact
be upon that particular issue?

Professor Upon the primary obligation, it would be un-
constitution '. The primary obligation could not be based on sex,
could not be put on the husband because husband is a sex classifi-
cation.

Senator So where now the wife may be protected in the
ownership of her own private assets, she may lose that protection
under the equal rights amendment?

Professor INARni.K. Correct.
Ms. LEvICK. Senator Hatch, if I may, it was my impression that,

in p.'rt, what Professor Wardle was referring to was the doctrine of
necessaries?

Professor WARDLE. Yes, in part.
Ms. LEvICK I would just like to make the point that the doctrine

of necessaries has curiously, while it appears to suggest that it sup-
ports the principle of the husband's obligation of support for the
wife, it has never been used and has never been available to the
wife to enable her to enforce that obligation of support.

The doctrine of necessaries has always been only available to
creditors to sea to enforce debts owed to creditors for particular
kinds of services provided to the husband or to the wife.

There have been cases in State ERA States which have looked at
the doctrine of necessaries in order to determine whether or not
they were considered unconstitutional. In many of the States which
have looked at these laws, they have determined that rather than
invalidate them or extend them to husband or wife that they would
simply return the issue to the legislature and let the legislature
decide what would be the appropriate allocation of rights. in that
instance.

Senator Am I correct in saying that under the present
law, creditors rim sue the husband if they have provided necessar-
ies to the wife?

Professor WARDLE. Oh, yes.
Senator II/viva. They could sue either of them then if the equal

rights amendment was passed?
Professor WARDLE. Yes. In some States they can sue both right

now, but in some States they have to sue the husband first, and
that would Iw done away with.

Senator Would it be fair to expect States to revise their
fitmily !;upport statutes to place an equal duty of support upon both
spouses if the ERA is passed? Would that he constitutional?
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Ms. LEVICK. It would he constitutional but I think, again, it is im-
portant to recognize what the obligation of support would mean. As
we have seen in State equal rights amendment States, that obliga-
tion of support has not been translated into a requirement of equal
financial contribution but rather a recognition that nonmonetary
support can also fulfill that obligation.

Professor WAIUM.E. The ERA would require equal obligation of
support on both husbands and wives, on both fathers and mothers.
I might comment further on Ms. Levick's statement. There are two
cases in Pennsylvania that are very disturbing on this very issue.

In both cases, lower courts held that a custodial mother's poten-
tial income had to be taken into account in determining how much
child support she was entitled to. By "potential income" we mean
how much she could earn if she would go out of the home and get a
job.

One example involved a woman who had been an elementary
schoolteacher for 6 years before her first child was born, and then
she quit to stay in the home. She had two children, got a divorce.

The question was how much child supportI do not remember if
it was an original proceeding or modification. The lower court
looked at how much she had been earning when she quit working
and took that amount of money into account and said, since she
could earn that much money if she would go out of the home, we
are going to take that factor into consideration and reduced the
amount of child support she was given.

Senator ilATCH. From the husband?
Professor WAMME. Yes, the amount of child support she was

given by the husband. Now, in both of those cases, appellate courts,
intermediate courts of appealI believe they were intermediate
reversed in split decisions, and both of them had some very good
language about how a woman ought not to be put to work.

Hut both of them were split decisions. In one of them one judge
dissented. A second judge said, "Well, in this case, the children are
young enough that we should not require taking into account her
potential income."

The negative pregnant is if the children were a little older, it
would be the judge that would de,:ide and not the woman when she
had to leave the home, when she should leave the children in the
care of someone else and go out aid make money.

Senator Ilircui. And she might have to provide equal support
based upon her prior earnings record, whether or not she has a job
at the particular time.

Professor WAina.c. Yes, whether or not she wanted to. If she
chose to stay in the home, the court would say, "Well, that is fine,
but we are going to reduce the child support the husband will have
to pay you because you could leave these children in a day care
center arid go earn a whole lot more money."

Ms. LEvicx. Senator !latch, I am not saying that and I do not
;:gree with the interpretation that Professor Wardle has given to
those decisions.

Senator I IATCH. You do not agree'?
Ms. LEvicx, I do not agree. I think that the appellate decisions in

reversing those rulings again simply supported the Pennsylvania
Sairrynrr. :'oart analysis which has clearly stated that the ability
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;aid the right of the woman to remain in the home and provide
care and custody to the children there does fulfill her obligation Of
support, and by no means does the equal rights amendment require
her to go out to work.

Professor WAum.E. I agree that the woman's contribution in the
home is probably more valuable and worth more in economic terms
as well as in intangible terms than how much she will earn out of
the home, and that is what the Pennsylvania higher courts held.

But the fact of the matter, and it cannot be denied because it is a
fact, is that two trial courts, courts of first instance, held otherwise,
and the intermediate courts were split in reversing, and so the
issue

Senator HATCH. And if the facts were slightly different, some of
the consequences you are talking about might occur?

Professor WARDLE. That is right.
Senator HATCH. OK. Would criminal nonsupport laws be ren-

dered unconstitutional to the extent that they placed unequal obli-
gat ions upon the husband and wife?

Professor WARDLE. Definitely.
Senator HATCH. DO you agree with that, Ms. Levick?
Ms. LEVICK. Well, I agree that any kind of support laws which,

again, draw lines across gender lines and gender distinctions would
be unconstitutional.

Senator HATCH. Would those statutes have to be stricken?
Ms. LEVICK. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The ERA project argues that laws against

common-law marriages are possibly in violation of the ERA be-
cause such laws deny women important benefits, including the
right to property accrued by the husband during the marriage.
Would both of you agree with that statement?

Ms. Lmvicx. Well, it is my understanding that that project is
some years old and certainly what we have seen in this area is an
enormous development of legal doctrine regarding the rights of
parties to property and to share in property distribution even
though they have not married.

So that I think, given the fact that this is an emerging area of
the law, an emerging doctrine, that it would be difficult at this
time to say for sine that common-law marriage would be stricken
because of the reasons that have been set forth.

Proti.ssor WAitin.E. I agree with Ms. Levick that it is very diffi-
cult to predict, but certainly that is a possibility.

Senator flAwn.You seem to be saying that to the extent the law
Of "palimony" has developed the ERA might be irrelevant in the
final arralvsis.

LEVICK. That is right.
Senator ['Amt. Do you agree with that?
Professor WAitnix In those States, yes, but it has riot developed

equally in every State.
Senator HATCH. Rut what if "palimony" laws are not developed

in some States? Will common-law marriages then have to be recog-
nized?

his LEVICK. I think that the issue would really turn on the con-
stitutional analysis that would have to he apdlied to a challenge to
common-law marriage The issue would be to vhat extent that par-



ticular form of relationship, in fact, does discriminate against
Women.

Senator HATCH. That is obviously one of the questions at the
heart of this issue. Let me ask you this. The ERA project states
that "loss of consortium" statutes will be unconstitutional under
the ERA unless the wife, as well as the husband, is accorded an
independent right of action on this basis. ,wow, do both of you agree
with that statement?

M. LEvick. Yes, and in fact, that has happened in many State
equal rights cases.

Senator HATCH. I understand. But we are talking about the
impact of the Federal ERA. Do you both agree that both the hus-
band and the wife would have right of consortium.

Ms. LEVICK.
I'rofev.:cnr WARDLE. You bet, and frankly I personally agree that

that ought to be the result.
Senator HATCH. That may be so.
Professor WARDLE. And, Senator, it is the law in most States,

eve:, those that do not have the ERA. I might say that the positive
development that Ms. Levickmany of the positive developments
that she referred to in her testimony that have taken place in
States that have adopted the ERA have taken place in other States
that have not adopted the ERA, and you do not need an ERA to
achieve those reforms.

Senator IIATcn. In other words, the reforms for which there
might be widespread support have been evolving both in States
that ratified the ERA and in States that did not.

Professor WARDLE. Yes, In fact, there is a study that is quoted in
Hernia Hill Kay's excellent book. I have not read the study, but I
read her excerpt quoting it, and it says: "States which have not
ratified the ERA have: neither been callous nor insensitive to
women's rights, rather they have chosen an alternative approach
to protecting those rights which has succeeded in combating the
sex discrimination without mandating an absolutist approach re-
garding sex distinctions."

Senator HATCH. It would appear that the debate over the equal
rights amendment may have been salutory since there have been
many voluntary changes in States even though the equal rights
amendment has not been ratified?

Professor WARDLE. Exactly.
Senator HATCH. In addition, there are some States without the

ERA which have adopted positive reforms that other States with
the ERA have not adopted?

Professor WAidu.E. You are right. Senator, with respect to consor-
tium, though, I du not know of any States still that discriminate on
the basis of sex, and if Ms. Levick knows of any, I would be happy
to correct that.

Ms. 1,Evick. I du not kw% of any States (hat continue to main-
tain that distinction.

Senator II Anil. But if there is a State where both the husband
and wile have, not been granted consortium rights, the ERA .ould
impose that upon that State.

Professor WARni.E. No. Where they have not been granted equal
rights. tah does not allow the right of recovery for consortium to
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either husband or wile. So it would not mandatewell, perhaps it
could. An argument could be made that it would mandate, but to
date, it has not. I am not aware of it having been made.

Senator HATCH. I suspect that if the Congress under the ERA
passed a law mandating consortium rights all States would have to
abide by those-

Professor WARDLE. Certainly.
Senator HATCH. Would you agree with that, Ms. Levick?
M. I,EVICK. I do not know that Congress would do that.
Senator HATCH. Well, I do not know that they would either.
Ms. LEVICK. Well, I think that one of the points that we can also

derive from this discussion here is that the fact that there have
been so many positive changes already both as a result of the equal
rights amendment passage in some States and the debate that it
has fostered should also somewhat curb some of our concerns about
the enormous amount of litigation that might flow as a result of
the passage of a Federal equal rights amendment.

Professor WARDLE. May I respond to that? The statistic she said
to her knowledge the amount of litigation has gone down. To my
knowledge, the amount of litigation has continued to increase over
the last few years and I am aware of no study that shows statisti-
cally that there has been less family blw litigation or a drop in the
family law litigation in those States that have adopted the State
ERA's.

In fact, I am not aware of any statistical evidence, but I am con-
Edent that if studies were done, it should show that in those States
the amount of litigation has increased in the family law areas since
those States adopted the State ERA's because it has increased in
every State.

Ms. LN:vti I did not say that.
Senator HATCH. I think it is pretty hard to say one way or the

other. We are talking about State ERA's vis-a-vis a Federal ERA.
think there is a real distinction between the two.

Ms. liviem. I would also just like to say that the point I made in
my testimony was not to say that State equal rights amendments
had, in any way, reduced the amount of litigation in the area of
family law, but merely to make the point that in all areas of the
law we have not seen an enormous spurt in the amount of 'alga-
1 in under State equal rights amendments. To the contrary, there
lids been generally very little litigation.

Senator Ilxrett. While some of these policies are very good ones
in the eves of many people in the States which adopt them, it may
he another matter if they are mandated by the Federal Govern-
ment. One of the issues concerning the equal rights amendment is
that it will federalize the area of domestic relations laws which
have. in the past, been the domain of the State and local govern-
ments. It is not always clear that there is a single best, indisputa-
bly right policy that ought to be nationally imposed.

Do you disagree with t hat?
Ms. I.Evirt< I do not think that the principle of equality that

would be rep iired to he extended to all the States through the pas-
sage of an equal rights amendment is a troubling one. There are
many other constitutional-

Senator HATCH, That is a philosophical point.

77
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Ms. I.Eviex. Yes, but what. I am saying is that the constitutionali-
zation of family law, I think that that is an overstatement of what
would qccur. We have other constitutional provisions that dictate
how criminals get administered in many of the States or that dic-
tate what States can do in the area of first amendment regulation.

The fact that we would have a Federal regulation that would dic-
tate what States can, do in the area of family law, consistent with
the principle of equality, is not inconsistent with our system of fed-
eralism.

Senator HATCH. I think it is. One of the ways that laws do evolve
in our society is because the State and 1.at.al governments can
engage in trial and error. They might not be able to do the experi-
menting under the ERA that has, through the years, produced
better laws.

There would be no incremental reform. Policy would just be
mandated from op high, with some of the mandates perhaps not
being very good.

Ms. 1,Kvick_ I do not think that the equal rights amendment is
meant to inhibit the ability of States to continue to use trial and
error and to continue to experiment in the way in which they craft
their laws

But again, like other constitutional principles they will, in fact,
and correctly be limited in the range in which they may experi-
ment by an equality principle.

Senator HATCH. The wide-ranging effects of the ERA's "equality
principle** seem to have the potential to dictate a fairly narrow
range of choices available to the States.

Ms. lxvtex. But, Senator Hatch, we have other constitutional
provisions that define due process, that define free speech, that
define equal protection that the States area also limited by.

Senator HATCH. And they are constantly in conflict and constant-
ly in litigation and constantly being defined. And, for the most
part, they are defined by the Federal Government and not by ex-
perimentation. trial and error, or incremental development by
State and local governments.

Ms. la.:vix. But I think when you are dealing with fundamental
liberties. you do have to have some kind of national standard that
insures that individuals are not discriminated against.

Senator Ilivron. But who defines those? You? The equal rights
amendment supporters? The Federal Government? Members of
Congress? Or do the institutions of government closer to the people
have some voice?

Professor WARDLE. Mr. Chairman, i think that Ms. Levick sug-
ia.,-;ted a vet apt analogy which she is comfortable with and which
I ant not. She suggests that to the extent that the first amend-
ment --the same impact that the first amendment has had on the
S'ates' abilities to regulate speech and press and the same effect
that t he fourth ;Ind sixth amendments have had on the States'
Abilities to regulate criminal law, to that same extent the equal
rights amendment would have an impact on States' abilities to reg-
ulate domestic. relations.

And I find th;tt very troubling. I think one of the strengths of
t his (.aunt ry is the diversity that is possible because wo are "united
States- not merely one monolithic. government. We are a Nation of
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pluralities, and by constitutionalizing family law, it would not be
possible for the States to recognize their unique and different plu-
ralities.

Senator HATCH. That is one of the reasons I am critical of the
equal rights amendment. But there are sincere people on both sides
of these issues, and what one group defines as discrimination may
not be defined as discrimination by another group in society. There
are honest disagreements.

Let me ask another question. The ERA project states that laws
which either require or presume that a wife take the surname of
her husband upon marriage will be in violation on the ERA. Do
both of you agree on that?

Professor WARDLE:. I agree that would be a likely result.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree?
Ms. LKvICK. I agree it would be a likely result. I agree it is also

essentially occurring now anyway.
Professor WARDLE. Oh, I disagree. With respect to the presump-

tion? You mean States cannot presume that a woman has the sur-
name of her husband?

Ms. 1_,KvicK. However, women have the right to not take their
husband's name without an equal rights amendment.

Professor WARDLE. Correct. And we all welcome this change. The
States cannot require a woman to take her husband's name. But
can the State presume that she does? Can the State presume that
she does? And I agree that the equal rights amendment could and
many supporters suggest that it would prohibit that presumption.

The classic article, the "Brown, Emerson, Falk and Freedman"
article, says that even the presumption that a married woman
takes the name of her husband would be unconstitutional.

Senator HATCH. Well, let me make it a little more definitive.
What about the laws which either require or establish the pre-
suniption that children take the surname of the male parent?
Would that be unconstitutional under the ERA? Ms. Levick.

Ms. LEVICK. Yes, it would be,
Senator HATCH. It would be?
Professor WARDLE:. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The ERA project states that laws which require

the wife to take the official domicile of the husband are unconstitu-
tional under the ERA. Would you agree with that?

Ms. LEV1CK. Yes; I would agree that that would be unconstitu-
tional under the ERA.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree, Professor Wardle?
Professor WARDLE:. Yes; I agree.
Semitor HATCH. Would it be unconstitutional to require spouses

to take the same domicile, however determined, or would that be
impermissible under the ERA?

Ms. I,EvteK. I do not understand the question.
Senator HATCH. In other words, could a State say that both

spouses have to take the same domicile or could the wife or hus-
band have the right to establish a different domicile?

Ms. I.EvicK. If' the State is imposing equal obligations on both
spouses. I do not see how that runs afoul of the equal rights
amendment.
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Senator Ilitcti. I am not saying it does. I want to ask you wheth-
er it does or does not.

Professor WARDLE. In general, I agree with Ms. Levick's re-
sponse, but to the extent that such a rule requiring married per-
sons to have the same domicile as each other would treat married
women and men different from unmarried women and men and
give them a different right solely because of their relationship with
a person of the opposite sex, an argument could be made that those
laws would be unconstitutional.

I have not thought that through c refully, but I can certainly see
the argument.

Senator HATCH. You can see the conflict that might arise. let me
he more specific. The ERA project states that laws which require
children to take the same domicile as the father will be unconstitu-
tional. Do you agree with that?

Ms. LEvicK. Yes, I do.
Professor WARDLE. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The ERA project states that all laws which es-

tablish different ages at which men and women may marry would
he unconstitutional under the equal rights amendment. Do you
agree with that?

Ms. LEvix. I agree with it because, again, it perpetuates this
kind of sex stereotype that women ought to get married at an earli-
er age because that is the appropriate course for them.

Senator HATCH. DO you agree, Professor?
Professor WARoLE. Well, I agree but I would like to expand. First

of all. t here is no State that I am aware of---I do not believe that
there is a State that has a different age for majoritythe absolute
right to get married by yourselffor men and women. But there
are States, about 10 States, that provide that women can get mar-
ried with parental permission at a younger age than a man can get
married with parental permission. We are not talking about men
and women. We are talking about:boys and girls. Some States do
!la e a lower age and those would }), held unconstitutional under
the ERA.

Senator OK. The ERA project suggests that the ERA
may effect major changes in the lejeal rights of unwed parents. Fol-
lowing adoption of the ERA, wirild the law have to accord equal
right: to the natural mother and the natural father of a child born
alt of wedlock:

Prof. Ann Freedman. for example, has stated that the ERA
w aid result in the overturning of the Supreme Court decision,
',whim/ v. MOH's, a 1979 case in which the Court upheld a Geor-

. !atoll. treating- the father and mother of' illegitimate children
do ferent ly for purposes of "wrongful death- statutes.

Similar controversies have arisen in the context of adoption
rights. Would the ERA require that equal rights be accorded the
natural mother and the natural father of' a child born out of wed-
liwk"

N1- I,Evich Yes, I agree wit h Professor Freedman's analysis.
Senator II/111'H. What about N-ou?
Professor WARDLE. I agree that that would he the result, and I

might .;a,. that is one of the most troubling concerns. It would
make it harder than it presently is for an illegitimate child to he
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adopted. At present time in most States, I believe in every State,
the mother of a child born out of wedlock can release! the child for
adoption with significantly greater ease than the father, less pro-
tection for the father's interests. In other words, some States re-
quire the father of a child born out of wedlock to register his claim
of paternity. If he does not register, he does not even get notice.

Those laws which are based on a presumption that the mother of
a child born out of wedlock has a greater interest in the child
would be struck down and I think the result would make it harder
for illegitimate children to be adopted.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with that?
Ms. LEvicK. I agree that the laws would be struck down. I think

that the issue that the law would be addressing is recognizing that
the sex-based presumption that the mother does have some kind of
special and closer tie to the child is, indeed, simply based on stereo-
type and that the unwed father should have an opportunity.

Senator HATCH. But the laws would be struck down and an
unwed father, if he wanted to, for any reason, could prevent an
adoption.

Professor WA/COLE. Yes.
Ms. LEVICK. I do not think our laws are that inflexible for any

reason. There is a system that governs the situation of termination
of parental rights. If the parents do not themselves voluntarily ter-
minate, a court can seek involuntary termination of parental
rights.

Senator HATCH. Let me make it any reasonable justification.
Ms. LEvICK. Well, I think that the best interests of the child also

governs in those cases so that I am only suggesting that we ought
not assume a situation that would not, in fact, exist.

Senator HATCH. But you do agree the statutes would be struck
down.

Ms. LEvicx. I agree that the statutes would be unconstitutional.
Professor WARDLE. There is an interesting case in Utah that I

am familiar with, the Ellis case, in which a woman got pregnant.
She was engaged to a young man. This was down in California.
Then she broke the engagement and did not want to marry the
young man.

She went lip to Utah to stay, made arrangements to come up
t here and stay with friends and family. She had previously been a
student in the State and gave birth to the child in Utah.

Utah has a law that says if the father of a child born out of wed-
lock has not filed a claim of paternity, then his consent is not nec-
eN,ary to the adoption. As soon as the child was born or a few days
atter the child was born, this woman gave up th. child for adop-
tion.

The father got wind of it a short time later, and came from Cali-
fornia to Utah and brought suit to set aside the adoption. He did
not care about the child. E1 did not want to have custody of the
child All 1w wanted was to manipulate the woman to marry him.

wanted to !Oree her into a relationship with him that she did
not want, and he found a handle whereby he could manipulate her,
and that was the child.

Ile would not agr«. to the adoption of the child unless she would
resume her relationship with him. As a result, the woman was
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tOrced to either take the child herself or the State would take the
child. The father would have the right over any other third person,
and so this man was able to force her to keep the child that she
wanted to release For adoption Pie the sake of the child and for her
own sake so that she could go back to college.

She was deprived of that chance. She had to take the child,
forego her education, because the laws allowed this man to manip-
ulate her in that way. I think it would make adoption harder. To
that extent it would give women who are pregnant with children
out of wedlock a greater incentive to have abortions when even
they may not want to have the abortion, but because they are
afraid that if the child is born they will not be able to release the
child to a couple who are loving and who want to raise the child
and adopt the child.

Ms. LEVICK. I just want to make the point that I think that what
Professor Wardle's analysis overlooks and which it seems to some-
how include in its comments is again an assumption that the
unwed Father would be an unsuitable parent for the child, and it
may well be that there are unwed fathers who would be suitable
parents.

And rather than presenting a situation in which the unwed
mother would be required to have an abortion or forced to have an
abortion because suddenly the unwed father has the right to
oppose the adoption, she may, indeed, find that there is another al-
ternative, and that is to give the child to the child's natural father.

Senator HATCH. In this case, the unwed father did not want the
child. /le just wanted to manipulate the mother?

Professor WARmx. Yes, and I think here again we see the differ-
ence, the problem with the equal rights amendment in adopting an
absolute standard, because not only does it strike down laws that
say the father has no rights based on the presumption that the
mother of a child born out of wedlock is the better custodian and
will have greater interests, but it also strikes down the presup-
tion that gives the mother the benefit of the doubt and by giving
her the benefit of the doubt gives her greater rights or gives the
father lesser rights or says, the father, to exercise his parental
right, has to do something, file a registration, that the mother does
not have to do.

And to that extent, that it is based on a presumption, not a hard
and fast rule blocking the father out, but a mere presumption that
makes him do something that the woman does not have to do, a
minor inconvenience, even that minor inconvenience is based on a
presumption that is prohibited and it is an objective distinction
brio I on sex and would be unconstitutional under the ERA if
st rict ly interpreted.

Senator HATCH. You raised an interesj,:g issue, and that is,
would the ERA establish equal rights in the mother and the father
with h respect to t he abortion decision? What do you, think?

M4. I,EVICK. I think that the Supreme Court has made clear
under its privacy analysis in Danforth that the right of consent to
the abortion resides with the mother alone and that the Court
could never, in any circumstance, give a third party the right to
veto that decision.

L
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Senator HATCH. That would not be changed by the ERA, would
it9

Ms. LE...lcic. I do not believe it would be changed by the equal
rights amendment.

Professor WARDI.F:. One of the most tragic effects of this brutal
doctrine of abortion on demand is that even father; whose interest
in their unborn child may be greater than any other interest they
have in life have no protection.

And the effect of the equal rights amendment on that state of
affairs is unclear. It could be argued that the father has to have an
equal right and thus a married woman needs her husband's con-
sent or an unmarried woman needs the father of the unborn child's
consent to destroy that life in being.

On the other hand, it could be argued that this is a part of the
right of privacy which is one of the exceptions to or qualifications
of the absolute standard of the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. ID some States, it is grounds for divorce if, for
example, a womar was ;regnant by another man at the time of the
marriage. Would the LRA render such laws unconstitutional'? Ms.
IA`vick.

Ms. LEvielt. I am actually not familiar with many States that
still have that law, but to the extent- -

Senator HATCH. There are a few States that do, I believe.
Ms. LEVICK 'continuing. To the extent that that kind of a State

law again perpetuates the notion that there is something special
and possessive about a husband's right to his wife that the wife
does not share in regards to her husband, I think those laws would
be ruled unconstitutional'

Senator HATCH. Professor Wardle.
Professor WARDI.E. Most commentators say that those laws would

be ruled unconstitutional. I do not think their analysis is good be-
cause the assumption that underlies the rule that allows a man to
annul a marriage if' his wife was unknowingly pregnant by another
man at the time of marriage is not based on any notion that the
husband can have sex with whomever he wants and the woman
can only have sex with her husband. It is t)ased on the violation of
one of the fundamental assumptions of marriage itselfthat
during marriage the woman will conceive and bear children only of
her husband and not of anyone else.

And to the extent that that might come within the unique physi-
cal characteristic exception I do not know.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask you this. With respect to child custo-
dy, t he ERA project states that so-called tender age laws which es-
tablish the presumption of custody in the mother are unconstitu-
t amid. Do you both agree with that')

Ms. I.Evies. Yes.
Professor WARDLE. That would be the effect.
SPII;11(ir IIAFt U. The ERA project states that new forms of child

support etifin cement and debt collection laws will be required by
t he equal rights amendment. Would you agree that this would be
necessary in order to comply with the amendment?

Ms. I.Evitm. I think that it i5 quite possible that in States which
haw no kind of wage (.;:irnishment or significant enforcinnent
mechanism for support awards, but they have other kinds of en-
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forcemnt mechanisms fur other kinds of civil debts that there may
well he a requirement that these kinds of enforcement me....hanisms
he extended to the support area.

Senator HATCH. I see. Professor Wardle.
Professor WAR.E. Most likely, and I would add, again, this is

OM' Of the changes that I would welcome.
Senator HATCH. OK. The ERA Project states that the Uniform

Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act adopted by a number of the
States would be unconstitutional under the ERA because it imposes
a different duty of support upon women than upon men. Do both of
you agree with that statement?

Ms. hone K. To the extent that it imposes a different require-
ment of support, I would agree.

Professor WARDLE. To the extent that there is sex discrimination,
yes.

Senator HATCH. OK. The ERA project states that State alimony
laws which only allow alimony to the wife, not the husband, upon
dioce would he unconstitutional. I think both of you have agreed
with that statement.

Prof. .ssor WARn.Y. They already are.
Senator [Limit. All right That is Orr v. Orr?
Professor WARDLE. That is correct.
Senator IlArn. If a long-term analysis of the allowance of alimo-

ny determined that a disproportionate number of alimony awards
in some jurisdiction went to women, would the law in such a juris-
diction be unconstitutional because of the disparate impact upon
men'? Ms. Levick.

Ms. LP:VICK. I do not think they would be ruled unconstitutional.
In a disparate impact analysis under the equal rights amendment,
as under the equal protection clause, one would want to be looking
at the basis fm the classification and the extent to which that clas-
sification reenforced sexual stereotypes.

As with discussions that I know have been presented before this
committee on the progressive income tax which one might also
argue disadvantages men, an increased number of support awards
to women in the event that those awards were appropriately ex-
tended could not he considered to he discrimination against men. In
fact, what they would he doing would he attempting to ameliorate
I he effects of d nal ion against women.

Senator IIAD.H. As you know, however, most advocates of the
ERA contend that it would outlaw even public policies resulting in
;111 e(111:11 impact upon a defined category of' people?

NI, LEvicK I du not understand.
Senator Haven't ERA proponents iansistently argued

that the &sparilte impact notion of discrimination applied to the
ERA and that the purpose behind a pabli policy was riot. necessari-
1%, relevant"

NIs 1.1.;,ick That is riot my understanding of what the propo.
"WS "I. I iii (411101 ight'; amendment have said.

Senator Ilivrcu. All right. Professor Wardle.
Pulesser WARDLE. I am not sure what the outcome would be on

disparate impact in alimony. awards. I think a good example is in
child (list( cases. your could find that sn percent of the child

Si
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custody awards in contested cases went !o women, would you have
to require the court to award custody in half the eases to fathers?

Senator HATCH. It would certainly give men an opportunity to
coin,. in argue that their constitutional rights are being violated.

Professor WAttni.K. You bet, and that is the problem. There is a
real tension between de facto and de jure discrimination. Some-
times you can have sex-neutral language and still have sexual dis-
tinction in outcome, and if you attempt to require equality in out-
come, what you do is set up quotas and effectively change the sex-
neutral language.

Flow that tension would be resolved under the ERA I do not
know. There is such a tremendous debate under the 14th amend-
ment. The whole area is unclear.

Senator IIATeti. If I could make one comment, we did have a
hearing on this and even proponents agreed that the disparate
impact analysis or the effects test would apply. Even the propo-
nents have testified that that is so.

Ms. LEva.K. I was not disagreeing that it would apply. I was only
responding to your comment that it would prohibit all classifica-
tions, and it is not my understanding that that is what it will
affect.

Senator IIATrit. But it will apply. What you are saying is that
there will be distinctions between good and bad class' ications.

Ms. I,Evicm. I only wanted to make a comment regarding the
child custody situation. There have been two attempts that I know
of in Colorado to make the argument that, in fact, unequal
amounts of custody awards to women did constitute disparate
impact, and those arguments were rejected largely for the reasons
that I set forth which is that it does not, in fact, reflect discrimina-
tion but rather a reasonable judgment of the court as to what is
appropriate in those kinds of cases.

Professor WARDLE. I am also aware of two cases in Colorado in
which the argument was made in the child custody context. In the
In Re Franks case, the Colorado Supreme Court rejected, and I do
not have the language at my fingertips, but the argument was
made that because more Women than men were awarded custody
that. tire system of awarding custody was unconstitutional under
the State ERA.

The judges said:
Wt. reject that position because the statistics you have presented to support your

argument do show that more women than men get custody but they do not let us
know v het her the men in those cases wanted custody, whether they were contesting
custody They lust let us know the outcome.

Senator IIAen. Had they wanted custody--
Professor WARDLE. The negative, the negative pregnant in that

statement is that if' the men had wanted custody and if the statis-
tics showed that greater percentage of women got. custody than
men, then you would have a violation of the State ERA.

And that gets us into quotas in which we end up doing what we
intended to abolish in the name of equality.

Ms. I,EVICK. Well, I .iould have to disagree, first of all, that the
equal rights amendment, in any way, would require equality of re-
sults or exact equality of numbers. The equal rights amendment as
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% oh ow other limitation provisions is really about provid
promoting equality of opportunity.

1).(di.s:,o, itui.E. But, you know. we have a 11th amendment,
and the purpuso of the equal rights amendment, they say, is to
make ,ex be te;ited as the same kind of a classification as race is.

1tinAt about quota systems? What about affirmative action? What
about Bakke? What about Weber? Can we simply transform those
concept, and put them in the sex discrimination area so that we do
have, do allow, do permit and, in fact, judicially do require, in some
cas,. quotas.

Senator IIATtit. In other words, this is going to be left up in the
air and it in:iy very well come down to where you have application
of the quota mentality in quotas in custody battles.

Pofesso WARLE. Precisely; 30 years ago when the Supreme
Court decided Brown v. Board of Education, no one would have he-
heed if you had wild that in order to achieve racial equality
vou set up racial quotas.

Thirty years from now we may look hack and he saying the same
,ort ot things about sexual equality in family relations, custody, ali-
mony I would hope that it would not develop that way. It should
tit,t develop that way, but we ought to try to do something to
insure that it wil! not develop that way.

Senator IIActi We may rot be able to do that if the ERA is
locked into the Const it talon.

Professor WARDLE. Exactly.
Senator Milli. The ERA project states that awards of alimony,

dependent upon concepts of fault in the breakup of the marital re-
lationship, would be unconstitutionaLunder the ERA. Do both of
you agree with that conclusion?

I am not exactly sure in what context the statement
is wing. !limb.. however, to the extent that we know for a fact that
fault in ninny instances in the past has been used discriminatorily
against women in that womm who have been held at. fault have
been Awarded lesser support whereas men who have bL'en held at
fault have not been penalized with a greater amount of support. I
think there is some inherent discrimination in the way in which it
has been applied.

Senator IIATcti Let me clarify that a little hit. Prof. Barbara
Brown in her textbook mn women's rights has stated that the use of
fault a factor in the determination of either support or alimony
hill x111111 v mid he unconstitutional because it would have a neg.

dkpnron Onct upon w'or'sen. Do you agree with that?
I.E% ILE 1 think that is the same point that I just made that

ha%e Applied unevenly between women and men.
Senahu !knit But it would he rendered unconstitutional. You

tiuuld ;love with Barbara Brown?
NI, k that it %ADD Id DC subject to a disparate impact

taa,t, II her assumption is correct, her conclusion is.
I Hut -.an' 110.! 111'1 .1!,111aptitill 1!- correct.

Senator I IA run. The ERA project has slated that t he terminat ion
of Alimony upon the emarriNge of a spouse receiving the idimony

uneon4 it ut tonal. Do you both agree with that statement?
\I- 1.1-.% ILK The termination of alimony?
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Senator 11A'rcii Yes; do you agree with that? That is the conclu-
sion of the ERA project study.

Ms. liEvicx. If the statute required that alimony be terminated
on the remarriage of either spouse who was receiving the alimony,
assuming that alimony in and of itself was sex neutral, I do not see
any violation of the equal rights amendment.

Senator IIATcti. Do you agree with that?
Professor WARDLE. 1 would agree with Ms. Levick's analysis. I

think the ERA project is wrong on that, but I am not sure why
they reached that cone! ision. I cannot recall what was the argu-
ment. behind it. Maybe it is a disparate impact argument.

Senator IIATcti. This study is an extremely interesting one. It
says:

Although, us we have seen, alimony is awarded in less than 10 percent of all di-
vorces. several aspects of it today are SPX discriminatory and will be unconstitution-
al after passage of the equal rights amendment.

First, under present law in many states, alimony is awarded only to wives and is
pa.iible only by husbands. Secondly, awards of alimony are based, in many in-
stances, on concepts of fault in the conduct of breakup of the marital relationship.

Third, alimony almost always ceases upon the wife's remarriage. Finally, because
in many states alimony is payable only by husbands, men alone are subject to crimi-
nal sanctions for nonpayment of alimony.

In all of these 1181'8 alimony 118 it is known today is sex discriminatory. Statutes
which contbrm to the Equal Rights Amendment must include the following provi-
sions

And then they g) into those provisions.
I would appreciate it if you would both look that study over and

offer additional comments. This has been an extremely interesting
hearing. It has been one of the most interesting ones for me.

Of course, domestic relations law comes right down into the
basic, of life f'or all of us. So by nature I suppose it would be more
interesting. But both of you have been just excellent in presenting
your respective points of view here tod. y.

Do you mind if I keep going?
Senator DidloNcust. Go ahead.
Senator IIAT(.11. I would be happy to yield anytime you would

U.., Senator DeConcini.
Senator DECoNctm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no ques-

tions.
Professor WARDLE. Mr. Chairman, before you go on, as you read

t hat, again. that does not Ir,ive the reasoning for their conclusion,
and it seems to me that their reasoning on this point is pretty sus-
pect

Hilt there is one point that this brings to mind. Some people
thought that by throwing out fault you wild help women, and so
we have no fault laws. Prof. Lenore Weitzman has produced a very
compelling, a very moving study of the impact of no-fault laws on
women and children in which she uses the term "improverish."

She say.; t hat divorce under the no-fault statute in Califbrnia im-
poycrishes women and children. Ironically, by doing away with sex-
based kinds of presumptions and fault-based kinds of presumptions,
there was an old rule of thumb that a woman would get about one -
t if then, had been a significant period of time of marriage.

now they ItaYe abolished th111 presumption, and what did
the . put back in its place? Well, something that makes it harder
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for the woman to get anything. She has to prove every point and
prove It in the face often of a hostile judge who thinks: "Look, you
can go out and get a job. So I will give you 2 years of alimony to
get schooling and then you can support yourself," after 15 years of
marriage. As a result, ironically, Professor Weitzman points out
the impact of abolishing these kinds of presumptions has been to
hurt rather than help the homemaker.

You see, judges who have to decide these very difficult caF....s do
not sit and ponder on them for hours and days. They have a heavy
caseload, and when the case comes before them, they resolve it
tjaickly and move on to the next one. They do not devote a lot of
attention to the particular facts and circumstances. They simply
move right through it, and it is very difficult. It creates a greater
burden on the women to receive anything if she has to start from
scratch rather than start from a presumption.

Senator HATCH. I did not mean to cut you off, but let me give
you one other paragraph in the ERA study itself. It explains why
alimony is unconstitutional:

i't1,14r current practice, a wife's remarriage terminates alimony payments and a
rein.iriage often serves as a reason to reduce the amount of alimony

c, ..l he, former ,rite Again. to the extent that alimony serves as pay for uncom
pen,ated work perforitiol iloring marriage, to end alimony upon remarriage will, in
moor in,i,inees, serve to discriminate against a wife who worked without pay in her
tot flier home

Do pni agree with that underlying assumption?
Ms. LEvick. Well, I would reiterate the point that I made earlier,

which is because alimony payable only to women has been stricken
down now in most States, that what we really need to be concerned
about is an equal treatment of men and women fbIlowing divorce
or remarriage and termination in either case, and if both men and
women were treated equally, if alimony terminated in neutral
terms at the time that the party receiving it remarried, I do not
think that there would he a violation of the equal rights amend-
ment.

Senator IlAmti. But even though the study presumes alimony
ho.ing paid to both sides, they say its termination upon remarriage
rouId he unconstitutional. That is what the study con''ludes basi-
calls en the basis of the disparate impact analysis.

Ms Well, I am not sure. that I agree with the conclusion.
Senator ILyrcii. OK.

I.Evice( I just wanted to make the point. I am very glad that
liro6,or Wardle brought up Lenore Weitzman's study. It is a

wl' I hat ul. of us have looked at and have been very troubled
II\ be. a use t he enormous disparity that it revresents and reflects
al the econoicc cuildil ion of yeomen following divorce.

lila I think it is important to recognize that one of the important
Imelimt- float her nth indicates is I hat it is, indeed, the lack of

and \all.. that d vv.)IIIt !Jowl i110.1

h to their inini)vorisinnynt. and certainly not exclu-
,r.ek Indicat ion al whether it is fault divorce or no-fault di-

11, if 11 project states that laws which require.
,00rt ,Ico\ women castoff,. upon proof of adultery or inistial-

SS
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duct, but which do not apply similarly to men, will be rendered un-
constitutional. Do both of you agree with that?

Ms. Lione.K. Yes.
Professor WARDLE. Yes.
Senator HATCH. The present Solicitor General of the United

States, Rex Lee, has written that the ERA will not only affect the
prospective application of State alimony and custody laws but that
it will also call into question existing alimony and custody orders
handed down under existing, newly invalid laws since such orders
are in the nature of continuing orders

To what extent will ERA be applicable to such exising orders?
tits. LP:1ml.. First of all, custody and support awards are always

subject to being reopened. They are continuing orders and there
are always grounds which permit modification or reconsideration.

Senator HATcti. But assuming that existing laws are found to be
sex discriminatory-

Ms. LEvim. I think that Congress could, in its legislative history,
certainly indicate its view about retroactivity of the amendment
and the extent to which it would require a reopening of these
awards.

Senator Marna Tucker, one of the proponent witnesses at
our first ERA hearing, said that existing alimony and custody
orders would he opened up if the ERA was deemed to constitute "a
major change in circumstances." Would you agree with that?
Would the ERA constitute a major change in circumbfqnces?

Ms. Lionic. Custody and family relations law has typically
looked to changes in fact as changes in circumstances. Whether or
not a change in the law would constitute this type of change in cir-
umstances is one that I am not absolutely certain about.

Rut I think the point to reiterate here and to underscore is that.
the area of family Ite,v has always been a very volatile and ongoing
cinisideratior. of the obligations and rights of the parties involved.

To whatever extent an equal rights amendment might require
reconsideration of some these awards, I do not believe it would
be :my greater than the extent to which many of these awards are
cur( ontly being reopened.

Professor WARDLE. Mr. Chairman. I, first, disagree with the
stAh.ment tfutt you read from the previous witness. I do not think
that 1111 W01,11(1 IINVC to rind that there was a change of circum-
-latil'e in order to find that custody and support orders would have
to he revieNA ed. because change of circumstance is the statutory or
ommon-Liw standard fnr modification of custody and support.

tho,e are not superior to the Constitution, and if the equal
rir ht. aincielment is passed. it will become a part of the Constitu-
tion will ,..oposede those. So you do not need to haveyou

not even need to satisfy the statutory grounds to modify cas-
loth ind award
hi elcioi A IIit i, t Mad iv(' effect. There could

1), effect, One effect would be, since a woman %,vas given a
L;reati.r imunint of inntioy under the pe-FliA than she would he
after the ERA. she IS to !five kick the money she got. I do not
think that Nvuuld o I (10 not think they Oilld require
'A (Wien to return money
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Rut I do think that it ati likely that they would have to reconsid-
er, if a woman came in or a man came into court, reconsider custo-
dy and support decrees under the new standard, which is constitu-
tionally required, because the court has continuing jurisdiction,
and to allow the old sex-based standard -Ind decree to stand would
allow a continuing legal imposition that violates the ERA.

Ms. 14:vicK. I would just add here that to the extent that the
ERA might, indeed, require a reopening some of these award:4,
what it probably would do is benefit those 4omen who have not
been accorded the full value el their own homemaker status in
prior awards.

Senator IIATett. Under the ERA, would laws providing tax ex-
emptions or other tax beneilts to widows but not to widowers be
unconst it tit ional'?

Professor WARDLE. I believe they would, yes.
Ms. LEV ICK. I think they would be.
Senator HATCH. OK. Would the Court's decision in Kahn v.

Sherrn. the 1971 case, be overturned?
Professor WARDLE. I believe that it would be because that was de-

cided under the 11th amendment, and the ERA is intended to go
further and be tougher than the 14th amendment.

Senator Ilivrcu. Do you agree with that?
M. I,KviK. The ERA does not prohibit an affirmativ action ra-

tionale in looking at cases of sex discrimination so that 1 would not
;wee in the sense that it would automatically require reversing
Kahn v. Shertn. although I think it is very po.isible that that deci-
sion would not stand under the equal rights amendment.

Senator !kill'. In that cast, the Court upheld a statute that pro-
vided widows with tax exemptions but not widowers. So you are
saying it would be overruled.

Professor WARDLE. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Ms. 1,Evick. Yes.
Senator I IATCH. OK. That is all I need to know.
The ERA project states that separate property systems or

common-law-property systems may be unconstitutional after pa:
sage of the ERA since these are laws neutral on their face but dis-
ciminatory in impact.

The project further describes this particular impact of the ERA
as in of the most important reforms ever to take place in Ameri-
an law Do you agree with that statement?
Ms [tir< I :1111 iorry. hot I think I mused the key part of yont.

question.
Senator 11ATcu. OK. The project states that separate property

,tenis or common-law-property systems may he unconstitutional
after pas:-Her. of the ERA because these are 'n,nutral on then
Ince but discriminatory in impact...

Now, the project describes this effect of the ERA as "rine of the,
nur-:t important reforms ever to take place it; iii N.' DO

toll ;WWI' wit! that .Thitcravni?
NIs I.r.vad ac Th,, continuing of remmon-I:e.c. ;n States

ha: largely been minimized Ir, t It( passage dktrihution
law,: that have essentially managed to overcome She total prsump-
tion lhat commonlow property ;tart place in the hands of the
man
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To the extent that there would be any kind of lingering discrimi-
iation in those States, I think that the analysis is correct in that

the discriminatory impact of title laws might well result in their
invalidation under an equal rights amendment.

Rut I think it is important to recognize that in most States this
is already taking place.

Senator Thank you. Do you agree?
Professor WAttt E. Yes, it would invalidate key portions of inte-

grated common -law prey rty systems and thus compel total revi-
sion of those comratmelaw property systems in order to keep the
systems 4.:oh,...rent.

Senator 11Areo. World the ERA require as a constitutional
matter tne eoniniunity property -type system that we have in some
of our Western States'?

M.:. 1.1.:vik. Again, I think that this is an academic question be-
i.:;I:ase the passage of equitable distribution law in most States has
I 'Sr tially accomplished this.

lroesso Wmuny, I believe that it would require community-
property-like systems. I do not think any State would be compelled
to adopt the community property system.

Senator I InTeo. Ms. lievick, are ycu saying that the system has
dready been established.

TW. LEVICK. The system has largely been established in most
:Mates t hrougn the principle of equitabkr distribution as well as the
...lniform Marriage and Property Act which will also be accomplish-
ing the same thing.

Senator 11A111. The ERA project suggests that even if communi-
ty property laws were mandated by the amendment, such a change
.vuld he inadequate if' it only dealt with property obtained by a
spouse f011owing the ratification of the ERA. Do you agree with
t heir assessment on t hat'?

Ms. 1,EviK. I think there may be some due process consider-
ations, though, that would have to be harmonized with the equal
rights amendment.

Professor WARDLE. As we said before, that is queztioo of retro-
activity, and we are not sure how it would be resolved but ;t could
110 resolved as the project suggests.

Senator I The ERA project states the ema;ning con/mate
law dower or courtesy statutes will be unconstitutional
arnler the ERA as well as existing fbreed share. c, nonbarrahle,
statutes MI, h have edectively replaced dower ri,thts. De yr,u ag-ee
with that''

\Is 1.vviiK I have to confess that I do not fall/ uederstand v. tat
thw-,e statutes provide

Senator ll.nrc Ia. OK. What about. you, Professor?
illules:-.4)1 WARDLE. Well, to the extent that tilos', statutes do pro-

.1de that a wido.v has some Protection that a widower does not
beaky. for it-t :01(1'. the creditors cannot reach a iAower's shore in
properly hold by the entireties, lien they would he 'AA discrimina-
to: law'- and they would be held to violate the ERA.

Stmatot IIATun. All right. The ERA project wades that tenancy
by the entirety fiwnis of property ownership will he rendered on-
con,tnotiona: tinder the En because they substantiolly inhibit
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the granting of credit to one spouse or the other and normally dis-
advantage the wife.

Would you agree with that statement? Would tenancy by the en-
tirety become an unconstitutional form of property ownership by a
married motile?

Ms. 1. vick. I would essentially offer the same answer that I of-
fered on the common-law issue, and again, underscore the fact that
this is largely already occurring in most States.

Professor WARin.x. Yes, it is largely already occurring, but I

think there are still two States that do have gender-based discrimi-
nation in entireties lawS. They would be unconstitutional under the
ERA.

Ms. I,Eva.K. I would agree with that.
Senator IIATrti. Are you saying that the ERA would not effect

any substantial changes in present property laws'? Your earlier
answer to my question on common-law property statutes seeme.d to
suggest that it would.

Ms. 1,1,:vick. What I am saying in the area of title and property
to the extent that becomes significant in property distribution at
the time of divorce, most States, either through the adoption of
community property schemes or equitable distribution laws, have
essentially effected a method for overcoming the discrimination
that existed in common-law property.

Senator IIATrn. So you would disagree with the study conclusion
that these things would be changed?

Ms. 1,Kviii. Well, I think it is important to recognize that basi-
cally I guess it is about since 1980 or 1979 that we have seen the
greatest development in family, and I know that many of the stud-

that have been done in this area, including some of the very
early works on the ERA, have been written 10 and 12 years aro.

This is a very recent development and it i; important to recog-
nite that it has been that recent.

St.iiiit,)r HATCH. Rut then why would Marna Tucker have testi-
tied at the first hearing oti this subject last year that she felt there

be many changes in property laws as a resell of the ERA's
rat.fieation.

N1.4 1,1- Vick. I do not disagree that then would he many changes
required In property laws I ma only saying that many Of them

!),.. Its :1 certain extent. academic, because, in practice, much
tlt Aluit we are concerned about is already taking place.

Senator IIATeit Even in community property States. 1 would
:1*-alini. the reat mien and women differently in such mat-
ter- ;1,- ni,ii;:igtninent or the characterization of debts as separ.ite Or
c.aiinitinov would he in violation of the ERA Am I correct on that?

Professor WAttot.. Yes.
NI, 'h. Yes.
Senator II. nit Am I correct that anything that was determined

tit In il.i ant Halal under the 14,1i!\ with respect to Lilitnon WM-
%%.ould also he hold unmnstittitional with respect to alimony

pendente lite, or alimony during the pendency of tl.e divorce litiga-
tion"

WmiDLE ', e!-;.
1,1.:vn Ies, I tlinik*that is currect_.

f12
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Senator HATCH. Would Federal immigration laws which treat dif-
ferently the mothers and fathers of individuals in this country for
purposes of immigration be unconstitutional under the ERA?

Ms. LEva.K. 1 am not familiar with how those laws discriminate
between men and women.

Senator HATCH. Those immigration laws give preference to moth-
ers but not to hailers in admission. Would not they be stricken?

Ms. 14Kvick. They would probably be stricken, but again, I am
not aware of the context in which it arises.

Senator HATCH. I would be happy to have you submit additional
information to us if you decide later that your statement is not ac-
curate.

Ms. la.:vick. Thank you.
Senator Hart tl. IA me conclude by asking each of you several

more questions. Now, these are largely philosophical questions
about the impact of the equal rights amendment upon the tradi-
tional concept of the family in American law.

The National Conference of Catholic Women has said the follow-
ing about the ERA. 'rile ERA would destroy the safeguards society
has erected around the wife and the mother as the center of the

flow would you respond to that concern, Ms. Levick?
Ms. 1,Kvick. I do not think that the equal rights amendment will,

in any way, impair the traditional family. I think that what the
equal rights amendment will do will enhance the rights and re-
sponsibilities of each member in the traditional family and insure
that cach individual member of the family has the right and the
ability to pursue the particular course that they choose to pursue
and not be penalized for doing that.

The way that our laws have traditionally operated in this coun-
t ry have been to essentially penalize the woman who chooses to be
a homemaker once she finds herself in divorce and finds herself
getting much less than she might otherwise be entitled to.

Senator IIATett. Professor'?
Professor WARDLE. I agree with the Catholic Women's statement.

That is the gravest concern.I have, because it would purge the law
;111(1 purge public policy of any presumption that (.1#I/ors or encour-
ages the woman to assume a full-time role in the home, because
that is a sex-based presumption, because it draws a distinction on
t he basis of sex.

Senator Ibrria. Ms. Levick, you do not disagree that the ERA
would purge the law of that particular presumption, do you?

\Is 1h:wit 1 certainly disagree that it is a sex-based presump-
tion. I think that there is nothing, there is absolutely no evidence
that I and iwar of or that I can point to, and there is nothing that
has ever been expremed by the feminist community of which I am
a part that has ever derided or ridiculed those women who choose
te be homemakers. 'ro the contrary.

\rid I really must take offense at the cartoon that Professor
Wardle mentioned at the beginning of his statements here today.
Ti) the contrary. 1 think that the feminist community has really
wq:e to great 1(.ogths to emphasize how imdortant the equal rights
arueudrit('nt \...,)uld he to wally enhance and help women as home-

(
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makers in their abil.tY t4 continue as homemakers. It is not at all
about depriving them of that opportunity.

Senator IIATca. My impression was that Professor Wardle also
took offense to the cartoon, in the sense that if it is true, it certain-
ly H an offensive thing.

Ms. AO; ICK I/lit I think it is a misperception.
Senator. I That may well he.
Professor W A TO the extent that the law provides any spe-

cial benefit, exemption, or encouragement for women to he home-
makers that it does not provide for husbands or men, it would vio-
late the ERA.

Thus, it would purge public policy of any attempt to encourage
or support women or to prefer women or give women special bene-
fits who stay home and devote their full attention to raising chil-
dren rather than entering the work force or pursuing other inter-
ests.

LI':vU:K Let me just say, Senator Hatch, however, that I

think it is a mistake here today to overly romanticize the notion of
the woman as a homemaker. I am a little bit troubled that we are
presenting a record here that suggests that women as homemakers
have, in fact, received terrific preferential treatment and great
benefits. What we know to be true is indeed the contrary. Women
have riot received preferential treatment and they have suffered in
the role as a homemaker.

I think it is important, again, to recognize that the equal rights
amendment will do a great deal to ameliorate their condition and
not to harm it.

Senator HATcn. I will go to the next question. The California
Commission on the Status of Women has said, "The ERA would
nullify the existing marriage contract and encourage a redefinition
of arriage." Is the commission's assessment accurate in that par-
ticular descr ipt

Ms I t. rc lc I do not know what they mean by the existing mar-
riage contract.

Professor WARcn.E. Well, they can mean two things. One is it
would encourage private contract without any State-supported as-
,iimption about sex-based roles, who will raise the children, And I
would agree that that certainly is true.

Another thing it might mean and a very disturbing possibility is
homosexual marriage. The very concept of marriage as a union be-
t we'en a man and a woman, persons of the opposite sex, may be
held 0 he violative of the equal rights amendment.

There i:. simply no way of resolving that because there is very
good authority and analysis that says the equal rights amendment
will have that impact, require- -homosexual-marriage in the States,
and very good authority that says it will not.

Se11;11o HATCH. Do you think it will require the legalization of
I Urdu-1;1w,"

la...vicK No, I do not. There is no precedent to suggest that
the equal rights amendment would ever he interpreted in that way.

I ir0I.W4sor WARDLE. 'There are only two cases I im aware or, one
in Washington that said no, the State ERA would not hold that;
and one in Pennsylvania just decided a couple of weeks ago in

9 1.
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which they declined to reach the issue. as to common-law marriage
between homosexuals under the State ERA.

But I wonder what the analysis is. How can you say that a law
how do you pull this into either of the qual'fications to the absolute
rule prohibiting sex discrimination? A law that says I, a male, can
marry a woman but I cannot marry a man. That a woman can
marry 1111' but it man cannot marry me. That law is clearly a sex
discriminatory law. Now, how do you say that that will be upheld?
I think it should be upheld. I think homosexual marriage should
not be required.

But I am concerned how you make the argument that under the
ERA it would not he prohibited.

Senator IlivrcH. Well, let me ask you this. You represent the
NOW Legal Pefense and Education Fund. Suppose two homosex-
uals came to you and said, "The equal rights amendment has been
ratified. I want you to take my case as part of your responsibilities
for the defense fund. We think that the equal rights amendment
protects our rights to marry each other and enjoy the accompany-
ing rights and privileges that marriage allows."

Ms. LEva.K. It is our position that the equal rights amendment
does not reach discrimination on the basis of sexual preference.

Senator IIATcle. Barbara Babcock said, "The effect that the ERA
will have on discrimination against homosexuals is not clear. It is
hard to justify a distinction between discrimination on the basis of
the sex of era. sexual partners and other sex-based discrimination."
Do you agree?

Ms. Ltonk. I think that what the equal rights amendment would
address would be discrimination between homosexuals, that treated
homosexuals differently from one another, but I do not think that
it would reach the issue of homosexual marriage.

Senator IIATett. I just do not see how that can be if you are treat-
ing ;t man or woman differently simply because of their sex.

Professor WARDLE. The argument results from the Supreme
Court's decision in Loving v. Virginia. In that case, there was a
Virginia statute that prohibited interracial marriage. The Supreme
Court said that that was unconstitutional, that you cannot say that

nian can marry one woman but not another on account of her
I:1(1

Nnw, if you apply that same logic and substitute sex for race,
and ,;ay that a man can marry one p 4-son but not another because
of the sex of the second person, you lave the analogy to Loving v.
Virwnro.

Now I do not think that that is prt.dent, and I do not think it is
the hest analy:is. hut it is an analysis that has been supported, in

in the same law journal that published Brown, Emerson, Falk,
And Freedman's classic law review article on the equal rights
;Iniendnient Two .vears later the same Yale Law Journal published
.1 note that -,ugge,-;ted that under the ERA l,omosexual mar riage
',1,(1111(1 to lie permitted in all the States.

Senator IIATIll. Ms. Levick, what would he the impact of the
ERA (,11 homo-;exual rights generally'?

!Mint that I tried to make earlier was that
an kind ot discrimination that treated female homosexuals differ-
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ently from male honisexuak would constitute sex discrimination
under the equal rights amendment.

I will reiterate, however, that t do not believe that it would reach
the issue of homosexual marriage. I would also just like to say,
howeve, that I also know that this committee did hold a full day
of hearings on the issue of homoEexuality and not having come
here as :in expert to testify on the issue, I think I would like to
Ihnit my comments to that

Sewn( ir HATCH. All right. Let me read you another quote from
the California Commission on the Impact of the ERA:

will become much less ambivalent about their roles when they are ex.
01 tId fil 111",li111 both partial economic and partial emotional support for their chil-
drn When women are convince d that mothering is a learned behavior they will
bE:iii ao !l much mote comlOrtable about choosing to forgo the role entirely. The
tom of the tinnily. may change Probably there will he much more variability in the
composition of the unit the family will not mean nuclear family but any group of
people !Ivan, together and cooperating in an economic and uffectional unit over

rod of time Perhaps the old nuclear family will still prevail, perhaps not.

This commission concludes by observing that the ERA ". . . might
dispel the idea that the nuclear family must provide all care for
children and deal with problems individually. This could pressure
the community into being responsible for children."

Do you agree with this analysis? What does it mean in your opin-
ion?

Ms. I.F.viK. Well, I think that the debate that has come about as
a result of the equal rights amendment in the last 10 or 12 years
has already resulted in an enormous change in the way in which
women perceive their roles and the way in which they perceive
the'r roles both ile the family and in the workplace.

However, I have not seen any evidence that those changes have
resulted in a dissolution of the neclear family. 1 think that it is
really inaccurate and highly sp' _ulative to suggest that the equal
rights amendment will spell tne doom of the nuclear family and
create some kind of new family relationships that we do not know
about.

As I have said before, what the equal rights amendment will do
is promote an equality between the parties to marriage and that
that will he a beneficial aspect to the members of that family and
nut a detrimental one.

I rhfi.ssor WARDLE. I agree that the equal rights amendment
debate has stimulated a to+. of long needed change and reform in
t he iin.:1 of family law which I have welcomed and which I support.

Senator IIArh And which many opponents of the equal rights
amendment v.'elcome and support and have been fighting for for

Professo WARDLE. That is correct.
:-40nator IIATrii It is not necessarily the ERA that is bringing

thi ahoot, 1!-: it
)iota,, or But it does more than that. It, I believe,

we I reduce the public reinforcement for' traditional family as we
know it in the rolintrv.

Senat()' I IA 1(11 I,et me ask vou one final quet,t ion. Ms. Levik.
Arc ,)11 telling nit that the kVA, despite hid the ERA
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states, will effect absolutely no requirement that common-law prop-
erty States adopt community property laws?

Ms. LEVICK. Well, I would agree really in what Professor Wardle
said. I do not think that the equal rights amendment will require
that States adopt any particular kind of laws. I think that what the
equal rights amendment--

Senator HATCH. Let us talk in general terms then.
Ms. LEVICK. What it will require will be that distribution of prop-

erty at the time of divorce and the allocation of ownership and
management/of property during marriage would have to be done
on a sex-neutral and equal basis. To the extent that community
property is one way in which that notion of equality has been im-
plemented, that is one method to look at.

I think that this is a very good example of the way in which the
equal rights amendment would not prohibit States from continuing
to experiment and to trial and error to look at other preoerty
schemes that might ach* ve the same form of equality.

Senator HATCH. Do th existing laws in the 50 States meet your
requirements of equality?

Ms. LEVICK. There are many States in addition to the eight
States that have community property schemes that have adopted
equitable distribution laws that do reflect this principle of equality.

Senator HATCH. Professor?
Professor WARDLE. The statement that you read in your last

question I think .gets to the heart of the problem. It referred to the
fact that mothering skills are entirely learned. And the assumption
that will be written into the law, if the equal rights amendment is
enacted and-if it is given the interpretation that the proponents
that I have read want it to be given, is that all difference between
men and women, except for physical differences, are learned differ-
ences and the law cannot take account of those differences. That
would destroy assumptions and presumptions that have supported
and reinforced traditional mores and which have encouraged home-
making, would encourage men to support 'their families as ,a pri-
marily responsibility and that, I think, is of grave concern.

Senator HATCH. I want to thank both of you for being here today.
It has meant a lot to me to be able to go through this particular
area of law, and I think both of you have spoken articulately and
intelligently about this subject.

We will hold our next hearing in early August. I would like to
ask the representatives of the feminist community who have been
choosing the proponent witnesses to have their selegtion for wit-
ness at least 2 weeks in advance of the hearing.

Ms. Levick, you have been an excellent witness, and I think an
excellent choice by the community, and I am very happy to have
you come.

But, I really believe we deserve to know for certain who the wit-
ness is going to be 2 weeks before the next hearing. I did not know
you were going to testify until just a few days ago when I got a
letter from Senator Leahy, Senator DeConcini, and Senator Kenne-
dy.

We accommodated them, but I am not sure I am going to do that
in the future. These are important hear!igs. This committee de-
serves to know who is going to testify well in advance because it

41 IMN1 0- 1.16 7 io 97
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takes a great amount of preparation to cover what really is a very
difficult set of subjects. I want to do it in a fair and reasonable way
and frankly, I would be very happy to have Senators who are pro-
ponents at these 'hearings asking any questions they want to ask.

But I think my questions have been fair. I think they have cov-
ered a lot of areas that are important and that concern, both sides
of this issue.

I just want to, again, compliment both of you. I think our wit-
nesses by and large throughout this set of hearings have been ex-
cellent, and I believe when we get through with all, the hearings
that we intend to conduct that we will have pinned down a great
deal of what the ERA means and does not mean. And, where we do
not know what it means we will be able to point many of those
areas out.

So with that, we will recess this committee until further notice.
[Whereupon, at 11:57 a.m., the subcommittee recessed at the call

of the Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL

tirom dm Wall Street Journal, July 31, 191141

DIVORCING Us FROM TIM STATE-DRAWN,MARRIAGR

(By Roger Arnold)

Societies based on status relegate persons to certain positions because of ntho they
are (usually from birth), thus shackling their aspirations. Societies based on freedom
to contract, such as is largely the case in the U.S., allow individuals to set the pa-
rameters within which they live their lives. The traditional state-imposed marriage
contract is notable exception to this country's general rule, one that it happens
the Equal Rights Amendment would eliminate.

The marriage contract is built upon status. It sets certain behavioral patterns for
a man, just because he is Man, and does likewise for women. In so doing, it pre-
vents different men and women from legally structuring their marriage in ways
suitable to them. In short, when it comes to marriage, there is essentially one con-
tract all parties must enter into.

For example, the present marriage contract holds the husband to be the legal
head of the family and thus confers certain privileges and responsibilities upon him.
He can decide where he and his wife will live (privilege), but he also is supposed to
provide for his wife's welfare (responsibility). In 1974, a Pennsylvan court found a
wife guilty of desertion for choosing not to live witk her husban in his chosen
domicile. The court said that the wife's behavior 11W in the fade of everything
sacred which decrees that the husband must choose the domicile and the wife must
conform thereto." Also, in '75, Louisiana's Supreme Court said "that only husbands
are liable for criminal nonsupport .. .

her husband, which can be seen as a special privilege On the other hand, a husband
The wife also has certain privileges and She : due support from

today can much more easily and succeseha y sue his wife for "loss of consortium"
(companionship, assistance and sexual relations) than his wife can sue him.

11 contracts have provisions outlining privileges and responsibilities, but unlike
the .arriage contract those provisions are drawn up and explicitly agreed to by the
persons who actually must live by the contract's terms. Two persons wishing to be
legally married in our society, whether out of hallowed tradition or merely for the
sake of propriety, cannot set the terms.

But there is more. Most married persons do not even know the terms of their con-
tract until it is too late. This causes lot of frustration when a divorce is sought,
and leads to waste of time and moneyespecially in property settlements.

Consider one hypothetical example. Suppose after two years of marriage John de-
cides to quit work and attend medical school. Sharon, his wife, decides to take on a
second job to help meet the bills. After John becomes a doctor, the two decide to
divorce. Sharon sues John For part of the present value of his medical degree. She
argues that the medical degree is property that she helped John acquire in hopes of
a better life.

But so far, courts have been hesitant to call a degree "property." Had Sharon
known whet the marriage contract "says" on such a matte! --knowing that she
probably would not be able to capture a return on the medical degree in care of a
divorceand if there were no other considerations, she might have acted different-
ly.

And even if Sharon had, at the time John went to medical school, actually got
John to sign a contract stating he would (in the case of a divorce) pay her so much
for helping put him through medical school, there is no guarantee that that con-
tract would have been binding at the time of divorce. There are numerous cases

(91)
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where courti have deemed unbinding the private contracts made between marriage
partners because those contracts did not mesh with the marriage contract.

Enter the Equal Rights Amendment. By making it unconstitutional for men or
ivomen to have certain legal priv!leges and responsibilities merely based on sex, it
would immediately puncture the status-oriented; state-imposed marriage contract.
Then, one of two things would happen. Either a new, state-imposed, non-status-ori-
ented contract would be created or individuals who choose to marry would be free to
set the terms of their marriage contract. In the latter (but more unlikely) result the
persons getting married would form their own contract. There would then be lees
uncertainty as to its terms and probably fewer marriages would go awry.

This is not to be taken as a blanket endorsement of the Equal Rights Amendment.
The ERA should be looked at in terms of its other possible effects. But in likely dis-
solving the status-ridden state marriage contract it would make a definite move
toward greater individual freedom.

[From the Wall Street Journal. Aug. 14, 19841

MARRIAGE RITES DON'T CANCEL Rnarrs
Prof. Roger Arnold is mistaken in declaring (editorial page, July 31) that "the tra-

ditional state-imposed marriage contract" does not "allow individuals to set the pa-
rameters within which they live their lives.' Prof. Arnold incorrectly asserts that
there is "essentially one contract all parties [to a marriage] must enter into." On
the contrary, the economic consequences of marriage may be freely negotiated and
covered by enforceable contracts in most jurisdictions fn the U.S.

As the Supreme Cout t of Minnesota stated as early as 1907, antenuptial agree-
ments "are matters of history and have been upheld and sustained by the courts
from the earliest times." Actually most courts in the U.S. have extolled the advan-
tages of .antenuptial agreements and in recent years our state courts have enlarged
the permissible scope of the agreements. Indeed, in a 1982 case, the Maryland Court
of Special Appeals held that that state's equal rights law precluded a presumption
of a confidential relationship between spouses, refusing to set aside a se'Maration
agreement on that ground. The trend in most jurisdictions, whether or not there is
a state equal rights law, is to enforce such agreements even when they include de-
tailed provisions for spousal support or termination of spousal support upon dissolu-
tion of the marriage.

Public policy restrictions on some provisions in antenuptial agreements are disap-
pearing in favor of broad freedom,of contract as a result of the dramatic changes in
marriage, divorce and marital property. Moreover, while some writers have referred
to marriage as "a status," since Blackstone (1860) called marriage a "civil contract,"
most, scholars have emphasized the difference between the legal consequences of
marfiage and ordinary contracts because of the unique character of the marital re-
lat4onship.

Mr. Arnold's silly illustrations are historical vestiges. In most jurisdictions, wives
are no longer treated as deserters if they refuse to follow their husbands, but may
freely reside in any state regardless of the husband's domicile. Moreover, jurisdic-
tion after jurisdiction has de-sexed its marriage and divorce laws, holding that it
would constitute a denial of equal protection to limit contempt penalties for non-
support to one sex.

On the other hand, both parents, regardless of gender, have an obligation to pro-
vide for their children. It is a matter of public policy throughout the Western world
that this obligation to minors may not Iv. bargained away by adults, notwithstand-
ing that they are otherwise free to negotiate economic consequences of marriage.

Mr. Arnold makes no mention of the rapid growth of nonmarital cohabitation.
Most state courts that have considered the matter in recent years have upheld or

"indicated they would uphold express nonmarital conhabitation agreements such as
the model agreements we proposed in Green & Long's "Marriage and Family Law
Agreements (Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, 1984).

While I am a supporter of ERA as a matter of high moral and political principle,
it is surely not needed to establish the validity of antenuptial and nonmarital co-
habitation agreements.

JOHN V. LONG.
Bethesda, Md.

The article by Roger Arnold was based upon legal assumptions that have not been
valid since the 1979 U.S. Supreme Court case Orr v. Orr. Arnold states that mar-
riage gives husbands and wives different rights and duties, that wives essentially
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must do what husbands say, and that husbands must support wives. He says the
ERA would change this.

The Supreme Court already changed it. Orr held that husbands and wives are
equally liable for alimony and support, under the 14th Amendment. As a result,
states which had not yet dimmed marriage laws to provide equal rights and duties
(many already had) have been forced to do so. Even Georgia, which was backward
enough to leave a "husband is head of the household law on the books until this
past year, deemed domestic relations laws.

Further More, alimony is getting rare in two-wage-earner families, anyway. More
fathers are getting child custody. Many states abolished alienation of affection laws.
And while a degree from a college is not (or should not be) considered property to
divide in a divorce, future earning capacity is routinely looked at in setting support.

People who get married today do not give up any contractual rights and they
know fairly well what from a legal standpoint they have entered into. People di-.
vorce not because they learn about what a marriage contract is but because they do
not get along.

East Point, Ga.
GLXN EDWARD ASHMAN.
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: EXCEPTIONS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1984

U.S. SINATI,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TIM CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THII_JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Thurmond.
Staff present: Dick Bowman, Committee on the Judiciary,. Ste-

phen J. Markman, chief counsel and staff director; and Carol Epps,
chief clerk, Subcommittee on the Constitution.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HAToi. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the 10th day
of hearings by/ the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the pro-
posed equal rights amendment. As with each of our earlier hear-
Inge, the" ptincipal purpose of this afternoon's hearing will be to de-

-teimine the real world impact of the proposed 27th amendment to
the U.S. Constitution.

As this subcommittee nears the end of its exploration of the
ramifications of the equal rights amendment, I believe we have
been successful in creating a fair and comprehensive record which
will ensure that Members of Congress, and perhaps members of
State legislatures, will vote on this amendment with a better un-
derstaneling of its impact on public policy.

Today's hearing will focus largely, although not exclusively, upon
the subject of exceptions to the rule of equality contained in the
ERA. In particular, it will consider two often mentioned exceptions
by proponents of the amendment: One relating to what is described
as a "right to privacy," and the other relating to what is described
as the "unique physical characteristics" exception.

Many proponents of the amendment argue that there are excep-
tions inherent in the amendment whenever a public policy involves
one of these factors. We hope to explore the scope of these excep-
tions today.

- As with our earlier hearings, we will hear testimony from a
panel of two experts. Our witnesses today will be Prof. Jules
Gerard and Prof. Catherine Zuckert. We very much appreciate
their taking time from their schedule to be with us today and look
forward to hearing their testimony.

(95)
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At this time we would like to call both Mr. Gerard and Mrs.
Zuckert to the witness table. Professor Gerard is professor of law at
Washington University. He is one of the Nation's most distin-
guished constitutional scholars and has often appeared before this
committee.

Catherine Zuckert is professor of government at Carleton College
in Minnesota where she teaches the subject of sex discrimination
in the law. She has widely published and printed many articles on
women and the law.

We're very grateful to welcome both of you before the committee
this afternoon.

Before we begin, however, I wo d like to turn to the distin-
guished Senator from South Carol' , chairman of the full Ju-
diciary Committee, Senator Thurmod, to see if he has any open-
ing remarks.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR STROM THURMOND
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I do not

have any opening statement. I am very pleased to be here. I have
to leave to hold my hearing at 2:15, but I want you to know of my
deep interest in this matter and my desire to cooperate with you.

Senator HATCH. Thank you so much, Senator, and we surely ap-
preciate your interest in the matter as the chairman of this com-
mittee.

Mrs. Zuckert, we will start with you and we will be happy to
take your testimony at this point.

STATEMENTS OF 'PROF. CATHERINE ZUCKERT, CARLETON COL-
LEGE, NORTHFIELD, MN, AND PROF. JULES GERARD, WASHING-
TON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, ST. LOUIS, MO
Mrs. ZUCKERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored to be

asked to testify before you this afternoon. Although I am here pri-
marily as a professional student and teacher of American politics, I
am also a women who has greatly benefited from the vastly ex-
panded opportunities extended to women in the last two decades.
Not only for my own sake, but also for the sake of my students and
my three daughters, I cannot but wish to see women guaranteed
equal rights now and in the future. The notion that every individ-
ual ought to have the opportunity to develop his or her specific tal-
ents without regard to sex is so fundamental to current American
notions of justice, I believe, that it ought to be enshrined in the
Constitution. I cannot but be concerned, even saddened, therefore,
when it appears that insistence upon the currently proposed lan-
guage makes it unlikely that any such amendment to the Constitu-
tion will be ratified in the foreseeable future.

The question immediately before the subcommittee is whether
Congress should resubmit exactly the same language for ratifica-
tion by the State legislatures. The answer to that question must be
no.

Reconsideration of an equal rights amendment ought to take
place in light of two very important developments since Congress
first proposed the amendment in 1972. The first such development
if= the failure of the currently proposed language to secure ratifica-
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tion by the necessary three-fourths of the State legislatures. Seri-
ous opposition has obviously arisen to the current proposal and
ratification does not appear likely unless the objections are some-
how met.

The objections to the ERA do not appear to be to the principle,
the desirability of securing equal- .rights for women, however. For
example, the currently proposed languiage did not fail in the House
because more than a third of our Representatives oppose equal
rights for women. The currently proposed language failed because
the sponsors refused to consider any amendments to or changes in

. its absolutist wording. The first question recent history raises,
therefore, is "why proponents of the ERA have not sought to meet
or at least to mollify some of the concerns of their opponents by
changing the language of the proposed amendment.. The language
currently proposed dates, after all, from the early, 1940's when a
congressional committee modified the language the women's party
had proposed. every year since 1923 in an attempt to make it a bit
more moderate.

Both the country and constitutional law have changed signifi-
cantly in the meantime; and one wonders whether the language of
the proposed amendment ought not to reflect these changes. Is
there not language that will respond to the concerns of the. critics
of the currently proposed amendment without severely compromis-
ing the equality proponents adamantly desire?

The answer to that question lies, I believe, in the second major
development of the last two decades. Where the attempt to ratify
the ERA failed, both Congress and the Supreme Court have suc-
ceeded in massively extending the legal rights of women by using a
more limited standard. Unlike the language currently proposed, an
amendment incorporating the current legal standard would allow
certain exceptions to the general presumption against sex-based
discrimination. The question to which this particular hearing is ad-
dressed, indeed, is the status or desireability of such exceptions.

Should the Constitution absolutely bar legal distinctions on the
basis of sex, as the present wording mandates, or should we create
a strong constitutional presumption against sex-based distinctions?
Should distinctions on the basis of sex be allowed when, but-on
when, it has been shown that such distinctions are substantially re-
lated to important governmental objectives, to use the language
currently employed by the court?

Several critics of the currently proposed amendment have object-
ed to it on the grounds that it is vague. The problem with the cur-
rently proposed language is not so much that it is vague, I submit,
as that it is so absolute. Equality of rights under law shall not be
abridged or denied on account of sex means simply that any legal
right, that is, any claim, benefit, or immunity, granted by law to
members of one sex must be granted to members of the other sex
similarly situated.

The difficulty with the currently proposed language is not that it
is unclear, therefore, but that the prohibition of any legal recogni-
tion of any difference between the two sexes flies in the face of
fact. There are physical, social, or stereotypical, and economic dif-
ferences between the sexes, and taking accmunt of such differences
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is sometimes necessary in order to achieve important public goals,
including, ironically, the securing of equal opportunity for women.

Some proponents of the current language argue, therefore, that
it would allow the law to take account of unique physical charac-
teristics. But if it is legitimate to take account of physical differ-
ences with regard to reproduction, the discrimination we are con-
cerned about is not literally discrimination on account of sex.

If we are trying, rather, to prevent discrimination on the basis of
archaic stereotypes and overbroad generalizations, the wording of
the amendment ought to be changed to make that clear. As it
stands, the currently proposed amendment does not allow any ex-
ception on the basis of unique physical characteristics; rather, the
words categorically proscribe any differential treatment on account
of sex. And I do not know what sex means if it does not refer to
differences of reproductive fanctions and organs.

The problems with an absolute prohibition of distinctions of the
basis of sex become even clearer, I believe, in discussions of affirm-
ative action or other compensatory programs designed to help
women overcome their obvious economic disadvantages. If the cur-
rently proposed language were added to the Constitution, it would
certainly be difficult to defend a policy mandating preferential

ihiring or any other particular benefits or immunities to women be-
cause men would be perfectly justified in complaining that they

ihad been denied jobs or places in schools on account of sex. Yet one
of the major reasons people are concerned about sex-based discrimi-
nation and want an equal rights amendment continues to be the
disparity between sexes in average wages. It would be truly ironic
if the amendment intended to remedy this disparity made policies
intended to counteract the effects of past discrimination unconsti-
tutional.

The difference between a policy seeking to assure equal treat-
ment of the two sexes and a policy mandating the abolition of all
distinctions on the basis of sex may be seen most clearly, however,
in the controversy surrounding the status of separate but equal
athletic programs. Under title IX, women have made tremendous
gains in. both physical fitness and athletic competition, but they
have done so largely in the context of women's teams. Biological
differences are apparently very significant in athletic performance.
No American womanand this is the week to say itwould have
made the Olympics, for example, if the team had been integrated
and the same criteria for selection applied without regard to sex.
Under the currently proposed amendment, it would be difficult to
deny the right of any male to compete for a place on a formerly all
women's team, even though such competition would probably
result in two predominantly male teams. Sexual distinctions in the
organization of school athletic teams are, on the other hand, allow-
able under current law.

It proves useful, indeed, to look further at the previsions of title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 in considering the implications of an absolute
prohibition of distinctions on account of sex because both title VII
and title IX allow certain explicit exceptions which would presum-
ably be disallowed under the general language of the currently pro-
posed amendment. For example, title IX "shall not apply to an edu-
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cational institution which is controlled by a religious organization
if the application of this subsection would not be consistent with
the religious tenets of such organization." Schools which have "tra-
ditionally and continually had a policy of admitting, only students
of one sex" are also excluded. Maintaining Orthodox Jewish semi-
naries or private women's colleges is not a problem under current
law, therefore, but both would become so under the currently pro-
posed amendment. Yet such eminent sociologists as David Riesman
and Christopher Jencks have argued that single sex education may
be particularly beneficial in enabling women to achieve to positions
of leadership and authority.

Most of the controversy surround the effects of the currently pro-
posed language concerns military service and public funding of
abortions, however. When Congress decided in 1980 to limit regis-
tration for the draft to males, the Senate Armed Services Subcom-
mittee on Manpower and Personnel reported:

The principle that women should not intentionally and routinely engage in
combat is furclamental and enjoys wide support among our people. It is universally
supported by :nilitary leaders who have testified before the committee.... In addi-
tion to the military reasons which the committee finds compelling, witnesses repre-
senting a variety of groups testified before the nil bImmittee that drOting women
would place unprecedented strains on family life.

Since the language of the currently pro ... d amendment would
surely mandate the registration and dra i g of women whenever
the law requires registration and draftin of men and would also
proscribe the combat restriction, it is no wonder this language has
encountered serious opposition. It runs d rectly counter to public
opinion. i

By way of contrast, current court doctrine do% not require either
drafting or putting women in combat positions Mcause national de-
fense is clearly an important governmental objective to which dis-
tinctions on the basis of sex are substantially related. But it is per-
haps also important to note that the court's decision would not pre-
vent Congress from drafting women or putting them in combat po-
sitions should that prove desirable. It is not as if there are no
women serving in the military right now. The question is, thus, not
whether women may serve in the military. The question is rather
whether we must register and perhaps draft all women of an eligi-
ble age, whether or not the armed forces can effectively use them,
as a matter of principle without regard to cost, efficiency, or cur-
rent public sentiments.

Proponents of the currently proposed amendment argue that
women will not be regarded as full or equal citizens until they
assume the most arduous duty of citizenship, which is military0,1
service. Military service does not constitute the primary definition
of full citizenship in a moderi, liberal democracy, however; voting
does.

Military service has, to be sure, been used as a justification for
giving certain people voting rights. One of the most powerful argu-
ments in favor of lowering the voting age to age 18 was the asser-
tion that a man old enough to fight for his country was old enough
to have a voice in deciding whether the Nation ought to go to war.
Having gained the vote in 1920 with the 22d amendment, women
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do not need compulsory military service in order to become full
citizens.

The abortion question has probably proved even more deadly to
the currently proposed language than the draft. Is it merely coinci-
dental that serious opposition to the ERA developed in 1973, the
year the Supreme Court declared a woman had the right to have
an abortion during the first trimester of a pregnancy in Roe v.
Wade?

The right to life groups which have emerged in reaction to the
Supreme Court's decision in Roe have not as yet mustered enough
support to pass their own constitutional amendment prohibiting
abortions entirely. But they do seem to have eriou0 popular and
legislative backing to block the currently proposed ERA. Critics of
the current proposal thus have a powerful point when they argue
that the current language would mandate public funding for abor-
tions. Both the United States and States participating in the Med-
icaid Program grant indigent people a rig t under law to medical
care, which would, if not extended to a ions, be denied on ac-
count of sex. In order to separate the ERA m the pro-choice, pro-
life controversy, as many advocates thi it should be, it will,
therefore, be necessary to-change the la

If the approach taken by Congress and e court is superior to
the currently proposed amendment, you might well ask, why
amend. the Constitution at all. Why not ju4 leave thing's as they
are? \

There are, I believe, two reasons. First, the ERA has always had
primarily a symbolic meaning. Although a onstitutional amend-
ment is not merely or simply a symbolthe specific language is
very important, as I have arguedthe Constitution is also more
than a legal code, as Chief Justice Marshall proclaimed so elo-
quently in McCullock v. Matyland, the Constittition states the fun-
damental principles of our Government and thereby teaches and
reaffirms the people's deepest notions of what is just. An amend-
ment affirming the presumption against se -based discrimination
embodied in current law would not affect the social revolution
some of the more extreme advocates of women's liberation hope
for. It would certainly not do away with marriage or the family;
but it would represent an important step, indeed, a decisive step m
achieving public recognition of the equal rights and status of
women in the United States of America. And for this there seems
to be overwhelming public support.

Without a more moderate substitute, on the other hand, defeat of
the current proposal is apt to be interpreted as a setback, perhaps
even as an indication of loss of popular support for equality of
rights for women, producing a real setback as well. Congressional
legislation can and indeed should reflect changes in public opinion.
And the Supreme Court has also been known to change its mind. A
constitutional amendment would, therefore, provide a much firmer,
more lasting basis for the guarantee of equal opportunity to women
than either congressional legislation or court decisions alone. Nor
would appropriate language be difficult to find. It is not necessary
to mess up the amendment or the Constitution with a list o excep-
tions.
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The subcommit could propose language reflecting current
court doctrine. F r example, neither the United States- not-any
State may distin h persons on the basis of gender unless such
distinction be s own to be substantially related to an important
governmental o jective.

Second, the court desperately needs a statement of legislative
intent and po lar will to support and clarify its current holdings.
When the Su reme Court decided in 1971 to subject sex-based dis-
tinctions in t e law to /stricter scrutiny than they had in the past,
the Justices acted ag nst 100 years of precedent and the probable
intention of the framers of the 14th amendment.

Although Reed v. Reed was a unanimous decision, the members
of the current court have not been able to agree on the applicable
standard or the reasons for their subsequent holdings. Many cases
have been decided on a 5-4 vote with disagreement among the
members of the majority about the reasons for the decision.

In light, of the inability of a stable majority of the current court
to determine what exactly constitutes Invidious discrimination or
when exactly members of the two sexes are or are not similarly sit-
uated; the fact that six of the present Justices are more than 70
years of airb and hence soon likely to retire, also becomes very sig-
nificant. With no agreed upon doctrine or rationale to guide them,
ne,/ appointees are apt to come to their own new, different and in
any case unpredictable reading of the 14th amendment. Partly be-
cause Congress quite properly 'waited for the State legislatures to
ratify the ERA, there has already been too much "judge made'? law
in this area.

A statement of legislative and popular intent in the form of a
constitutional amendment embodying the current Court's standard
would do a great deal to strengthen and to clarify the law with
regard to the status and rights of women in America.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Zuckert and a letter to Senator
Hatch follow:]

of
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Testimony

of

Catherine H. Zuckert

Department of Political Science

Carleton College, Northfield MN

before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION

of the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

August 7. 19e4.=

Fir. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:

I am honored to be asked to testify before you this afternoon.

Although I come before you primarily as a professional student

and teacher of American politics. I am also a woman who has

benefitted from the vastly expanded opportunities extended to

women in the last two decades. Not only for my own sake but also

for the sake of my students and my three daughters, I cannot but

wish to see women guaranteed elual rights. noand in the future.

The notion that every individual ought to have the opportunity to

develop nis or her specific talents, without regard to sex.'is so

fundamental to current American notions of justice, I believe,

that it ought to be enshrined in the Constitution. I cannot but

be concerned. even saddened, therefore, when it'appears that

insistence upon the currently proposed language makes it unlikely

that any such amendment ro the Constitution will be ratified in

the foreseeable future.

The question immediately before the subcommittee Ls whether

Congress should re-submit exactly the same language for

ratification by the state legislatures. The answer to that

question must S11111 be. no. 1984 is not 1972.

Reconsideration of an equal rights amendment ought to take place

in light of two very important developments during the

Intervening years.

The first such development is the failure of the currently

proposed language to'secure ratification by the necessary

three-fourths of the state legislatures. After thirty states

rushed to ratify the amendment within the first year, the process
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came to a virtual halt. No state ligislatre ratified the

pruposed.amendment during the three year extension r*i'dod

Congress granted in 1979. and five.of the thirty-five states that

had ratified sought to rescind their previous action.

Congressmen 'and Senators anxious to sponsor the amendment a

second time may thereby express their good intentions, but their

sponsorship threatens to become a rather futile gesture. Serious

opposition has obviously arisen to the current proposal, and

ratification does not appear likely unle..s the objections are

somehow met.

I ,

The objections to. the E. R. A. do not appear to be to the

principle. the desirability of securing equal opportunity for

women. however., The currently proposed amendment did not fail to

achieve the necessary two-thirds majority in the House of

Representatives last November. for example, because more than a

third of our Congressmen oppose the guarantee of equal rights for

women: the currently proposed amendment failed because the

sponsors refused to consider any amendments to or changes in its

absolutist wording. The first qUestion recent history raises,

therefore. is why proponents of the E. R. .A. have not sought

to Ittt r Wt, lean to mollify somelof the concerns of their

opponents by changing the language of the proposed amendment

slightly. The language currently prok.esed dates. after all, from

the early 1940's when a Congressional commitee modified the

language the Women's Party had proposed every year since 1923 in

an attempt to make it a bit more moderate. Both the country and

constitutional law have changed significantly in the meantime.

moreover. and one wonders whether the language of the proposed

amendment ought not to reflect these changes. Isn't there

language that will respond to the concerns of the opponents of

the currently proposed amendment Without severely compromising

the equality proponents adamantly klgA?

The answer to that question lies, I believe, in the second

major development of the last two decades. Whbre the attempt to

ratify the E. R. A. failed.both Congress and the Supreme

'Court hive succeeded in massively extending the opportunities of
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women by using a more limited standard. As a result of both

Congressional legislation and Supreme Court decisions. the

presumption is now against discrimination on the basis of sex.',

Congressional legislation and Court decil.lons'ehus point to a

practical standard and acceptable wording. Vnlike the language

currently proposed. such'an amendment would allow certain

exceptions to the general presumption against sex-based

discrimination. The question to which this particular hearing is

addressed. indeed, is the status or desirability of such

exceptions. Should the Constitution absolutely bar legal

distinctions on the basis of sex, as the present wording

mandates': or. should we create a strong constitutional

presumption against sex-based distinctions? Should distinctions

on the basis of sex be allowed when, but only When it has been

shown that such distinctions are "substantially related toan

important governmental objective." to use the language currently

employed by the Court?

Several critics of the currently proposed amendment have

objected to it on the ground!: that it is "vague." The problem

with the currently proposed language is not so much that it is

vague. I submit. as that it is so absolute. "Equality of rights

under law shall not be abridged or denied on account of sex"

means simply that any legal "right." that is. any claim. benefit.

or immunity granted by law to members of one sex must be granted

to members of the other sex. who are otherwise similarly

situated.

The difficulty with the currently proposed language is not

that it is unclear. the efore. but that the prohibition of any

legil recognition of any difference.between the two sexes flies

in the face of fact. There are physical. social or

"stereotypical". and economic differences between the sexes: and

taking account of such differences s sometimes necessary in
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Order to achieve important public goals, including, ironically,

the securing of equal opportunity for women.

Some proponents of the current language argue, therefore.

that it would allow the law to take account of "unique physical

differences." If it is legitimate to take account of physical

differences with regard to reproduction, however. the

discrimination we are concerned about is not. literally.

discrimination "on account of sex." If we are trying, rather, to

prevent discrimination on the basis of "ardhalc stereotypes and

overbroad generalizations," the wording of the amendment ought to

be changed to make that clear.

Here again the experience of the last two decades reveals

some of the problems with the currently proposed wording. When

the Supreme Court first had to determine whether differential

treatment of pregnancy as a disability was contrary to the

prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex in Title VII of

the 1964 Civil Rights Act. they decided that it was not. Special

treatment of rwegnant women did not constitute

sex-discrimination, the Court argued, because it did not involve

a distinction between men and women: the distinction was rather

between pregnant and non-pregnant persons and women are.

obviously, non-pregnant persons much of the time. (general.

Electric Co. v. Gilbert. 429 U. S. 125.) Congress responded

to the Court's interpretation by amending the law to make it

clear that discrimination on the basis of sex included

discriminatim) on the basis of pregnancy. It is obviously much

easier for Congress to change the Court's construction of a

statute than it is to alter the wording of a constitutional

amendment once adopted. Perhaps the Court would interpret the

currently proposed language in terms of the Congressional

revision of Title VII, but it surely would be better for Congress

to state what it means as precisely as possible in the amendment

itself. As it stands, the currently proposed amendment does not

allow any exception on the basis of "unique physical

characteristics." Rather, the words categorically proscribe any

differential treatment on account of sex: and I do not know what
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"sex" means if it does not refer to differences of reproductive

functions and organs.

The problems with an absolute prohibition of distinctions on

the basis of sex become even clearer, I believe, in discussions

of affirmative action or other compensatory programs designed to

help women overcome their obvious economic disadvantages.

Proponents of the current language have argued that affirmative

action would be allowable, because the Court would interpret the

language in light of the "intention" of the amendment to help

women. Although race is a "suspect classification" under the

current Court's reading of the 14th Amendment. they point out,

the Court has allowed racial distinctions in the Urn of quotas

for remedial purposes. If we can rely on Court interpretation of

the equal protection clause to secure equal oppori.unity for

women, however. the case for a constitutional amendment would

appear to dissolve. If the current language were added to the

Constitution, it would certainly be difficult to defend a policy

mandating preferential hiring or any other particular benefits or

immunities to women. because men would be perfectly justified in

complaining that they had been denied jobs or places in school

"on account of sex." Yet one of the major reasons people are

concerned about sex-based discrimination and want an equal rights

amendment continues to be the disparity between the sexes in

average wages. (Women still earn only half what men do.) It

would be truly ironic if the amendment intended to remedy this

disparity made policies intended to counteract the effects of

past discrimination unconstitutional. If Congress intends to

create a presumption against sex-based discrimination. but to

allow distinctions on the basis of sex for some limited purposes,

like remedying the effects of past discrimination, the language

of the proposed amendment ought to communicate that intention

more clearly. It should not proscribe all distinctions "on

account of sex" as it does at present.

The difference between a policy seeking to assure equal

treatment of the two sexes and a policy mandating the abolition

of all distinctions on the basis of sex may be seen most clearly,
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however, in the controversy surrounding the status of "separate

bu equal" athletic programs. Under Title IX women have made

tremendous gains in both physical fitness and athletic

competition. rut they have done so largely in the context of

women's teams. Biological .lifferences are apparently very

significant in athletic performance. No American woman would

have made the Olympics, for example, if the team had been

integrated and the same criteria for selection applied without

regard to sex. Under the currently proposed amendment, it would

be diffic It to deny the right of any male to compete for a place

on a formerly all-women's team. even though such competitions

would probably result in two predominantly male teams. Sexual

distiCtirs in the organization of school athletic teams are, on

the other .land, allowable under current law. To be sure, sexual

distinction are permitted. under the Court's current reading of

the equal protection clause. only if they can be shown to be

substantially related to an important governmental objective.

Since 'team play." "sportsmanship." and general physical

development are all important parts of an individual's education.

and public education is certainly an "important governmental

objective." it is relatively easy to justify sex-segregated teams

as means of providing equal educational opportunity (in the

absence of a state E. R. A.)

Indeed, it proves useful to look further at the provisions

of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (which prohibits

discrimination in employment) and Title'IX of the Education

Amendments of 1972 which prohibits discrimination in educational

admissions and programs), in considering the implications of an

absolute prohibition of distinctions "on account of sex." because

both Title VII and Title IX allow certain explicit exceptions

which would presumably be disallowed under the general language

of the currently proposed amendment. For example. Title IX

"shall not apply to an educational institution which is

controlled by a religious organization if the application of this

subsection would not be consistent with the religious tenets of
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such organisation." Schools which live "traditionally and

continually . . . Chad] a policy of admitting only students of

one sex" are also excluded. Itsintaining orthodox Jewish
privatiL

seminaries or
A
women's college is not a problem under current

law, therefore, but both would ecome so under the currently

proposed amendment. Yet, such minent sociologists as David

Riesman and Christopher Jencks ve arguedthat'single-sex

education may be particularly be eficial in enabling women to

seek and to achieve positions of leadership and authority. Is it

really necessary to endanger rel glow liberty and diversity in

order to secure equal opportunity for women in education and

employment? I, for one, certainly hope not. Can it really be

necessary to destroy the colleges which have educated a.

disproportionate number of the leading women in America in order

to secure women an equal right. to education? That doer not

really seem to make sense.

Most of tie controversy surrounding the effects of the

currently proposed languages concerns military service and public

funding of abortione, however. When Congress decided in 1980 to

limit registration for the draft to males, the Senate Armed

Services Subcommittee on Manpoweriand Personnel reported:

The principle that women should not intentionally and

routinely engage in combat!is fundamental and enjoys

wide support among our pedple. It is universally

supported by military leaders who have testified before

the Committee. . . . In addition to the military

reasons, which the Committee finds compelling,

witnesses representing a varlet; of groups testified

before the Subcommittee that drafting women would place

unprecedented strains on family life, whether in

peacetime or in time of emergency. . . . A decision

which would result in a young mother being drafted and

a young father remaining home with the family in a time

of national emergency cannot be taken lightly, nor its

broader implications ignorPd. The Committee is

strongly of the view eh... such a result, which would
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occur if women were registered and inducted
. . . is

unwise and unacceptable to a large majority of our

people. (Quoted from the Congressional Records, June

10, 1980. S6531.)

Since the language of the currently proposed amendment would

..surely mandate registration and drafting of women: whenever the

law requires registration and drafting of men, and would probably

also proscribe the combat restriction, it is no wonder this

language has encountered serious opposition. It runs directly

counter to public opinion.

By way of contrast, current Court doctrine does not require

either drafting or putting women in combat positions, because

national defense is clearly an important governmental objective

to which distinctions on the basis of sex are "substantially

reacted." But it is perhaps also important to note that the

Court's decision also would not prevent Congress from drafting

women or from putting them in combat positions should that prove

desirable. It is not as if there are no women serving in the

military right now. The question thus is not whether women may

serve in the militdry. The question is rather whether we must

register (and perhaps draft) all women of an eligible age whether

or not the armed forces can effectively use them, as a matter.of

principle, without regard to cost, efficiency or current public

sentiments.

Proponents of the currently proposed amendment argue. that

women will not be regarded as full or equal citizens until they

assume the most arduous duty of citizenshipmilitary service.

This argument ignores the other side of the traditionak sexual

division of labor. Is it not as great: a public service to bear

the' future generation as it is to defend the present? Both men

and\romen now have to take time away from their own pursuits in

ordeS, to insure the country has a future. Must women do double
1

duty;\

\

must they both bear and defend their children in order to

be equ 17 Military service does not, in fact, represent a

promisi q route to equal status for most women, because

differences of physical strength affect enlistment, rank and

promotion
\
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Fortunately. military service does not constitute the

primacy definition of full citizenship in a modern liberal

democracy, however: voting does. Military service has. to be

sure. been used as a justification for giving certain/people

\ voting rights. One of the most powerful arguments in favor of

lowering the voting age to eighteen was the assertilon that a man

old enough to fight for his country was old enough to have a

Voice in deciding whether tthe nation ought to.go to war. Having

gained the vote and in 1920 with the 22nd Amendment, women donot

need compulsory military service in order to make ua full

citizens.

The abortion question has probably prOved even more deadly

to the currently proposed amendment than/the draft, however. Is

it merely coincidental that serious opposition to the E. R. A:

developed in 1973, the year the Supreme Court declared a woman

had a right to have an abortion during the first trimester of a 1

pregnancy in Hoe v. Hide?

Easy availability of abortion was initially linked to the E.

R. A. in the minds and public pronouncements of advocates as a

part of woman's freedom to control her own body. Abortion was

als linked to the E. R. A. by opponents as part of an attempt,

celebrated by radical and well-pUblicimed feminist theorists, to

overthrow traditional American values and institutions like the

family. Both sides or claims were surely exaggerated. Although
7

a majority of married Women now work outside and home and

imrroved birth control techniques have significantly changed

general American attitudes about premartial sex, the family has

not disintegrated or disappeared.

The "right to life" groups which have emerged in reaction to

the Supreme Court's decision in Roe have not as yet mustered

enough support to pass their own constitutional amendment

prohibiting abortions entirely, but they e, seem to have enough

popular and legislative backing to block the currently proposed
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E. R. A. Critics of the current proposal thus have a powerful

point when they argue that the current language would mandate

public funding for abortions. Both the United States and states

participating in the Medicaid program grant indigent people a

right under law to medical care, which would, if not extended to

abortions, be denied "on account of sex." (Only women have

abortions.) In order to separate the E. R. A. from the the

"pro-choice'. "pro-life" controversy, as many advocates think it

should be. it will be necessary therefore to change the proposed

language.

Here again. the approach used by both Congress and the Court

has teen more moderate than either the abtolutist amendment or

its oppositicn. Although the "Hyde amendment" prohibits the-

federal government from funding certain kinds of abortions, it

does not prevent women from having them. The right to decide to

terminate a pregnancy tiring the first trimester granted in Rol

v. Wade is, as Justice Stewart pointed out in Harris y,, McRae,

a right to be free from governmental interference. It is not a

right to public support. On the contrary, the right granted

women in poe was explicitly balanced by recognition of the

leaitimacy of a state concern for the preservation of life.

Und'r current law. therefore, a state can legitimately express

such a concern by refusing to provide public funds for abortions.

If the approach taken by Congress and the Court is superior

to currently proposed amendmrnt, you might ask, why amend the

Constitution at all? Why not just leave things as they are?

There are. I believe, two reasons. First. the E. R. A. has

always had primarily a symbolic meaning. Although a

cinstiAational amendment is not simply or merely a symbol--the

specific language is very important, as I have argued--the

Constitution is also more than a legal code. as Chief Justice

John Marshall proclaimed so eloquently in McCulloch y.. Maryland.

The Constitution states the fundamental principles of our

government and thereby teaches and reaffirms the people's deepest

notions of what is just. An amendment affirming the presumption

against se%-based discrimination embodied in current law would
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not effect the social revolution some of the more extreme

advocates of "wometva liberation" hoped fors it would certainly

not do away with marriage or the family. But it would represent

an important step, indeed, a decisive s.ep in achieving public

recognition of the equal rights and status of women in the United

States of America. And. for this, there seems to be overwhelming

public support.

Without a more moderate substitute, on the other hand,

defeat of the current proposal is apt to be interpreted as a

"set-back." perhaps even as an indication of loss of popular

.support for equality of rights for women producing a real

"set-back" as well. Congressional legislation can easily be

changed in response to changes in public opinions and the

Supreme Court has been known to change its mind. A

constitutional amendment would provide a much firmer. more

lasting basis for the guarantee of equal opportunity to women

than either Congressional legialition or Court decisions.

Nor would appropriate language be difficult to find. It is

not necessary to "mess up" the amendment or the Constitution with

a list of exceptions. This subcommittee could propose language

based on current Court doctrine. For exampled "Neither the

United States nor any state may distinguish persons on the basis

of gender unless such distinction be shown to be substantially

related to an important governmental objective."

The Court desperately needs a statement of legislative

intent and popular will to support and clarify its current

holdings, movover. When the Supreme Court decided in 1971 to

subject 3ex-based distinctions in the law to stricter scrutiny

than they had in tr.e past, the lustices acted against 100 years

of precedmt and the probable intention of the framers of the

11th Amendment. A1thzu4h peed v. Pe !..14 was'a unanimou. der.zion,

the members the current court have not been able to agree on

the apppll:able standard or the reasons for their subsequent

holdioas. Many cases have been decided on a 5-4 vote with

disajreement anon/ the members of the majority about the reasons

or qroundi for the do..laion.
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For example, in the very case (Ulla y man), in which

the Court first articulated
its current standard. gUstice. Powell

added the essential fifth vote by statingin.the first sentence

of his own, separately written
statement.ithat he concurred with

the opinion and not merely the judgment or holding of the

majority. Yet. Powell went on in that same opinion to add

paragraphs of his "reservations" about the application of the

equal protection clause to cases of sex -based discrimination the

Court had just announced.

In light of the inability of a stable majority of the

current Supreme Court to determine what exactly constitutes

"invidious discrimination" or when exactly members of the two

sexes are or are not "similarly situated." the fact that six of

the present justices are more than seventy years of age and hence

soon likely to retire also becomes very significant. With no

agreed upon doctrine or rationale to guide them, new appointees

are apt to come to their own, new, different, and in any case,

unpredictable reading of the Fourteenth Amendment with regard to

sex-based discrimination. Partly because Congress quite properly

waited for state legislatures to ratify the E. R. A.. there has

already been altogether too much "judge made" law in this area.

A statement of legislative and popular intent to the form of

a constitutional amendment embodying the current Court's standard

would do a great deal to strengthen and to clarify the law with

regard to the status and rights of women in America. Unless the

proposed wording is changed, however, we are not apt to sec such

an amendment proposed or ratified.
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CARLETON COLLEGE
NORTHFIELD. MINNESOTA

53057

n roottMeNT AL %IMF August 8, 1984

SenatorOrrin n. Hatch
125 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Testimony before the Subcommittee on the Constitution,
August 7, 19814
Question: Wet would you think of an amendment reading:

"Equal protection of the laws shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States or any state on
account of gender."

Dear Senator Hatch:

Upon reflection, I think that the language you propose would
be an important and desirable amendment to the United States
Constitution. It would provide an explicit textual basis, nowlacking
(see Chief Justice Burger dissenting in Craigg v. Boren 429 U. S. at
217), for the current presumption against on the basis
of gender in Congressional law and Supreme Court decisions. Unlike
the wording of the currently proposed equal rights amendment,
the language you suggest would allow some distinctions on the basis
of gender; it would outlaw unequal protection of the laws, not dis-
tinction on the basis of gender per se. By using the terminology
of the Fourteenth Amendment, the language you propose would build on
or strengthen existing law rather than challenge it with new consti-
tutional terminology. Because the Court has already applied the

. .equal protection clause to federal and state statutes involving
distinctions on the bee" 'of gender, the language you propose would
not involve the uncertainty or the potentially undesirable consequences
of the absolutist E. R. A. The equal protection language would
clearly be read in the context of the other provision' and protection'
of the Constitution (e. g. the First Amendment' protection of
freedom of religion), because theme provisions are part of the supreme
law to be equally applied. I could, therefore, enthusiastically
support such a proposal.

If you were to propose such language, however, I think that
you might find yourself Dressed on some of the same questions rained
about the meaning and impact of the currently proposed E. R. A.,
because the Supreme Court now finds itself in such disarray with
regard to the meaning of "equal protection" concerning not only
distinctions on the basis of sex bht also "suspect" classifications
by race. (See Fullilove v. Klutznick 448 U.S. 44B in which seven
members of the court a4iii-EhiE-iiBril classifications are sometimes
legitimate, yet no five can agree when or why.)/ Under equal protection,
some distinctions on the basis of gender would be allowed (in contrast
to the currently proposed absolUtist language). Adding the language
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Hatch-2

you suggest would not necessarily make gender a "suspect classification."
but might it not plausibly be read that way? I suggested language
incorporating the -raig, standard precisely because I think distinctions
on the basis of race and distinctions on the basis of sex are different
and ought to be treated differently, as they now arm under current
Court doctrine. I am not particularly wedded to that doctrine. Indeed,
because the Court is in such dig-Array, I do not expect the two or even
three tiered reading of the equal protection clause to last, although
it does now have status as precedent. I simply think the general
outcome and approach is sensible. Precisely because the Court's
inte station of the equal protection clause is so- unsettled, you
might argue, it would be better to return to the language of the
Constitution itself. That seems reasonable enough, but will you have
made your intention clear?

I hope that these comments will prove helpful to your and your
*taff's further reflections. I am very grateful for the Courteous
reception of my testimony.

CC: Steven Markman, Chief Counsel
Subcommittee on the Constitution

4impectfully,

e;4Ad.,.4.
11

Catherine H. guokert
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Senator HATCH. Thank you so much. We appreciate having your
testimony. Professor Gerard, we will turn to you at this time.

STATEMENT OF PROF. JULES B. GERARD

Mr. GERARD. Thank you, Senator Hatch. I ain honored to have
been invited to testify before the subcommittee and appreciate the
opportunity to_try-to-biake a contribution to the subcommittee's
im nt wbrk.

language of the equal rights amendment is absolute. It
reads, "Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex."

There is no question that proponents of the equal rights amend-
ment intend its language to be just as absolute as it appear to be.
But when conscientious citizens express some doubt at' t 01: de-
sirability of including in the Constitution an absolute prohibition
against classifications based on gender, the proponents always
claim that two unstated qualifications will be implied to modify
ERA's uncompromising language. According to ERA's proponents,
these two implied qualifications are, first, the right of privacy, and
second, physical characteristics that are unique to one gender.

My task is to discuss these two implied qualifications that propo,
nents allege will temper ERA's absolutist command.

Before turning to the details of these Supposed qualifications,
however, I would like to emphasize the precise nature of the argu-
ment that is being made here. The precise nature of the propo-
nents' argument is that ERA's inflexible language will be modified
by unwritten qualifications. The precise nature of the argument, in
other words, is that ERA should be ratified because it does not
mean what it says. This may be the first time in our history that so
ludicrous a reason for taking so important an action has been of-
fered with a straight face.

Who among us would sign a contract to buy a vacuum cleaner
under that advice, under advice by the sales clerk that the contract
that you are being asked to sign does not really mean what its
words say?

Yet we are being asked to amend the Constitution of the United
States on the basis of an assurance that no sensible person would
rely upon in conducting the routine affairs of everyday life. That is
the most important point of this discussion, and I hope it does not
get lost when we turn to the details concerning these alleged quali-
fications.

The first of these is the right of privacy. Many responsible citi-
zens are concerned about ERA's potential effects upon matters that
may be, grouped together under the generic heading of personal
modesty, matters; for example, such as gender -segregated prisons
and college dormitories. Proponent* of ERA claim their right of
privacy will take precedence over ERA's uncompromising language
and prevent these effects from coming to pass.

But their claim that the right of privacy will prevent ERA from
having a multitude of undesirable effects upon personal modesty is
unpersuasive for at least four reasons. The first of these reasons is
that the right of privacy, as it has been used by the Supreme
Court, has nothing at all to do with personal modesty. As a matter
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of fact, it does not have anything to do with privacy under any
normal meaning of that word. The matters of personal modesty
that we are talking about clearly are related to privacy. ERA's pro-
ponents would have you believe that that common meaning of the
word privacy is the one the Supreme Court gave the word when it
invented the right of privacy in the abortion cases. But that is not
the meaning of the word privacy that the court gave it.

In the abortion cases the court held that the right of privacy
made laws restricting access to abortion unconstitutional. Now, ex-
actly how regulating 'people's access to surgical procedures that
they wish .to have psrformed by others in public hospitals invades
their privacy is a mystery the Court has never explained. I think
the probable reason is that the only possible explanation is the one
that was given by the caterpillar in "Alice in Wonderland,"
namely, "words mean what I say they mean."

The focus of this right of privacy has always been on preventing
Government interference with decisions that the court views
should be made in private. One illustration of this is that the court
has extended this right of privacy to abortion to children and has
made it immune from veto by the parents of those children.

Now, if the court applies that logic to matters of personal modes-
ty, the result is perfectly predictable. Suppose one believes, for ex-
ample, as I do, that athletic locker rooms in high schools and col-
leges should be segregated by gender whether or not the students
want them to be.

The clear import of both the language of ERA and the right of
privacy, as the Supreme Court defines it, is that such a restriction
would be unconstitutional.

The second reason that the argument that the right of privacy
will modify ERA's terms is unpersuasive is that even if a right of
privacy that includes personal modesty does exist, traditional rules
of constitutional interpretation would require it to be nullified by
any inconsistent provision of ERA.

The essential purpose of a constitutional amendment is to
change existing law, not to confirm it. Any amendment added to
the Constitution nullifies all previous constitutional doctrines that
are inconsistent with the terms of the amendment. So even if a
right of privacy that includes personal modesty exists, these tradi-
tional rules would require it to be overridden.

That existing rights. of personal modesty are inconsistent with
ERA's language is demonstrated by the fact that ERA's proponents
must resort to the right of privacy in order to protect them. If per-
sonal modesty were consistent with ERA's express terms, in other
words, proponents would not have to rely upon some other consti-
tutional right to guarantee their preservation. They could simply
argue that ERA's language could not possibly be interpreted to
invade concerns about modesty.

But that argument would ba absurd on its face, given the terms
of the equal rights amendrr nt., . So there can be no question that
ERA, as written, will nullify any misting rights of personal modes-
ty.

The third reason that this argument is unpersuasive is that ERA
contains no express exceptions for privacy. It would have to be
added by judicial interpretation. But there is no way to compel the
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Supreme Court, or any court, indeed, to interpret constitutional
language in a way that contradicts its plain meaning.

ERA s terms permit no exception to its command for equality of
rights under the law. Does that mean, for example, that female
nurses may not be preferred in hospital labor rooms, that males
may not be banned as guards in all-female prisons or vice versa?

Well, the standard answer of ERA's proponents to questions like
these is to invoke the countervailing principle of the right of priva-
cy.

But, as Prof. Paul Freund pointed out years ago, invoking the
right of privacy merely restates the problem without answering it.
As restated, the problem becomes, which countervailing principles
should be held to modify ERA, and, supposing you can identify
which principles should be held to do it, when should they prevail
ewer ERA's language and when should they not?

Now, the right of privacy is nowhere mentioned in the Constitu-
tion. And I am aware of no legitimate theory of interpretation that
permits a right not mentioned in the Constitution to override by
implication one that is expressly granted to individuals, as ERA
would grant specific rights to individuals.

Even if such a theory existed, as the proponents imply it does, I
do not know how courts could be compelled to implement it, as the
proponents imply they would be. Freedom of association has a
longer judicial history than privacy and is even more plausibly de-
rived from the Constitution's express language. So if privacy must
modify ERA, why not freedom of association? Yet if freedom of as-
sociation were to modify ERA, one would expect the proponents to
agree that both major political parties could exclude women or
men, if they choose to do so. The proponents would not agree, of
course, but their disagreement merely uncovers the thing that they
want to keep hidden: namely, that there is no overarching, neutral
standard that tells us which countervailing principles are and
which are not to be held to modify by implication ERA's unquali-
fied language.

But supposing we move beyond that difficulty; supposing the
right of privacy is a countervailing principle that qualified ERA's
terms, the question then arises, when does that right prevail and
when does it not? In rest rooms or labor rooms, but not in prisons
or college dormitories? In prisons but not dormitories? Vice versa?
All of the above? None of the above?

These and similar questions obviously can be rearranged in ac-
cordance with one's own view of where to draw the line between
the tolerable and the insufferable. Equally obviously, none of these
questions can be answered with confidence.

Proponents repeatedly chiim that the problems created by ERA's
language will be resolved by WI legislative history, that the courts
will employ that legislative history to make commonsense adjust-
ments to its inflexible command. But this claim depends on two as-
sumptions that are dubious at best.

The first assumption is that the Supreme Court will make uge of
the legislative history. But the Court's performance in recent years
shows that it is just as likely to disregard legislative history as it is
to give it controlling effect. Perhaps the most telling illustration of
the Court's adamant refusal to consider legislative history that con-
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tradicted the result the Court wished to reach was legislative reap-
portionment. I do not plan to go into the details of that case, but
Justice Harlan's dissenting opinion in Reynolds v. Sims made it
crystal clear that the legislative history of the 14th amendment
and its ratification process both demonstrated conclusively that the
equal protection clause was not supposed to have anything to do
with legislative apportionment.

These cases and others demonstrate that the Court will resort to
legislative history as a guide to constitutional interpret ?lion only if
it chooses to do so, even when the relevance of that history is indis-
putable. And there is no way to compel the Supreme Court or any
court to consider legislative history.

The second dutious assumption is that ERA's legislative history
gives us clear guidance about its potential impact upon personal
modesty. But that also is false. The legislative history discloses that
the proponents of the amendment disagreed among themselves
about what its effect would be upon privaCy.

One piece of that legislative history, I think, is particularly sig-
nificant. Senator Sam Ervin, who until his retirement was com-
monly conceded to be the dean of constitutional lawyers in the
Senate, offered an amendment to the equal rights amendment

iwhich would have said: "This article shall not impair the validity,
however, of any laws of the United States or any State which
secure privacy to men or women, boys or girls." His proposal was
defeated overwhelmingly. The vote in the Senate was 79 to 11
against it.

The fourth reason that this argument is unpersuasive is this: In
the past claims that the right of privacy justifies otherwise uncon-
stitutional racial discrimination have invariably been rejected by
the court. And there is every reason to suppose that they will also
be rejected as justifications for distinctions drawn on account of sex
in violation of the equal rights amendment.

In a case decided without dissent by the Supreme Court less than
1 month ago, Roberts v. United States Jaycees, the Supreme Court
held that a State could compel the Jaycees to accept women as
members.

The Court conceded that requiring the Jaycees to accept women
members intruded upon their first amendment freedom of associa-
tion as the Court itself had defined freedom of association. But,
said the Court, the State's "compelling interest in eradicating dis-
crimination against its female citizens' justified the intrusion.

To be sure, Jaycees involved the freedom of association rather
than the right of privacy. But, as I pointed out earlier, the propo-
nents of ERA do not and cannot explain why privacy should be the
only constitutional value that will modify ERA's absolute command
for equality of delta under the law. The freedom of association
that was at issue in Jaycees has better credentials than privacy to
be a cone titutional value entitled to protection, as I pointed out just
a moment ago.

A favorite theme of its proponents is that ERA will require dis-
tinctions based on gender to be treated in the same way distinc-
tions based on race are treated under the equal protection clause.
But the right of privacy and the freedom of association never have
been accepted as justifications for otherwise unconstitutional racial
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discrimination. The proponents have offered no persuasive reason
to believe that they are any more likely be accepted as justifica-
tions for gender distinctions that would be made unlawful by ERA.

And Roberts v. Jaycees indicates to the contrary, that they will
not be accepted.

In the Bob Jones decision just a year ago the Supreme Court held
that a private religious organization could be denied a tax exemp-
tion because of its policy of prohibiting interracial dating and mar-
riage among the students at its school. The racial policy was based
upon the organization's interpretation of the Bible. It thus was pro-
tected by the free exercise clause, a right which, unlike privacy, is
expressly guaranteed by the Constitution.

If the express guarantee of the free exercise of religion, one of
our most cherished rights, can be nullified by the prohibition
against racial discrimination, it is hard to accept the proponents'
claim that the ambiguous right of privacy, which is only implicit,
will be immune to ERA's unqualified and specific prohibition
against classifications based on gender.

I would like turn just for a moment to the other qualification,
the unique physical characteristics principle. Unlike the right of
privacy, which derives from Supreme Court decisions, this principle
has its source in a law review article. The one attribute it has in
common with the right of privacy is enormous uncertainty about
the effect it will have on interpreting ERA.

As the authors of that Law Review article themselves admit,
"How the courts would balance each of these factors is difficult to
predict in advance of adjudication."

What moti.ated the authort to create the unique physical char-
acteristics principle is not entirely clear. Much of their discussion
suggests that they were anticipating objections to ERA and were
looking for a device that would allow them to argue that some laws
favoring women, such as rape statutes, would be unaffected by
ERA. But they realized that blatant discrimination against women
can clearly be articulated in terms of unique physical characteris-
tics, so they had to hedge the principle with subsidiary safeguards
to prevent it from being used to circumvent ERA's basic prohibi-
tion against classifications based on gender.

The hedge they chose was the requirement that classifications
based ohl unique physical characteristics had to be subjected to
strict scrutiny by balancing a comulex of six highly technical and
intricate factors. As might have been anticipated of a principle, a
so-called principle, that is simultaneously supposed to achieve the
two diametrically opposite goals of both allowing and forbidding
classifications based on gender, the end result is confusion. Let me
give you just one example. Consider pregnancy.

If I understand their argument, pregnancy is a legitimate unique
physical characteristic for purposes of granting benefits exclusively
to women, such as medical payments to cover the cost of an abor-
tion.

But, on the other hand, a classification based on pregnancy is not
a proper unique physical characteristic for purposes of denying
1,ent-116 eAdurs; %fel)/ to women, such as excluding the cost of child-
birth from coverage in a State-funded medical insurance scheme.
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When that precise issue was before the Supreme Court, feminists
were outraged when the Supreme Court upheld the power of a
State to exclude pregnancy from coverage in its medical benefits
program. They argued that this was not a legitimate classification
based on unique physical characteristics. They argued it was not
even a legitimate medical classification, distinguishing pregnancy
from other conditions, as the Supreme Court had said it was. They
argued that it was outright discrimination based on gender.

A Federal district court recently adopted exactly their theory,
that it was discrimination based on gender. The court held uncon-
stitutional a State statute that granted special rehiring benefits to
women who left their jobs to have children.

The odd thing is that the people who were outraged by the Su-
preme Court's opinion were outraged by that opinion, too.

Well, let me conclude with two thoughts. The first is that I have
assumed until now that the proponents sincerely believe and hon-
estly intend that the right of privacy and the unique physical char-
acteristics principle will qualify ERA's unyielding terms.

But note should be taken that at least some of ERA's proponents
view their right of privacy claim merely as a necessary strategy for
ratification. They themselves concede in article after article that
accepting a true right of privacy qualification would prevent ERA
from accomplishing some of the objectives they desire most fervent-
ly.

Under the circumstances it does not seem unfair to suggest that
these proponents know full well that their right of privacy claim is
dubious at best; that they hope it will be believed only until ERA is
ratified, if it is; and that if ERA is ratified, they will disavow it
promptly thereafter.

My second thought is this. In the past foresight and language
have proven incapable of anticipating and providing for every con-
tingency that might arise with respect to constitutional amend-
ments. Some marginal uncertainties are clearly inevitable with re-
spect to any proposed amendment. But we are not talking about
marginal uncertainties and we are not talking about unanticipated
developments that create unexpected problems.

What we are talking about is deliberately refusing to resolve ob-
vious ambiguities that are certain to create problems, problems
that go to the very heart of the matter under discussion. Unantici
pated marginal uncertainties are inevitable, but deliberately refus-
ing to resolve obvious and major ambiguities is inexcusable. And
that is what is occurring with respect to the equal rights amend-
ment. Thank you.

[The complete statement follows:]
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ERA, THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY,
AND UNIQUE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Prepared Statement
on the

Reintroduction of the Equal Rights Amendment
submitted to the

Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary

United States Senate
August 7, 1954

JULES S. GERARD

Professor of Law
Washington Unibersity, St. Louis

The language of the Equal Rights Amendment is absolute:

*Equality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States
or by any State on account of sex."

There is no question that proponents of ERA intend its language
to be just as absolute as it appears to be.1 Sut when

conscientious citizens express some doubt about the

desirability of including in the Constitution an absolute

prohibition against classifications based on gender, the

proponents always claim that two unstated qualificationa will
oe'implied to modify ERA's uncompromising language. According
to ERA's proponents, these two implied qualifications are (1)

the right of privacy, and (2) physical characteristics that are
unique to one gender. My task is to discuss these two implied

quallifications that proponents allege will temper ERA's

absblutist command.

Before turning to the details of the supposed

qualifications, however, the precise nature of the argument

needs to be emphasized. Citizens who have misgivings

about ERA's inflexible language are told that unwritten

qualifications will modify its written terms. The precise

nature of the proponents' argument, in other words, is that ERA

should be ratified because it does NOT mean what it says: This
may be the first time in our history that so ludicrous a reason

for taking so important an action has been offered wi'h a

btraight face. among us would sign a contract to buy a

vacuum cleaner because the sales clerk assured us that the

contract does not really mean what its words say? Yet we are
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asked to amend the Conititution of the\Bnited States on the

basis of an assurance that no sensible petson would rely upon

in ccndutting the rontine affairs of everyday life. That is

the moat important point of this discussion. We should not

lose sight of that central point in considering the multitude

of details concerning these alleged guilifications.

I

PRIVACY

Many responsible citizens are concerned about ERA's

potential effects upon matters that may be grouped together

under the generic heading of personal modesty; matters, for

example, such as gender-segregated prisons and college

dormitories. Proponents of ERA claim that a "right of privacy"

will take precedence over ERA's-uncompromising language and

will prevent these effects from happening. They stride to this

duoious conclusion in their seven-league boots of Supercilious

ridicule and unsupported assertion. They ridicule as yahoos

the conscientious people who are sincerely worried about these

matters. And they offer nothing to support their claim except

their thunderous assertion

Their claim that a right of privacy will prevent ERA from

having a multitude of undesirable effects upon personal modesty

is unpersuasive for at least four reasons. (1) The "right of

privacy" has been used by the Supreme Court mainly as a vehicle

for justifying its decisions in abortion cases. As employed in

those cases, it has nothing to do with concerns about personal

modesty. Indeed, it has nothing at all to do with "privacy,"

under any normal meaning of that word. (2) Even if a right of

privacy that includes matters of personal modesty does exist,

traditional rules of constitutions, interpretation would

require it to be nullified by any inconsistent provision of

ERA. (3) ERA contains no express exception for privacy or any

other countervailing right. Any such exception would have to

be added by judicial "interpret,tion." But there is no way to

compel any court to "interpret' constitutional language in a

way that contradicts its plain meaning. (4) In the past,
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claims that a right of privacy or freedom of association

justified otherwise unconstitutional racial discrimination

invariably havebeen'rejected. There is every reason to

believe that they likewise will be rejebted as justifications

for distinctions drawn on account of sex.*

Any one of these reasons standing alone is sufficient to

re:re. serious doubts about the accuracy of the proponents'

claim. 'Cumulatively they compel its rejection. For the burden

of proof rests at all times on the proponents of a constitu-

tional amendment. The opponents are not required to prove that

ERA will invade areas of personal modesty. Rather, the

proponents are required to prove that such concerns are

illusory.

(1) The meaning of "privacy" in the right of privacy.

The matters of personal modesty under consideration here

clearly are related to "privacy" as that word is commonly

understood. ERA's proponents would have us believe that that

.common meaning is the one the Supreme Court gave the word when

it invented the right of privacy. But that is not the meaning

the Court gave It.

Id the abortion cases, 2 the Court held that a right of

privacy made laws restricting access to abortion

unconstitutional. Exactly how regulating (a) people's access

to surgical procedures (b) they wish to have performed by

others (c) in public hospitals invades their privacy is a

mystery the Court has never explained. Probably because the

only possible explanation is the one given'by the Caterpillar

in Alice fn Wonderland: "Words means what I say they mean."

Moreover, this right-of- privacy -to- abortion has been

extended to children, immune from veto by their parents. 3 If

the Court applies that logic to matters of personal modesty.

the result is predictable. Suppose one believes, for example,

that athletic locker rooms in high schools and colleges should

be segregated by gender whether or not the students want them

to be. The clear import of both the language of ERA and the
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right of privacy as the Supreme Coutt defines it is that such a

restriction would be unconstitutional.
4

7.
I/
1/

11

I do not argue that the Supreme Court could not or would

nut expand the meaning it gives the word "privacy" to include

modesty concerns. It could and it might. The argument rather

is; (a) as the Court presently defines it, the right of

priv,ci Laz nothIng to do with personal modesty: (b) there is

no way to compel the Court to give the word "privacy" its

normal meaning; and (c) even were the Court to give the word

its normal meaning, there is no reason to suppose, as the

locker room hypothetical demonstrates, that the result will be

that which a majority of citizens would desire.

(2) Traditional canons of constitutional interpretation.

The essential purpose of a constitutional amendment is to

change existing law, not to confirm it. Any amendment added tfr

the Constitution nullifies all previous constitutional doctrines

that are inconsistent with the amendment. So even if a right

of privacy that includes personal modesty does exist, tradiff

tional rules of constitutional interpretation would require it

to oe overridden 4' any inconsistent provision of ERA.

The Supreme Court invoked this very principle less tyian ten

years ago in Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer.5 Male state employees

brought suit claiming that the state's retirement plan,

discriminated against them on account of their sex, in

violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The state

defended on the ground that the Eleventh Amendment barred suits

against states. But the Court held that the later-ratified

roirteentn Amendment, upon which Title VII was based, nullified

!I , 1,,tent provisions of the Eleventh Amendment, and

rejectei the state' defense.

That existing rights of personal modesty are inconsistent

th ERA's uncompromising language is demonstrated by the fact

that its proponents must renort to the right of privacy to

tt.e.7,. If ;7r..1.sonal modesty were consistent with ERA's

express terms, in other words, proponents would not have to
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l

rely upon some other
constitutional right to guarantee their

tpreservation. They would be able tie argue simply that ERA's

language could not possibly be interpreted so as to invade

concerns about modesty. Such an atgument would be absurd on
its face. There can be no question, then, that, under basic

principles of constitutional
interpretation, RSA j written,

will nullify any existing rights of personal modesty.

I do not argue that the Court will apply these traditional
canons to overturn concerns for personal modesty under ERA= it

may or may not do so. But the burden, I repeat, is not on the

opponents of ERA. The burden is soon the proponents to make a

persuasive case that the Court will not invoke these

traditional rule* of constitutional. construction. .

i3) ERA contains no express exception for privacy or anY
other countervailing right. ERA's terms permit no exception to
its command of "equality of rights under the law. Does that

mean that female nurses may not be preferred in hospital labor
rooms ?E That males may not be banned as guards in all-female

prisons (or vice versa) ??

The standard answer' of ERA's proponents to questions like

these is to invoke the countervailing principle of a right of

privacy. But, as Professor Paul Freund pointed out years ago,

invoking the right of privacy merely restates the problem

without answering it.
8

As restated, the problem becomes:

(a) Which countervailing principles should be held to modify

L8A? and (n) Vince.) should they prevail over ERA's uncompromising

language?

The right of privacy is nowhere mentioned in the

Constitution. I em aware of no legitimate theory of

interpretation that permits a right not mentioned in the

Constitution to override by implication one that is expressly

granted to inoividuals. Even if such a theory existed, as the

proponents imply it does, I do not know how courts could be

compelled to implement it, as the proponents imply they would

be.
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Freedom of association has a longer judicial history than

privacy, and is even more plausibly derived from the

Constitution's express language. Moreover, it springs from

First Amendment values that always have receiveespecial -

protection from the courts. So if privacy must modify ERA, why

not freedom of association? Yet if freedom of association were

to modify ERA, one would expect the proponents to agree that

both major political parties coulG exclude women (or men) if

they choose to do so. The proponents would not agree, of

course. But their disagreement merely uncovers what they would

like to keep hidden; namely, that, no overarching neutral

standard exists to tell us which countervailing principles are,

ana which are not, to be held to modify by implication ERA's

unqualified language.

Even if these problems are ignored, still more difficulties

remain. Supposing the right of privacy is a countervailing

principle'that qualifies ERA's terms, when does that right

prevail dna sdien doer it not? In restrooms and labor rooms Out

not in prisons or college dormitories? In prisons but not

dormitories? Vice versa? All of the above? None of the

above? These and similar questions obviously can be rearraiged

in accordance with one's own view of where to draw the line

between the tolerable and the insufferable. Equally obviously,

none of these questions can be answered with confidence.

Proponents repeatedly claim that the problems created by

ERA's language will be resolved by its legislative history;

that the courts will employ its legislative history to make

commonsense adjustments to its inflexible command. But this

claim depends upon two assumptions that are dubious at best.

First, it assumes that the Supreme Court will make use of

the legislative history. But the Court's performance in recent

years shows that it is just as likely to disregard legislative

history as to give it controlling effect. Perhaps the most

telling illustration of the Court's adamant refusal to consider

legislative history that contradicted the result the Court
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wished to reach is legislative reapportionment. The late
Justice Harlan, dissenting in Reynolds v. Sims, 9

critized the
majority in characteristically

straightfoiward language:

"The Court's constitutional discussion ... isremarkable for its failure to address itself at all to theFourteenth Amendment as a whole or to the legislative
history pf the Amenoment pertinent to the matter athand....1°

"The history of the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment provides conclusive evidence that neither thosewho proposed nor those who ratified the Amendment believedthat the Equal Protection Clause limited the power of theStates to apportion their legislatures as they saw fit.Moreover, the history demonstrates that the intention toleave this power undisturbed

was deliberate and was widelybelieved to Se essential to the adoption of theAmendment.."

As is well known, Justice
Harlan's was a voice crying in the

wilderness.

A more recent example is also illuminating. In Marsh v.
Chambers, 12

the Court relied exclusively upon the legislative

history of the First Amendment
to uphold the power of a state

to pay a chaplain for its legislature. The decision is

enlightening because three Justices dissented in the face of

legislative history that was crystal clear.

These cases demonstrate that the Court will resort to

legislative history as a guide to constitutional interpretation
only if it chooses to do so, even when the relevance of that

history is indisputable. And there is no way to compel the
` Supreme Court (or any court) to consider legislative history.

The second dubious assumption is that ERA's legislative

history gives clear guidance about its potential impact upon
personal modesty. 13 But the legislative history is ambiguous.

When ERA first was debated in Congress, Senator Sam Ervin,

the dean of the
Senat0-a_constitutional lawyers until his

retirement, proposed that the following language be included in

ERA's terms:

"This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which securepriv,Icy to ren or women, boys or girls."

ni% crIvx;a1 W_12, d,fQateA
ovvrwhelmInglyi the vote was 79 to 11

acja,r.3t it.
14

Tnis is nut the only illustration. Other items of legis-
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lative historY reflect the plain fact that ERA's proponents

disagreed amoni\themselves about the effect it would have upon

matters of personal modesty. 15

Two things sho Id be obvious from this discussion. First,

supposing courts wo d resort to the legislative history, which

item of that history \they would select as persuasive cannot WI

predicted with anything the resembles assurance. Second, the

claim of ERA's proponents that the legislative history.

guarantees that ERA will not be interpreted to intrude upon

personal modesty is little short of preposterous.

(4) The right of privacy as a constitutional justification

for classifying on the bads of gender. In a ca., decided

-, without dissent less than a month ago, Roberts v. United States

Jaycees,'" the SUpreme Court held that a state could compel

the Jaycees to accept women as members. The Court conceded

that requiring the Jaycees to accept women members intruded

upon their First Amendment freedom of association. But, said

the Court, the state's "compelling interest in eradicating

discrimination against its female citizens' justified the

intrusion.
17

To be sure, Jaycees involved the freedom of association

rather than the right of,privacy. But, as I pointed out

earlier, the proponents of ERA do not and cannot explain why

privacy should oe the only constitutional value that will

modify ERA's absolute command for "equality of rights under the

law." The freedom of association that was at issue in Jaycees

has better credentials than privacy to be a constitutional

value entitled to protection. It is more plausibly derived

from the Constitution's express language, and its roots are in

the First Amendment, which has always received special

protection from the courts.

A favorite theme of its proponents is that ERA will require

distileItions based on gender to be treated in the same way that

distinctions based on race are treated under the Equal

Protection Clause. But the right of privacy and the freedom of
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association never have been accepted as justifications for

otherwise unconstitutional racial discrimination. The

proponents have offered no persuasive reason to believe that

they are any more likely to be accepted as justifications for

gender distinctions that would be made unlawful by ERA. And

Jaycees suggests to the contrary that they won't be accepted.

The issue has been raised expressly in a few, and

implicitly in many, of the race cases. The landmark decision

is Runyon v. McCrary, 18 which held that Cohgress, acting

under the Fourteenth Amendment, could make it illegal for

wholly private,schools to refuse to admit children becae.:.0
their race. In tNe course of rejecting an argument that this

holding violated the right of privacy of the school's students

and their parents, the Court said:

"The Court has held that in some situations the
Constitution confers a right of privacy. See Roe v. Wade
.... But it does not follow that because government

is
largely or even entirely precluded from regulating the
childbearing decision, it is similarly restricted by the
Constitution from regulating the implementation of parental
decisions concerning a child's education.

"The Court has repeatedly stressed that while parents
have a constitutional right to send their children to
private schools and a constitutional right to select
private schools that offer specialized instruction, they
have no constitutional right to provide their children with
private schwl education unfettered by r.Jasonable
government regulation."19

And in rejecting a similar argument with respect to freedom of

association in the same case, the Court said:

"From this principle it may be assumed that parents
have a First Amendment right to send their children to
educational institutions that promote the belieUthat
racial segzegation is deeidhble, and that the-children have
an equal right- to attend such institutiOns. But it does
not follow that the r of excluding racial minorities
from such institutions a so protected by the same
principle."20

The Court in Runyon quoted the following language from its

earlier decision in Norwood v. Harrison:

'Invidious private discrimination may be characterized " a
form of exercising freedom of association piotected I), the
First Amendment, but it has never bean accorded affirm.ive
constitutional protections."2L

it is not the least bit farfetched to suggest that, untie a

ratified ERA, the Court could say, paraphrasing Runyon and

Norwood, "From this principle it may be assumed that people
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have a right to believe that prisons and college dormitories

should be sexually segregated, but it does not follow that the

practice of segregating them is protected by the same principle.

People have no constitutional right to be-Unfettered by reason-

able government regulation. Invidious sexual discrimination

may nu characterized as a form of exercising the right of

oat it cannot ce accorded affirmative constitutional

Ir.,t-ction in th! face of an express constitutional prohibition

like LRA."

In the Bob Jones decision 22 just a year ago, the Court

held that a private religicius organization cold be denied a

t,s; c t i c-4c.i.,ze of its policy of prohibiting interracial

dating and marriage among the students at its school. The

racial policy was based upon the organization's interpretation

of the nble. It thus was protected by the Free Exerrise

Clause, a right which, unlike privacy, is expressly guaranteed.

If the express guarbntee of the free exercise of religion,

one of our most cherishes rights, can be nullified by the

prohibition against racial discrimination, it is hard to accept

the proponents' claim that the ambiguous right of privacy,

which is only implicit, will be immune to ERA's unqualified and

specific prohibition against classifications based on gender.

II

UNIQUE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The second principle that proponents allege will modify

ERA's absolute prohibition against classifications based on

gender is stated in terms of "physical characteristics that are

unique to one sex." Unlike the right of privacy, which derives

from Supreme Court constitutional decisions, this principle has

its source in a law review article. 23 The one attribute it

had in common with the right of privacy is enormous uncertainty

about the effect it will have on interpreting ERA. As the

of that law review article themselves admit, "How the

wnali tact, of the:.0 factnru t5 difficult to

in advance of adjudi:atOn. 24

motivatk.d the authots to create the unique physical
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characteristics principle is not entirely clear. Much of their

discussion suggests that they were anticipating objections to

ERA, and were looking for a device that would allow them to

argue that some laws favoring women, such as rape statutes,*

would be unaffected by ERA. But they realised that blatant

discrimination against women can be articulated in terms of

unique physical characteristics, as, for example, by requiring

all police officers and firefighters to have testicles. So

they had to hedge the principle with subsidiary safegvards to

prevent it from being used to circumvent ERA's basic

prohibition against classifications based on gender. The hedge

they chose was a requirement that classifications based on .

unique physical characteristics had to be subjected to "strict

scrutiny" by balancing a complex of six highly technical and

intricate "factors."25 As might have been anticipated of a

"principle" mnat is simultaneously supposed to achieve the two

diametrically opposing goals of allowing and forbidding

classifications based on gender, the end result is confusion.

Consider the example of pregnancy. If I understand the

argument, pregnancy is a legitimate unique physical

characteristic for purposes of granting benefits exclusively to

women, such as medical payments to cover the coat of an

aoortion. But pregnancy is not a proper unique physical

characteristic for purposes of denying benefits exclusively to

women, such as excluding the cost of childbirth from coverage

in a state- funned medical insurance scheme. 26 Feminists were

outraged when the Supreme Court upheld the power of a state to

exclude pregnancy fro- coverage in its medical benefits

program. Tats WZ:72 r1,_ a legitimate classification based upon

unique physical cnaracteristics, they argued; it wasn't even a

legitimate medical classification (pregnancy versus other

conditions), as the Supreme Court said it was. It was outright

discrimination on the basis of gender.27 However, when a
exactly

bderal court recently adoptedotheir theory, overturning a

state statute that granted special rehiring benefits to women

who left their jobs to have children because it was contrary to
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Title VII's prohibitionllike that of ERA's) against

discrimination based on gender, they were outraged by that

too.
28

Consider the additional example of rape. Forcible rape

laws, the creators of the unique physical characteristics

principle assure us, will not be nulliftied by ERA. The

tortuous logic by which they react: this conclusion is

remarkable.

They begin by saying, "the court might find that [Ape is an

extremely traumatic event for tine victim."29 That is doubt-

less true, but is it because SE some physical characteristic

that is unique to women? Earlier the authors took enormous

pains to emphasize that "this subsidiary principle [of unique

physical characteristics] is limited to physical characteristics

ana UJW, not exteno to psychological, social or other charac-

teristics of the sexes."
30

(alphasis the original.) 1),)

the authors seriously mean to suggest that a male who is

brutally sodomized by another male (as in the fictional scene

from the novel Deliverance) does not suffer "an extremely

even: "?

The authors go on to say that "forcible penetration carries

high danger of injury to the victim."31 Again this is

douotless true. But is the danger any less for the sodomized

male?

"A criminal penalty is an appropriate way of deterring

rape,
.32

the authors say. But violating their own

instructions, they don't even mention, let alone analyze, the

fifth and sixth factors of their strict scrutiny analysis, the

former of which is the less drastic alternative of sex-neutral

laws.
33

It surely is obvious that forcible sex crimes can be

redefined in gender-neutral terms.

Finally the authors argue that "rape laws are intended to

give special protection from assault to women's vaginas

Rape Laws could this be sustained as a legislative choice to

,jive one part of thy' body (unique to women) special protec-

tion ....
.34

But jul.t a few pages earlier, the authors were
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unstinting in their condemnation of compulsory maternity leave

laws, the purpose of which is to protect the fetus. 35 Those

laws might also be described without distortion as "a

legislative choice to give one pact of the body (unique to

women) special protection."

I do not argue that this unique physical characteristics

principle is utter nonsense. It isn't. But before we add the

uncompromising language of ERA to the Constitution, we ought to

have some reasonably clear idea of the extent to, which it will

permit laws to take account of physical characteristics that

are unique to one gender. This so-called "principle" fails to

provitle that nee6ua clarity.

CONCLUSION

I have assumed until now that the proponents sincerely

believe and honestly intend that the right of privacy and the

unique physical characteristics principle will qualify ERA's

unyielding terms. But note should be taken that at least some
t

of ERA's proponents view their right of privacy clail merely as

a necessary 'strategy for ratification."36\They themselves

concede that accepting a true right of priMaCy qualification

would prevent ERA from accomplishing some o he objectives

;
they desire most fervently. Under the circ mst nets, it does

not seem unfair to suggest that these proponents\Bnew full well

that their right of privacy claim is dubious at best, that they

hope it will be believed only until ERA is adopted, and that

they will disavow it promptly thereafter.

This statement had a very limited purpose: to show,

contrary to the claims of proponents, that it is fat from

certain that courts in the future will use the right of privacy

or the unique physical characteristics principle to shield
.0bsWe.personal mooesty from the threats posed by ERA's mempagemodmiet

peo4, 6...i'OA.
'itaraprovis. The burden is not on me or any other opponent to
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prove that ERA will intrude intolerably upon personal modesty.

Instead, the burden is on the proponents to demonstrate that

the potential effects many conscientious citizens worry about

never will cone to pass. They have utterly failed to carry

that burden.

Amending the Constitution ia a take-it-or-leave-it

proposition. An amendment is either ratified in spite of its

flaws or rejected because of them. Then. is no middle ground.

Some marginal uncertainties are inevitable with respect to any

proposed amendment. In the past, foresight and language have

proven to be incapable of anticipating and providing for every

contingency. But there is a vast difference between

acknowledging that some unanticipated development of the future

may create problems, on the one hand, and deliberately refusing

to resolve obvious ambiguities that are certain to create

problems that go to the very heart of the matter, on the other

hand. The former is inevitable, but the latter is

inexcusable. The potential conflict between ERA and personal

modesty is the latter kind cf problem.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you. I appreciated both of your excellent
statements here today. You covered these areas very well.

Let me begin by asking each of you a number of questions about
the nature of the alleged exceptions to the rule of equality con-
tained in ERA itself. As you know, proponents of the equal rights
amendment often argue that the amendment contains two implicit
exceptions. As you mention, Professor Gerard, these exceptions
seem clearly to be derived from the Yale Law Journal article on
the ERA in 1971 by Emerson and Freedman.

One of these exceptions relates to a so-called constitutional right
to privacy. The other relates to a unique physical characteristics
concept.

Can each of you share with me your perspective on the genesis of
these exceptions? Do they flow naturally from the text of the equal
rights amendment itself or have they merely evolved in response to
short-term political problems faced by the ERA proponents? Shall
we start with you, Mrs. Zuckert?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think it is not quite fair to say that the excep-
tions have arisen, at least in the Yale Law Journal article, simply
in response to short-term political considerations, because that arti-
cle was written to explain the amendment the first time around. It
was written prospectively rather than in light of some of the ques-
tions that have been asked since.

I am afraid my answer has to be a little bit speculative in
nature. I think the unique physical characteristics exception arises
for two different kinds of reasons. One is, as I read the Yale Law
Journal article, the outcome of ERA as they described it would be
simply to say that in the law you can't use the terms "female" or
"male."

And then the question becomes, well, can the law talk about
what are differences that everyone obrarves? And I think their
answer to that question is, well, yes, you can talk about them with-
out using the general terms, if you can be very specific.

And as I recall, the example they offer is that you could regulate
sperm banks. That would obviously apply only to men. That's a
very narrow characteristic. As Professor Gerard pointed out, there
has been much more controversy about that since with regard to
the coverage of title VII and whether pregnancy is such a unique
physical characteristic or not.

And I guess the outcome of that controversy is, no, pregnancy is
not, and if pregnancy is not a unique physical characteristic, it is
difficult to say what is. That was the first part of your question,
and now, I am sorry, I have forgotten the second.

Senator HATCH. I think you have already answered it. Professor
Gerard.

Mr. GERARD. Well, the answer to the first part of the question is,
no, they did not arise from the text of the equal rights amendment.
The equal rights amendment language is absolute, unqualified.
There are no exceptions. Every exception that Senator Ervin and
Congressman Wiggins in the House proposed was rejected by over-
whelming votes.

They do not arise naturally. Or one can say that if they arise
naturally then a lot of other potential exceptions arise also. There
is no reason that I can think of why privacy should be held to be
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an exception and freedom of association should not be; why ee ex-
ercise of religion should not be an exception. It is perfectly o ious
that you can, if you wish, construe the language of the equal n hts
amendment to be utterly consistent with all other provisions o e
Constitution by cutting back on its total impact.

But the problem with that is by the time you get all of those ad-
justments made, then you iisk, well, what exactly will the equal
rights amendment accomplish? And the answer ends up being
nothing.

With respect to unique physical characteristics, I confess that I
do not have the faintest idea what it is supposed to cover. The two
examples that keep getting repeated are the ones that you gave in
your question, wet nurses and sperm banks.

Those are such de minimis problems it is hard for me to believe
that anybody would seriously consider them. I think that what
they were after, as I said in my prepared testimony, is that they
were anticipating objections to the equal rights amendment and
were attempting to figure out some rationale by which they could
make arguments that would refute, they hoped, arguments that
were objections to it.

At the same time, they did not_want to ,...hange the language of
the equal rights amendment. Let me quote two short paragraphs
from that Yale Law Journal article dealing with the right of
privacy:

Separation of facilities for reason of privacy would not mean that individuals or
groups would be foreclosed from making flexible and various arrangements for the
common use of facilities, such as bathrooms. In the same way, hospitals could allow
patients to choose a ward with individuals of the same sex or of both sexes. Such
noncoerced decisions springing from individual values and preferences in areas of
private conduct would not be affected by the amendment.

It should be added that the scope of the right of privacy in this area of equal
rights is dependent upon the current mores of the community. Existing attitudes
toward relations between the sexes could change over time, are indeed now chang-
ing, and in that event the impact of the right of privacy would change, too.

I think it is perfectly obvious what they are saying. What they
are saying is, we are using this argument for all you people who
are worried. about things like prisons and dormitories and bath-
rooms. But we do not want to change the language because if we
have a number of people who would like unisex bathrooms, unisex
dormitories, unisex prisons, we want to leave that option open to
them and make it possible.

Senator HATCH. Professor Zuckert, Professor Emerson testified
before the House Judiciary Committee last year and was ques-
tioned about the idea of exceptions to the ERA. He reiterated the
two exceptions contained in the Yale Law Journal article and sug-
gested an additional exception relating tb the idea of affirmative
action and affirmative action programs. He suggested that affirma-
tive action policies would not be unconstitutional under the equal
rights amendment even if they did involve differential treatment of
individuals on the basis of sex.

What is your own attitude with regard to the treatment of af-
firmative action programs under the equal rights amendment?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think anyone who reads the language of the pro-
posed amendment as it is stated would have to conclude that af-
firmative action programs would become unconstitutional if that
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language were added to the U.S. Constitution. I am aware that the
argument is made that affirmative action could be allowed as a ju-
dicial or a legislative remedy. Usually people who come to that con-
clusionand I think Professor Emerson would be among them
argue that conclusion on the basis of current court interpretation
of the equal protection clause, which allows suspect classifications
to be used for compelling State interests.

It seems to me that the explicit language would supersede cur-
rent court interpretation. On the other hand, I have read cases in
which the Supreme Court has given rulings that go contrary to the
record of legislative intent. So I do not think anyone could say with
absolute certainty that affirmative action would be ruled unconsti-
tutional. The best I can do is to say that that is what the language
means, it seems to me, on its face. And if you do not want to rule it
unconstitutional, you ought to change the language.

Senator HATCH. Then you would disagree with ERA theorist Bar-
bara Babcock who argues that to allow affirmative action under
the ERA would establish a dangerous precedent and would rein-
state the concept of protective legislation for women. Is that cor-
rect?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. More or less, yes.
Senator HATCH. In other words, you would disagree with her.
Mrs. ZUCKERT. As far as I can see, affirmative action would vio-

late the clear meaning of the words of the proposed amendment.
And I suppose that one could argue that it would reinstitute pro-
tective legislation in the sense that it would still be making distinc-
tions on the basis of sex.

Senator HATCH. Then on that basis, would it be fair to state that
you disagree with Professor Emerson?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. Yes.
Senator HATCH. And you would not see eye to eye as well with

most other ERA proponents on their understanding of the relation-
ship of the equal rights amendment and affirmative action.

Is that correct, Professor Gerard?
Mr. GERARD. Yes. I would like to add a little footnote. Some of

the same people who now argue that affirmative action would be
permissible under the equal rights amendment are the same people
who, when the Supreme Court decided cases upholding statutes
that granted benefits to women but not to menfor example,
Kahn v. Shevin, where widows were granted special tax deductions
that were not available to men; such as Schlesinger v.. Ballard,
where women naval officers were granted special benefits that
were not available to male naval office these same people were
highly critical of those decisions.

As a matter of fact, the strongest sta ment that I heard con-
demning the Supreme Court's decision In the Michael M case,
which sustained a statutory rape law. from California applying only
to males, came from the National Organization for Women. And I
cannot believe that people who sincerely believe that affirmative
action decisions ought to be unconstitutional under the 14th
amendment can honestly turn around and say that they are going
to be permissible under the equal rights amendment. That argu-
ment is just preposterous.
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Senator HATCH. I see. Let me suggest another possible exception
to the equal rights amendment. Professor Emerson has againstated that the ERA would not necessarily place into question such
institutions as all-male private schools or all-male clubs which
enjoy tax exemptions because of the constitutional protections for
the right to freedom of assembly.

Would you agree with Professor Emerson in this specific regard?
More generally, are there other exceptions to the ERA which are
implicit in the fact that the amendment must be read in the con-
text of the rest of the Constitution? Are there seeds of additional
exceptions here?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. It seems to me the most relevant case probablyfor the Lax-exempt status of ail male schools would be the Bob
Jones case. And I think if the ERA as currently proposed were
adopted, that then such schools would be in danger of losing their
t t 7 exempt status for the same reasons Bob Jones did.

Senator HATCH. What about all-female schools?
Mrs. ZUCKERT.. Also.
Senator HATCH. The same thing?
Mrs. ZUCKERT. The same thing. I-do think there is a possible ex-ception in the first amendment in terms of freedom of religion,

since it has explicit constitutional recognition. It is not like the
right of privacy which is a judicial construct. But it would be much
more difficult to say in the case of orthodox seminaries.

Senator !berm. How does that square with the Bob Jones deci-
sion in which a college claimed they were exercising their freedom
of religion in establishing certain racial policiesan explicit guar-antee in the Constitution.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I suppose because there would not be the same
kind of historical precedent as there -14 be/for Jewish seminar-
ies or for the Catholic Church.

Senator HATCH. I see. Professor to vard"
Mr. GERARD. I agree completely. dems to me the Bob Jones

case, in terms of religion, the Roberts v. Jaycees case, with respect
to the freedom of association, and Mississippi v. Hogan, with re-
spect to single-siic schools, are clearly unconstitutional under the
equal rights amendment.

Until recently there was not even any debate about that among
proponents of the equal rights amendment. There was a time when
they all agreed that those things would be unconstitutional under
the equal rights amendment.

Senator HATCH. Let me focus briefly on the two exceptions out-
lined in the Yale Law Journal. The first is the unique physical
characteristics exception. Let us start with you this time, Professor
Gerard.

In attempting to understand this exception, I have to admit, I
have had a fairly difficult time. In fact, the only specific illustra-tion that I have heard thus far are the two mentiohed by you
todaythat only a man could be a sperm bank donor or only a
woman could be a wet nurse.

These exceptions are all fine and pod, but we know, at least on
the basis of the testimony given by Professor Freedman, that this
exception has nothing to do with the abortion procedure. Could
either of you suggest public policies which would clearly be affected
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by the alleged unique physical characteristics exception to the
ERA?

Mr. GERARD. The question was public policies that would be af-
fected by ERA?

Senator HATCH. Public policies that would be clearly affbcted by
the alleged unique physical characteristics exception to the ERA.

Mr. GERARD. Many women claim that in order to !guarantee
equal treatment for women, women have to be given special consid-
eration that takes account of their unique ability to have children,
unique considerations, for example- -

Senator HATCH. Of course, proponents have testified before this
committee that abortion and pregnancy would not be affected by
the equal rights amendment.

Mr. GERARD. Well, they deny that before the committee, but then
when the Federal court in California overturned that State law,
they were all calling the newspapers pointing out what a terrible
thing that is. It is part of the public-private posture of these things.
They say one thing to congressional committees and say another
thing to the public.

Senator HATCH. And then say another thing in,court?
Mr. GERARD. I am sorry?
Senator HATCH. And then say another thing in court?
Mr. GERARD. And another thing to the courts; that is exactly

right. The same people who tell you that there is no connection be-
tween abortion and ERA are the same ones who are in the court
arguing that there is a connection; that any refusal to fund abor-

amendment laws. They are
f court and testify before a

t, Mrs. Zuckert ?.
d seem to me that what
fer to would be pregnan-

tions is prohibited by State equal righ
the same people that walk right out
committee saying there is no connectio

Senator HATCH. Do you agree with th
Mrs. ZUCKERT. I would 'agree. It wo

unique physical characteristics ought to
cy-related or differences in reproductive systems. There has been a
great deal of controversy before this subcommittee and before the
courts that I think has confused the issue.

That seems to me to be a reason to have clearer language, and I
hope that comes from Congress.

Senator HATCH. Am I correct in assuming, then, that the scope of
this exceptionunique physical characteristicsis limited to physi-
cal differences and that it has no relationship to psychological,
temperamental, cultural, social or other characteristics; if they
exist? What do you think about that, Professor Gerard?

Mr. GERARD. Well, I really do not know what to think about it.
But let me share some thoughts with you. Let us take the example
of rape, which they deal with in that Yale Law Journal article.

Forcible rape, these same people who invented this unique physi-
cal characteristic principle assure us will not be nullified by ERA.
But let us follow the logic by which they come to that conclusion.

The first step in their logic is the court might find that "rape-is
an extremely traumatic event for the victim." I think that is doubt-
less true, but is it because of some physical characteristic that is
unique to women?

The authors of that law review article say, and I quote: "This
subsidiary principle," referring to unique physical characteristics,
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("is limited to physical," and they underscore the word physical,
"characteristics and does not extend to psychological, social, or
other characteristics of the sexes."

Now, do the authors seriously mean to Bugs t that a male who
is brutally sodomized by another male, as in e fictional scene
from the novel "Deliverance," does not suffer extremely trau-
matic event, to put it in their words?

The Authors go on to say that, "forcible penetra ion carries high
danger of injury to the victim." And again I think at is doubtless
true. But is the danger any less for the sodomized male than for
the raped female?

They say: "A criminal penalty is an appropriate y of deterring
rape.' But having said that, they violate their instructions,
which were, when dealing with these unique ph characteris-
tics, you have to consider all six of their factors.; e last two of
those factors that they say must be considered were, ne, the avail-
ability of less drastic alternatives, including the ilossi ity of draft-
ing the statute in sex-neutral language; and, t , th portance of
the problem ostensibly being solved as coin the cost of
the least drastic solution.

!

In this discussion of rape they do not even mentions 1 alone dis-
cuss, their own fifth and sixth standards that are sup to apply
to these statutes.

Now, it is surely obvious that you can redraft laws d g with
forcible sex crimes in a sex-neutral way.

And finally they argue that "rape laws are intended to e spe-
cial protection from assault to women's vaginas. Rape !ii s could
thus be sustained as a legislative choice to give one the
body unique to women special protection." I am quoting frtk the
law review article.

But just a couple of pages before they make that statement`they
were absolutely unstinting in their condemnation of laws that re-
quired pregnant women to take maternity leaves from jobs. Every
one of those laws was passed for the same purpose, to protect the
fetus that the woman is carrying. You can describe those laws, it
seems to me, without any distortion and without any exaggeration,
in the same way that they describe the rape statute; namely, as a
legislative choice to give one part of the body unique to women spe-
cial protection.

So, to be perfectly honest with you, I cannot &lake any sense out
of this unique physical characteristics principle except as one that
you can use if you want to in order to sustain some statutes but
can ignore if you would rather not deal with it.

Senator HATCH. Would you care to comment about that, Profes-
sor Zuckert?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think probably the unique physical characteris-
tits test or limitation has to be read in the context where it was
first proposed, that is, of the Yale Law Journal 'article. The inten-
tion of the authors, as they state in the beginning of the article, is
to minimize if not to destroy all differentiation on the basis of sex.
This is a possible but maximally limited exception.

Senator HATCH. According to the proponents of this amendment,
however, even such issues as leave for child rearing, rape laws, or
prostitution laws !would not be implicated in the unique physical
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characteristics exception. They say, for example, that there is no
reason why fathers should not be accorded child rearing leave time
on the same basis as women; why both men and women cannot
commit rape; why both men and women cannot be involved in
prostitution. Again, does all this concur with your understanding of
the breadth of the unique physical characteristics exception? We
will start with you, Professor Zuckert.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think it is not very broad.
Mr. GERARD. I do not know.
Senator HATCH. Let me ask you this question. Am I further cor-

rect that in referring to "unique physical characteristics," propo-
nents of the equal rights amendment are referring only to those
characteristics which are found in or some women but not in
any men, or in all or some men but not in any women. This excep-
tion would not take cognizance, for example, of the fact that
women on the average tend to have less upper body strength or the
fact that 90 percent of all women are better at some task than 90
percent of all men. Am I correct in this understanding, Professor
Gerard?

Mr. GERARD. That certainly coincides with my understanding. As
I understand it, it is a negative thing. They mean a characteristic
that the other gender does not have at all

I mean, for example, when they are talking about pregnancy,
they realize there are some women who simply cannot become
pregnanttoo young, too old, or for some physical reasonso that
it does not cover all women. But on the other hand, no man can
become pregnant.

So as I understand it, you have to view it as a disqualification
rather than as a qualification. You look at something that either
females are totally incapable of or males are incapable of and then
you look back and you say, that is a unique physical characteristic
of the other gender.

Senator HATCH. I see. Do you agree with that, Professor Zuckert?
This is a tough question.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I am thrown back on the observation that the
unique physical characteristics language is not in the proposed
amendment and I am troubled by interpreting one set of words by
another set of words.

Senator HATCH. Yes. Interpreting what it means is difficult be-
cause different proponents say it means different things. That trou-
bles me, too. That is one of the problems with this amendment.
During th,.. 1971 ERA debate in the Senate, for instance, Senator
Birch l3ayh, one of my predecessors as chairman of this subcommit-
tee, stated that: "The ERA would not overturn State laws and local
ordinances which specifically prohibit obscene phone calls made to
women because of the unique physical characteristics exemption."

Mr. GERAtin. They have ears; that is unique, I gather. Was that
what he had in mind?

Senator 11A.R.H. Your guess is as good as mine. Let me focus just
a hit on the other allegAl exception to the rule of "equality" in the
equal rights amendment: the right to privacy exception. Am I cor-
rect that the scope of this right to privacy exception is different
from the right to privacy declared by the Supreme Court in the
Roe v. Wade decision and other related decisions?
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Mr. GERARD. The position they take is very interesting because
they argue that the right to privacy will qualify ERA, but that
ERA has nothing to do with abprtion. But abortion isexactly what
the right of privacy covers.

Senator HATCH. It arose really in the context of use of contracep-
tives?

Mr. Gilman. Yes; the whole concept of the right of privacy has
been develo . , ' not exclusively but almost entirely out of the abor-
tion cases. ., on the one hand, they argue that ERA has nothing
to do with abortion even though that is the right of privacy as the
Supreme Court has defined it.

On the other hand they argue that the right of privacy does qual-
ify ERA. But then when you ask them to point to a Supreme Court
decision that says there is a right of privacy that will cover these
kinds of matters that we are talking about, they cannot come up
with a single case.

Senator HATCH. Do you agree, Professor Zuckert?
Mrs. ZUCKERT. It seems to me actually both of the exceptions

that you are concerned about flow from a fundamental commit-
ment taken in that article, which is that any distinction between
the sexes constitutes a denial of equality; therefore, you cannot
have States, for example, distinguishing males and females in dor-
mitories. I am not convinced that any distinction between the sexes
is a qualification of equality.

And it seems to me rather indirect P.nd problematic to bring in a
constructed right to privacy to try to deal with some of the prob-
lems that follow from the absolute prohibition of sex-based distinc-
tions. If you did not have that first commitment, the right to priva-
cy would not be so relevant or would not be needed as an excep-
tion.

Senator HATCH. Would you agree with the Yale Law Journal ar-
ticle that "It is impossible to spell out in advance the precise
boundaries the court will eventually fix in accommodating the
ERA and the right to privacy." Are we just throwing this issue up
to be resolved by the judicial branch of government, the nonelected
judges?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I agree that it is impossible ,to predict, yes.
senator HATCH. So it really comes down to nonelected judges de-

termining these matters.
Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think that the lawand it is judge made in both

the area of sex-based discrimination and in the area of right to pri-
vacyis very problematic these days, and for that reason very
much needs clarification by the Congress. But for Congress to clari-
ty it you would have to say what you meant, not use such broad
language that it is unclear.

Senator HATCH. Professor Gerard, Prof. Dick Howard, a distin-
guifthed constitutional scholar from the University of Virginia
School of Law, has called the right to privacy a legal hypothesis
and claims that it is neither a reflection of existing law nor neces-
sarily an accurate prophecy of whet may eventually become law.
What would be your response to Professor Howard's comment?

Mr. GERARD. I would agree with him. I would agree with all
three points. I think it is a hypothesis. I think that it clearly is not
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a description of what the law is., and that nobody can predict what
the Supreme Court will do.

There is a historical precedent here.'At the time the 14th amend-
ment was being debated by the States, the opponents of the 14th
amendment had a kind of little tent show that they would put on
in various States.

The tent show consisted of a black male being put through a
mock marriage ceremony with a white female. The opponents of
the 14th amendment said if you ratify the 14th amendment, this is
what is going to happen. All our laws that prohibit marriage be-
tween rates are going to become unconstitutional.

The proponents 100 years ago were saying exactly what the pro-
ponents of the equal rights amendment are saying today. That is
ridiculous. That is absurd. That will never happen. That cannot
conceivably happen. It just could never come to pass.

Well, it came to pass, as we. know. The Supreme Court did, and I
think correctly, declare miscegenation laws unconstitutional under
the 14th amendment. But I think anybody who tells you that he
can predict with certainty how a court, especially the Supreme
Court of the United States, is going to decide a case like those we
have been considering is either a fool or a liar, one of the two.

Senator HATCH. Professor Zuckert, in your judgment, what kind
of public policies would fall within the ambit of the so-called right
to privacy exception? An example which has been raised concerns
separate dormitories for men and women at public universities or
perhaps in the military. Can you think of other possibilities?

Mm. ZUCKERT. I think that those policies probably would not
come so much under a right to privacy because I really do not be-
lieve that a court-constructed doctrine can hold up very successful-
ly against the explicit words of the Constitution.

I can see that placement in dormitories, for example; or even
military service could perhaps be interpreted the way that dual po-
sitions have been endorsed by the Supreme Court in Washington,
for example. When members of each sex have a right to compete
for equal positions, there is not a denial of rights there or of equali-
ty. That is a possible interpretation.

I myself would not rest very much on the right,to privacy, per se.
Senator HATCH. I see.
Mr. GERARD. I think it is clear that the right of privacy, as the

Supreme Court has defined it, has always centered around prevent-
ing the Government from interfering with individual choice. And
the result, when you apply that to dormitories, to prisons, to mili-
tary, is to say that any Government decision that prohibits people
from making free choices about those matters is going to be uncon-
stitutional.

The result is that with respect to dormitories, with respect to
prisons, and with respect to the inilitary, those arrangements will
be maintained only to the extent that the people wish them to be
sustained.

And that raises a different kind of a problem. A few years ago I
was what at our university is called master of dormitories. There
were suites in w'lich six students resided. The most important
problem I had perennially was in suites where there were six
women. Five women would be down complaining about the other
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woman, who had her boyfriend in the suite all of the time. They
never felt that they had any privacy because she wanted the boy-
friend to be there. nie same thing was true the other way around.
There were always one or two males who. had their girls in their
suites all the time.

So I do not really know how you can leave this up to personal
choice. According to that Emerson quote I read a little while ago,
they seem to think that if you leave it up to individual choice all
problems will be resolved. But I think all of us are aware of situa-
tions we have experienced personally in college dormitories, in
high school, where you are forced to be together with groups and
you simply cannot permit individuals to have choices about mat-
ters of that kind because they are interfering with the rights of all
the other members of that group.

Senator HATCH. Well, it was my understanding that any right to
privacy articulated by the Supreme Court was largely a private
right, not a public right.

Mr. GERARD. That is correct.
Senator HATCH. And that like most private rights, it could be

waived by the affected individuals.
Mr. GERARD. That is correct.
Senator HATCH. If, for example a prisoner is deemed to have a

right not to be bunked with a prisoner of the opposite sex, it was
my understanding that such a right could always be waived if it
was merely a private as opposed to a public right.

Could you please help me understand this concep' more clearly?
Mr. GERARD. You are right. It seems to me that the road we are

on is that if a male and a female prisoner want to be bunked to-
gether, the Government has no power to require them to be segre-
gated.

Senator HATCH. Professor Zuckert, how can the right to privacy
concept be reconciled with the fact that separate but equal will be
unconstitutional under the ERA, just as it is already unconstitu-
tional with regard to races under the 14th amendment?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I do not understand the question.
Senator HATCH, The concept of separate but equal has been de-

clared unconstitutional under the 14th amendment with regard to
the races. Will that concept be constitutional under the equal
rights amendment with regard to the sexes?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I have brought a long statement I probably should
read. There are proponents of the equal rights amendment who
argue, and I think correctly, that the situation of the races is not
the same as the situation of the sexes. And I suppose the status of
that separate but equal phraseology, from Messy would be relevant
in that case.

Senator HATCH. Let me ask you this question. In your judgment,
does the right to privacy exception pose any barrier to the idea
that the ERA may require the legalization of single-sex marriage?

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I do not know about the right to privacy. It would
seem to me that surely cases would come up under the proposed
language challenging any prohibition of homosexual marriages be-
cause it would seem to be discrimination on account of sex.

There are arguments, and as far as I know, State courts have de-
cided on both sides of this particular issue. Some say that there is
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no discrimination because both sexes are prohibited from marrying
members of the same sex. I do not see that there isthat that is a
necessary reading of the proposed amendment. And there is at
least a later Yale Law Journal article in 1973 that argues that in
fact this language would sanction homosexual marriages.

Senator HATCH. I see. I duppose that a white individual incarcer-
ated in a penal facility would have a pretty difficult time arguing
his right to privacy protected him from having to be bunked with a
black individual.

Given the repeated statements before this committee that the
purpose of the ERA is to absolutely equate the scrutiny of sex clas-
sifications with the scrutiny of race classifications for constitution-
al purposes, why would the ERA treat this situation any differently
for men and women?

Mr. GERARD. I am sorry. What was the question?
Senator HATCH. Why would the ERA treat this situation any dif-

ferently for men and women?
Mr. GERARD. I do not think it would. I think separate but equal

has no place under the equal rights amendment.
Senator HATCH. Do you agree?
Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think that is why you go around this argument

about possible exceptions because the surface meaning of the words
is that you should make no distinctions on the basis of sex. And
prisons are one institution in which people tend to think that, yes,
you should. It goes back to the question, whether making such a
distinction is in and of itself a deprivation of equality.

Sena& HATCH. The interpretation of this right to privacy, then,
seems to tolerate separate but equal?

Mr. GERARD. Well, yes. That is the way they would like to argue
it, that the right of privacy intervenes here and permits separate
but equal.

Senator HATCH. In a recent seventh circuit case, the court con-
cluded that any right to privacy to be found in the Constitution
was subordinate to the right of female prison guards to physically
frisk prison inmates, even those inmates whose religions prohibited
such other-sex contact.

What does this case suggest as far as the significance of the right
to privacy exception? Would this case continue to be good law
under the equal rights amendment?

Mr. GERARD. Oh, I think not only would it continue to be good
law; I think it would be mandated. I think that a male prisoner
who thought his privacy was being invaded by having female
guards, or a female prisoner who thought her right of privacy was
being invaded by having male guards, would have no justifiable
complaint. There are a number of lower court decisions. You cited
one.

There is one out of the eighth circuit involving a penitentiary in
Iowa that came to exactly the same conclusion, that the policy of
eradicating discrimination against women simply overrode prison-
ers' feelings about modesty. And I think we should recognize that
the absence of privacy in prisons sometimes reaches the stage at
which it is virtually total.

There is more than one maximum security institution in this
country where prisoners' cells are subject to constant surveillance
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by closed-circuit television. So that a prisoner never has real priva-
cy. There is always somebody who can look at that screen and see
everything that he or she is doing.

I do not have any doubt that ratification of the equal rights
amendment will make that a routine feature, an inevitable feature
of our society.

Senator HATCH. I see. Professor Zuckert, what would be your per-
spective on an alternative ERA amendment which would read as
follows. I will read it slowly so you can write it down.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. Thank you.
Senator HATCH [reading]. "Equal protection of`the law shall not

be denied or abridged by the United States or any State on account
of sex." We could replace sex with gender if you would prefer that.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. I think gender is better.
Senator HATCH. I do, too. What would you think of that language

as an alternative equal rights amendment language?
Mrs. ZUCKERT. The question of course becomes the difference be-

tween protection and rights. And I think the use of that language
wouldthe use of equal protection language would invite the court
to applyand I suppose that would be the intentionthe doctrines
that it has already formulated in interpreting the equal protection
clause as it now stands.

Senator HATCH. Does this appeal to you at all? It would be an
equal protection amendment.

Mrs. ZUCKERT. Why protection rather than treatment, for exam-
ple?

Senator HATCH. You mentioned the symbolic value. You suggest-
ed that perhaps the phrase "equal protection" is better than using
the generic term of

phrase
rights" because we already know what

equal protection means. It had been imparted with some meaning.
Such language would explicitly place the policy of sexual equality
into the Constitution, while still continuing to allow reasonable
public policy differences.

Ms. ZUCKERT. Let me back up and say I think the problem right
now is that the courts have not interpreted very well what equal
protection means; there are the three-level standards. Many of the
justices have in writing individual opinions expressed dismay at
the fact that they are reading the same words In three different
ways.

Somehow that does not seemand I would agree with those jus-
ticesa desirable way to interpret the Constitution. Now, the three
levels do have precedential value, but since there is so much un-
happiness on the Court with that approach, I am tempted to con-
clude that approach is not apt to last, that the question will be
thrown open.

For example, you have been asking about the right to privacy; it
is again a kind of speculation, but I suspect that there will be a
move to look back at the issues raised by Roe in terms of Stewart's
concurring opinion when he says this really ought to be understood
as an interpretation of the due process clause, deprivation of liber-
ty in that case.

So I have not had a long time to think about it, but I think
simply putting the words "equal protection" into the Constitution
would not be giving the court very much guidance as to what sort
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of action Congress wants to endorse and does not want to endorse,
because there is so much lack of clarity right now.

Mr. GERARD. Can I stick an oar into this discussion?
Senator HATCH. Certainly.
Mr. GERARD. I have three thoughts. One is, why "on account of

sex"? What we have been talking about ever since the equal rights
amendment first was proposed is discrimination against women.
Why do we not say discrimination against women? That is what it
is we are talking about. Why do we not draft an amendment that
talks about discrimination against women? I have never heard any-
body make a persuasive case for the proposition that men need pro-
tection by way of a constitutional amendment. I do not think the
case can be made that men need that kind of protection.

So, why not protect women if that is what we are about? Now,
that would solve a couple of problems. One problem it would solve
is this difficulty that we have of what happens when you classify
on the basis of gender.

If we phrased an amendment in terms of discrimination against
women, it would also eliminate that ambiguity "on account of sex."
Other people have pointed out before that the word sex is basically
ambiguous. It can refer either to the sex you do or the sex you.are.

When you talk about homosexual marriageand even four of
the strongest proponents of the equal rights amendment concede
that that is a possible interpretation of the languageif we elimi-
nated discrimination against women rather than on account of sex,
that problem would disappear, too.

Third, it has always been a mystery to me why the proponents of
the equal rights amendment insist upon retaining that language
"by the United States or by any State." They turn right around
and argue that women earn on the average less than men. All the
figures they have for that proposition come from private industry.

Well, any amendment limited to the United States or any State
is not going to affect that kind of discrimination. Why not just
dump that language and make this amendment like the 13th
amendment, which applies to individuals and not only to govern-
ments.

If that is what we are after, you can propose an amendment that
eliminates the limitation "by the United States or by any State."

That would create some marginal uncertainties, as Professor Phil
Kurland from the University of Chicago pointed out years ago. If
you draft it that way, then there is going to be some debate about
what you mean by discrimination against women.

Does, for example, a law that benefits women discriminate
against them under the theory that the way women are discrimi-
nated against most commonly is by the socialization process, the
creation of role models, and that sort of thing.

So any law that discriminates in favor of women would in effect
discriminate against them under this analysis. But it seems to me
you could add some language to the amendment to eliminate that
kind of a problem.

It not only would accomplish what the proponents. of the amend-
ment say they want; it would do a lot more than that. It would pre-
vent discrimination in the private sector of the economy, which is
where most of this discrimination occurs in terms of wages.
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Senator HATCH. I want to thank both of you for appearing here
today. If you have no objections, we will put your complete state-
ments in the record since both of you summarized. They are excel-
lent statements and they help us to understand this subject much
more clearly.

It is a very difficult subject, yet it is one that we are going to
have to seriously confront. Both of you have offered intelligent in-
struction to this committee in our hearing today.

So, with that, we will recess until further notice. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:35 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed subject

to the call of the Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]
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MISMILLANIOUS MATERIAL

VIRGINIA TASK FORCE ON ERA (1974)

Profespor A. H. Howard

University of Virginia Law School

* * *

Prisms (Right to Privacy)

The major impact E.R.A. Will have on the prison

system is to prohibit separate institutions and the concomi-

tant discrepancy in treatment, facilities, and programs

which are attendant to such segregation.

Virginia still maintains separate penal institutions

for men and women. Va. Code Ann. S 53-76 (1972 Replac. Vol.).

Such segregated institutions would violate the CR.A. Sogre-

gatioe of institutions on the basis of sex harkens back to

segregation based on race. As with race, separate-but mole',
29

sexually segregated institutions would not be allowed, With

A dual system of institutions comes a dual system of values

and treatment. in such a situation, "History'and experience

have taught us that . . . one group is always dominant and
30

the other subordinate." Although the necessary elimination

of separate institutions is conceded by both proponents and

opponents, the effect ofthe E.R.A. within the resultant into-.

grated facility is very much in controversy. It is here'that

the privacy argument become,,crucial.

Griswold V. is the touchstone for all

constitutional privacy casee. In that case the defendants,.

two doctors, were convicted of violating the Connecticut
k

birth control law by givilysme4ical advice regarding contra-
t

c.ktive methods to married ,o los. The Court hold the statute

unconstitutional as being a iolation of the privacy guaranteed

by certain of the Bill of Ili. hts and the penumbra surrounding

them. However, the privacy so protected may not be as broad

concept as the proponents of the E.R.A. conceive-.

The decision wasifpngle on the First, Fourth, Ninth
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and Fourteenth Amendments. The Fourteenth, of course, merely

was used to apply the other Amendments to the State. The

Ninth Amendment, the Court stated, stressed that there are

other fundamental rights held by the people which are not

specifically ennumerated in the Bill of Rights. These rights

are to be determined by reference to the "traditions and col-
. 32

lective conscience of our people" and with our "experience
33

with the requirements of a free society." A right of marital
34

privacy was asserted to be such a right. A broader right

was not asserted. However, at the heart of the opinion were

the rights emanating from the First and Fourth Amendments.

One prong of the decision was the right of association

which had been established by earlier opinions as inhering

in the First Amendment's freedom of sOttech. Emanating from

this right is a zone of privacy not to be violated by the

government. Marriage was held to be an association, the

privacy of which is protected by the First Amendment. marriage,

said the court, "is an association for nas noble a purpose
35

as any involved in our prior decisions." As such, the

marriage relationship is protected from invasion by the

government.

Another prong of the decision is the Fourth Amendment's

prohibition of unreasonable searches and seizures. Because.

the Connecticut statute banned the use of contraceptives,

the police may well be required to invade the marital bedroom
36

to secure evidence of the crime. Such action is reprehensible

and "repulsive to the notions of privacy surrounding the mar-
37

riag2 relationship." It is into this zone of privacy,

created by the Fourth Amendment, that the government is

constitutionally forbidden to go. Thus a penumbra of

rights of privacy created by specific constitutional guaran-

toes compelled invalidation of the statute.

The privaLylconceuts recognized by the Court in

Grinla 1-ere linked to specific guarantees of the Bill of

Rights. Without a specific guarantee in the Constitution,

4 1 INN U Kf I I
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the Court has not recognized a general right of privacy.

Whether, therefore, a privacy exception may be read into

E.D.A. must be only a legal hypothesis.

In Griswold, the Court, in support of a right of pri-

vacy emanating from the Fourth Amendment, cited t1.4; following
39

quote from Rua v. United States, holding that the essence

of the offense of violating one's Foukth Amendment rights is

the invasion of his indefeasible right of
personal security, personal liability and
private property, when that right has never

been forfeited by his conviction of some
1111/111-1-47:"1/4

In regard to prisoners, ti what degree have they forfeited

the rights of privacy otherwise attaching to private citizens?

There his bean a flurry of litigation regarding prisoners'
.

rights, but no definitive statement has been made. However,

it is not radical to presume that prisoners maintain a mini-

mal level of human dignity which is constitutionally protected

and which will support a right of privacy.

The concept of privacy proposed by advocates of the

E.R.A. is closer to the tort concept of privacy which has
41

developed in the United States. This concept of privacy

is based upon dignity; in fact, privacy may ba seen as a

shield of human dignity opposing the notion of human fungi-

bility which lies below the surface of authoritanianism.

This notion of privacy may well reside in the Ninth Amendment

and in the concepts of liberty enshrined in the Fifth and Four-

teenth Amendments; however, the Supreme Court has not specifi-
42

cally no held.

If the privacy asserted by the proponents of the E.R.A.

is of the kind descrped above, th n its operation is broader

than assumed and can not be limited p prohibition of sexual

integration. A constitutional right of privacy founded on

human dignity is an individual right and operates vis-a-vis

other individuals end the government not just vis-a-vis indi-

viduals of the opposite sex. However, it is just this kind

of privacy which is denied prisoners by the nature of the penal
43

institution. Two aspects of present penal life display
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44
this deprivation: regirontation and forced exposure.

Regimentation manifests the idea of human fungibility, so

that "men can be moved according to an unambiguous time

schedule through the sequence of points in a daily activity
45

cycle." Prisoners are always in the presence of other

prisoners or in the sight of authotiries; there is no cloak

of privacy which he can pull around himself.

Forced esposure is evident in mass denudation rituals,

exposure before spectators (prisoners and guards), exposure

during performance of bodily functions (open shower and
46

toilet facilities), and constant surveillance. The prison
47

eliminates our need of "social distance", and forecloses

the idea of individuality and individual rights. "Rights

1 not be imposed upon a system built around the presumption
48

of their absence." Such is the existence of privacy, in

the general sense, in tod'ay's prisons.

Compare those conditions with this statement:

"The man who is compelled to live every minute of
his life among others and whore every need, thought,
desire, fancy or gratification is subject to public
scrutiny, has been deprived of his individuality
and human dignity."49

SO
Also, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in York v. Story,

stated: "We can not conceive of a more basic subject of

privacy than the naked body." This was a case involving a

ccrplaintant of a crime, not a prisoner. Were these concepts

to be applied to the circumstances described above, the prison

procedure would be drastically revised. This may well be a

desired change, but the point is that short of giving such a

right of privacy to every prisoner, giving it to sexually clas-

sified groups might run afoul of the E.R.A. since the right

to be protected, privacy, applies to all individuals vis-a-vis

all other individuals and not on a female-male classification.

The rigLt is an individual right and can not be violated

merely because those who view the violation are members of

the same sex.

Thus,, there has to be a dranatic development in
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constitutional law before a general right of privacy can

be established as being a constitutional right. Then,

such a right will require the sanctification of the privacy

of all parsons vis-a-vis all others and not just in terms Of

the opposite sex. Finally, such a right will have to be ex-

tended to prisoners and a decision made as to the degree of

liberty lost by imprisonment. if all liberty is lost, then
51

oven wafting opinions which might have found.a basis for

the required extention will not be helpful. In short, the

right of privacy claimed by advocates of the'E.R.A. is not
_

a reflection of existing law and may or May not be accurate

prophecy.

It is clear, than, that the E.R.A. would require sex-

Ually integrated prisons but not so clear as to the degree

of integration required within each insti ution. However,

it semi; that a prison could invoke regula ory schemes which

keep inmates separate for certain purposes As the prison
5,

is required to protect the health and wolf re of prisoners,

steps could be taken so as to minimise the robability Of

injury. Such regulation would have to be g ounded on probable

facts and be limited in operation to circum tances where injury

is quite probable. Again, such regulations Must be designed

to protect both sexes, for instances, protection from hetero-

sexual or homosexual assaults. Therefore, the simple segregating

of the sexes for sleeping or bathing purposes would he in-

sufficient and would be discrimination in the guise of pro-

tection. All prisoners are entitled to protection, not just

one sex from another.

The equalization of facilities, treatment, and programs

for all prisoners, regardlens of sex, raises the question of

0:ether to upgrade all institutions to meet the highest level

now in operation or to decrease the highest level to a medium

level. The rate can eo either, though the E.R.A. is intended
53

to ir.creane benefit:: given one group to all groups. The

economic burden involved in increasing benefits given women
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ray be too great to justify such increase, therefore, r de-

crease in benefits may result in the smaller group. If men,

being the larger group, have benefits not enjoyed by women,

it would be little problem to extend such benefits.

Prisons would s"11 be able to offer certain programs

and use certain treatments which are not available to all

prisoners. However, the method of classifying prisoners for

purposes of such programs must be sex-neutral and based on
54

otherwise reasonable principle of classification. These

classification standards would have to be applied on an in-

dividual bests to avoid the group classification syndrom which

would automatically classify all women the same, e.g., as
55

minimal. security risks. Psychological tests and other

classification tests must be reviewed so as to eliminate any

sex-bias which may he inherent in them.

A firal classification problem is the question of placing

one woman .1n an otherwise male institution, should that situ.:
56

ation arise. In such a case, the Eighth Amendment might
57

have application. The problem here would be the deprivation

of the vamans right to have relationships with other women

and a possible exclusion of the woman from programs of

activit 's which appeal to or are designed for mon. It

seems that in such a situation, the woman could be placed

in the institution next-best suited as per her classifi-

cation status. Such action could bedustified on the

Eighth Amendment and also as being applied to both men and

women in similar circumstances and thus not an illegally

discriminatory act.

The major focus of post-E.R.A. concern in prison

administration in Virginia is in the enforcement of non-

discriminatory laws and regulations. Changing laws is

easier than changing attitudes and long standing practices

of sexual discrimination. This is especially true in the work

release program.
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Statutes. As was noted earlier, Va. Code Ann. S 53-76
(1972 Repl. Vol.) zroates separate penal ins&tutions for men

and women. Such statutory .discrimination must be eliminated

by consolidation of the institution. Va. Code Ann. 9 53-100

(1972 Repl. Vol.), states that all male prisoners will consti-

tute the Bureau of Correctional Field Units. This seems to

have been an oversight in the 1973 attempt to neutralize

then° Code sections. Hovever, all such units will have to

ba vex-neutral in their constituency. Sex-neutrality has

actually beon accomplished in the above unit by Va. Co4e

Lnn. S S3-103 ( ), which eliminates the word "malo"

and retalns "persons". Section 53-100 must be revised in50
such manner.

[Footnotes omitted.
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THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: THE STATE EXPERIENCE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:36 a.m., in room
SD-124, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Staff present: Stephen J. Markman, chief counsel and staff direc-
tor; and Leslie Leap, clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this marks the 11th day
of hearings by the Subcommittee on the Constitution on the pro-
posed 27th amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the equal rights
amendment.

As with each of our earlier hearings, we believe that today's
hearing will enable us to better understand the long-term implica-
tions of the ERA and to assess the real world impact of the 52
words in this provision.

It is my strong feeling that this set of hearings has shifted the
debate over the equal rights amendment from platitudes and slo-
gans to the discussion of concrete public policies that will be re-
quired if the ERA does become part of our Constitution.

We are privileged to have with us today two outstanding consti-
tutional scholars. Prof. Grover Rees is a professor of law at the
University of Texas Law School where he has written extensively/
on constitutional issues. Early last year, he delivered testimony op
this subject before the House Committee on the Judiciary.

Also appearing with us today will be Prof. William Kristol of thei

Harvard School of Government. Professor Kristol has also authored
a wide variety of articles on the Constitution and American Gov-
ernment.

We look forward this morning to hearing from both of our wit-
nesses. Let us start with you, Professor Rees.

STATEMENT OF PROF. GROVER REES, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
SCHOOL OF LAW; AND PROF. WILLIAM KRISTOL, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Professor REES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

(159)
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I have been to ked to review some of the cases decided under
State equal rights amendments with an eye toward discerning the
implications for the effects of the Federal equal rights amendment
if it were adopted.

I have decided to concentrate on four principal areas because I
think those are the areas that are principally in dispute between
the opponents and the proponents of the equal rights amendment.

The first of these questions is whether the equal rights amend-
ment would, if it were enacted, take away many of the legal bene-
fits that women have traditionally enjoyed.

The second question is whether the equal rights amendment
would make unconstitutional certain kinds of separate but equal
treatment for men and women by applying the standard of judicial
scrutiny that is currently applied to race classifications.

The third question is what impact, if any, the Federal equal
rights amendment would have on the question of abortion and
abortion funding.

Finally, aside from whether the equal rights amendment would
do any of these controversial things, there is the question whether
it actually would do any of the things it is supposed to do, pazicu-
lady whether it would have any effect on the disparate economic
situation of men and women in the United States.

With increasing frequency, proponents of the equal rights
amendment have cited the State ERA experience both to show that
the opponents' dire predictions are unfoundedbecause after all
we do not have coed restrooms in any of the 16 States or 17, de-
pending on how you count, that have State equal rights amend-
mentsand to suggest that the Federal ERA will produce tangible
benefits for women.

My review of the State experience under ERA's, however, sug-
gests two conclusions that are at some variance with these asser-
tions.

First, the cases are of doubtful probative value on what effects a
Federal equal rights amendment to the U.S. Constitution would
have.

Second, to the extent that the cases are of probative value, they
tend to lend support to claims of the opponents about the effects of
the ERA rather than to claims of the proponents.

There are a number of reasons why the cases cannot simply be
transferred absolutely from the State level to the Federal level.

First, the wording of the State equal rights amendments varies
widely. There are only six or perhaps seven State equal rights
amendments that have language that is substantially similar to
that of section 1 of the Federal equal rights amendment.

Second, the legislative history of the State equal rights amend-
ments is dramatically different from the legislative history that
now exists for the Federal equal rights amendment. There was
little or no legislative history for most of the State equal rights
amendments, and there is, of course, a great deal of somewhat con-
flicting legislative history for the Federal equal rights amendment.
When you are doing legal research into an area of the law, it
always seems as though there are zero cases on your point or 253.
There is most often just about zero legislative history for a State
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equal rights amendment and more like 253 conflicting sources on
what the Federal equal rights amendment means.

Third, the States have varied widely in the standard of review
that the courts apply to sex-based discrimination under their State

. equal rights amendments. Some States only apply the rational
basis test which is, of course, a more permissive standard even
than the Federal courts currently apply under the 14th amend-
ment. Other States apply something like what the Federal courts
currently apply to sex discrimination under the 14th amend .sent.
Some States seem to apply a strict scrutiny standard, which is
what the Federal courts currently apply to race. Only two State
courts actually apply what would probably be the standard of
review under the Federal equal rights amendment, the so-called ab-
solute standard with perhaps a limited exception for unique physi
cal characteristics.

Of all the 17 States that have State equal rights amendments,
only the Pennsylvania and Washington courts have applied some--
thing like an absolute standard, and although the Washington
court has announced that it applies such a standard, it sometimes
seems to shrink from the implicaions of that standard. So Pennsyl-
vania may be the only State that we can use as an accurate indica-
tor of what the equal rights amendment might do.

Fourth, a number of controversial issues having to do with the
Federal equal rights amendment are simply not State issues. For
instance, take an area that proponents and opponents tend to
agree about: the military draft would almost certainly have to be
on a sex-blind basis, but this is something that cannot be tested
under the State equal rights amendments because the States do not
draft people.

Fifth, it is important to remember that State judges tend to be,
although not universally so, somewhat more conservative and more
responsive to political pressures, to popular sentiment, than Fedet,
al judges. This is partly because many State judges are elected.
Federal judges are apppointed for life. It also may have something
to do with the nature of federalism, with State judges being closer
to the people. Therefore, we could probably expect a more expan-
sive interpretation of a Federal equal rights amendment from the
Federal courts, if past experience is a reliable indicator.

Also, those State judges and particularly litigants who do favor
an expansive view of the Federal equal rights amendment may be
holding back at this point on arguing for some of the more creative
implications of the State equal rights amendments, in order not to
give opponents of the Federal equal rights amendment ammunition
to use against proposal wit! ratification.

But the final reason that the cases are of limited probative value
is simply because they differ from State to State. On each issue the
State courts may reach two conflicting results with many different
rat loonies.

However, to the extent that the cases are probative, as I've said,
they lend support to the claims of equal rights amendment oppo-
nents in all four major areas of dispute.

First, a number of decisions have struck down laws affording
preferential treatment to women. Indeed, I think it is an important
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statistic that the successful plaintiffs in State equal rights amend-
ment actions across the country have overwhelmingly been men.

The presumption, for instance, of the husband's obligation to sup-
port his wife has been struck down in Pennsylvania and Maryland.
The husband's obligation to pay alimony pendente lite has Len
struck down in Pennsylvania as has the institution of divorce a
mensa et thoro, that is to say, a separation from bed and board
which only the wife was able to obtain. _

The maternal preference in child custody has been struck down
in Pennsylvania, Washington, Maryland, and Illinois. The primary
paternal obligation to pay child support has been struck down in
Pennsylvania, Washington, and Maryland.

The presumption, where the wife has given over her property to
her husband, that he has dominated her, which has helped wives to
recover proper ,y at divorce, has been eliminated in the State of
Maryland.

Indeed, where these traditional sex-based preferences for women
have been upheld it's been for one of three reasons. First of all, be-
cause the State was applying a rational basis test, something that
almost certainly would not happen under the Federal equal rights
amendment. Second, because the State courts were able to find im-
plied in some other law a burden on women or a benefit to men
that p..,allelled the burden on men or the benefit to women given
by the challenged statute, thus bringing in through the side door
the elimination of the preferential treatment for women that the
courts would not directly announce by striking down the chal-
lenged statute. Third, and most disturbing to me as a student of
the Constitution, sometimes the courts are able simply to misstate
the facts of the case, to ignore things that everybody knows. The
most obvious example of this is that several State courts have held
that it is not unconstitutional in a certain case to give child custo-
dy to the mother based on what seems to be a strong judicial pref-
erence for mothers over fathers. They dismiss as mere statistical
allegations the impressive evidence that courts overwhelmingly
give child custody to mothers or that they overwhelmingly give ali-
mony to divorced women and not men.

The courts in Colorado have been particularly fond of this lost
analysis. They say, "If there were a law that said you had to give
child custody to women preferentially or alimony to women prefer-
entially, then we'd strike it down. That would violate the Constitu-
tion. But the mere fact that judges happen to do it all the time is
riot something of which we can take judicial notice."

This is strikingly parallel to Justice Powell's opinion in Bakke,
which I found deeply disturbing. Justice Powell said, in essence Jou
cannot have an open quota system, but if you do it the way Har-
vard does it, by means of what everyone knows to be a surrepti-
tious quota system, then we will not strike it down.

In other words, it is OK to do things that violate the announced
const!tutional standard as long as you do not make too much noise
about it Quite aside from the merits of whether women ought t6
have pref,,rence in child custody, I find this a disturbing thing for
courts to do.

There aro several other areas outside of the family law area in
which preferential treatment of women has been challenged. The
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major area in which preferential treatment for women has some-
times been upheld has been in sex-based criminal laws, notably
rape statutes in which the man is defined as the offender and the
woman is defined always as the victim. Defenders of these statutes
have argued that they are based on unique physical characteristics.
However, much more often, the courts actually simply rely on ra-
tional basis tests.

One of the major things that proponents of the Federal equal
rights amendment say that it will do is to change the court's hold-
ing in the Michael M. case, which upheld a sex-defined statutory
rape law. So these cases at the State level have very little proba-
tive value because almost everyone agrees that the Federal ERA
would require facially neutral sex offender statutes.

Another case in which there was preferential treatment for
women and it was upheld, although very narrowly, was in the
State of Washington where a law said that political parties had to
have an equal number of male and feitle officeholders, the na-
tional committeeman and national conuteewoman system that is
traditional, of.course, in the political parties of the United States.

That was a very close decision. The court emphasized a peculiar
feature of the Washington equal rights amendment which says
that men and women have not only equal rights but also equal re-
sponsibilities. But the very fact that a law like that could be chal-
lenged, I think, shows that all preferential treatment for women
would be suspect. Whether that is a good thing or a bad thing I am
not here tO say. However, this is a claim that the opponents are
making, and that the proponents have sometimes seemed to deny,
and I think the State cases bear out this assumption of the oppo-
nents.

The second contested area is that of separate but equal treat-
ment of men and women. The allegation that many opponents have
made is that, for instance, you would not be able to have separate
boys' and girls' football teams or wrestling teams or tennis teams.
This allegation has been almost uniformly upheld. The States of
Colorado, Washington, Pennsylvania, and !Massachusetts all held
that it violates the State equal rights amendment to have separate
teams for boys and girls.

In some of those cases the courts focused on the fact that there
was no equal team for the other sex. But in no case did they make
this the sole basis of their holding. In each case they either re-
served the question what would happen if it was truly separate but
equal or they simply said that you cannot have separate but equal
teams. That violates the State equal rights amendment. Illinois,
however, did uphold separate but equal boys' and girls' teams.

The other case in this area was the Pennsylvania case striking
down separate boys' and girls' public schools. The court rejected an
argument that many people thought might be permissible under
the Federal ERA, which is that keeping adolescent boys and girls
in separate educational institutions is a question of educational
philosophy that has very little to do with thinking that one sex_is
inferior.

It simply recognizes the fact that adolescents tend to act differ-
ently and perhaps to learn differently when they are in the pres-
ence of members of the opposite sex than when they are not.
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And yet Pennsylvania, perhaps the only State that is a reliable
indicator of what will happen under the' Federal ERA, held that
that separation of boys and girls in public schools was unconstitu-
tional. Now, there were factors, as there will almost always be,
that the court could point to in that case. The girls' school did not
have as large a library and there was more of an emphasis on sci-
ence in the boys' school. But the court did not rest its holding on
that point. The court said simply that separate institutions for boys
and girls would violate the State ERA.

Another very significant recent case in the area of separate but
equal institutions is the Maryland case of Bainum v. Maryland
striking down the tax exemption given to the Burning Tree coun-
try club. This opens up a Pandora's box of possibilities since reli-
gious institutions, for instance, get tax exemptions and the implica-
tions of the Bob Jones case are being borne out, I think, in this
case. Anybody who gets a tax exemption will become an effective
State actoroand if sex is a strict scrutiny classification or an even
stricter than strict scrutiny classification then we will see institu-
tions such as religious institutions, all kinds of private clubs, in-
cluding, by the way, private women's exercise clubs and so forth,
being forced to admit members of the opposite sex or lose their tax
exemptiOns.

The third contested area is the question of abortion. The commit-
tee has already had extensive testimony on this. I will simply em-
phasize the fact that in Hawaii and Massachusetts the American
Civil Liberties Union, prominent backers of the equal rights
amendment, argued that State ERA's clearly ought to make sex a
suspect classification, and therefore, result in the striking down of
laws that funded some medical operations but not abortions. I7 the
Connecticut case, the judge commented favorably in dictum on this
argument and finally in the Pennsylvania case the court held as
one of several alternative holdings that the Pennsylvania equal
rights amendment mandated abortion funding if there was going to
be any funding of medical operations.

A closely related set of cases to the separate but equal and abor-
tion cases are the unique physical characteristics cases, and there
is wide disagreement even among proponents of the equal rights
amendment about what that unique physical characteristics excep-
tion means. The famous Emerson, Brown, Freedman and Falk arti-
cle maintained that there would be an absolute standard for every-
thing but unique physical characteristics and a strict scrutiny
standard which is, as you know, an awfully tough standard, for
unique physical characteristics. ERA proponents have argued, for
instance, that pregnancy does not count as a unique physical char-
acteristic. The State cases are divided on the question of unique
physical characteristics. For instance, there are a number of cases
where either for obscenity reasons or for some other reason the
States treated a women who leaves her breasts uncovered different-
ly from a man who leaves his chest uncovered.

And in Hawaii, the courts upheld a law that said that women
visitors in prisons had to wear brassieres but mei did not. That
was all right. In Washington, however, we have two conflicting
cases. In Seattle v. Buchanan, they upheld a public lewdness stat-
ute that said that women couldn't go topless and, by implication,
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men could. However, in Bo bon v. Liquor Board, they construed a
statute that forbade topless dancing to include topless dancing by
men as well as by women. So, there is at least some possibility that
breasts would not qualify as a unique physi al characteristic.

The big question, having to do with unique physical characteris-
tics and separate but equal, though, is whether courts would apply
the Loving v. Virginia analysis to sex. Loving v. Virginia, was the
case in which the Supreme Court said that a State could not have a
law only blacks could marry blacks and only whites could marry
whites. Now, Virginia argued that that was separate but equal
treatment. We punish a black who marries a. white just as much as
we punish a white who marries a black. The court said, "Nice try
but no cigar."

However, in the Singer v. Hara case in Washington, a State that
believes itself to be applying strict scrutiny or perhaps even abso-
lute wrutiny, the court used a very similar analysis to uphold the
State's statute providing that only men could marry women and
only women could marry men. They simply rejected the Loving
analysis as applied to sex. They said that men and women are
being treated equally as long as we forbid marriages between gay
men just es strictly as we prohibit marriages between gay women.
This, of course, begs the question. It seems to me that the proper
analytical framework is to ask whether, if John wants to marry
Jim, is he being treated equally to Mary, if she wanted to marry
Jim? The answer is clearly no.

That is the answer that the court adopted in Loving v. Virginia
for race. The question is whether sex is really different from race. I
think it is. I think most Americans think it is. The question is
whether the equal rights amendment would allow the courts to
continue to think that it is.

Now, Singer v. Ham suggests that the answer to this question is
yes. However, in the case of Laspino v. Rizzo in Pennsylvaniathe
State, again, that seems to be most often faithful to the standard of
review required by the Federal equal rights amendmentthe court
struck down, based on the Loving analysis, an ordinance providing
that men could not massage women in massage parlors and vice
versa. This, of course, obviously being a law designed to get at pros-
titution. One of the things the court said was that the law, of
course, still permitted homosexual prostitution, and therefore,
treated heterosexuals differently than it treated homosexuals. But
the major argument was that this was simply a violation of the
Loving standard which ought to apply to sex; that is, if a man
wants to massage a woman, he cannot be treated differently from a
woman who wants to massage a woman or to get a massage from a
woman. Well, if that is true, it ought logically to apply to marriage,
an institution that is much more important than massages in our
culture and where a homosexual could argue that he was b
stigmatized as was the case ip many of the early race cases, v, here
a homosexual could point tci concrete economic disadvantages that
he might suffer simply as a result of being male and wanting to
marry a male.

So that is a very open question under the State equal rights
amendments. Those two cases point in opposite directions.
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The final point is that there it very little evidence in the State
cases that the equal rights amendment is going to have anything to
do with the problem of economic disparity between men and
women.

There are a couple of cases which do strike down some different
employment conditions for men and women, but, of course, that
result probably would have been obtained under the 14th amend-
ment, under the Court's current standard.

There were no other cases until very recently, and the recent
case in Washington enacting the comparable worth standard is
really the only evidence we have on that. Now, certainly the com-
parable worth standard does represent a significant change. There
is some question in my mind whether it is a change that the people
who have supported the equal rights amendment, that is to say the
legislators, and so forth, would want. It is a very radical change
which substitutes for market forces the decrees of bureaucrats and
judges about what certain occupations are worth. It is no longer
possible to say after the Washington case that the equal rights
amendment would do nothing about the. problem of

Senator HATCH. Wm, the ERA a factor in that case?
Professor Rue. The State ERA.
Senator HATCH. Was the State ERA a factor in the Washington

comp:.: able worth case?
Professor Rue. I believe it was. I do not have the case in front of

me now. I have read it. I can check that and submit a correction in
writing if I'm wrong.

However, the fundamental problem on the economic disparities
issue is that under the 14th amendment, the courts have already
held that it violates equal protection for the State actually to treat
men and women differently in terms of having absolute categories
for men and women. On the other hand, the State equal rights
amendments generally, like the Federal equal rights amendment,
are not supposed to apply to private action, and if the discrimina-
tion out there is in the private sector which as a matter of law it
has to beas a matter of law, there cannot be any discrimination
in the public sector already under the 14th amendment, under title
VII, under the other civil rights lawsthen it is difficult to see
f TN the equal rights amendment could do anything at all about
the problem of women only making 59 cents Tor every dollar that a
man is supposed to make.

And the State cases do tend to bear out the suggestion that the
equal rights amendment will have very little effect on the one
question that the proponents suggest it is really about.

Now, in closing, I woo Id just like to suggest that the cases do not
prove anything one way or the other. What they do suggest is that
there is a significant possibility that the equal rights amendment
could do rather dr- matic things that many Americans, including
many who are supporting the equal rights amendment, would not
I ike.

Now, of course, if the equal rights amendment is ratified and
lawsuits are brought suggesting that the equal rights amendment
means these things, I and other lawyers will be in court arguing
that the equal rights amendment does not do these radical things.
We will be saying to the proponents, "You promised that this was
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going to be an economic discrimination amendment, that it was not
going to have anything to do with abortion, that it was not going to
have anything to do with separate but equal treatment, that it was
not going to restructure society dramatically."

Senator HATCH. Not all of them have promised that, unfortunate-
ly. That is the problem.

Professor REES. That is the problem. The problem is that beneath
the surface promises--

Senator HATCH. I think a majority of the proponents feel other-
wise on most of those issues.

Professor REES. The promise was in the impression that they
tried to give, and one of the things I did just finish reading, Sena-
tor, was your questioning of Professor Freedman before this com-
mittee where she said time and again that the equal rights amend-
ment would have no practical impact on the question of abortion,
and yet she refused to say that it ought not to have any philosophi-
cal impact.

What she did was simply to fall back on a radical version of legal
realism that says essentially that the courts will do what they
want to do with or without the equal rights amendment, and if
they wanted to provide abortion funding, they would have done it
already, and if they want to abolish the right to abortion, they can
do it with or without the equal rights amendment. That is true.

Senator HATCH. Afterwards, when the court does exactly that, as-
suming that the equal rights amendment passes, Professor Freed-
man will just say, "Well, I was wrong." She might not even bother
to say that.

Professor REES. What she will say "I was predicting whether it
would have a practical effect. I was ever saying that I would not
argue that it would have an effect, d I am glad I was wrong."

The sides will switch. The opponents will say, essentially, "You
promised it was going to be a narrow technical perfecting amend-
ment," and the other side will say, "That was then. This is now.
We all know that constitutional amendments are to be construed
broadly by the courts to keep in tune with the times."

It seems to me that the question is not whether we can prove ex-
actly what the amendment is going to do but whether it is likely
that the benefits outweigh the risk of harm. .

The question is whether you want o give tools to very skillful
lawyers who will be able to argue all of these things. I suggest at
the very least the State cases suggest that the equal rights amend-
ment will be a very plausible tool to be used in court by organiza-
tions that are already in place waiting to start using that tool to
r structure society dramatically along what may be rather fright-
ening lines.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. I am going to have to recess for a
few minutes to go to a Labor and Human Resources Committee
meeting to see if we can start working on the Civil Rights Act of
1984. If we cannot, I will come right back down. If we can, I will
probably have to have counsel finish the hearing. Please forgive me
for that, but in these last few weeks, there is really no way to avoid
these conflicts.

Professor Kristol, I am very interested in what you have to say
as well. So what I will do is recess for approximately 10 minutes.
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We will then try to get back down here, assuming we do not have a
quorum at this other meeting.

[Whereupon, a short recess was taken.]
Senator HATCH. We will resume this committee hearing. I apolo-

gize for the interruption, but we are working on another very im-
portant subject called the Civil Rights Act of 1984; through eight
committee markups, the proponents have only come to two or
three of them. Now they are attempting to bypass the committee
system and bring this bill directly to the floor without committee
hearings.

Professor Kristol, we apologize for holding you up, but we do ap-
preciate your patience and will take your testimony at this time.

Professor lizzs. Senator, could I just add one thing that I have
had a chance to correct since the recess? I have not had a chance
to go back and read that Washington case to refresh my recollec-
tion. In fact, I was originally prepared to make a statement that
the equal rights amendments at the State level had virtually no
effect on economic impact, and at the last minute I remembered
the Washington case.

You are quite right, however. That was a title VII case. I believe
there may have been some subliminal impact. The Washington
court have been among the most active in construing their State
equal rights amendment But although I will check it, I do not be-
lieve there was any explicit reliance on the State equal rights
amendment.

Senator HATCH. If you would doublecheck that so you could
make a definitive statement it would be helpful.

[The prepared statement of Professor Rees and his responses to
written questions of Senator Hatch follow:]
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Statement of Grover Rees III before the Subcommittee on the
Constitution. united States Swats Committee on the Judiciary.
September le. /SSC

The Subcommittee has requested that I :eview some of the

cases decided under state equal rights amendments with an eye

toward discerning any implications for the effects of the

federal Equal Rights Amendment if it were adopted. I have

reviewed such cases in four areas that seem to be the principal

areas of dispute or confusion.

The first question is whether the Equal Rights Amendment

would, if ft were enacted. take away many of the'legal benefits

and preferences that women have traditionally enjoyed.

The second question is whether the Equal Rights Amendment

would make unconstitutional certain kinds of "separate but

equal" treatment of men and women, by applying to such

classifications a standard of judicial scrutiny at least as

strict as that currently applied to race classifications.

The thirJ question is what impact. if any, the federal.

Equal Rights Amendment would have on laws dealing with

abortion, abortion funding, and related issues.

The fourth question is whether the Equal Rights Amendment

would have significant effects on the disparate economic

situation of men and women in the United States.

Proponents of the federal ERA have cited with increasing

frequency the state ERA experience. both to show that the

opponents, dire predictions are unfounded and to suggest that

the federal ERA will produce tangible benefits for women. My

review of the state cases. however, suggests two conclusions

that are at some variance with these assertions: First, the

experience under state ERAS is of doubtful probative value on

what effects a federal Equal Rights Amendment would have.

Second, to the extent that the cases are of probative value

they lend more support to the claims of ERA opponents tnan to

those of the proponents.

41 OM 0 Mb 12
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1. The Limited Probative Value of the State Cases.

For number of reasons, it is wrong to assume that cases

decided under state equal rights amendments will automatically

generate reliable oredictions of how the federal courts would

interpret an Equal Rights Amendment to the United States

Constitution:

First, the wording of the state equal rights amendments

varies widely. There are only six, or perhaps seven, !tate

equal rights amondmentawhose language is substantially similar

to that of section one of the federal Equal Rights Amendment

now under consideration by Congress..

Second, the legislative histdry of the state equal rights

amendments is dramatically different from the legislative

history that now exists for the federal Equal Sights

l

Amendment. There was little or no legislative history for many

of the state equal rights amendments. There is a great deal of

legislative history for the federal ERA, although the sources

frequently contradict one another and are therefore of doubtful

value.

Third, the states have varied widely in the standard of

review that courts have applied to sex-based discrimination

under state equill rights amendments. Some state courts apply

the "rational basis" test, which is more permissive than the

test the federal courts currently apply to sex discrimination

under the fourteenth amendment. Other state courts seem to

interpret their state ERA as requiring a standard almost

identical to the standard the federal courts use'in fourteenth

\ amendment sex discrimination cases, and still others apply a

"strict scrutiny" test similar to that applied in fourteenth

amendment race discrimination cases. Only Washington and

Pennyslvania seem to apply the "absolute" standard of review

that the federal ERA was apparently intended by its original

2proponents to bring to sex discrimination cases, and the

Washington Supreme Court seems to shrink from some of the

implications of such a standard.
3
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Fourth. a number of controversial issues having to do with

the federal Equal nights Amendment such as the question of

all -mile Combat forces. and the gumption whether section two of

the ink would shift substantial control over family law from

state legislatures to Congress --- have no close analogues at

the state level.

Fifth, state judges seem on the whole to be somewhat more

reluctant than federal judges to interpret vague statutory or

constitutional language so as to require dramatic changes in
0

traditional social and political institutions. This is partly

because many state judges are elected. whereas federal judges

are appointed for life. Moreover. those state judges who would

favor more expansive interpretations of constitutional

provisions banning sex discrimination --- and. even more

likely. litigation groups who favor such interpretations ---

may be reluctant to argue for the most dramatic implications of

state equal rights amendments in order not to give opponents of

the federal ERA any ammunition to use against proposal and

ratification.t

Finally. the state cases are of limited probative value

simply because results vary widely from state to state. On

each issue the state courts may reach two conflicting results

with many different rationales.

However. in my opinion the state cases do lend some support

to the claims of Equal nights Amendment opponents in all four

major areas of dispute.

II. Preferential Treatment of Women.

A number of decisions under state IRAs *eve struck down

laws affording preferential treatment to women. Indeed, it is

important to notice that the plaintiffs asserting rights in state

equal rights amendment actions have overwhelmingly been men.5

Most of the challenged laws have been in the area of family.

law. The presumption that a husband is obliged to support his

wife. for instance. has been struck down in Pennsylvania and
4

Maryland. k Pennsylvania court also declared
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unconstitutional the husband's obligation to pay alimony

pendente lite and the institution of divorce 0 minim et thOto

or separation from bed and board, which was available to wives

but not to husbands.? The matenal preference in child custody

has been struck down in Pennsylvania, Washington, Maryland and

Illinois. The primary paternal obligation to pay child support

has been struck down is Pennsylvania. Washington. and Maryland.

The presumption of the dominance of the hucband in cases where

the wife has made a gift of property to the husband has been

declared unconstitutional in Maryland. 10

Where traditional preferences for women have been upheld.

courts have generally given on of three reasons. Often the

courts have applied the rational basis tesC. wnich would almost

certainly be inapplicable under a federal EVA.
M

In other cases

where a state law clearly imposed a burden on men or bestowed a

benefit on women. the courts were able by creative construction

of some other law to find an implied burden on women or benefit

to men that provided a measure of spammtry.
11

This amounts to

bringing in through the side door the eiimination of

preferential treatment for women that the courts were reluctant

to achieve openly by declaring the challenged preference to be

unconstitutional.

The third technique coorts have employed to uphold

challenged preferences for wt.Men is to find ways to ignore or

deny the fact tat such preferonceb exist. 10-r instance, courts

t.11"iod tic cottcntion thit statistical evidence of

overwhelming judicial preference for women in child custody and

alimony cases is inadmissable to show that the laws are being

administered in a discriminatory Inshion. 13
If the legislature

created such a preference by passing a statute, these cou.!ts

would strike if down; but when judges enforce the preference

without benefit of a utatute, appellate judges uphold it.

wuito aside from the merits of the question whether women ought

to he preferred in custody and alimony cases, this insistence

that thk preference be created surreptitiously is disturbing.

If we cannot live with sex-olinA legal standards in some areas,
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it would be better to admit it than to make believe we are

doing so.

Outside the family law area. classifications by sex in

criminal laws have generally been upheld. Rape statutes

traditionally define offenders as men and victims as women.

These laws can be defended on the ground that they simply

recognize unique physical characteristics of men and women, but

in fact the state courts seem to have upheld them by applying

rational basis test. Since proponents of the federal Equal

Rights Amendment seem to in wide agreement that the ERA will

require the reversal of the court's holding in tie Michael M.
IS

case, which upheld a sex-defined statutory cape law. the state

ERA cases are of little predictive value in this area.

Ill. "Separate but Equal" Treatment of Men and Women.

The second contested area is the "separate but equal"

treatment of men and women. Opponents of the ERA have

frequently alleged that it would require the elimination of

separate all-boys' and all-girls' sports teams. This

prediction has been borne out in state ERA cases. Courts in

Colorado, Washington, Pennsylvania, and Mss4achusetts have held

that separate teams for boys and girls violate the state equal
14

rights amendments, with only' Illinois upholding separate teams. All

of these cases rested to some extent on the courts' finding
If

that boys' and girls' Seams are not in fact "equal." But this

hardly suggests a solution to the proolem, since inequality

will exist so long as male athletes typically outperform female

athletes. If women's teams are prohibited from discriminating

by sex, many of them will presumably degenerate into

second string men's teams!

In an importint related case, the Pennsylvania state courts

declared it unconstitutional for.Philadelphia to maintain
to

separate high schools for girls and boys. The court in that

case rejected an argument that many people thought might be

permissible under the federal Equal Rights Amendment, which is
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that maintaining separate educational institutions is a

question of educational philosophy that need not have anything

to do with believing one sex or the other to be inferior. One

might instead recognize the fact that adolescents tend to act

differently, and perhaps to learn differently, when they are in

the presence of members of the opposite sex than when they are

not. Apparently, however, this argument is impermissible under

an "absolute" standard of scrutiny such as will probably be

imposed under the federal SBA.
tl

Another significant case involving sex-segregated

institutions is that in which a Maryland court declared it

unconstitutional for the state to grant a tax exemption to an

all male country club. By treating the state's action in

\giving a tax exemption as equivalent to active discrimination

by the state, the Maryland court dug into the Pandora's box

thet the United States Supreme Court opened in the Bob Jones
1.3

case, If the bob Jong, rationale applies to sex discrimination

under equal rights amendments, then countless institutions - --

including, for instance, women's colleges and many religious

institutions --- would face loss of their tax exemptions, even

though the state itself does not discriminate between all-male,

all-female and coeducational institutions in awarding

exemptions.

One instance that looks like a "separate but equal" law but

may be better analyzed as a prefeience for women was the

Washington law providing for an equal number of male and female

officeholders in political parties. The court upheld the law

by a narrow margin. emphasizing a peculiar feature of the

Washington equal rights amendment which says that mon and women

have not only equal rights but also equal responsibilities.

The court seemed to recognize that without the challenged

provision, most party offices would be held by men. By

ensuring that women were equally represented, however, the

court reasoned that the law encouraged "equal responsibility"

for women in political party management.
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IV. AbortifIn\and 'Unique Physical Characteristics."

The third contested area is abortion and related

questions. In several cases the argument has been made that a

/mite equal tights amendment requires a state to fund abortion

on the same basis as it funds other operations. if sex is a

"suspect classification" and if pregnancy is a sex-related
ZS

condition. the argument seems persuasive. In Hawaii and

Nassachueette the court avoided construing the state ERA by

applying the same reasoning to another constitutional or statutory

provision. " In Connecticut the court decided the case on

other grounds but commented favorably on the argument that the
2./

state ERA required abortion funding. And in Pennsylvania the

court construed the state ERA a requiring that abortions be
21

funded. The Pennsylvania court Also construed other

constitutional provisions to the same effect.

The "separate but equal" cases and the abortion cases raise

question, about the scope of any "unique physical

charactocietics" exception to laws against sex discrimination.

There seems to be some disagreement among proponents of the

Equal Rights Amendment about what the unique physical
1.41

charaLterletics exception means. Professors Emerson. Brown.

Freedman and Falk maistaine6 in their aim Lew191Inel article

that where uAigue physical characteristic was involved./Aex

discrimination laws would be accorded "strict' rather than
3*

"absolute" scrutiny. But it is hard to see what difference

this makes. ti,ace the strict scrutiny standard is almost always

tatel to the law heing scrutinized. 1/

Three intriguing state cases in this area cincern laws that

discriminate between men and women who uncover their chests ih

public. The Hawaii courts upheld 3 law requiring female prison

. , but riot malestto wear brassieres.
31

A Washington law

prohibiting the Wile display of women's breasts but not of

men's ctiontn wan Alin, upheld.
13
But another Washington law

prohibiting "topless" dancing was construed to forbid topless

dancing by mon as well an by women. in order to avoid possible

ronetitutional problems.
3/
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The most important question having to do with "unique

physical cheracteristics" and "separate but equal" treatment,

however, is whether courts would apply the LoVina V. Virginia
3S

analysie to .eex discrimination if the ERA were ratified. In

irOVing the States Supreme Umrt held unconstitutional a

state law forbidding intermarriage between whites and blacks.

The state argued that it punished blacks and whites equally for

violations of the statutory crime. But the Court reasoned that

the law prohibited a black person from doing something - --

marrying a white person --- that it permitted a white person to

do. This was enough to make the law unconstitutional.

notwithstanding the alleged symmetrical discrimination against

white people who wanted to marry black people. The Court held

in essence that not even two symmetrical constitutional wrongs

an make a right.
34

In DiptiOC V. Hata the Maphingtoh Supreme Court,rigulled to

apply the ),aging analysis to law thatproVided only for

heterosexual marriage. The court reasoned that men and women

are being treated equally so long as the marriage of man to a

man is prohibited equally with the marriaga of 'oman to a

woman. Rut this begs the question, since in any particular

case in which John wants to marry Jim and is legally prohibited

from Join; so. he is being treated differently from Mary. whom

the :2W allows to marry Jim. This is exactly the reasoning

that hoving applied to race. Many people believe. of course.

that sex is different from race. The question is whether the

Equal Rights Amendment would allow courts to go on believing

this. Singer y. Haim suggests the affirmative.

in LIspino vt. Rir7o
7

. however, the Pennsylvania Supreme

court struck down a law that prohibited women from massaging

men in massage parlors and vice versa. The court held that.

Loving did apply to sex discrimination: a women who wonted to

mannage men wag treated differently from a man who wanted ko

massage men and the argument that "unique physical

characteristics" justified this discrimination was rejected.

suggests that the !wing analysis might be applied to
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strike down laws limiting marriages to heterosexuals. loving

itself concerned marriage rather than Massage parlors. A

person who is denied the right to marry the partner of his

choirs suffers a far greater injury than someone who is denied

only the right to massage people for Money. This injury

includes not only social stigma. which figured in the court's

rejection of "separate but equal" race discrimination. but alio

economic injuries such as the loss of tax advantages. Lupin()

and Pincer. suggest that the constitutionality of laws

prohibiting homosexual marriage would be an open question under

the Equal Rights Amendment.

V. Economic Discrimination.

The final question is whether the Equal Rights Amendment

would prohibit any economic discrimination that is not

currently prohibited under the judicial interpretation of the

fourteenth amendment. There are no state casem suggesting that

it will. I am aware of hardly any state equal rights

amendment cases involving economic discrimination against
12

women. In these cases the same result would almost certainly

have been reached under the fourteenth amendment, which has

heen construed to prohibit sex discrimination by state and

local governments.
37

Neither the federal nor most of the state

equal rights amendments are supposed to reach private

discrimination.
ito

It is therefore difficult to see what impact

the federal ERA would have on '.'ha relative economic situations

of men and women, and the state cases do not suggest that state

equal rights amendments have had any such impact.

V CoorIlleleti

The state: races do not prove anything. They do, however,

suggest that not all of the opponents' fears are chimeras to be

didffiinned under the general head of coed resttoom mongering.

The question the flubeommittee should ask, in my view, is

whether the probability of palpable benefits exceeds the
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probability that some harm will result. Even the substantial

possibility that the amendment will be interpreted to require

abortion funding, the elimination of all-girls' athletic teams,

and the denial of tax exemptions to private mans' and Women.'

colleges would seem to require proponents to present a strong

showing of the likelihood that the amendment will produce

palpable and important benefits. Assuming such a showing can

be made, the ideal solution is to amend the proposal so as to

secure its desirable results while reducing the risk of

undesirable ones.
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RESPONSES OF GRoVU REPS III TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS
OF SENATOR HATCH

AREN'T CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS SUPPOSED TO BE GENERAL
STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLE? WHY SHOULD WE PLACE A BURDEN UPON THE
PROPONENTS OF THE AMENDMENT TO PLACE IN THE AMENDMENT SPECIFIC
LANGUAGE DEALING WITH EVERY POSSIBLE CONTINGENCY? AREN'T THERE
RELEVANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND A
SIMPLE STATUTORY MEASURE?

It depends what one means by a "general statement of
principle." The central premise of Illarb4IY_v. Madison was that
the Constitution is law, binding the judiciary as well as the
other branches of government. According to Marbniy. a judge
declares a statute unconstitutional not when he believes it to
be bad, but when the Constitution requires him to do so. If
constitutional provisions don't really bind judges, but merely
give them power to substitute their own policy preferences for
those of elected legislatures whenever such preferences can be
reeoneiled with any semantically plausible construction of any
phrase in the Constitution. then judicial review needs a quite
different justification than the one advanced in Marbury. It
needs, in fact, the same justification that unreviewaele
lawmaking by any other unrepresentative nine-member junta would
need. I don't know of any persuasive justification for this
kind of lawmaking, So I believe constitutional provisions
should be "specific" enough to bind judge. as well an the rest
of us.

IF WE PLACED THE KIND OF RESPONSIBILITY UPON DRAFTERS OF THE
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT WHICH YOU BELIEVE OUGHT TO BE PLACED UPON
THE DRAFTERS OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT. WOULD WE HAVE EVER
HAD A FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT? AREN'T WE ATTEMPTING TO 'POSE AN
UNREASONABLE BURDEN OF SPECIFICITY UPON THE DRAFTERS Ott THIS
AMENDMENT?

in my view, the coacts have done a number of good things
and a number of bad things in the name of the fourteenth
amendment. The opacity of some of the language in the
amendment is hardly its strong point. If we had suggested to
the framare of the fourteenth amendment that the courts would
colsrcue it re create a constitutional right to abortion. the
abolition of Bible reading in the pubUe schools, and coercive
busing of school children to achieve racial balance. I believe
they would :rave attempted to make it clear that the amendment
was not intended to do any of these things .- or to give
courts the power to do them. It the fourteenth amendment had
been "specifiz" enough to foreclose some of the more cre.nivo
iudicial applications of it. I belic:e that we ooulti be better
off today, not only because a number 3f specific contcouerwies
might have been resolved more to IT own satint,otit.n but airso
hecauae it 'teems likely that excessive judicial government
reduces the capacity for responsible eea-government.

IS IT YOUR VIEW THAT THE PROPONENTS OF TH.S AMENDMENT HAVE 'iRE
BURDEN OR OBLIGATION TO SPECIFY IN THE TEXT OF THE AMENDMENT
THEIR PERSPECTIVES ON HOW THE ERA WOULD DEAL WITH EVERY
CONCEIVABLE ISSUE RELATING TO ITS APPLICATION?

No. but when a plaunible case exists prior to proposal of an
amendment that it will do things that almost nobody would like
it to do - not just in a few discrete and arcane
hypothetical.. but in whole broad categories of cases --- and
when this! possibility can be effectively forecheed by adding a
few words to the current draft of the amendment. it IS
incumbent upon the proponents to come forward with a good
reason for failing to include such limiting language. Ao far
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as I am aware. the only argument against the "Sensenbrenner
amendment" to the ERA, which would hays made it clear that the
amendment was to have nothing to do with abortion one way or
the other, was that the proponents were aesthetically attached
to the 1972 language. That' not a very good reason, and one
cannot help thinking that many ERA proponents opposed the
limitation because they hope and expect that the ERA would
indeed contribute to the further development of abortion rights.

"Legislative history" does not work nearly as well in
limiting judicial interpretations as it ought to do. Judge
Wald of the D.C. Circuit has compared the judicial use of
legislative history to "looking out over a crowd and picking
out your friends." One cannot, however, insert every desirable
limitation into the text of an amendment. obviously, in each
ease one's judgment about whether to insert limiting language
rather than to resort to legislative history depends on one's
estimate of the likelihood that the courts will be attracted to
a certain Interpretation of the provision and of the importance
of foreclosing such an interpretation.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH A CONSTIUTIONAL AMENDMENT SERVING NOTHING
MORE THAN A SYMBOLIC FUNCTION?

Nothing. Rut if the nymboli function is the only
desirable effect that seems likely, and if it seems quite
Possible that the amendment will have a number of quite
Palpable undesirable effects, then I would prefer to do without
both.

ISN'T IT TRUE THAT CLASSIFICATIONS ON THE BASIS OP SEX WERE NOT
EVEN SUBJECT TO 'EQUAL PROTECTION' ANALYSIS UNTIL THE COURT'S
DECISION IN HEED v. REED IN 1971?

All classifications were pubject to equal protection analysis,
but classifications based on sex were generally upheld by the
courts on the ground that they were rationally related to a
legitimate state objective. Indeed, the fact that fourteenth
amendment prohibitions of sex classifications seem to have been
created by the Court rather than by those who framed and
ratified the amendment is an excellent argument for an Equal
Rights. Amendment that is carefully crafted to provide the sort
of protection the Court has been reading into the fourteenth
amendment without rinking the undesirable effects the ERA might
have it ratified with its current language and its current
legislative history.
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Senator IIATen. Professor Kristol.

STATEMENT OF PROF. WILLIAM KRISTIN.
Professor Kamm Thank you. I am honored to have been asked

to contribute to this committee's consideration of the proposed
equal rights amendment. The Nation owes this committee a debt of
gratitude for its sustained inquiry into the meaning and implica-
tions of the ERA over the last year and a half,' an inquiry that
seems to me to be a model of the serious and responsible examina-
tion of a constitutional issue. This examination has brought with it
the additional benefit of illuminating, to a remarkable degree,
many of the important feltures of our present constitutional land-
scape. Thus, the work of this committee has contributed both to
our ability to make an informed judgment on the ERA, and to our
understanding of the Constitution, and the constitutional interpre-
tations,,that we live under today.

With' so considerable an intellectual record already in place, my
testirviony today will be straightforward in character and limited in
scope. In the course of their discussions of the impact of the ERA
on/particular areas of public policy, several commentators have
noted that the ERA would have a substantial impact on the scope
and distribution of governmental power. It is this aspect of the
ERA that I intend to focus on today. For the consequences of the
ERA on our constitutional order could well be as significant as its
consequences in any substantive policy area.

It is clear that adoption of the ERA would lead to a significant
transfer of governmental authorityfirst, from the legislative
branch of the Federal Government to the judiciary; second, from
the States and localities to the Federal Government; and third,
from individuals and groups in the private sphere to the State. I
shall try to suggest why these shifts in authority ought not to be
welcomed, and 1 shall conclude with a comment on the symbolic
importance of the ERA.

That adoption of the ERA would represent a grant of immense
authority to the Federal judiciary seems to me incontrovertible.
The chief sponsor of the amendment in the Senate said as much
when he appeared before this committee in the first of this series
of hearings.' Because the sponsors of the ERA have been resolutely
unwilling to clarify the language of the amendment, what the
amendment meanswhether it is to be interpreted as absolute or
in the light of common sense or somewhere in betweenwhat the
amendment means is left to the determination of the courts. Those
proponents of the ERA who, in an attempt to mollify critics, claim
to accept some sort of commonsensical interpretation of the amend-
ment, indict themselves all the more of what George Will has
called a complacent abdication of responsibility by legislators,2 in-
sofar as they cominue to refuse to incorporate any language speci-
fying just what the commonsense interpretation is. T' e more abso-
lutist proponents of the ERA might at least seem innocent of this

ties' the exchange tx.tween Senator !latch and Senator Tsongas in the hearings on the Equal
Rights Amendment Wore the Subcommittee on the Constitution. Committee on the Judiciary,
1' 5 Senate, May 2ri, 1983

ceortte F' Will. "Praise the ERA and Pass the Huck." the Washington Post, June 2, 1953.
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charge, since they say that they intend for the amendment to mean
what it says. Yet, as Jules Gerard has pointed out,3 even the abso-
lutists have recourse to a unique physical characteristics qualifica-
tion, a qualification that simply leads them into a more sciphisticat-

,
ed form of judicial question begging.

Thus Walter Berns is absolutely correct to say that the ERA
should be labeled a judiciary act, inviting the courts to decide the
particular issues that Members of Congress would appear, -e ager to
avoid.4 But this is more than a usual instance of Congress \adicat-
ing the responsibility to make hard choices to the courts. \ For, as
Berns reminds us,5 what is at issue here is not a statute 1)4 a con-
stitutional amendment. And the Constitution, of course, derkves not
from the legislature but from the people acting in their soVereign
capacity. In proposing an amendment such as this to the people,
Congress does more than act irresponsibly on its own. It invites the
American people to resign their responsibility to govern themselves
in this entire sphere of relations between the sexes, into the hands
of the Federal judiciary.

Now one could object that every constitutional provision\ and
every judicial decision enforcing one of those provisions limita the
peoples right to self-government; how is this case different?' But
surely the difference is obvious. A judiciary that upholds constitu-
tional provisions and protects individual rights is a glory of the
American *radition. But that is a far cry from inviting the ju ici- --
ary, through a constitutional amendment, to shape or reshape *-

ety under the guise of securing rights. It might also be obj
that in recent years Congress and the American people have l
lowed the judiciary to play a more active role in shaping society.
But an unfortunate habit of popular and especially congressional
acquiescence in Government by judiciary is no justification for Co -
gress now to encourage the people to engage in a wholesale abdic
tion of the responsibility of self-government.

In addition to shifting authority to the Federal judiciary in !met
ticular, the ERA would shift governmental authority from th
States and localities to the Federal Govemment as a whole. Some\
States now have an ERA; others do r )t. Some localities have
sought to prevent even private clubs frcrn discrimination on the
grounds of sex; others have not. And a hlit of provisions of family
law, and many laws relating to morals c'iffer from State to State
and from locality to locality. All of this would become subject to
nationalization under section 2 of the ERA! much of it would be \
immediately constitutionalized by the courta acting under the
zimendment.

Yet nowhere is the case for federalismand for localismstrong-
er than with regard to policies pertaining to family and morality.
One of the great virtues of federalism is that it permits a reasona-
1)11 reconciliation of the twin principles on which this republic
retie;, the principles of' self-government and of individual rights.

' 1-4ieiton% tm the quill Rights Amendment helOre the Subcommittee on the Constitution,
t'omnuttev' MI the .1tolocim-%, 1' ti Stmate May 26, 1983, pp 13 17

It qtimony on the Equal Rights Amendment before the Subcommittee on they eonst ut ion,
I'moimitee on 1111..411111.1;1,A, I' S S4.1111t. May 24', 11042, p 7

litid
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Self-government implies the right, at least up to a point, to
create a community of a certain charactera character manifested
in choices ranging from whether to permit the sale of liquor or not
to what sort of curriculum to have in the public schools. Obviously
such choices, if pushed too fa ;, could run up against the principle
of individual rights. But the practice of federalism, and of local
control, allows for a more comfortable reconciliation of the princi-
ple of citizen self.government with the principle of individual
rights than would a single national standard. A variety of commu-
nity policies with regard to pornography, or State policies .with
egard to divorce or prostitution, allows citizens to shape their com-

munities without precluding other judgments elsewhere. The move- /
ment toward nationalizing such issues would insure bitter nation*
political battles, in which the claim of self-government would rub
up directly against that of individual rights, without the softeping
of the clash made possible by federalism and local differentiation.
Whether the disputes would be resolved in the direction of one pole
or the otherwhether, for example, in the name of individual
rights the courts would legalize homosexual behavior throughout
the Nation; or whether, for example, in the name of enforcement of
the ERA Congress would pass a national nonsexist education
codethe ERA would have damaged what remain an important
and worthwhile feature of our constitutional order:

The ERA would shift authority not just from the States and lo-
calities :a the Federal Government, but from the private sphere to
the Federal Government. It is true that, on its face, the ERA pur--
ports to apply only to actions by the United/States or any State.
But the fact that section 1 of the 14th amendinent appears to apply
only to State action has not prevented an obscuring, by courts and
by Congress acting under its aegis, of the distinction between
public and private.

The increasing erosion of any notion of a private sphere free of
Government shaping has been particularly evident in areas
touched by the suspect classification of race. If adoption of the ERA
were to bring the standards for judging sex classifications up to
those for race, as I believe it would, then it is not difficult to antici-
pate that the private choice of single-sex education or even certain
patterns of religious practice could be subject to governmental
intervention. It is easy to predict that such organizations would be
forced to disengage themselves of any public connection whatso-
everand the notion of public connection could be so broadly de-
fined that staying clear of it could become virtually impossible.°

Why would this be so bad, one might ask. Why not pursue the
goals of justice and of equal rights everywhere, including in the
private sphere? Because a tree society, and constitutional govern-
ment, stand, or fall by the understanding that there is a sphere
beyond Government control in which discrimination is tolerated.
Now, in the case of racial discrimination, one can make an argu-
ment that extraordinary Government intervention was required be-
cause of the peculiar history of race relations in America which
had led to an entrenched social situation that was terribly unjust,

S4.1. tilt Mv111nnr1Y ot Jere M V A ItithIcitt un tilt. FAlli;ti Rights Amendment before the Subcont-
met tee flit I hi' 010111, (.0tIltIllitel. un the S Senate, Sept 13. 1983
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dangerous, and not otherwise likely to change. But even in this
area most would admit that at some point the governmental inter-
vention can become too intrusive and counterproductive; and
almost everyone looks forward to the daysome think it has ar-
rived or is near, others that it is far offbut almost everyone looks
forward to the day when that intervention will recede because it is
no longer necessary. But massive Government intervention on
behalf of sexual equality lacks the decisive justification it co Id
claim in the case of race. Women are far from a discrete and i su-
lar minority, ind women's status had been changing for a ng
time before congresssional and judicial intervention. Furthermore,
such intervention on behalf of sexual equality would be more intru-
sive and pervasive than in"the case of race, since it would always
have to be trying to negate the natural fact that the sexes are fun-
damentally distinct and di erent in a way the races are not. In the
long run, such Governor t intervention would erode the funda-
mental premises of limi constitutional Government and could
well be dangerous to social peace and individual liberty.

None of the arguments presented hereor those offered in other
testimony about the effects of the ERAwill persuade those who
yearn for the imposition, in Philip Kurland's words, of "unisex by
tuitional mandate." 7 But there are large numbers of citizens who
a& not enthusiasts of such a vision, and who are in fact concerned
by some of the likely, effects of the ERA. Many of these citizens
nonetheless incline either toward the adoption of the ERA with the
hope of reasonable judicial interpretation or toward the adoption of
a modified ERA. As Catherine Zuckert has explained before this
committee, there is concern that the simple defeat of the ERA
would be a symbolic setback for the principle of equal rights for
women, perhaps even "producing a real' setback as well." 8 What
of this concern?

The ERA is clearly a symbol of different things to different
people. But I do not think it fundamentally stands as a symbol of
the "public recognition of the equal rights and status of women in
the United States." 9 If, on the one hand, our laws and customs
had not changed to the degree they have without the ERA and if,
on the other hand, the proponents of the ERA had entertained

--n-irating and clarifying revisions early on, then the case might
be different. But the changes have happened without the ERA and
the ERA proponents have always rejected provisions.' They have
done so precisely because, as Zuckert says, a modified amendment
"would not affect the social revolution some of the mire extreme
advocates of 'women's liberation' hoped for * '1' "1°

Because of its proponents, the ERA has become a symbol not of
equal opportunity for women, but of social revolution imposed from
above. This is suggested by the fact that in all of the State refer-
enda that have been held on State or Federal ERA's, the ERA has

Testimony before subcommittee No. 4 of the Committee on the Judiciary. U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives. 1971. p. 5s2.

"Testimony of Catherine H. Zuckert on the Equal Rights Amendment before the Subcommit-
tee on the Constitution. Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Aug. 7, 19K4. p. 14.

9 Ibid.
1" Ibid.
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been defeated." The majority of voters in Wisconsin. New York,
New Jersey, Nevada, Iowa and Florida were not voting against
equal opportunity for women; nor did they think passage of the
ERA necessary symbolically to vindicate that principle. They op-
posed the ERA because they saw it as a surreptitious attempt to
help usher in a revolution in society and a transformation in our
constitutional order.

I conclude, therefore, that a consideration of tke synibolic effects
of defeating the ERA reenforces the substantive argument for its
defeat. Thanks to its proponents, the ERA has come to symbolize
contempt for our constitutional and social traditionsfor the way
we have lived and for the way we have governed ourselves that has
permitted such a way of life. Defeat of the ERA should thus be
seen as a symbolic reassertion of our constitutional principles of
self-government, federalism and freedom within a private sphere.
This reassertion should bring with it a deepening of our under-
standing of those principles, and a determination to address our-
selves to our current legislative practices and constitutional inter-
pretations so as to bring them more into line with those principles.

Senator HATCH. I want to thank both of you for your excellent
statements. Let me just ask one question, and then I would like to
submit written questions to you and give you time to answer those.

Should a constitutional amendment be expected to deal with the
various details of its application in the same manner as a statute?
What is the appropriate standard here?

Professor REES. Well, it is certainly an argument against detail
in a constitutional amendment that on the one hand, we do not
want to clutter up the Constitution with needless detail, and on the
other hand, if you need a whole lot of detail in an amendment,
then maybe it should not be part of the Constitution. Maybe it
should be a statute.

On the other hand, what has happened in the case of the equal
rights amendment is that specific questions have been raised.
These questions are not frivolous ones. They have been generated
by the uncertainty among the proponents themselves about which
of a number of competing concepts of equality they endorse.

There -have been specific questions about abortion in particular,
specific questions about a number of other issues. Given, as you
know, Senator, the difficulty of controlling judicial interpretation
of language by legislative historyin the famous example of the

ce. 7 and other cases, the court has simply explained away
nee ,rt ...* tht legislative history by reference to other parts of the
legislati ve hit or by simply taking the whole issue to a broader
level of genet:th j than is spoken to by a particular piece of legisla-
tive historyit et'OHIS to me that the equal rights amendment,
without clarifying language, without some kind of limitation,
would amount, as Professor Kristol has said, to a charter to the
courts to go out and legislate in the general area of equality be-
tween the sexes.

Senator Tsongas and others have endorsed this as the sort of
thing that a constitution ought to do, and they have referred back

I See Orrin G. Hatch. The Equal Rights Amendment: Myths and Realities" (Savant Press:
19H31, p. 95.
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to the 14th amendment, and said, "After all, that is what the 14th
amendment did. Do you want to repeal the 14th amendment?"

Well, with all deference, if you would have asked the framers of
the 14th amendment whether what they had in mind was a gener-
al mandate to the courts to go out and legislate in the area of due
process, equal protection and privileges and immunities, they
would have said no.

Senator HATCH. They would have been horrified.
Professor REES. That is right. They were rather down on courts

at the time as historians will attest.
The question, therefore, is whether we can get what is good out

of the sort of thing that the 14th amendment was without what is
bad. If we had the 14th amendment to do over again and we'could
get equal rights between the races, if we could get procedural safe-
guards in criminal trials without getting Roe v. Wade, without get-
ting busing, without getting racial quotas, would we do it?

For me the answer is "Yes." If I had been around at the time of
the 14th amendment and legitimate questions had been raised, if
somebody had said,

They are going to use this to create a right to abortion and they are going to use
this to create racial balance bussing. They are going to use this to create racial
.quotas. Should we enact an amendment to preclude those things?

It seems to me the answer would clearly have been "Yes." \
Senator HATCH. Professor Kristol.
Professor KRISTOL. For proponents of the ERA to complain when

others raise questions about what the actual implicatioris of this
impossibly vague amendment are is like the child who kill his par-
ents and then pleads for mercy because he is an orphan.

They did not have to insist on such a vague amendment. Indeed,
they were invited quite early on in these considerations both in the
early 1970's and again, I think, last year to suggest clarifications
and revisions, and the proponents of the ERA have always refused
to do that.

They want it .3e a blank check for the Federal courts and to a
degree for Congress, and they cannot very well complain, then,
when others point out some of the things that might be filled in on
that check.

It is also not true that all constitutional amendments are always
general in the way the ERA is. The proposed amendment to return
the abortion decision to the States is not vague. The balanced
budget amendment is not vague in the same way.

If you look at most of the amendments in the Constitution they
are actually quite specific. Eighteen-year-olds shall have the right
to vote, things like that. So the reason the amendment is vague is
because the proponents of the ERA want it to be vague.

Senator HATCH. I would like to thank both of you. I have a varie-
ty of additional questions for you to answer that I will send to you.

I would like to get your answers back as soon as possible. Again,
I would like to thank both of our witnesses for coming today.

I would request that the record be closed to written testimony
and amendments 1 week from today.

With that, we will recess until further notice.
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[Whereupon, at 10:57 a.m., the subcommittee recessed at the call
of the Chair.]

' [The following was received for the record:]
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL

Mal the New York Timm Awe 21, IMO

SIXTH= STATE RE.A.'s: A BOON TO WOMIRI AND MEN t`

To the Enrroa:
I was truly surprised by the statement in your June 21 news article about the

New York State equal rights amendment, attributed to E.R.A. atppor that "16
states had adopted equal.rights amendments with little harmful

Based on my intensive study of state RE.A.'s over the poet Ave pima feel confi-
dent in stating that there have been no harmful effects. Weed, the impact of these
amendments has been highly beneficial in achieving equity for women and men.

Throughout the country, court decisions and legbiative enactments
from state ERA.'. have resulted in a significant extension of the legallit=o$
both women and men in the areas of employment, education and family law.

For example Connecticut and Illinois repealed law, restricting 7212=ina0PFcr-
W s.rit' for women. Maryland, Virginia and Washington Amino TAM,
gender lines from workers' compensation benefits and unemployment benefits.

In Massachusetts, female law students won the right to apply for a scholarship
previously awarded male students; Pennsylvania f recently won the
right to enter Central h School, a prestigious public school pry/lonely open only
to males, and the New Mexico Attorney General ruled that is cool d not bearr
cluded from a special high school program in a state.operated school.

In the area of family law, there has been a growing recognition in RILL states of
marriage as an economic partnership, with mutual family responsibility and mutual
acquisition of assets. This recognition has brought with it a much-needed confirma-
tion of a married women's economic rights in the marital partnership and contribu-
tion to it through her work as a homemaker and mother, thus strengthening the
legal position of women in

The Pennsylvania courts and Legislature voided the common -law rule
which presumed that all household goods acquired during a marriage are owned by
the husband, the Pennsylvania court observing that the old rule failed to acknowl-
edge the "equally important and often substantial non-monetary contributions"
made by the homemaker spouse.

A 1Penneylvania court rule that after divorce a custodial parent who devotes full
time to child rearing is not required by the KRA. to obtain employment in the paid
labor force to support her (or his) child. Courts in Colorado and Texas have ilso rec-
ognized the value of nonmonetary contributions provided by a homemaker/mother.

The partnership concept of marriage has been recognised with respect to non-eco-
nomic issues as well. Courts in Alaska, Pennsylvanis, Texas and Washington relied
on their state ERA!. to grant women the dght to sue for loss of their husband's
consortium, a right denied them under .common law, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court stated: 'Today a husband and wife are equal partners in a marital relation-
ship and, as such, should be treated equally under the law with respect to that rola-
tiondhip."

In addition t4 obtaining new substantive rights that have led to expansion of op-
portunities for women and men, there has been a tremendous psychological lift de.
rived from the constitutional declaration of equality, the impact of which cannot be
underestimated.

The recognition that women and men should be treated as equal is an idea whose
time is long since due. State E.E.A.'s prove that the Equal Eights Amendment is an
effective and desirable means of reaclhing this goal. Let's stop posturing and move
on to the real issue of assuring equality for all our citizens.

JUDITH I. Amu.

(190)
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(from Policy Review, Summer 1979)

THE. EFFECT OF EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENTS

IN STATE CONSTITUTIONS

(By Phyllis Schlafly)

In the span of years during which the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment' to the United-States donstitution has received
active consideration by the Congress and the various state
legislatures, that is, during the decade of the 1970s, several
states have amended their state constitutions by provisions
which have become popularly known as State Equal Rights
Amendments (ERA/).2 Since these State ERAs are sometimes ,
believed to be state enforcement of what. the Federal ERA,
if ever ratified, would require on a nationwide basis, and are
believed, therefore, to forecast the eventual effect of a, Federal
ERA, it is important to analyze their language and the effect
they have had in the various states that have enacted them.

The term "Equal Rights Amendment" refers to the proposed
federal and state constitutional amendments which mandate
equality on account of sex. It does not refer to any other type
of equality. It has no reference to equality on account of race,

color, creed, age, income level, or any other characteristic.
Since it is self-evident that legislatures have the power to pass

sex-equal laws and to repeal sex-discriminatory laws indepen-
dent of any ERA, this discussion will be generally limited to
an analysis of the amendments themselves and of the changes
in state laws which have been compelled by the State ERAs"
through court decisions. Also, in order\to be accurately attrib-
utable, to a State ERA, such changes must be beyond those
which would have been required had the case been brought

1. H. R. J. Res. 208, 92d Cong., lit Sen. (1971). For proponent
discuuion of the proposed Federal ERA, see Brown, Emerson, Falk, &
Freedman, The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis for
Equal Rights for Women, 80 Yale L. J. 871 (1971). For other sources,
see H. Greenberg, The Equal Rights Amendment: A Bibliographic Study
(1976); M. Hughes, The Sexual Barrier: Legal, Medical, Economic and
Social Aspects of Sex Discrimination (1977).

2. For proponent discuuion of State ERAs, see B. Brown, A. Freed-
man, H. Katz, & A. Price, Womeg's Rights and the Law: The Impact of
the ERA on State Laws 19-36 (1977).
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under the already-existing Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, which has been used repeatedly by
the U.S. Supreme Court and other courts to invalidate many
sex-discriminatory federal and state laws.3

At the outset, several fundamental differences between the
State ERAs and the proposed Federal ERA should be noted.

(a) No State ERA governs federal law. Therefore, many of
the principal effects anticipated under the proposed Federal
ERA would never result from any State ERA (for instance,
the application of the full-equality principle to the military,
including conscription and combat assignment). The House
Judiciary Committee stated in its majority report on the
Federal ERA, "For example, not only would women, including
mothers, be subject to the draft but the military would be
compelled 'to place them in combat units alongside of men."

(b) State constitutions are interpreted principally by state
courts. The proposed Federal ERA would, if ratified, be inter-
preted principally by the federal courts, which include some of
the most activist courts' in the country. While state courts
would be bound to follow the U.S. Supreme Court interpre-
tation of the Federal ERA, federal courts would not' be bound
to interpret the Federal ERA to produce the same result as
any state court's interpretation of its State ERA. The proposed
Federal ERA would give the federal courts a blank check to fill
in' after ratification. Thus, as Professor Paul Freund stated,
"If anything about this proposed amendment is clear, it is
that it would transform every provision of law concerning
women into a constitutional issue to be ultimately resolved
by the Supreme Court of the United States."5

(c) The 'legislative histories of the Federal and the State
ERAs are different. The proposed Federal ERA has an ex-
tensive and well-recorded legislative history, including lengthy
congressional debate in both houses and many roll-call votes

3. See, e.g., Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971) (nullifying preference
to men over women of the same entitlement class as administrators of
decedents' estates).

4. House Comm. on the Judiciary, Equal Rights for Men and Women,
H. R. Rep. No. 359, 92d Cong., lit Sess., 3 (1971).

5. Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, Equal Rights for Men and Women,
S. Rep. No. 689, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 34 (1972).
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on proposed modifications in language which establish a
clear pattern of legislative intent for the guidance of the
courts. In the U.S. Senate, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., offered
nine amendments variously exempting from the absolute-
equality mandate compulsory military service; combat duty;
the traditional rights of wives, mothers, widows and working
women; privacy; punishment for sexualcrimes; and distinctions
made on physiological or functional differences. All amend-
ments were defeated on roll-call yoteg, forcing the legal con-
clusion that the Federal ERA is designed to accomplish pre-
cisely what Senator Ervin and his supporters sought to
exempt.6 In contrast, the legislative history of State ERAs
is sparse or non-existent. Most state legislatures do not print

6. Amendment 1065: "This article shall not impair, however, the
validity of any laws of the United States or any State which exempt
women from compulsory military service." Defeated: 73 nays, 18 yeas,
8 not voting. 118 Cong. Rec. 9336 (1912).

Amendment 1066: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United State* or any State which exempt women from
service in combat units of the Armed Forces." Defeated: 71 nays, 18 yeas,
10 not voting. 118 Cong. Rec. 9351 (1972).

Amendment 1067: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which extend protections or
exemptions to women." Defeated:75 nays, 11 yeas, 14 not voting. 118
Cong. Rec. 9370 (1972).

Amendment 1068: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which extend protections or
exemptions to wives, mothers, or widows." Defeated: 77 nays, 14 yeas,
9 not voting. 118 Cong. Rec. 9523 (1972).

Amendment 1069: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which impose upon fathers
responsibility for the support of their children." Defeated: 72 nays, 17
yeas, 11 not voting. 118 Cong. Rec. 9528 (1972).

Amendment 1070: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which secure privacy to men
or women, boys or girls." Defeated: 79 nays, 11 yeas, 10 not voting.
118 Cong. Rec. 9531 (1972).

Amendment 1071: "This article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which make punishable as
crimes sexual offenses." Defeated: 71 nays, 17 yeas, 12 not voting, 118
Cong. Rec. 9537 (1972).

These amendments were offered as substitute texts for ERA:
Amendment 472: "Neither the United States nor any State shall make

any legal diptinction between the rights and responsibilities of male and

female pe4ons unless such distinction is based on physiological or
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committee reports. Many state legislatures do not keep a
journal which records debates. Many state legislatures enacted
State ERAs (as well as ratifications of the Federal ERA)
with little or no debate. There is no significant evidence to
prove that the legislative intent of the State ERAs requires
an absolute standard of interpretation.

-.-

The Textual Differences
Articles and discussions of State ERAs use many different

figures for the total number of states which have allegedly
enacted an Equal Rights Amendment into their constitutions.
The number is uncertain because of the variety in the language
of the State ERAs. Constitutional provisions with different
language will obviously produce different results.

In order to exaTine the hypothesis that the effect of
State ERAs can be extrapolated into a valid prediction of
what the proposed Federal ERA, if ever ratified, would ac-
complish, it is necessary first to compare the text of the pro-
posed Federal ERA with those of the seventeen states which
are sometimes alleged to have enacted a State ERA.

The proposed Federal Equal Rights Amendment, passed
by Congress and sent to the states to start the ratification
process on March 22, 1972, reads in full as follows:

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
state on account of sex.

Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to en-
force, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this
article.

functional differences between them." Defeated: 78 nays, 12 yeas, 10 not
voting. 118 Cong..Rec. 9538 (1972).

Amendment 1044: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of
sex. The provisions of this article shall not impair the validity, however,
of any laws of the United States or any State which exempt women from
compulsory military service, or from service in combat units of the Armed
Forces; or extend protections or exemptions to wives, mothers, or widows;
or impose upon fathers responsibility for the support of children; or secure
privacy to men or women, or boys or girls; or make punishable as climes
rape, seductions, or other sexual offenses." Defeated: 82 nays, 9 yeas,
9 not voting. 118 Cong. Rec. 9540 (1972).
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Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years
after the date of ratification.7
No state, of course, has put the full Federal ERA language

into its state constitution. No State ERA has a "Section 2"
giving Congress the power of enforcement or shifting any
power from the states to the federal government.

A clause identical to Section 2 appears in seven other
amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Many Supreme
Court cases since 1965 have interpreted the identical enforce-
ment clause in the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments in a way-that accomplishes a transferral of powr
from the states to the Congress that is even broader than the
Necessary and Proper Clause or the Commerce Clause. These
decisions shifted from the states to the federal domain powers
over elections,' private property,' and private schools.'"

This same enforcement clause grants Congress not only
the power to enforce Section 1, but also the power to define
what Section 1 means and to preempt vali state laws ih order
to substitute its decision - makings ower for that of the states.''
Supreme Court cases have also greatly e panded the defini-
tion of the scope of the state action that a tivates these consti-
tutional amendments and their enforceme t clauses and have
held that the involvement of the state eed not "be either
exclusive or direct."' 2

Just as the identical enforcement clauies of 4'e Thirteenth,
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments have transferred from
the states to the federal government the enforcement and pre-
emption power over the subject-matter of Section 1 of those
amendments, Section 2 of the Federal ERA would likewise

7. H. R. J. Res. 208, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
8. South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 (1966); Oregon v.

Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970); Dougherty County, Georgia, Board of
Education v. White, 58 L. Ed. 2d 269 (1978) (holding that a school board
in Georgia had to secure federal approval before enacting a regulation
requiring its employees to take a leave of absence from a paid job when

0,/ running for political officc).
9. Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968).
10. Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U.$. 160 (1976).
11. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 J.S.I 641 (1966).
12. United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 755 (1966); see also United

States v. Price, 383 U.S. 787 (1966).
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transfer from the states to the federal government the en-
forcement and preemption ' power over the subject-matter of
Section 1 of ERA, namely,' all state laws that have tradition-
ally made distinctions based on sex. This would include laws
governing marriage, divorce, child custody, family property,
inheritance, widow's privileges, homosexual activity, abortion,
prison regulations, insurance rates, and private schools.

That the enforcement power over ERA will be in the hands
of the federal government is further confirmed by its legis-
lative history. In all earlier versions of the Federal ERA, from
its first introduction into Congress in 1923 until 1971, Section
2 read: "Congress and the several states shall have power,
within their respective jurisdictions, to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation." When the version that was finally
passed was introduced in 1971, the words emphasized above
were deleted.

The reach of Section 2 of ERA is o extensive that Senator
Sam J. Ervin, Jr., recognized as the dean of lawyers in the
U.S. Senate until his recent retirement, told the Senate on
March 22, 1972:

If this Equal Rights Amendment is adopted by the states,
it will come near to abolishing the states of this Union as
viable governmental bodies. I think it will virtually reduce
the states of this nation to meaningless zeroes, on the
nation's map. I think it will transfer virtually all the
legislative power of government from the states to Con-
gress.' 3

The vast areas of legislation subject to Section 1 of ERA,
because of traditional distinctions- made between the sexes,
make it certain that the shift of power from the states to
the federal government under Section 2 of ERA would be
ever, greater than under the enforcement clauses of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendments. Under
the maxim cui bond, this effect is more than sufficient to
explain the unprecedented efforts made by the executive
branch of .the federal government to induce state legislatures
to ratify ERA.'

13. 118 Cong. Rec. 9566 (1972).
14. E.g., the spending of $5 million by the National Commission on

the Observance of International Women's Year, which declared that "ln
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Even if all fifty states were to adopt a State ERA, their
cumulative effect on our unique American federal -structure
and on our methods of fighting wars would be miniscule com-
pared to the vast changes that would be compelled by the
Federal ERA.

Putting aside the tremendous effect of Section 2 of the
Federal ERA, we will now compare the various State ERAs
with Section 1 of the Federal ERA in order to determine
whether the State ERA experience offers any guidance as
to what the; proposed Federal ERA, if ever ratified, would
accomplish. ' In this analysis, we should keep in mind the
limited jurisdiction of the State ERAs and the fact that state
court determinations about State ERAs would not be binding
on federal-court interpretations of the.Federal ERA.

Ambiguotill Terminology
It should also be pointed out that nowhere in the Federal

or in anY State ERA are the terms "equality of rights" or
"sex" defined. The former is not a, term of art for which there
are legislati.e, judicial, or dictionary definitions. It is a neb-
ulous phrase that can mean different things to different people,
especially in situations in which different results would be
obtained depending on which quality of the asserted right
is being equalized. The phrase came into our constitutional
lexicon without any judicial history to circumscribe its scope.
"Sex" is a word with a half dozen different dictionary defini-
tions which may be loosely divided into (a) the sex you are

April 1975 the IWY Commission members were appointed and on April 14
and 15 the full IWY Commission met for the first time and chose ratifica-
tion of the Equal Rights Amendment as its top priority issue," that "The
following reso ution was unanimously passed: The National Commission /
on the Obse ce of International Women's Year, as its first public
action and highest priority, urges the ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment," and that "As our main commitment to the observance of
International Women's Year, we pledge to do all in our capacity to se that
the Equal Rights Amendment is ratified at the earliest possible mom t."
U.S. National Commission on the Observance of International Wom n's
Year, ". . . To Form A More Perfect Union. . .": Justice for American
Women 219 (1976). And see President Carter's Memorandum for the
Heads of Departments and Agencies on Equality for Women, 1. Weekly
Comp. of Pres. Doc. 1335 (July 20, 1978) (directing all federal officials
to lobby for ratification of the proposed Federal ERA).

.

7
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and (b) the sex you do. No ERA tells us which definitions of
sex are covered. No ERA excludes any definitions of sex.

Comparing the texts reveals that some prohibit a denial of
rights only by state action, but others have no such limitation,
indicating a broad application to activities by private citizens.
The phrase that makes this difference is usually "by the state."
The words "under the law" do not necessarily determine the
state-action limitation; it can be argued that we are all "under
the law."

Despite the large number of states that are alltged to have
State ERAs, the texts reveal a great difference in language,
and experience reveals a great difference in effect.

The Colorado Constitution reads: "Equality of rights under
the law shall no be denied or abridged by the state of Colorado
or any of its political subdivisions on account of sex." t 5

The Ilawaii Constitution reads: "Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the state (:111 account
of sex." 16

The Maryland Constitution as same language but does
not limit the scope to state action: "Equality of rights under
the law shall not be abridged or denied because of sex." "

Two state constitutions, which ,iave 'language similar to the
proposed Federal ERA, do not liniit the scope of control to
state action, but do limit the benefits to individuals. The
Pennsylvania Constitution reads: "Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or abridged in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania because of the sex of the individual."' 8 Note
that the language says "in" Pennsylvania, not "by" Pennsyl-
vania. The New Nicxico Constitution reads: "Equality of rights
under law shall not be denied on icount of the sex of any
person." I 9

No case has yet addressed the issue of what difference it
may make to limit the benefits to individuals or to persons.
It would appear to exclude corporations from having a cause of

15. Colo. Const. art. 2, §29 (adopted Nov. 7, 1972: effective Jan.11,
1973).

16. Hawaii Const. art. 1, 421 (adopted Nov. 7, 1972).
17. Md. Const. art. 46 (ratified Nov. 7, 1972).
18. Pa. Const. art. 1, §28 (adopted May 18, 1971).
19. N.M. Const. art. 2. §18 (adopted Nov. 7, 1972; effective July 1,

1973).
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action. It should surely exclude non-hilman rights; it was sug-
gested during the debate on the Federal ERA that it is broad
enough to outlaw any distinction between, say, male and
female dogs. -

It could also be argued_ that the Pennsylvania and the New
Mexico State ERAs would not cover collective rights. This
could bt an important field because the prohibition of dis-
crimination on the basis of sex which appears in Title VII
and Title IX of the Federal Civil Rights Act has been in-
terpreted by the courts and by federal agencies in the employ-
ment and education fields, respectively, as permitting or requir-
ing affirmative action on a group, or collective, basis. 2°
Although the word l'qttota" is almost never used, the targets,
goals, timetables, and profiles are expressed in statistical terms
to measure members of an identifiable group. Since affirmative
action programs accord rights to groups rather than to indi-
viduals, it could be argued that the Pennsylvania and New
Mexico State ERAs would not permit affirmative action.
The original sponsors of the Federal ERA certainly planned it
to include affirmative action for women and so stated in con-
gressional debate. 2 I

The Washington State ERA adds the phrase "and respon-
sibility": "Equality of rights and responsibility under the law
shall not be denied or abridged on account of sex." 2 2 That
extra word is explicit recognition of the fact that the sex-
neuterization of legislation involves imposing responsibilities
as well as granting rights. One person's right may be another's
responsibility or duty.

The Alaska Constitution is one of several state constitutions
that limit the application of ERA to civil and political rights:
"No person is to be denied the enjoyment of any civil 'or
political right because of race, color, creed, sex or national
origin."2 3 This language would include political rights such as

20. See, e.g., EEOC v. American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 365 F.
Supp. 1105 (E. D. Pa. 1973).

21. See, e.g., Brown, Emerson, Falk, & Freedman, "The Equal Rights
Amendment: A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for Women," 80
Yale L. J. 871, 904.'The authors assert that affirmative action for women
is wholly compatible with the absolute nature of ERA.

22. Wash. Const. art. 31 Si (approved Nov. 7, 1972).
23. Alas. Const. art. 1, 13 (approved Aug. 22, 1972; effective Oct. 14,

1972).
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voting and running for office and civil rights such as freedom of
speech, press, religion, travel, education, the right to make
contracts, to sue and to engage in a useful occupation. Argu-
ably, this language might exclude the various rights which are
not civil or political rights, such as preferential property rights
and support and custody rights belonging to wives, insurance
benefits, or fringe benefits in employment.

The Montana Constitution is similar: "Neither the state nor
any person, firm, corporation, or institution shall discriminate
against any person in the exercise of his civil or political rights
on account of race, color, sex, culture, social origin or condition,
or political or religious ideas." 24 This langtiage is broad hi that
it extends to all kinds of private action as well as governmental
action,ut it is limited in scope to civil and political rights.

The Illinois Constitution has one of the so-called State ERAs
that are not "equal rights" amendments at all because they do
not use the undefined "equality of rights" language. The Illinois
Ccnstitution uses the familiar and judicially more precise
language of the Fourteenth Amendment: "The equal protection
of the laws shall not be denied or abridged on account of sex
by the state or its units of local government and school dis-
tricts."2 S "Equal protection of the laws," through a century of
litigation, has not been held to mean that every person must
be treated equally, but that persons similarly situated must be
similarly treated, thereby allowing classifications for rational
legislative purposes. The "equal protection" amendments,
therefore, have a wholly different parentage from that of the
"equal rights" amendments. It is a mistake to assert that a
state has an ERA when it actually has an EPA (Equal Protection
Amendment).

Connecticut also has an "equal protection" amendment
instead of an "equal rights" amendment: "No person shall
be denied the equal protection of the law nor be subjected to
segregation or discrimination in the exercise or enjoyment of
his or her civil or political rights because of religion, race,
color, ancestry, national origin or sex." 26

In another group of states, "sex" is simply included in a

24. Mont. Const. art. 2, S4 (adopted June 6, 1972).
25. III. Const. art. 1, §18 (adopted Dec, 15, 1970; effective July 1,

1971).
26. Conn. Const. art. 1, §20 (adopted Nov. 5, 1974).
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catchall anti-discrimination provision. While the language may
appear to be as strict as that of the Federal ERA, the courts
have not construed this type of State ERA as requiring an
absolutist interpretation. Although this difference is nowhere
explained in judicial opinions, it is reasonable to argue that the
legislative history and adoption by, the voters of a general
provision barring discrimination against various minorities do
not reveal sufficient identification'of the "sex" issue to justify
overturning traditional, rational differences of treatment
between males and females.

The Texas Constitution states: " Equality under the law shall
not be denied or abridged because of sex, race, color, creed, or
national origin." 2 7

The New Hampshire Constitution reads: "Equality of rights
under- the law shall not be denied or abridged by this state on
account of race, creed, color, sex or national origin." 2 5

Massachusetts, was the most recent state to insert a general
anti-discrimination provision into its Constitution: "Equality
under the law shall not be denied or abridged because of sex,
race, color, creed, cir national origirf."2 9

The Virginia Constitution also uses general anti-discrimi-
nation. language but adds an*press qualifying clause that
carves a clear exception to 'the :otherwlsif broad mandate:
". . . the right to be free front' any goygOal*ental discrimination
upon the basis of religiiius conviitakili, race, color, sex, or
national origin shall not :10*41014#0, except that the mere
separation of the sexes skins not be considered discrimi-
nation." 3° That last clauai should eliMinate the restroom
argument in connection with the Virginia ERA.

Pitfalls of An Absolute Mandate

The Virginia State ERA proves that constitutional draftsmen
know that a prohibition against all sex discrimination also bans
sex-separation unless that is specifically excepted. Ever since
Brown v. Board of Education I in 1954, it has been consti-

27. Tex. Const. art. 1, S3a (adopted Nov. 7,.1972).
28. N. H. Const. Pt. 1, art. 2d (1974).
29. Mau. Const. art. 1 (adopted Nov. 2, 1976).
30. Va. Const. art. 1, I11 (ratified Nov. 3, 1970; effective July 1,

1971).
31. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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tutionally clear that, in matters of race, separate-but-equal is
not equal but discriminatory. The obvious implications of the
unique language in the Virginia ERA probably explain why
ERA proponents usually omit Virginia from the list of states
having a State ERA. The Connecticut ERA forbids segregation
because of sex, but that must be read in the context of the
equal-protection language which permits rational classifications.

The Louisiana Constitution also proves that some states fully
understand the pitfalls of an absolute mandate against all sex
discrimination and want to guard against its rigidity. Its consti-
tutional provision has a unique wording: "No law shall
arbitrarily, capriciously, or unreasonably discriminate against
a person because of birth, age, sex, culture, physical condition,
or political ideas or affiliations." 2

The Utah and Wyoming provisions are also usually omitted
from lists of State ERAs on the pretext that they were enacted
in the 1890s and, therefore, are not relevant to the current
controversy. However, their language is just as modern.

The Utah Constitution reads: "The rights of citizens of the
state of Utah to vote and hold office shall not be denied or
abridged on account of sex. Both male and female citizens of
this state shall enjoy equally all civil, political and religious
rights and privileges."33 The Utah ERA sounds as though it
were written in the 1970s. Perhaps those who exclude Utah
from the discussion would rather not call public attention to
the fact that Utah which has repeatedly refused to ratify the
Federal ERA gave women the right to vote a full generation
before the Women's Suffrage Amendment was added to the
U.S. Constitution.

The Wyoming Constitution reads: "Since equality in the
enjoyment of natural and civil rights is only made sure through
political equality, the laws of this state affecting the political
rights and privileges of'its citizens shall be without distinction
of race, color, sex, or any circumstance or condition whatsoever
other than individual incompetency, or unworthiness duly as-
certained by a court of competent jurisdiction."3 4

32. La. Const. art. 1, §3 (adopted Apr. 20, 1974; effective Jan. 1,
1975).

33. Utah Const. art. 4, §1 (1896).
34. Wyo. Const. art. 1, §3 (1890).
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Determining the intent of the legislatures and of the voters
(in states which require referenda on state constitutional
amendments) who approved State ERAs is made extremely
difficult by the way the operative language was often sur-
rounded by other language, especially in the constitutions of
those states where sex was included in a general prohibition
against discrimination on account of race, creed, color, or
national origin. In *the 1970s, there was almost no way such a
proposal could fail. The debate on sex equality could hardly
be separated from the rest.of the clause, either in debate or in
the minds of the legislators or citizens.

Furihrmore, many states added other language which made
identification of the sex-equality issues almost impossible.
Thus, the ballot which confronted the Massachusetts voters on
electiop day in November 1976 asked for a yes or no vote on
a paragXaph that looked like an excerpt from the Declaration of
lndepen ence:

All pe le are born free and equal, and have certain
natural, ssential, and unalienable rights; among which
may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending
their lives and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing
and protecting property; in fine, that of seeking and
obtaining their safety and health. Equality under the law
shall not be denied or abridged because of sex, race, color,
creed, or national origin.36

After passage, the voters were told they had approved a State
ERA, and litigation began to try to enforce it as an absolute
standard.

Several states buried their State ERAS in a section that
starts with non-controversial language already included in
the U.S. Constitution. Montana preceded its ERA, in the
same paragraph, with: "The dignity of the human being is
inviolable. No person shall be denied the equal protection of
the laws."36 The New Mexico Constitution's ERA starts
off like this: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty
or property without due process of law; nor shall any person
be denied equal protection of the laws."" The Louisiana

35. Mass. Const. art. 1 (adopted Nov. 2, 1976).
36. Mont. Const. art, 2, 14 (adopted June 6, 1972).
37. N. M. Const. art. 2, 118 (adopted Nov. 7, 1972; effective July 1,

1973).
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ERA paragraph starts with: "No person shall be denied the
equal protection of the laws. No kaw shall discriminate against a
person because of race or religious ideas, beliefs, or
affiliations."" Many stat s have Bill of Rights and Equal
Protection language some here in their constitutions. The
point here is that it is di ficult to detect a legislative or a
people's intent to impose absolute-standard ERA when
ERA was the last sentence in paragraph of familiar, respected,
redundant constitutional langu ge.

When an ERA is put into aq constitution, what becomes the
law of the state is not merely/ an idea or a hope or a goal, but a
specific set of words that muit be obeyed. Those words either
have definite meanings in the English language or, if the
meanings are imprecise, they will be defined later by the courts.

The wide variations in the language of the various State
ERAs, combined with the imprecision and lack of definition
of the operative terms, mean that courts have a wide latitude to
do as they please in interpreting the State ERAs and the State
EPAs (Equal Protection Amendments). There is absolutely no
assurance that the courts of 'one state will follow the interpre-
tation of another or that the federal courts will follow any
state court.

So far there has been relatively little litigation based upon
State ERAs. There is no indication that the women's movement
is instigating test cases to force a speedy judicial clarification
of what it would mean to out society to have ERA interpreted
on an absolute standard. Enough litigation has taken place,
however, to see that a general pattern is emerging in the courts.
(a) If possible, courts are avoiding the interpretation of their
State ERA by deciding cases on some other basis. (b) In states
that have authentic State ERAS (those which contain language
closely paralleling Section j of the Federal ERA), courts are
generally using a literal and inflexible interpretation, following
the plain meaning rule. (c) The rest of the so-called State ERA
states (whether they have an equal-protection provision or a
civil-and-political-rights provision or a race-creed-col'r -sex
provision) are following the standard of review traditional u der
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendm nt;

38. La. Const. art. 1, 13 (adopted Apr. 20, 1974; effective Jan.
1975).
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that is, a legislature is permitted to classify on a rational basis
when the classification is related to a permissible legislative
goal and does not violate a fundamental interest.

Of course, where the equal protection analysis is used, the
alleged State ERA becomes a constitutional redundancy
because all fifty states now enjoy the full protection of the
Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

Only six State ERAs have language sufficiently like Section 1
of the Federal ERA that they can reasonably be considered to
offer guidance about the meaning and effect of the proposed
Federal ERA: Colorado, Hawaii, Maryland, Pennsylvania,/
New Mexico, and Washington..

TALLY ON THE SCOPE OF THE STATE ERAS

Same language as the Federal ERA: 0
No state affects any federal laws or shifts any
power from the states to the federal government.

*Same language as Section 1 of the Federal ERA: 2
Colorado, Hawaii

*Same language as Section 1 of the Federal ERA, but
not limited to state action: 2

Maryland, Washington

*Same language as Section 1 of the Federal ERA, but
limited to individuals or persons: 2

New Mexico, Pennsylvania

Limited by express exception for the separation of the sexes: 1

Virginia

Limited to unreasonable discriminations only: 1

Louisiana

Limited to civil, political and religious rights only: 5
Alaska, Connecticut, Montana, Utah, W)erning

\Limited to equal-protection-type coverage, which allows
rational classifications: 2

Connecticut, Illinois

Limited to state action (not private action): 7
Colorado, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana,

\\ New Hampshire, Virginia, Wyoming
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Extended to private action as well as governmental: 10
Alaska, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana,
New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Washington

Legislative purpose clouded because sex is only one of
many prohibited categories: 6

Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire
Texas, Virginia, Wyoming

Legislative purpose clouded because it follows
non-controversial, constitutionally-redundant language: 3

Massachusetts, Montana, New Mexico

Legislative purpose clouded because of enactment in the
19th century: 2

Utah, Wyoming

The only State ERAs that should be compared to Section 1 of the
Federal ERA.

Effect On Family Law
When proponents were presenting their case for passage of

the Federal Equal Rights Amendment to Congress in 1971 and
1972, they used as their principal legal statement about its
anticipated effects an article of some one hundred pages in the
Yale Law Journal. The article was quite frank in proclaiming
that the adoption of a Federal ERA "will give strength and
purpose to efforts to bring about a far-reaching change which,
for some, may prove painful."39

The chief victims of these "painful" effects of the "far-
reaching change" will be wives and mothers. This is the ines-
capable conclusion to be drawn from the family law litigation
in the states that have adopted authentic State ERAs.

In Washington, which has a State ERA, the court admonished
wives to face up to what ERA means:

It is to be remembered that while the 61st amendment
to the Constitution of the State of Washington, approved
November 7, 1972, is commonly referred to as the Equal
Rights Amendment, it firmly requires equal responsibilities
as well. This amendment is the touchstone of the develop-

39. Brown, Emerson, Falk, & Freedman, The Equal Rights Amend-
ment: A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for Women, 80 Yale L. J.
871, 884 (1971).
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ing case and statute law in the area of marriage disso-
lution.' °

The holding in this case, Smith v. Smith, was that ERA requires
equal responsibilities a parents for child support and that the
ex-husband can get his support obligations reduced to meet the
ERA standard.

Wives have traditionally had in this country a great variety
of extensive rights based on their marital status, as a result of
our public policy to respect the family as the basic unit of
society, and as a statutory and common-law balance to the
biological fact that only women have babies. These rights,
which vary from state to state, include the wife's right of
financial support in an ongoing marriage, the right of separate
maintenance and payment of attorney's. fees during divorce
litigation, the right to alimony after divorce, the right to a
presumption of custody of her children, rights against her
husband's alienation of his property during his life or -by will,
and a variety of special benefits accorded to widows.

Such benign discrimination is wholly in harmony with the
Equal Protection Clause and -was seldom challenged prior to
the 1970s. The U.S. Supreme Court in Kahn v. Sheaf** I made
clear the current constitutionality and relevancy of such prefer-
ential statutes designed for the benefit of wives and widows.
The Court held that, consistent with the Equal Protection
Clause, a legislature can make a rational classification of widows
as a class of people who need a special benefit. The Court
upheld Florida's property tax exemption for widows. The
challenge to the Florida statute was strongly supported by
pro-ERA lawyers.

The states that have State ERAS are blazing the trail of the
"painful" effects of applying an absolute standard of equality
to the marital and parental relationships. They provide a
window into; hich we can look to see what "equality of rights"
means when applied to the husband-wire relationship.

Maryland is a State ERA state. In Coleman v: Maryland,"
the Court of Special Appeals held that the statute which makes
it a crime for a husband to fail to support h:s wife is unconsti-
tutional under the State ERA. The court said that this statute

40. Smith v. Smith, 13 Wash. App. 381, 534 P.2d 1033 (1975).
41. 416 U.S. 351 (1974).
42. 37 Md. App. 322, 377 A.2d 553 (1977).
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1"establishes a distinction solely upon the basis of sex" and
"such distinctions are now absolutely forbidden" by the State
ERA.

The court discussed the social policy and the history of the
law which made it the duty of the husband to support his wife,
calling it "warp and woof of the prevailing ethos" of the nine-
teenth century. All that is changed now, according to the court;
"that view has been subjected to a series of violent cultural
shocks. The Equal Rights Amendment of 1972 more accurately
reflects the ethos or zeitgeist df this time." The court held that
the support statute "is no longer'the public policy of this state."

Newspapers which had been strong supporters of ERA were
made very uncomfortable by this decision, calling it "an
unfortunate conflict" of sexual justices but admitted that the
court had "no alternative" under the State ERA. The news-
papers accurately pointed out that, while imprisonment for
nonsupport is seldom imposed, the threat of imprisonment is
a most valuable and necessary tool "to impress upon husbands
their financial responsibility."'" It is almost the only tool
available to reduce the welfare rolls because, in the absence
of this law and the remedies available under it, a large group
of women become the financial responsibility of the taxpayers.

Pennsylvania is a State ERA state and, because of the State
ERA, wives have lost their common law and statutory right to
have their necessaries paid for by iheir husbands.

This common law right has been a right of wives for centuries
and is an essential ingredient of the concept of the right of the
wife to be supported in her home. The Pennsylvania statute
read as follows:

In all cases where debts may 'be contracted for necessaries
for the support and maintenance of the family of any
married woman, it shall be lawful for the creditor in such
case to institute suit against the husband and wife for the
price of such necessaries, and after obtaining a judgment,
have an execution against the husband alone.4 4
In Albert Einstein Medical Center v. Cokes the issue was

whether, under the law which obligated the husband to pay

43. Baltimore Sun, Sept. 26, 1977, Editorial, at Al2.
44. 48 Pa. Cons. Stat. 116.
45. 48 Pa. Ham. 337, 66 Pa. D. & C. 2d 347 (1974).
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for his wife's necessaries, the State ERA would obligate the
wife to pay for her husband's necessaries. The Gold court held
the law unconstitutional under the State ERA but, instead of
invalidating it, extended the husband's liability to the wife
and required her to pay for her husband's medical and hospital
expenses.

In Gold, the court apparently could not resist this caveat
to wives:

The matter before us is yet another example of the impact
of the Equal Rights Amendment upon the lives of all
citizens of the Commonwealth and, once again, demon-
strates that those who seek to expand the equal rights con-
cept must be prepared to accept the burdens as well as
the benefits of such expansion.

The court did not say what the "benefits" are, but Gold and
the subsequent "necessaries" cases described below surely
make clear some of the burdens.

Two years later in Albert Einstein Medical Center v.
Nathans," the court faced the same law in its traditional cir-
cumstances: the question of payment for a wife's necessar'es.
The "necessaries" involved in this case were medical and hospi-
tal services provided to the wife in an ongoing marriage which
were conceded to be "necessary for her health, well-being and
comfort." The court simply nullified the common law
statutory responsibility of a husband to pay for his wife's
"necessaries," noting that these include not only medical care,
but also food, clothing, and shelter.

The court waxed very righteous in applying the absolute
standard under the State ERA. The court held that "all legal
distinctions based on the male or female role in the marital
relationship are rendered inoperative by the [State ERA]
amendment" and that the common law concept obligating the
husband to pay for his wife's necessaries is "repugnant to the
Equal Rights Amendment." The court took judicial notice of
what it called "medical and scientific advances which have
increased both production and population . . . have made birth
control a desirable social objective, and have been factors
liberating her [a wife] from the common law requirements
that tethered her to her husband and her husband's home."

46. Legal Intelligencer, Aug. 24, 1977, at 1, col. 1 (Phila. County
Ct. C. P. 1977).
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'Painful' Effects of ERA
Thus, it is clear that whichever way a State ERA is

interpreted by the courts -r to extend liability to both sexes as
in Gold or to nullify the husband's liability as in Nathans
the Pennsylvania wife suffers the "painful" effects of the
"far-reaching change" forced upon her by the State ERA.

A year later in Nan Duskin, Inc. v. Parks," the same court
"confirm led] " the Nathans decision, again calling the law that
a husband is liable for his wife's necessaries "repugnant" to the
State ERA. The court further justified and affirmed the filathans
approach over the earlier Gold approach, saying, "where a rule
of law is repugnant to the Constitution it is the duty of the
court to strike it, not to add provisions to it that will make it
conform to the constitutional provision. The latter function is
legislative."

The Duskin court further explained that "reliance on the
Support Law, 62 P.S. 1921, adds nothing to defendant's po-
sition [because the] duty to support based on family relation-
ship depends on dependence and indigency." In other words,
although the Support Law was not the principal issue in this
case, the court clearly pointed the "developing" law in the
direction of establishing indigency or dependency as the only
basis for a wife's claim of financial support from her husband
in a state with a State ERA. Under ERA, a wife will have no
claim to the financial support of her husband just because
she is a wife and mother.

The implications of these decisions for the social and eco-
nomic integrity of the family unit are "far-reaching" indeed.
In the ERA world, there will be no right of the homemaker
to make her career in the home unless she can prove she is
indigent or about to go on welfare.

In DiFlorido v. DiFlorido,48 the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court nullified the presumption of a husband's ownership
of household goods used and possessed by both spouses and
replaced it with a presumption upon divorce that such property
is jointly owned. The ERA proponents claim that this case is
a gain for wives. Actually it isn't necessarily any such thing.

47. Legal Intelligencer, Mar. 15, 1978, at 1, col. 1 (Phila. County
Ct. C. P. 1978).

48. 459 Pa. 641, 331 A. 2d 174 (1975).
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Divorce settlements have traditionally awarded the house and
its effects to the wife. To any extent that DiFlorido may be
beneficial, the same result could have been secured by statutory
change or an equal protection suit.

In Henderson v. Honderson," the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court ruled that the statute which allowed payment of alimony
pendente lite (support during litigation), counsel fees and ex-
penses to wives is unconstitutional under the State ERA.
Before the court could nullify or extend the old law, the
leirititufe _extended liability for such payment to wives. Thus,
the State ERA has cost wives their exclusive right to receive
alimony pendente lite, counsel fees and expenses, and wives
have acquired the new "right" to have The court hold them
habit to make similar payments to their husbands.

The court again lectured wives on their new marital relation-
ship under the State ERA:

The sex of citiiens of this Commonwealth is no longer
a permissible factor in the determination of their legal
rights and legal responsibilities. The law will not impose
different benefits or different burdens upon the members
of a society based on the fact that they may be man or
woman. . . . The right of support depends not upon the
sex of the petitioner but rathei upon need in view of the
relative financial circumstances of the parties.

This decision puts the Pennsylvania Supreme Court's im-
primatur on the notion that, under ERA, the only wives who
can claim support from their husbands are indigent wives.

In Wiegand v. Wiegand,s° the Pennsylvania Superior Court
nullified the statutory rights of wives to divorce from bed and
board (separate maintenance) and to receive alimony pendente
lite and attorneys' fees, as .unconstitutional under the State
ERA. The subsequent reversal by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court resulted only because the ERA had been improperly
raised sua sponte by the Superior Court rather than being
raised by the parties.

In Conway v. Dana," the Pennsylvania Supreme Court

49. 458 Pa. 97, 327 A. 2d 60 (1974).
50. 226 Pa. Super. Ct. 278, 310 A. 2d 426 (1973), rev'd, 461/Pa. 482,

337 A. 2d 256 (1975).
51. 456 Pa. 536, 318 A. 2d 324 (1974); the Maryland ERA had a

similar effect in Rand v. Rand, 280 Md. 508, 374 A. 2d 900 (1977).
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invalidated, under the State ERA the statute that placed the
primary duty of suppoirt for a minor child on the father. The
court stated that this

presumption is clearly a vestige of the past and incom-
patible with the present recognition of equality of the
sexes. The law must not be reluctant to remain abreast
with the development of society and should unhesitatingly
discard former doctrines that embody concepts that have
since been discredited.
Again, the court gave its views on how the marital relation-

ship should be structured: "Support, as every other duty
encompassed in the role of parenthood, is the equal respon-
sibility of both mother and father." Note that the court did
not say that the duties of parents are equal; the court said that
"every" duty of parelidiood is the "equal responsibility of
both mother and father." One wonders how the court would
equalize "every" duty of parenthood.

In any event, under Conway and the State ERA, wives
have now lost their right to have their husbands provide the
primary support for their minor children, and wives have
acquired the new "right" to be equally liable for the financial
support of their children.

In Commonwealth ex reL Spriggs v. Carson,s2 the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court put fathers and mothers on an equal
footing in regard to child custody. The court called the "tender
years" doctrine (under which mothers were presumed to be
entitled to custody of their children of "tender years") "of-
fensive to the concept of the equality of the sexes which we
have embraced as a constitutional principle within this juris-
diction."

So, under the State ERA, mothers have lost the presumption
that they should have custody of their children.

In Adoption of Walker,s 3 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
extended to unwed fathers the requirement for consent to
adoption of their illegitimate children. The court held that

52. 470 Pa. 270, 368 A. 2d 435 (1977). Although the issue was raised
lust sponte by Justice Nix, the Pennsylvania Superior Court held his
opinion controlling when the issue was properly raised by the parties in
McGowan v. McGowan, 248 Pa. Super. Ct. 41, 374 A.2d 1306 (1977).

53. 468 Pa. 165, 360 A. 2d 603 (1976).
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the State ERA invalidated Section 411 of the Adoption Act
which provided: "In the case of an illegitimate child, the con-
sent [to adoption] of the mother only shall be necessary."
The court held that this distinction between unwed *mothers
and unwed fathers is "patently invalid" under the State ERA.

The result of this decision is that an unmarried girl or woman,
who is pregnant and wants to place her baby with loving adop-
tive parents so she can start a new life, will not be able to
complete adoption proceedings unless she first identifies the
father and secures his consent to adoption. This could be a
great injustice to an especially vulnerable woman, invade her
right to privacy, or induce her to have an abortion rather than
have to identify the father.

In Hopkins v. Blanco,s4 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
extended the right to recover damages for loss of consortium
to wives as well as husbands. ERA proponents claim that this
is a gain for women under a State ERA since, under common
law, this right belonged to husbands only. But the proof that
ERA is not necessary to extend the right of consortium to
wives is the fact that courts in non-ERA states have come to
the same decision under the Equal Protection Clause. Among
the numerous non-ERA states that have extended the right of
consortium to wives are Arkansas,s s California,s 6 Delaware,"
Georgia," Iowa,s9 Michigan," Mississippi,6 I Missouri,62
Nebraska,6 3 New Jersey," New York," Ohio," Oregon,"

54. 457 Pa. 90, 320 A. 2d 139 (1974).
55. Mo. Pac. Transp. Co. v. Miller, 227 Ark. 351, 299 S. W. 2d 41

(1957).
56. Gist v. French, 136 Cal. App. 2d 247, 288 P. 2d 1003 (1955).
57. Stenta v. Leblang, 55 Del. 181, 185 A. 2d 759 (1962).
58. Brown v. Georgia Tennessee Coaches, Inc. 88 Ga. App. 519, 77

S. E. 2d 24 (1953).
59. Acuff v. Schmit, 248 Iowa 272, 78 N. W. 2d 480 (1956).
60. Owen v. Illinois Baking Co-p., 260 F. Supp. 820 (1966); Mont-

gomery v. Stephan, 359 Mich. 33, 101 N. W. 2d 227 (1960).
61. Delta Chevrolet Co. v. Wald*, 211 Miss. 256, 51 So. 2d 443 (1951).
62. Manley v. Horton, 414 S. W. 2d 254 (1967).
63. Cooney v. Moomaw, 109 F. Supp. 448 (1953).
64. Ekalo v. Constructive Services Corp. of America, 46 N. J. 82, 215

A. 2d 1 (1965).
65. Millington v, Southeastern E evtgo Co., 22 N. Y. 2d 498, 239

N. E. 2d 897, 293 N. Y. S. 2d 305 (19C"
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Rhode Island,6 8 and South Dakota.69
Colorado is a State ERA state. The legislature was not satis-

fied with the failure of the court to impose an absolute standard
in a felony nonsupport case" and so accomplished the task
legislatively by newerizing the statute. Whereas the Colorado
statute formerly obligated "man" to support "wife," the new
law now reads "person" must support "spouse," which is not
the same thing at all. Now a wife shares equally in the obli-
gation to support her family under the threat of criminal con-
viction of a class-five felony.' I

The other State ERA states, New Mexico and Hawaii, have
had almost no family law litigation in which the courts have
interpreted the State ERA.

State Funding for Abortions
One lawsuit in Hawaii, however, is worthy of mention.

On January 19, 1978. the Hawaii Right to Life brought suit
against the State of Hawaii to enjoin the state from funding
elective abortions. Two abortion doctors moved to intervene,
alleging that they have a legal right to reimbursement for the
performance of elective abortions. They alleged in their petition
that this right to reimbursement rests on Hawaii's State ERA:

Applicants' first claim to reimbursement as a matter of
right rests on the Hawaii Constitution's guarantees of due
process and equal protection and Article I, Sec. 21 which
provides that "equality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged by the state on account of sex."
Abortion is a medical procedure performed only for
women; withdrawing funding for abortions while continu-
ing to reimburse other medical procedures sought by
both sexes or only by men would be tvitamount to a
denial of equal rights on account of sex.7 2

66. Clouston v. Remlinger Oldsmobile Cadillac, inc., 22 Ohio St. 65,
258 N. E. 2d 230 (1970).

67. Smith v. Smith, 205 Or. 286, 287 P. 2d 572 (1955).
68. Mariani v. Nanni, 95 R. 1. 153, 185 A. 2d 119 (1962).
69. Hoekstra v. Helgeland, 78 S. D. 82, 98 N. W. 2d 669 (1959).
70. People v. Elliott, 186 Colo. 65, 525 P. 2d 457 (1974).
71. Colo. Rev. Sta. 114-6-101.
72. Hawaii Right to Life, Inc. v. Chang et al., Civ. No. 53567 (1st Civ.

1978); Motion to Intervene by Coto and Spangler. at 7.
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The judge denied the mdaion of the abortionists, but he did not
address the ERA argument.

Interestingly, one of the attorneys for the intervenors was
Judy Levin of the Reproductive Freedom Project of the Amer--
can Civil Liberties Union in New York. This claim obviously
reflects the argument which abortion lawyers will use in liti-
gation under State and Federal ERAS. Abortion has already
been legalized under Roe v. Wade." The State or Federal ERA
may give a constitutionally-based claim to government-funded
abortions, which is not a right under our existing Constitution.74

The cases in which a State ERA was at issue make it clear
that any benefit to the woman could have been gained just as
easily under the Equal Protection Clause. Where the ERA made
a unique constitutional difference, it always resulted in a ass
to the woman, especially to the wife sutd mother. In nearly
every case in which the State ERA changed prior law, women
were needlessly deprived of longstanding legal rights.

* * * * * *
Turning now to the purported ERA state constitutions

which do not have authentic Federal ERA-type language,
the cases reveal an entirely different pattern. Courts in those
states simply do not employ the absolute standard used in
Pennsylvania and Maryland. Where the court uses equal pro-
tection analysis, the results are not significantly different from
those that would be obtained under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. This has dismayed some proponents of the absolutist
approach. Here is how one commentator revealed disappoint-
ment:

Judicial reaction to the sex equality provision of the Texas
ERA . . . generally has been disappointing. Some decisions
seem to accord no greater significance to this constitutional
amendment than might be accorded a relatively trivial' ,

legislative amendment to the Uniform Commercial Code .7 s

73. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
74. Beal v. Doc, 452 U.S. 438 (1977); Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464

(1977); Poelker v. Doe, 432 U.S. 519 (1977).
75. Schoen, The Texas Equal Rights Amendment in the Courts

1972-1977: A review and Proposed Principles of Interpretation, 15
Houston L. Rev. 537, 629 (1978).
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Thus, in Cooper v. Cooper,7' the court held that the Texas
ERA was not violated by an unequal division of community
property and child support obligations favoring the wife upon
divorce. In Friedman v. Friedman," the court held that the
obligation to support children does not require mathematically
equal contributions from both parents and that the care
provided by the mother should be considered as well as money.

Illinois, an Equal Protection rather than an ERA state,
has had a similar experience. In Randolph v. Dean," the court
held that the presumption favoring a mother's custody of her
children may be constitutionally considered as one factor
among several.

The Virginia Supreme Court specifically held that the State
ERA is "no broader than the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States." In Archer v. Mayes, the court said " . . . women are
still regarded as the center of the home and family life and they
are charged with certain responsibilities in the care of the home
and children."79

The Louisiana Supreme Court uses the rational relationship
test in interpreting its so-called State ERA. In State v. Barton,"
the court held that a state criminal neglect statute applicable
only against husbands is valid under the Louisiana Constitution.

In sum, therefore, the Equal'Protection Clause is mote than
adequate to eliminate obsolete and unjust discriminations and

.

molt tju'st; because,--italloys.rational classifications based on
the obvious physical differences and differing family responsi-
bilities of women and men. In the states where the so-called
State ERA is really just a variation of the Equal Protection
Clause, wives have not lost their traditional rights.

In the six states which have an authentic State ERA, however,
the courts are using an absolutist standard of review, and the
result is indeed "painful" for wives and mothers. The authentic
State ERAs provide guidance for what Section 1 of the Federal

76. 513 S. W. 2d 229 (Tex. Civ. App. Houston 1st Dist. 1974, no
writ).

77. 521 S. W. 2d 111 (Tex. Civ. App. Houston 14th Dist. 1975, no
writ).

78. 27 III. App. 3d 913, 327 N. E. 2d 473 (1975).
79. 213 Va. 633, 194 S. E. 2d 707 (1973).
80. La., 315 So. 2d 289 (1975).
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ERA would require on a nationwide basis. The result would
indeed be "far-reaching" in its assault on the traditional family
and "painful" in its deprivation of longstanding rights of wives
and mothers.

Effect on Same-Sex Marriage
Whether persons of the same sex have a right to be issued a

marriage license is a question which has been considered several
times in recent years under state statutes and under the Four-
teenth Amendment. In Baker v. Nelson," the Minnesota court
held that the prohibition against same-sex marriage does not
Offend the Equal Protection Clause, because "there is no ir-
rational or invidious discrimination." The court distinguished
Loving v. Virginia" on the ground that "there is a clear dis-
tinction between a marital restriction based merely upon race
and one based upon the fundamental difference in sex."

Singer v. Haras3 is the only case, on record in which the
right of homosexuals to marry was asserted under a State
ERA. The Washington state court held that a denial of a
marriage license to persons of the same sex does not violate
the State ERA. The court distinguished Loving v. Virginia
on the ground that any race classification is simply per se
impermissible.

In upholding the state's action in denying a marriage license
to persons of the same sex, the court used four arguments:

(a) The court stated that it is "obvious" that a marriage
is "the legal union of one man and one woman" and that
conclusion is the clear implication of state statutes.' But this
begs the question. The question is not what the statutes mean,
but whether the statutes are constitutional under the State
ERA. The court ignored the fact that the whole thrust of
ERA is to remove sex classifications. The customary technique
for doing this the method massively urged by ERA pro-
ponents in all legislative and judicial contexts is to delete the
so-called sexist words such as man and woman from the
statutes, replacing them with sex-neutral words such as

Sl. 291 Minn. 310, 191 N. W. 2d 185 (1971), appeal dismissed, 409
U.S. 810 (1972).

82. 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
83. 11 Wash. App. 247, 522 P. 2d 1187 (1974).
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person, taxpayer, and spouse.
(b) The court relied on its beliefs about the intent of the

people in approving the State ERA: "We do not believe that
approval of the ERA by the people of this state reflects any
intention upon their part to offer couples involved in same-
sex relationships the protection of our marriage laws." The
evidence which the court relied on for this conclusion is, to say
the least, inconclusive. First, the court quoted the "Statement
against" the State ERA contained in the official 1972 Voters'
Pamphlet published by the Secretary of State: "HJR 61 would
establish rules in our society which were not intended and
which the citizenry simply could not support. Examples are
numerous: . . . 3) Homosexual and lesbian marriages would
be legalized. . . ." The Secretary of State's Voters' Pamphlet
did not deny this point. In order to refute the point about
homosexual marriages, the court chose as its evidence an
article from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer which quoted
anonymous ERA proponents describing the opponents'
arguments generally as "emotional, irresponsible fantasies,
misleading, deceptive and incorrect. HJR 61 would have none
of the affects [sic] listed above, they say." On (he basis of
such anonymous invective in a newspaper article, the court
presumed to determine the voters' intent.

(c) The court held against the same-sex appellants because
they "have failed to make a showing that they are somehow
being treated differently by the state than they would be if
they were females." But the truth of this statement depends
on the pronoun "they." Although the case is called Singer t..
Ilard, the appellants were Singer and Barwick, twa males.
The court is correct that "they" (appellants Singer and Barwick,
both males) were not treated differently from the way the
state would have treated them if "they" had been two females
applying for a marriage license. But if Singer alone had brought
the case, the court could not have made the above statement
because Singer, a male, in applying for a marriage license to
marry Barwick, a male, was treated very differently indeed from
the way he would have been treated if he had been a female
applying for a license to marry Barwick, a male. Likewise, if
Barwick had brought the case. Did Singer lose because he
brought the case with Barwick instead of alone?

(d) Finally, the court argued that "the refusal of the state
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to authorize same-sex marriage refults from such impossibility
of reproduction rather than from an invidious discrimination
'on account of sex.' That is true, but this traditional view of
marriage is anathema to the ERA absolutists who want to use
ERA to eliminate all vestiges of what they call "sex role
determinism in the law." Furthermore, the state does not
prohibit the marriage of heterosexuals who expect to remain
childless.

Those opposed to the granting of marriage licenses to homo-
sexuals can rejoice that the Washington state court upheld the
traditional view of marriage against attack under a State ERA.
But it is clear that the arguments used by the court are simply
not compatible with the arguments used by courts to invalidate
other statutes under State. ERAs. The Singer decision is out of
touch with the absolutism enforced by other courts when rights
are asserted under a State ERA. It is easy to see how courts
in other states could reject the reasoning of Singer and come
to the opposite conclusion. And there is no reason to believe
that the federal courts will feel in any way bound by the Singer
court.

After the Pennsylvania State ERA was adopted, Governor
Milton Shapp issued Executive Order 1975-5 committing the
state to work against discrimination based on sexual preference.
The Commonwealth Court dismissed a complaint against it
on the grounds that the court Could not interfere with a policy
decision made by the executive branch. On June 23, 1977, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court affirmed the lower court ruling
that the Governor acted within his executive powers."

The homosexual community has in recent years conducted a
highly aggressive pursuit of its claims in Congress, state legis-
latures, city councils, and the media. It is reasonable to believe
that it would initiate expensive litigation to achieve all it
seeks, in one grand coup, through a federal constitutional
amendment that would prohibit any denial of rights "on
account of sex." It should be recalled that no ERA puts
"women" in the constitution; all ERAs put "sex" in the
constitution.

In litigating under the Federal ERA, the homosexuals will

84. Robinson v. Shapp, 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 153, 350 A.2d 464 (1976),
off'd per curiam, 473 Pa. 315, 374 A. 2d 533 (1977).
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not only have the plain meaning of the language in their favor,
but also the legislative history. Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
proposed an Amendment to the Federal ERA, which stated:
"Neither the United States nor any state shall make any legal
distinction between the rights and responsibilities of male and
female persons unless such distinction is based on physiological
or functional differences between them?"" This modifying
clause that would have exempted same-sex marriages from the
Federal ERA mandate was soundly defeated.

Before the effect of ERA on homosexual marriages became
so publicly controversial, many ERA proponents were quite
open in predicting that ERA would require that marriage
licenses be issued to persons of the same sex. For example,
Rita Hauser, United States representative to the United Nations
Human Rights Commission, stated in her address on ERA
to the American Bar Association Annual Meeting in St. Louis
in August 1970: "I also believe that the proposed Amend-
ment, if adopted, would void the legal requirement or practice
of the states' limiting marriage, which is a legal 'right, to partners
of different sexes."86 An article in the Yale Law Journal
candidly stated the case for this effect of ERA:

A statute or administrative policy which permits a man to
marry a woman, subject to certain regulatory restrictions,
but categorically denies WM the right to marry another
malt clearly entails a classification along sexual lines.
. . . The stringent requirements of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment argue strongly for . . . granting
marriage licenses to homosexual couples who satisfy
reasonable and non-discriminatory qualifications."
If the U.S. Supreme Court one day confronts the issue of

the asserted right of homosexuals to receive marriage licenses
under the Federal ERA, it may come to the conclusion pro-
jected by Professor Paul Freund when testifying before the
Senate Judiciary Committee: "Indeed, if the law must be as
undiscriminating concerning sex as it is toward race, it would
follow that laws outlawing wedlock between members of the

85. 118 Cong. Rec. 9538 (1972).
86. ABA Symposium on Human Rights 62 (1970).
87. Note, The Legality of Homosexual Marriage, 82 Yak L. J. 573,

583 (1972).
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same sex would be as invalid as laws forbidding
misceration. "8 8

Even a leading pro-ERA lawyer and author of a textbook
on sex discrimination, Barbara Babcock, admits, "The effect
that the Equal Rights Amendment will have on discrimination
against homosexuals is not yet clear.""

Not yet? When will it become clear? Not until the Supreme
Court makes its determination. And that won't be unless and
until a case is brought after the Federal ERA is ratified. But
then it will be too late to protest if the people don't like the /I
decision.

Effect on Massage Parlors
Laspino v. Rizzo9° opened up a whole new area of rights /

under a State ERA which was probably unanticipated by those
who supported adding it to the state constitution. The court
held that Philadelphia's ordinance prohibiting commercial:'
heterosexual massage "is clearly, palpably and plainly un-
constitutional on its face, and the plaintiff is entitled to
summary judgment atle matter of law." The court's analysis/in
Laspino exactly contradicts the analysis employed by the Singer
court, discussed above. _

This case makes clear the difference between the Fiqual
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which the
Philadelphia .ordinante did not violate according to the court,
and the State ERA, Which the ordinance did violate. Thp court
held that "the test for compliance with the ERA shduld, in
the very least, be more stringent than that imposed under the
Equal Protection Clause." The court held that the 'massage-
parlor ordinance was "invalid as violative" of the State ERA,
regardless of whether the "absolute standard" or the
"compelling state interest standard" was used.

The ordinance treated men and women exactly alike. The
court admitted that it was "facially neutral with respect to

88. 118 Cong. Rec. 9564 (1972).
89. B. Babcock, A. Freedman, E. Norton, & S. Ross, Sex Discrimina-

tion and the Law 180 (1975).
90. Legal Intelligince, Dec. 2. 1977, at 1, col. 2 (Phila. County Ct.

C. P. 1977); rev'd and remanded, Pa. Cmmw. Ct., 398 A. 2d 1069 (1979),
with merits of ERA arguments not reached because lower court was held
to have entered summarAudgment improperly.
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gender, since it applies with ilk/ discrimination to both males
and females in dLclaring that heiterosexual massage is illegal."
The ordinance rcid: "No perso0 employed or engaged in the
business of a masseur ors a masseuse shall treat a person of the
opposite sex." Thus, neither males nor females were dis-
criminated against. Male masseurs and female masseuses were
treated equally. Males being massaged and females being
massaged were treated equally.

The court tackled this gender neutrality head-on and
asserted, "However mere equal application among the members
of the class defined by legislation does not satisfy compelling
state interest analysis," citing Loving v. Virginia." The court
went on to say:

This utilization of gender as the exclusive basis for distinc-
tion is impermissible under the absolute constitutional
standard despite the superficial neutrality and equality
of opportunity (or the absence thereof) of the ordinance.
Equal application does not change the fact that the
ordinance varies the treatment to be afforded to two
otherwise equally-situated persons only on the basis of
what sex they may be.

It is not known whether the court was making a play on words
with its expression "equality of opportunity." In any event,
the result of the decision was surely to provide "equality of
opportunity."

The city defended the massage-parlor ordinance on the
ground that it was properly exercising its police power to
prevent illicit sexual behavior. The court rejected this argument
because the ordinance only prohibited situations "engendering
possible heterosexual prostitution, and does not proscribe
'treatment' of males by males, or females by females, which can
also provide the setting for 'illicit sexual behavior.'

Every argument made by the court in Laspino could be used
to require the city to issue marriage licenses to homosexuals.
Senator Birch Bayh has argued that, under the Federal ERA,
the denial of a marriage license to two males could be balanced
with the denial of a marriage license to two females. But when
Philadelphia argued that it was sex neutral to balance the
city's refusal to allow a masseuse to massage a male patron

91.388 U.S. 1 (1967).
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with the city's refusal to allow a masseur to massage a female
illation, the court said that that type of neutrality is unconsti-
tutional under the State ERA. The court held .it to be a sex
classification, nevertheless, and a discrimination on account
of sex, even though neither males nor females were discrimi-
nated against.

It should be remembered that the language of the Pennsyl-
vania State ERA, like all ERAs, does not put "women" or
"gender" into the constitution, but only puts "sex" into the
constitution. Sex is a word of many different meanings and is
not defined in any ERA. As held in Laspino, the "sex" in the
State ERA includes the sex in a massage parlor.

Effect on Schools
Two cases in State ERA states have established the new rule

that girls must be permitted to compete with boys in all sports,
even contact sports such as football.

In Commonwealth v. Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic
Association,9 2 the court held unconstitutional under the State
ERA a bylaw of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic
Association (PIAA) which prohibited girls from competing
against boys in interscholastic competitions. Even though
neither of the parties requested it, the court extended its
decision to cover football and wrestling. "It is apparent,"
the court said, "that there can be no valid reason for excepting
those two sports from our order in this case,"

Granting summary judgment as a matter of law, the court
held that the mandate of the State ERA is absolute and must
apply to all school sports regardless of any rational arguments
that might be presented in behalf of exceptions.

The PIAA had sought to justify its bylaw on the ground
that it gave girls "greater opportunities for participation if
they compete exclusively with members of their own sex."
The PIAA never got its day in court to make its argument.

In Darrin v. Gould,93 the Supreme Court of the State of
Washington likewise held that it is sex discrimination under the
State ERA to deny girls the right to play on the high school
football team. The court cited the "broad, sweeping, mandatory

92. 18 Pa. Commw. Ct. 45, 334 A. 2d 839 (1975).
93. 85 Wash. 2d 859, 540 P. 2d 882 (1975).
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language" of the State ERA that compelled this result.
The argument was made in this case that allowing girls to

compete with boys in contact sports such as football will
result in boys being allowed to compete on girls' teams,
thereby disrupting the girls' athletic programs. The court
simply dismissed this as "opinion evidence" or "conjectural
evidence" which cannot support a public policy contrary to
the State ERA mandate.

One judge concurred reluctantly, "exclusively upon the
basis that the result is dictated by the broad and mandatory
language" of the State ERA. He questioned whether the people
fully contemplated the result, but said that whether the people
understood what they did or not, "in sweeping language they
embedded the principle of the ERA in our constitution, and
it is beyond the authority of this court to modify the people's
will. So be it."

Title IX of the Federal Education Amendments of 197294
bans discrimination on account of sex in schools and colleges,
but makes a number of statutory and regulatory exceptions to
the absolute mandate. One of these exemptions is for the con-
tact sports: boxing, wrestling, football, basketball, ice hockey,
and rugby. If the Federal ERA is placed in the U.S. Consti-
tution, it will wipe out all statutory and regulatory exceptions
under Marbury v. Madison: "a law repugnant to the Consti-
tution is void.""

Vorchheimer v. School District of Philadelphia96 raises
an interesting question about the tactics of proponents of the
absolute standard for enforcement of ERA. The School District
of Philadelphia maintains two sex-segregated public high schools
as part of an otherwise coeducational, public school system,
one called Philadelphia High School for Girls and the other
Central High School (for boys). The trial court found as
Fact *27 that "The courses offered at Girls are similar and of
equal quality to those offered at Central." Susan Vorchheimer
brought suit to force the boys' school to admit her.

The fatal defect in her suit, however, was that she brought it

94. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. 51681
(1976).

95. 1 Cranch 137 (1803).
96. 430 U.S. 703 (1977); see also 532 F. 2d 880 (1976).
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under the , Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment and under the Equal Education Opportunities Act of
1974, neither of which requires the sex-integration of all
schools. The Court upheld Philadelphia's right to maintain two
voluntary sex-Segrepted schools. The U.S. Supreme Court,
dividing 4 to 4,1 t this decision stand.

The mystery i why Susan Vorchheimer's lawyer and her
ERA friends,' who now complain about the decision all over
the country, did not invoke the Pennsylvania State ERA, under
which, using the absolute standard, she certainly would have
won. Perhaps Miss Vorchheimer's friends were not yet ready ter
let the country know that the Equal Rights Amendment will
make all single-sex schools unconstitutional and 'thereby
bring their long tradition of academic excellence to a close in
the name of "equal rights."

In contrast to the abiolute standard used by Pennsylvania
under its State ERA, the courts in the equal-protection states
continue to hand down decisions that allow a rational
difference of treatment based on sex. Thus, in Mercer v. North
Forest Independent School District," the Texas Court of
Civil Appeals held that the two-tiered approach used by the
U.S. Supreme Court in equal protection cases is the proper
method by which to judge the Texas so-called ERA. A boy had
challenged the constitutionality of public school regulations
which restricted the hair length of boys but not girls. The
court stated: "We cannot agree with the Supreme Court of
Washington that the ERA admits of no exceptions to its
prohibition of sex discrimination."

It is clear that the non-ERA states and the equal-protection
states will be able to maintain diversity, in education and
common-sense differences of treatment based on sex. The
authentic ERA, State or Federal, will use a constitutional
whip to force all schools, classes and school activities, athletics
and regulations into the gender-free mold.

Effect on Criminal Law
The area of criminal law offers another example of how

ERA is not needed to extend rights to women, but nullifies

97. 538 S. W. 2d 201 (Tex. Civ. App. Houston 14th Dist. 1976,
writ reed n.r.e.).
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existing laws that extend benefits to women.
Well before the Pennsylvania ERA was adopted, the

Permsylvania Supreme Court had decided that the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits
unreasonable sex discrimination. In Commonwealth v.

Dania" the court nullified more severe sentences for women
than for men convicted of crimes. So, without a State ERA,
the courts already could and did nullify laws based on an un-
reasonable discrimination.

In Commonwealth v. Butler," applying the State ERA,
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court nullified the prohibition
against minimum sentences for women convicted of crimes.
If the statute involved here had been an unfair or unreasonable
disaiminatiorr against womeln, it is obvious that the court
would have been compelled to come to the same conclusion
as it did m Daniel. However, the statute. involved in Butler
was not a discrimination against but a benefit to women
convicted of crimes. It prohibited the imposition of minimum
sentences for women offenders and allowed judges to set
sentences which were lighter than the statute otherwise
required, ranging up tr, a maximum sentence within the
statutorily-prescribed maximum period.

As a result of the. State ERA, female offenders have now
acquired the new "right" to be required to serve a minimum
statutory sentence just like male criminals, regardless of
extenuating circumstances of the case.

In Percival v. Philadelphia,' o o the exemption of married
women from application of writs of capias ad respondendum
was nullified. In plain language, the exemption of married
women from being thrown in jail to recover fines and penalties
was declared unconstitutional under the Pennsylvania State
ERA. . -

Effect on Insurance--
The insurance industry is built on a distribution of risk

among groups in which the average cost of the benefits can be

98. 430 Pa. 642. 243 A. 2d 400 (1968).
99. 458 La. 289, 328 A. 2d 851 (1974).
100. 12 Commw. Ct. 628, 317 A. 2d 667 (1974); vacated on other

grounds. 464 Pa. 308. 346 A. 2d 754.
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statistically and reliably predicted. Everybody in the group pays
a certain small premium so that no one in the group will be
financially ruined by unforeseen and unwanted circumstances
such as an untimely death, a major automobile accident, or a
fire that destroys a home. If the insurance' company could
look into the future and know which individuals would have
automobile accidents, it would obviously sell insurance only to
those who would never need it. It is because we cannot predict,
which individuals will have the accidents or will die early that
insurance costs are based on statistical averages of identifiable
groups.

Among the facts on which insurance is based are those which
prove differences based on sex. Statistical tables used by
insurance companies provide such massive and reliable evidence
of differences between the sexes that it is unnecessary to recite
it here.

Among these differences are the facts, to cite just two
examples, that, on the .average, young men under age 25 have
many more auteraobile accidents than young women and that
women live longer than men. These statistical facts result in
differentials in the prices paid by insureds. Young women
under age 25 pay a much lower automobile accident insurance
premium than young men under age 25. One recent study
made by the industry shows that, if the insurance companies
were required to charge males and females the same rate, young
men would, pay 8 percent less but young women would have
to pay 29 percent more.' °I

The longer life span of women means that women pay lower
life insurance premiums than men because they pay into the
system for more years before they die. On the other hand,
a pension plan which is designed to start paying an annuity
at age 65 must be cost-equalized in one of two ways: by
charging women more during the pay-in years before age 65,
or by paying them a smaller benefit during the pay-out years
after age 65.

Since insurance is regulated by state law, thus involving
sufficient state action to bring it under any State or Federal
ERA, what will be the effect of ERA on the insurance

101. Unpublished memorandum prepared by the National Association
of Independent Insurers, Des Plaines, Ill. (1978).
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industry? No ERA State has answered this question yet, but the
U.S. Supreme Court gave the probable answer in Los Angeles
Dept. of Water and Power v. Manhart.' 2

In Manhart, the issue was whether . the city of Los Angeles
could charge women more for payments into a pension plan
because they live more years after retirement than male
employees. The city justified the differential on the grounds
that (a) it was needed to equalize the take-home benefits after
retirement, and (b) the differential was based on a factor "other
than sex" which was protected by the so-called Bennett Amend-
ment." 3 The legislative history of the Bennett Amendment,
including the explicit statements of one of the sponsor?,
Senator Hubert Humphrey, showing the congressional intent
to allow sex differentials based on longstanding differences of
treatment in retirement determined by valid sex differences,
was set forth in the case.

Nevertheless, the Court held that the result was the classifica-
tion of males and females by sex, and that is "sex discrimination"
which is prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.1"
Conceding that "yeti ()active liability could be devastating for
a pension fund," the Court denied retroactive relief but in-
validated the differentials in payments into the pension plan.

Manhart applies only to the limited area of pensions governed
by Title VII. All pensions, however, could be held subject to
the State or Federal ERA whenever the challenge is brought.
The results cannot help but be hurtful to women and costly
to everyone. Since it is self-evident that insurance companies
will have to cover their costs under any formula, the "marriage"
of Manhart to F RA threatens the pocketbooks of all those who
buy insurance.

Conclusion

The experience of the seventeen states which allegedly have
State ERAs provides conclusive proof that ERA is not needed
to accomplish any reasonable objective or any objective at all
that is beneficial to women. All reasonable and beneficial
changes in existing law can be made- by the passage or repeal

102. 435 U.S. 702 (1978).
103. Equal Pay Act of 1963, 29 U.S.C. 6206(d) (1976).
104. Tide VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C.

62000(e), et seq. (1976).
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of statutes by Congress or the state legislatures or by the courts'
use of the authority of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. In case after case, the federal and
state courts, both in ERA and non-ERA, states, have used the
Equal Protection Clause to invalidate obsolete, unjust dis-
criminations on account of sex or to extend the law to apply,
to both sexes.

The speed with which Congress reversed the effect of the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in deneral Electric Co. v.

Gilbert' " proves how viable and effective this process is.
The Court held that it was not sex discrimination for a
company disability plan to exclude disability wages to pregnant
female employees, and within fwo years Congress by statute
nullified that decision.

The experience of the State ERAs also shows conclusively
that ERA is of no unique value whatsoever to women in the
economic sphere. The coverage of federal statutes and executive
orders is much broader than that of any ERA, and the remedies,
through federal agencies and courts, are much more extensive.
Those who believe that ERA means "equal pay for equal work"
or that ERA will result in higher pay, more promotions, and
greater job opportunities for women are living in a dream world.
The State ERA experience proves that ERA provides no gain
for working women.

Dothard v. Rawlinson' 06 indicates one possible exception
to this conclusion. Dot hard was the case of a woman who
applied for a job as a guard in an Alabama maximum security
prison. After being denied the job, she sued charging sex
discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The
Court held that the facially neutral height and weight require-
ments were sex discriminatory because they excluded 41
percent of the female population and only one percent of the
male population. But the Court did not give her the job because
of the exception in the Title VII for a Bona Fide Occupational
Qualification (BFOQ). In order to apply the BFOQ exception,
however, the Court felt it necessary to describe in detail what
is called the "jungle" conditions in Alabama prisons.

If ERA were adopted into the U.S. Constitution or if

105. 429 U.S. 125 (1976).
106. 433 U.S. 321 (1977).
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Alabama had had a State ERA, the absolute language and the
absolute standard of either would have made the exception for
a BFOQ constitutionally invalid. So, under a Federal or State
ERA, a small woman might be able to get a job as a prison
guard in a maximum security prison that she could not other-
wise get.

What are the gals for women under State ERAs? The right
of high school girls to play on the boys' football team and the
right of men and women to go to heterosexual massage parlors.
For that, wives have lost such longstanding rights as the rights
to be supported; to have their hospital bills paid for; to be
provided with food, clothing, shelter, and other necessaries;
to have their minor children supported; and to have the
presumption of custody of their children. Wives in EPA states
(Equal Protection states) have not lost any of those rights,
nor have wives in non-ERA states.

The experience of the State ERAs is more than adequate to
convince us that ERA is unnecessary to achieve any beneficial
goal for women or society, unreasonable in its absolute refusal
to recognize obvious, differences between the sexes, and un-
wanted in its potential to upset traditional objections to homo-
sexual marriages, massage parlors, go'vernment-funded abortions,
and other imaginative uses of the term "sex." Since there has
been relatively little litigation under the\State ERAS, we have so
far seen only the tip of the iceberg of the harm ERA can do.

A Federal ERA would not only eitend the harm already
done in the State ERA states, but it *ottld sex- neuterize all
federal laws such as the military draft '\ and combat duty. A
Federal ERA would also compel the drastic changes mandated
by Section 2 the enforcement section which has the potential
of causing such a massive shift of power from the states to the
f-deral government that the changes accomplished by Section 1
would be dwarfed by comparison.

When the Equal Rights Amendment changes existing law,
all its unique effects are unreasonable to society or harmful
to women. ERA has no uniquely beneficial results.
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THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT: MYTHS AND REALITIES

BY SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH (1983)

State IRA Laws

Sixteen States have their own version of equal rights amendments in
the Camstitution.' Under these pnnision.s, there have been indisidu-
al decisions which have borne out the concerns in this analssis, and
individual decisions which have done the opposite.' What is the
significance of State equal rights laws in understanding the likely
impact of the ERA' Cnfonunateig very link.

1 1 1 Most of these State provisions use language which is far different
from that of the ERA. This may make all the difference in the world
since it is not the concept of equal rights that is in controversy but
the specific language of the ERA. one of the State ERAS. for exam-
ple. have the equivalent of seakm 2 of the Federal ERA..

121 Much of the controversy about the ERA relates to the issue of its
impact upon the States. Many of its difficulties arise because it would
result in Washington 0 C. not the States exercising decisinmaking.
Thus. it may he appmpriate for the States or localities to set forth
some policies, but not for the Federal government leg. determining
public school currkulunsi

( 3 ) The legislative history of the ERA is unique and is an integral part
of its meaning. It is very much different from that of the State ERAs
and will, thus. result in a different amendment. None of the State
ERAS for example., were accompanied by a debate in which the
various Ervin amendments were introduced and rejected'

( 4) There has been relatively little litigation thus far under the State
ERAS, in part because the feminist community has been concerned
about raising issues that can be used to the detriment of the Federal
ERA.'

I State judges ( who interpret State ERAs ) are far more accountable
to the people, because they are often popularly elected, than are
Federal judges (who will interpret the Federal ERA), who serve
lifetime appointments.

(6) Virtually all of the alleged legal gains attributable to State Eitss
have also been realized under more traditional equal protection
laws in States without their own ERAs. The malefemale wage dif
ferential is actually greater in those States with their own ERAs.

(7) To the extent that there have been changes in law attributable
to Siaie. ERAS. virtually all have worked to the clear detriment
of women Mu) have seen the elimination of existing legal
achantages`

' See Lee. A hoses Lunks a the Equal ItIght Amendment tBrigham Young
Unneriltv Press, 19110) x 99-107

See si.hlat, The Effect of EquJI Rights Anbendment. In Sue oiuidltuthtna. Polity
Retie* !Summer 19"91 at 1-40

'See infra .11 46
ve iuirra the teat Acomium mg note 86
Seer . Ihmukry r llnwi inn, sin Pr 9" 31" A Id 601191'411 rittht of A dem

rek en e _um Mt% during t1 I tri.e pri eedinputhirrin. 1..1 hewn. kpp 18" 6221.

Phi 12A11119filt tmuetnal pirferente in that' tumid% i Mandy R 3-9
imd 19r tipmernjt thud sum. in ohltptition 0 UIm1t.t1 h.e.tnik t bN1
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APPENDIX
I. ADDITIONAL TINTINIONY

ON THE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF FEMINIST THEORY FOR THE ERA

Jean N. Yarbrough

Loyola University of Chicago

Associate Professor of Political Science
Director, Institute for Political Philosophy and Policy Analysis

It is a great privilege to address this distinguished body on a topic

of considerable importance to all Americans: The Equal Rights Amendment.

My name is Jean Yarbrough. I am Associate Professor of Political Science

and Director of the Institute for Political Philosophy and Policy Analysis

at Loyola University of Chicago. I teach political philosophy and have pub-

lished in American political thought and Institutions. I have written sev-

eral articles on the theory and practice of federalism.. Also of interest

to this committee, I have written an article on "Women in the Military" to

be published in the Naval War College Review. I have taught full time since

receiving my doctoral degree ten years ago, returning to work shortly after

the birth of both of my two children, now aged five years and twenty months.

respectively. For two years. after the birth of my first child, I was sole

support of my family while my husband returned to graduate school. I have

retained my maiden name professionally and socially and, at times, have main-

tained a legal residence in a state different from my husband. I am a reg-

istered Democrat. I give you this information because I believe that oppo-

sition to the ERA is broader than popularly depicted. I have come here to-

day to share with you some of the reasons why I believe the Equal Rights

Amendment is the wrong way to end discrimination and secure the rights of

women. '

Unlike those who have come before me to testify. I shall not dwell

on the legal questions which the ERA raises, although they are numerous.

Rather. I shall briefly survey feminist theory In an effort to draw out some

important policy Implications. Let me explain why with this story. Not long

ago I attended a lecture at the University of Chicago by Ambassador Jeane

Kirkpatrick on Alexis de Tocqueville's Democracy in America and the conduct

of democratic foreign policy. During the question period. Ambassador; Kirk-

41-000 0-86-16
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patrick was accused of reflecting the views of the Reagan Administration.

Mrs. Kirkpatrick replied with some amusement that the ade nistration most

assuredly did not consider Tocqueville in formulating its foreign policy.

With all due, respect to this eminent committee, I assume that most

of Its members have not widely read feminist theory in considering whether

to support or oppose the ERA. Yet I believe that some familiarity with the

literature will be helpful to legislators debating the Amendment for two reasons:

first, it affords a clear picture of what the most vociferous supporters of

the Amendment think the ERA will do; second, it suggests what legal battles

are likely, since feminists will certainly press their views in the courts.

This latter point is especially iMportant given the vagueness of the provision

as it is currently written and the persistent refusal of Congress to attach

any eycvtionslo the a ndment during its legislative history. Under these

circumstances, the mean ng of the ERA is likely to be supplied by the Courts.

If the Court is faithf I to the words of the Amendment and to the Intentions

of the Framers, it wil have no basis to resist the feminist understanding of

equality of rightS, a understanding which goes far beyond the Issues of role

equity, such as equal pay for equal work, equal employment opportunities,

equal credit, etc., 0 a full scale demand for role change. As Joyce Gelb

and Marian Lief Pa ley explain in their highly acclaimed Study, *men and

Public Policies:

. . . role change issues appear to produce change in the dependent
female role of wife, mother and homemaker, holding out the potential
of greater sexual freedom and independence in a variety of contexts.
The latter issues are fraught with greater pitfalls, including per-
ceived threats to existing values, in turn creating visible and often
powerful opposition. (pp. 7-8)

Ultimately, I believe, feminists seek change to establish an androgynous so-

ciety in which all sex distinctions are impermissible. You have heard testi-

mony from both supporters and opponents of the ERA that it would require the

full integration of women in the military, including combat. But the androg-

ynous Ideal of most feminist writers challenges our social and domestic rela-

tions as well.

In what follows I will survey some of the most important feminist

thinkers of the last twenty years, drawing out the policy impliCations of their

position. I will conclude with a brief discussion of the most recent "third

stage" feminist literature to suggest that there is now a small but signifi-

rant movement among feminists toward a recognition of the importance of sex
as Prnf. Benjamin R. Barber calls it,

Oiffprow',. "Third stage feminism"/mnves beyond strident androgyny (first
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stage) and apologetic reaction (second stage) to the proud assertion that

women are "different, but equal." if these feminists are correct, the reform

of our political and domestic institutions will require a far more subtle ap-

proach than the Equal Rights Amendment.

Contemporary American feminism began some twenty odd years ago with

the publication of Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique (1963). Frledan

likened the home to a "comfortable concentration Camp," and argued that MOM

could only "grow and fulfill their potentialities as human beings" outside

the home. The years that followed produced a torrent of feminist literature.

exploring the causes of wasen's oppression. Their arguments can be summed

up in the following propositions:

. I. The family. at least as historically constituted. is the main

source of women's oppression, and must be radiCally altered if not eliminated

altogether. Thus, in her influential study, Women's Estate (1971), Juliet

Mitchell sees the family as the main source of owmen's oppression and neu-

rosis:

What does our oppression within the family do to us as women? it
produces a tendency to small-mindedness, petty jealousy, irrational
emotionality and random violence, dependency, competitive selfish-
ness, and conservatism.

While Mitchell focuses on how the family makes women neurotic, Nancy Chodoram.

whose 1978 book The Reproduction of Mothering. was awarded the Jessie Bernard

Prize by the American Sociological Association, argues that mothering by

women is psychologically destructive.

. the very fact of being mothered by a woman generates in men
conflicts over masculinity, a psychology of male dominance, and a
need to be superior to women (p. 214).

The male desire to dominate women, then, is rooted in the mother-son relation-

ship. Until men share with women.the responsibility for child - rearing. there

will be no end to this oppressive cycle. Dorothy Dinnerstein, whose book

The Mermaid and the Minotaur makes much the same point, has popularized these

views in Ms. magazine.

To the extent that radical feminists like Pauline Bart, Adrienne

Rich (Of women Born), and Judith Arcana (Our Mother's Daughters), reject this

"mother-blaming," they suggest as an alternative to the heterosexual biolog:

ical family, "Woman bonding" (Bart, in Mothering, ed. Joyce Treblicott, P.

149).
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2. Feminists also see conventional marriage as rape. exploitation,

and oppression. Kate Millett's best seller. Sexual Politics (1970). argues

that the relations between the sexes are not, as women have been taught to

believe, based on the private relationship of love, but are in fact power

relationships supporting patriarchal dominance. The Ideology of romantic

love "obscures the realities of female status and the burden of economic

dependency" Ip. 37). Feminist writer Vivian Gornick told a reporter at the

University of Illinois. where she was recently a visiting priOessor that

Being a housewife is an illegitimate profession. The choice to serve
and be protected and plan towards being a family-maker is a choice
that shouldn't be. The heart of radical feminism Is to change that.
. . . ERA says to every woman, 'you must be responsible and grow
up' (cited in Carol Felsenthal, 'How Feminists Failed.' Chicago Mag-
azine, June 1982, p. 139).

Kathrin Perutt summs it up in the title of,her book. Marriage is Hell.

3. Marriage is hell because marriage produces children and children

are slavery. Patriarchal societies oppress women because they assign women

exclusive responsibility for childrearing, based on a sexual division of labor.

Thus, the noted French feminist, Simone de Beauvoir. recently warned,

I think a woman must not fall into the trap of children and marriage.
Even if a woman wants to have children. she must think very hard about
the conditions in which she will have to bring them up, because child-
bearing. at the moment is real slavery. (Cited in Mothering, p. 315).

In the view of the editors of No More Fun and Games, a woman who chooses to

become a mother signifies that she has not "achieved sufficient maturity and

autonomy and is seeking a hopeless fulfillment through neurotic channels."

(Cited in Jean Bethke Elshtain, "Feminism, Family and Community," Dissent,

Fall, 1982, p. 443).

In her article, "Motherhood: The Annihilation of 110men," Jeffner

Allen goes still 'further, condemning what she sees as the genuine lack of

choice women have in patriarchal societies.

Women are mothers because within patriarchy women have nn choice
except. motherhood. Without the institution of motherhood women could
and xuild live otherwise. . . . Until patriarchy no longer exists,
all females, as historical beings, must resist, rebel against, and
avo d producing for the sake of men. Motherhood is not a matter of
a 1,eman's psychological or moral character. As an ideology by which
met, mark females as women, motherhood has nothing to do with a woman's
selfishness or sacrifice, nurturance or non-violence. Motherhood has
evorything to do with a history in which women remhin powerless by
reoroducing the world of men and with a present in which women are
expected to do the same (Mothering, p. 315).

Accordingly, she advocates a "philosophy of evacuation," or "the collective

removal of ourselves from all forms of mothering" (p, 315).

In a more popular vein Filen Peck. in her book The Baby Trap, blames
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children for the loss of romance, idealism. and personal freedom. Jill John-

ston, author of Lesbian Nation. describes her own experience with motherhood

as a "drastic drag."

4. Since women's liberation depends upon the emancipation of women

from child-rearing and child bearing, feminism is committed to children's

liberation and abo rtion. According to Shulamith Firestone. childhood is a
t-

myth to legitimate existing power relations: "Most of child-rearing .

has to do with the maintaining of power relations, forced Internalization of

family values, and many other ego concerns that war with the happiness of the

individual child"(Dialectic of Sex. pp. 221-222). There is then no tension

with women's liberation and the needs of children. "By now people have for -

gotten what history has proven: that 'raising' a child Is tantamount to re-

tarding his development. The best way to raise a child is to LAY OFF" (p.

Kate Millett resolves this conflict in a different way: The care of children

Is infinitely better left to the best trained practitioners. . . The family.

as that term is presently understood, must go" (in Felsenthal, p. 139).

Similarly, the liberation of women from child bearing requires the

unqualified right to abortion. As Lucinda CiSler argues In "Unfinished Busi-

ness: Birth Control and Women's Liberation," "Without the full capacity to

limit her own reproduction, a woman's other 'freedoms' are tantalizing mock-

eries that cannot be exercised" (in Robin Morgan, ed.. Sisterhood is Powerful.

pp. 274-75; emph. added). Elsewhere in the same article she argues that

. . abortion is a woman's right and that no one can veto her deci-
sion and compel her to bear a child against her will. All the excellent

supporting reasons--improved health, lower birth and death rates.
freer medical practice, the separation of church and state, happier
families, sexual privacy, lower welfare expenditures--are only embroi-
dery on the basic fabric: woman's right to limit her own reproduction.

It is this rationale that the new woman's movement has done so
much to bring to the fore. Those who caution us to play down the
woman's rights argument are only trying to put off the inevitable day
when society must face and eradicate the misogynistic roots of the
present situation (p. 309).

5. The fifth and final proposition I want to discuss is the feminist

hostility to nature, and their belief that all gender roles, including hetero-

sexuality. are socially conditioned. Feminists are nearly unanimous in their

belief that the family and the gender differentiations within it are simply

conventional. By this I mean they see no natural bast for these roles;

these roles result from complex social relations, with feminists differing

in the weight they assign to patriarchy, capitalism, ideology. and early

psycho-social experiences.
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Although they concede the obvious, that only men can beget and women

bear chil ten, they consider this fact irrelevant. As Juliet Mitchell puts

it, "Biological differences between men and women obviously exist but it is

not these that are the concern of feminists" ("Women and Equality," p. 379, in

Mitchel! and Ann Oakley, eds., The Rights and Wrongs of Women, 1977). Yet,

although feminists consider these differences insignificant, they recognize

the powerful role they have played in the history of women's oppression.

Reproductive roles, according to
Lucinda Cisler, "have been used to rationalize

all other ascribed differences
between men and women and to justify all the

oppression women have suffered" ("Unfinished Business," p. 275)..

There are, however, a few dissenters from this view. Thinkers like

Shulamith firestte and Rudolf Shaffer believe that that nature is the enemy.

But they anticipate scientific
advances which will free women from the repro-

ductive process itself. Thus Shaffer writes

. . . biologists give us reason to think that even the process of
birth, in its natural form is not sacrosanct--that it may eventually
be possible to grow a foetus not In a womb, but in an artificial en-
vironment from which it is delivered in due course. Thus all the
original reasons for confining child care to women are disappearing;
MOTHER NEED NOT BE A WOMAN! (in Shaffer, Mothering, pp. 111-112))

Since Firestone and Shaffer believe that science will eventually Make possible

the complete emancipation of women from their nature, they believe that women

will be free, to choose their "life styles." At this point, the different

strands of feminism converge again. The good society feminists en, .ion for

men and women is based on the principle of androgyny. that 's, a srciety in

which all "persons" share in masculine and feminine traits and 'ales.. The

androgynous society extends not only to the work place, where women should be

free to enter every occupation, including guards in all-male prisons and

military combat, (the only exception being the extremely narrow "bfoq"), but

also to the family. Here the psychological theories of Chodorow and Dlnnerstein,

criticizing the role of women as mothers, loom large. As Diane Ehrensaft

writes in support of "When Women and Men Mother,"

. . . feminist theory . . . has stressed that gender differentiation
and sex oppression will exist as long as women continue to be totally
responsible for mothering. The call for shared parenting by men and
women moves those of us already involved in attempting such a reor-
ganization of family life to reflect and analyze its potential and
actual effects on the reorganization of gender and childreering struc-
tures (Mothering, p. 42).
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Similarly, philosopher Virginia Held, drawing on the same sources, warns

that ". . . if it Is true that our social practice of making mothers but not

fathers the primary caretakers of small children -forms the male personality

into one in which the inclination toward combat is overdeveloped and the ca-

pacity to feel for others is stunted, our survival may depend on a reorgani-

zation of parenting" (Mothering, p. 7).

Sara Ruddick, in her influential essay, "Maternal Thinking," sees a

different benefit to men's sharing equally in the rearing of children. in-

stead of praising this arrangement. because it spells the end of woman's ex-

clusive role as mother, she believes it is valuable because

On that day there will be no more 'fathers,' no more people of
either sex who have the power over their children's lives and moral
authority in their children's world, though they do not do the work of
attentive love. There will be mothers of both sexes who live out a
transformed maternal thought in communities that snare parental care
(in Mothering, p. 227; emphasis added).

lest this recommendation be construed as reinforcing heterosexuality, even in

more fluid patterns, feminists like Ehrensaft and Ruddick are quick to admit

that this family model is "not the ultimate solution for all people. Parenting

by women alone, by men alone, in extended families, in lesbian and gay couples,

in communal situations within neighborhood networks--all are models to be

explored and understood" (Mothering, p. 42; also, pp. 226-27).

Before prcceeding to a disOoSsSion of some policy implications, let

me summarize the main pOintS10 far. In the last twenty years, feminist

theory has generally held:

(1) the nuclear family with its supposed natural division of labor

is oppressive to women and must be overthrown or radically altered;

(2) Marriage confines and exploits women.

(3) Children are a form of slavery because they tie women to the

home and restrict their opportunities for self actualization.

(4) The liberation of -women requires the full right to control the

rnprndurtive process through contraception and abortion as well as the lib-

eration of childrei from their families.

(5) Sex dofferences are the source of women's oppression and are in-

compatible with human equality. The just society must aim at androgyny, or

the annihilation of gender differentiation based on sex.

Although I cannot discuss all the policy implications of these argu-

ments, I would like to highlight a few. First, the IRA would drastically

alter fpdpral state relations. Since the ERA involves issues which have tra-
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ditionally been within the jurisdiction o the states, most iroortantly,

marriage. divorce . child custody, dceici e. parental obligations, adoption,

and other laws relating to the family. states would be required to make all

necessary changes to insure that "equality of rights" was not dented or ab-

ridged "on account of sex." And, if the states fail to do so. Section Two

empowers Congress to enforce the amendment. Although It Is true that this

enforcement power is included in other civil rights amendments, Congress is

here empowered to enforce a right which is not specifically identified.

Moreover, the areas potentially affected by the ERA are vast. touching as they

do on domestic and family law. ao that the loss of power and autonomy to the

states would be enormous. As a scholar who has studied the theory and prac-

tice of te4erallim, I believe this reduction in state Omer would be harmful

for three reasons:

(1) It ignores the tremendous diversity of the fifty states. imposing

a national standard on political cultures as varied as Utah and Nevada. New

York add Texas, to name a few obvious examples.

(2) It denies the states the opportunity to experiment with different

notions of sexual equality. just as it denies the nation the chance to avoid

the mistakes and to learn from the successes of these social experiments.

(3) It disturbs the distribution of powers between the states and the

federal government essential to the preservation of liberty.

Thus, although I welcome efforts to end discrimination against women. I believe

that reform measures should respect the federal character of the Constitution.

Turning now to substantive policy areas. my reading of feminist theory

suggests that there would be wholesale challenges to family law. including

(1) a redefinition of what legally constitutes a family and who can

be married. Lesbians and radical feminists would undoubtedly join with gay

rights activists to challenge present statutes discriminating against homo-

sexuals "on account of sex." Indeed. they have done so already. At the

1977 International Women's Year Conference held in Houston, delegates endorsed

a host of controversial planks, including gay rights, abortion, and govern-

ment sponsored day care (in Felsenthal, p. 140).

(2) A redefinition of the obligations of parents within.the household

which would eliminate pernicious gender distinctions. In keeping with Chodoroles

suggestion that mothering by women alone is psychologically destructive to

children, Virginia Held criticizes existing
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racteristicaliy obtuse way" enshrines a sexist division of responsibilities.

As somarized in a recent legal textbook. 'the husband is to provide
the family with food, clothing, shelter. and as many of the amenities
of life as he can manage. . . . The wife is to be mistress of the
household, maintaining the home with the resources furnished by the
husband, and caring for the children (in Mothering. p. 8).

Held hopes that if the federal Equal Rights Amendment is adopted. It may

bring about significant changes in the law" (p. 8). Nor can such a view be

dismissed as the silly, but essentially harmless opinion of an isolated radical.

For Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg. co-author Of the Civil Rights Commission report

on sex bias in the U.S. Code (1978) makes much the same point: "The concept

of the breed-winning husband . . . must be eliminated frv' ',,me (U.S.) Code."

(3) An expansion of the rights of children.

(4).An expansion of sex discrimination to include inflexible work

hours. carper patterns, and lack of adequate day care centers. all of which

adversely affect equality of rights for women.

. In terms of social policy the ERA would certainly be invoked to re-

quire publicly funded abortions. In this regard, the decision of the Common-

wealth Court of Pennsylvania is instructive.. In March 1984. Pennsylvania

became the first state in the Union to rule that the State's ERA which 4s

nearly identical to the proposed federal FRA, was "sufficient in and of it-

self to invalidate the statutes" restricting Medicaid funding elective

abortions to cases of rape or incest whin were promptly reported. or when

the life of the mother was endangered.

Finally, in an area which has frequently been an embarrassment to

feminists, the ERA would require the full integration of women Into the

military, including combat. Support for the right of women to participate

equally In the military is a dilemma because many feminists believe there IS

a strong connection between feminism and pacifism. and many of its present

Irdaprs are veterans of the anti-war, anti-draft protests of the sixties and

early seventies. Sara Ruddick, in an important essay, "Preservative Love and

'wary Oectruftion," explains the connection:

. . . the conventional and symbolic association between women and

peace has a real basis In maternal practice. Out of maternal practice

a distinctive kind of thinking arises that is incompatible with mill-
tiry strategy but consonant with pacifist commitment to non-violence
(Mothering, p, 233).

ambAuity between feminism and women's rights to participate equally

ig the military can he seen In the policy of the National Organization for

14..g. while deggunring Preside nt Carter's reinstitution of registration
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"because it is a response which stimulates an environment of preparation for

war. . . war is senseless," its leaders nevertheless criticized the Supreme

Court's decision in Rostker v. Goldberg (1981) upholding male-only registra-

tion as a denial of equal rights which the federal ERA would certainly re-

Verse.

To sum up: the main thrust of feminist theory over the last twenty

years seeks more than the end of discrimination against women. As Gloria

Steinem succinctly put it: "We're talking about a revolution. not just reform."

Now as practical politicians you may object that these radicals constitute

only a tiny minority. MOst Americans who support the ERA do so because they

see it as a relatively harmless measure which seeks to extend fairly uncontro-

versial reform legislation. Why then is it necessary to take radical feminist

thinkers seriously? Because a feminist writer Benjamin R. Barber has written:

"They reflect a thrust that can affect even the most moderate programs for

change. War'permits no neutrals. Once nature is regarded as the foe, mo-

deration can look treasonous" (Liberating Feminism, p. 35). The ERA may

seem innocuous but, If enacted, it is likely to shift the struggle for women's

rights in a more radical direction for thP following retsons:

(I) The ERA is extremely vague and open-ended. You have heard testimony of

Walter Berns stating that "the ERA, if adopted, would be the only provision

in the Constitution bestowing or protecting a right without identifying that

right.

(2) The vagueness of the Amendment insures that the courts will become the

final interpreter of its meaning. Yet, if the courts look at the phrase

"equality of rights" and then consider the legislative history of the Amend-

ment, where Congress has refused to permit "common sense" exceptions, such

as barring women from combat, they will be bound to conclude that they must

give an absolute interpretatinn which permits no exceptions. If, on the other

hand, the Court does impose limitations on the Amendment's meaning. It will

do sn by reading Its own views into the Amendment, a procedure which raises

41fogothor different problems.

(1) Unlike 'he political process, which tends toward moderation because It

mot tot al to a majority of legislators, representing diverse constituents,

the 1114r141 branch is under much less restraint. Minorities have just as

Aced d (honer of prevailing in the courts as majorities. And in this case,

Dr,b4bh bottPr, since thr moaning of the amendment appears to permit no

mid
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(4) More "politic" supporters of the ERA, eager to give the impression that

the Amendment attempts nothing more iiiiiirsodest reform, have Claimed that the

amendment is not intended to challenge controversial policies such as publicly

funded abortions, or benign segregation, such as single sex schools or single

sex assnciations like the Girl Scouts and the Boy Scouts. Thus, for example,

in 1982, the Pennsylvania Commission for Women flatly stated that "abortion

is not and should not be considered an ERA issue." But that assurance did

not bind the Pennsylvania Court. Elsewhere in the country, ERAs are also

being invoked on behalf of precisely those issues Its supporters initially

disclaimed.

(5) Once the courts begin to expound the meaning of the Amendment, they will

be bound by the logic of their own precedents to an ever broader construction.

And more radical feminists will use each victory to press for additional rights

they have no hope of winning through the political process.

Given these difficulties, why are we debating the ERA again? In large

pact, I think it is because opposition to It is so easy to brand as sexist,

'reactionary, and right wing, while the alternatives are so difficult to pursue

and explain. As Alexis de Tocquoville rightly observed in Democracy in America:

°A proposition must be plain, to be adopted by the understanding of a people.

A false notion which is clear and precise will always have more power in the

world than a true principle which is obscure or involved" (I:166).

Yet. the simplicity of the ERA is both Its strength and its weak ness.

As the Boston Globe pointed out in en editorial in 1975. Under the Amendment

"equality is absolute, total, unalterable, for all times. What is good or bad

for one sex is equally good or bad for the other. And lawmakers would be for-

bidden from every distinguishing between the two nn any matter (In felsenthal.

p. 143),

II

Just at the time supporters of the ERA were preparing to reintroduce

the Amendment into Congress to begin the ratification process all over again,

a new group of feminists began to challenge the androgynous assumptions of the

feminist. movement. Reviewing some of the most important of these new works

In the Now Pekuplir last summer. Benjamin R. Barber observed that this "third

stage" feminism seemed

to be pushing toward a full demystification of both the feminine
And the feminist mystiquii, in favor of a realistic appreciation of
sexual differences, the onstraints they place upon us, and the plural
virtues they make posciule ("Beyond the Feminist Mystique." The New
Republic, July 11, 19b3. p. 32).
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According to Barber. "the striking new premises" of "third stage feminism"

include: "1. Women and men are biologically distinct in a way which, although

not strictly causal or deterministic, powerfully conditions moral development

and social institutions, and which cannot be theorized away in the name of

abstract androgyny." Thus, for example Carol Gilligan, begins her book In A

Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development (1982) with the

observation: "At a time when efforts are being made to eradicate discrimination

between the sexes in the search for social equality and justice, the differ-

ences between the sexes are being rediscovered in the social sciences".(p. 6).
.

For Gilligan, these differences include the discovery that women's moral de-

velopment proceeds differently and arrives at a different point from that.of

men. As a result of their early childhood experiences with their Pothers.

women tend to develop. a morality of responsibility, which stresses connected-

ness, care, and the preserving of relationships. As a result of different

experiences. men tend toward a morality of rights which stresses individualigN.

Autonomy. and independence. But, and here is whtre the feminist point of view

comes in. women are not inferior to men in morel development, only different,

A comprehensive theory of moral development must recognize that "women bring

to the life cycle a different point of view and order human experiences in

terms of different priorities" (p. 22) and accord these differences equal

consideration.

Whereas Gilligan focuses on moral development, Carol McMillan, In

her book Women, Reason and Nature (1982), examines the faculty of reason.

McMillan rejects the stereotypical view ol women as emotional creatures, In-

capablr of reason, She argues that this prejudice is shared by sexists and

feminists alike, though for different reasons. Sexists believe that women

are "naturally" irrational; feminists believe their confinement in the home

cenditions them to such behavior. By contrast she argues that there is a

specifically feminine form of rationality, which she calls intuitive knowledge.

Intuitive knowledge is particular rather than abstract and universal; it Is

Icquired through exience rather than book learning. Intuitive reasoning

Imm.rqnc frnm traditional feminine activities, especially "procreation and

,nilq,04ring" (p. 56), and is uniquely suited to these activities.

(N The premise of the now feminists is that "sexual differences, neither

In.yit,)ble, nor wholly oradicable, are in themselves beneficent and

life_enrirning; liboratien rani he better won through their cultivation than
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their negation." For feministS like Gilligan, McMillan, Barber and even

Betty Friedan in her more recent work, this means a theoretical appreciation

of the distinctive feminine moral and rational contributions to human civili-

zation and of distinctive feminine activities. There is in each of these works

a reaffirmation of woman's roles as "nurturer, caretaker, and helpmate" (Gil-

ligan. p. 17).

(3) Closely connected with this recognition of sexual differences is the re-

jection of androgyny as the standard for the good. society. Not only does

androgyny produce a stifling uniformity, but "ifturns out to be rationali-

zation for dominant mile paradigmns disguised as . . . human archetypes."

Thus, Gilligan criticizes earlier theories of moral development, which

purported to investigate human moral development, but took masculine develop -

merit 8S the standard, and judged women inferior. Similarly. McMillan defends

a specially feminine kind of reasoning. She argues that the intuitive knowledge

of woman is not irrational, but only appears this way when more masculine forms

of reasoning wrongly become the paradigm of rational thinking for both sexes.

(4) The new Feminism attempts to portray the feminine condition in a more

Positive way and, in so doing to reconcile the tension between feminism and

the family. As Ben Barber puts it "The special relatinnship that femininity

affords women to generativity, nurtur!ng, and affection, endows them with a

unique aupreciation of (and responsibility for) the ethics of caring and of

affiliation indispensable to civilization." This Is In fact the central focus

of GlIligan's work on moral development and McMillan's examination of reason.

Increasingly. the arguments are finding their way into feminist thinking.

thus, Jean Bethke Eishtain, in a much discussed essay in Dissent,"Feminism,

Family, and Community" (Fall, 1982), chides radical feminists of the seventies

for their attacks on the family. In contrast to earlier feminist psychologists,

r.t.o viewed motherhood as essentially neurotic, Elshtain looks upon the tra-

ditional concerns of woman with "children, friends, and community" sympathet-

ically. though the community She has in mind is not your overage suburb. She

Is Intrigued with Gilligan's suggestion of a distinctive moral voice, "empha-

sizing concern and responsibility for others." If Gilligan is right, then

"feminists should be among the first to preserve the sphere that makes this

morality possible and to determine how best to extend its imperatives to

less-than-humane world" (p. 447).
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Sara Ruddick mass a similar point in her essay "Maternal Thinking."

in which she explores the
maternal concern with preservation, growth, and love

and seeks to join them to'a feminist politics.

(5) The final, and most important premise for our purposes, is:

Given that sexual differences
are valuable (rather than indelible),

the quest for justice in social
relations cannot be a search for per-fect symmetry. Instead, ways must be found to preserve (or create)

political and economic equality in the face of differing social roles,distinctive gender needs, and contrasting, if (ideally) complementary
approaches to moral development and reasoning.

Clearly, this is a more difficult task, for it requires making subtle and con-

troversial distinctions based on sexual differences. Take two provocative

issues: If Gilligan is right that
women develop a morality of responsibility,

shouldn't public policy take this distinctive moral point of view into account

when devoting whether to allow women in combat? If McMillan Is right that

the relationship between mothers and children is not wholly conditioned, should

an "authentic feminism" begin by taking
seriously "the woman's role in the

home." rather than the right of women to pursue careers? (McMillan, p. 104).

Feminists themselves do not agree on these and other issues and they are right

to fear that such distinctions may be used to rationalize sex discrimination.

Nevertheless, the premise underlying the first stage of feminist theory, that

every distinction constitutes discrimination, is
now being called into question

-.not by sexists, but by a new generation of feminists. It would be ironic

if Congress were to accept the androgynous ideal which the ERA repriients

at precisely the moment It was being challenged by feminists.
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The land the Earningo Gap Petween ran and Unman

richest end Judith Finn"

Pearinge on the Equal Rights Amendment
C,Alitteo on the Judiciary. U.n. Senate, September, 1984

Vonen in U. labor force earn shout two-thirds ac much as men. The

evict...nee of init. carningr rap in often cited as evidence of widespread sex

,7 dt.lerimination in ctployment. ik111, believe that the motore of the boa Rights
,/ '

/' Anurolment. to the O.S. Constitution would change this, or nt lariat reduce the

laze of tie male/female enrningn differential. 1, testimony whioh follows. .e

devoted to the date and research findingc on this issue.

It in arrund that the litA would reduce the sale/fesale earnings

differential by reducing nex discrimination against women in the labor market.

cf warts, for to even potentially have such an effect, two oonditions would

have to procontly stints (1) the current male/female earnings differential would

ivIve to he the ranult of labor market discrimination, at lomat In part, and, (2)

lied would have to add somethtnt significant to our present tools for colbstting

eex discrimination in the labor market.

Our focus here is on the first of thane conditions, whether the earnings

Or reoltu from discrimination. Es find the best case for this view to be vary

week, because there is no direct evidence that sex diaoriminstion in the labor

reek, t is responsible for any significant part of the male/female

eerniner difference. It is true that some have examined the available data and

studies and have concluded that sex discrimination aunt socount for pert of the

sale /female pay cap. Ve have examined this evidence and concluded that

alternative explanations for the earnings rap are much more plats/tibia.

The Earninos Gap

Nearly everyone who cares about this tissue known that women earn about

;P.59 for erich dollar earned by men. This oomnonly cited statistic is derivil

by cr.i..irinG the annual earnings of "full-time" wage' and salary workers. The

':0.59 tote not obaroNd much but tt was up to $0.60 by the time of the 1980 Census

and by 1182 wee up further to 40.62 (i). rut note that "full -time" does not

seas the _sans thina.for ten and women.. On evoroce, mile full-time.workere work

more hours than female full-timo workers. Eon are more likely to bold two jobs

and tend elm to work lnnrer hours in their prinoipal job. There is no'resdily

"Judith Finn is a publio poltoy specialist residing in Oak Ridge, TN. Dr.

Vichnel C. Finn is a mentor economist in the labor end Polloy Studies Program of
Oek ridge Associated Universities. The views expressed in this paper are his own
And ore not nee...snowily the views of Oak ridge Associated Universities or its
sponcorc.
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cited ,nvernmont statistic which allows us to coopers male vs. female earnings

per hour worked but teverel econonisti have estimated that women earn about

;41.70 per dollar earned by men when an adjustment for hours worked is eade.[2].

The earnings sap between men and wonen was fairly constant prior to 1979

but hoe boon danlining mince then. This is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Median Usual heekly Earnings of Hen and komen, Full-time
are and Salary Workers, 1979-1963

Year
Female-to

Selo-Ratio

1979 .63

1900 .63

1961 .65

1982 .65

1903 .66

Sources flonthly_babor Review June 1984, p.26

Table 1 shows the sale/feeale earnings ratio, using a slightly different

eonore of earnInge available from the U.S. Department of Labor. The "usual

enroines" thews r smaller gep'between MOH and woven (than noes annual

I,ennure it does not count second jobs. The increase in the ratio of

wc:on'a to ape's unrningr, from .63 in 1979 to .66 in 1963 is enough to

ettoblish a new trend because we know thin retie moved in narrow band between

OA in .63 durinz the preceedine docade. Several Dolton; contribute to the

mrrnwine of tkis 'errancy' gap. For norft than a decade women have bean getting

rdunirtion and Am* experience which is more like that of men. For example, in

1Y7 'men mimed 4, torrent of the 0achelorn degrees awerded. Since then the

trend hoc been rising,. fy 15m, fur the first time over, women earned hell of

.11 taehclort de.Teen awarded in the 0.n.(3) He would probably have teen en

"o tr. earninr ratio sooner but for one eignificent facts the tieing

iroIrrtinn of pnn in ti' workforce hne meant on influx of rnintively

incitt :rienced woopn, nrd inexperienced pernonn earn lens. In the future we can

,:,.ter pirfty rfvnan men and w' In with ref:vent to wort: etoerionne, and

11 .1111. to rente . inality in fir male/female narningt ratio.

tta '.ata

:I. tat Tay r'r ir evidrere'm' new dther1r1eatlen

A,I '. 14 ,,rf. .npr.frffeAfna coy tiler nnicnnwledpe tint there

tor rotittin IA) .!itfvrenttnir tut ndd that rtraitim

Anrpro1,10; nom than talf ai the rxintin

!.x liwrf ir fin 1tor ,,rPet.
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The moat nophistiested evidence introduled into the debate by proponents oi'

ERA has been the reference to research studies which examine the causes of the

ale/female earnings gap in the U.S. as a whole. For example, Profensor:

Francine Blau testified before the House Judiciary Comeittee on Sept. 14.1983

stating that,

"A growing body of research into the causes of the male-female
PAY tap supports the view that discrimination against women in
the labor market accounts for a significant shire of the
oifferential..-probsbly over half. That is, over half of the.pay
differertinl between men and women cannot be explained by ram
difforenoes in quelifioationa."(4)

Prufcurnr Ilnu is referring to a body of economic research which tries to

explain earnings differences in terms of formal schooling, work history, and

messuren of "labor force attachment." That part of the earnings gip which is

not anaociated with differences between eon and women in thous factors is

sometimes interpreted as a measure of discrimination.

nomever, all careful recearohers have qualified their interpretations of

the "unexplained residual. "" They recognise that it could be due to a variety of

lector° other than nem discrininstion in the labor market. Those, like

Frofeasor Ulnu, who interpret the "unexplained residual' as a nennure of

discrimination have been neverely critimed in the economics literature.

flecauce this point fleecy to be central to the debate over the proposers FPA, we

would like to briefly quote acne of theme dinsenting views.

Dr. June C'reill, riroctor of the Prograo of Policy Peoenrch on Women and

Fnmilien nt the UrOnn Institute, hoc stated that,

:r.

"Among thoce rtudies...the central (incline tan been that
About half of the rop in nocnuntod for by n few key variablen:
echo years of work experience, years in the lnLor force,
nni Jot tenure. The unexploineJ residuol, however, rennet be
inLre nn n nearqro of diucrioination. It to more correctly
,ihcrite0 nu s, mPauure or our lerurnnor."(51

". I. loni pint ,.hem an analycln r...n to onnridercal

c00010,:ic4ily that oonniders only ant car be (ennily)
is .rod, 1n0 attrii titres tip rempintnr, ,itcorentinl to o

ut v.o.14101 oii.cr.rinJtinn."(t1

,ftsr (.(,rtr I. t, "At It.) 'artett, rioted:

". Ib 'yr .lionr.y ',tout trrnt
ri. Ir. It

t.. I, 1 , to t it t t1 ir. r, t..rot
(..1 1't 1 otot Sw...t t I' /I fortwor i the 1 OP'

...I. T. t 411 114. t. . t I le
t ; S. t 'Mt 11-0 tie r.lef.)..!

r rot, Jr: 1110 1,)r r In Ui. 2:P
tr T. r.. I (,,t, ,.hill trend'. It'

1 i 1 ;
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Dr. Jacob lancer:

"Although it sty be 'traditional', ... to measure discrimination
by the residual --after various ether fsetors have been netted
out- -I think more humble attitude is to think of the. residual
an a measure of our ignorance..."(8)

Dr. Brian Chiplin reviews the evidence and concludes*

"Thus the current empirical evidence 1 lot to be desired;
many of us might believe that nee discrimination exists, but to
we knew?" (9)

Dr. Cotton rather Lindsey,

"The list of footers, producing differentials in productivity and
therefore loges, but which cannot be controlled for
-statistically, is far longer and potentially far more important
than the short list currently entered in any computer."(10

Another economist, Dr. Solomon Polachekt

"...the traditional method of examining discrimination as gap
in wages is clearly bianed...The results of this study indicate
that...a conclusion of nondiscrimination is warrsntad."(11)

Dr. Harriet Zellner summed up the problem with the evidence that has been

presented in support of the discrimination hypothesis. Unlike moat economists

she finds a way to say what she means uping everyday langueget

"to ...test for the existence of discrimination in the labor
market by determining whether there to any wage differential
left after controlling for ell relevant characteriatics is
somewhat like trying to discover whether you left your watch in
the kitchen by looking for it everywhere else first. It would
be more efficient to look in the kitchen."(12)

Clearly, the plain fact is that gum hypothesis that the earnings gap is due

to .Recrimination it just that, an unproven hypothesis. There is for more

support for this view that I can review here, but I aL citing it for the

resord.[131 The ',tint here is net only that this method in seriously flowed,

but that thong who claim to have measured the extent of discrimination have only

the existence of the "residual" upon which to imam thin claim.

Further, the studies ,,Mich have uned egotistical analytic to try to :sulate

dinorimiuotion urine the "residual" method have nearly nil fneuced on the people

in our labor force who bier:. fe.r wuree or ralary. They usually do ant include

the nearly 10 million tmoriran aorhern she are self-euuloyed. Thin ic;

,inderntnilLtAnt it one in lookinc for ivcrimination to ecOnyment it mnken

nnnue to fort., on thorn, who wort for ntherr adgiu their ecrninfc determined

ty thrir ,riOarr. Mwevvr, thin hoe canned ur to itncre an 1,,,portant fnctt

the connini 0 in junt. an Inrtc throni the oolf-eniloyed an it I:4 mow NNO

and raincy i.orLerst !...ne Wilily. below.
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Table 2

Ratio of Female /Male Earnings for Year-round, Full-time Workers
in 1982, by Occupation end Claes of Worker

Wage and

Solar/ Workers 1 Self - employedOccupation

Managerial end Professional
Technical, sales, and

administrative support
Service

Precision production,
craft and repair

Gporator, fabricator,
laborer

Farming, forestry, fishing

Total, all occupations

.63

. 59

. 63

.65

.64

.70

. 62

. 47

.44

.54

.49

. 04

.46

Sourest Eugene H. ti raker, elf-asp oyed workers' an update to 1983".
MonAlAY,Labor Reviews , July 1984, p.18

In every occupation group the earnings gap between men and woman is greater

among the self-employed than it is 'along wage and salary workers. This suggests

that there In something other than employer discrimination which is causing the

earnings gap. Le can antinipate that the advocates of greater federal

regulation of the economy will @exert that the self-employed suffer

diacrimiaation too. If you held a hearing on this, you would undoubtedly Mar

that melt- employed women suffer discrimination or lack the "connections" that

self-employed men have. However, studio° do not support such a claim.

Physicians are one of several occupations dominated by self-employed

persona. This is also an occupation with a well-publicized end wall- researched

wore gap botwenn men and uomen. Studies of this occupation are better then

thorn which were conducted for the economy as a whole (and referred to above),

because the atudten of physicians earnings have measures of physicians actual

output (et;. number patients soon). This in very important because women

phyrieana not only work fewer hours than male physicians but they me fewer

patinnts per hour worked. They are not discriminated agninst by referring

doctors or patientr. AC they charge pricea as high es their male counterparts

and they (Aro have welting Hate at least so long me the men's. Rhin the facts

about their lower productivity are, taken into account, researchers conclude that

the enrniner gap between men and women physicians In completely explainable by

fnetorn other than discriminntion.(14) The research on phyaiciana is relevant

to our di:ieuralon to two respectna firot.'it indicates that the entire onrninge

yap can br expinlned ty factory, other than set discrimination when data on

;ToductivIty are available. `Second, (since phytinianc are often self-employed,

It nupverte that we look skeptically it claims that the earnings differentlnl

;merle the self-emileyed lr due to set diecriminstion.
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Since pay differences era Almost completely caused by difference', in jobs

rather than the failure to obtain equal pay for equal`work, understanding the

earnings pap requires an explanation of the reasons why women, on the average,

hold loner - praying jobs than men. Wctcr. have different job-related attributes

and different amounts of these nttributes then men. These differences, which

are due to the dual role that the majority of women in this country still choose

to play, explain most, if not ell, of the earnings gap. We will only outsmarts*

here some of these differences that are far more plausible explanations for the

earnings gap between men and women; (15]

I. Women have different educational attributes.(16]

2. Women invest leas in on-the-job training.(171

3. Women have less work experiance.Ohl

4. Women word fewer houre.(19]

5. Lehman have shorter job tenure.(20]

6. Woman have lees geographic mobility.(21)

7. Woolen are less motivated to maximize eerningt and have different job

related variablen.(22]

O. fiction ere engaged in less dangerous work.(231

hill the ERA Reduce the Pay Cap?

The only other kind of evidence brought forth by proponents of FICA to

support their frequent assertion that the pay Cap is evidence of sex

dincrimtnation in the labor market is strictly eneodotal. For example, during

the ERA hearings in the Rouse of representatives in 1963, Governor lam*

testified that the Colorado state ERA had opened up opportunities for women and

that women are better off economically there. representative Patricia Schroeder

of Colorado echoed the ;sentiment. Put neither oited any statistics to book up

their claims.

We are economists who attribute the pay gap to factors other than

discrtmin,,tion. However, even if we agreed with Professor Blau that sex

discrimination in the labor market accounts for a significant shore of the

differential, we would still not endoroe an Equal Rights Amendment to the

Constitution ea a remedy, because we do not think the ERA would reduce the pay

ger. Deployment discrimination is already illegal and violations of the law

would still go through the appropriate agencies like the EEOC. Legal scholars

tell us that the EPA would not add to our ability to combat sex discrimination

end that we already have adequate Constitutional authority for insuring equal

treatment of the sexes either by legislation or by invalidating any existing
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discriminatory lawe.(24) The ERA advocates have felled to provide any evidence

to the contrary. They have not explained how the ERA would reduce the earnings

OP or what legal tools the ERA would add to our ability to combat

discrimination.

Will an ERA cause greeter equality in earnings between men.and women? One

way to answer this question is to examine what ERA has socomplished in the

states which hove amended their stets Constitutions with an ERA.

State FPAs and the Pay Cap

Six ctate EkAs have lenguago cimiliar to Section 1 of till. proposed Federal

!.PA. Colorado, Pawaii, EarylendoPennaylvania, Hew Nexico, and Uashtngton.(25)

The decennial Census can proviet estimates of mele/femele differences in

earnings and incomes by state. We compare these six states with the U.S.

average. In doing so we compute s six state average which is weighted by the

number of working women in each state. .Altogether the nix ERA stateo contained

about 11 'ardent of the women who worked full-time year around in 1980. The

ratio of female to male earnings for this category of worker was .502 in the six

'1A States, while the ratio for the entire U.S. was .596. Rather than greater .

equaliti in the EPA states, these 190C Census data suggest that the male /female

conduct; gap uAti °lightly larger in the EPA states than in the U.,S. as a whole.

In this vone kind of error or utatiotical aberration? To assure that it is not

we make thin ano;rioon using different measurements, n11 taken from the Census.

!ate Table 3.

lfioition of "YArniorn"

Table 3

FooloPale Earnings ratios

Patios Female /lisle

Six ERA tnten 1 Total P.S.

:orningr in r7 of Persons qorkinu
Lur:u., (usually uorkinc 35 or

ore hours Ter we!.)

Lomita: it 107,:. of l'ervons Lorkin

nn(, (total, ineludinr
girt -ti vorivrr)

1,1010 in 1(!7t. of ferrorJ '1.11wd
Fell - ti's., Yenr.ron

59.71.

51.2 55.6;*

59.7:

I orn I a, 1f C., of forsons.

1-5; (10,n1) 57.9;

foorrol tureu of the Connor, 1,,10 Census of Population,

(lornoteristics of the Po/L/AiWN (PC GO-1-C), and 1980 Contain of

L21...flatten, Detnilad Enpulatioa ChaacterinticA (PC 80-1 -8), 19P3, And

1,10 tonrflr of Population.
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Thy rennit in 7aLle 3 is the stye reLerdlash of the dofinition used& the

'41ln/female narningc ratio for 19c0 shown rlightly greater equality in the U.S.

as o whcl.. ta's-, it does in the weighted average of the six FAA vtnixto. The

difference between Mr, ENA station and the rout of the U.1:. in this respect is

vroimbly too sewn to murit comment, but there in definitely no support for the

idon that thorn Is rrenterearnings equality in the EPA states than in the rest

of the

The only line in Table 3 where the NA states show a higher ratio of

female/nale earnings than the total U.S. is the last one. This is an earnings

cal° for 1X9, taken from the 1970 Consul:, before moat of these states passed

their %Ply in the early 1970s. One might suspect that the effect of the state

FaAh hnd heon to raise the male/female earnings ratio to near the level of the

everygnfre., nom.. even Lever level prior to posses, of the stet., ERAn.

Hownver, the last line in Tel 3 indicates that this was not the case, The

1S,10 Census showed creator earnings equality in the Six states which permed

&sate EPAs than in the 0.n. en a whole. Though again the difference is probably

ton crl to establish that the FICA ntetes lost ground in this respect, the

eviaeho in Table 3 definitely doge not support the notion that the passage of

FrAn in these six /Anton hid the effect of narrowing the sale /female teachings

Tho evidence cited in Table 3 contradicts the assertions of ERA advocates

Mutt there to net discrimination in the labor market and that passage of an ERA

will mnhe a differonc. in women's earnings by helping to reduce it.

lovover, it night h- that en ERA would make a difference over the long run,

fcr example, by causing women to behave more like men in preparing themuelves

for nr,l.loyment. To examine this possibility ve have prepared acme more ratios

denlinp with education. See Table 4.

Table 4

Fomale/Eale Education Ratios

Lefinitinn of Education Ratiot Female/Total

Six ERA States I Total U.S.

Total enrollment in 1416hor
Education, 1952 51.7r 51.%

n.r. dogreen in Engineering, 1903 13.4'.4 j 13.2$

B.S. degrees in Engineering, 1976 3.6% i 3.6n

Sources U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Statistical Abstract. 181 P.164,
and Engineering Manpower Commission, ...
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The ant., lo lahle 4 indicate tout women now enroll in higher education at

stout the eon() mote in the EPA states an in the U.S. as a whole. They make up a

very slightly larger portion of the total enrollment to the ERA state°, and also

they are slightly more likely to receive degrees in engineering in the EPA

/states. Thin could hove an effect on future male/female earning* differentials,

bemuse engineorine in the college major leading to the hidhest salarims for

hoth men end women and in a field which hap historically enrolled few women.

'ote, however, tint the growth in female enrollment, in engineering hats been

dramatic In the non-E)A etatea ao well as the EPA etetee. The differences

uhlerved here between ERA states and the reat of the U.S. are so small that,

like there in Table 3. they ern probably innignificent.

We Woo exemined other malw/fwele differences In' ERA stateo vs. the total

11.1,., for exemele, in ferrite poverty motes. We were unable to find significant

41M-wen:me. no we do not present the rematm. Our conclusion its that ERA has

mean no diffference In tie male/female eerningo ratio no far in there six

ranter. end there if no indication that It will make any difference in the

future. Further. the moverience of the ERA Mates ouggeete that a Federal ERA

Vane on effect on the mfile/fenle norninre ratio.
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Empkwed women are paid only 59c for even
dollar paid to men This Wage Gap exists
primarily because women are concentrated at the
bottom of the occupational ladder in lowpaying,
deao.end oohs

Comnt equal employment laws are inadequate
and enforcement is weak. at best. In addition.
these Lows cannot roped% be enforced due to
s an Inc oudicial and statuton.standards of the
courts
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ERA and the
590 Wage Gap
Why Women Don't Get Equal Pay

liUhout the Equal Rights Amendment. female
workers of not onls this. bur the next gen
era cons wilt face repeated and varied former(

-orlionation And hec MAC of discromnatkin in
e. 1..010r-oat institutions. Young women. year
after sear. continue to rte tracked into the same
low pas sng clerical and service lobs. Without full
votiaito ,coder the Constitution. the patterns of
sea discrimination in the workplace may never
change.

Since 1955, the Wage Gap Has Widened.

The median earnings of year-round. full rime
workers in 1955 were $2.719 for women and
54.25: for men. roughly 64c to the dollar for
women In 1979 earnings were $10.1hts tot
women and 517.062 fur men; Thus. women were
paid 59r rot even &ion paid to men ThL'
means women have tot work nine days to make
what men are paid in rose.

Over the years. for even &liar paid to men.
women were paid the following:

ltrii ... 63.9c 1972 57.9cfv; ..61 3c 1973 56.6c
I`+6: 60.8c 1975 58.8c
1912 . 59.5c 1977 58.9c
1965 . . . 60.0c 1978 59.4c
194.7 57 6, 1979 59.6c

19:: 59 4,

The Wage Gap by Race.
Annual Earnings

White Males $17,427 $1.00
Black Males 12.738 73c
Hispanic Metes 12.658 73c
White Females 10.244 59c
Black Females 9.476 54c

Hispsnic Females 8.466 494

Men are Paid More than %men at Every Age,
but Considerable Differences Elam at Each
Level.

Age Grout_ W
liftmen' Pay

Men's 5

15.19 $7.519 $6.716
20.24 I1.481 8.572 75c

25.34 16 625 11.156 tits

35.44 56c

45.54
55.64 19.437 10.,74 firc

63+ 16.107 I:.664 4l6(

Wage Gap by Education:

Education M
liinnen's Pas

W to Men's 5

Less than 8 years $11.034 57.423. 67c
8 years 14.475 7.766 54c
High School:

1.3 vents 15.205 6,552 56c
4 sears 18.11i 10.5.6 58c

College:
1.3 years 19.376 11.861 6Ic
4 years 23.386 13.430 57c
5+ 25.858 16.694 65c

As shown above. a woman with a college degree
continues to make less than men with an 8th
grade education.

\ Orymn k .f I it II VL imen . 42s !lth Strrti Aitunirtun P.C. V.W4 202/ 34..:174
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Separate and Unequal

Despite their Increasing numbers as wage
earners, females are segregated in low paying,
underrated jobs. The sex segregation
of women in the work force is a century-old
srory. Since the I900's when women
were a cheap source of labor in fad:cones and
resole mills, females havebeen separated into
'women's joba. This practice was created by
so-called "protective legislation' which in reality.
restricted and barred women horn participating
in better-paid lobs. Many or these archaic laws.
which hawed such things as the number of
holm women may work and type, of jobs they
may pertorm. remain on the books. Although
sine of these sratures have been repealed and
Ir.ers ate. of questinnable validity. they
. inbulre a type in discriminator rider the law
:Sort is far from dead.

Wage Gap by Full-Time Occupations:

111 e k.h Ltegory and lob title. even those
dominated by women. females get paid less
tto me%

In clerical mils. Mr tnorance. women averaged
ahrut 39.8 i per re tr Men in clerical sobs made
316,501 or 44: 11 more than females.

Below is a partial b....mg of bladed °or orations
as released by the t .s.nsur Bureau fur 1979.

Wage Gap by Full-Time Occupations
and Job Titles:

VA,men s Pay

s. 1t. min '.1 "5 to Men't S

'era 1 %Ate, Sib 503 S 9.115r 65t
%pr. 12.122 9.1415 764

ashlers 11,144 7.645 Mt
41.tkett 11.915 7.319 614

Iris zee Flon,ehot3 12.991 1.618 181

J.th sett met 11.218 4.346 741

Profs,,.. .nags 21.11'0 11.701 644

hers 18.118 13.411 744

11rede nt High
N. hoot 16.905 11.107 78.

t 22 58 16.219 714

computes ipet. 'al to 11 774 18.342 title

,2oef.frat es 14.911 1.561 Sit
11findactunne 15 109 1,725 58.

Wofkets 17.084 8.480 52.
"ales 'Wks 10.4174 7.208 661

Refill Trade 12 :45 7.197 604

\lett:nets 21.815 11.705 54.
F.nant.e,103111ente 14.127 12.044 W.
PUNIC AdMinlifflaf11/11 20.401 14.731 i21

Labniets estept tarn 11.974 8.985 'it
%Lino, is Itif mit . 3 457 4 217 one

i .nsttn. non .0 416 7.811 7:t
I A.er 17 106 10.585 611

Wage Gap by State:

Wittien's Pay ro Men's S
17D.Wi;;;(614...i«. I- 44
2 New knee 66 It
I %mom 65 44
4 New York
i Smitten

64 94
61 84

6 4.4a6663
7 Cenews

62 :4
61 8.

,
4 Nunn Coultas 61 If
4 1.1.koran 61 It

10 cosh Care.lina 65 44 - - 11 Commences 57 is
11 Arkanua 60 7f 32 Minna SI St
12 Massetharetts 60 4 11 Wittman 57 Se

13 Fkekli 60 Of 14 Nikita.. S7 21
14 4.4tensupp te: 04 35 Sou il Was 57 ts
:5 Magma 59 St 16 Teets S7 .31

1. Pennevleama 54 7e 37 Mode Island Se as
7 New Hencelute 14 14 18 Mosoun 54 54

;1 ilshams 44 21 19 North Wore In tle
r Stone ;9 is .0 Iowa 55 7e

2.' .X14110414 '43 of 41 !Soho if er
21 Calderma ?I 41 41 MO1111/1.1 iii.

14.114(1411 Sfl 4 4) 0111111 55 14

'1 %IMOLAI 18 2. 44 Al aka SS 14

I NeYela 521 24 41. bloats SS I*
.S New Memo Sb Of 46 West Wilma 15 14
:6 Oftsu 47 6 41 Washoneun 34 it
7 eoluraJo 1; 44 48 Indiana 53 de

18 Kantaa 47 Jr 49 Wourrnw4 3.3 it
:9 Hermit ,: 2. '0 Cut% 53 It
IS Aruuna ri 04 Si. Lemma 49 5e

The green and white 594 button has become a
critical tool in NOW's dnve for ratification of
the Equal Rights Amendment. 59e represents
more than just the Wage Gap between women
and men. It symbolizes the economic injustice
suffered by the average American woman. As
this Gap continues, the need for the Equal
Rights Amendment increases.

The ERA will be an important legal weapor to
counter sexbased discrimination in employment
regardless of the political climate.

The ERA will provide for more effective and
aggressive enforcement of anti-discrimination
laws.

The ERA will create a uniform standard that all
courts must apply when they decide cases raising
problems of sex discnmination m ertiploiment
and education.

To become a part of the Constitution. the ERA
must be ratified by June 30, 1982.

The nye informstron wa6 collected horn the Bureau of
Labor -ransom II S tkpartment of Lobos and the
Census Bureau of the U S. Department ol Commerce and
o based on 1979 data of the annual 10 woes. No 125,
All mmonation ts bared on median annual famines of

silleime. velffolanti workers with the erteepoon sit the
%inks es Age and Education winch ate bawd on annual
,ncnme arra. The State Wage Clap chart is based .In
spec :el duds releAwsl in 1970 using 1975 data and u not
.t.sueJ annuslli
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TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL LEVIN, PROFESSOR, CITY COLLEGE

OF NEW YORK, FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CON TITUTION

IMPLICATIONS OP THR E.R.A. FOR EMPLOYMENT

Ay name is Michael Levin. I am Professor of Philosophy at the

City College of New York. My training as a philosopher has, I be.

lleve, given me the synoptic view of feminism needed for assessing

its policy implications, topic on which I have written extensively.

I have been asked to testify before this Comm4e on the im-

plicstioAs of the ERA for employment, particularly private employ-

ment. Let me state at the outset the particular implications ERA

would likely have in this area, bearing in mind that the courts'

construction of CdA must remain hypothetioal at1this juncture. Then

I vill move to more detailed analyses.

--Tatrenchment of the quota system

--A-cognition of .00mparable worth"

- -Th. ens of All protective legislation

--The redesign of employment criteria

--;:roslon of seniority

- -n:xtenalon of the Civil filahts Aot to establishments of all sizes.

To 'omens its impact, it is useful to Contrast the language of

the vHA with the language of the 14th Amendment, to which it is

sometimes compared. The 14th Amendment guarantees 'equal pro-

tection of the laws," while Section 1 of the !RA guarantees 'equal-

ity of rights under the law." The difference is that whereas the

former wording pertains only to Itgia sight& the letter appears

to introduce a broader notion of rights. For example, suppose

there is a law againnt arson in a given locality. The 14th Amend-

ment sees to it that everyone Pnjoys equally this legal right not

to have one's property intentionally incinerated. It forbids the

Ruthorities from turning a blind eye because,, say, arsonists attack

synagogue. The 14th Amendment thus refers to no rights beyond

those created by law. its guarantee of *due process* refers sim-

ilarly to the fair administration of already extant laws, and its

ban on the abridgement of "privileges 'and taken in

historical context, refers: to specific privileges and immunities.

2 filN 6
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By contrast, in no obvious way does the wording of the ERA con-

fine the rights it guarantees to legal rights; it refers unqual-

ifiedly to *equality of rights" to be guaranteed "under law,'

Rights not created by law could be discerned And, under ERA, the

courts or Congress could be called upOn to see that these extra-

legal rights applied to men and women equally. Since the drafters

of the ERA have avoided any construction which unambiguously ez-

prsees intent to protect equality of legal rights only, and since

legislators are normally presumed to intend what they oould but do

not disavow, the courts have a'powertul incentive to interpret IRA

as reaching beyond legal rights.

The language of ERA can in fact sustain three increasingly

broad interpretations. Given recent dourt decisions and the claims

characteristic of the feminist movement, the broadest is most likely

to be central to ERA litigation.

(1) The ERA might mean simply that the same laws must apply

sex-neutrally to men and women.

(2) It might mean that no law may have even unintended differ-

ential effects on the sexes, This *unintended effects* test is the

one currently used in applying the Civil Rights Act, and it has

guided courts in overturning physical qualifications in the police

and firefighting services. In line with Mum /, (1972), the

Equal 4plOyment Opportunity commission demands that any private

hiring criterion which differentially affeote minorities and women

must be shown to be 'job related.* Under interpretation (2), the

ERA would.fix the notion of *unintended discrimination* into the

Constitution.

(3) Once right" is detached from any legal definition, it is

possible to argue that equality of rights" is denied whenever the

law merely permits private activities which allegedly affeot women
1

adversely. In al figjal um= Randb00% --a book endorsed by the

"eague of Women Voters --Aisne Eisler argues that textbooks which

concentrate oti statesmen and generalifoster feelings of inferior-

ity in women and that on this basis the ERA would change the ed

uoational programs of all (my emphasis , universities, vocational
2

colleges and apprenticeship programs." She also expects this ERA

to support court action to require 'proportional* numbers of female
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roles of authority on television, sine too may male authority

figures denrfsmales the psychological "option" of aiming for power.
3

lawyer' for the National Organisation for *men have argued that

ERA will remove differences in male and female athletic abrit,

that are 'legacy of the pest." NOW asserts in a pamphlet On!.

titled "Dollars and Sense Peainiem" that ESA will address the fact th,..1.

"Girls are steered away from mathematics, valence, and the train-

,ng needed for the better paying fields." There is, in short, a

body of opinion which holds that the law must insure "equality of

rights" by gotivelv lurAgg private decisions (and the social

institutions built thereon) that deny women "equal opportunity" in

some psychological sense, Seotioa 2 of the !RA, which mono:tors

Congress to enforce Section 1 by 'appropriate legislation," confers

broad and vague power on Congress to outlaw Frivate actions it

finds obja.otionable. In yulitioy. the Supreme Court-deferred to

Congress's judgesent that -Imolai set-asides are appropriate means

for ending racial disorimlnation, and under nu it is reasonable

to expot spud deference toward Congress's judgement as to the

best means for ending sex discrimination.

Turning now more specifically to employment, the 1MA could, under

the broad interpretation just outling.d, be understood to require

quotas in public Rnd private employment, The "underrepresentation"

of women in "non - traditional" jobs is widely held to perpetuate past

dincrimination by stereotypically limiting the field of vision of

younger women to "traditional" jobs. On this theory, legislation

which tr,ntrols public employment would have to mandate "affirmative

steps" to relieve the statistical imbalance, or be dIgcrimtnatory.

Courts now impose tender nuotes on private employers under the

nogir, of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act; this controversial

interpretation of the Civil Rights Aot oould, under FRA, bfloome a

nrindat,, for the oolirtn. Similarly, thy; regulations issued by the

D-partment of Labor's Offloe of Contract Compliance could boon .e

mindntory, :o that no Administration oould withdraw them. It eight
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be argued thnt these measures could be imposed on rrivato employers

only when there Is "government involvement," but "government In-

volvement" has been construed very broadly h the courts (see for

example Holodne4 x. Ana). Television stations are licensed by

the Oedorel Communication Commission, large firms are normally

Lath gnverrment contrrotors (so covered by the OFCC regulations)

end r-c-Ive Jowls carried on interstate highways (the courts have

found that uriverritles are "workpinoes" because they receive

goods vin interstate highways). all firms pay taxes. As the Ad.

Jones Unlversitv care showed, the government Is now empowered to

use its taxing, powers punitively neainst violators of what is

de,,med public policy, even when the governMent has no further

"Involvement" with an activity.

To rereat, this interpretation of the ?RA has been urged, ex-

plicitly or implICItly, by figures whose words must be taken seriously.

When the Haagen Administration broached a modest easing of the

Depnrtment of Lebor's affirmative action program, the then-Pres-

ident of N.U.W. said

It In n cutb-ok on justloe. The administration shows dally how
badly the ''RA le needed.5

kreauenbly, then, N.O.W. would litigate under nHA to stop any

,4pal4ngJqf the Department of Labor's regulations by any admin-

letratInn that regarded them as too harsh. Recently, too, the

NAACP nnnounced that It would bring suit in federal oourt to stop

the Justice Department from fighting court-ordered quotas on the

bests of the 211x Nemohis, deolslon. How successful they will

be, no-one can tell. It Is howeve reasonable to expect in light

of this initletIve that similar actions would be brought under FAA

to prevent the Justice Department from fighting gender quotas.

Many serioue scholars - -of the sort courts commonly consult in

dircr:mination cases- -also construe the uncoeroed formation of

prAferences end expectations as dIscrImInatory1

One could also classify as dleorimlnation the pervasive cultural
factors that haVp led to different roles for men and women and
that shape the extent to which women are able to devote themselves
to n career outside the home.°

:,conomIc gender roles t the traditional family work against
economic pnrIty In seve-al ways. #1rat, of course, they porpet-
unto gender -bawd steepotypes and stereotypical self-Images...
Second, women's household responsibilities compote for tine and
energy with labor force aotivItleel while for men, household
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(financial Rapport) relpoasibilities are complementary to labor
force activities... Tjhe relative positions of men and women
in the labor force- are not the outcomes of supply and demand in
the conventional sense. Rather, they are the outcomes of a com-
plicated set of traditional expectations that have to be analyzed
in a model in which render orfers a net of distinct property rights
on certain activities... Until we are willing to restructure
th- houiehol1 economy as an egalitarian institution, for instance,
by mandating equal time spent in child care and other unpaid active
ities, economic parity for women will never be realized.?

No-one can may with certainty that the ERA will be interpreted

to require state intervention in spontaneous social prooebAeo that

deny meconomittarity," but neither can anyone say it will not. A

DoL r'udy entitled g9 la Treditionallv Mil:. ale, when onnnle.

-ring how firms might "wk., the most progress in providing equal

opportunities for women in jobs of all kinds land) meeting TEO

woe's," concluded that

it ubiquitous frohlem was the lack of female interest in many blue-
co'lar jobs -- particularly those with such unattractive features as
rotating shifts, heavy or dirty tasks or regular exposure to such
outside pleaon's as weather or a hostile public.9

Lock of interest in here construed as an obstacle to equal opportunity.

On its face, "AA would seem to forbid quotas in public employ-

-nl, end in conjunction with the Civil Rights Act, forbid quotas

In private employment. One should therefore remember the words of

Justice Brennan in Webers since Congress'intended the Civil slights

Act in part to stimulate black employment, At could not have ins

tided to forbid private parties "from takinik effective steps to

accom!lish that .ongress designed Title VII to achteVe."

Since Cengre.rs and the states would clearly have Slimed the TRA

41th thn inteot in part of improving the economic prospects of

the courts may prove receptive to the argument that ERA 00°-14

encourages and flven oequirec quotas.

at:, !.econd rossibln or likely impact of RA lies in the area of

comtarablfl worth. Just as the munderrepresentatio0 ui tome in

certain job categories violates "economic parity," so does the

war (of at,out 400) between the average wages of full.

!tut! '4o:K1n- and full-time working, women. dhile this gap is

wid-ly conceded ty occnomist-, to be produced by women's char-

ao ari!tic life choi,.,-1,:0 concern ith it has not abated because

the citations from Oveill and Ha -ott) these choices

are retarded as rroducts of discrimination. On this

ja Iroominantiv h women ps less than they are
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'worth' because err role expectations herd women into "pink col-

lar ghettoes," and becalm society in 'moral undervalues what

women do. What is relevant to ERA is the willingness of courts to

override market-based wages on the basis of ttlis doctrine.

Lower courts have upheld 'comparable worth" under Title VII in

Gunther and UM; Congress could combine a broadly construed

ERA with its right to "regulate commerce" in an attempt to alter

the social factors causing the wage gap. If for example it in

determined that the gap persists in part because girls are "ex-

cluded' from scientific and mathematical training, Congress could

set aside funds for the education of girls in this area. This is

already accepted practice- -the authorization for the National Science

Foundation in FY 1982-3 reserved $19 million for females - -and would

undoubtedly accelerate under SRA. Congress could under Sec. 2

require all schools receiving federal funds to take affirmative

steps to steer girls into science. Congress could create a Fair

Wage Agency to oversee all paid wages if it judged wage disorimin-

etion to be pervasive. ERA would almost certainly force public

employers to crane setting wages against private sector benchmarks.

Many states /in-' municipalities have already undertaken "wage

discrimination" studies of their own workforce, studies which, as

Aikal has s own, in theiselves create legal liability for a Title

VII suit. Such studies mi,ht be deemed mandatory under ERA.

No-one con nay how likely such initiatives are, but a controlling

constraint on all interpretations and implementations of the SRA

is that it was passed with the Civil kiahts Aot.(and of course

thP 14th Amendment) alroaey on the imoks. wince legislatures do

nut #1.1 .tomarily swplement stronger laws with weaker, the presumption

must to that the 1.11A will have effects that extend beyond those

caleved by the Civil dicrhts Act in conjunction with the 14th Amend-

ment, A. wholoselp r-cn.mition .f "comp4mble worth" would be

l of such un pff-ct,

-AA woul4 oertninly overturn n11 legirlation 'Psigned

to prot.ct vnm.n 1 the wo-kplrce, A law forbidding woman to

41-00e 0-86--18 271
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in certain environments deprives them of the right to work in

that environment possessed by men.If such laws do not violate the

"3A, it is very hard to see what legal meaning the SRA can possibly

have. Those involved in ERA advocacy have long recognized this

implication, When, somekears ago, Illinois began its SAA'ratif-
i

ication debate, the Illinois legislature repealed lim)10 "Vol-

untary Overtime Act," which kept employers from requiring female

employees to work overtime. The point of the repeal was to demon-

-trate how laws could be sez -neutralized piecemeal, without need

for the ERA. This action did not end the debate, but - -what is sig-

nificant for our purposes -etOth sides agreed that the Voluntary

Overtime Act wee typical of measures the SRA would overturn.

Under the hroadtr readings of rim I have described, in -house

corporate rules designed to protect women will conflict with the

?RA in two ways. A firm which bars women from work deemed dan-

gerous not only limits the oprortunities of women within that

firm, it reinforces discriminatory attitudes by perpetuating

"stereotypes" about the frailty of women. This second argument is

almost certain to be deployed in ERA litigation, It supported the

Supreme Court's 1978 ban on laws stipulating that only husbands

can pay alimony; in Justice Brennan's words,suoh laws risk "re-

inforcing stereotypes about the ,proper place; of women and their

need for special protection" (Wm "A 2a). az was directed against

a state action, but, as I mentioned earlier, it'is possible to

demonstrate "government involvement" in almost any enterprise

lege enough to have in-house protective rules.

Once again, the courts interpreting SEA will have to recognize

the context in which it was passed. It came on top of the Civil

Rights Act, and on top of many local laws and judicial decisions

striking down protective rules of every sort. If the courts fail

to interpret SRA AS extending this ban on protective rules, they

rirk accusing the ERA of redundancy, which, as I have noted, the

courts will be reluctant to do. They will therefore feel corres-

pondingly obligated under BRA to outlaw ell remaining protections

for women in the workplace.

I woul' mak. twok
points is,olarifIcattevl. rIrst, the issue Is

not the intrinsic desireobility of protective rules. :h. 10,-,
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rather, is whether the ISA will by implication eliminate all such

protection for women vi the courts, instead of directly through

the deliberation of legislators: It is up to supporters of the ERA'

to show why the ERA does gal have 'Aim implication. Second, it

is pertinent to note that in 1961 the Soviet government reversed

its position on the equality of women in the workforce and pro-

hibited women from 4603obs they had previously been actively en-

couraged to take.11 This was an imparent response to rising in-

fant mortality rote caused by subjecting women to the same working

conditions as men. It is not clear that the United States under

the SRA could be as flexible in this matter as the woviet ;intone

The points made previously apply to hiring and promotional

criteria. The courts already detand employment criteria with

disparate impact on the sides to be *job related." This does how

ever allow criteria with sex-specific impact *doh are in some

independent way reasonable. Thus a management-training pro

which requires that trainees be willing to relOcate would be

acceptable, even if it attracted Toga), males. There is good

reason for firma to want their managers to be flexible about their

place of employment, so no discrimination is occurring if women

prove more reluctant to r-looate than men. Would such a hiring

or training criterion survive ERA? Again, no-one can tell, and

no court has issued an advisory opinion on the matter: However,

as we have seen, many scholars believe that the social factors which

limit female mobility g a form of discrimination, and the oper-

ative principle in 2xx was that a certain law was discriminatory

because it perpetuated *sex stereotypes." Furthermore, if SRA is

not to be understood as subjecting employment criteria to even

closer scrutiny than they currently receive under Title VII, just

what is its legal meaning? The issue is at best very unclear, and

the onus must lie on supporters of SRA to explain why hiring

criteria will not become more difficult to justify under ERA.

I would add that the Affirmative Action plan recently announced

hi thm Australian government12 gm appear to count as discrimin-

atory any reasonable, job-relat-d criterion which underselects

women for sacioloalcal reasons. The bearing of this precedent on

the SRA is not of course decisive, but it does illustrate what can
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happen to job criteria when an *effects" test of discrimination

replaces an "intent" test, as has happened in the US.

A further issue is the likely impact of the rRA on.public and

private seniority systems, which are alleged to perpetuate past

discrimination in an impeomissible way. lien now enjoy seniority

advantages in many areas, it is argued, because women were die.

criminatorily barred from these fields and of course could not

accumulate their own seniority.

Even withont RRA in the background, "equal opportunity" as.

currently construed is on'k legal collision course with seniority.

The 'last hired, first fired" rule undoes the results of prefek.b'

entially inmerting women and members of other protected classes

into the bottom of seniority hierarchies. The Supreme Court

recently ruled in wit a *monis that seniority does take pre-

c-dence over Affirmative Action, but, as several commentators have

noted, Elia Memohli was an extremely narrow ruling. It over--

turned a court-ordered quota system imposed on a public employer,

and leaned heavily on the clause of the Civil Rights Act which

exempts legitimate seniority systems. (The Civil Rights Act was

extended to state and municipal employers in 1972.) What the courts

will make of voluntarily undertaken seniority systems that con-

flict with Affirmative Action, in either the public or private

sphere, is at this writing an unanswered question. It is pertinent

to note, however, that the ERA contains no provision whatever for

exempting bona fide seniority systems dominated by men, so that

Illy a Plembhig-like reasoning would be unavailable tocourts which

construed the ERA as extending Title VII. If the courts decided

that the passage of ERA meant, among other things, that a change

in the statistical stricture of the workforce had become a signif-

icant goal of public policy, it could reason therefrom that the

process by which female entrants into the workforce ask their way

up seniority hierarchies was "too slow."

Civil service seniority is most obviously at the mercy of this

argument, since tenure it public jobs is created by law andunder

the terms of the foregoing argument--straightforwardly deny *equal oppor-

tunity- rights under law. However, as I have been emphasizing in
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related contexts, state

yond th- civil service.

million or so employees

/. su the California

tiroly legal employment

public policy.
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interest in employment extends far be-
e

It extends, elate clearly, to the 30

of goverment contractors. And in Arco

Supreme Court reversed en otherwise en-

practice on grounds of its conflict with

The final issue I will/consider is the 15-employee exemption

opted by 'Itle VII. On the tfieory that small firms involve the

owner In intimate contact with his workforce, and that making him

employ personnel he does not wish to hire infringes too far on

his freedom of association, Title VII permits discrimination by

firms with fewer than 15 employees. The ERA contains no such

Trovirion. Its. lanrunge excludes no inequality as so trivial

ns to be best left to individual Aiscretions It seems to me en-

tirely 111,.;y, therefore, that the courts would overturn this

ereation. An in me"e more likely by the regular citation of

this "gal" In title VII by ERA advocates.13 The citation of

gaprilso

iv.. it, Were

vloyment

irv!ute toe

strongly suggeats that ERA advocates would amely
,6a

it past, to litigate matters Involving private em-
L:

thA, PS I have ,,rgued,d- intended to dlmore than

ex-neutrality or lap's.

I ',age Ofed seven likely cv,nsequerces of the ERAS entrench..

art of .- order 'litotes, 'road recognition of "comparable worth,"

the And of Irot,ctIve leginlation an extreme narrowing oP :air

eitploynent criteria, tie subordirstia- of seniority to gender, and

extenAon of Title VII. There are two general reasons

for exiecting th -RA to herrn such *road, and very possibly broader,

111:11ci'tion-. Ftrnt, it i- not clear what else the -;dA can be

It c-nrof to for orislling the application of rxIsting

1-w' ,q1,1 women or eliminating 1rivate dircriminttion, for

'Ire rinciion- of the 14th Amenement and Title VII. It can-J

nGt to fJr eliminating wit J ll'tle discriminatory laborlegis..

1,1on remair , tree that can easily be eliminated without a

i.ontitotionai u,Ithir the -.IRA reaches beyond the 14th

am-rrvint snd Title VII to create a far more extensive equality

7.XPN tnr'n now exists, or it is empty--and these
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--,rtn-. wuule, n)t to vi' t,,Pr 'aP13 if qnyone t,lought the fl:H1. was

n .pa 'y

ancund, *fin cemicol.tc of eounli*y, opportunity nd right have

cur,. In V-C,' docridnn to involve reference to vocial processes

4Ach ml rat cave nnnrinj eyond the ambit of the law. Many

;,-07tn, leelUdim, the lix hest %RA liti,!hrts, take the obligation

of th.' state to be not merely refraining from treating men and

winmon 1fferently, tut *von to curb those social and cultural

Iitt-rah of tsehavior which "discriminatorily" foster gender dif-

fe---tif.ti,,n. Since itnowhere limits itself to equality of legal

ral thus b. implication steps beyond it, the SRA is per

r.c.1- twrmoLo.06 to embed such an extended concoot of sex equality

1n Ph. Cou,titutIon.
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Commentary

,Comparable Worth: The Feminist
Road to Socialism

Michael Levin

T N DECAMI 1983. Federal Judge Jack
Tanner accorded the fullest legal rec

ognition it has so far received to the novel eco
nomic doctrine of "comparable worth." This doc-
trine holds that wnsnen in the work force are paid
lett than they are really "worth" in terms of the
"value' of what shay do The recognition came in
Judge Tanner's decision, in American Federa
sion of Stale, County, and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME1 v. Washington SM., that Washington
owes MOO female state employees over four
years' hack pay and raises. Estimate' of the cost nt
this judgment vary from $500 million to $1
lion. Whatever the eventual tally, Washington
taxpayers will have to come up with it soon, as
Judge Tanner has denied various motions by the
state tot time to accommodate its new burden.
The rise is currently under appeal to the Supreme
Coon. with the Reagan administration reluctant
to side with Washington "against women" in an
election year.

The history of AFSCME v, Washington reflects
the development of the comparable-worth doctrine
over the last decade, and illustrates as yell the
tactics on which comparable worth advocates have
tome intreasingly to re'y. The idea itself has late-
ly brume the main item on the feminist agenda
and has. 1110f CO% rT. been enshrined in the 1951
platform of the Democratic party. It is generally
introduced with a statistic and a few examplis
intended to shock. One learns, foci, teat the aver
age full time working woman makes ahem' sixty
rents for every dollar earned, by her full ime
working male itointerpari To viva the point,
one may then be told that tree surgeons mums'
librarians by several thousand dollars a sear As a
sort of climax at unfairness. the advor.ity
tore of the National Oiganimioi) of Ofht e k

ors (NIMW) incises thr caw 1,1 .1 rum
$71'") pet grneral (Inas, who must
analvtr tomer es and h our "goo(' telephone ro
,furor'' and who Mr 111t1,11k 11111.11r. Wink toll',
tog $1,00 1,I(H) mooch hut slut puig

1111111511 1 *HM al ptoIrttur 01 pharotiphy at t 1 %If .111te
atotholi nl titerIltvw, end rlrr ill oiti finds Po ti,./r.o 11.1t

nit itI a tic, 11.4 P "1"1,1"1 wrd

11

who need only write legibly and be able to "lift
equipment in excess of 100 lbs." but who are
usually male. It is presumed to be selkvident
that the ability to talk on the telephone entitles
one to more money than a strong back.

The big question is why women earn so little if
the "human capital" they embody is so valuable
and the jobs they do so important. The an
'wen gken by comparableworth advocates may be
ranked by the degree of conscious malevolence
they attribute to employers. At one extreme stands
the accusation that (male) employers actually con
spire against women in order to reduce labor eau
(-to maximise profits" is the preferred formula-
tinn). Thus, in 19110, the program director of
NOOW assured the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission that banks -"colluded to hold
down wages"; her evidence was that (a) bank
presidents regulatly met for lunch, and (b) men
use "cultural stereotypes" when arguing with fe-
male union organisers. Such charges, however, are
not taken very seriously even within comparable-
worth circles, for wage-fixing cartels, quite apart
from being ;Meal, would be vulnerable to raids
by independent firms willing m pay more for tel
ented females. Nor is it clear why employers will-
ing and able to rig substandard wj*es for women
would not also rig equally subs*ndard wages for
men.

The t.,..ar for conspiracy Xeing so flimsy, com-
parable worth advocates prefer two .er explana-
tions of the wage gap The first is the 'herding" of
women into a "pink-collar ghetto" of typically
female jobs. which floods the market and depresses
wages for thew jobs. According 'o a study done
for the Mulligan Department of Labor:

the ieason for sex related pas differentials (kJ
the tiadttional sex secorrotow of most jobs
I T ode, this hypiehesis, the W11111 of "crowding"
of females oust the u 1cm al and servire oft upa
toms is au -set,tipplv of labor in thew *Krupa
toms. with It Ailting lower wages

Hot this "hypothesis" rests most uneasily with
haigrs of sexual discrimination, for it entireties

that at bottom female wages ate determined by
the malket 1""e' of supply awl demand 'The
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14,1 1141 411 \ 1 s 141 41 V 1 1 %WI 11 1'1,11

more would 1w sal retalie% there are. t',e less an
employer must otter as get serretarial helplust
as, 1 1014 rr%rly. the intent gar( ity of nurses has driv.
no up tooling .1 le% Sri etarial wages may be

.m111111.11 "dm 111114 11111N" .11111 the %apply ot sr(
'mules .111 oyetsupply ouly it In.wiling" is 111)1
wirtaplim but 1 litetzl dent id employers
fort ing women \Vioo some jobs and barring them
front others *I he 'munition that such pralines
exist is entirely imp usihle in light of the Equal
Employment Opporti pity Act and VII of
the Civil Rights A t, who h explicitly forbid
them, our has any Iompar.IhIewonth advocate
pods ell a single instant e of mch activities Or-
lon-mg in the last decade Rut as this citation
from the Ali( higan Department of labor suggests,
OM 01 the mote ominous themes in :he liniquI
able worth iampaign is its unpin it t [aim that the
spontaneous social Lupus whit 11 affet t women's
situational choit es are ihemselves forms of di%

oitination 1ling tot government torrection
nSour the motion of -gliettoitation is so danger-

ously 41/1/tIg1)1.01, 1.10)().1/./1)11. illsh ,u1VO4 At% .1,111

a final a( till ol explain the wage gap: the system-
millet valuing ill w lllll ere% wink as pait of

1111 irty.$ reset All 4181 eg.1111 fin ugunen Whereas
lassu .1: et111111t1111s 1.INS 111.1$ m in bee malice' the

wages of all winliels 'elle, l then "maiginal pro
dui itstiv.- 110 matter what pleptilti es their em
ployeis 01 is hartml, the tomparablewindi *Age
hold; that maaket nlrsh.tumus "don't work" for
wooled lis the wools of Monett, nod
Wages. .1 'rpm, plepsiril in P1141 by the National

ailins 11f Si trot es f!S %Si

In 111.141. 11141,111'% prfls I,. ,d mainly lo %OM
ell .11111 111101 11 1111't g1 Is 11'4% .11 bast in pall he
1141 1111 ale hell matith in women and

1111' ,i,tfelelo,.118 III 38 (.I.1Kr p,o4
1 . 1 1 , 1 1 1061 um in 1 1, 1.% hm/icit .outl dune held
ill 111114 114 111C/1 111`111 V 111 11 1111' 1 11.11,14 11'114111

thuttght ..) iffy., 411'11 $11111. and the
1 It II I. 11'1!0115 of %%MIENS 1111111011 leo affect flail,
pt.abe III its ale field most oit tophasis adifeill

I 1. .1 1.111 nk.lf,tr displas, of i8.):4 1110)1. the N
..41.1! 111o11i, NI .4 'thew.' 1( at -,iieffu tent ill til%

11111111.1 "1 1 .11. I) Et ling to how 111111 h the p...
luitit.,11 of tem to .1 lob low,s its wages

III, II, Ilnt 01 I 11111 sr, is hying 41111 11111'

1.01 1,1,11'th, ,! Ole 11.11.1) !VIM 11 4 111.41 .111111

Inv 45 11:' s 4." "" 11 II l' "I " /"F1 1101 1"1" I"' 1 1118

its hit 1111t 1 II WI 11
Ilk,. Of 411 \,m onoIII Ow

Irlont 1.11,1,,. 1 1.011., 101 Ihr \t,,11114.10 1

1 . 1.1 1, 1 111111 111t111

slue 'hi, IL. u. I,1$ ..1 I,f 1111'41111111 :mks the
.foroem -.4 ss f, .1 I o /I t nnnr w 9:11 lit

tiliffr, %Cf. It Itc 411,111 ,i1 W11 It !!111114 III
The o111111,11I X11 III ill 1m1 1111111 ,.11g11/ In
lrlrtnnilr

I he rsfu It, Rpi. II -,114e .111% VISi 11 11t'

, 1. .1 111.1 lid I I, ill 1111I II .1
10,1, 01 I .11.1111,1 4,411, 8.11 1 1111

thereof- -and then assign a vote to eat h factor,
Jobs with equal point totals, when all dimensions
are combined, ate regarded as equally "valuable"
The heart of the procedurethe assignment of
pointsis entirely subjective and universally ad.
mined to be so by the firms that specialize in the
practice. Nevertheless, it was in terms of such
evaluation surveys that the NAS found women to
he s (rims of wage discrimination.

Tints we attive at the position of the
state of Washington in the early 1970's

when, heeding feminist imperatives. its governor
commissioned the Willis Frm to run a "point.
factor analysis" of wage rases. I.ike most public.
employers Washington at the time was compen,
sating at the rates prevailing for the nearest corre
spooling jobs 141 the private sector. But when the
first-Willis survey found that predominantly fe
male jobs '(those done 70 percent or mo by wom-
en) paid on average 20 percent less thatiirers of
the same "worth" done predominantly by men,
the Washington Personnel Board resolved in 1976
to use the Willis analysis in setting wages. No
steps, however, were taken in this direction, in
part probahly hecause of a memorandum caution.
ing that II g so would cost the state almost $A
milli --in retrospect, a twentyfold underesti
mate Eventually. it was not the results of the
Willis survey iter-se,. lint Washington's failttre -to
abide by studies It had tiUninissioned and resolved
Io 'esprit. that hedge Tanner used to sustain his
hodrnR ol dianimlination, Washington was hoist
on the petard of its own impeccably progressive
Intentions

It is vital to emphasize that equal pay for the
lone wink was not at issue in the AFSGMi, suit
and has not be, n an issue me the passage of the
NO 1 I twat l'av Slot roser. there is not a single
senteme ut the II 5 Code at anywhere else to give
ioniparalile worth any statutory basis whatever.
What enabled AFSCAIF to bring its suit in the first
plate was the Supreme Court's 1981 ruling in
iunther v. IVashtogton that litigants have a right

to test the comparable-worth concept in federal
(olio under the 'Muir of Title VII of the 1964
( 11 Rights ,tr t (611,01ter tuttteinfil_ffirtale
wool; gond% of female in isoir-1%, who tfanned
(bat theu %yolk .1% as valuable as that done by
belie, ;Lod 1)1.1 b. gthuils 111 111,111' pt isonets in high
el II, mow 'insults I At %LIU- 4,35 51111)114' the first

m tliy teleased by

It Is to. dill 111.1 1 1111 /.1 tliNt. two 1' le 1 11111par

.11de 1vtIth Ile, 15111115 1111 11 11% endorses

uoi h. 111)1 n elthel .1 11,01 110111 the (Meld! blue
(11111 dIe W4141' (1,11it tes .d Jura 1 1 te4 industry At

4,11111' 11111e. hteNetel". It W1/11111 114 naive 1101 to
c,i,r, I t St Mt, 111 Ile 1 1111.11 r'11 111 :11!' nem future
h,rt .1 10/ell 51.111,4 h.nr unitemtkeo

14,11111 01011'1 1 /licit 41%, 11 work 1111 IV V mil there
1, won tot sulk oodles to stituallY eserly 0111

) 1 .4 I a
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er state and in hundreds of municipalities. These
studies are invariably accompanied by disclaimers
of legislative intent --"Let's simply see if our state
is perpetuating discrimination -but /IFSCMb. is
an obvious basis (or legal action mite these studies
uncover wage discrimination, as they always scent
to do

To this «mono' ttttt may be added the It 182

endorsement by the leadership of the Democratic
party of "equal pay for work of (4.1111pate 1. 8041.11
valtle," a dor trim. even more radio, than
"equal pay (or work of comparable economit.
value" 'Walter Mondale is on record as support
ing "equal pay (or comparable effort," more
radical still. Congress has held hearings on the
issue, Comparable wroth advocates are predictably
eager to impose it on the private sector; such is
the stated position of the New York Tiffin. An
advocate of comparable worth has argued that
women who occupy "traditionally segregated jobs"
have a prima facie ease for wage discrimination,
with the louden of disproof falling on the ern.
ployert an impossihle louden to discharge since
"wage discrimination" was unheard of until re.
(rutty, and so no employer could have acted af.
firmatively to present it Clearly. comparable
worth has followed come other notable ideas film,
the feminist agenda onto the national agenda

If

T s to true that diutimination explains
1 why women earn less than men? The

NationAl Academy of Si tellies rOIlt hided from its
survey of the statistic al literature that "differences
in education. labor Gore experience. labor-forte
commitment, or other human capital factors he
lieved to contribute to pt.xlintivity" could ex
plain, at mint, half the wage gap. It would seem
evident that the failure to explain the wage gap
4 a given of of variables is consistent with the
operation of undiscovered variables having midi
mg to chi with illotintination Yet comparable
worth AtISOC3117.1 have managed to obscure this
point by expechimes wordplay. In the piston of
the moment. they tutu rive dist riminatimi as a

"te4iiittal I hei ineAtis 111.1/ remand sAtiddis Air
sricrIrd n pti,,71 irirsAill of tv,isro. And dr.
iron ula ;min Is thrn &Wird as whit these ratadei
tanrl'it es plain

To the last two art mfr. the ttachtional test fia
dm 'ululation -"intent" has yielded to the
nun h ulnae Iiitiviits lest of -Or' Is but the

trsidnr- a sr lows itrs"nd even 'Ohl rs StgiiiA
Wing .1 tit A, it. r As r;rs,tnoin.uots 111 Oct 1. re

It Irlst 111.11 1411' ulrnWly some ., rr ill, 1111

.11.01 ar Wsits And 'foss iit.it it h is ,nor Ii limit
Hirt I .,11 ihr f ill 't esid lie test is .in.

died as 11,11111101MM% .1111

nl wind 141'101.4 difirrrin es lir
III, hiding 111,1( r ilisrd In turr/Ir use 1"01,401.11

ins ddirt ethyl

'5'0

'file NAS states:

The burden should rest on the designer of the
job-evaluation system to identify and explicitly
incorporate all factors regarded as legitimate
components of pay differences between men and
women. not merely to assert the possibility that
including unspecified and unmeasured factors
or improving the measurement of existing fac
tors could reduce the "discrimination" coefficient.

In English, this means identifying discrimination
with the wage gap itself, since in 'silence all "we
measured factors" are assumed irrelevant. By fiat,
then, the NAS is able to dismiss such factors as
differences in drive and family sex roles as imagi-
nary.

Thin, none of the studies surveyed by,the NAS
properly controlled for so obvious a variable as
marital status: the wages of never married women
with full.time, continuous laborforce participa
'ion ate virtually the same as those of the average
married full -time working male. Women earn less
than men, it scents, because they want jobs per-
mitting easy exit from and reentry into the labor
force, preferences which flow in turn front the
average married woman's perception of her (am.
ily as being her primary responsibility. esexcially
when her children are young. Men, c n th. other
hand, see themselves as breadwinners, whose obli-
gation to make money increases as children come
along. Perhaps a further factor will prove to be
the male's amplyalocumented greater innate corn
petitiveness, his tendency to do whatever is neces
sary to ascend hierarchies, including the hierar
(hies of modern business organizations.

Would it exonerate all concerned of the charge
of wage discrimination if the wage gap turned out
to be due to differences in family sex roles? Not
at all- 'hese basic differetices between' men and
women simply become (miller injustices.

Criticizing women for "lower labor force par.
ticipation rates than men, moving in and out
of the labor force more frequently than men.
acd tieing mnre likely :han men to be seeking
part-time work only" fails to take certain funda
mental facts into account. For instance, among
bonnie 500 executives, who is taking care of
the children? Whose responsibility is it to jug-
gle career demands with child t eating and child.
ming? Did it ever Is cur to you that the reason

women seem less committed to careers is that
they don't have the luxury of a wife to take care
of home and children while they Mace their

scene paths?

ne!.admg ger., of fir
Ii,nr.ttin d awns I's tiottir. of Prprnrurahsn. crpirin

t .1.1 Blunuotril. W.ikr 'tt tot to
twit amt :iiie 4'11 of the LAO Right 5,1 of VIM. Peso
t /tory of .%ftt 'item bursar if I ate

I cher froth Sutar. Scarp of Sharp 111,d CO 10 Parturrir
Sri irmlwr 9, 1952
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This rage at all difference in the basic social role
of the sexes underlies the campaign for compar
able worth.

CCuenca
of zomparable worth under

standably concentrate on the biases
inherent in any list of factors "desetving" torn.
pensation. For instance, all job.evaluation systeths
I have seen UMW' that a college degre enhances
a worker's "intrinsic value," a bit ol snobbery
which shows only that the people who design
evaluation systems have all been to college. Yet
this is not what is fundamentally wrong with
comparable worth. For while the range of objet
tive judgments about "training" or "responsibility"
is far too narrow to support sweeping doctrines
like comparable worth, such judgments can none
theless be made. Planning shuttle missions in
spate plainly (attics greater responsibility 16 terms
of lives and hardware than does teaching philos
ophy. And planning space missions is plainly hid-
er than adding up columns of figures, if only be
:ruse the latter skill is just one part ol the former.

Fur the sake of argument, then, let its assume a
skill whi..h is objectively difficult and retie{ is nim h
objectively measurable training on the part of its
practitioner; but let us also suppose it is is skill
no one is interested in. Consider a person who it
adept at throwing arrows into the air and catch.
ing them with his teeth. This is extremely difh
cult to do, and takes endless practice. Basketball
players earning six figure salaries do nothing so
demanding. Unhappily, nobody wants to hire our
man to (mat arrows. lie must eke out a living as
a street entertainer Is he somehow being denied
his intrinsic worth by passers hy who flip him
quarters? floes a circus scout who offers him a pit
tank e fur his act undershoot what the knack en
titles him to? The answers would seem to be no
Intrinsic moral and aesthetic merit aside, the skill
is eronomitally worthies, unable to command
other goods and serOces--if no one will pay for
it Only someone willing in trade something for
the service in question I an confer economic worth
on tt.

Money itself is merely the convent I me
of the {apauiv of a thing to prompt people to
exchange their own goods for tt A thing's pine
summarizes the ebb and flow of its performacae
in too Range, and has no independent meaning

heir is the intentrtual Illark hole At Ilie ten
ter of iomparable worth. dole 'is no sulk thing
as intrinsir eronomit value It is a chimera Con
versely, the wilorotess to supplant the market
price of labor m anything else means the willing
nets to override the liberty ol exchange, asscia
tom, and ionirmt expressed hy market prices In

partii obi, comparable worth joiljoisal, the
question is only one of determining where tier
duns is to be suppressed

This crucial point is easy enough to see in con
nection with material objects. it would be absurd
to maintain that copper deserves to cost more
than gold because it conducts electricity better;
gold and copper, absent people's actual desires
for them, would just Ile stuff in the ground. The
point is also reasonably clear where the "just
price" of moneyi.e., permissible interest rates
is concerned, But the market determination of
wages meets much greater resistance, perhaps be.
cause it puts our value so squarely in the eyes of
our beholders.

The example of the arrow.catcher may be di'.
missed as a contrivance. Contrived it is, which
proves its point. The skill seems freakish, worth
less. precisely because no one has ever valued it
or is ever likely to do so. Our very perception of
skillfulness, in tither words, is determined by the
market. The ability to draw, or set bones, or fix
automobiles, seems "naturally" compensable he-
tame we are used to there being a market for
such skills. But the once "naturally" compensable
ability to make buggy whips does not seem so
today, when people no longer want buggy whips.

A I on line of thinkers, extending back
through Marx to Ricardo, has as

tempted, and failed, to devise non-market criteria
of economic value for labor; almost every pro.
posal in this tradition can be found in the com
parahlewosth literature. The straight Marxist ap-
peal to the "social value" of work founders on the
need to specify "social value." If something is

"socially valuable" just because a great many pea.
pie are willing to pay top dollar for it, we are
hack to the market; and there is no other way to
tell that society WHIM something than its willing.
ors% to Its hard to get it

A inure frequent proposal equates the value of
a job with its contribution to the employer's
profit. We may overlook the obvious difficulty:
that this would make wages fluctuate wildly with
exogenous fat-tutsthink of proofreaders heroin
ing superfluous when a publisher's profits are due
to a single bestseller. Let us, instead, consider
wage rates Classical economics holds that eat h
employee tends to get his marginal return on his
product as he bargains omnisciently with his ens.
plovers: If Jones's labor is worth $20 to Smith,
limes r an retina Smith's wage oiler of SI5 with a
lounter{lemand lot Slb. whit h is still aura( live to
snout But dim holes tau It Id out for S17. S19,
$10 50 until %filial ,tee to pay the full
520 But in this tau the n ,ie. ,Isell alrezdy be
stows a contribution to pt "1 ' slits, of course.
the employer must retain ion of his em-
ployee's product If he is any reason for
hiring him Rot then, tr o amnion criterion
means deriding what pc a businessman's
profit he "descues" to k.ei., an entirely arbitrary
dot isorh.

Now, if one assumes that males get the "right"

2 S
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return on !hest piodutt while females don't. it
might went falter and simpler to give each nork
er in a him the tame 'rutin on his puska t, with
out

mhave? to would
on a ;

enutter
ra of idiom

A 'eta y, say, ould be entitled to
te

90 percent
of her protlurt if holders of benchmark jobs like
engineers got "H) ;tenon of then'. Bin benchmark
figures must be determined incleiedentb, which
means by the market A him finds that to secure
the labor of wane engineers it mini pay what
amounts to '10 percent of what they e un Inc the
!um But it so, what fdiltleil requires is not that
the return for secretaries he plopottionate to that
for engineers. but that it he detertnined la the
dame Way is to sal. In the market. Mak
ing the availability of engstners a Lunn in tom
nensating secretaries is neither equitable nor ra-
t ional

What lends an air of unreality to every version
of the "contribution to profit" theory is the fact
that each of several jobs may be necessary for a
firm's profitability Sine it is logically impossible
to give all the profits to each of several job cate
genes, what dors mid must happen in the real
world. in Minh 1 firm %firthd be pat alsred both'
without secretaties A1111 %%11111111t ellgIllerts, is to
drultment of set letarees arid eirgineets at inatket
wages, the wages they all agree ro accept As the
English et list lhomas Ifinlgskin wrote, there
is no "principle in rule for dividing the pro.
duce of joint labor among different individua'
who (-011(111 in the produding, but the judgment
of nulls iduals themselves

A cognate difficulty muleimines the related test
of basing a job's wages on its iontritnition to the
"ditgatistation's objet fives," to quote the Michigan
compat able worth quits. Iles is a measure often
suggested for nun market tagamia t ns like uni-
versities, governments, and finindletunts Yet the
at hei,entent gal ruin monelar% it oak afilo requires
the moperation of many people whose imitrilm
lions cat lllll t be isol tied a pow/ Furthermore, to
compete with profit seeking inganwations in at
that ling Si ffir rem Is talented work (once, nonprofit
organitations must in any rate heed market 'le-
iter.% ationt wages Motrover. determining some
got hunt pose, conmlhutum to the "ovetall oh

o,., um, Innleul picililohlises
what the .inetall obi« lit r-i" of gintmeievn ate,
a goal that has chided polito al plielosoph rs for
some ,enter se's If ti,inettimuitt has air/intimidated
.MI111.1141.11' worth 1111.11. 11-.11111% 111.1111/MA1C Mg&

111/ 111.$11t, 111.1 11 111,1 1M-1.11111. A1A1111111e11 bast'

Lnnul .1111)41.011f %%111111 1.1111'1 In whiling Lg%

t.it.ttiiiit with
iiti %%film 11.1.1 '0111'1 11,1 Ills

111111k. 11,1111..11.11111.%11111 .111111.1 111.11 /JIM
I..11 .1.11 ' 11101. 141 ...11.1111.11% f.111' ill
the 111..1.1r/to. 11111 I., 111 Item us, lot HAM hit
'ilk, 11;10 11111 11 Is

111`.1. ill! Mille I apply .41,1% Ili ivnitg
tal' We (In 111.1 !Wed f1.11.1.1'.111. .111.11%%1S in ter
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that the market wage -dequately compensates
'cruse collectors for the unpleasantness they en.
dune. And, again, our very perception of this dr
cumstance is a response to the market. Most Amer.
ican farm workers would find intolerable the
backbreaking chores that consc'tuted farming a
millennium ago.

Skill, effort, and training do play a role in de
terinining pay. Someone who has invested much
time preparing (or a hard job will drive a hard
bargain. More importantly, the harder a job and
the training for it, the fewer candidates there will
he, driving up wages still further. This naturally
high correlation among difficulty, training, and
salary explains the feeling that demanding jobs
"desene" higher pay. In the end, however, these
factors raise wages only by influencing the choices
of bargainers.

/Iv

APPFAL to te free market may appear
slightly , usty in these days of the

minimum wage, banking regulation, the Nation:
Labor Relations Act, and cancer warnings can
ciyarettes Yet these familiar measures are modi
fications of laissez faire, while the rationale and
scope of comparable worth make it a frontal e.
Sahli on any form of economic liberty.

To begin with, none of the extant labor laws
is haled on a nonmarket notion of valve. The
minimum wage was intended to insure everyone
a "decent" wage, without pretense that every work,
er's output is "really" worth $3.35 an hour. The
National l.abor Relations Art banned "atiti.union
animus" on the pan of management not because
collectively negotiated wages were thought to re
(lent value more accurately, but to secure "labor
pei.ce." And, while the minimum wage truncates
the range of possible bargains, and the National
Labor Relations Act affects a wide range of nego-
tiations, both measures still penitit very extensive
play to market forces Unionized plumbers may
not get strict market wages. but their wages ap-
proximate market value.

Overall, the many regulations that control bank
ing, trucking, the airlines, mergers, work place
safety, and the like are (a) industryspecific or
activityspecific, and (b) intended, rightly or
wrongly, to preserve the free market aga;..st its
own excesses. Wage and price controls, when hit'
posed, are usv i;ly justified as "tempoleit-v mea.
sures" to curb inflation. Even ss,cialisin itself was
originally conceived as a way of .larnessing in a
Moir efficient way die produitCse capra ity gener
and by t vitalism Bet Anse "New r it !".type . rya
'alums shuts purpht t to serore ifir tenths they
muds built In test, In which die! c.lti A

;iiittest Imes is saiplitin ,1 :1, 11.11)

SAA11114% A111 I Min if t keep
failing at he ,-:ear rate aft;! sic' is
plat r!, she ceiling has not
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Comparable worth, by contrast, contains none
nl these self-limitations. Its scope includes every
job in the wank force; and since rum jobs are
"sex .segiegated," most pay wales would be open to
challenge Ni,, does I parable worth inetend UI
(militate the best tendencies of the free matket.
rather, it is explicit about seeking to floe the
maiket. It does this, moreover, withoo, a tear
specification of what positive goal is to be at !tiered
heyand "justice'; under this mantle, fh pursuit
sf comparable worth ran disrourst any economic
liavta it wre3lis as irrelevant to its "soceess." (A
similar el iirrion Flaw gnsrns assessment of affirm.
love ac Ivor. deemed "successful' if it increases the

het of 44 110.'0 and minrities in welfpaying
',Emmons, no matter t.le too 1-3 fairness mr effi

v purmg rm there) Penn Kemhle has
fled cumoarahl- worth 't feminist road to so.

«Ann' '. if sit it is stair !ism without a plan.
I! cy inii, t.r ;.re to reline that cotriparahle worth

never ,,one :tents 1 through voluntary agree -
mam If a him Ian get sectetaries at a markei
'tearing war.,e, so ran 11 I I lompetittors. Were it to
cake its uccetanal warn ethical reasons, its
14 ,r nos would rise without any gain in prodm
tivity. its t let more than those of
Its ampetitors, e II it would slide into Davie
Com:MI.14e worth pr cents what reunion t i %%%
a "Itandinalmn prohlem" it must he int/mimed
all at mile, oi nu' it all. 1vredless to say, the
fawned agent y In, colv "g mortlination problems
is the giitecan.em

ill 1 elthal point is this whether or
1110 the malt eiplal e offers an appro

pilaw ideal of pulite, wages will in fact tend to be
se! at Ihrir mallet %aloe so long as !Ironic irtain
nothing l,.e their a; !loomed eccnamin liberty
I he cods alternator to the itiatket is systematit
stile Imo. Comealable woidi tan be imply
mewed only Icy ;tulles% goiernment intervention,
in the winds lit a pie Gunther federal tom', "pug.
'sant with the poss,bilily of disrupting the entire
economic system of America."

Fait if "wage diurimination" is the wage gap
omit, What e.rr its causes, nathing less than the

the gap will Ire allowed to c 1111111 as
ending dui/ intimation Iii grasp what this would
mean. «model that in 19141 their ei. In million
hill tone winking men whose median income was
$211,1001, and 91 million full Ohm winking women.

tot SI'?.17' 1 11 cones the wage gap.
has" had to pus etch unit m

11/4 'OM Mule. 11 .1iffm1it In Still
whet aims about 11 percent of 14.:a1 wages paid
an 19/4 I I hese ,uses no &min flas-e hero
panic, on in cictistimeis as higher prices, and as
higher saxes to finance goseinment. serv:ces

I htr might think the p (mild I c logod more
tiow4 his freeting rat th114,10R the growth of riled%
ilat it's moil isconeirs sal wet gtrw tri p.11 us I his

14 11 11% the 1111 111 ',All loci, hit 01a, Wirle

the tit), government worked out a comparable.
worth agreement with AFSCME. It seems unlike
ly, however, that men or their unions would toler
ate this airangement on a wide scale. .% man who,
thanks sir compalable worth, gets a smaller raise
that' he would have otherwise gotten has. so far
.1. lie r, 10111 meted, sulfered is pay cut. Comparable
wort/. is advertised as a boon for working wom-
en struggling to help their families with a second
icc ',i.e, but it does not help a family to hold
down the husband's wages so the wife's can
be actificially boosted. On balance, the likeliest
shovern effect of comparable worth would he
to boost evesyone's wages, thereby flooding the
market with new tummy in the absence of new
goods the standard recipe for inflation. And this
might he the occasion for the governme t to begin
coordinating wage policy to assure the proper
closure of the wage gap.

The longer-run consequence of inflating female
salaries and holding down male salaries in defi.
ante of the market would be a massive disincen.
Live to work. W %%%%% en would already be getting
mote without having to work harder, and men
would nut he permitted to get more even if they
didwork harder. Why, then, should anyone work
harder? Nnr would the wort; force become more
"integrated," since women wont(' have no incen-
tive to leave "women's work" once it paid as
mtoli as less pleasant "inasinline" work. If any-
thing, men would fly to invade the newly well.
paid female sphete. And at the same time men
were queuing up for the typing pool, there would
he no lemon fin a man to undertake an unpleas-
ant job like collecting refese if high wages for it
were no longer availahle as an inducementso
we would almost «iitaiiilv see ii ideal job short.
ages !Old so the mulmilited persistence of a
quota %%stem which would prevent IllatlAgernent
from Ming iscintell to make room for (possi,hly
more desirable) meo, and a crisis of extreme ism.
portions would he upon us. If recent history
teaches us ali thing, it is that governments meet
trims of their own making with more of the cot,.
cove rules that t ceatel the crisis in the first place.

r is not smonsing that a ust ;Hy which
has dean lied toeing. quotas..* 'irandn,

and pt.Itlit Is I muted a e..ton 'humid look lit ism
pai..file tit,. 11 1111 1111111i ite1111..eille11. )11e (JO
.'1/110 5'.11111,1 I 111/1. 1.11h a ble.;11,1,1114/1 II11.Ity 111

teach, ch rod n. quartet without
smite new boron fi lot the Federal Register land
mg on hl.a It os &she.' rtetiollg nonetheiess that the
.1niern All (:autioensatic::. Associati shout
marin the atlantie of the business community in-
ward ctaiiparahle wont in du se words Plan

A `.rw Il,,n trail in, di, I). (40414.1444Y.
1111,thrt ('IS?

40,
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ning for the inevitable appears to be the appro.

prate response." Like such otherwise perceptive
commentators as john Runzel (who sees cnntpar
able worth as part of the "revolution of rising en
',dements"), the ACA has missed the distinctive
element in the comparable worth campaign.

Feminists realize at some level that men and
women view work differently- -hut they believe that
this should not be. and, as do all those who wish
people were other than they are, femillists want the
goventment to correct the situation. Inserting
AllSe and effect, they ask the gosernment to curb

one manifestation of sex differentiation. The real
enemy feminism has targeted, however, is not some
isolable inequity in the wage system but the
family and the rest of the malign "social «mili
tioning" which make men and women act differ
ently, in the economy and elsewhere.

That is why one must view with mixed feelings
those (dais of the comparableorth idea who
fall in with the "torial conditioning" theory. Lee
Smith writes that "in large part, the (wage) dis-
parity stems from traditions and prejudices that
have channeled women into low-paying jobs."
Rontel inter tures that "greater interests and re
sponstbilities in the home" may explain the num
her of women in low-paying jobs, but that this
may "relied socialization toward traditional roles
that, for many women, begins in childhood." Cot.
ton Mather Lindsay. the least compromising critic
of comparable worth, cites as the most important
factor limiting women's access to highpaying oc'
rupations "the subtle socialization process begin-
ning in childhood, which Orients women toward
domestic tamers " Even John Warehman, who
bluntly asserts that "women la( k the necessary
emotional strength to achieve executive success,"
says "women's 'emotional deficienciet' ving from
patterns of dependency established during their

S 1

childhood." "I hese writers treat the Migivi of this
socialization itself as a mys,ery.

Economists may Ile forgiven for hot knowing
that research on sex differences shows these differ
rot social roles to be innate, or so dose to innate
as to be uneliminahle features of every human
societyhut when they reject comparable wnrth
only became it penalizes employers. who "had
nothing to do with ptoducing . . female inhili.
'ions" (in the words of Call Hoffman, who has
conducted notch research on male and female
motivation in the business world), they abet the
most irresponsible feminist tendem ies. II an ado.
lescent girl's "socialization" really forced her to
choose lopasing nursing over high-paying stir-
gery, she may riot have, been cheated by her
employer but she has certainly been deprived.
Wouldn't it be well to change custom ::ad tradi
tion to that little girls were raised to be prepared
emotionally for becoming surgeonsr And isn't the
'state allowed to do a little of the altering for the
general good? Thus is the aPte given a blank
check for the sort of intrusion of which compal-
able worth is an extreme instance.

Prophesying the end of the free market is a
sure way to be labeled a crank. Out the other
hand, I am not encourages; by confident ; awes
that the free market can survive anything. Howard
Ruff, in one of his cheerfully apocalyptic guides
to the future, compares the free market tt Ras.
putin. Rasputin was poisoned, and lie was shot,
and still he survived. So, writes Ruff, the regula
ton have done everything to American capitalism,
and still it survives. Unfortunately, Ruff overlooks
a final detail. Eventually, Ravin 's tormentors
threw 'tint in the river. That killer, hint.

"Comparabie Worth . A Few Thoughts no the (me.
ACA News, Felonry 1984
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The 'Comparable Worth' Trap
By Juns

Equal pay for prbs of romparable value
has emerged as a gnat of the women's
movement Advocates of this concept of
'comparable worth' would have tan .tan

don the market and substitute wage setting
boards to determine what women's wraps.
than are Wally worth' compared MA
men's It recently received the Messinp
of a federal Judge In the case of AFW*MIC
vs the state of Washington. where Sex dts
crirnmation was equated with failure to
pay women according to the comparable
worth of their Jobs

At leant as far back nth. Middle Agra.
the corsept of "Jul price" has had KIM
appeal Practical considerations. hi wryer.
have won out over plidosopikal musings
Most people recognize how Inefficient It
would be to use an evaluation system Ind.-
pointed of the market to we wages or
prices of ronssurier pods. So. for crumple.
we weep a Rigor price for diamonds
than for water, even though water Is an
Irsibledta more Important In our survival.
and a Melee wage for tawyers or pip
were than for deep-men or titirklarts
even though they may be equity Wpm
lam to our well being

TN CUP for comparable worth ts based
on two belieW that whrnen are relegated
to certain lobs because of sea discrimina
Hon to the labor market and that pay In
din, lots in low simply because women
fold them The implication is that if
nurses and ,ecretarles were men. the pay
In these would Mel

Cultural Relent
The first argument may have some va

ildtty Historically. there are many exam
pies of battlers that restricted women a
entry into particular occupations. These
have included state laws governing worn
en a Miura and working condition and the
e xclaim's of women from certain schools
Individual employers who discriminate
against women ran always be found

Hal the occdpational patterns of men
and women today also ran be explained by
!arum that w,utJ operate even in the ab
sent, of any employer dtwrIMInation The
moo reason men and woolen enter differ
eat crcupstions stems from die difference
in their cultural rides. which are shaped
early in life Work roles may be starting to
merge Int young women and men. bid
moat women already In the labor force
have divided their efforts between home
and legit. spending about ball as many
vrart 41 own in the blow market While
emotion'. they have worked fewer holm
Itanearch mgrsts That pay in wornen's nr
9/nations -for bob women VA Med is
rower largely bfro.n of differences In ed

awn and on the lob experience as well
rhtterencei Ih Mors and other working

coreditinas loath as exposure to hazards or
outdoor work,.

Comparable worth would do nothing to
remedy Merl:Mutton. To the contrary,
comparable worth would reduce the listen.
Ove for women to met press to nontradi
Weal Jobs became, It would Interne the
pay in prodomlnaatly female Jobs. The
more logical remedy be dwrImbiatory
Praia -ant cat smarely In the Anted
cu tradition of fair play -la to elmhiate
them. tip to sew thls has been the Us&
Weal goal of kaiaks.

What woold Mimeo If wages were eel lit
accordame with comparabinweth Marc
dards and ladegmeleatty of market forces'
Take the example of the Male of Washing.

Raising the pay of deli.
cal jobs, teaching zed NUM
life above the market rate
would reduce she incentive
to niter other occupations,
and simply lead to an cu...
supply in tummies fields.

ton. In Ike Ins the Male tired a Joh.eval
salon firm to help a committee ma pay
mike for state employees The MUM
tee's lash was to ilielpi polish Nl the basis
If Poole* and Mills, menial demands.

a. mailability and wallas contains. fn
the .valualkm a registered nurse won
pants, the highest amber of points ol ally
lob. A contleter systems analyst received
only ea Wats. In tie marliet, however.
computer imams analysts own about net
more than magma musts.

The Mammon Maly differed radically
from Ike tweet to Its wiesmiwet through.
out the Job echeask. A clerical supervisor
received a higher nap than a chemist,

We
nara rewards chemss era 41%
pay. The evaluation unwed an

eieetriclan KM@ points for Itnowledge
and skill and mental demands as a been-
nag sweaty sad five pasts Is for ac
ccuntablItly. Truck drivers were ranked at
the bottom. recelvaq fewer Wits than
WON" operators or retail clerks The
matt. however. pays Mirk driven us
more than telephoum operators end the dif
fereatial is wider far retail clerks.

If a private firm employing bath rpla
Mad mows and rompaler system ann
kik were i'red to accept the rankles*
from the Ws egtos Mate &My, It would
have to make a101Icant Posywrdimtmellit
II could either lower the es of sm
tear mialysts or rule thr pay of nurses. If
It lowered the pay of systems analysts It
mead hid II *two to retail or hermit

them. If It nand the pay of mows It also
would have to mine Its prices and likely
would end up reduclag the number of reg-
istered nuns. It employed as mower &-
Mad for the Derek: WI. lows vanes
would kritelk. tot Wet venue would Ime.
Ilya the Illaingas ease, the state em-
p loyee akin /*kitty request ed and won
a pidgment that the wages b female occu-
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES E. RICE, EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT AND CRIMINAL LAW, PROFESSOR OP LAW,
NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL, SUBMITTED SUBCOMMITTEE
ON THE CONSTITUTION, UNITED STATES SENATE,
DECEMBER 1, 1984

The subject of this testimony is the likely effect of

the Equal Rights Amendment on state criminal laws which

involve gender classifications or which are applied differ-

ently as between the sexes. This issue depends on the like-

ly effect of the ERA on the standards employed by the

Supreme Court in evaluating gender discrimination in general

under. the Fourteenth Amendment.

Gender classifications in general are subject to an

ipitermediate test. This test is less demanding than the

/strict scrutiny applied to classifications which are based

on the suspect criteria of race, religion and, with some

exceptions, alienage. It is more demanding than the ration-

al basis test which is applied to state legislation in gen-

eral. This intermediate test requires that "the party seek-

ing to uphold statute that classifies individuals on the

bests of their gender must carry the burden of showing an

samvsedingly persuasive justification' for the classifica-

tion." Further, "(Oho burden is set only by showing at

least that the classification serves 'important governmental

objectives and that the discriminatory means employed' are

'substantially related to the achievement of those objec-

tives.'" Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan, 458

U.S. 71P, 124 (1982) (O'Connor, J.); See Craig v. Boren, 429

U.S. 190 (1976) . As phrased in itirchbeeg v. Feenstra [450

U.S. 455, 461 (1981)], the test is whether the state law

"substantially furthers an important government interest."

In Michael M. v. Superior Court [450 U.S. 464, 469 (1981)),

the Supreme Court explained the rationale of this inter-

mediate test:

Underlying these decisions is the principle that a
legislature may not "make overbroad generaliza-
tions based on sex which are entirely unrelated to
any differences between men and women or which
demean the ability or social status of the affec-
ted class." (Parham v. Hughes) . . . . But be-
cause the Equal Protection Clause does not "demand
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that statute necessarily apply equally to all
persons" or require "things which are in .

fact [to] be treated in law as though they were
the same" [Rinaldi V. Tesler]. . . this Court has
consistently upheld statutes where the ge der
classification is not invidious, but rather r al-
istically reflects the fact that Ilexes arelnot
similarly situated in certain circumstances. 1. .
. Am the Court has stated, a legislature 'may
"provide for the special problems of worm ."
(Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld)

The Court in Michael M. upheld against a Fodreenth

Amendment challenge a California statute which mak men

alone liable for an act of unlawful sexual with

a female. It is clear, therefore, from Michael M. tht the

intermediate test is not a rigid interdiction against all

gender classifications. Rather, as Justice Stewart noted in

his concurring opinion:

The Constitution is violated when government, \
state or federal, invidiously classifies similarly
situated people on the basis of the immutable 1,

characteristics with which they were born. Thus,
detrimental racial classifications by government
always violate the Constitution, for the simple
reason that, so 'far as the Constitution is con- \cerned. people of different races are always simi-
larly situated. . . . By contrast, while detri-
mental gender classifications by government often ,

violate the Constitution, they do not always do
so, for the reason that there are differences
between males and females that the Constitution
necessarily recognizes. In this case we deal with
the most basic of these differences: females can
become pregnant as the esult of sexual inter-
course; males cannot. (450 U.S. at 477-78)

In Rostker v. Goldberg [453 U.S. 57 (1981)3, arguments

for heightened scrutiny were unavailing with respect to Con-

gress' decision to implement draft regiatrition only for

males. In Heckler v. Mathews, 104 S. Ct. 1.97 (1984), the

Supreme Court upheld a Social Security spousal benefit pro-

vision despite the fact that it temporarily revived for

equitable purposes a gender classification previously held

unconstitutional in Califano v. Goldfarb (430 0 S. 199

(1977)] The Court in Hecker said that a governmental

classification based on gender will be upheld only if the

government meets the burden of "(A) showing a legitimate and

'ex.eedingly persuasive justification' for (a) gender-based

classification" and "(8) demonstrating 'the requisite di-
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'met, substantial relationship' between the classification

and the important governmental objectives it purports to
serve." (104 S. Ct. at 13981 In assessing the legitimacy
of the governmental

objective, the opinion made it clear

that the primary test for legitirscy would be an objective
not in any way premised on "archaic and overbroad generali-

sations about the rules and relative abilities of men and
women." (104 S. Ct. at 14013

It is evident, therefore, that at the federal as well

as state level, the intermediate tart is not an automatic

warrant for invalidation of gender classifications. At the

same time, however, it is clear that the intermediate test/

does indeed mandate a heightened and rigorous level of oofu-
tiny. Thus, in Niesiosippi University for Women vOiogan

(458 U.S. 718 (1982)], the Supreme court held unonetitu-

tional a state policy of excluding men from the)Wississippi

University for Women School of Wareing. The goiterning prin-

e ciples were spelled out in the majority opir4on of Justice

That this statutory policy discrimitiates againstmales rather than against females does not exempt
it from scrutiny or reduce the standard of re-view. . . . Our decisions aleo establish that theparty seeking to uphold a statute that classifies
individuals on the basis of their gender must
carry the burden of showing an "exceedingly per-
suasive justification" for the classification. .
. . The burden is met only by showing that the
classification serves "important governmental ob-
jectives and that the discriminatory means em-ployed" are "substantially related to the achieve-
ment of those objectives."

Although the test for determining the valiiity of
a gender-based classification !s straightforward,it must be applied free of fixed notions concern-ing the roles and abilities of males and females.
Care must be taken in ascertaining whether the
statutory objective itself reflects archaic and
stereotypic notion.. . . . If the State's objec-
tive is legitimate and important, we next deter-
mine whether the requisite direct, substantial
relationship between objective and means is pre-
sent. [458 U.S. at 723-261

O'Connor:

It is clear that the equal Rignts Amendment would re-

quire that gender classifications be evaluated under a stan-

dard at least se severe as the strict scrutiny applied to

such suspect criteria as race and religion. This was ex-
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plained in the definitive, article by Brown, Emer,,u, Falk

and Freedman, "The Equal Rights Amendment: Constitutional

Basis for Equal Rights for Women," 80 Yale L.J. 871 (1971):

"The bailie principle of the Equal Rights\Aaendmant
is that sex is not a permissible factor in deter-
mining the legal rights of women, or of men. This
means that the treatment of any person by the law
may not be based upon the circumstance that such
person is of one sex or the other." (p. 889) ".
,,. . the principle of the Amendment must be applied
comprehensively and without exceptions." (p. 890)

"Only an unequivocal bin against taking sex into
account. supplies a rule adequate to achieve the
objectives of the Amendment." (p. 892) ". . . pro-
hibition against the use of sex asa basis for
differential treatment applies to all areas of
le al rights." (p. 891) ". . . From this analy-
sii it follows. that the constitutional mandate
mu t be absolute." (p. 892).

There seems little doubt that the ERA would require the

courts to employ an effects test rather than the usual Four-

teenth Amendment test that would invalidate legislation only

if it were intended to impose an unconstitutional classifi-

cation. It is clear, for instance, that the ERA would over-

rule Personnel Administrator of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S.

256, 260 (1979), where the Court upheld Massachusetts

veterans' preference law which had a disproportionately ad-

verse impact on women, but which was held not to have "been

enacted for the purpose of discriminating against women."

Under a disparate impact standard, that ii, an effects

teat, the validity of prostitution laws would be called into

question. In Commonwealth v. King, 372 114.2d 196 (Mass.

1977), although recognising that the state ERA required

application of a compelling state interest test to gender-
,

based classifications, the court dismierd as 'unconvincing'

the argument that discrimination exist' because "met pro-

stitutes are women and most customers men." 372 N.E.2d at

204 n. 10. Strict scrutiny therefore. was not applied.

However; the court said that the state many not enforcp the

sex- neutral prostitution' law "against femeie prostituted but

noc against male prostitutes unless it can demonstrate a

compelling interest which requires such a policy." Common-

wealth v. King, 372 N.E.2d 196, 207 (Eli) [See testimony
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of Prof. Judith Welch Wegner, University of North Carolina

School of Law, before the Subcommittee on the Constitution,

U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, April 23, 1984,.p. 8]

Undermost prostitution laws, in.practice, providers but not

patrons are prosecuted and this disparity would not seem to

be justified by the reasoning of Michael M. v. Superior

Court (450 U.S. 464 (1981)1: "While the result is by no

means clear, in view of traditional deference to state

judgments concerning the appropriate scope of exercises of

the police power, prostitution statutes of the sort de-

scribed are nevertheless more susceptible to challenge under

an ERA which embodies a disparate impact standard than

otherwise. Assuming a succeasful challenge, however, a

court would likely invoke canons of construction calling for

strict inte-rcetatiod of criminal laws, and decline to ex-

tend criminal penalties to the class of patrons, while

striking down a narrow prohibition on prostitution itself."

(Wegner testimony, pg. 9]

In the general area of criminal law, the heightened

scrutiny required by the Equal Rights Amendment would at

least call into question the validity of state criminal laws

based on distinctions between the sexes. These could in-

clude "seduction law., statutory rape laws, alws prohibiting

obscene language in the presence of women, laws designed to

protect women from being forced into prostitution, laws

against homosexual marriages, and the Mann Act (federal

white slave traffic). Senator Orrin G. Hatch, The Intelli-

gent Woman's Guide to the Equal Rights Amendment, 12; see

'-n, Barbara Brown, Thomas I. Emerson, Gail Palk and Ann

E. 'Iroulmen, "The Equal Rights Amendment," Yale Law Journal,

Vol. SO, No. 5 (April, 1971), pp. 871-986.

In the 1976 analysis by Anne K. Bingsman, "A Commentary

on the Effect of the Equal Rights Amendment on State Laws

and Institutions," prepared for The California commission on

the Status of Women's Equal Rights Amendment Project, the

author convincingly suggests that the Equal Rights Amendment
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would be likely to invalidate a wide range of criminal lava

and penal processes, suc. s the following:

. . that women arrested and ',charged with
cringe are released on bond on their own recogni-
sance much morel frequently than are men Charged
with similar crimes. (p. 49)

11
. . female offenders benefit after. arrest from

the "chivalry" factor at work in the American
penal system. The California statistics show that
in 1970, the ratio of males to females arrested
was 6 to 1; the ratio of males to females actually
incarcerated was 21 to 1. Even alloying for the
fact that women are arrested more frequently than
men for non-violent crime, the (National Commis-
sion on Violence] -concluded that judges treat
women more leniently than men. (p. SS) /

"The 'chivalry' factor . . . appears to remain in
the parole granting process. Although no statis-
tics from parole boards are available to verify
it, there is a very real possibility that women
are treated more leniently by parole boards than
.men convicted of the same crime. (p. 57) If that
is true, passage of an Equal Rights Amendment will
render the application of different parole stan-
dards to men unconstitutional." (p. A7)

"Quite obviously, an Equal Rights Amendment will
require that the stAted conditions of parole be
the same for men and women parolee , as is gener-
ally the case- today. The Equal R ghts Amendment
will also require that those parol Conditions be
equally enforced betwedh men and men parolees,
which is probably not done today. (p. 50)

With respect to sentencing practices regarding
juveniles, the "only solution which will satisfy
the Equal Rights Amendment is to sentence boys and
girls equally to prisons or reformatories. Sen-
tencing practices based on the premise that girls
are more subject to rehabilitation than boys will
be unconstitutional under the Amendment." (p. 64)

"The Equal Rights Amendment will require that re-
formatories which are now sexually segregated be
integrated, except for sleeping, showering and
dressing quarters. . . . Further, of course, all
educational, recreational, and vocational programs
east be opened to both boys and girls without re-
gerd to sex." (p. 66)

"Regarding the requirement that guards be the same
sex as their prisoners, the right of privacy
qualification to the Equal Rights Amendment should
allow states to use only female guards to search
female prisoners and only females to guard women
inmates who are showering or asleep. However, all
public areas of the prisons, as well as those sex-
ually segregated areas which are not being used by
inmates for personal bodily functions, may be
guarded by persons of either sex." (p. 68)

"In most state prisons, male prisoners are requir-
ed to wear standard prison uniforms, while female
prisoners are allowed to wear clothe& of their own
choosing which they bring to prison with them.
Prison administrators believe that uniforms have
an important psychological effect and tend to
induce a lack of identity and self respect. The
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Amendment will require, of course, that male and
female prisoners 66 treated alike with regard to
wearing apparel." (p. 73)

"Most state prisons do not allow male prisoners to
use personal bedspreads, curtains or other decora-
tion for their cells. Women prisoners, on the
other hand, are allowed to freely decorate their
cells as their personal tastes dictate. (pp..
73-76)

The recent experience under Equal Rights Amendments

adopted in state constitutions is instructive on the likely

impact on state criminal lay of an &lull Rights Amendment

to the United States Constitution. Eke generally, Antonia

M. Greenman, Women's Rights and State Legislatures (American

Family Institute, 1980),] The analysis by Jordan Lorene* for

the Minnesota State Senate General Legislation and Admini-

strative Rules Committee is worth quoting at length in the

connection:

State ERAS have generated a lot of court chal-
tenses by male sex criminals, trying to overturn
criminal sex laws because only men can perform the
crimes, not women. (See 90 ALR.3rd 138,)1701

The courts have upheld forcible rape laws under
ERA challenges in many states. (Colorado - Peo le
v. Green 183 Colo. 23, 314 P.2d 769 (1973) and ISS
tUr57711, 332 P.2d 933 (1973). Illinois - owl;
v. MidranO, 24 111.App.3d 429, 321 N.E.2d 9
(1974). Maryland - Brooks v. State, 24 Md.App.
334 330 A.2d 670 (1975). NOntana - State v.
Cral, 169 Mont. 130, 343 P.2d 649 (1976):--Viia
- Finley v. State, 527 S.M.2d 333 (Tex.Crim.App.
1973717INEFFETinos have been upheld except in
ona case, that treated father-daughter incest
worse than other types. (Incest law struck down
People v. Boyer, 24 I11.App.2d 671, 321 8.16.2d 312
(1974) rev'd"63 I11.2d 433, 349 N.E.2d 30 (1976).
But see People v. Yocum, 31 111.App.3d 386, 333
N.E.2d 183 (1975)I

Sex criminals rarely win their ERA cases, for sev-
eral reasons. First, few people have sympathy for
rapists, child molesters, etc. Second, if the
courts struck down these laws, it would leave a
significant hole in the state's criminal code.

Third, and possibly most important, these laws are
based on the physical differences between men and
women. Women cannot rape men the same way that
men can rape women. . . .

Statutory rape laws have survived ERA test cases.
Statutory rape laws punish older males who have
sex with younger, minor females, even if the fe-
male consents to the intercourse. (See State v.
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Bell, 377 80.2d 303 (La.Super. 1979)) In Minns-
-16U, the legislature repealed the traditional
sale-only statutory rape law in 1975 and replaced
it with the sea- neutral statute. (See Michael M.
v. Superior Ct. of Sewn. Cty.)

Prostitution laws have been challenged in Massa-
chusetts and Alaska under state ERA. . . .

The AlaskaSuprase Court declared unconstitutional
law that made prostitution crime only for

females. The court struck the offensivs,language
and said the Swooned statute was accIrtable under
the state ERA. [Plan v. State, 3 8 P.2d 966
(Alaska 1970))

A Pennsylvania lay that essentially set different
prison sentences for men and women criminals was
declared unconstitutional. (Commonwealth v.
S utler, supra). This problem would- not occur in
Miiiota, because the sentencing laws are sex-
neutral.

Two laws dealing with juvenile offenders were de-
clared unconstitutiona under state ERAS. In an
Illinois case, the court struck down 'Aaw that
said 17-year-old salsa were to be treated as
adults when charged with burglary, but not 17-
year -old females. [People v. Ellis, 311 W.X.2d, 98
(Ill., 1974)) In snotaer case, Tomas court
declared s law to violate the Texas ERA which
punished 17-year-old males with confinement when
charged with drunken drivieg, but not 17-year-old
females. (Ex Parts Tullus, 341 8.8.2d 67
(Tex.Crim.App. 1976)) [Jordan Lorene', Ef-
fects of the Prvosed Minnesota Rights
Amendment (General Legislation and Administrative
Rules Committee, Minnesota State Senate, January
3; 1983), 18-19)

The very least that can be said about the impact of an

Equal Rights Amendment to the United States Constitution on

state criminal laws and procedures is that it would result

in a prolonged period of uncertainty. The uncertainty as to

its reach is one of the main defects of the ERA in general.
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We can be sure, however, that the IRA would require that

Reader classifications be subjected at least to the strict

scrutiny that is now applied to 'classifications based on

race and religion. Indeed, therq, is reason to believe that

the saA would mandate a teat significantly more severe than

strict scrutiny, since under the DA discrisinition would be

expressly prohibited by a constitutional amendment adopted

solely for that purpose..; --It is safe to predict also that

the XRA would require the invalidation of state legislation

and practices pursuant to
I

4111 effects test which would tend

to render unconstitutional.meny, tenet virtually all, laws

and practices with a disparate sexual impact.

1
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TESTIMONY

CARL C. NOM NAN, Ph.D.

on the

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

AND INCOME DIFFERENCES

before the

Subcommittee on the Constitution

of the

Senate Judiciary Committee

mask yea for 'ivies me the opportunity to come before the Congress of the

Wilted States to testify on issues related to the Equal Sights Amendment. I have

been engaged is statistical research on the income and occupational differences

'between men and woman end blacks and whites for clout seven years. Much of this

research has bean related to Title VII, the Equal Pay Act, sad OVCCP matters both

for the Courts and for administrative procedures. I as vary pleased to present my

views on this important issue.

I find it impossible to disagree with the principles of the Equal lights

Amendment: That equality of rights under the law shall'eot be denied or abridged

by the United States or by any State on account of see; Than is no philosophical

or moral basis for disagreement; in fact, consideration of sot u a criterion for

any form of differential treatment under any law is as abhorrent to me as using

rues, religion, or national origin. Further, it is impossible to deny that

differences exist between men\ind women in the workplace with respect to income,

their occupations, and the pattern, of their career..

I am here, not because I dimmers. with the Equal Rights Amendment,nor because

I believe there are no difference. between men and women, nor because I feel that

these difference. are the way the world should be, but because I disagree with many

of. the arguments that are put forward in.support of the IRA. From all the research

that I have done, I can find no reason to believe that the peonage of the Equal

Rights Amendment will eliminate the incase differentials or the sex segregation in

occupation. which presently salute. In terms of policy- making, I do not believe it

will have the effect many proponents of the Equal Rights Amendment say it will.
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I also Straggly queltion whether vs seed as Equal Sights Amin/most, especially

with respect to employment discrimination
sad differences 16 em616116. I

as notnets lawyer. I moodily vbethlm the Squill lights Amendmeat is, is fact,

sod:West piece of lagislatioa. First, it *sons to me that tbs 14th Asesdmost

should fulfill the sass goals as-the
Equal Sights Amendment, for it states:

"All persons bon or Naturalised is the gaited Ue*, and subject to

the jurisdictios thereof,
are citisens of the Vetted States and of the

State wherein they reside. So State *ball make or endorse say law which

shall abridge the privileges or Immunities of citizens of the gaited

Stated; nor shell any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or

'property, without this process of law; nor deny, to any person within its

'jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."

Although with a difference in
economy of phrasing, it strikes as that the 14th

Amendment is essentially thi sass as the Equal light. Amendment; spaking of

"persons*, neither males or fenales, nor blacks or whites.

Second, with eloquence equivalent to both the yes" Right* Amendment and

Article XIV of the. Constitution, D.S. Code
2000, The 1964 Civil Rights Act states:

"It shall be an unlawful employment
practice for an employer. (1) to

tall or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to

discriminate against any individual with respect to hie compensation,

terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such

individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or (2) to

limit, segregate, or classify his employee@ or applicant* for employment in

any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment

opportunities or otherwise adveraely affect hie status as An employee,

because of such individuare race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin."

There have been many changes in the judicial interpretation of Title VII,

especially sines the Grime, v. Duke Power decision in 1971. The most damaging and

potentially harmful change is the shift which places the burden of proof more

heavily on the Plaintiffs in cases of alleged
discrimination, specifically as

denonotrated is Surdime.

Largely, however, the changes in both interpretation and complexity of the

cases have followed a traditional social science line, which I will summarise,

momentarily, in lay:macre terse. An article that I co-authored with Dr. Dana Quads

of the UNC Department of Slostatiatice discusses the increasiegly sophisticated

statistical wannest@ entertained by the courts, as well as a sere reapessive
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aethodologicel approach to the fundamental questions involved. This bas led to a

greet deal of frustration, especially from the plaintiff s ler, largely because the

incressed complexity and sophistication of the statistical shOwings have been

combined with a shift of the burden from the Defendant, to rebut, to the Plaintiff,

to prove. These two events have greatly !stressed the costs for both sides, but

with devastating effect on the Plaintiff. Although number of the eases I shell

describe deal with race discrimination, their leterptatatios has equal impact on sex

discrimination cases, for it is the causal factors leading to income, promotion, or

termination differentials between blocks and elates and sensed women which have

been, to a large extent, the focus of Court decisions. I wish to concentrate hers

on this. non-discriminatory causes of differences which the lqul tights Amendeent

will not effect.

SACKGROUDD: 211/ CASS LAW

pot over twelve years, the courts have entertained statistical comparison in

Title VII or employment discrimination cases. Sterile(' withaligles. Duke Power

(1071), they have viewed statistical studies as one form of proof to raise am

inference that allegations of discrimination may be correct. Out during this pAriod .

the level of sophistication of the arguments presented has increased tremendously,

end correspondingly the level of sophistication of the statistical from s point

where staple liternal mldistribution of an aggrieved class was held to be widest*

of discrimination in Brown vs. Gaston County *whine (1072), to a point where

complex regression modeleused in Vuyasich vs. Republic Vatioaal lank ofDellae

(1080) were referred to by the judges as 'arcane. It is the purpose of this pert

of my testimony to review the development of the canoes of proof for diseriminatioa

cases, much as one would review the literature in the social sciences.

Arguments used in courts to demonstrate discrimination must mike relevant

comparisons sad must raise an inference of discrimination before they rise to the

level of a prime facie case (lissolveed School District vs. ph, 1077, p. 306). The

courts have held as incorrect the assertion that case of discrimination can be

premised upon a simple imbalance or disparity between varials jobs or job levels of

company leg vet Radiator Specialty, 10701 RROC vs. United Vireinis Ra__t_Lik See-

board National, 10101 St. Maris vs. tasters Railroad Association, 1011). In these

cases the justices note that people cannot all be viewed es fungible for the purpose

of determining whether members of a particular clops have been unlawfully excluded.

Increasingly, judges are looking for the causes of the disparities between men sod
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women sad blacks and whites. The sesames of these decisions had an early sussary is

SIOC vs. DuPont (1977), where the court stated:

"Statistics showing a higher percentage of blachi assigned to lower

-, level jobs do sot, is aid of themselves, establish disparate impact on

blacks. Without mildews of equal interest is various jobs, equal

availability aid equal qualification, the more reasonable inference would

be that substantially more blacks than whites were willies to take the

service worker lobe."

In the use case, the court also cautioned against undue reliance on

selectively chosen data for analyses, and noted that the usefulness of statistical

data "depends on all of the surrounding facts 'and circumstances." Legal decision,

are based on the weight of all evidence, so statistical evidence must represent the

whole. The Vouth Circuit's decision in Roman vs. WM (1976) held, "Ws do not be--

lievo that isolated bits of statistical information necessarilly make prima facie

case when divorced from other and contrary statistics sad from the statistical

picture of all the employment at the plant The some circuit, elaborating the

problems of specificity and generality in Sill vs. Western Electric (1979), advised

that labor force studios ought to be spool ic to a pert of s facility and to enclose

which have bean found historically possiblie at that facility; and, im ,Stastny vs.

Southern Sell (1980), said that the atatistics ogipt to be specific to every sub-

part of Of organisation and not use higher level of aggregation, which would

obfuscate the actual employment process. The argument must also consider the talon

contracts that govern opportunity (Teamsters vs. 1977). In the saes year,

district court ruled in Melons vs. Southwestern Electric Power (1977) that The

statistics used to buttress s claim should relate to the particular employment

practice at issue. For instance, if the plaintiff is attacking hiring policies, he

should show the disparity in hiring rather than statistics concerning the general

composition of the labor force" (see also Crocker vs. being, 1977).

Another concept raised by the courts is that of developing an inference of

discrimination. To sake this inference, a showing must be made of "long lasting and

Symms disparities" (Twisters vs. 1977; Saselwood School District vs. 21416

19711 p. 307) or "a significantly different from that of the pool of

applicants" (Albemarle eam! vs. adz. 1973). The courts have translated this

interest in determining gross disparities to statistical terns and side analogy to

statistical tests for analysing the results of supposedly rondos selection

procedures. The courts have required that the observed results of an employer's

practices be at least two to three standard deviations' away from the impacted.
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results of ralmloi ell:palm process before they are sufficiently significant to

vales a* Ildereace of discrimination (Isselweed School District vs. my 1977, p.

306; Cast:100de vs. Parotids, 1977; Garrett vs. W. Imelda, 1979). Recestly, the

Fourth Circuit has accepted the statistical concept that the mull hypothesis can be

rejected but not proved, in glOC vs. American Notional Sank (1911), where Judge

Phillips states:

'If legal rule of analyel can properly be derived from the Costae:Ws

footnote, it can only be that standard deviations greater than two or three

necessarily exclude chance as a cause of underrepresentatiom. The converse
\
\ of this ....- that stesdard deviations of not 'more than tuerer three

aressearily exclude diserimi tory design as the cause .... is nowhere

implied.'

Finally, the time of acts o discrimination must now lositeken into mccomat, not

just the process. The rouses r img im :felted Airlines vs. Sums (1977) implies

that discriminatory acts occurrinAprior to 160 or 300 days before .the earliest

I\

charge of discrimination are metal unfortunate eventeln history which have mo

presemt legal consequences. AA geht and aossman (1979, p. 316) mote, 'The'

'present effects of past discriminatiwar theory of showing diarist:male, has al

substantially limited by the Supreme l \Couves decision in Teamsters and tram" This

is echoed by Judge Phillips in SEOCIII AmericanAltional Sank (19111), in stet ng

how to eliminate continuing effects:

'This may be dons in two basic ways: by focusing on the static work

force statistics and purging thei\of all pre-Act employment actions so that

only post-Act actions remain for assessment; or, more commonly, by focusing

on, post -Act employment decisions, . . .'

In sum, court decisions have clearly delineated the following parameters of

proof for statistical evidence. (1) The statistics should describe particular

employment\practices and if possible the acts of hiring, promotion, evalusCloo,

termination, etc. (Salome vs. Southwestern Electric Power, 1977). (2) Statistics,

while specific to process and acts, should be gederalisable and representative of

the population subject to acts (Roman vs. SRS, 1976). (3) One must consider the

qualifications of employees (EEOC vs. Radiator Specialty, 1979). (4) One must

consider the organisational situation (Hill vs. yestern Electric, 1979). (5) One

must consider employees' preferences (EEOC vs. United Fir inia Sank Seaboard

Na.lonal, 1960). (6) One must consider the availability of individuals in wee of

their ability to follow through on their interests and itielificatione (Pennsylvania.
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ve.isces,1979i0.S.ve.Fairfsegetu, 1,80); (7) One-Ituat_conafiller labor

'grommets and the rules of the organisation, (Teamsters vs. U.S. 077). (8) Omo

meet deesider the history of facility sad bow practices have dossed ever time

(Faztonve.ykozNatiosal Sauk, 191111 Teamsters ve.111., 1977). (9) the act must

geserate loud - lasting, gross, or significamt disparity (Teamsters vs. ma) 1977).

(10) The statistics must refer oily to acts or processes which have occurred within

a need time period cited Airlines ve. Imes, 1977).

It is clear from the evolution of case law ender Title that the problems of

discrimination is the workplace are complex, and aot se simplistic as a stupid

comPortmn oflumings between men aid woman. I feel levy of the causal factors

that have been recognised by the courts se valid mom-discriminatory reasons for

Idifferentiele in`pay and promotion between man end wanes are correct. In addition

Ito these, the court (1110C v Aetna Insurance, 1980) has taken external market

conditions into consideration for differentials in pay between man end woman. In

that case a women we Old less than a man to do the same job. Nowaver, because the

moms wee promoted from within sod the man was hired from outside, the court ruled

that the pry disparity wee non- discriminatory, because a premium nay have to be

offered in order to attract new experienced employees away from other similar

companies to position at the same level into which the women had bean promoted.

Further, it has been accepted that differences in behavior between man and women,

such as willingness of men to negotiate salaries, or willingness of women to take

lower salaries, ere acceptable differences if the companies did not use that

knowledge to treat men and women differently (looser v. Ilea Institute, 1980).

It is difficult for me to understand bow the passage of the Equal Sights

Amendment would effect the court: interpretation of such causes ea these for the

differences in pay and promotion between men end women.

\\Some arguments for the Equal Rights Amendment include pointing to the strides

made bi blocks since the passage of the Civil Rights Act, and comparing than with\.,

the literal stagnation in the differences between users and woseot Income over the \.

sans period. These advocates of the ERA state specifically that en\\&mendment is

required in order for women to achieve the same chemise se blacks have achieved

since the passage of the Civil Rights Act. Oft-cited statistics illustrate

Improvements in the ratio of average black male and female income to average white

male income since 1960. Since 1965, when the Civil Rights Act become law, the

average block male income he increased ttom 62.52 to 70.132 of the average white

male income, end black feasted gains have been even more substantial, going from

39.32 to 342 of the average white male income. However, white female. incomes
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have remeleed rethertagnant, from 57.9% is 1965 to 59.8% is 1911, of white

melee.

These figures lead many people to conclude that current labs in leadeqwete to

solve the problem of sex discrimination, or to solve the problem of the unchanged

income differentials betwain men and women. The results of much of my work argue

rather that the mechanisms cawing the differences is income betwees mac and women

are of a diffimeat type than those that caused the differences is Lanese hotness

blacks and whites. Specifically, I have found that the career choices, the

socialisation of wagon, the motivation of mosso on the job, and most importantly the

structure of wominfe family lives, provost this from following through ea careers to

the same fastest that men cam. Perhaps most striking is the data which I lathered in

a aukvay dome for a corporate client, which was later published le an article co-

authored by Dr. John food of the University of North Carolina, entitled "Sex

Discrimination? The XV* Affair.

KEVICW Of TUX "ITZ MIMI;

I would like to introduce case study, reviewing briefly the findings reported

in the XTZ Affair article. In 1978 I was asked by company to study the

differences in promotion rotes between men end women,. This company his Certain

highly desirable personnel practices: namely, they lack both unions and highly

restrictive work rules; all jobs in the company throughout the nation are open tO be

bid upon by employees from any other position in the company; all applications for

jobs are reviewed based on ability and not necessarily prior experience; all hiring

is done on the basis of skills and potential ability; and there is no

differentiation between menasement track,.bourlyrtrack, and clerical trick

employees. All individuals are hired into entry level, non - supervisory,' hourly

positions, and are prosotf4d from within. It has, therefore, almost a perfect

internal labor market, where all information about jobs end job requirements are

known to all those interested; and no penalty is exacted, in terms of transferring,

for any particular longevity or seniority in a line of progression.

The company had the following problem while women made up approximately 82%

of a clerical workforce within the company, in 1978 they received only 74% of the

promotions, and prior to 1978, only 61% of the promotions. There were no

differences between men and women with respect to training, education, or experience

that could explain the differences. Further, seniority was not a factor in the

reason for promotions frou hourly to supervisory positions. The criteria for

promotion from hourly to supervisory positions are knowledge of the job,
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performed*, sad leadership. The compapy did set assert that these attribetes were

held differently by sea aed moss. My company was hired to find set the reason for

these differeatisl_prootion rates, which were that the female procaine rate vie

approximately 7S2 of the male-promotion rats. What we food was this; as a

proportim, twice IS may nee as mesa indicated a desire to be promoted. While

roughly the same percentage, of sea and woos were 'messaged to seek promotion, 742

of the me so encouraged respooded favorably to that encouragement, compared with

432 of the women. Despite the fact that maghly equal propertiese of ma end woo

were *mourn* to seek promotion, only about half an may women as mos actually

requested promotions la the year prior to our outset, while historically three times

as easy men se omen requested promotioas. The responses of the oniony to these

requests for promotion were equally favorable to both men and woolen. Within the

year preceding the study, approximately 392 of the men and 212 of the women had

eitheirequested promotion or had responded favorably, to the compeers encouragement

to seek promotion. Historically, those Ileums had been 462 of the men and 192 of

the women. These figures are reproduced in Table I.

TABLE I. SELF-REPORTED PRONOTION-SEEKING BEHAVIOR, 1978 AND BEFORE1

1978
MenWomen 1977 or Before2

Men Women

Percent who requested promotion
282 142 302 112Of these, percent repording positive response 55 70 51 55

Percent asked whether interested in promotion 36 34 41 33
Of those, percent who expressed interest 74 43 69 35

Percent who indicated interest either way 39 21 46 19

(N)
(283) (363) (218) (226)

1. Source: Hoffmann Research Associates survey of XYZ employees.
2. Asked only of respondents employed before 1976.

Since producing that report in 1978, 1 have duplicated these findings in cases

involving very different occupations and
very different industries, and have seen

the same phenomena of differential behavior
between men and women in at least two

more situations where my company was acting on behalf of the Plaintiffs in sex

discrimination lawsuits. Briefly, our findings were that man and women showed

differential rates of certain behaviors which could be characterised as 'promotion-

seeking'. Generally, men are very aggressive with respect to seeking promotions,

even at the axpense of the happiness of their families.

It is pdasible that this differential behavior is a function of the

expectations that men and women develop as a result of the way they feel they are

- viewed by the company. I have already stated that the company solicited expressions
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of !neatest in promotion from equal proportions of men and women. Further, from our

survey we noted theic there was no differential perception of discrimination by man

and women. Men and women reported similar opinions on the transfer and-promotion

policies and the promotion possibilities within the company. Further, whoa we caked

individuals for their reasons for not betas promoted, only insignificant parcentasse

of both men and women blamed discrimination !many form. Some men, and many more

women claimed that they were not promoted either localise the company knew they wars

not interested or because they felt unqualified for the higher position (sue Table

II).

TAUS II. RATIO08 OF XIS PROMOTION fOLICIIS AND PRICSIVID RSASONS FOS NOT MUSD
MUSD racemnop, ST Mill\

In Nome.
Percist saying "geed" or "encellest" --

Tramiel' palsy 722 80X
Policy of promoting from withis 118 70
"As individual's" 'rosettes chases. 43 42
Ows promotion choices 34 2,
(N) (281) (3410)

Reseass for set beisg offered promotion

Dieerhiinstion 3X It
. Room not to be interested 27 41
Personality, personal history 1, 10
Not qualified 14 23

(1)2 (230) (300)

1. Sources Softness Reeearch Associates survey of XIX employees.
2. Asked only of these sot offs* promotion is 1,78.

Unequal treatment or discrimisatios could have led to the disparity in

aspirations between men end women. Perhaps the most pernicious form of unequal

treatment is occupational segregatios within a corporation, where positions are

classified as "male" or "female" jobs, end women, regardless of their qualifications

or preferences, Sr. allocated to "female" jobs, while only mom Sr. ageism,/ to thi

"male" jobs. Since the job we are examining is a fomaloodominated ors, women may

have been allocated to this department against their wishes, sed treated fairly from

then on. In the ITS survey, we asked sensed women if they had originally wanted

the job they presently held in the company. Roughly 562 of the women, and only 432

of the men, said that they had, indicating that in this case, the women had the jobs

they originally wasted, ruling out sex discrimination is job essigement.

In my work, I have examined many workforce@ and the applicant flow date of many

companies, and the results consistently show tbsewosen toed to apply for son*

stereotyped, traditionally "female" jobs. Noses teed by this process to find

themselves perpetuating the stereotype. Further, ores women are hired into thee*

jobs, they may find to their frustratiom that they ere locked into s particular

career patters, although this le not the case in the ITS Corporation, since company

41-00S 0--88-10 303
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work rules often discourage movement out of divan lines of progression.

After the questions about initial job ...tannest, we asked men and women if

they wanted a different job. More men than women were seeking other positions,

about 671 of the men-compared with 571 of the women. Of all those who said they

wanted another position, 241 of the women chose other clerical Politicise. compared

to only 101 of the men. Forty-two percent of the man wanted supervisory or

marketing position., compared with only 22% of the females. In questions eliciting

employees' ultimate career aspirations, 39% of the women said that they would be

satisfied in the positions they held, while only 211 of the men would settle for

these positions. In response to questions about aspirations to upper-level

mann:mint positions, roughly 461 of the men said they would like to be in the,

z
highest level supervisory, masagemen t, or executive positions, while only 141 of the

women responded in this fashion. In short, monies career ambitions were more

limited than men's, for both immediate advancement and long-term achievements. This

difference was evident at the time they were hired; it Mee not a result of practices

or policies of the company. table III summarises these data.

TAKE III. PAST AND PRESENT ASPIRATIONS OF MALE AND FINALE CLERKS'

Nen Women

Originally sought present position 451 661

Would like different position 67 57

Other clerical position 10 24

Supervisor, Assistant Supervisor, Market Representative 42 22

Ultimate Aspirations:

Present position 21 39

Supervisor, Assistant Supervisor 12 27

Chief Supervisor, Manager 25 9

Executive 21 5

Other and "don't know" 20 20

1. Source: Hoffmann Research Associates survey of XTZ employees.

One of the crucial career difference. between meo and women is the amount of

time they can spend on a job. There are, Onfortunately, only 24 hours in a day, and

most of as require about eight hours of .14.p. The other sixteen hours are

generally divided among work, inside and outside of the home, and family

responsibilities and recreation. The demands of sunervisory and management

positions are similar across most industries.. XIS Corporation was no different:

both men and women believed that they would be required to spend more hours st work;
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that their hours would be less flexible; sad that it would become more difficult to

fled someone to fill is for them at work when they had dammed at home. At XT2

Corporation there was strong leadership position which centred that supervisors.

arrive before their crew,.leave after ton, and ha williag'to perform any of the

tasks usually assigned to the hourly workers. Further, as in 'Nunnery political

in easy companies, the initial pay increase is rather smalls at ITZ the differeses

is pay between clerk and his or her first line supervisor was only $63 south.

Tat it must be remembered that women are usually saddled with

disproportionate number of teaks is the home. They ere usually the canton, at

home; and an respossile for cookimg, laundry, shopping, cleaning, atteedig to the

'business' of the household, sad so teeth. When there ere child's., it is usually

the mean, and not the man, whose job must ha flexible enough to fresher to meet

the cbildres's seeds sed dosseds and to make adjustments 'or the childrevra voltam
The time woman must spend is these honekeepips sad child care tasks/onally

does not very ama'ag to whether or not they work outaide the home. Inestially,

the man who works, works one job; while the woman (especially if there are children

present) works two. Poc's woman it is very difficult to have both a career sod

family. 'shin the opposite is true for mast bevies wife actually facilitates

made ability to fulfill the demands of his career. A sem-week's& wife, or no who

works pert time, allows the man tremendous flexibility is his compelse to the time

demands of hts Job. All of his maintenance (food, clothisg, social activities, sod

so on) is easily token care of by the existence of the family; that is, the wife.

Na can devote large amounts of both energy end time to his career. This gives him

tremendous competitive advantage over both single men sad, woman and married women,

who must sake compromises between their careers and other aspects of their lives.

Perhaps this can be best summarised by some of the research that we have done for

other companies.

In one company we found, soestdist to our surprise, that although women spend

many more hours taking core of housework and meals, men often reported as much

activity with their children se women did. After some work, we found that when

these men go home after work, they ploy with the children and keep them occupied

while their wits cooks the meal. This would account for dolly involvement in the

childrenis activities. However, when we asked further whether they could change

their working hours to any shift, or whether added responsibilities would cause any

interference with their household responsibilities, men said "et'. is fact, there

was no relationship between the amount of time they spent with their children and
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their ability to adjust to the dem:lads of the job. Clearly, if the job demanded

more time, they would simply spend less time with their families. This wee mot the

case for women' the more involved a women was with her family, and the:ma:time

she spent with her children, the lass likely she was to say that she could'adjust to

the time demands presented by a promotion.

The effect of marriage is illustraLed by the figures is the following tsbles.

Ns constructed en index of motivation for the LIZ Corporation report, is which

employees were considered "highly motivated" if they espirnd to higher level

management, said they would give ups preferred shift schedule for a promotion, and

had both the time and the ability to achieve the highest level supervisory position,

short of reneger, in thilr line of progression. Sixty -one percent of the men

/
surveyed fell into this estegory, while only 312 of the wanes did. We then cbmbined

this motivation index with marital statue to produce Table IV._

.TASUIV. PROMOTION - SEEKING BEHAVIOR ST MOTIVATION FOR MALL AND FINALE CURBS,
MARRIED AND UNMARRIED

PERCENT SUMO PROMOTION\ (N)
MIN MOWN

Low Motivation 162 162
(114) (24P)

Unmarried 142 202
(65) (127)

Married 202 122
(46) (122)

Nigh Motivation 532 332
(172) (124)

Unmarried 472 362
(88) (61)

Married 602 302
(84) (63)

There wee no difference in promotion - seeking behavior between male end female

employees whose motivation wee rated es "low" -- 16% of men end women in this

classification exhibited some form of promotion- reeking behavior. Marriage had no

significant impact on this groupie behavior, although unmarried women end married

men exhibited slightly sore promotion-seeking behavior then married women end

unmarried men. However, there is a startling contrast between this group end those

whose motivation wee rated "high." The proportions exhibiting promotion-seeking

behavior in the oamerried group are substantially greeter then in the unmarried "low

motivation" group, end the behavior here is roughly equal: 472 of the men sod 362

of the women. but in the next row we find a stronger measure of the effect of

marriage: 602 of the married men, compered with 302 of the married women, displayed

promotion- reeking behaviors.
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Although marriage is shown to have a dampening effect on highly motivated yeses

(the rate of promotion-m:410g behavior drops from 362 to 302), the more sigsificsmt

difference le.in the effect marriage has on men, imcreasing their rate of promotion-

seeking behavior fem 472 to 602. As I mentioned earlier, I believe the fundamental

reason for this dift rence is the allocation of time in the home and the primacy of

the sours career. Tb s is illustrated ii Table V.

TASLZ V. INDICATORS 0 OCCUPATIONAL PRIMACY WITHIN FAMILY
ST SIX ( RISPORDINTSONLT)

. ON* MOWN

Would give up Ill job If spouse's job required move 42 332

Spouse would give up j b if respondent's job's:molted move S22 332

502 342

42 302

Respondent's job more important to family than spouse's

Spouse's job more important

ft:millge seems to have little effect on moors geographic nobility in this cuss.

While the wools were about equally divided on them: of these tour job primacy

isouss, almost all of the moo indicated that their jobs were more important than

their wive?. Yet there is no close correlation between job primacy.sed income: ,-

the average income of female clerks in this company was only about 5400 a year lees

than that of their husbaods, with 432 of the women earning more 'than their husbands.

Other studies that we have performed indicated that even under conditions of roughly

equivalent incomes, men have much more flexibility in adjusting to the demands of

their jobs than women bave. Often this flexibility is in expectation of job

advancement.

We have found the ease results liNotber companies, but the most striking

example* occurred In two sir- discrimination eases in which we worked for the

plaintiffs. Upon finding substantial disparities in incase, as well as job

segregation, we conducted further research. In both cases we found that to great

extent the differentials were due to the women's lack of interest in moving into

male-dominsted areas of the facility. In both cases involving manufacturing firms,

women received, over the years, hundreds fewer promotions and, transfers. Yet the

Plaintiff found it impossible to find credible female witness4 to testify that they

wished to move into the male - dominated jobs. It is the 'tract of the family and

the hoes, combined with women's self-perception, that base nos profound impact on

women in the workforce. Added to this, their prior socialisetio and their initial

career choices often tray them in low-paying lines of progression, which contributes

to the well-known income differentials between men and women. Discrimination is

often no the ,:ause of these differentials, and therefore it is not within the power
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of the Civil Rights Act or the Reuel Fay Act to correct thou.. Sehavioral
difference. between men and women in the labor

force are being recognised

increasingly by both social
scientists and judges, as the review of the ease law at

the beginning of my testimony indicates.

IMPLICATIONS ON SOCIAL SECURITY MINIFITS AND RSTIMMENTAMNSIONS

Many of the inequities which
plague retired women

era direct result. of the

earnings differentials in the labor market. Smaller
contributions to the Social

Security system and to pension funds unfortunately
follow wanes throughout their

lives. This, combined with their
greater longevity, often leave. women living for

longer periods on smaller fixed Iacono. than non. I believe that these nay be
disparities and a lack of faivneee, even injustice, in the Social Security system.
I believe this is because the value of women in their contribution

to the wealth end
earnings of men has not been

recognised. Alley work indicate. a tremendous

advantage that a devoted spouse gives to a. mods career. Clearly, the family is

precious resource, responsible for the both creation of wealth within the nation and
for the spbelagiag,

socialisation and training of the next generation. Even oboe
both pergola work full time outside the hone, the family responsibilities fall

disproportionately on the woman, and to the extent
that her contribution is ignored

by the Social Security
system, Injustice is done.

It appear. to me that Congress has the necessary power to rectify these

problems. to legislate these injustices away, and to recognise the
contribution of

women to the creation of
community wealth and of wealth within the featly. Virtually

all of my testimony here deals
with the policy ramifications

of the Equal Right.
Amendment, and I believe that the Equal Rights Amendment

will have very little

impact on family structures and
the income differentials

between men and women.

But having disagreed with
it. proponents. I suet also

disagree with those who
argue against the Equal Rights Amendment. I can not foresee

any cataclysmic changes
to the family unit resulting

from passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment. The family

and its traditions function
to support all of its eberat

its strength transcends
the laws of men. The amendment can not have

the ramifications in this area that many
people fear.

OTHER AREAS OF CONCERN

First, I am concerned that
some Stets and Federal laws still do not recognise

the importance and the contribution of motion to the creation of wealth and to the
security of the family, leaving her welfare entirely

dependent on the good will end
good intentions of her husband, and on his ability to

nonage money and to look after
\\her for her lifetime. The number of divorced and

widowed women living in poverty in

, \
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the United States demonstrates that this is clearly not realistic. I believe that

Congress and the Administration should take an 'atom role in tacognisisg the

contribution nada by woman who work primarily in the home. Tha Justin. Departmant,

using the Fourteenth Amendment, ought to work to change the laws in etatae that do

not recognise the women's contribution to the creation of wealth and to the security

of the family. This activity would he important to woman throughout the comity and

most likely would raise the status of woman. I bells,a that society bee lost slain

orthe importasca of the rola of wife and mother. Sather tha 'an ethic, there

remains osly the well-inteadod myth that every husband will take care of his wife

for all the days of her life. My reading of the Fourteenth Amendment leads me to

believe that it is sufficient, ao,(should be used actively in support of womerrs

rights.

I believe it is importest,fot the Congress and the Administration to take an

active rola in support of woessis rights. While to me the Fourteenth Amendment's

first paragraph clearly ledicetas the equality of "persoise both male and female, I

am not sure that most men and women hold the soma opinion. *mare behavior in the

labor force may be affected by their bailees of boles second -class citissu, ad

the ambiguity of their situation of not boles specifically goaranteed equality in

the provisions of tbo most Mein document giddies the laws of the Mated Statas.

Active support and /encouragement of wenetre rights by elimination:of discriminatory

laws and by active enforcement of the Civil Sights Act and the Swami Pay Act would

send the massage to women that they ara in fact equal. This support, then, may

itsalf aliminate many of the motivational diffarences that exist in the labor forca

today.

One of sy fears about the Squat Sights Amendment is that it is a symbolic

isaus, and its passes, would relieve Comoros@ and tha AdministOatios of much of tha

motivation to change discriminatory laws and to sema already existing laws that

prohibit discrimination. Again, I bells,e that therm is aufficiant power in the

Constitution and existing laws to change what is wrong. I see littleresson for the

inactivity of Compass and tha Administration with respect to changing the Federal

laws, Executive Orders, and Statutes that are discriminatory. Such active

intervention on the part of Congress and the Administration would go a long way

toward demonstrating to men and woman that women ara not cosaidered second clams

attains.

I wumld hate to see the substantive changes in the law dictated by the Federal

Courts, bacinwe I baileye the issues are of such a complex nature that they raquira
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a great deal of study, and Isaisletive Mbar than judicial settee. I would bate to

wee the primary motivator of Corpses, to study these complex issues sod to make

tbssebard choices, removed simply by passage of the Equal tights Asesiment, which

may be redundant and umnecassory. That is, I would bate to ses the Equal Rights

Ameedmeet begone an easy way out of a difficult problem.
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Iip T

(Observations of former Senator Sam Ervin, of North Carolina,
on this subject - Jiro 1,83)

lenaliffeardauLeeLkulkeLcated Lars

While they are othereimilalike, there are fundamental physiological and

functional differences between men and women.

These differences are of supreme importance. They empower men to beget

children, and women to bear them; and thus perpetuate the existence of humanity on

earth.

These differences have produced customs in living, and these customs

have been implemented by laws.

Children are God's most helpless creatures. They require years of physical,

intellectual, and spiritual nurture to fit them for life as adults.

To insure that children receive such nurture, custom and laws have

created the institution of marriage, and assigned differing legal responsibilities

to men and women who marry in respect to themselves, their spouses, and the children

they create.

In assigning these differing legal responsibilities to them, the customs

and laws have taken into consideration these things: (1) the circumstance that the

husband's role in the creative process is temporary and non-disabling, whereas the

wife's role is protracted, arduous, and at least temporarily disabling; and (2) the

characteristics and capacities which generally distinguish husbands and wives from

each other.

Consequently the customs and laws assign to husbands and fathers the

legal responsibility to provide shelter, food, and other necessities of life for

themselves, their spouses, and their children, and to wives and mothers the legal

responsibility to make the shelter a home for themselves, their spouses, and

their children, and to supply their children the essenial nurture their infancy

and early childhood require.

The faithful performance of their respectiye legal responsibilities by

married men and women is vital to the development aMd advancement of the human race.

In addition to assigning these differing legal responsibilities to married

men and women in respect to their marital affairs and relationships, the customs

and laws exempt women from compulsory military)Service;
impose on men the duty to

defend the country when it is engaged in war with its enemies; and secure to widows

a portion of their husbands' estates for their support after the deaths of their

husbands.
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Under American jurisprudence, women may marry or refrain from marrying.

Except to the extent ,it exempts all women .rom-compulsery military service, the

customs and laws do not apply to women who do not marry. Millions of woman, however,

deem marriage an acceptable way of life, and marry, become wives and mothers and

widows. The customs and the law implementing them afford substantial'economic and

legal protections to them and their children.

Until comparatively recent times, men ea.mpolized most remunerative

employ ants in the nation, and fee occupations were open to women: As the years

passed, however, the United States witnessed many changes affecting both men and

women in their economic and social lives. Multitudes of women entered the work

force. Many of them are married women, who have abandoned homemaking either totally

or partially for outside economic activities, and
are contributing their earnings

to the support of themselves and their families. Some of these married woman manage

to make homes for their families and also perform their outside economic undertakings.

Some of them postpone accepting any outside employment until their children are

rather mature.

One group of Americans maintain that the economic and social changes

have outmoded the customs and laws and made this unnecessary; that the retention of

these customs and laws are both insulting and injurious to all women because they

deny them equality of legal rights with men and consign them to a status in society

inferior to that of men; and that they should be supplanted in their entirety by

new laws phrased in neuter terms and applying equally and uniformly and without

variation to all men and women in all circumstances. This group includes man),

business and professional women whose legal rights are identical with those of men.

A second group of Americans, whom/1 believe to be right and to express

views held by the vast majority of our people, reject these propositions on the

ground that they are repugnant to reason \Ind to the realities of human life in

America.

They assert that the customs and laws recognizing that sex does exist and

that it creates physiological and functional differences between men and women do

not exalt or debase either sex. On the contrary, they simply recognize the truth

that men and women complement each other in the activities essential to the existence

and development of human life on earth.

They also insist that the roles in life of men and unmarried women and

those of wives, mothers, widows, and immature children are drastically different

and that it is idle thinking to assume that laws which suffice to protect men and
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unmarried women will offer adequate protection to wives, withers, widows, and

children. They also maintain that although the economic and social changes may

minimize the need for the customs and laws In some instances, the conditions which

originally brought them into king still exist throughout the nation, and that it

would be folly to abolish them. To sustain this position, they say that multitudes

of women still devote all their energy and time to homemaking and the care of their

families; that even most of the women who have accepted outside employment devote

-a substantial part of their efforts to homemaking and the can of their families;

that the need of children to receive the benefits of physical, intellectual, and

spiritual culture from both of their parents is undiminished; and that the majority

of widows are disabled by age, Illness, or inexperience to earn their own livelihoods.

The Equal Rights Amendment

the first group of Americans demand that Congress arid the State adopt

the Equal Rights Amendment. This Amendment reads as follows:

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex.

Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, bypappropriate
legislation, the provisions of this article.

Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after the date
of ratification.

Language uses words to express and communicate ideas. As a consequence,

America's greatest jurist of all time, Chief Justice John Marshall, rightly ruled

in the famous case of Marbury v. Madison/ that the words of the Constitution must

be interpreted to mean what they say.

Hence, both the Constitution and intellectual honesty compel us to deter-

mine the meaning and effect of the Equal Rights itatenanent by its words. These

words are as clear as senlight in a cloudless sky.

The determinative words are set forth in its most crucial section,

Section 1, which apply without exception or limination to the United States, the

fifty States, and all men and women and boys and girls in them.

Although these determinative words stag it in the negative, the Equal

Rights Amendment has an affirmative meaning and effect.

If it should be added to the Constitution, the Amendment will impose on

Congress and the fifty States absolute and inescapable constitutional obligations

to make equal and uniform without any variation their respective laws relating

to men and women and boys and girls, without regard to the physiological and

functional differences between the sexes and without regard to the absurd impact

those laws will have on men, women, or children in particular instances.
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ly so doing, the Amendment would require Congress and the fifty States

to ignore the existence of
sex in making laws to govern the conduct and relation-

ships of those whom God has divided into two sexes, and to recreate men and women

in a constitutional and legal sense as a new unisex of the neuter gender.

To accomplish this wondrous objective, the Amendment would rob Congress

and the fifty States of the constitutional power to make any legal right or

liability dependent on sex.

Discriminations mey be made by law, nt by nature, or by the mores of

society. The Equal Rights Amendment is concerned with "equality of rights under

law", and would not abolish any discrimination created against women by natv7

or the mores of society.

Some people really believe that God perpetrated an unjust discrimination

on women when He placed on them the burden of bearing
children and nurturing them

In their infancy. If this be so, it is an unjust discrimination which the Equal

Rights Amendment will not and cannot abolish. After all, the decreerof the

Almighty cannot nullified by human beings,
4

What the Equal Riehtillamodment W111 Do

As used in the Equal Rights Amendment, the words "equality of rights

under the law" have a beguiling appeal and a deceitful power. Their beguiling

appeal deters many persons from analysing the Amendment and ascertaining what it

says; and their deceitful power induces many others to believe that such a beauti-

fully phrased Amendment cannot possibly mean what it says. Others are deluded

into believing that the Amendment dws nothing other than to proclaim an ideal which

government is to seek to attain in future years.

For their own good and that of posterity, mmericans must not be deluded

by the beguiling appeal or the deceitful power of the siren words "equality of

rights under the law," or by any misinterpretations of the Equal Rights Amendment.

If Congress should submit the Amendment to the States and the States

should ratify it, the Amendment will operate as an inexorable command of the

Constitution itself, and nullify every prior constitutional provision inconsistent

with it, and invalidate all existing and future laws, federal and state, based on

the reality that there are physiological and functional differences between the

two sexes which God created to perpetuate human life on earth.

That Is exactly what the Amendment would do if it is added to the

Constitution.

This conclusion is mandated by the absolute words of the Amendment itself,

and confones to what its most knowledgeable advocates, Professor Thames I. Emerson,
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of the Yale Law School, and Barbara A. Brown, Galk Falk, and Ann E. Freeman,

able lawyers educated In the Yale Law School, say it will do. I quote their

words as they appear in an article appearing in Yale Law Journal for April, 1971.

They say:

1. The basic principle of the Equal Rights.Amendment is that sex is
not a permissible factor in determining the legal rights of women or men. This
means that the treatment of any person by the law not be based upon the cimum-
stance that such person is of one sex or the other .(p. 889) . . . The principle
of the Amendment must be applied comprehensively and without exceptions. in.S4)

.2. Only an :!equivocal ban against taking sex into account supplies a
rule adequate to achieve *he objectives of the Amendment. (p.592) .... Prohibition
against the use of sex as a bast: for differential treatment applies to all areas
of legal rights. (p.891) . . From tn1s analysis It follows that the constitutional
mandate must be absolute. (p.892) /

3. Our legal structure will continue to support and command an inferior
status for women so long as it permits any differentiation in legal treatment on
the basis of sex. (p.893) . . . Equality of rights means that sex is not a facto.
(p.892)

If it is added to the Constitution, the Amendment will nullify all

existing federal and state laws making legal distinctions bitween men and women,

no matter how necessary and sensible such distinctions may be, and rob Congress

and the 50 States of the constitutional power to enact any similar laws at any

time in the future.

I cite below only a few of the things the Amendment will do:

-- The Amendment will nullify ell laws of the Unites States or any State

which exempt women from compulsory military service or from service in combat

units of the armed forces in time of war.

The Amendment will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which grant exemptions or economic or so'ial protections or benefits to women because

they are wives, mothers, or widows.

The Amendment will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which impose on husbands and fathers primary responsibility for providing a

home, food, or other necessities of life for their wives and children.

The Amendment will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which require husbands to pay alimony to their wives or former wives.

The Amendment will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which protect the'privecy of men and women and boys and girls by requiring siparate

restrooms for the'sexes in public and private schools, in public buildings or

in mercantile establishments, and industrial plants.

The Amendment will t 111iy 111 laws of the United States or any State

which permit segregation by sex i. ".cational institutions or hospitals, or

require segregation by sex in jails or prisons.
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-- The Amendwant will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which base, the right to marry on the sex of the contracting parties, and deny the

right to marry each other to female lesbians or male homosexuals.

.... The Amendment will nullify all laws of the United States or any State

which define as crimes sexual offenses, such as forcible or statutory rape, which

can be committed only by men.

Although it is absolute in its terms and is subject to no exception

or limitation, whatever, some advocates of the Amendment sky it will not strike

down as unconstitutional laws making forcible or statutory rape crimes. They say

this Is so because these crimes are not based on sex, but are based on the unique

physical characteristics which distinguish men and women from each other. Since

these distinguishing physical characteristics divide men and women into two sexes,

forcible and statutory rapes cannot possibly be exempt from the coverage of an

mendeent which outlaws all laws based on sex.

The partial recital of its inescapable consequences makes it manifest

that the adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment would create constitutional and

legal chaos in America. It would leave the nation without valid laws adequate

to regulate the actions and relbtionships of men and women and the responsibilities

they owe to the helpless children they create.

The Amendment recognizes this to be so by Section 2, which extends its

effective date for two years to allow Congress and the States ties to enact new laws

to supplant those it nullifies. Fidelity to truth compels me to observe that

the only new laws the Amendment would permit Congress and the States to enact

would not suffice to give the country sensible go-Invent. Under the Amendment,

they would have to ignore earth's most potent reality, that is, that sex creates

and
physiological and functional differences between the two sexesdundertake to

regulate the inevitable consequences of the truth they are commended to ignore by

laws phrased in genderless language which does not denote the sex of any person

to whom they apply.

Subject to the exceptions noted below, I will not indicate the nature

of the new laws CoIigress and the States would be compelled to enact to supplant

the customs and laws the Amendment WIN nullify.

Their nature is suggested with accuracy by the article in the Yale Law

Journal for April, 1911. I urge all members of Congress and State Legislatures

and all Americans who love our country to read and ponder what this article says

on that subject.

The most militant organization of women supporting the Equal Rights
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Amendment, NOM, is revealing to the nation in advance the absurd and unrealistic

nature of the laws which the Amendment will command Congress and the States to

enact if it is adopted.

NOW is doing this by calling on Congress to pass two pending bills.

S. 372 and H. R. 100. These bills command Insurance companies to ignore sex in

setting rates on health insurance, and to require men and women to pay identical

premiums for such insurance.

To comply with NOW's demand, Congress must ignore the economic truths

that insurance is based on risk and that women under 65 years of age usually incur

more health care expenses than men, and compel men to purchase for themselves

Personal maternity benefits God disables them to use.

If adopted, the Equal Rights Amendment would imperil our national

security in a precarious world where potential foes indicate their ambition to

extinguish all lights of liberty on earth and subject all mankind to their domi-

nation.

As the article in the Yale Law Journal clearly discloses, the United

States would be compelled to choose between having no armed forces whatever, or

having armed forces in which men and women would serve on exactly the same

terms and precisely the same conditions. There could be no segregation by sex

in barracks or on ships, or in training activities, or in combat.

In this connection, the article makes these two emphatic affirmations:

1. Distinctions between single and 'serried women who become pregnant
will be permissible only if the same distinction is drawn between single and
married men who father children. (No.14, p. 975)

2. Thus, if unmarried women are discharged for pregnancy, men shown
to be fathers of children born out of wedlock would also be discharged. (No. 15,
p. 975)

What has been said reveals that the constitutional schTlar, Bernard

Schwartz, was right in saying:

Use of the law in 'n attempt to conjure away all the diffetrences
which do exist between the sexes Is both an insult to the law and a complete
disregard of fact. (Rights of the Person, Vol. 2, p. 538)

The Equal Rights Amendment Is Unnecessary

To the extent that the roles they enact in life are the same, the

legal rights and the legal responsibilities of men and women should be the Same.

This is already true under most existing federal and state laws, and any discre-

pancies which may still exist do not require the drastic Equal Rights Amendment

for their elimination. They can be removed by simple legislative acts.

Law ought not to make any inviduous or unjust discriminations against

women.
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In its final analysis, the argument its advocates advance for its

adoption is that the Equal Rights Amendment is necessary to abolish legal dis-

criminations of this nature. If this be its real objective, the Equal Rights

Amendment is totally unnecessary for three separate reasons.

The first of these reasons is that the Constitution now outlaws all

inviduous or unjust legal discriminations against women.

To be sure, the Supreme Court originally placed some absurd interprets-

tions on the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment during the years

following its addition to the Constitution. For exempla, it incorrectly adjudged

that Illinois and Virginia were not disabled by the equal protection clause to

deny qualified women the right to practice law. These and all kindred decisions

are now as dead as the dodo.

Ever since it handed down Reed v, Reed la 1g71,the Supreme Court has

consistently and rightly ruled that the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment,

Which applies to the United States, and the equal protection clause of the Four-

teenth Amendment, which applies to the states, make
every law, federal or state,

that makes a distinction between the legal rights and legal responsibilities of

men and women, null and void unless the distinction is based on reasonable grounds

and is intended to protect women in some role they enact in life. Hence, the Equal

Rights Amendment is not required to abolish any inviduous or unjust discriminations

against wow,.

The second reason why the Equal Rights Amendment is net required for this

purpose is this: Virtually every law which in times pastmede inviduous or unjust

discriminations against women has been repealed or adjudged unconstitutional, and

has been supplanted by new laws prohibiting discriminations of this nature.

As the United States Code discloses, Congress has enacted statutes during

recent years prohibiting inviduous or unjust legal discriminations against women

in virtually every federal activity, and the like prohibition has been extended

by statute or regulation to every state activity financed, in whole or in part,

by federal funds.

There are few state activities which are not in this category, and

virtually all of them are covered by state laws prohibiting inviduous or unjust

distriwo.itions against women.

The third reason why the Equal Riehts Amendment is not necessary to

abolish inviduous or unjust discriminations against women is this: Congress and

the states possess plenary power under the existing Constitution to abolish such

discriminations as may s...11 exist.

41-006
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Using a disastrous blunderbuss like the Equal Rights Amendment for this

purpose would be as foolish as using an atomic bomb to get rid of a few mice.

Legislatois would be glad to abolish any meaning inviduous or unjust legal dis-

criminations against women if the advocates of the amendment would simply designate

them.

I know of no inviduous or unjust discriminations against women of substance

other than those arising in employment, where same of them do not enjoy the pay.

the promotion, and the other conditions of employment to which they are justly

entitled.

Out this Is not the fault'of law. As emitter of reality. existing laws

prohibit virtually all of such discriminations. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 pro-

hibits discrimination against Women in employment in industries employing IS or

more persons if its business affects interstate comforts, except in those instances

where sex is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the

normal operation of the enterprise. Nonce, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 applies

to every industry of consequence in the United States.

The Fair Labor Standards Act and the Equal Pay Act, which apply to every

e mployer who has a single employee whose activity affects interstate commerce, emend

employers not to discriminate against women and to pay men and women equal pay for
equal work.

Furthermore, the President and virtually all the departments and agencies

of the federal government km. issued orders prohibiting discrimination against women

in federal employment. Moreover, state legislatures have adopted many enlightened

statutes In recent years prohibiting discrimination against women in employment.

In the nature of things, the laws prohibiting discrimination against

women in employment are not self-executing, and must be invoked in judicial pro-

ceedings by those who deem themselves aggrieved by that violations.

What has been said makes it manifest that Congress and the states have

virtually abolished all laws making inviduous or unjust discrimination against

women, and that the claim that the Equal Rights Amendment is necessary to nullify

any remaining laws of this nature 1$ destitute of foundation.

This truth is not pleasing. however, to the most militant supporters of

the Equal Rights Amendment. They are not really concerned with legal discriminations

of this nature. Their objective is revolutionary in nature. Stated simply, it is

to destroy all existing legal distinctions between men and women and to rob

Congress and the states of the constitutional power to make any legal distinctions

between men and women in the future.
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The Equal 1111h1S_Amendeent
Is Repugnant To The Realities Of Life

The Equal Rights Amendment Is
repugnant to the realities of life. What

has.already been said reveals why this Is so, and may be epitomized for brevity's

sake a second time as follows:

God created two sexes, and made physiological and functional differences

between them. These differences enable men and woman to perpetuate human life on

earth. Forthright cultPAS and laws are Indispensable to these realities, and to

the development of the children resulting from them. The Equal Rights Amendment

undertakes to deny or defy these realities of life, and to regulate their collie -

quencelty absurd and unrealistic new laws phrased in genderless language which

does not denote that they apply to the two sexes God created.

T Ri

o esti s t.

The Constitution is the wisest instrument of government the earth has

ever known. This is so, in large part, because
it embodies in a two-fold war

In its provisions this aphorism of the British philosopher, Thomas Hobbs:

Freedom is political power divided into smell fragments. .

The Constitution divides the powers of government between the United

States and the States by assigning to the United
States all powers necessary to

enable it to act as a national government
for all the:States, and by reserving to

the States all other powers. Among the chief powers reserved to the States Is

the power to regulate.the actions and relationships
of the people residing within

their respective borders.

Furthermore, the Constitution minimizes the threat of tyranny arising

out of centralization of powers by separating the Powers allotted to the United

States among the Congress, the President, and the federal judiciary.

The reservation by the Constitution to the Statesof the.power to regulate

the actions and relationships of the people within their borders promotes good'

government and preserves liberty. No centralized government far removed from the

people can be as sensitive or responsive to their needs as the government close to

nod

tbem.

In addition to vesting in the stater and denying to Congress the power

to define the legal rights and responsibilities of men and women residing within

their respective borders, the Constitution empowers the courts of the states to

determine the validity of their laws on this subject, except In the comparatively

rare instances when they violate some of its specific provisions.

Section 2 of the Equal Rights Amendment specifies
that "Congress shall
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have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this

article."

If adopted, the-Equal Rights Amendment would transfer from the fifty states

to the centralized national government in Washington the power to regulate all the

rights and responsibilities of men and women and their obligations to the children

they create throughout the United States.

The judicial power of the states to determine the validity of their laws

on,the subject would shift immediately on its offectiye date from the state courts

to the Supreme Court and the federal courts inferior to it.

While the amendment might be interpreted to permit the states to continue

to legislate on the subject until Congress stepped in and took over, the amendment

would transfer the ultimata legislative power on the subject from the states to

Congress because the acts of Congress would nullify all inconsistent state laws j.

by virtue of the supremacy clause of Article VI.
it

It is to be noted for the sake of clarity, however, that on its effective

date Congress and the states would be robbed by the amendment of the constitutional

power to pass any law making the legal right or liability of any person dependent

on sexual differences between men and woman.

This vast transfer of governmental power from the states to the distant

and often insensitive national "averment in Washington would imperil both good

government and liberty to an indescribable degree. Woodrow Wilson, a profound

student of the Constitution, gave Americans this admonition:

When we resist . . . the concentration of power, we are resisting the
processes of-death, because the concentration of power Is what always precedes
the destruction of human liberties.

The Support For the Equal Rights Amendment

Support for the Equal Rights Amendment is derived from an odd combination

of persons whose motives for advocating it are irreconcilable.

The majority of its advocates do not understand what it means and will

do; whereas the minority of its advocates do understand what it means and will do..

I digress momentarily to comment on what one of its most distingiished

supporters In the Senate was recently reputed r, the press to have said when:he

appeared before the Senate committee considering a resolution to submit the proposed

amendment to the states again. On being interrogated by members of the Senate con-

cerning his opinions as to what the amendment would do, he declined to answer

their questions, and undertook to justify his action in so doing by saying the

questions were not relevant to the legislative obligations of Senators, and could

only arise properly after the amendment was adopted, and the Supreme Court was
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required in the exercise of .its judicial duty to interpret it.

I end my digression by observing that the distinguished Senator's reputed

statement recalled to my mind this observation I often made to high school students

who visited my Office duriqg my years in the Senate:

All of the queer animals in Washington are not in the Zoo;
some of them are in Congress.

The attitudes and motivations of the majority and minority advocates

of the Equal Rights Amendment are incompatible.

The majority of its advocates are not learned in the Constitution and

the laws. They cherish the Constitution as an instrument of government. They

simply dislike some of the requirements of some of the customs and laws relating

to men and women; think that these requirements make inviduous or unjust discrimina-

tions against women; and believe that the Equal Rights Amendment offers a benign

way to abolish these inviduous and unjust discriminations without impairing the

'Constitution they cherish.

The minority of the advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment know what

it means, and what it will do. They idolize the concept embodied in the words

"equality of rights under the law", and abhor the existing custowand laws because

they frustrate the practical consummation of this concept by taking sex differences

into consideration and establishing differing legal rights and responsibilities

for married men and women in respect to themselves, one another, and their children,

and differing legal responsibilities for all men and women inrespect to military

services to the country both in war and in peace. Moreover; theymmintain that

these customs and laws frustrate the practical operation of the concept of equal

rights under the law by giving widows economic protections they do not extend to

other persons.

The minority of the advocates of the amendment support it because it will

abrogate the existing customs and laws, and make a revolutionary change in the

Constitution to disable all legislative bodies in the nation to validate any

comparable customs or enact any comparable laws in the future.

Candor compels me to assert that years of study of what advocates of the

Equal Rights Amendment have said in its support have not revealed a single rational

reason why the structure of our government should be altered in the revolutionary

fashion the amendment contemplates, or a single rational reason why wives, mothers,

widows, and children should be robbed o# the legal and economic protections existing

custom and laws secure to them.

I am constrained to suggest that those who advocate abolishing the
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primary legal responsibility of fathers to support the children they beget, as

advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment do, ought to read and ponder verses 3

to i of chapter 18 of the Gospel According to Matthew, which declares that it would

be better. for a person who offends a child if a great millstone were hanged about

his neck and he were drowned in the depth of the sea.

Since American jurisprudence extends to all Women the option of marring

or refraining from morning, there is no place in the Constitution for. an amSnelment,

such as the Equal Rights Amendment, which is deliberately designed to penallte omen

who choose to marry by robbing them, In the name of a specious "equality If rights

under the law", of the legal rights and economic protections existing cus / and
. .

laws give them as wives, 'others, and widows.

The support of both segments of the advocates of the mmenmSent'is based

on America's great delusion that all the problems of life can be solved easily,

quickly, and finally by amending the Constitution or by passing a law. Most of

life's problems are not susceptible to a solution of this character.

As a general rule, their solution is to be found in religien, ethics,

and morality. Problems arising out of relationships between human beings must

ordinarily be solved by mutual understanding and cooperation on their parts.

The problems arising out of the initimate relationshipibetween husband

and wife can be solved only by love.

Notilthstanding these truths, many politicians give a speedy response

to the demands of constituents for a constitutional amendment/or a now law without

pausing to ask or answer these relevant questions:

1. Is there really a problem which demands solution?

2. tf so, is the problem one which Is susceptible of solution by a

constitutional amendment or a new law, or must it be solved in some other way?

3. Will the proposed constitutional amendment, if adopted, or the

proposed new law, if enacted, create more serious problems than the problem it

is devised to solve?

Advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment assert that its adoption would

easily, quickly, and finally solve all the problems which life brings to women.

They are simply deceiving themselves. If the Equal Rights Amendment were adopted,

life would continue to bring to women all of the problems it has always brought

to them. But all legislative bodies throughout the nation would be imprisoned in

the constitutional straitjacket of the amendment, and would be rendered powerless

to correct any of these problems by bestowing solely upon women benefits or pro-

tections, no matter how necessary or sensible the bestowal of such benefits or

protections would be.
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The Military of the Equal Rights Amendment Before

I

Its SutodssitusiZi_theltides

ryThe histo of the beguilingly and deceptively phrased Equal Rights

Amendment i intriguing.

The amendment originated about 1923. For some years thereafter some

women based in the City of Washington, who called themselves The National Mason's

Pary and lobbied for legislation for women, sought in vain to persuade Congress,
to submit it to the states for their consideration.

At that time organized pressure groups were virtually nonexistent:

lobbyists were genteel; and members of Congress did their own investigating and

thinking, based their official decisions on basic principles, and sought power

and influence by courageous and intelligent leadership. Congress recognized that

the Equal Rights Amendment was a well-intentioned proposal of highly devastating

potentialities, and for many years courageously and wisely refused to submit it

to the states.

After a proneness to appease because prevalent in Congress, a Senate

committee reported the proposed armament. When it was read in the Senate, Carl

Hayden, a wise Senator from Arizona, recalled a state law which forbade the

employment of women in the deep copper mines of Arizona and submitted a penciled

amendment providing, in essence, that the Equal Rights Amendment should not invali-

date any laws which gave special protections or exemptions to women.

The Senate unanimously adopted Senator Hayden's amendment, and the

advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment refrained at the time from further action

because they realized that it would thwart their efforts to abolish all legal

distinctions between men and women.'

This event was repeated in the Senate on other occasions, and gave rise

to a demand of the advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment that it be approved

without the Hayden or any other amendment.

After these events advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment persuaded

some nationwide organizations of women possessing enormous political power that

the amendment mould liberate mien from all troublesome legal problems, and in-

duced them to adopt the amendment without change as their legislative goal.

It may be an unfortunate day for the United States for politically

powerful groups to accept the enactment of any law or the adoption of any con-

stitutional Imminent as their legislative goal. This is because their zeal for

victory may deter them from investigating and understanding the injurious con-

sequences to the country of that whiih they seek.
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This has been true in respect to the Equal Rights Amendment. As a

general rule, those who advocate its adoption invoke as reasons for its adv44,0

court decisions t!at have been overruled; and laws that have been repealed or

adjudged unconstitutional; and mistakenly assert that laws affording protection to

wives, mothers, widows, and helpless children constitute inviduous or unjust

discriminations against all lumen. Moreover,. they will not take the energy or

time to ascertain that Congress and the states have already abolished virtually

all inviduous or unjust discriminations made by law against women.

One of the disturbing facts of life is that in a controversy between

knowledge and ignoranceeknowledge is in peril because it is limited, whereas

ignorance is unlimited.

The House passed H. J. Res. 264 embodying the Equal Rights Plemdment

in 1970. After that event, Robert Sherrill, the distinguished journaliste'remmrked:

The, equal riehts emendeent's journey down the corridors of Congress has
so far been-in Impressirt_44.00epattpnri'lleg_Canbe achieved throughalmod
total _ignorance.

I mode several speeches advising the Senate whet the amendment means

and would do when the Senate considered H. J. Res. 264 in October, 1970. In one

of them I deplored the tragedy that the amendment would rob mothers of legal

rights and protections, and quoted the Yiddish proverb: "Cod coqld not be every-

where; so He made mothers." Several days later a body of supporters of the amend-

ment demonstrated for it on a street in Washington. Alone dissenter marched

beside them carrying a placard bearing the words: "God could not be in the

Senate; so He or She made Senator Ervin."

I offered wench:sent 1049 which stipulated that the amendment should

"not impair any law of the United States which exempts women from compulsory

military service." The Senate approved my amendment by 36 yeas to 33 nays on

October 13. Shortly thereafter H. J. Res. 264 was laid aside by sponsors because

the amendment's supporters implacably insisted that the conscription laws and

all other laws had to apply to men and women without variation.

After the Senate approved my amendment exempting women from the draft

and H. J. Res. 264 was abandoned, the most energetic advocates of the Equal Rights

Amendment took pains to insure that Congress would be subservient to them the next

time the Equal Rights Amendment was presented to it.,

At their bidding, influential members of the women's organizations

supporting the amendment visited thelenitOrS and Representatives they knew and

solicited their support. In addition, they established in'Washington the most

powerful lobby the capital of the nation had ever seen.
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Their lobbyists visited Capitol Hill with a zeal comparable to that of the

locusts which plagued Egypt in the days of Moses and Pharaoh.

They assured Senators and Representatives that tha'Equal Rights Amendment

was a salutary proposal which would liberate all women from bondage to discriminatory

law; that virtually all women in America favored it and that those women would be

highly pleased by members of Congress who voted for the. Amendment and highly

displeased by those who did not.

8y cajolery, they obtained pledges of support from members of Congress

who deplore the intellectual labor of ascertaining for wtheemelves what legiilative

proposals mean and will do, or Senators and Representatives who cherish unduly

the good will of well-organized pressure groups. When a Senator or.Representative

indicated a reluctance to pledge his support to the amendment, they emphasized

that they were merely asking him to vote to submit it to the states for their

consideration and were leaving him free to oppose its ratification by the states

if he afterwards concluded it to be unwise. If a Senator or Repres tative smiled

obdurate to their entreaties for support of the amendment, they sug¢sted to him

that he would suffer reprisals at the polls.

While the lobbyists for the amendment were laboring in Washington, the

overwhelming majority of all women in America went about their accustomed ways

unaware that their existing and prospective rights and protections as wives,

mothers, and widows were in peril in Washington. For this reason, no one in

Washington lobbied against the amendment. MOreover, with rare exceptions, the

press was indifferent to its obligation under the First Amendment, and made no

substantial efforts to enlighten the nation concerning the meaning and devastating

nature of the amendment.

. When Representatives supporting it judged the time propitious, they

introduced the Equal Rights Amendment in the House as H. J. Res. 208. Their

Judgment was unerring, and on October 12, 1971, the House passed H. J. Res. 208

without change by a vote of 354 to 24 end sent it to the Senate.

1 was an indenendently minded Senator, who was not amenable to cajolery

or threats. Besides, I must confess I was a legislative fool who rushed in where

legislative angels feared to tread.

The Senate debated the House-passed Equal Rights Amendment in March,

1972. 1 remained on the Senate floor throughout the debate, fighting the amend-
almost

ilientiOngtehandedly. 1 pointed out the devastating effects the amendment would

have on the legal rights and protections of wives, mothers, widows, and children,

and the drastic limitations the amendment would impose on the legislative powers
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df,CongresS and the states.

In addition, I introduced amentients to reduce the devastating effects

the amendment would have if it should be adopted. I did not make many converts.

The overwhelming majority of Senators had pledged themselves tolvote to submit the

amendment the states, and absented themselves from the Senate floor during the

&WT. In bedience to their pledges, they marched into the Senate when the

rolls were ca led, and rejected all of my amendments by margins abhorrent to reason.

They defeated by a vote of 77 to 14 my amendment providing the Equal

Rights Amendment should "not impair the validity
of any laws of the United States

or any state which extend protections or exemptions to women," (Amendment No.1068)

They defeated by a vote of 72 to 17 my amendment providing that the Equal

Rights Amendment should "not impair the validity of any laws of the United States

or any state which impose upon fathers responsibility for the support of their

children." (Amendm4nt No. 1069)

They defeated by a vote of 79 to 11 my amendment providing that the

Equal Rights Amendment should "not impair the validity of any laws of the United

States or any state which assure privacy to men or'women, or boys and girls."

(Amendment No. 1070)

They defeated by a vote of 71 to 17 may amendment providing that the

Equal Rights Amendment should "not impair the validity of any laws of the United

States or any state which make punishable as crimes sexual offenses." (Amendment. .

No. 1071)

They defeated by a vote of 78 to 12 my amendment, which was a substitute

for the Equal Rights Amendment, providing that "neither the United States nor any

state shall make any legal distinction between the legal rights of male and female

persons unless such distinction is based on physiological or functional differences

between them." (Amendment No. 472)

They defeated by a vote of 82 to 9 my amendment, which was a substitute

for the Equal Rights Amendment, providing that "equality of rights under the law

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account

of sex. The provisionsof this article shall not impair the validity of any

laws of the United States or any state which exempt women from compulsory military

service, or from service in combat units of the Armed Forces; or extend protections

or exemptions to wives, mothers, or widows; or impose upon fathers responsibility

for the support of children; or secure privacy to men or women, or boyi or girls;

or make punishable as crimes rape, seduction, or other sexual offenses."
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By rejecting my amendments,
the Senate guaranteed by its legislative

history that the objective of the Equal Rights Amendment
is to convert the two

sexes created by God into identical
legal beings having identical legal rights

and identical legal responsibilities
at all times and under all circumstances.

Having done this, the Senate passed the Equal Rights Amendment without

change by a vote of 84 to 8 on March 22, 1972, and thus
concurred with the House_

in submitting it to the states.

The seven Senators who joined me in voting against submission were

Senators Bennett, Buckley, Cotton, Fannin, Goldwater, Hansen, and Stennis. They

were noted for their indomitable
political courage.

After all of my amendments had been
rejected and shortly before the Senate's

!anal vote, I made these extemporaneous remarks In theSenate:

This is the most drastic proposal for membeent to the Constitution ever
recommended or supported in the history of this nation. ... If it is ratifiedby the States ... the federal system, which'contemplates in indestructible

unioncomposed of indrntructible states,
... will be substantially destroyed, and all

legislative powers relating to the manifold relations of men and women will be
concentrated in the Congress of the United States. Not only that, but the ultimate
power to interpret all the laws of this nature will be lodged in the federal courts
to the exclusion of the states courts. ...

(It) is ... bad .. to concentrate all power of thiS nature In the federal
government. because nothing truer was ever said than the statement which WoodrowWilson uttered on one occasion in which he said that when we resist the concentra-
tion of governmental power, we resist the processes of death because concentration
of power always Precedes the destruction of human liberties.

I wish to pay tribute to the smell band -- an exceedingly smell band .-
of stouthearted Senators who have shared my views in respect to the equal rights
amendment and have supported may efforts to bring same degree of order out of the
legal chaos which the amendment is likely to inflict upon our country. It is almost
impossible to conceive the state of legal chaos which will ensue if this amendment
is ratified by the States. It will invalidate thousands of lams which make legal
distinctions between men and women, many of which are based upon entirely rational
grounds and a recognition of the fact that God did create two sexes.

These stouthearted Senators who have stood by me In this body sought in
vain to make it certain that the equal rights amendment would not compel the Congress
to subject women to compulsory military service when there was no necessity for so
doing. They sought, and sought in vain, to make it certain that the daughters of
',erica would not be sent into combat to die or to be maimed by the bayonets, the
pones the bullets, the grenades, theeeeeserthe napalm, the poison gas, and the
shall; of an enemy.

tried to make certain that the laws of the United States and the
laws of the States which extend protections and exemptions to women in general and
to wives and mothers, and widows in.particular, which commonsense and reality and
the experience of mankind have shown to be needful to enable them to perform their
roles as wives and mothers, and to extend to helpless children the nurtures whir,
they require in their infancy, and to give them the training necessary to their
intellectual and spiritual development, were not outlawed by this amendment. They
sought to do that in vain.

They also sought to make certain that the laws which imposet upon hus ands
the primary obligation to support their wives, and upon fathers the primary ie. :-
nation to support their children, would not be abrogated by this amendme t. DI, I
also sought to do that in vain.

They also sought to make certain that the laws of the United :sates and
the laws of the States which secure privacy -- an invaluable right -- to aol and
women and to boys and girls wogld not be abrogated by this amendment. They sought
to do that in vain.
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They also sought to make certain that mature men would not go unwhipped
of jastice if they seduce innocent and virtuous women under promises of marriage,
or If they have carnal knowledge of immature girls under the age of consent, or
if they transport woman and girls in interstate or foreign commerce for the purpose
of debauchery and prostitution. These stouthearted Senators also sought that objec-
tive in vain.

The stouthearted Senators, who stood by me in this fight, and I have
sustained an overwhelming defeat. Out I believe that we have sustained this defeat
under circumstances in which defeat serves better than victory to shake the soul
and let the glory out. I say to those stouthearted Senators who supported me in
this fight that they can lay to their hearts the satisfaction that they have not
aided in an effort to crucify American womanhood upon the cross of dubious equality
and specious uniformity. They have pursued this course because they cannot blind
themselves to the proposition that when God created mankind, he created them male
and female.

I cannot vote for this resolution on final passage.

I sincerely hop, that the State. legislatures will give serious considera-
tion to all the arguments which have been made for the resolution and all the
arguments which have been made against the resolution. I hope they will not agree
to a constitutional amendment which would compel Congress to send my 5-year-old
granddaughter on a subsequent occasion into combat with armed enemies of the United
States where they are millions and millions and millions of men available to perform
that duty.

Mike
Immediately' after I yielded the floor, Majority Leaderidansfield, a most

gracious man, said:

Mr. President ... may I extend my congratulations to the distinguished
senior Senato from North Carolina, for the fight he has waged in all honesty, with
deep conviction, and with great vigor.

If this constitutional amendment is adopted in the Senate by a two-thirds
vote, it will not be a catastropic defeat for the distinguished Senator; but if
defeat there is, it will be an honorable defeat because he has stated his use with
cogency and clarity, and he his waged the good fight for what he thinks is right,
and perhaps history will prove him right. But, as the SenatmPhas indicated, it is
going to take three- quarters of the states to affirm or to approve what Congress
will have done if this body this afternoon passes the constitutional amendment by
a two-thirds majority, and that remains to be seen.

I want to pay my deepest respects to the distinguished Senator not only
for the fight he has waged, consistently and with clarity, but also for the fact
that he is the only member of this body who, since we returned to the second
session of this Congress on January 18, has been engaged in debate, day in and day
out, without fail. He has been the first member to come into the Chamber, along
with the joint leadership. Almost always he has been the last member to leave.

So I commend the distinguished Senator for the remarkable physical
stamina he has shown, and I honor him for the intellectual integrity he has
displayed.

1

I now disclose what I learned from private conversations past numbering.

Many Senators and Representatives, who were pragmatic politicians, voted

to submit the Equal Rights Amendment to the States notwithstanding they realized

its true meaning and implications. To quiet their consciences, they laid the

flattering unction to their political souls that they were voting to submit and

not to ratify; that the states would ascertain the devastating nature of the

amendment and refuse to ratify it; and that they could acquire or retain the good

will of advocates of the amendment by passing the buck to the states and voting to

submit the amendment to them without harming the country.
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After all, pruritic politicians resemble11114od in one respect. They

move in mysterious ways their wonders to perform.

The Nistery of the Equal Rights Amendment After
Its Submission To The States

The Constitution required the affirmative vote of 311 states to ratify

the Equal Rights Amendment.
,

A number of state legislatures shared in the euphoria which the submission

of the weeftent gave to its advocates, and In consequence 22 states voted to ratify

It by November, 1972, without making any nal effort to determine-its meanings

or consequences.

Some patriotic and knowledgeable Americans, chiefly women. were

alarmed by this trend. With meagre financial resources and virtually no aid from

professional politicians, they assumed the formidable task of educating the American

repeople and state legislators in respect to the true significance of the Equal Rights

Amendment and what it would do tote legal rights and protections of women in

general and wives, mothers, widows, and children in particular and how it would

shift the legislative and judicial powers of the SO states to Congress and the

Supreme Court at Washington if it should be ratified.

These patriotic and knowledgeable Americans did an exceedingly good job.

As a result, state ratifications of the Equal lights Amendment slowed and finally

ended altogether. Despite stupendous propaganda and threats, the advocates of

the amendment induced only 35 states to ratify it, and five of the ratifying

states rescinded their ratifications after they learned the truth about the

amendment.

Advocates of the amendment undoubtedly deterred other states which had

ratified from rescinding their previous action by their contradictory contention

that states which had rejected the amendment could change their minds and ratify

it, but states which had ratified it could not change their minds and reject it.

As a matter of constitutional truth. states falling In either of these

categories have the 1 oar to change their minds and reverse their previous decisions

until a proposed constitutional amendment has been actually added to the Constitution

by the ratifying votes of three-fourths of all the states.

The congressional resolution submitting the Equal Rights Amendment to

the states In 1972 limited the period for ratification to the ensuing seven years,

the period habitually designated by Congress in such cases.

As the seven years were nearing their end, it became obvious that three-
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fourthsof the states would not ratify the amendment before the deadline for ratif,

cation expired, and the than existing Congress, which was clearly subservient

the advocates of the amendment, took an action without precedent in the annalI

of the country. It undertook to extend the time for ratification for three addi-

tional years by majority votes of the members of its two houses.

The proposal to extend the ttmf for ratification was considered

initially by a Senate committee chaired/by my good friend Senator Birch Bayh,

of Indiana, the most eloquent champion of the amendment in the Senete.1 When I

appeared before the committee in Apposition to the proposal. I charged that the

amendment would convert men andiwomen into legal beings of'the neuter gender,

and propounded the rhetorical/question: "Who would want to merry a being of the

neuter gender." Senator Blyh responded: "I wouldn't." I retorted: "Birch,

that's the most intelligent remark you've made since the committee met."

In extending the time for ratification, Congress repudiated Article V

under which it had to act, and the decision of the Supreme Court in Dillon v.

Gloss correctly interpreting that Article.

When it extended the period for ratification, Congress in reality sub-

mitted the amendment to the states a second time. It had no power to do so.

Article V expressly requires a vote of two-thirds of each House of Congress as con-

ditions precedent to submitting a proposed amendment to the states.

The Supreme Court rightly declared in Dillon V. Glosssa that the proposal

of a constitutional amendment by Congress and its ratification by the states are

not unrelated acts, but, on the contrary, are succeeding steps in a single endeavor;

that a proposed amendment must be ratified by the requisite number of states within

the period reasonably specified by Congress in the resolution submitting it; and

that the states cannot vote upon it after that period unless Congress submits it

to them "a second time."

The advocates of the amendment sought the extension of, the time for

ratification rather than a resubmission of the amendment to the states because

they believed that ratifications mode during the seven years specified in the

original resolution would mein in effect during the extended period.

They were, I submit, indulging an idle hope. Virtually all state

resolutions ratifying the amendment expressly condititmed their effectiveness on

the requisite number of states approving it within seven years after 1972.

During the extended period of three years, advocates of the Equal Rights

Amendment sought by propaganda and threats without precedent in the nation's

history to induce other states to ratify It. Hot a single state did so.
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As the extended period was nearing its end, the States of Atisone

and Idaho and numerous state
legislators sought a declaratory judgment in the

United States District Court for the District of Idaho decreeing that Congress

had no power under the Constitution
to extend the time for ratification of the

amendment beyond the seven years originally
designated by it, and that the five

states had the power under the Constitution
to rescind their original ratifying

votes.

I filed an amici curse brief in the case in behalf of sae state

legislators, and wes anxious for the presiding judge, Judge.Nerion J. Callister,

Chief Judge of the United 'States
District.Court for the District of Idaho, to

decide the case on its merits.

One of the defendants in the caw, NOW, Clearly indicated that it never

tooted the Court to make a ruling on the merits, and convinced me that it ought

to change its corporate name from NOW to NEVER. When it seemed to be feasible

for Judge Callister to set the case for hearing on its merits. NOW habitually

made a dilatory motion to prevent his so doing.

Finally, however, all of NOW's dilatory motions were adjudged, and Judge

Callister mode his ruling on the merits. In an opinion of surpassing excellence,

he decreed that Congress had exceeded
its constitutional power In extending the time

for ratification of the ame nt, and that the five states had merely exercised

their constitutional power in rir cioding their, prior ratifying votes.

NOW and the other .los na\litigents appealed this ruling directly to

the Supreme Court. Before the AT Court could pass on their appeals, the
. . ._

combined ten years allowed by grest\tm the states for consideration of the

amendment expired without three-fourths otthem ratifying it, and the Supreme

Court ruled that this event rendered the constitutional questions raised in the

case moot.

Conclusion

When they framed and ratified the Constitution. the Founding Fathers

contemplated that the United States would be a free and intelligent Republic.

In the nature of things, they were compelled to entrust its future to the persons

destined to exercise the governmental powers it ordains.

The Founding Fathers clearly contemplated that Senators and Representa-

tives participating in amending the Constitution under Article V would bo persons

of political courage, intellectual integrity, and complete devotion to the country;

and that their decisions on proposals to wend the Constitution would be made

solely on the basis of the general welfare of the United Status.
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They certainly did not contemplate that Congress would vote to submit

a proposed weenOment to the states to aggrandize the political fortunes of its

members, or to curry favor with organized pressure groups, no matter how powerful

or well- intentioned those pressure groups might be.

About 1850, Thomas Bebbington Macaulay, the wise British essayist.

historian, and statesman, mods this caustic comment concerning members of the

British House of Co.umns:

The members are more concerned about the security of their seats then
about the security of their country.

The alacrity with which Congress mode obeisance to the powerfully

organized supporters of the Equal Rights Amendment and their lobbyists in sub-

mitting the amendment to the states and in extending the time for its ratification

when it floundered engendered the fear in the hearts and minds of multituderof-

Americans that Nacaulay's caustic comment about the members of the British House

of Commons now applies with equal truth to Senators and Representatives in the

American Congress.

Notwithstanding the alacrity of Congress in these respects, and notwith-.

standing the untiring efforts of advocates of the amendment to induce such action

by them by political pressures and economic threats previously unknown in America,

the requisite number of states refused to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment within

the combined period of ten years after tie true meaning of its beguiling and

deceptive words were exposed. The refusal of the states to ratify make it manifest

to persons willing to face reality that the vast majority of all Americans who

are informed on the subject are now opposed to the Equal Rights Amendment.

These illuminating events ought to enlighten advocates of the Equal.

Rights Amendment as well as'Congress. Despite their illuminating power, however,

unrelenting advocates of the amendment are ignoring them and demanding that Congress

resurrect the repudiated amendment and submit it to the states again.

If it will cuuregeously and intelligently reject this demand, Congress

will do much to allay the fear of multitudes of patriotic and thoughtful Americans

that Senators and Representatives are more concerned about the security of their

congressional seats than they are about the security of our country.

The Constitution is the most precious instrument of government the

earth has ever known. For years I have studied it and fought to preserve it for

the benefit of all Americans of all generations. During those years, I have

devoted much energy and time to the Equal Rights Amendment and its implications.

If I survive until September 27, 1983, 1 will be of the age of four score
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and seven years. Ny political ambitioni have vanished. I seek the political

acclaim and support of no person.

I have told the truth about the Equal Rights Amendment simply because

I love my country. The some motive constrains me to make some concluding

observations about amending the Constitution.

Constitutional amendments are "for keeps." Unlike ordinary laws, they

cannot be easily repealed. Once adopted, they can be removed from the Constitution

only by means of the amendatory process created by Article V. Consequently, a

constitutional amendment, once adopted, may remain in the Constitution, and bless

or curse America until the last lingering echo of Gabriel's horn trembles into

ultimate silence.

Congress, and the states should act cautiously, advisedly, soberly, and

without emotion when they are asked to add an amendment to the Constitution. They

should never adopt an amendment unless it is calculated as well as intended to

promote the general welfare Of the United States. They should spurn all amendatory

proposals, such as the Equal Rights Amendment, which are irrational or *laical.

irrespective of the political power and good intentions of those who advocate them.

In conclusion, I affirm that my protracted study of the Equal Rights

Amendment and its disastrous implications has implanted indelibly in my mind these

abiding convictions:

1. No Senator or Representative in Congress ought to vote to submit

the amendment to the states unless he honestly believes that God mode a mistake by

creating two sexes to perpetuate Neon life on earth, and that the amendment .

constitutes an appropriate way to correct this mistake of God insofar as it is

correctible by human law.

2. No member of a state legislature ought to vote to ratify the Equal

Rights Amendment unless he honestly believes that he and his legislative colleagues

are mentally incompetent to enact laws to govern the actions and relationships

of men and women within the borders of their states, and that their existing

constitutional power to enact such laws ought to be transferred from them to

Senators and Representatives of the other 49 states sent to Washington to repre-

sent them in Congress.

Motes

1. Marbury v. Madison, (1803) 1 Cranch 137, 2 L.Ed.60.

2. Reed v. Reed, (1971) 404 U.S. 71, 30 L.Ed.2d 225, 92 S.Ct. 251.

3. Dillon v. Gloss, (1921) 256 U.S. 368, 65 L.Ed.994, 41 S.Ct. 510.
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TRSTIHONY ON TNN qua RIGHTS AHINDNINT

SY PHYLLIS SMOLT

I am Phyllis Schlafly of Alton, Illinois, a homemaker and mother of

six children, a member of the Illinois Bar, and the president of Eagle

Forum, national pro-family movement.

The Equal Rights Amendment CERA) was voted out of Congress on March

22, 1972, and was debated in State Capitols from that day until the

expiration of the extended time period at midnight on June 30, 1982.

Despite that extensive consideration, fifteen states never ratified ERA,

and five states which originally ratified ERA thereafter changed their

minds and rescinded. Therefore, at the end of the ten-year period, 20

of the SO states were on record as saying NO to the Federal ERA. It

takes only 13 states to prevent change to the U.S. Constitution.

Constitutions are purposely made difficult to amend, whether they

be constitutions of nation, state, corporation, or organisation.

Amending the United States Constitution requires contemporaneous

consensus of a super-majority of three-fourths of the states. To induce

a constitutional change that lacks the support of super-majority is

not in the best interests of a democratic republic. We had one such

experience with the Prohibition Amendment. We don't need another with

ERA.

The emotional issues involved with the right to drink alcohol are

vastly exceeded by the emotional issues involved in the legal effects of

ERA. ERA touches more divisive and deeply-held beliefs than any other

Congressional issue.

The Illinois General Assembly voted on ERA at least once every year

for ten years. The ERA experience was disruptive, divisive, and

destructive of responsible law-making.

In the final weeks of the ERA battle in May and June of 1982, the

State Capitol at Springfield, Illinois, became a three-ring circus. On

the first floor of the Capitol, seven pro-ERA hunger strikers demon-

strated in wheelchairs and on stretchers. On the third floor, another

',co-ERA group called the "chain gang" chained themselves to the Senate

Chamber door and lay on the floor night and day so that Senators had to

step over'Oem to get to their desks. Across the rotunda in the House,
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another platoon of the "chain gang" lay down in front of the Speaker'

rostrum and forced 1441sletive business to a halt.

Still another group of pro-BRA.dtmon.trators poured pig.' blood

(bought from a packing house) on our flags and on the marble floors,

writing in blood the names of the Legislators whom they hated the most.

I have appended to my testimony two newspaper. photographs of the pouring

of the blood and of the "chain gang" and ask that they be published with
my testimony.

Unfortunately, theme antic. cannot be dismissed as merely those of

radical fringe. The pro-ERA leaders in and out of the Legislature

gave every appearance of hoping that these ugly tactics would force

Illinois to ratify BRA. Fortunately, Illinois had enough legimlators

who refused to allow the Constitution to be amended by much

shenanigan..

Some have argued that Cowess should vote out ERA and "let the

states decide." But the states have already decided, and the answer is

NO. It simply isn't fair to put this monkey on the backs of State

Legislators again after ten year. (the original seven year. plus the

unprecedented three-year extension which a Federal Court ruled was

unconstitutional). At the very least, we need a cooling-off period.

In all fairness, why not give the states the opportunity to vote on

the School Prayer Amendment? The states should get the right to vote on

that amendment before being sent BRA again:

Mr. Chairman, if you were supporting a piece of legislation, and

you hadn't been able to get it passed for ten years, wouldn't you ask

yourself, how can I amend it so as to gain more support'and counter some

of the criticisms against it? This is the way the legislative promss

works in a democratic republic. The testimenies presented to this

Subcommittee by the ERA proponents reveal a stubborn refusal to.address

the legal effects of ERA, plus a preoccupation With economic and socio-

logical conditions which would not be affected by ERA. Yet the legal

effects touch such sensitive areas that they cannot be ignored. N.

thank AFL-CIO President Lane Rirkla.-,1, a pro-ERA witness before this

Subcommittee on September 14, for recognising that Congress must deal

with the substantial Usu.. in ERA such as abortion and the military.

Therefore, I pr(pose a series of amendments which would 'Ickess the

major criticisms of the Equal Rights Amendment.
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ill This article shall act be qoastraed to secure. exesad_er

endorse any right to abortion or the funding thereof.

The most immediate and costly effect of RRA would probably be to

mandate taxpayer-funding of abortion by making the Hyde Amendment

unconstitutional. This would reverse the 5 -to-4 U.S. Supreme Court

decision in Harris v. McRae (1980). This effect is foreshadowed in the

recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in Rampart Rams Shipbuilding S DrY

Dock Co. v. Liaal Employment Opportunity Commission (77 L. Rd. 2d S9,

June 20, 1983), in which Justice Stevens, joined by six other Justices,

wrote: The Pregnancy Discrimination Act has now made clear that, for

all Title VII purposes, discrimination based on a woman' pregnancy is,

on its face, discrimination because of her ex." (Id. at 103)

In a footnote, Justice Stevens quoted Representative Augustus P.

Hawkins, speaking for the Pregnancy Discrimination Act during the Rouse

debate, as saying, It seems only common sense, that since only women

can become pregnant, discrimination against pregnant people is neces-

sarily discrimination against women, and that forbidding discrimination

based on sex therefore clearly forbids discrimination based on preg-

nancy." (123 Cong. Rec. 10582, 1972)

The scope of the Newport News case is limited to employment matters

under Title VII, but the definition of *see discrimination enunciated

in that law and in the Supreme Court decision constitutes the most

authoritative legislative definition of what the word "sex° would mean

in ERA or in any other federal legislation (unless a contrary or

limiting definition is specifically included). There is an exception in

the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e-(k)) to prevent

compulsory funding of abortions. But there is no exception in ERA as

presently written; the absolute language of ERA would be a

constitutional mandate against all sex discrminination and would nullify

any exceptions in existing laws.

It is clear from briefs filed by pro-abortion groups in three

states with a State ERA in their state constitutions that pro-abortion

lawyers will use ERA as a major argument to persuade the courts to force

taxpayer-funding of abortion.

In the 19R3 Pennsylvania case of Pincher, Planned Parenthood, et al

v. Dept. of Public Welfare, the American Civil Liberties Foundation of
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Pennsylvania argued in its Complaint that it is unconstitutional under

the Pennsylvania State ERA to deny state tax funds for abortions because

this would "constitute a gender-based classification in violation of the

Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment."

In the 1980 Massachusetts case of Moe v. Ring, the Civil

Liberties Union of Massachusetts argued in its Complaint that it is

Unconstitutional under the Massachusetts State ERA to deny state tax

funds for abortions because "singling out for special treatment and

effectively excluding from coverage an operation which is unique to

women ... constitute(*) discrimination on the basis of sex, in violation

of the Massachusetts Equal Rights Amendment."

In the 1978 Hawaii case of Hawaii Right to Life v. Chang, the

American Civil Liberties Union brief argued that "withdrawing funding

for abortions while continuing to reimburse other medical procedures

sought by both sexes or only by men would be tantamount to .a denial of

equal rights on account of sex.'

Would the pro-abort on lawyers be successful with their argument

in the U.S. Supreme Cour under the Federal ERA? Harris v. McRae, the

decision which upheld the constitutionality of the Hyde Amendment under

the present Constitution. was a 5-to-4 decision. The pro-abortion

majority on the Supreme Court is at least 6-to-3. Therefore, the pro-

abortion-funding advocates -- using the definition of 'sex" accepted by

seven Justices in Newport News -- would need to convince only one pro-

abortion Justice that ERA makes the "sex discrimination" difference.

Congressmen who oppose taxpayer-funding of abortion should not give

the Supreme Court this opportunity to overturn every vote Congress has

ever taken In approval of the Hyde Amendment. The sensible course of

action is to amend ERA to remove abortion and abortion-funding from

ERA'S grasp.

Something happened in Wisconsin this year which provides further

proof that he pro-ERA advocates admit the ERA-abortion connection. In

an attempt to put an ERA into the Wisconsin state constitution (in a

state where ERA had already once been defeated on a referendum), the

pro-ERA advocates added a clause to prohibit the use of ERA for abortion

purposes. This shows that ERA advocates themselves know that ERA will

give constitutional protection to abortion and abortion funding unless

the language of SRA specifically prohibits this result. After this
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amendment was added, the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union opposed the

Wisconsi. State ERA "unless the objectionable anti-civil libertarian

anti- abortion) language is removed."

Clearly, the burden of proof is on the ERA advocates to prove that

ERA will not require the spending of tax funds for abortions -- and this

burden of proof is impossible to meet unless specific language is added

to the text of ERA to prohibit that result. We recommend an amendment

which would make ERA abortion-neutrals it would not overturn Roe v. Wade

-- it would simply prevent ERA from being used to mandate taxpayer-

funding of abortions or to grant any other abortion rights. All pro-

life groups are united that it is, absolutely essential to have an

abortion-exclusion amendment to ERA.

(2) This article shall not be construed to grant or secure any

rights to homosexuals or lesbians.

The leading textbook on sex discrimination used in U.S. law

schools, written by nationally-known pko-ERA advocate Barbara Babcock,

states: "The effect that the Equal Rights Amendment will have on dis-

crimination against homosexuals is not yet clear. The legislative

history suggests that. it was not the intent of Congress (in 1971-72) to

prohibit such discrimination. On the other hand, it is hard to justify

a distinction between discrimination on the basis of the sex of one's

sexual partnere and other sex-based discrimination." (Barbara Babcock,

Sex Discrimination and the Law (1975), p. 1801

An article called "The Legality of Homosexual Marriage" in the Yale

Law_Journal of January 1973 (p. 589) refutes the "legislative !history"

argument and states: "The stringent requirements of the proposed Equal

Rights Amendment argue strongly for removal of this stigma (of deviance)

by granting marriage licenses to homosexual couples who satisfy reason-

able and non - discriminatory qualifications." The authors support ERA,

homosexual marriages, and the ERA-homosexual connection.

In Baker v. Nelson (291 Minn. 310, 191 N.W.2d 185, 1971), the

Minnesota court refused to permit same-sex marriages. The homosexuals'

appeal from this decision under the 9th and 14th Amendments was dis-

missed by the U.S. Supreme Court (409 U.S. 810, 1972). The Yale Law
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Journal' article quoted above is widely cited as forecast that ERA

would would compel contrary result.

Harvard Law School Professor Paul Freund testified in the original

ERA hearings, "Indeed, if the law must be as undiscriminating concern-

ing sex as it is toward race, it would follow that laws outlawing wed-

lock .between members of the same sex would be as invalid as laws

forbidding miscegenation." (Cong. Rec.. Mar. 22. 1972, p. S547111

Senator Sam J. Irvin, Jr.. the leading constitutional lawyer in the

U.S. Senate until his retirement, stated in Raleigh. North carolina on

February 22, 1977,, °I don't know but one group of people in the United

States the ERA would do any good for. That's homosexuals."

A leading pro-BRA lawyer, Rita Hauser, gave major address on the

Equal Rights Amendment to the 1970 Annual Meeting of the American Bar

Association in St. Louis in which she stated, °I also believe that the

proposed IERA1 Amendment, if adopted, would void the legal requirement

or practice of the states' limiting marriage, which is a legal right, to

partners of different sexes.*

The word used in ERA is "sex," not "women," and the "sex" in ERA is

not defined or limited in any way. One would have to be blind, deaf and

dumb not to be aware of the political activism of the homosexual com-

munity and their attempts )usually unsuccessful) to legislate their "gay

rights" agenda at the Congressional, state legislative, and city council

levels. To hypothesize that they would not litigate under ERA to get

everything they have failed to get by legislation would be unrealistic,

especially when prominent lawyers are already on record as confirming

the ERA - homosexual connection.

The questions posed by the ERA-"gay rights" connection are endl$Ass

-- and unanswerable -- unless Congress adds an amendment to clarify its

intent. Would ERA prohibit us from denying marriage licenses to homo-

sexuals and lesbians, and from denying them the tax benefits and spousal

employment and medical benefits now accorded to husbands and wives?

Would ERA prohibit the U.S. Armed Forces from discharging homosexuals

and lesbians? Would ERA prohibit a judge from considering homosexu-

ality/lesbianism in awarding child custody, adoptions, or artificial

insemination rights? Would ERA make all anti-sodomy laws unconstitu-

tional! Would ERA prevent a private school or church from dismissing a

homosexual or lesbian employee? Would ERA force the hiring of homo-
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sexual. as local policemen? Would SRA prohibit landlords from refusing

to rent apartments or rooms to hoMosexuals? Would ERA prohibit the

Scouts from refusing to have homosexuals or lesbians as troop leaders?

Would ERA force public-school sex-education curricula to present

homosexuality as an acceptable "alternate lifestyle"? Would ERA

prohibit colleges from denying campus recognition and funding to

homosexual /lesbian student groups? Would ERA give "minority status" to

homosexuals and lesbians under the CiVil Rights Act and make them

eligible for "affirmative action" benefits?

Then come the questions about disease, especially about AIDS for

which the incubation period is two years, during which time no test can

identify the disease-carriers. Would ERA prohibit us from refusing

homosexuals the right to give blood to blood banks? Would ERA prohibit

cities from closing down the homosexual bathhouses as public health

nuisances? Would ERA prohibit police, paramedics, dentists, health

personnel, and morticians from taking what they believe are adequate

precautions to defend themselves against AIDS and other homosexual

diseases? Would ERA prohibit cities from denying the use of public

facilities to large gatherings of homosexuals (such as the "gay pride"

demonstrations and the "gay rodeo")? Would ERA prohibit restaurants

from barring homosexuals from food-handling jobs?

Since ERA prohibits all discrimination "on account of sex," would

ERA prevent society from protecting itself against a class of people

whose only identifiable difference is sex?

Some people will claim that the "sex" in ERA does not refer to

"sexual preference." But the burden of proof is on those who make that

claim, and then is no, way they can prove it unless they put explicit

language in ERA ,o prevent ERA from being used by the courts to grant

privileges to homosexuals al
! lesbians which the various legislatures

have thus far been unwilling to grant.

The 1983 experience with the proposed Wisconsin State ERA referred

to above (in the abortion section of my testimony) applies equally to

the ERA-"qay rights" connection. The pro-ERA advocates in Wisconsin

added language to the proposed State ERA forbidding its use for "sexual

preference." This proves that the pro-ERA advocates admit the
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connection. When the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union testified against

what it called the anti-civil libertarian lenguage added to the

Wisconsin SRA, this criticism included the iigayrights° exclusion

language.

Congress, the states, and the American people are entitled to know

for sure whether or not SRA includes the gay righteagenda. It would

be unreasonable and irresponsible to leave it to the courts to resolve

this sensitive issue. If Congress does not intend an ERA - "gay rights

connection, then why not say so by adding our proposed amendment?

(3) This article shall net be ognstrged to reunite the drafting of

women or the assignment of vamen:toimiliterm combat.

The effect of SRA on the draft and on military duty is certain and

is not disputed by pro-SRA lawyers. The Rouse Judiciary Committee which

reported out BRA in 1971 stated: Not only would women, including

mothers, be subject to the draft, but the military would be compelled to

place them in combat unite alongside of men.

The 1977 U.S. Civil Rights Commission b9ok entitled Sex has in the

U.S. Code, written largely by pro-ERA lawyer RuthOader Ginsburg (now a

federal judge), stated: The equal rights principle implies that women

must be subject to the draft if men are, that military assignments must

be made on the basis of individual capacity rather than sex. (p. 21$)

The premier piece of pro-SRA literature, the 100-page article by

Professor Thomas I. Emerson in the Yale Law Journal of April 1971,

stated about ERA: As between brutalising our young men and brutalising

our young women there is little to choose.... Women will be subject to

the draft.... Women will serve in all kinds of units, and they will be

eligible for combat duty." (see pp. 969 -978)

President Jimmy Carter called for the equal draft registration of

women in 1980. This proposal was soundly rejected by Congress: the

House and Senate both voted overwhelmingly to exempt all women from the

draft registration law. The pro-ERA advocates then took their case to

the U.S. Supreme Court and lost. In Rostker v. Goldberg on June 21,

1981, the Supreme Court upheld the exemption of all women (a sex

classification) from the military draft and from draft registration, and

described the necessity to exclude women from military combat as a
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self-evident truth which is obvious in civilised society.

ERA would reverse Rostker v. Goldberg and make unconstitutional the

male-only draft registration law plus the laws exempting women from

military combat (10 U.S.C. 56015 and 58549).

Drafting women and sending theS out in combat units to fight our

country's wars would be so Contrary to our nation's culture that this

issue deierves to be debated and decided by itself in the light of

whatever emergency faces us. We should not be compelled to fight the

next war in a constitutional strait jacket based On a social experiment

which defies all the wisdom of wartime experience.

The ERA-draft connection is a "sleeper" issue because few people

really believe that Congress would do anything so foolish as voting to

draft 18-year-old girls into the army. This is also a tremendously:

powerful issue because it is the one point at which ERA would take away

traditional women's rights at the point of a gun and threaten a prison

sentence for refusing to conform to ERA demands. It would produce a

divisive national crisis if federal marshals started arresting 18-year-

old girls for refusing to report for induction after getting their

°greetings from the President. And the irony of it all is that this

strong-arm compulsion is deceitfully packaged in the name of "women's

rights."

(4) This article shall not be construed to affect any benefit or

preference given by the United States or any State to

veterans.

We enjoy our freedom and independence because brave Americans,

mostly men, were willing to fight for our country. One of the ways our

nation has shown its gratitude is by giving veterans a slight preference

in certain employment situations. That's little enough to repay them

for what they did for us. Female veterans receive exactly the same

preference as male veterans.

One of the effects of ERA would be to deprive veterans of this

small tfreference. That this would not only be an effect of ERA, but is

one of its purposes, was made clear in the testimony to this Subcommit-

tee presfnted by Dorothy S. Ridings, president of the League of Women

Voters, on September 14, 1983. She stated bluntly that ERR would over-
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turn the Supreme Court decision in Massachusetts v. Feeney, which upheld

veterans preference under our present Constitution.

The pro-ERA position is that veterans preference is sex discrimi-

natory within the meaning of ERA because veterans are 988 male. This is

the same type of rationale used in the ERA-abortion connection: since

abortions are performed exclusively on women. it is a violation of

"equal rights" to deny funding for abortions. Likewise, since 98% of
.

;

1

veterans preference goes to men, it is a violation of "equal right " to

give veterans this advantage over non-veteran women.

In order to prevent BRA from substantially hurting veterans, 4n

amendment should be added to ERA to prohibit it. from affecting vet rens

preference.

(51 This artict shall not be construed by the Internal Ronne

Service or by the courts to deny tax exemption to private

schools, seminaries or church." which treat men and women

differently.

This amendment to ERA is made absolutely essential by the 1983

Supreme Court decision in Sob Jones University v. United States. In

this decision the Court held that the Internal Revenue Service has the

right to withdraw tax-exempt status from any school (including religious

schools) which has any rule or regulation contrary to public policy,

even though the regulation pertains to something so private as dating

and marriage, and even though the regulation concerns a matter of

religious principle. The Court recognised "the primary authority of the

iI.R.S. ... in construing the Internal Revenue Code," so that the I.
4

.S.

can make these decisions without express authority in the statute.

The Court said: "Whatever may be the rationale for such private

schools' policies, and however sincere the rationale may be, racial

discrimination in'alucation is ccatrary to public policy."

The Court ruled :' "The Government has a fundamental, overriding

interest in eradicatingrecial discrimination in education.... That

governmental interest substantially outweighs whatever burden denial of

tax benefits places" on the private religious schools' exercise of their

religious beliefs.
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If IRA means anything at all, it certainly moans a policy of eradi-

cating sex discrimination. For ten years, SRA lawyers (including presi-

dents of the American Oar Association) have testified that the legal

impact of'SRA would be to treat "sex" exactly as we now treat "race."

Therefore, if IRA were ever added to our Constitution, it would

give the Government fundamental overriding interest in eradicating sex

discrimination; and this interest would override the First Ameqdment

rights of all religious schools. That means that churches which do not

ordain women (or which treat women differently in any way) would lose

tax exemption for their schools and seminaries.

(4) This article shell not be construed to deprive wives or widows

of any eight or benefit scanted by any state, or to interfere

with state laws that obligate husbands to support their wives.

American Jurisprudence, 3d, Volume 41, undeF the heading °Husband.

and Wife," summarises American law on the matter of family supports

"One of the most fundamental duties imposed by the law of domestic

relations is that which requires a man to support his wife and family.

In some jurisdictions, the duty of support is imposed on the husband by

statute.... But it exists apart from statute, as duty arising out of

the marital relationship...." (This is the law of the marital

relationship and does not describe the divorce or the post-divorce

relationship.)

Nothing in this statement compels a wife to accept the support of a

husband if she doesn't want it. Some women today, especially the pro-

ERA advocates, appear to reject the traditional marriage relationship.

They certainly have their freedom of speech and association to reject

the "man and wife" relationship if they wish.

What is so strange is their demand that this support right be taken

away from those women who do want it. For example, in explidan4-the

effect of the Equal Rights Amendment, the 1977 book published by the

U.S. Civil Rights Commission called Sex Bias in the U.S. Codo (written

by pro-ERA advocate Ruth Bader Ginsburg) states that the traditional

family concept of husband-breadwinner and wife-homemaker "must be
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eliminated from the code if it is to reflect the equality principle.

(p. 2061

Wives have lost their legal right to support in states which have a,

State ERA, as well as in a few other states where pro-BRA advocates have

brought about statutory changes. But it makes no sense for the U.S.

Constitution to prohibit for all time in the future the laws of family

support which most husbands have obeyed, which still exist in most

states, and which are a "fundamentals part of our culture& Eliminating

the support laws does no good for the woman who does not have a husband.

or who has a husband who evades his responsibility. But it does ter-

rible damage to married women who have chosen the traditional role, and

who may not have the skills to enter the. labor force, because it tells

all husbands that it is no longer their "duty" to support their wives.

It cannot be denied that one of the far- reaching effects of BRA --

and indeed a continuing goal of the pio-BRA advocates -- is to make all

federal and state laws sex - neutral or gender -free. However, "spouse

must support spouse" simply does not have the same meaning, grammati-

cally or legally, as *husband must support wife." An amendment to BRA

is urgently needed to prevent ERA from sacrificing the traditional legal

rights of wives on the altar of thfominist sex - neutral society.

(7) This article shall not require the sex-intearation of

private SChools, churches. hospitals. orisons. or public

accommodations. or require treating melee and females the use

where differences tend to accommodate Personal modesty.

Our experiinco with Title IX (the Education Amendments of 1972)

provides a good precedent for how the American people demand exceptions

to a general rule against sex discrimination. Congress could not pass

Title IX until it first carved specific exceptions in Title IX for

single-sex schools and colleges, military schools. seminaries, and

college dormitory living facilities.

After the Department of Health, Education and Welfare began

enforcing Title IX, other problems surfaced. !or a time, Congress was

compelled to amend Title IX almost every year in order to eliminate the

mischief of a blanket rule against sex discrimination. One year,
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Congress amended Title IX to exempt fraternities, sororities. Boy

Scouts, and Girl Scouts'. A, second year, Congress amended Title IX to

exempt the American Legion-sponsored programs called bye' State and

Girls' State. A third year, Congress amended Title IX to exempt

mother-daughter and father-son school events.

it is fortunate that Title !X was not part of the Constitution.

else all these problems would have been raised to constitutional dimen-

sions and have required separate constitutional amendments.

Title IX applies not only to all public schools and colleges, but

also to all private schools and colleges that receive any public money.

would ERA extend to schools and colleges which are wholly private .

(receiving no puidic funding whatsoever)? Available evidence indicates

that the answer to this question is Yes.
1

The U.S. Commission on Civil Sights, in a 197$ booklet called

Stamtigellementontltisgst, says: "Unlike Title IX,

federal funding will not be required to trigger its URA's) application.

... EZRA) will oe a clear mandate of the highest order that sex bias is

not acceptable in our nation's schools." tp.16)

. Virtually every pro-ERA lawyer states that ERA will impose a

national standard which will apply the same strict standards to sex as

we now apply to race. To predict what will be the effect of ERA in any

area, just ask yourself, "how do we handle it in race?,! and you will

have the an ,er about the effect of ERA. If this answer is applied to

all schools and colleges, this will eliminate diversity in -education and

force all students into the unisex conformity demanded by the pro-ERA

advocates.

The burden of proof is on the pro-ERA advocates to provide language

in ERA which would prevent ERA from treating sex exactly the same as we

now treat race.

(11) This article shall not r wire insuran to i nore factual

or actuarial differences between men and women.

ERA would have I massively costly effect on young women buying

automobile accident insuranc and on women of all ages buying life

insurance, because the statistical facts that women have fewer accidents
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and tend to live longer than men could no longer be taken into consider-

ation in the setting of lower rates for women.

Statistical evidence is overwhelming-that women are entitled to

lower rates because, as a group, they have fewer automobile accidents

and they live longer. ERA would place an unfair, disproportionate

burden of the costs of insurance on female policyholders who deserve

lower rates because they cost less to insure.

The pro-ERA advocates admit that ERA will have the same effects as

the proposed unisex insurance bills and, indeed, they say this is one of

the purposes of BRA. As testified by other witnesses, this would cost

young women hundreds of millions of dollars per year in additional auto-

mobile accident and life insurance premiums for which they would get no

additional benefit.

Furthermore, ERA would raise all these matters to a constitutional

level, so that there could not be any modification in the unisex

insurance rule, however minor or reasonable, without another

constitutional amendment.

An insurance exception amendment is needed to prevent this kind of

mischief-making from tarnishing the U.S. Constitution and so 'that

unforeseen problems can be remedied at tow statutory level.

191 Delete Section 2 of ERA.

It is a fundamental principle of conatitutional construction that

no language in the U.3. Constitution can be meaningless or redundant.

Section 2 must have a purpose and an effect. Section 2 cannot mean

merely that Section 1 must be obeyed and enforced. It is established

law under Marbury v. Madison that the Supreme Court would have the

authority to invalidate any federal or state law found to be in dishar-

mony with Section 1.

Section 1 of ERA would require that all federal and state laws

conform to its rigid, absolutist mandate, without any rational differ-

ences of ,reatment based on factual differences between men and women.

Section 2 of ERA would grant affirmative powers to Congress and to the

federal courts. either or both, to define (after ratification) what

Sectiun 1 means and to enforce that yet-to-be-determined definition.
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In addition, Section 2 would enable Congress to preempt the field

and to substitute its decision-making power for that of the states even

though state laws are in harmony with SectionAz,

Section 2 of ERA has the same language as the enforcement clauses

of the'llth, 14th, and 1Sth Amendments, and we have had more than a

century of experience with Court interpretations. Beginning in the

mid-1960s, the Supreme Court drastically changed the official interpre-

tation of the enforcement clause and redefined it as a positive grant of

affirmative power to the Congress which is even greater than the

Commerce Clause or the Necessary and Proper Clause.

Katzenbath v. Horgan would be the principal authority for inter-

preting Section 2 of ERA to give Congress both the power to preempt

state laws which are otherwise completely c4ftitutional, plus the power

to write its own definition of the rights covered. by Section 1. Marvin

makes clear that the enforcement clause goes far beyond outlawing

unconstitutional acts. It is a grant of affirmative power to the

Congress to do whatever it thinks is 'necessary and proper" to achieve

the purposes of Section 1. The holding of Morgan is that, under the

enforcement clause, Congress can outlaw a state practice that does not

violate Section 1 if Congress believes that such practice tends to

impair the goal which Section 1 is designed to promote.

Section 1 of ERA would require every federal and state law tobe

sex-neutral; but Section 2 of ERA would transfer from the states to the

Federal Government the final decision-making power over all those areas

of state law which traditionally have made differences of treatment on

account of sex. These would include: marriage and marriage property

laws, child custody and adoptions, divorce and alimony, abortion,

homosexual laws, sexual crimes, private and public schools, pchool

sports, protective labor laws, prison regulations, public accommoda-

tions, and insurance rates.

Here are some examples of how the vast Section 2 power could be

used, based on a study of materials written by prominent pro-ERA

advocates:

(a) ERA lawyers will argue that ERA makes family law a federal

matter. The i977 U.S. Civil Rights Commission publication Sex Bias in

the U.S. Code, written by pro-ERA lawyer and now Federal Judge Ruth

Hader Ginsburg, states that the concept of breadwinning-husband and
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homemaking-wite "must be eliminated from the Code if it is 11 reflect

the equality principle." This report also states that "no -fault

divorce" should be adopted nationally. (pp. 206 and 159)

(b) ERA lawyers will argue that ERA will impose the duty on

Congress and state legislatures to set up and to finance child-care

institutions for all children, regardless of need. They will argue that

this mandate comes from the "equality principle of Section 1, as

affirmatively enforced by Section 2. Sex Bias in the U.S. Code states

that, in order to achieve the "equality principle" of ERA, the increas-

ingly common two-earner family pattern should impel development of a

comprehensive program of government-supported child care:" (p. (214)

The Governor of Ohio set up a Task Force for the Implementation of

the Equal Rights Amendment in 1975 which concluded: The equality

principle embodied in the ERA requires consideration of a new iblic

policy on the issue of child care. Ibsen who are mothers need to enjoy

the same freedoms and opportunities as men who are fathers....

UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE -- Quality child care must be available to all

families who need such services irreerective of their income lmvel."

(pp. 17-20)

(c) ERA lawyers will try to bring about a restructuring of Social

Security in order to force the full-time homemaker (the dependent-wife)

to pay a double Social Security tax in order to receive the same

tetirement benefit which the System has paid to homemakers for the past

40 years. This radical notion was set forth in a Social Security

Administration document called Social Security and the Changing Roles of

Nen and Women published in 1979, which recommended three options to

change the System, of which one was the Homemaker's Tax. Under this

recommendation, the Federal Government would set "a specific dollar

value for work performed in the home ... (and then) require homemakers

to pay Social Security taxes on the imputed value of their services.'

(p. 105) The financial columnist, Sylvia Porter, is one of those who

have argued that, "if some change along these lines is not enacted

sooner, the Equal Rights Amendment, when finally passed, will require

it." (Syndicated column, April 9, 1975)

Since it is an admitted fact that the Social Security law has been

made completely sex-neutral by a combination of Congressional legisla-

tion and Supreme Court decisions, ERA should have no effect on it. This
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radical notion of taxing homemakers is part of the hidden agenda of the

pro-ERA advocates who continue to claim that Social Security is an "ERA/

issue." They are counting on ERA being interpreted by judicial

activists.

in any event, the power of Section 2 is tremendous, and the scope

of subject matter that would come under the enforcement clause is

virtually unlimited.

Conclusion

These nine are only the principal amendments needed to prevent ERA

from having mischievous, unreasonable, and unwanted results.__Baevaa

Law School Professor Paul A. Freund explained this need best when he

wrote in the Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review of March

1971s 'Constitutional amendments, like other laws, cannot always

anticipate all the questions that may arise under them. Remote and

esoteric problems may have to be faced in due course. But when basic,

commonplace, recurring questions are raised and left unanswered by text

or legislative history, one can only infer a want' -of candor or of

comprehension.... The real 1esue is not the legal status of women. The

issue is the Integrity and responsibility for the law-making process

itself.'

And for what) The only effect that ERA would have in the field of

employment would be to overturn the 1977 Supreme Court case of Dothard

v. Rawlinson which upheld the Bona Fide Occupational Qualification in

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and thereby denied a woman a job as a

prison guard in an Alabama maximum security prison. Thus, the only gain

for women in employment, under a Federal ERA, would be the opportunity

for a small woman to get a job as a prison guard in a maximum security

prison.

For th s we are asked to constitutionalise taxpayer funding of

abortions and homosexual marriages, allow our daughters to be drafted

and sent into combat just like our sons, forfeit veterans preference and

tax exemption of religious schools, sacrifice traditional rights of

wives, Abandon our right to have single-sex schools and extra-curricular

activities, pay greatly increased insurance premiums, and transfer
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enormous new power* from the states to the federal courts.

The evidence is massive that ERA will, at the very least, reverse

the following Supreme Court decisions:

(a) Harris v. McRae (upholding the Hyde Amendment),

4b) Baker v. Nelson (denying an appeal from a state court which

refused to grant marriage 11-64nses to homosexuals),

(c) Rostker v. Goldberg (upholding the exemption of all women

from the military draft),

(d) Massachusetts v. Feeney (upholding veterans preference), and

(e) Dothard V. Rawlinson (upholding the SFOC1 exception in Title

VII employment law).

The evidence is also massive that BRA will apply the following

Supreme Court decisions to the vast subject-matter of ERA:

(a) Bob Jones University v. United States (giving power to

Internal Revenue Service to witMraw tax exemption from

religious schools with rules contrary to public policy),

(b) Batlenbach v. Noreen (utilising the enforcement clause to

give vast powers to Congress and the federal courts).

It would be irresponsible to leave all these sensitive issues for

the federal courts to decide. They are legislative, not judicial,

issues. Whether individual Congressmen support one side or the other of

these sensitive issues, we are entitled to know what ERA means before it

is voted on. The only way we can know for sure is to add amendments to

BRA to clarify what it means.

Postscript on State IRAs

Only six of the fifty states have amended their state constitu-

tions with language identical to Section 1 of the proposed Federal

ERA. Eleven additional stater) have added -sex" accompanied by various

constitutional limitations which prevent an absolutist interpretation.

Thus, 33 states have refused to include 'sex" in their state constitu-

tions, and 44 states have refused to include straightforward, abso-
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lutist Federal ERA-type language. Since the momentum turned against

ERA in 1973, five states have defeated a state ERA in statewide

referenda: Wisconsin, Now York, New Jersey, Florida, and Iowa.

The Appendix to this testimony gives an analysis of the texts

and experience of State ERAS in the minority of states which have

adopted them.
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STATEMENT OF

ELTZASETH L. CHITTICK

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL WOMAN'S PART!

THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

Submitted for the record

Senate Committee on the Judiciary

Subcommittee on the Constitution

November 10, 1983

my name is Elizabeth Chittick and I am President of the

national Womon's Party, the organization founded in 1913 by Alice Paul

to seek equality under the law for women. Alice Paul led the fight

for the suffrage amendment, enduring jail terms and force feeding, until

the 19th Amendment was adopted in 1920.

In 1923. the National Woman's Party held a convention in Seneca

Falls to commemorate this victory and to set an agenda for the future.

Many of the women who had struggled to win the vote were disillusioned

to find that it had not brought equality and that discriminatory laws

and customs still restricted their role in society.

After hearing these concerns, Alice Paul asked if they wanted

the National Woman's Party to adopt the goal of complete and absolute

equality for women under the law. Later, she retailed in writing how

"the whole audience rose up and said 'aye.'"

That platform position became a proposed Equal Rights Amendment

Nhich was introduced in Congress by two Republicans from Kansas. Senator

Curtis and Representative Can Anthony, nephew of Susan 8. Anthony. the

author of the suffrage amendment.

For 60 years the National Woman's Party has Worked for passage

and ratification of the ERA. That has been our special historical mission.

For many years, we were almost alone in keeping it alive in Congress.

Some women's organizations were afraid to lost protective state laws for

Nhich they had worked for such a long time. Alice Paul had the vision

to see that eroding the principle of equal rights wu too high a price

for small favors.
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Over tha years, we have continued our task of educating the

public and legislators on this issue. secure in the knowledge that

any defeat Is teeporary and victory is Inevitable.

The last time 1 spoke before the. U.S. Congress in behalf of

this Amendment was in 1978 and 1 had high hopes that victory was near.

4e lost that battle because of seven or eight men who controlled their

state legislators, if that is possible. We now start the battle again

but witn more tenacity and time. Our loss is a gain in numbers of ERA

supporters. ucth men and women. 1 am not bored or discouraged at having

to testify again. but 1 an determined and more dedicated to the cause of

the ERA Win before. The sifple text of this amendment, like the U.S.

Constivution itself. has weathered the passage of time, but the

climate in which we consider it has changed dramatiCally. Vast social

and economic changes make its wording more pertinent, its passage more

imperative, than ever.

One change is the increased entry of women into the work force

and into all occupations. Women now make up almost half of all workers

(43 percent). Their earnings help sustain the economy; their skills are

vital to the nation's strength and.progress. Women comprise nearly half

tne students in most of the law schools today, and they make up about a third

of the students in medical schools. Those women cannot be persuaded to

tolerate second-class citizenship.

Women are also more conscious of the economic impact of dlscrlmi-

nation. While they have always worked to support their families, they are

now more often the sole source of income. When they are denied oppor-

tunity, and a fair return for their labor, they do not suffer alone. Their

children are condemned to poverty.

Discrimination on the Job and throughout our institutions is a

maihr, documented force in making women a disadvantaged group. Women see

attempts to patronize or protect them as misguided or disingenuous, when

their demand is not for special treatment but for fair treatment.

After many years of having the vote, women have organized and now

use the vote more effectively to support candidates for public office who

will enact legislation helpful to women. The election of 1982 was enlightening

for candidates who disco
/

vered that the women's vote was a factor in their

victory or defeat. Moreover, opinion polls since 1980 have disclosed an

increasing "gender gap" reflecting women's readiness to vote for candidates
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who support their views on issues of special importance to women.

more political skills and more political clout translate into a

greater respect for women's issues in congress and state legislatures.

Now the overriding woman's issue is the need to secure for women a Constitu-

tional guarantee of equality under the laws.

That guarantee does not now exist.

Our forefathers forgot women and blacks when they wrote the Con-

stitution. That was consistent with the tradition of English Common Law

which did not regard women as legal persons or entities. The loth Amendment

was necessary to ensure that citizens may not be denied equal protection of

the laws on account of '.'ace; it does not provide the SSW unambiguous pro-

tection from sex discrimination. Susan 11. Anthony invoked the leth Amend-

ment in seeking to exercise a citizen's right to vote. She was found guilty

and sentenced Lo a fine for her efforts.

Some argue that court decisions since that time have expanded its

coverage to women, but the Supreme Court has never ruled that gender-based

distinctions are inherently suspect like those based on race. In fact, no

consistent standard of review exists Tor sex discrimination cases. In place

of the ambiguous patchwork of court interpretations we now have, the ERA

would provide a clear standard for women's legal status. Currently, women must

fight for their rights on a case-by-case basis. The burden in time and cost

effectively denies remedy to all but a few.

An Equal Rights Amendment is needed to give women permanent equality

under the law, unless and until the Supreme Court makes a decision that

gender-based distinctions are inherently suspect. It does not create "equal

rights" but equality under the law, quite a different thing.

It is not feasible to seek this equality statute by statute, or state

by state.' ERA would not, as critics charge, transfer authority from states to

the federal government.. It does not give the federal government any additional

power to legislate in any areas reserved to the states. Both proponents and

opponents agree that the Congress has authority now to enact any legislation

needed to end legal discrimination. The only restriction the ERA imposes on

state legislation is to require that it not discriminate on account of sex.

If a law is restricted to Nomen, it should also be restricted to men, or

rescinded. Evality under the law is the issue.

In recent years, women's growing political power and the ERA debate

rave spurred a great many reforms in state and federal laws. However, these
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refOrms are not untfoem in every state and future state legislators could

rescind or change them to the detriment and disadvantage of women. Public

officials could relax the enforcement of laws and regulations with a shift

in political winds. The ERA is needed to require-all states and the federal

government to review their laws and official practices and to revise those

that do not contort, to equality "under the law". On''.' an Equal Rights Amend-

ment can ensure that this would be a permanent reform.

Women are a minority in the overning Wailes and other powerful

institutions in our country. They do not have the power or resources to

protect their rights from adverse actions by legislatures and other govern-

mental institutions. This is another reason women need the support of an

Equal Rights Amendment.

Some opponents call the ERA a moral issue but the facts prove it id

is a political issue. Moreover, it's a political issue where a miniscule

minority of 1 or 8 men effectively blocked retification of an amendment

favored by the majority of their colleagues.

Only by declaring the ERA a moral issue could the Mormt Church

openly oppose it. Some of this opposition was fright that women would become

too powerful in the home. They wanted men to remain heads of household. The

answer to this argument is that the ERA does not pass the front door of any

home. Personal relationships in the home are private and the ERA cannot

affect tnese relationships.

Same of the Industries opposing ERA, i.e., the insurance companies.

do so from an economic viewpoint. Equality and fairness of rates for women

would cost them a great deal of money, but higher rates for women have

helped make these companies wealthy.

Every poll shows that an overwhelming majus-ity of Americans favored

equal rights and still do, even in those states wnere EPA was not ratified.

They do not believe basic rights should depend on gender or
state of resi-

dence. Equality of rights under the law is an American birthright not a

state or local matter.

Those who opposed women's suffrage argued for a state-by-state

approach, and the same argument is made regarding equal rights. Then, as

now, some states took the lead in egpanding women's rights. Currently.

l/ states have passed equal rights laws or
have such provisions in their

Constitutions. These states provide a laboratory that has helped move the

equal rights debate from speculation to experience.
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Senators from those states have testified that the laws work to

the advantage of both men and women. Their state laws have not invalidated

rape laws, outlawed separate toilets for men and women, or legalized

marriages between homosexual partners, and they have not denied women the

right to support by their husbands.

Their laws have strengthened marriage as a legal and economic

partnership, increased the rights and security of homemakers and all

women through changes in divorce. property, and retirement laws and greater

access to credit, housing and employment.

Why have none of the sensational predictions of ERA opponents

materialized in those sixteen states?

Wilda the opponents' emphasis on social issues is a tactic to

divert attention from the basic issue of the legal status of women.

I hesitate to give credence to these argueents by repeating them

but it is vital to create a clear and unambiguous legislative history so

that there can be no doubt of Congressional intent, and the basic legal

issues will not again be obscured by irrelevant debate on social mores and

private lifestyles.

'men need equal legai,status in order to secure equal treatment

and consideration in work opportunities. pay and conditions; in their

treatment by the civil and criminal justice systems; in the right to

establish a business, become guarantors, enter into contracts, inherit and

administer estates and protect themselves against ill health and old age.

It is often, and Incorrectly, stated that no one knows what impact

tne ERA will have, if passed. That is simply not true. Before passing the

FAA in 1972, the Congress created an excellent
legislative history which was

to guide the courts in interpreting the law according to the intent of

Congress. The 1972 majority report of the Committee on the Judiciary noted

that the legislatures of the states would be required to revise those laws

that conflict with the ERA. It was specific in the changes envisioned.

For example, any labor law that was truly proteCtive would be

extended to include both sexes. while laws that were restrictive would

become null and void.

title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment

discrimination on the basis of sex unless sex is a "bona fide" occupational

qualification. However. title VII does not cover all employment and it

does not provide the permanent protection of a Constitutional prohibition
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against sex discrimination. Actions under that statue are a guide to the

impact of ERA. For instance, a state overtime wage law was extended to

include men (Potlatch Forests, inc. v. Hays. 1970) as were weightlifting

limitations (Bowe v. Colgate-Palmolive Col., 1969). On the other hand,

state laws banning women from.an occupation we been struck down. .

(Marimmon v. Daley, 19701.

With respect to criminal law, the Amendment would prohibit a state

from providing for different punis8ments for men and women who commit the

same crime (Commonwealth v. Daniel, 1968). But it would not invalidate Iowa

that punish rape, for such laws are designed to protect women in a way that

they are uniformly distinct from men.

with respect to education, the Equal Rights Amendment would require

treat State supported Schools at all levels eliminate laws or regulations or

official practical which exclude women or limit their numbers. The Amendment

would not require quotas for men and women, nor would it require that schools

reflect the sex distribution in the population, but it would require admission

on some other basis than sex, such as ability. A similar result may be

expected with respect to the distribution of scholarship funds. State

schools and college currently limited to one sex would nave to allow both

sexes to attend.. Employment and promotion in public schools would. as in

the case Of other governmental action, have to be free from sex discrimination.

On the other hand, the Equal Rights Adendment has nothing to do with

homosexual marriages, or abortions, or separate bathrooms and dormitories.

In fact. Taws pertaining tomarriages are state laws and it is unlikely that

many state legislatures would pass laws permitting homosexual marriages. In

the state of Washington. where the constitution includes the ERA and pro-

hibits discrimination because of sex, the courts have ruled that a marriage

lic-nse can oe issued only to a man and a woman. The state's prohibition of

same sex marriages in no way conflicts with the constitutional guarantee of

equal rights for ooth sexes. (Singer v. Nara, 522 P. 2d 1187 (Wash App 1974).

Similarly, we reject attempts to establish a connection between the

Equal Rights Amendment and abortion. Supporters of equal rights include

groups and individuals on both sides of the abortion issue. The legislative

history shows Congress did not intend the ERA to affect state abortion laws;

it made clear that laws which apply to only one sex would be constitutional

under ERA when they were based on physical characteristics unique to one.sex,
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which childbearing unarguably Is. The Supreme Court decisions making akor-

tion legal (gm v. Wade and One v. Bolton) were baled on wholly different

constitution41 questions, of privacy and due process, rather than equal

protection.

The bathroom and'dormitory issues are equally frivolous. One can

only assume that thoselwno.fret over the prospect of unisex toilets are utterly

unaware of the Constitutionally guaranteed right of privacy. At least two

Supreme Court decisions uphold this right (Griswold v. Conn. and &a v. d ).

A valid concern is the effect of the ERA on the draft. Out eve here

the issue is clouded by misunderstanding. Congress already has be p r to

draft women. The Constitution grants Congress unrestricted power " raise

and support armies ... to provide and maintain a navy."

Evepr person is subject to be called for military duty-i the public

safety. It is for Congress to say when, who, and. to what exte t and how they

shall be selected (Warren v: U.S. Ill F. 2d 596 (1949).

In fact. just before the end of Wdrld War II, Congress was considering

several bills to draft women. One would have drafted all unmarried, unemployed

women. The other, a bill to draft nurses, had passed the House and had been

reported favorable by the Senate Military Affairs Committee.

The Equal Rights Admendment does not affect this power, and it would

permit women to volunteer for service on the same oasis as men now do. It

Auld also give women greater access to tne benefits of service, including

veterans' preference in and out of government work; free food, housing, in-

surance, training, and leadership experience; and educational assistance.

The decisions on exemption and deferment would rest on faCtors other

than gender. Congress could exempt women, as it does men, on the grounds of

family responsibilities, handicaps. conscience or whatever basis it found

appropriate.

In short. the Equal Rights Amendment is a logical and an inevitable

application of values fundamental to a democratic society. Let me

summarize again some of the reasons why we need a Constitutional guarantee of
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equality of rights under the law for women:

To give Constitutional forcm to the moral judgment that

sex discrimination is wrong;

To make all states and federal governments revise discriminatory

laws, Such as Social Security laws that are unfair to the families

of women workers.

To prevent future discriminatory laws from being passed.

To establish the principle that a homemaker's services have

economic value; .and, in general, to remove gender-bated pre -

sumptions and burdens, to allow family law to respond to needs

and contributions of family mowers as individuals and not as stereoty .

To ensure equality of opportunity in public schools and state versities.

To make equal opportunity and privileges available Witomen in

government, employment, in prisons and in the military.

These proposals would not alter personal relationships or family

structure. They are not revolutionary. In fact, future generations will

marvel that more than half of our population waited so long and patiently

to achieve the simple justice of equal treatment under the law.
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STATEMENT

BRIGADIER GENERAL ELIZABETH P. HOISINGTON, USA RETIRED

Former Director, Woman's Army Corps

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT AND THE MILITARY

I cams hero today booms* of sy aontinuieg deep concern about the effect the

passage of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment would have on women and on our 4

military farces. I spout 29 years in the.Army--fivo of this as the Director of the

Army Corpoond I just cannot conceive how the Army could accomplish its

mission if it were required to have a fora* of half men and half women. -which is

what the Nepal lights Amendment would do..

I have used this example before and I want to ommbesiso it again. Can you
e

imagine a fighting line ober every other link in the chats is a weak one? That's.

what pusses of this proposed bill would do to us. I do not bailees our commanders,

our forces, or you, would have confidence in sending such en Arm' aiming! our enemies.

Do you :valise that no other country in this world uses its women in combat

roles? We would be the leashing stook of the world. I think it would mike us lock

ridiculous and that would surely injure the pistil, of the United States.

From spending Z9 Years ineclveg in adainistoring, training, and working with

women, I know that

nese. pbyiioal

overwhelming majority of this cannot match men in eggrossivr

enduranco, end muscular strength in long-term situations. In

a protracted engagement against an enemy, soldiers without these capabilities would

be weak links in our armor. Soldiers must have confidence in the lonterm mental

and physical stamina of their comrades.

Also, wo must canimider tt4 consequences of 'dent uan and woman in units and in

combat situations. Problems in man-women relationship' exist everywhere -- combat

would be no exception --but them it would be disasterous in that it would cause

costly distractions. There is more to fear in combat than being killed. The

peripheral dangers are evorywhero, before and after the battle--being raped by

stronger or temporarily erased commodes; being taken prisoner of war and being abused,

beaten, rapid, and starved; being disfigured in face or body; the psychological after.

affects. We know theme thins occur un boutlerieldi and most of glee have happened

to the men we have sent into combat. Being in combat has had devastating effects on

family lives --can we oxpec per, women who.have served in combat to return home, bear

and produce and raise thy, happy Aaerioan kids?

Therm, are many other career opportunities for women in the armed services with-

out including thee in comUst training and combat duties. Adainistrative, communications,

medical care, and logistical toed:deigns comprise 90 percent of the military aanpower
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jobs -- combat takes only 10 percent of the total force. When soh rich opportunities

exist in the Services for women, why in the name of equal opportunity or whatever,

must we destroy the defense capability of our =bed services so such and perhaps loos

our whole country. Is it benne* we want to bitable to Bey, "Well, we say have lost

the war and lost our freedom but waan't it swell--me gave oar women equal opportunity

kes the battlefield?"

No thenksI do not vent to lose this wonderful country of ours because some men

anti women who do not have the foggiest idea of what it is like to serve in combat

that we should let women go anywhere, do anything, because it makes them equal. V*

need an all-male combet force. I do not want to take a chance with being protected

by an experimental force. Why destroy a metes that has preserved and protected ourC

country for 208 years?

We cannot listen to people who think it is a matter of justice to let women be

drafted and serve in combat. This is not a matter of simple justice that can be deter-

mined by a court or by a referendum. It ie a natter, ladies and gentlemen, of common

sense and whether we are going to preserve the things our nation stands for.

We need to listen to men who have actual knowledge of wars and combat duty. Ask

these men about their experiment on the battlefield. Does combat require great en-

durance and stamina? Can women compete in hand -to -hand combat situations? Can women

endure the motional end psychological impact of their comrades being killed or

themselves being disfigured for life? Ask any combat-experienced officer or enlisted

MN it he wants his daughter, his sister,
or eve: his mother assig..ed to HIS combat

unit.

I oprose the Equal Rights Amendment because it would have an adverse affect on

the abilit of our Army to do its job. The proposed bill would require equality in

everything -women would be equally vulnerable
to registration, the draft, end duty in

combat divisions.

Under this bill the Secretary of the
Arty, for example, would no longer have

the authority to decide bow many or what
percentage of the Active Army should be

women --he would be forced to have a 50..50 ratio or men and amen. Could the Arty

defeat our enemies under such oirountances? It is too dangerous to expose ourselves

to such s risk. I urge you not to approve this bill that would weaken the defense

posture of the Unitsd.Statee armed forum. Thank you.
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TESTIMONY OF MARY LAWLOR OF WINNETKA, ILLINIOIS

ON ERA AND THE MILITARY

Cheireani itembern of the Sub-Cnromittee:

I em Mary Lawlor of Winnetkm. Minoan. 1 nerved an a WAC lieutenant

in the Propean Theater of Operations in World War II. landing in Vormaedy

bellied our American fighting men on 0.90. My concern ice. with the boi effect

ERA Will have on national defense. Specifically, I hAvt ft strongly held view

that women should not serve in combat positions in the U.S. Army, an ERA,

according to generally accepted legal studies, would make them *legible to do.

Io 191.3 I enlisted in the Women's Army Auxiliary
Corps (later the

Women's Army Corp) on my twenty first birthday. "0 that time thq recruiting

pitch was "Join the WAAC and release man for combat."

'Shirty years later, in 1973, 1 win shocked to learn that Congreso

had rejected specific proposals to amend the ERA to exempt women from the

draft and from combat. Since then I have learned that there are many other

flaws in ERA which I'm ours will be covered by other witnesses.

TOday my alb is to convince the Sub-committee that FAA nhould be

rejected became. of its deleterious effect on the military. Tht.Defenne

Department should not be forced to go to court to demonntrate that putting

woman in combat would interfere with national Lpcwity; CiAlgr.9 should make

that decision. I am convinced that thnae who take a ctints.try position are

motivated by reahons other than. that of improving our national security.

They seek to attain n typo of on-called "equality, that it. impractical,

unreolistic, rind would hurt both sexes if put into operation.

When I was on Mahe beach during World wAr II, op to my knees in mud,

there wee mo agitation among the women (moldier* to be,allnwed to go into the
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-1-

front lire, see, I's sure, did anyone ever consider using American girls is

cost despite the shortogoof
sear replacements. ?Way I have listened heed,

but I bear so chorus of voices
from the female uniformed personnel within the

Ars: desandiag this type of sonde,'
nor do 1 detest a change in the attitude

of the Dopartant of Defense bred es recent decisions on the utilization of

worn is the Army sad* by Assistant
secretary torh'in conjunction with the

Department of the Army (se reported in the Washington Poet on 10/18/85).

Decree our form of government
1G vulnerable to concentrated pressure

from special interests which do not olvign act in the common good, and because

the Are7 is a disciplined
organirtius, the Army becomes en ideal vehicle to be

seed by shell group. not representing n majority viewpoint, whose principal

objective is social change.

Obviously the: purpone of the Arm is to fight.
rind not to force charier

--""`

in our society, especially when such chase's to not have univernal
acceptant/M.

While it may be argued thlt n wominn hal the right to serve In theOrey

wherever she in qualified. and ERA will give that rtght. we moot remember that

the rat majority of those in ground combat would still be male. Ouch an have

a eOmmtervalli-., rihht to have woven excluded. If they are not excluded unit

effectiveness will suffer.
Certainly American ritilene hent to war hhou)d be

able to expect from their government
the right to serve in combat

unite that are

properly trained, equipped and organised.

An important point that ispreimed me during my command of WAC'e was

that when the women worked together
or were isolated, so to epeak. there wee

greeter efficiency, de goon am the boy -Airl relationship
cane into ploy there
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was an &lame, facitent shift to role playing. gaddenly there was more sttentles

to appearance and leas to the Joh. I believe that this sexual awareness cannot

be disregarded merely by saying - -es**, sow you are all equal." The fact of the

\\, matter is that even if we were meal we would still not he alike- -and for that

)1 as grateful.

Is a cnabat situation where teamwork is an important the fewer the

complexities is interpetsomil relations, the better.

We hear the complaint that women aunt be allowed tn`serve in combat

roles so the top echelons of command will be available to them. This in a

specious'irgument. General aseabower never heard n shot fired in anger

prior to World War II, and there are gamy other high ranking offiers whosem.
. _

In the ease position. if the Army insists that women must norve in combat to

attain ,-JA rank, then the selection proem,' need revamping. The talents

seeded to be a }ogiatics or strategic planner are n4ffereet than those needed

to engage in combat. 'he higher the rank, the more far fetched in a combat

r

We also hear the Lastest/ma made that r.uhereval the- APOY-hurne Corp

served in the front lines; therefore it should not be uor14 nhaking if women

Decamp infantry riflepernono. The comparison, of courne, in poor one.

Nurses surely hove been subjected to soil ern, fir., but the fulfillment of

their mission of wining medical doctnrn in meant to be owieetaken in an area

protected from ersmy fire. Furthermore, a nurse, like a doctor, is designated

se a smacmsbatant. An such she is not normally subjected to the intense 'mac-
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sure to the enemy that alone combat twits are and has certain privileges under

the Genes Convention.

My more specific objections gamins! the cuncept ofWomen
in combat area

It conpiciously dieregirds our cultur. While I wAn in the hurupean

Theater when a crisis arose the sea instinctively
became prutertive of the mass.

Despite a,dliberate program of defeminteetten
now bring inflicted on women

recruits, under combat conditions an instinct au old asmankidd will not change.

The esporismce of the Israeli army
bears this out (as reported in the Chicago

Tribune of 9/A/76). During the Arab-lmfili war the men rAacted with vitriol

shock of seeing women's bodies mutilated,.
much more so than seeing mem injured.

The Israelis have. of course, abandoned the folly of utilising woolen is positions

requiring close contact with the enemy.

Next: Women bear children. Should the United :,totes adopt the

questionable policy of the utilisation of women in combat and close combat support

roles it will be alone among major
mations. The concept of presumed total

equality betwenn.men nni women was initiated by the Soviet Union in the time

of Lenin. Though Runsian women, buciune of the ehortnge of men, aided in the

defense of their country in the
Trent lines during the second World War, the

present front line Ru..sion lofnntry unitn, I am told, are all miledeeplto

over sixty years of presumed equality.

In the event of wnr againAt our snit likely enemy it 11 fair to annum,

the enemy infantry will be men. If captured in the jungle of close combat the

c,mbat or combat-nquort woman noldlor eight well Sc
. expolod to all sorts of

indignities by men w1-e, have been denied female
companionship for long period.
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1 weeder also with bow ouch cosmos decency an seem, will deal with captured

women prisoners.

As matter of fact, large members of maturity personnel were seeded

on Omaha Desch to protect the women 1 eommawded, not from the enemy, but from

OUP oem men.

The sexual act obviously seem bows a mach more lasting effect es women

than on mem. For this reason, sad because women are g Ily weaker than POS,

they haws right to expect extra protection. This is denied a woman is coabet

oporatioms.

nosily: There would be serious complications in human relations.

We cannot compare the life and death situation of front line combat with the

commingling of the sexes in the rear echelon, eopecially wtth the low proportion

of female to male that will'exiot oa the front lines. Relationships will be

formed that could eosplicato daily optration3. We moat remember we will be

dealing with men and women who have been orparated from their spouses for long

periods of time.

Impartial lenderlhip a.ed the egnitible .haing of dorcerm aro nocousarg

to sweetie in cnnbot. lfeue Qu..litlrn cool(' ho rgItArcert4. Ts pemilty in

the rear areas is one thing; the 10.a. of Uf. thrt mull r.f.olt ln the front

lines is another.

It In aa 1:certed tt'd "rile. tY0.1ing lipUrtbalt in carfare.

Soldiers don't fight for fhoir ,onntry; they frht for Ol Moso
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apple pie, and the girl tnuk how. To deprive the military pertness 3f the

simple expedient of treating the sexes. differently flies in the fate *deeming*

*4460.

In conclusions The great 19th century sociologist de Toequeville, whose

writings today Mine vividly than ever relle4t toe litrun6t1.; mil ordinance of

our great lead, supports ny rows.oning us tallow.: I quote - -"r ere are rap'.

...oh* confoundtri...th.- :lit:event rharectiihtico of tie ..tine would rityie man

and woman into being:. not only equal but alike. /They would give to both the

4/Men functions, lepo..., on both the same (lotion "They would 'vie them in all

khinds...It any readily be conceived that by thus attesptlng to make one sox

.4051 to the other, both are degraded, and from so preposterous a medloy of

the works of nature nohinn could ever result but weak men and dinurderly mass.*

I thank you fur your attention.
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471 Hill Road,
Wianetka, IL
60093

November 7, 1983.

The Hon. Don Edwards, Chaireaa,
House Judiciary Committee,
Subcommittee on Civil & Cenatitutionel Rights,
Rayburn Office !melding,
Weshincton, D.C. 035'0;

Dear Mr. Inwerdy:

On the occasion of my testimony to your committee October 26th on
!.le role of women in the -111tary under the proposed ERA, Mrs. Schroeder
saved I had supprting evidence regarding the use of women in the Israel!.
Army. She stated that.there was difficulty getting the correct story. I
reapectfuly request, therefore, that the following be appended to the
ret.rd of t.e hearings and included in the Committee print.

AA Israeli Governmental Informational pamphlet dated May 30, 1977,
1107 IN (Israel Defense Forces) Spokesman, reads as follows:

"During and prior to establishment of the State of Israel women took
Part in Jewish military forces. In the War of Independence women
fought alongside men, undertaking operational missions in the front
line. Today, of course, the girls of Chen. have .'tonged arl Then
girls play turely r.oncombatant, though thoroughly essential, roles
within the IF framework."

'Chen is the Hebrew acronym for Women's 7.orpa; the word means grace,
Midiness or charm.

The Israeli A!li, by Edward Luttwak and Din Horowitz, (Harper &
low, 1975), states on f;301

"In the war of Independence the Pulmach, I.Z.L. end Lihe did :.4clu%;%,

girls in the fighting units, but few were actually involved in com-
bat after tne early stages of the war. Atter the Armistice cnmbat
duty was excluded right from the beginning of the new Israeli Army."

A Hist= of the /emelt zirm (187D-19241Z by Zoe* S:hm6; (trana-
',toted and eIitid by RaphaelRaRitai; enronfl Schuster, 1974) e' :tee on
p.119:

"Although women of.en fought with men in i.;10 partisan military unit'
of pre-statehood days, today the women soldiers carry -Jt hon-coobat
f'Inctians. Thdy are trained in the use of light arms for aelf-
isfnkp, but are rot assigned to for Ard tiattYo areas. Curing the
f,m Flppqr mar, fir example, female scalier! were immediately evacuated
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from the Golan Heights on the Syrian front and from camps near the
Sues Canal."

(p.119) "The recruitment of women in the Jewish society of Palestine
stemmed Erna the pressure of circumstances, rather than an ideological
impulse to achieve full equality between men and women."

(p.122) "Israel's small but vocal women's liberation movement has at-
tacked the Army for placing women in noncombatant desk jobs, but their
criticisms have elicited little response on the part of the women
soldiers."

The Chicago Tribune of 9/8/761empo section, p.2, article headlined
"Painful query: Can WiliFilake Combat ?" reads in part as follows:

"Prince* said the Israeli Army, in which women are combat troops, had
the experience of women being wounded and killed in battle and that
'the nen reacted with extreme shock at seeing their bodies mutilated,
much more than seeing men injured'."

U.S. Army Major Howard Prince, clinical Taychologiat who headed the
cadet counseling center at West Point 9/8/716, the time the article
was written.

Request acknowledgment of receipt and that this will be included in
the printed record of the Subcommittee hearings.

Sincerely yours,

Lawl

.opl-- to All 31hcormittee ,!embers

3
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PRISCILLA RUTH MAcDOUGALL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

34 KENT LANE
MADISON, WISCONSIN S37I3

ansmsnil
1112744120

August 5, 1983

Orrin G. Hatch
Chair, Subcommittee on the Constitution
Senate Judiciary Committee
Senate Russell Building 1114
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Equal Rights Amendment -- Effect on Women's and
Children's Names

Attention: Steve Markman

Dear Senator Hatch:

It is mi. understanding that your committee will be conducting hearings
on the OW: of the Equal Rights Amendment in September. I have worked
extensively in the area of women's and children's names since 1972 aad can
assist you in yulr consideration of the Amendment in this area. In addition
to this letter, which I would like included in the official records of the
hearings, I would like to testify personally and answer any questions you
may have in detail.

Women's.Names

A married woman's using her own surname is not a "horrible" which would
result from the passage of the Amendment. Women, under the common law and
in every state, have the right to simply not change their names because of
marriage.. No state requires a married woman to use her husband's name or a
divorced woman to use her ex-husband's name.

Nationally the misunderstanding which has existed about the law of
women's names derived principally from the 1972 case of Forbush v.

Wallace' which was corrected by the Alabama Supreme Court unciiiii51577ri
1982 in State v. Taylor.c

The enclosed brief in a Florida name change case outlines the law of
women's names. For all state and federal purposes--driving, voting, pass-
ports, professional licensing, credit, etc.--a married woman has the right
to use her own name. Cases such as the enclosed involving name changes are
always reversed on appeal witheut constitutional assistance.

3 S
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Thus the passage of the ERA will have little if no effect on the law of
women's names. The only state to have a statute requiring a married woman
to adopt her husband's name, Hawaii, repealed its law in 1976. Of course
any state requirement that a woman adopt or use her husband's name would be
invalid under the Amendment, if there were any. The custom of married women
not changing their names at marriage or otherwise not using their spouses'
surnames is, however, very common. Of all the legislation introduced on
women's names over the past ten years, I .know of only one (unsuccessful)
bill which would have required a married woman to use her husband's name for
any purpose.

Children's Names

The law of naming child's!, is a bit more complex, but the "horrible" of.
marital children not using their fathers' surnames as a matter of law would
not be one of the consequences, of the Amendment. Under the commoviaw
parents have the freedom to name their children with any first, middle and
last names they choose, and this right is respected nationally A few
states (five) have had statutes requiring marital children to be given their
fathers' names on their birth certificates, but these have all been repealed
or invalidated as unconstitutional infringements on parents' rights to rear
their children.4

Stm;lar statutes requiring nonmarital children to be given their
mothers' surnames on their birth certificates.will be invalidated as they
are litigated under present constitutional Yaw.'

No state requires that children be known after birth by any particular
surname. Naming children is a parental right,

Where parents are in disagreement over their children's names, however,
the courts everywhere, except in California,6 honor a primary right in the
father to control the naming of children originally given the father's name.
While the judiciary is gradually moving towards a recognition of women's
rights to name newborn or very young children over the fathers' objections,
where the children are older they are uniformly closing their doors to
women. Last year the United States Supreme Court refused to review the case
of a divorced woman seeking to give her children, 7 and 9, a hyphenated
surname of both her and her ex-husband's names over the lbjection of the
father.?

The Equal Rights Amendment would invalidate any superior naming right
of the father over children of any age. it would invalidate any presumption
that marital children's best interests are served by use of their father's
name. It would invalidate any presumption that continued use of the
father's ramp, when the father wants it retained, is in the children's best
interests over the wishes of the mother and children.

3
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Without the Equal Rights Amendment women and children will have an
uphill battle in having their rights recognized over the traditional

superior right of the father to control the naming Of marital children.

I welcome the opportunity to testify or tosupply you with further
information.

PRN:fh
Enclosure

1

Sincerely,

Priscilla Ruth Nac\Douga

341 F. Supp. 217 (M.D. Ala. 1971), aff'd. per curiam, 415 U.S. 970
(1972).

2 415 So.24 1043 (Ala. 1982).

3 Sec. of Commonwealth v. City Clerk of Lowell, 373 Nass.\178, 366 N.E.2d
717 (1977); Doe v._Dunning, 87 Wash. 2d 50, 549 P.2d 1 (1976).

4

5

6

7

j'\

Sydney v. Pingree, No. 82- 8291 -CIV -JAG (S.D. Fla. Dec. 1 , 1982);
1)'Brien v. Tilson, 523 F. Supp. 494 (E.D. N.C. 1981)3 ech v. Burch,
466 F. Supp. 714 (D. Hawaii 1979).

Doe v. Hancock Count Board of Health, 436 N.E.2d 791 (Ind. 1982)
(Hunter, . dissen ng .

In re Schiffman, 28 Cal. 3d 640, 620 P.2d 5'9, 169 Cal. Rplr. 918
(1980).

Application of Saxton, 309 N.W.2d 298 (Minn. 1981), cert. clnied, 102
--37-et. 1737 (1982).

11 006 0 H5 2!
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Statement of Paige Comstock Cluminanem, Eaq.

THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT AND ABORTION

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Paige Comstock

Cunningham. I am presenting this statement in my capacity as Executive

Director and General Counsel of Americans United for Lift and the AUL/Legal

Defense Fund. The AUL Legal Defense Fund is the only public into st law

firm in the nation that devotes its full-time efforts to Litt Lion

involving the right-to-life issues of abortion, infanticidy, and euthanasia.

I would like to point out that the views I express /on the propriety of an

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) are my own. Americans, for Life is neutral

with respect to the ERA, apart from its implicit ns for abortion. AUL is not a

political organization, and is not involved illobbying. I mm here today only

to testify to the legal effect of the Equa /Rights Amendment on abortion.

For purposes of ietntification, I a graduate of Northwestern

University School of Law, and an attorn . My articles on abortion have

appeared in several periodicals, inclifiling Update, a journal of the America'.

Bar Association. I ma ca- author of a monograph on the abortion decisions

rendered by the Supreme Court this summer. My comment on a religious freedom

issue appeared in the Northwestern University Law Review.

a ft ft

As an individual, attorney and woman, I endorse the principle of equal

treatment of women under the law. No class of citizens should be excluded

from constitutional guarantees of equal protection. As a pro-life advocate,.

I believe these fundamental rights extend to the class of the unborn, both

female and male. It is therdfore with dismay that I must conclude that the

proposed ERA, intended to fill the gaps In elimina ng discrimination against

women, may also be used to buttress and amplify the right to abortion."

3 S 4
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STATEMENT

In my legal opinion, the plain language of this proposed constitutional

amendment does not require any connection with abortion rights or funding.

However, it is instructive to examine the intentions of ERA advocates which, in

the absence of a clear legislative history, could affect how the amendment is

interpreted. These intentions have been made clear in legal arguments midi

under equal rights provisions in state constitutions. .

In 1980, the Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts (CLUN) filed a

complaint in N91 v. King, arguing that state refusal to fund abortions

violatei the Massachusetts Equal Rights Amendment.1 Although the

Massachusetts court did not address the ERA argument, it upheld tax funds

for abortions under due process guarantees.

The CLUM is i state affilate of one of the most prominent groups to

support ERA ratification.' The executive dicnctor explained the decision to

pursue abortion funding under the state ERA:

Because a strong coalition is being forged between the anti-ERA
coalition and the anti-abortion people! it was hope to be able
to save Medicaid payments for medically nacos abortions through

the federal court route without having to use he state Equal Rights
Amendment and possibly fuel the national anti-ERA movement. But the
loss in McR was the last straw. We now have no recourse but to
turn to Ulf-State Constitution for the legal tools to save Medicaid
funding for abortions.'

\

It is thus clear that an equal rights amendeent could be a potential vehicle

for attempts to require tax funding of abortion.

No v. Kino is not unique. In 1978, several physicians attempted to

intervene in a case where Hawaii Right to Life sued the State of Hawaii to

stop funding abortions. On behalf of the physicians, the American Civil

Liberties Union argued that,

Applicants' first claim to reimbursement as a matter of right rests on
the Hawaii Constitution's guarantees of/due process and equal protec-

tion and Article 1, Sec. 21 which provides that 'equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the state on account

of sex.' Abortion is a medical procedure performed only for women;
withdrawing funding for abortions while continuing to reimburse other
medical procedures sought by both sexes \r only by men Mould be tan-
tamount to a denial of equal rights on a count of sexos

The Motion to Intervene was denied, and the court did not address the equal

. rights argment, but abortions still are tax-funded in Hawaii.

And in Fischer et al. v. Commonwealthi, Oep't of Public lielfart,4 a case

that is still being litigated, the American Civil Liberties Foundation of

Pennsylvania argued that:
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Pregnancy is unique to women. 12 P.S. 1453 and 18 Pa. C.S.A. 43212(c)
which expressly deny benefits for health problems arising out of
pregnancy, discriminates alainst memo recipients because of their sex.
62 .S.,463, 8 Pa. C.S.A. 13215(c) and the regulations issued pursuant
thereto constitute a gender-based classification in violation.of the
Pennsylvania Pawl Rights Amendment, Article 1, 128, of the Pennsylvania
Constitution.'

It is true that none of these cases have held that the state equal rights

provisions make abortion immune free state regulatory control or require abor-

tion to be funded by the State. On the °the?* hand, no court has ever denied

that such equal rights provisions do have an impact on abortion policies.

Quite simply, we have no direct judicial guidance on this matter.

But we do have the comments of ERA proponents regarding their intentions.

Leading ERA interpreters Thomas Emerson of Yale Law School, former Columbia Law

School Professor Ruth BaderGireburg(now a federal judge), and others argued in

an amiCus, brief in G. E. v. Gilbert that pregnancy classifications
under the ERA

would Le subject to stri. scrutiny, andwould not survive the ERA. . . .4

Abortion and childbirth, according to Justice Brennan in a dissent

joined by Justices Marshall and Blackmun, "are simply two alternative medi-

cal methods of dealing with pregnancy.7 Thus, an abortion regulation,

under this line of reasoning, would be a pregnancy-related classification,

and thus unconstitutional under the ERA.

it is therefore quite obvious from these cases and comments, that abor-

tion advocates would attempt to employ a federal ERA as a basis to argue

anew that abortion must be funded by both the States and the federal govern-

ment. It is also clear how their argument would proceed: Since restric-

tions on abortion practices or abortion funding affect women, but not men,

they constitute a form of invidious discrimination against women and are,

therefore, unconstitutional.

t4 ane'ogy suggested by Professor Grover Reese of the University of Texas

School of L'4 s instructive. Suppose that a State forbade treatment for

sickle cell m4,:Aia or refused co fund such treatment although it funded every

other form of medically necessary care. let us further suppose that only black

people could acquire sickle cell anemia. It might easily be argued then that

such legislation constitutes a form of discrimination based on race since it

affects only blacks. Since classifications in the law based on race are /

inherently suspect,8 they are subject to strict judicial scrutiny. Hence, such

legislation could be upheld against constitutional attack only in the

exceedingly unlikely event that there exists some compelling state interest that
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would justify the discrimination inherent t -.-h legislation and that the

legislation would be narrowly drawn only to satisfy that interest.,

In similar fashion, it would be argued that restrictive abortion legisla-

tion affects only women--now.a suspect class for equal protection purposes'

under the new ERA. Hence, it would certainly be claimed that only some com- j(

polling interest could justify this form of discrimination. Since, in

accord with Supreme Court decisions, there exists ^s compelling interest that

justifies significant regulation of abortion, at least until the point of

viabilitv,10 abortion leas-and funding restrictions must fail.

/It is true that the Supreme Court has held that state/and federal Overa-

ll
meats may choose to restrict abortion funding. But these decisions were based

on the premise that such restrictions did not involve a suspect class. The

ERA, by making classifications based on sex inherently suspect, might thus be

employed to reverse prior Supreme Court decisions warranting government

restrictions on abortion funding.

It is also true that the Supreme Court has already held that almost

all state restrictions on abortion practices are unconstitutional under the

Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Th. ERA is hardly needed to

establish the existence of the right to abortion" that already undercuts almost

every direct state restriction on abortion practice. Nevertheless, the ERA

could certainly create another constitutional hook on which the Court could hang

abortion rights. Abortion proponents could add violation of the ERA" to

their claims that abortion'restrictions violate constitutional guarantees. Even

the minimal power that the State presently maintains to regulate abortion could

be lost. Moreover, should the Supreme Court some day consider reversing its

decisions recognizing a right to abortion under tht Fourteenth Amendment, the

ERA could represent an alternative basis for maintaining the continued existence

of such a right.

This analysis is not intended to imply that the ERA of necessity would

reverse court decisions acknowledging tht right of governments to refuse to

fund or facilitate abortion practices, to abrogate further the power of

government to restrict abortion practices, or to provide some alternative

basis for recognition of a right to abortion. By the better reasoning, the

ERA would do none of these things. Restrictions on abortion or abortion

funding are universal and facially neutral--they apply to both men and women.

3.1pre
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They woold.affect men, if men could bear children. That they de met affect

mem is not a circumstance that arises as.a result of state action, but

due to biological fact. It cannot be logically argued that any

discriminatory effect that arises at the result of restrictive abortion laws

is caused by the State in enacting such laws, and the ERA represents only a

restriction on the power of the State to discriminate between the sexes.

Therefore, the ERA would have no effect whatever on the authority of the State

to restrict abortion practices or funding if normal logic and usual prin-

ciples of constitutional adjudication prevailed.

Out, of course, It is too often the case that the judiciary twists

logic and refuses to apply proper principles of constitutional analysts In

order to achieve a preferred result. Indeed, the law of abortion is a

striking example of this process. The development of the abortion right

can only be understood in the context of the current judicial bias that

abortion should not be controlled by the State. The present law of abortion

cannot be rationalized simply by reference to the text or history of the

Constitution. And, unfortunately, the ERA provides in additional weapon in

the crusade for permissive abortion.

In the present climate, it is highly likely that the courts would develop

a sex-based discrimination test that measured the disparate Impact of an

abortion law. rather than a. test that simply measured the extent to which a

law created or embodied discrimination by its terms. At the very least, it

Is certain that the ERA would deepen the courtroom hostility against abor-

tion legislation in view of the obvious fact that such laws affect only one

sex. In the volatile world of abortion litigation, such a mere change in

climate is enough to destroy entirely the power of the State to regulate

abortion and, indeed, enough to generate a new body of law that compels the

State to positively encourage the practice by funding and facilitating it.

If you wish to avoid the result of the ERA directly implicating abortion

funding and abortion rights, then, in my legal opinion, there are several

optiont.

First, new language might be offered as a substitute'for the present

language, which expresses abstract idealism but is also exceedingly

vague and open to various interpretive abuses.

Second, a specific disclaimer which denies that the ERA Implicates

abortion might be added to the present language.
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Third, in my legal opinion, clear, absolute, and unequivocal legislative

history to the effect that the ERA may not be construed to affect the power of

government to restrict abortion practices, to refuse to fund or facilitate abor-

tion practices, or to impliedly recognize aright to abortion should suffice.

This third method of removing any implication that ERA affects abortion law by

legislative history is offered with considerable hesitation.

As an individual, I am well aware that at leasip some proponents of the ERA

regard permissive abortion as the cornerstone of sexual equalitj, rather than

demanding that society accomodate female reproditive capacity. There is no

doubt this branch of the feminist movement would prefer that there be no

legislative history regarding the ERA's effect on abortion, or that its legisla-

tive history be vague and ambiguous, so that once in the hands of the friendly

judiciary the ERA could be used as a sword to deprive the government of any

remaining authority to restrict abortion or abortion funding and as a shield to

defend the right to abortion against erosion or collapse.

It is also the case that the judiciary may disregard legislative history

that is only slichtly unclear in order to reach some prof result. Only an

utterly unambiguous record that cannot be avoided by the.judiciarya record

that 'timid require intellectual dishonesty to ignore-could suffice.

At the 'very minimum, such a legislmtive history would contain the

following elements.

First, the Comeittee Reports U3 both the House and Senate must state

unequivocally:: (1) that the ERA is not intended and may not be construed

to establish, affirm, or expand any right to abortion; (2) that the ERA is

not intended and may not be construed to affect r alter in any way any

Power of the local, state, or federal government to restrict or prohijit any

abortion; (3) that the ERA is not intended and may not be construed to compel

any private indivioual, any individual acting under color of law, or any

local, state, or federal government to participate in, fund, or otherwise

facilitate in the performance of any abortion; and (4) that the reason that

the ERA does not to any way affect or alter the power of government to

restrict abortion or abortion funding and does not compel any private individual

or state actor to facilitate performance of any abortion is because the

ERA is solely intended to forbid only aiscrimination by the State as between

the sexes and, further, that any discriminatory impact that might result

from any abortion restriction arises on account of the sole capacity of the
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female to bear children and not as the result of state action.

In addition, the Meuse and Senate sponsors should specifically infers the

,memberships of each body on the record and immediately preceding their vote

on the ERA of each of the same elements that are in the Cemmittee Report. A

preferable alternative would be a Resolution enacted the same time as the

ERA, reciting the elements of the Committee Berri.

In my legal_opinion, fal\lure to recite any element in either Committee

Report, failure of the sponsors in either the House or the Senate to recite

plainly all the elements on the floor in the manner described, or failure of

either the Neese or the Senate to enact a' contemporaneous Resolution with these

elements included, would render the legislative history of the ERA suspect, and

would implicate abortion rights.

Testate generally for the record that there is no relationship between

the ERA and abortion without the emphases and specifics that t have

described would not be adequate. Casual recitation of the fact that me

court has so far held an equal rights provision to implicate abortion will

not prevent future courts from holding that it does. the charges and

/ counter-charges made in the public debate on ERA and the ambivalent testi-

mony before this Subcommittee demand that the legislative history made by

the Congress be in the nature of a directive to the courts which will sub-

sequently construe the ERA that they are forbidden to find that it implicates

abortion because to do so would be contrary to the expressed intent of its

framers, sponsors, and those who voted to enact it.

There are those who would protest that nothing short of a specific

disclaimer included within the plain language of the ERA suffices to assure

that the judiciary will not subsequently employ this Amendment as a vehicle

to expand or to secure permissive abortion. In my legal opinion, a careful

study of the canons of judicial construction makes it clear, however, that only

a patently corrupt judiciary lith no sense of honor or propriety would or could

choose to disregard the unambiguous legislative history I have described. The

plain language of the ERA does not spcsk to abortion. Thus, the Judiciary would

be compelled to construe the ERA in light of its legislative. history.1?

Committee Reports are regarded as particularly illuminating guides to legisla-

tive intent.13 Likewise, the clear statements of sponsors and contemporaneous

Resolutions of enacting bodies are'given great weight.14
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Similarly, there are those who might claim that the history of the ERA

is too muddled and uncertain on this issue to be cured by remedial legisla-

tive history of the kind I Immo described. Out the public debate OR

possible implication of abortion by the ERA by its advocates and opponents

in the absence of a clear legislative history is one thing. The expressed

intent of the ERA by the Congress--the body that would mike legislative history

- -Is quite another. In my legal opinion, the rigorous, unambiguous legislative

history I have described will effectively put the matter to rest.

In the absence of any contrary or ambivalent expressions in the official

record, the combined legislative history I. have described would, in my view,

warrant the good faith conclusion of any objective observer that the ERA could

not be construed to affect abortion law. A judiciary that is so disreputable

that it would disregard or distort such a history could far more easily distort

some other provisions of the Constitution to accomplish the same result. From

this point of view, if a firm legislative history is inadequate to prevent the

judiciary from employing the ERA to expand or to secure permissive abortion,

then neither would plain language In the ERA disclaiming any effect on abortion

law be adequate.

CONCLUSION

The language of the ERA does not, on its face, implicate abortion.

However, in view of positions taken by abortion advocates under state equal

rights provisions, the views of leading ERA proponents, and the decisions of the

judiciary in abortion-related matters, this potential connection is obviou..

Only new language, a specific abortion disclaimer, or a rigidly drafted

legislative history assure that this result will not occur.

Otherwise, the federal courts would have a blank check to intepret the ERA

in the abortion context as they choose--a result that as an advocate of the

right to life for all human beings I must oppose.
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TISTINDNY OF ELAINE DONNELIA

THE EQUAL RIGHTS ANSNDMENT AND INSURANCE

Mr. Chairman and Committee members, I me grateful for this opportunity to

speak to you as a woman who has been researching and debating issues of concern

to women for sore than 11 yearn. I am a political activist, u former member

cm the 1980 Reagan /lush Campaign's liamen' Policy Advisory board, and a present

'member of the Michigan G.O.P. Sammie Equity Cammissioi. I have been a regular

cormentator on Na Radio in Detroit for the past 8 years, and I an a self-

omployed consultant on media access strategies and technique, (Donnelly Media

Associates)

.m very pleased to be accompanied here today by Mr. Paul Barnhart, P.S.A.,

an independent consulting actuary who is regarded by his professional

colleagues as the leading health insurance actuary in the United States.

Mr. Barnhart does not speak for. any association, committer organised group,

and in rarticular not for the insurance industry. He is en expert on the

rights of the buyers, of insurance. As Past President of the Soc..ety of

Actuaries (1978 -79) and and 1981 Chairman'of the Society's Heelth Insurance

Section, Cr. Barnhart has been very influential in bringing about lower,

more equitable rates for women in disability and major medical insurance.

I al here because I believe in the right of women to think, speak, and

vote for themselves on the issues that touch their lives. This is why I am

so strongly opposed to the so- called keel Rights Amendment, which would

usurp the right of women to vigorously oppose the doctrinaire, wrong-headed

definition of women's rights that has been promoted for years by groups like

the National Organisation for Women.

1

Five weeks ego, on September 14, 1 listened while Ms. Judy Goldsmith,

President of the National Organisation for Women, testified on behalf of

H.R. Rea. L'the resurrected ERA. Although there were many controversial

issues thatehe and her colleagues raived during the course of that hearing,

I would like to zero in on one statement in particular.' On page 12 of Ms.

Goldsmith's written testianay, it reads'

"As a constitutional ban on sex discriminatory lows, the Equal Rights
Amendment will outlaw, or support legal challenges to end, sex discriar
inatory price and payout abuses by insurers, employers, and government..."
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Ms. Goldsmith is absolutely right is her prediction that unisex insurance would

be one of the lawitable results of ERA, but she is absolutely vrostin

Implying that the results would be beneficial to wen.

Jack in 1972, when the first Muss voted as by Conroe., statements like

this one were made and often quoted, without anyone knowing what the meaning

would actually be in the "real world". Dut 11 years later, vs no longer have

to speculate. i here to bring you some hard information about how the

grandsounding concept of noisex insurance works in aetual\practice.

TIE RIORDAN EXPERIRSCS

I am a resident of Michigan. one of the four states with a unisex Inurance law

In effect. Michigan' Essential Insurance Act forbids auto losnancecompanin

to use "sax" and Ntrital status" as factors is setting auto imamate rates.

The Levine reseed in late 1979 ( f. Jameary.l. 1961).aftes a debate

that primarily focused on the bill e prohibitions against insurance "redlining".

in certain urban areas. Thera %vs virtually me public notice or dans on

the Implication's of the fa/words *A late the bill to eliminate 'see:"

and "marital status" as factors the settles of boom and auto insurance

rates. before young monism Weide in MAIrem haw Mot had happened, many

of them began getting letters from their insurance companies ammuscing rate

increases of hundreds of dollars.

One of these young vow, Ito Dove of Detroit, wrote a letter last Nay to

Comment' John Dingell of Michigan, deecribisauhat the unisex Laurance

law meant to her (copy attached). Elm is emnied, the mother of two children,

and Heirs on a low income. Even though she has an almost perfect driving

record, her insurance company informed her that because of Michigan's anises

insurance law, her rate would be raised from $156 per year to $365 per year -

as increase of over 123X.

.

Mrs. Dove shopped around to try to find a lever rats, but all the companies

she talked to (pelted the as high rates for the comprehensive comass she

used to beve. has therefore been forced to settle for minimum coverage

with a high-risk company, and she feels dangerously vein-lowed. If ph.

his se accident, the other party would be sewed, bet she and her family would

net be. In her letter, Mrs. Dove asket
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*Mho le going to take care of ottani, mod pay the bills if I Anil
hone various accident With this find of Mann coverage? The newer

.is ao ne. I don't feel free to meow, awe ear, eves for mecessary trips
to the doctor with my children. It is demoralising and disheartseing to
have to ask others.in VW family to as out of their way (to drive me) but
I simply can't afford to take thanes."

Mrs. Dove has found out the hard way that oaten legislation mamdstei midstream'

to women in the setting of auto insurance rates. Because of Michigan's law,

young women all over.the state are being arbitrarily OW the lower

insurance rates that would otherw(se be theirs. Instead of being treated as

female individuals in a low-risk group, these young women have been thrown into

& such larger "unison" category - together with young men - and that forces

them to subsidise the claims of high -risk drivers. This is neither fair nor

e quitable in the true sense f the word.

NM UNISEX IMSURAML REALLY vons rm tag "UAL WORLD"

The full enormity of the Mich gan experience can only be discovered bystudying

and translating the Michigan urance Buren'Ssfficial report entitled

A Tear of Change - the Basest Insurance MLIAJJOUL. To my knowledge: it

is the first report of its kind.\ The truth is obscuisd and disguised in

a pilule of insurance jargon (which was unfamilisr.to no as a lay person),

but I hope you will agree that it\is important -to consider allot the Report's

code words and numbers before you yon on a constitutinal amendment which

could impose the same system on alI SO states.

Since I have no connectimentb\the Insurance industry, it took a bit ofi

e ffort and\a lot of questions before'I was able to decipher the meaning of

Exhibit V, on page 26 of the Report. I was told by so official of the

Insurance Bureau that the relativity factor unbars listed on that page

represent the risk classification of young drivers as compared to adult

drives. For example, a group of young drivers with a relativity factor of

2.00 are ionsidered to be twice as likely to have accidents, based on

statistical probabilities.

If the relat4ity factor of a group of single females was increased by a

particular company from 2.00 to 2.95 under the new sex-neutral law, that

'romances into a percentage increase of An. I used a calculator to figure

and wri,e in all of the percentage changes, as shown on the enclosed copy of
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Snibit V (type-set sad 'glassed for the'lehe

I noticed that Inhibit V displayed oaly 3 ?Mien.. instead oM 4. The Table

of rate increases for, young envied females wee sistigg. Now strings that

there was "no room" for the Table I suspected would show the 'cairn insigne

canoed by the Michigan low. The missing Table could only be constructed

by-substituting nrelativity factor of LA is the first column (1110) for

eech group of single woman. The resulting list of percentage increases is

truly shocking.

As you can see, rats increases for young sissl.eemen range between }Lund

1273, while young married women have had to choosellatueen whopping leeriness
.

like chains Auto Waste, 10_4$ TrAns-imeriss, JAW State Farn,AMil

Allstate, 291; and topping them all, Citizens Insurance, Jug.- more than

four um .\puch as the policyholder would have paid before the lawmen

into effect. (Anted female, principal operator, =der age 111)
1

Wlmat me Me "social 1.7.11. nerved kt aims th in mean ageinst

yountwomearIt is violation of the very nonce of "civil rights" to

inflict arbitrary, unjustified economic penalties =whole classes of unsuspecting

innocent. people - in the name of "equality". As him Dove wrote in her letters

"I feel chat many young women in.this state are being unjustly over-
charged like I am, and yet the women's liberationist, ate saying that I
should be happy because of my new "equal rights" to pay high insurance
prastsma.

"I'm all for women's rights, but I smli afford this kind of "equality",
which is costing me lot in terms of security and peace of mind."

True equity in insurance requires that companies bass their rates on the

imposes
principle of equal costs for equal risks, but unisex ineurance/a hieher cost

on those who represent lower risk. How :ea this be "fair"?

It's not surprising that the insurance companies aren't publicising the

Michigan experience; they don't want to drew attention to\beir soaring

\\,

rates:

and they are well aware that prior approval of rates by the 10emission of

Insurance is no longer required.

On the other hand, the Insurance Bureau is part of the problem too. The

agency coon to the mating conclusion that the first year of the Essential

Insurance Act "indicate(s) a more positive atmosphere for consumers, and
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distinct lack of the negative impact predicted by several representatives of

the insurance iuduetry" 1/

Between the insurance companies who are looking out for their balance-sheets,

and the State Bureau's false pride in the 044 lvo, not to mention the feminists

who sponsored the lam and can use no wrong in it - no matter what the facts are -

no one is looking Out for the interests of women who must pay an unfair price

for this foolish social experiment. The full coat is falling not on insurance

companies, but on young women, and even young serried men, who are not in

a position to p!!!_tke'coste on to anyone else.

ANSWERS TO OTHER FALSE ARGUMENTS FOR WWI INSURANCE

The argument has been made before this IlubCommittes that insurance companies

ignore women's lower milsago and other relevant factors in the setting of

auto, life, pension, and health insurance rates, and that the factor of

sex is only uped'as an unfair substitute for other factors. Sot as Nk.

Barnhart explains in his statement to accompany my testimony, mileage and

other elements such as smoking, drinking habits, occupation, urbad vs. rural

living, driving record, and family health history are already used to

determine fair Lowrance rates for both men and women.

Numerous studies have been done for State Insurance Bureaus and the Federal

Department of Transportation which indicate that "mileage is not an effective

substitute for sex (in setting auto insurance rates) since females have a

demonstrably lower accident rats than males within each category of miles

driven." 2/ (See attached Exelbits) No reasonable or valid "adjustments

for mileage" can change these figures." /

The charge has also been made that insurance costs for women over 25 are

tLe same as those for adult men, and that the ERA will somehow solve this

problem. The fact is that it would do just the opposite. The reason is that

tf women's lower accident experience below age 25 counts for nothing under

the ERA, then it follows that the same injustice would simply have to be

1/ Transmittal Letter to accompany First Year Import, June 4, 1952

2/ Private Passenger Automobile Insurance Risk Classification: A Report of
the Avisory Committee to the Nat'l Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners,
May 1979; pp. 67-77.

3/ Study of California Driving Performance (Phase II), A Research Project of
the Rate Regulation Division, California Dept. of Insurance.
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cestiamed for unman gnu 23 as well.

At the presemp tine, the treed is for companies to identify lover -risk

groups and oFiLei-ratee than competing cowponies. Yoe example, some

Insurance conianies offer a discount to mingle women over 30. That trend

toward lower rates for'coesumers will be completely derailed, however, if

insurance companies no longer love to base their rates os actual costs.

This mould be a greet lose for consumers, not the companies.

NO INADI-011 FOR NONNI

The crAdibility of the National Organisation for Women has also been questioned

for their making of unsupported or *comely exaggerated claims about the projected

benefits of unisex figures in all kinds of insurance (life, auto, pensions, and

health/disability insurance) For example. NNW maintains that unman preseetly

pay almost 116.000 more than men for a full ramp of infuriate over their

lifetimes. (See Tablnbelou)

In a letter to Swine,. Lika however, Richard V. Nana of the Merits.

Council of Life Insurance points out several errors in NOW's calculations.

Sines employers must provide all employees the same health and disability

benefits, there is no cost differential for wore in these cases.

Type of Insurance pow satinets,' Minck's estimates')
(The cost of (The cost of

female premiums female premiums
compared to compared to
male premiums) ;male premiums)

auto -$1,640 -61:640

health + 6,662 0

disability + 4,854 0

life 5.856 - 3.210

TOTALS 4415,732 -$4,850

a. Source: "des mad Insurance Policy," issisess Week, February 7, 111$3,
p. $3.

b. Source: Letter to the Editor of lesimess Desk by Richard V. Keck, Bosco-
tive Vice President, AmoricooCeuscil of Life Insurance, p. 2.

Contrary to the impression gives by NOWA unusual seed unrepresentative figures,

omen usually pay lose for life insurance, because there is overwhelming

evidence that women on the average tend to live about 7 years longer than men.
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In fact, Nismeeeta Mutual Obese premium is cited) mold just.thal of these

policies durimg 1912--am&tholo to employers rather that to imdivIdusle.

Mock chose ea more representative a whole life policy and used the premiums

of a company that sold'ileer 300,000 each policies in Mil. With this popular

policy a we would rive $3,210 as life insurance between ages 33 and S.

Combined with an estimated savings of 11,440 for auto issurames, individual

women ere actually saving almost $3,000 in insurance costs. These swings

would be lost under a unisex system. bi

TIE COST OF R117e00CTIYg PINSION fUND

The testimony of NOW'ulth regard to the effect of IRA os pommies plane deserves

closer scrutiny as well. Up until the recast Supreme Court decision is

the case of Arizona IL Norris last July, about 22 of working women were

receiving smaller monthly pension benefits than male retirees. (The female

retirees' annuity option, chosen in lieu of a lump sum benefit equal to that

of male employees, was figured on the actuarial fact that women tend to live

luniori smaller benefits over longer period of tins averaged out to be

roughly equal.)

Only 392 of all women in the work force are covered by pension plans, and

952 of those already had unisex pension plane and benefits before the Norris

decision. (32 of 392 22 of working women) But the Norris decision has taken

care of the problem for that 22 of women. The Supreme Court acted to give

female retirees pension benefits equal to these of sole retirees, but es.

careful not to strike down cost-boxed pricing for individually -purchased life

and ...to policies. Tbis is the alleged "Injustice" that NOW complains of,

and it's imports.% to minim what would happen SUWON'e view of "justice"

oxtails under the ERA.

Please remember that most pension, disability, and health insurance costs

are covered by employers, which can use the advantage of s group ra.s to blend

the actuarial differences between sales and females. On the other hand,

4/ For sore information. see Heritage Foundation Issue Bulletin No. 95

July 5, 1913. Catherine England, Policy Analyst
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auto and life policies are venally purchased
by ledividolollOwitheut the

advantage of group rates. Therefore, women buying life and auto policies

would have to pay much more in premiums, while women would gain nothing in

the area of pension and/or medical benefits.

Fleas. consider the results 14 bestow's...What
would unisex life insurance

mean to a single mother, far exempla.
After divorce a women's standard of

living goes down by 422 end a ussee goes up. A woman is economically punished

by divorce; it le the number one cause of poverty in this country. For this

women, life insurance is a necileity, not a luxury.

Along comas unisex insurance under. the IRA. Suddenly, it she's 33 years

old and a nom-smoker, this
woman will have to pay $350 more than she currently

pave for a $50,000 term policy for one year. The most likely end to this

story is that the woman will have to drop her insurance altogether, or reduce

its value, rather than bear that burden, Just as Elm Dove had to give up her

comprehensive auto coverage in order to afford the cost of unisex auto insurance,

this single mother's family would be put in jeopardy. Would someone please

explain how this woman will have been helped by unisex life insurance?

But that' not all there is to be concerned about here. NOW complains because

the Norris decision didn't force the payment of retroactive costs, even though

the pension plan in question had not been collecting reserves that would cover

the costs of such retroactive payment..

If cities and states are required to "top up" their pension plans as NOW

demands, the staggering costs would have to be borne by all the taxpayers,

male and female alike. How much would this cost? For starters, consider

the testimony of New 'fork City Nayor Edward 1. Koch on B. 372, the proposed

"Fair ItiSurcnCe Practices Act" (April 12, 1983). The Mayer testified that

the cost of a "topped-up" retroactive
unisex pension plan would come to about

$862 million, $82 million in 1984 alone. That's the equivalent of 3,000 police

officers, firefighter., or sanitation personnel.

In my own state, where pension benefits have already
been averaged to a midpoint

figure on a prospective basis, the cost of "topped up" benefits would amount

to an eatfnated $30 million more per year the equivalent of 900 police jobs,

or 1,231) teachers. Coming from a state that is struggling with extremely

high taxes and sigh unemployment.
I take strong exception to the cavalier

expectations and demands of NOW in this area.
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In my opinion, the better strategy' would be to amend USA, the federal

pension law, in order to lower the age for pension benefit eligibility, and

take other reasonable actions to increase the number of women workers and

dependents who are covered under pension plans. if private businesses cannot

afford retroactive pension benefits and other unreasonable burdems imposed

by court order under an IRA, they will simply act to remove the annuity

option altogether. That would be most harmful to female retirees and dependents

alike.

TUg UAL TIMM

Once the determination is smde that insurance rates need have no relation to

factual statistics, than it would be only a matter of tins before other

legitimists characteristics - such ma ale, condition of health, or marital

status - are barred from consideration along with sex in tbr setting of

insurance rates. Ladled, proponents of unisex insurance have already targeted

age and smite' statua.go the next factors to be eliminated.

The issue is not that the insurance industry would collapse; most companies

can Just pass their costs on to the consumets. The real issue le the concept

of true *tufty in insurance. Federally...misdated unisex insurance would crest.

a government -saforced cartel by'which the industry could overcharge everyone.

If the insurance companies were spomeoring this esscapt, instead of the so-celled

"umbra's rights" activists, the stole idea mold be greeted with howls of

outrage from one end of the rousts, to the other.

In summary, a constitutional requiring unisex !neuronal would

=Mete unfairness, not end it. As the expo:lemon of Michigan has shown, it

is a violation of a women' civil rig-ate to fon:shier to pay high-risk insurance

rates even though she represents a lower risk - all in the name of "equality".

Application of the unisex principle to all kinds of insurance would increase

costs for everyone, not reduce them.

This is one of the least-known effects of IRA on far, but none of the most important.

Anyone who favors IRA but doss optimist it to impose =fair burdens on women

in the area of insurance should certainly vote fir suplemsmtary language that

would prevent that unfortunate result.

Your responsibility is great, mud women all ever the cruets, are counting on

you to analyse this issue very carefully. Please cast your vote for a true

definition of *cults in insurance, net false me. Think you.

k .1 0 I, 401
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The Ken. John D. Dingell
Mouse Wigs Suilding
Ctairllaile Nouse Committee on

Snore and Comoros
Weshingto6 D. C. 20515 .

Dear Mk. Dingell.

9393 Pierson
Detroit, MI 48221
Mar 6. 1943

I am angry. I sm married, under the age.of 25 yearn, and alas
the mother of two children. I have an almost Whet driving
reword. Set in the year 1981, I received an anmumseisont that
my ante insurance rates were going ti be raised from 5s Mr
year to teg per year - that's an increase of gem* AAA
told me Michigan's no* Issential 'nommen Mt ,d-see
and marital status in the setting of insurance rates, so I
would hsve to pay Ong in ardor to "equalise' thin.. I under
stand that rates for yiung men were lowered, even though they
hams more accidents. Why should I suddenly have to pay so mush
more because of another group's high accident rats, This Lo very
Unfair to women, in my opinion.

Shen I found out that my rates wore going up, I did'shop around
to try to find a lower rats, but all the companies I talked to
emptied the same high rates for the comprehensive 'moorage I used
to have with AAA. 'Mr. Dingell, we are on a m tight budget, and
I realised that I would simply not be able t_ratt-a-ford somprehensive
sewerage anymore. I have had to settle for minimum sewerage with
a high -risk company, and I feel I am dangerously inderinsured.
If I have an accident, the other party would be sovered,,but I
and my family would not be. Mho is going to take oar, of my
family and psi the bills if 1 should have a feriae' aosident with
this kind of minima, coverageT ,

The answer is - no one. I don't feel free to Me WI own car, even
for necessary trips to the doctor with my children. It is dolor.-
alining and disheartening to have to ask others ineIr family to
go out of their way to take me shopping for necoositles or to
the doctor's office, but I simply can't afford to take chances.

I feel that mealy young wean in this state are being unjustly
over-charged like I am, end yet the women's liberationists are
saying that I should be happy because of my new "equal rights"
to pey hi insurance

os
eurance premiums. I'm all for women's rights, but

I INcan't of this kind of "equality., which is costing me a lot
in terms of security and peace of mind.

I am writing to you because I understand that you ars sponsoring
a bill to sex-neutralise, insurance in all 50 states. I think you
should remember, Mr. Dingell, that passage of your bill would cost

young women like myself a lot of money, and many of us simply
can't afford it.

Unisex insurance may sound fair, but I don't think it Is fair at
all to charge more for young female drivers, and 1.ess for the
young male drivers who are more likely to have accidents.

To me, this system is Haat, and I hope you won't impose this
problem on young women in 50 states.

Sincerely.

MOO(
Kimberly Dove

CO Members, House Committee
on Ines 4t and Commerce

oki
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STATSMIMT
OF

CURL'S s. szsazii

ON THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMSNEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
/

My name is Charles . Wiggins. I an an attorney. practicing

/I
law in Washington, D.C. with the firm of Pierson, Sall a Dowd. I

served for 13 years ae a member of the louse Judiciary Committee,

The views I express lieday are my own.
_ .....

Approximately thirteen years ago, your chairman and I sat

in this'room to hea/r the testimony of the lead-off witness -

Martha Oriffithyas.I recall - on a proposal to add what was

'then, and now, *4WD as the 'qua/ Rights Amendment to the

Constitution./

Much hei transpired in those thirteen years.

'the Amendment, after vigor**, debate, was reported by our

Committee'to the souse where it passed easily by the requisite

two-thitdsmote. The Senate took similar action. And it was

submitted to the states for their necessary ratification. As

we know, the Amendment was ratified quickly by approximately

one-half of the states. Some were so eager to be the first to

ratify that their action was preceded by no signification

debate at all. In any event, the movement .tie secure quick

ratification stalled, and at the end of thlseven year period

prescribed in the resolution for ratification, the proposed

Amendment remained several states short of the necessary number.

to ratify. Then, by extraordinary and unprecedented action,

the Congress, by majority vote, extended the term for ratifica-

tion by three years without resubmitting the measure to states

which has previously acted. In those three years, the measure

did not receive the endorsement of the states, thus avoiding an

interesting constitutional challenge which would have cleared

the air on the question of recissions and the power of Congress

to extend the period of ratification by majority vote.
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But more has occurred during those thirteen years than

debate over ratification. Everyone, I believe, has become more

conscious of the simple unfairness of many laws which have

deterred women, as a class, from realising the potential which

sows individually are eager and able to achieve. State

legislatures have reacted and laws have been amended or enacted

to achieve gender neutrality. Some states have adopted Equal

Rights Amendments as a part of their own constitutions.

This Congress has also responded, exercising its posers

presently found in the Constitution and which are far more

potent than the proposed Equal Rights Amendment - or the Equal

Protection Clause, I might add.

The Supreme Court, too, has moved to assign several unfor-

tunate seventy year old precedents to'the dust heap of history.

Under current law, any olassificatioe of women for disparate

treatment must demonstrate a special justification to be sus-

tained as constitutional in the face of an Equal Protection

challenge.

And we should not neglect the cumulative *pant of private

actions, beyond the reach of government, which reflect a steady

movement toward a proper recognition of the role of all persons,

men and women, as participants in human affairs, without dis-

crimination.

In sum, we have come along way, Mr. Chairman, in these

thirteen years in realising many of the goals of those who

support the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution.

Whatever remains to be done, and which can fairly be

characterized as a legitimate objective of the E.R.A., is well

withinthe power of government to achieve without tinkering

with the Constitution.

The E.R.A. is basically a prohibition against one type of

governmental action - discrimination on the basis of sex.

Congress can end all gender distinctions within its vast

legislative jurisdiction any time it chooses to do so. States,

as well, are fully empowered to eradicate the blight of irra-

tional diacrimination against women, or all gender distinctions
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for that matter, at any time they choose to do so. And such

action can be taken by a simple majority vote. The problem, of

course, is'that sow fear that legislative solutions may lack

.permanence and may be undone by legislative majorities oc

administrative action in the future, unless permanence is

ensured by a constitutional amendment.

Constitutional limitations an specifically designed to

protect individuals from the tyranny of majority rule. It

matters not that the danger of oppressive governmental action

is remote. It is enough if history has shown that certain

threats to individual freedom have °coned in the past, and the

people, by amending their constitution, wish to avoid that rick

in the future.

perhaps that is the essential justification for the I.R.A.;

to ensure that future majorities do not turn back the clock to

reinstitute irrational gender based distinctions in their public

laws.

I could support this objective., Mr. Chairman, if it could

be achieved sensibly. I concluded thirteen years ago that the

text of the Amendment was not a, sensible means for doing so. I

concluded that our pre:lent constitution, particularly the Four-

teenth Amendment, was fully adequate to the,legitimate needs of

all our people for fair treatment. Nothing has occured in the

interim to alter my conclusion, and indeed recent' decisions of

the Supreme Court interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment have

fortified that conclusion.

To state my reasons, I must, of necessity, cover familiar

ground, so I shall'be brief.

Obviously, our constitution is amended for the purpose of

changing it. Accordingly, all must accept that the S.A.A., if

ratified, willnot,:and should not, be construed as a mere re-
!

formulation othe fourteenth Amendment. It must mean something

else.

As we all know, the Fourteenth Amendment in its command of

'Squill protection- does not mandate that government treat all

people the same. It requires only that different treatment be
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justified. On that basis, government with full constitutional

authority has distinguished in its laws between rich and poor,

young and old, and any number of other classifications. The

quantum of governmental justification is,not uniform. As to

some classifications -!race most particularly the level of

judicial scrutiny of the reasons for the classification is so .

exacting as to defy in most cases any proper classification at

r¶1.

To condense 115 years of constitutional law under the

fourteenth Amendment into one 'sentences government must treat

its people equally, unless it has a justifiable reason for not

doing so.

-The proposed Amendment begins, 1quality of rights under

the law . . .' The key word is Equality. What does it mean?

Now will it be construed in the future? I believe it cannot

mean that government must treat men and women equally, unless it

has a justifiable reason for not doing so, for this would be a

mere restatement of existing constitutional law. Thirteen

years ago, I pressed witnesses on this question and was told

repeatedly that the word equal in the E.E.A. was intended to

mean 'the same treatment or identical treatment for men and

women,. except for those very limited situations where laws were

enacted dealing with physical characteristics unique to one sex

only. I believe this interpretation remains the generally

understood and agreed meaning of the word 'equal' in the Equal

Rights Amendment.

I an mindful that some contend that the absolute equality

standard is not the proper one for interpreting the I.R.A.

Some of its advocates claim that the sense of the Amendment is

to elevate sex to a suspect class, qn the level of race. I am

mindful as well that some state courts construing similar

language in their own constitutions have opted for a rational

basis test, thus thoroughly gutting the Amendment of all but

symbolic meaning. The record over the past 13 years is rife

with a variety of interpretations. However, I am convinced

that the most authoritative and reasoned statements, coupled
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with many other statements in various records, leads one to the

conclusion that the. Amendment will be, or there\is a noxious

risk that it will be, conetrued'as adopting an absolute prohibi-

tion against classifications based on sex, except were unique

physical characteristics are properly involved, and that excep-

tion will be subject to strict scrutiny.

This construction, necessary to set the Amendment apart

from the Squal Protection Clause, is the central vice of the

Amendment and the basic reason it did not, and shoUld not,

surviveratification brthe states.

To require the Congress, and each state legislature, to

enact laws in which all men and women are treater the same,

notwithstanding compelling reasons for not doing so, is to

forfeit good sense on the altar of symbolic.

It is not my purpose to parade the horribles before this

Committee, but I wish to give only two examples, which are

within the special province of Congress, to demonstrate parti-

cular points.

Perhaps at the core of the legitimate complaints of women,

as a class, is economic discrimination, particularly. in hiring,

job placement, promotion and compensation. As I read the Amend-

ment, and its history, if it means anything, it means this. Mo

federal job will be the special preserve of either men or

women. Applicants most be judged without regard to sex on the

basis of their personal quXlifications alone. On this standard,

I cannot foresee i job\for which gm men and mg women will

not be squally qualified,/ and if so, hiring, or job assignment

must occur without regard to sex, thus, to some degree, inte-

grating on the basis of AISM the entire federal work force.

This is a clearly foreseeable, and by many, intended conse-

quence. There may be no great mischief (indeed, there may be

positive advantages) if this occurs, as a matter of constitu-

tional necessity, in pitt cases. But in nit cases, the

public interest will suffer, and the Constitution will allow

for no exception*.

The most troublesome problem is job assignments in the
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military. It is contrary to good sense and jeopardizes our

national security interests to compel the integration of ill

units on the basis of sex. My military background is in the

infantry, both in garrison and in combat situations. The job

of an infantry man in combat is not one in which civility plays

much of a role. Fatigue, fear, obedience, strength, endurance

and team work are the relevant personal factors: I have no

doubt that an infantry platoen, integrated with a half-dosen or

so exceptional women, could fight,, but I also have no doubt

that it could not fight as well, or have the same chance Of

winning, as one composed only of men. At the rifle platoon

level, combat can become much like an athletic contest. An

integrated team of men and women will Almostrzertainly lose to.

one composed only of men if the only rule of the came is

survival.

Moreover, personal relationships should not be permitted

to develop at such a level which may Interfere with command

decisions.

So far as I know, no nation has ever gone so far as to

compel the integration of its front line forces on the.basis of

sex, and we should not do so.

A second illustration. Presumably, both men and women

would be integrated into our federal prison system, both as

guards and as prisoners. I believe all will concede that some

functions are best performed by either men or women, especially

in dealing with prisoners of the same sex. Mow would such a

gender-based job assignment square with the constitutional

amendment? Some say that the I.R.A. would not overcome other

constitutional protections, such al the constitutionally based

right of privacy, and that recognition of such privacy interests

would tolerate appropriate gender based job assignments.

I believe this argument misconceives the nature of the

right of privacy. The right of privacy is not owned by the

d

levernment to be asserted by it againstnonconsenting indivi-

le. It is personal right. In short, I may protect my

privacy, under certain circumstances, against governmental
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actions the goverpment may not do so on my behalf, if I don!t

claim this right for myself.

In a prison situation, who can be too sure that a group of

__prisoners of either sex would not actively seek an integrated

guard structure, oc that a particular male guard would not

actively seek assignment bringing him into intimate contact with

consenting female prisoners? The government may be offended by

such intimacy, but I am not so slue it can justify a disregard

of the command of the S.R.A. on the basis of the govErnment's

claim of a privacy interests.

The claim of a privacy exception to the I.R.A. is no more

persuasive in other situations which have been discussed by

others.

If this Committee most report out the Equal Nights Amend-

ment, as I suspect that it will, it should not surrender its

duty to examine the text critically out of a fear that the ghost

of the late Senator Boyden will arise to attach a cider to the

language of the Amendment. In particular, there is no excuse to

leave the reach of this Amendment uncertain as it applies .to

persons and citizens'. The Constitution uses both terms.

The Amendment is silent as to which is intended. The Committee

should make it explicitedly clear whether classifications On the

bails of sex with respect to noncitisens will be tolerated

under the Amendment by inserting the word 'person°'or 'citizen',

as you deem appropriate, in the text. Thirteen years ago, Mr.

Chairman, you characterised my efforts to make this change as a

frivolous attempt to take animals out of the Amendment. i hope

you will now see that an effort at constitutional clarity is

not a frivolous act.

Sut more importantly, the Committee should do more than

merely clean-up the text of the proposed Amendment. It should

reexamine the legitimate ends of its sponsors and, if you

concur that those ends are worthy and require a constitutional

amendment to achieve, carefully cragt an Amendment which

achieves your purposes without unacceptable consequences.
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Such an Amendment is possible. The rigidity of the present

text has stalled ratification for 13 years. If the Congress

tenders to the States the same rigid formulation of `identical

treatment of men and women, without regard to compelling cir-

cumstances dictating different treatment, the supporters of the

Amendment will fare no better in the Aext 13 years.

I suggest, if you have lost confidence in the fourteenth

Amendment as a guarantee of fair treatment for both men and

women, that you draft an Amendment which elevates sex classifi-

cations to the same level of judicial scrutiny as that enjoyed

by race, but (unlike the fourteenth Amendment) subject to such

e xceptions as you deem proper. Although I dislike the specific-

ity which such an Amendment would require, as a matter of

constitutional form, I see no escape from that necessity unless

you are willing to embrace the full consequences of decisional

law interpreting the fourteenth Amendment in the face of claims

of racial discrimination.

There are many reasons why you would not wish to accept

settled constitutional doctrine as applied to race in the case

of sex. I do not foresee the Congress or State Legislators

e nacting a hose of laws ending veterans preferences or tax

exempt status for single sex colleges, for example, but it is,

clearly predicable, if the race cases are a criterion, that

e ndless litigation wtll ensue twirling to probable results in

specific cases which this Congress, acting separately, would

never countenance.

Sowever, I am personally satisfied that one troublesome

area which exists under the absolute standard would evaporate

(after a few years of litigation) if a strict scrutiny standard

were adopted. The draft, of course, would have to apply'to

both men and women. hut, I am satisfied that assignments

within the military on the basis of sex could be sustained if

the standards for assignment t re :,irefully tailored to ensure

combat effectiveness. Very, VII" tow other sex classifications

could be expected to survive under a strict scrutiny standard,

however, unless specifically exempted by the Amendment itself.
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I do not advocate such a detailed Amendment to the consti-

tution. I would prefer to rely upon the Pourteenth Amendment.

lut if the words Mguality of rights under the law shall not be

denied or abridged . . . on account of sex' are to be added to

the Constitution, you age, act to reverse the weight of history

that such words shall xeguire gender distinctions to be judged

on the basis of an absolute standard, and mat limit the

application of strict scrutiny standard as well, so as not to

produce unintended and irrational results.

I have said enough. Me all know that the M.M.A. has become

symbol and a symbol with considerable political significance.

I fully understand the importance of symboli, particularly

political symbols, and can support them so long as they remain

symbolic and to not become the basis of compelling action which

common sense dictates should be avoided.

If the present test is resubmitted to the states, it will,

in my opinion, be symbolic act done largely for political

reasons. If that be done, I an confident that good sense will

again prevail, and the Amendment will be rejected by the

states.
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STATOR:NT OF

HENRY C. HARMS. PROFESSOR OF LAN
INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL or LAM

ON

The Impact of the Equal Right. Amendment
on American Society

Mr. Chairman and Member. of the Committees

This Committee perforaing an important servios to the

nation in attempting to determine the legal implications of the

Equal Rights Amendment. I say "attempting to determine" as the

language of the amendment has been subjected to a 'multitude of

different interpretations by equally competent legal scholar..

A definitive understanding of it. total impact on the law and

culture of the United States impoible to obtain. The only

really clear implication that arise from its legislative history

is that the term equal right. was not haphasardly chosen. (
It. use was a carefully calculated rejection of the tern equal

protection used in the fourteenth amendment. The hundred plus

years of Supreme Court decisions defining and interpreting the

term equal protection" are therefore of little value in any

attempt to discern the impact of a mandate for " equal rights."

I am honored that the Committee has given ne the opportun-

ity to express my views on the impact the Equal Rights Amendient

will have on our society. I will focus my remark. upon the

possible effect of the amendment in three areas of national

concern.

Military Service

Article I Section S of the United States Constitution

authorises congress "to raise and support Armies, . . . to provide

and maintain a Navy. There is general agreement among both

proponent. and opponents of the .R.A. that it will have a per-

vasive impact upon thi critical Coggreseional power. Both the
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language of the amendment, and its legislative history lead to

the same conclusion. The amendment does not permit different

treatment of the sexes with regard to either voluntary or

involuntary military service. An amendment to the E.R.A.,

offered by Senator Ervin, that would have permitted women to be

exempted from compulsory military service was defeated on the

Senate floor.

In light of the experience of other nations which have

experimented with the use of women as combat troops, the wisdom

of the amendment's demand that women in the military be treated

the same as men is open to question. Israel in its experiment

found that women in combat have significantly higher casualty

rates than their male counterparts. It was also discovered

that men in combat units that included women had higher casualty

rates than similarly situated men in all male combat units.

lased upon these and other findings the government of Israel

enacted legislation that prohibits the use of women as direct

combat troops. If the I.R.A. becomes part of the United States

Constitution, Congress would not have that option.

If the E.R.A. is enacted, it will be necessary to create

some sex neutral mmthod for assigning military personnel to

combat units. What at first appears tote an effective and ap-

propriate method, physical testing, becomes upon analysis at

best a useless exercise. A test is only effective when the

individuals taking it have some motive or desire to do well.

Although a number of individuals, both male and female, may have

a strong desire to risk their lives in combat. and live under the

spartan physical conditions of a combat unit in the field, many

have no such aspirations. In the event of a military draft,

the group both male and female that would not desire to serve

in combat will in all probability be rather large.

During thv Vietnam war, men drafted into involuntary MU-,

tary service were motivated to do well on their physical train-
,

ing tests by the spector of being required to continue basic

training in a "motivational platoon" until they passed their

tests. The conditions in a motivational platoon were of a nature
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1.hat made the possibility of combat appear the logger evil. If

the E.R.A.'s mandate that men and women suet be treated the same

in the military becomes part of our Constitution, either con-

tinued basic training for men unable or unwilling to page the

physical Uinta necessary for combat qualification must be

discontinued, or women who are unable to pass the same tests twat

also be subject to unending basic training in motivational

platoons. Thi would probably be,a majority of women called foi
IPI

military service.

In the event that Congress hould find it necessary to

reinstate a military draft; the E.R.A. would create great diffi-

culty in dealing with married couples that have children. Al-

though several alternatives for dealing with this problem.would

exist, each would have a negative impact on either the nation or

the ability of the United States to raise a combat force. Con-

gress could, for example, provide that neither parent be subject

to the draft. Our experience in past wars indicates that broad

exemption of thin nature would greatly reduce the number of

people subject to the draft and have a negative impact upon the

ability to raise an army. Although in theory, Congress could

require that both parents be drafted, and their child or

children be put in a foster home or a government institution,

in light of the great harm this would inflict upon many childrin

it dose not appear to be a viable alternative.

A future selective service law might provide that in the

circumstance of a married couple with children, only one of the

parents would be drafted. Unless a sex biased, and therefore

under the E.R.A. unconstitutional, criteria is used to determine

which pirent would be drafted, one half of those exempted from

military service would be males. Even proponents of the RJR.A.

agree that on the average men are more likely to be endowed with

the physical strength and stamina necessary for combat than women.

Exclusion of a large number of males from selection for military

service would reduce the ability of a military draft to provide

individuals suitable for use as combat troops.

A unique physical characteristic shared by most young women,
4
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but no men, is the ability to voluntarily become pregnant. In

light of the Supreme Court's decisions dealing with the right

to an abortion, pregnancy must be considered a voluntarily main-

tained physical condition. In the military service, particular-

ly in time of war, this ability to assume and maintain the

physical condition of pregnancy permits a woman who does not care

for her assignment to voluntarily disable herself. Although

pregnant woman may throughout most of her pregnancy be able to

carry on somewilitary duties, particularly in the lest months

she is not suited for combat duty. My experience as a former

military judge gives me the authority to state that many males

would never have served in combat if.thoy had the ability to

voluntarily disable themselves without any adverse legal or

social consequences. I am personally aware of several instances

where women in the military become pregnant with the intent of

forcing change in their duty assignment. If females are truly

to be treated the same in military service as males, it will be

necessary to impose some legal sanctions upon women in the

military who permit their pregnancy to continue and thereby

voluntarily incapacitate themselves.

Abortion

Ons of the more sensitive questions dealing with the impact

of the C.R.A. upon United States jurisprudence is the effect the

amendment will have upon legislation dealing with abortion. It

is my considered opinion that all legislation attempting to

limit the right to an abortion, or to restrict the use of public

funds for purposes of abortion, with one possible exception,

will be invalidated by theE.R.A. The only exception would be

for legislation limiting the ability to Obtain, or at least,

restricting the method that could be used, in the case of abor-

tions performed after a child in the womb has reached the point

where it could continue to exist independent of its mother.

The Hyde Amendment presently restricts the use of federal

funds for purposes of abortion. In Harris v. McRae, a scant

majority of the United States Supreme Court ruled that the Hyde
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Amendment was not a violation of the due process clause of the

fifth amendment. In reading this determination the Court fol-

lowed its usual two-tiered aOslysie. First the Court determined

the legislation did not violate any constitutionally protected

right. There is no cOnstitutional right to a tax funded abor-

tion. Then the Court.looked at the second issue and found that

the law did not discriminate against a suspect class. If the

E.A.A. had been part of the Constitution at the time the Court

decided Harris, it is doubtful the mama result would have been

reached.

Legislative history of the Equal Right. Amendment reflects

congressional intention that there be a two-level standard of

judicial review. Pint, general classifications based upon sex

are per as outlawed. Second, physical classifications purporting

to deal with physical characteristics unique to one 11OX.are sub-

ject to strict scrutiny. The ability to become pregnant is a

physical characteristic unique to females. In order to uphold a

legislative determination that the physical condition of pregnancy

should be treated differently, insofar as relates to public

funds allocated fgr-medical.treatment, then other physical con-

dition common to both males and females or unique to males, the

court w d be required to find some compelling state interest

that could only be met by the distinction. in light'of the S to

4 opinion in Harris, it is unlikely that the court would find

the necessary compelling state interest.

Other legislation that encroaches upon the ability of a

woman to obtain an abortion would also be constitutionally suspect

if the E.R.A. were adopted. It would in all probability prohibit

states from imposing on abortions any restrictions more severe

than those placed upon sexually neutral operations. A physician

or nurse employed by public hospital, or in light of the Supreme

Court's recent decision in Sob Jones University v. Megan perhaps

any hospital granted special tax consideration, could be comm

polled to participate in or perform abortions. Conscience laws

which have been enacted by variouslurtedietioneto protect the

religious freedom of choice by nurses and physicians called upon
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to participate in or perform abortions will probably not pass

constitutional muster- 'under the I.R.A. The only alternatives

open. to nurse, and phySicians faced with a conflict between their

religious beliefs. and burdens imposed upon their employment by a

hospital subject to the mandate of the E.R.A. will be either to

terminate their employment, or to oompromise their religious

beliefs.

It should be considered by the Committee that the Equal

nights Amendment will be interpreted and enforced by federal

judges who in a great number of cases have shown strong-sympathy

for the ideoLogy of abortion. If it is the opinion of this com-

mittee that the amendment will have no impact upon legislation

dealing with abortion, than it would be prudent to recommend an

appropriate amendment to the I.R.A. to ensure courts will not

misinterpret oongressional intent. A failure to amend the E.R.A.

to make it clear that it is the intent of Congress that it have

no effect upon the ability of the state and federal governments'

to deal with abortions must, in light of its legislative history,

be considered an open invitation to the federal judiciary to use

the X.R.A. to invalidate substantially all state and federal laws

dealing with the subject.

The Right to Privacy

Proponents of the I.R.A. have alleged that the right to

privacy would serve.as a limitation upon the absolute mandate of

"equal rights" contained in the clear language of the amendment..

Professor Emerson, the leading advocate of this theory, has

written:

"Yet it is clear that one important part of
the right to privacy is to be free from official
coercion in sexual relations. This would have a
bearing upon the operation of some aspects of the
Equal Rights Amendment. Thus under current mores
disrobing in front of the other sex is usually
associated with sexual relationships. Vence the
right of privacy would justify policy practices
by which a search involving the removal of cloth-
ing could be performed only by a police officer
of the same sex as the person searched. Similarly
the right to privacy would permit the separation
of the sexes in public restrooms, segregation by
sex in sleeping quarters of prisons or similar
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public institutions, and appropriate segregation
of living conditions in the.armed forces."

Although the right to privacy has been recognised by the United

States Supreme court, 'Professor !Emerson's applioation of this

right to create limit on the °equal-rights° requizament of the

I.R.A. is both logically and legally unsound.

tatThe nature of a constitutional amendment breach t it

changes all prior law. If a.prior constitutional provi ion. is

in costlier! with an amendment, the amendment controls. /Par

,sample, the fifth amendment's requirement. of due p se
and'ajust compensation in the taking of private p rtydid

not lead to the payment of slave owners for their prperty taken

when slavery was madeanconatitutional by the thirteenth emend-

meat. To the extent that the right to privacy is inconsistent

'with the 2.R.A.'s demand for equal rights, the of the

amendment should control the outcome. i

It must be observed the right to privacy and the 2.11.A. are

not greatly in conflict with one another. The ly change in

the right to privacy wrought by the I.R.A. wil be requirementlel

that this constitutional right, as in the case of other rights,

no *ger be defined on sexual basis. Justas the present

right to privacy does not permit a woman to/legally object to

an otherwise proper body Search carried out,by a female police

officer, after passage of the E.R.A. a main will not be able

to legally object to an otherwise proper body search carried out

by a male police officer. Under the I.R.A. the sex of the -

officer would-be as irrelevant to the legality of the search as

the race of the officer would be under present law.

Even if one were to misuse that the right to privacy would

be interpreted by the Supreme Court as a limitation upon the

otherwise absolute requirement ofimequal rights contained in

clear language of the I.R.A., the exception envisioned by

Professor 'Emerson is not consistent with the right to privacy

developed in the court decisions creating the right. The right

to privacy was developed as a, bar to state intervention into

areas of a person's life viewed as necessary for personal
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autonomy. It war not created to serve as a foundation for the

ot

extension of go rnmental power over the individual. As the

right to priva is a limitation upon, not a grant of power to,

government, it could not be asserted by government.to counteract

the amendment's' requirement that all sexual segregation be

teraineted.

The development of the right to privacy by the United States

Supreme Court makes it clear that the right is one that belongs

to:the individual, not the state. As is the rule with any other

constitutional right, an individual may give up, or in legal

terms waive, tkeright. In the oontext of a military barracks,

if some men and women choosi to waive their right to privacy,

the I.R.A. would mandate sexual integration. The name result

would be reached in prisons if male and female prisoners choose

to waive their right to privacy. It can be seen that the right

to privacy, asserted by Professor Emerson as a limit upon the

impact enactment of the I.R.A. will have upon society, cannot

and will not operate in the manner he has asserted.

Conclusion

As a professor of law and a student of history I am well

aware that distinctions based upon sex have long been part of

the jurisprudence of all nations. Many of these distinctions

ars. without logical foundation. Their demise would serve well

the cause of civilisation. Some distinctions, however, are both

logical and necessary. Benefits bestowed by law upon pregnant

women are an example of this type of distinction. Tot other

distinctions, for example single sex showers in public schools,

are founded upon moral values so strongly ingrained in American

and western culture as to cause a majority of citizens to raise
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serious obejction to their being wade unconstitutional. An

important guestion_tobeo2nlidendis whether the calk as

presently-drafted would only prohibit legal distinctions based

upon sex that have no logical foundation, or whether it would

have a more far reaching effect. As it is my considered opinion

that no an* knows what effect the 11.A.A.'s mandate of "equal

rights" will have on many areas of national concern, a few

of which I have touched upon in my testimony, I most oppose

passage of the E.R.A. in its present Cam.
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on the lmostL2L120_AEL2-kMY__k_Lata-

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committees

My name is William Stanmeyer. I thank you for, the invitation

to share my views with you on the impact the Equal Rights

Amendment will have on our Armed Forces. It is a privilege

to appear before you on this important topic.

I am a law professor who has taught jurisprudence

and constitutional law at Georgetown University Law Center

and later, for a number of years, at Indiana University School

of Law. I have been widely published on constitutional law

questions, including some that are pertinent hare, such as

the role of the Courts in governing the United States.

As a final introductory remark, I wish to express

by deep respect for the impressive credentials of the other

witnessesYinny of whom I must reluctantly disagree. As a

former teacher of logic, I can only note, when their authority

is invoked,, that it is not extrinsic pedigree but intrinsic

persuasiveness that ultimately should count in this debate.

Moreover, it bilk fact that the pro-Enh position was generally

argued earlier and by groups more vocal than the anti -EM

people, and consequently that position sank into public son-

sciousnessito the point that for some persons it is part of

their psychology like an unreasoned prejudice making it -dlrficult

for them to attend to the real fraility of the pro -EM position

when applied to such concrete concerns ss the military

draft and military combat. In other words, I am more impressed

with the people than with their arguments; for most have not

yet faced up to the natural and probso31consequences" of the

political act they would have the nation perform.

The accuracy of this statement will appear from

the analysis that follows, an analysis that is basically

descriptive and not normative. That is, I am not arguing primarily

that women should not be sent into combat but that simply

as a predictive moral certainty, under ERA they will be sent

into combat.
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I. THE EQUAL RIGHTS ANENDNENT, IF NOT NODDING IN ITS CNN

TENT, WILL MANDATE THAT NON= 22 REGISTRY= FOR THE DRAFT.

It appears to as that this is a self-evident proposition.

The ERA prohibits "discrimination' based on sex. That 140

gender cannot be used as a basis or reason for treating men

nd women differently. It follows that if men are to be '

registered, so too are women to be registered. This was

the\thrust of the acetic's v. Goldberg case, which the Court

of Appeals decided through the device of a pub -rose reading

of the Equal Rights Amendment into the Constitution. The

United States Supreme Court reversed., and held that women

do not have to be registered; but their reversal was due,

at root, to the fact that at the time of the case the Equal

Rights Amendment was 'Amply no part of the Constitution.

Once the EM becomes part of. the Constitution, the basis

for the Supreme Court's reversal will be demolished.

This is the natural and logical interpretation of

the Equal Rights Amendment in its "pure" or unmodified

text. The Congress has the opportunity to make its mind

clear on the point, even as the Congress had the opportunity

over ten years ago, at the urging of Senator Sam Irvin, when

it first considered the language of the first ERA. Senator

Irvin offered a series of amendments or modifications to the

formal constitutional Amendment text, to handle the more

blatant abuses that an overly-logical federal or Supreme

Court might be exrected to create: e.g., mandating unisex

public toilets, unisex schools, and a military that is composed

50% of women. It is instructive, I believe, to note that the

proponents of the Equal Rights Amendment resisted any efforts

to restrict its reach to such matters as the truly unfair

cases of economic sexual discrimination (employment, pay,

advancement) or other areas where a national consensus exists

that women have been unfairly treated. Rather, the proponents

of ERA insisted that it apply "across the board," to all

situations where gender might be a factor in treating men and

women differently. They rejected then, as they reject now,
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e xempting our country' military from the logical reach of

the Amendment. Some of them state candidly that they want

ERA to'apply to the military.

II. THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT MILL MANDATE THAT WOMEN

B E DRAFTED: THIS DRAFT WILL HAVE TO BE APPROXIMATELY 50

OF THE ARMED FORCES. IN A 4,000,000-PERSON ARMY, ROUGHLY

2,000,000 WILL BE FEMALE SOLDIERS.

The logic is irresistables start from the premise

that men and women must be treated "the same,"Aind you cannot

impose the burden of military service on more men and on fewer

*semen. For that would not be treating them "the same."

There will be no principled way to draft, say,

50% men and only 70% women. There will be no principled way

to limit assignments to certain military units to men only,

or to a predominance of men. While there may be some military

units whose special mission requires such extraordinary physical

strength that only the most powerful of the male soldiers could

even qualify, even in these cases the Amendment, at the hands

of an aggressive litigator using sympathetic FederallCourts,

will be understood to require that the Army test--and perhaps

offer extended special training to--any women who desire to

enter such units or who may appear marginally capable. But

as for "boot camp" in general and the ordinary make-up of

standard military units, there will be no way to exclude women

or to limit their involvement to a disproportionately small

number. _ --

the ERA will create the first Army in the

history of the world in which women compose a substantial

proportion of its soldiers. Even Hitler, at the end of World

WAR II, desperate for infantrymen, inducted 14-year-old boys

but did not induct 24-year-old women. Because of an

Amendment in our Conititution, written in peace time and

ratified (if it is) because of domestic discriminations

such as unequal pay for equal work, we will create an

Army and a Navy composed of persons who in overwhelmingly
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large part would never volunteer to serve, or, if they

had volunteered, would not qualify if adequate manpower

were available. raced with a Soviet army in which the

average Russian soldier weighs perhaps 170 pounds, the

United States will field an army in which half of the

America soldiers weigh perhaps 130 pounds.

III. TM mom awns AMMONS:NT WILL MUIR' TUT CM-HALF
TH2 21.IOISLX MIRIM WOMM 22 MAIM We= TMIR HUSBANDS

STAY MOM, AND IN MMY Chin TAILS CARS Of TSR BABY.

At the hearingsfor the first Squid Rights Amendment

over ten years ago, a number of law professors who supported

the unqualified text addressed the point of deferments. Thiy

had the honesty not to flinch from the ruthless logic that

they wanted to unleash. They acknowledged, correctly I

believe, :1st if you draft "equally" you suit ;defer "equally°,

viz., you could not single out women, even if married, even

if married with a child, for deferment when you could "equally"

defer their husbandlin Ha of the cases. In seeking to circumvent

this fact--which to most men in the United States would create

an outrageous situation - -they suggested that perhaps Congress'

could authorise, in such cases where both husband and wife were/
qualified by age and physique, the persons themselves to

decide which one of them would go. into the Army. That is,

possibly, they suggested, Congress could leave it up to each

couple to decide whether he would go to war pr he would stay

home with the baby while she went to war.

With all due respect, this is an absurd suggestion.

It would create a hopeless administrative tangle. The flexibility

of the Services in assigning draftees would be complicated far

beyond any human mind's capacity to bring sense and culler. But

it is likely that in SO to 90% of of the young families given

this bizarre choice, the men would opt to enter the military

rather than have their wives, who usually are not as strong

or aggressive, go to Port Leonard Wood and later to face

an all-male enemy .omewhere in a foxhole 10,000 miles from
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home. But it is not unlikely that those ideological litigators

using, once again, the sympathetic Federal Courts, will find

some Judge to declare that this "gender-based option" in the

draft law is unconstitutional because its plain'intent is to

alAndividulm to "discriminate" in the face of the national

policy against all "discrimination" on the basis of sex.

I do not believe one male Congressman in our Congress

would decide to stay home while his wife went to boot camp. I

do not believe one Congressman or Congresswoman would dare,.

as a matter of political future and career, to vote f:r a

draft law that required. half the deferments-for-parenthood

to go to.men and required that the mother go to war while

the father stayed home with the baby. For the voters would

expel him or her from Congress at the next election. Yet

to approve the IRA without making it clear'that Congress does
wants women

not want women drafted, and A deferred where deferments

are provided, is to create situation where a Court gm

decide that Congress wants the opposite.

WO should not "Plss the buck" to the Courts on a

matter of such cosmic importance. This question affects

in a radical and profound way both (a) the overall combat

readinasn and physical stamina of our entire Army; and (b)

the domestic lives of virtually every family in the country.

For unlike the other controversial social decisions of the

Federal and Supreme Courts, drafting women and deferring

some men while their spouses go to boot camp will affect

practically every wife, mother, and daughter in the country.

When the Supreme Court legalized abortion, it did not requirq

that your wife have an abortion. When the Supreme Court

legalized all pornography except 'hard-core," it did not

require that your daughter play in pornographic movie.

When the Supreme Court approved court-ordered bussing to

achieve racial balance, it did not simultaneously outlaw

private schools or moving one's residence, so that parents

of 4th- graders could not avoid having their nine-year-olds

spend a quarter of their waking day travelling across big
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oitis daring rush hour. Ilk* here the Court can impose 41//

posit4ve obligations it canna** people fig 'something "lay

don't want to do- -or many nf them will not went to do,/ And

not just for single act,i for a few moments, or fa/part-of

some days in a week. Rather, the Court can impassion

every women in the countri between the ages of Id and 26

the obligation to samnylitim, or three years an/a soldier.

And if, for the sake/of logic and mathematical exactness,

it requires randomichance deferments for'50% of the married

men and 50 of this married women who are otherwise qualified,

it can impose or. even half the mothre of young children the

obligation to/leave those children for two or more years

and force the civilian husband to care full -time for the

child while the mother attends boot camp, then ships out,

and then spends those years perhaps in Asia, or Latin America,

Europe, or the Middle Nast, in the company of hundreds of

men who, if they are normal, will not be famous for their

own sexual restrainti and in situations often fraught with

danger from determined adversaries.

IV. THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT WILL REQUIRE THAT MOWN
GO INTO COMBAT IN VIRTUALLY, NOT EXACTLY, THE SAME PERCENTAGE
THAT MEN GO INTO COMSAT: 50-50.

Wing how the Supreme Court has handled mathematical

deviations in the Reapportionment Cases, the prognosticator

is not optimistic about some future Court's handling of

statistical imperfections in the make-up of the unisex Army

that ERA will create. The Court can scarcely tolerate a

deviation, between, say, two Congressional districts, of

47-53%, even if because of georgraphy there is a rationale

for the difference. There is no doubt that the Army will

not be able to justify keeping out of combat those 2,000,000

women they will draft. ror one thing, granted the investment

in processing and training (and therefore in not processing

and training men, to this extent) there will be demographic

pressures in the Service for using them, besides which. the

Courts are almost sure to say that the Joint Chiefs will make

f
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a mockery of the Usual Rights Amendment if they go through the

motions of admitting women "without discrimination" and'then

degut the national policy by keeping them out of the very

activity--combat,to which all their being drafted and being

trained was directed in,the first place.

Now 4 Congress wants to send our Nation's wives,

daughters, sisters, and mothers into combat avanst the

Russian army, or against terrorist commandos in some future

theater of war such as the Riddle Bast, let it say so openly.

If Congress believes that to send theme women into combat

is to Bend a better Army than the ones we fielded in World War

in World War II, in Korea, and,in Viet Nam, let`it say so.

If Congress thinks that to send an army half composed of women

will strike greater fear into the enemy's hearts than to send

an all -male army, let it say so.

NoMat this point, some of my hearers may think the

lait remark was chauvinist. They will say, "A woman can

do anything a man an do." Of course, in a sense they are

right--a =mamma dowanything" a mancan do. But we are

not talking about a worn, the occasional Wonder Woman, the

super athlete who spencilehours in the gym waightlifting. We

are talking about a ra d selection drawn from the entire

geneial population, whi holudes largely billions of women

who are not inclined to play WOoder Woman or to lift weights.

And rears talking about a life-and-death activity that is

not just desk-bound computer programming or reading a radar

screen, an activity in which often the key to survival is

steroids and hormones, adrenalin and aggressiveness, and

at bottom raw stamina and strength.

Any person who says that women as a class can do the

same things that men as a class can do or that men As a class

can do the same things women as a'class can do is a person

io divorced from reality that one may question his good sense

or good faith.

In this connection I would like to call the Committee's

attention to the Appended statistics on comparative competitive
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swimming times, contrasting the speeds of men and women. On

his own initiative, a party in Florida, who had'two sons and

two daughters in APAI speed swimming for over ten years, sent

these figures to me. Nis point was to suggest what a disaster

ERA, if applied with ruthless'logic to public-school swim teams,

would cause for women's swimming' men average 10% to 13.1

faster than women in all events and almost all age groups, so

that if the constitution mandated 'unisex" swimming teams instead.

of the present arrangement. of separate men's and women's teams,

many of the "second-string" young men would replace many otherwise

"first-string" young women, and the sum total of women swimming

would be substantially reduced. In the name of "equality," women

would have fewer chances to compete(

As a parent who also has two boys and two girls in com-

petitive speed swimming, this prospect is disturbing if not out;.-

.rageous. But the lesson for us, in considering the effect of tRA

on the military, is far broader.

The lesson is that no amount of training will make man

and women "equal' as a group where a main factor in performance

is raw physical strength. And swimming is a perfect case in point:

as my correspondent points out,

in swimming, both girls and boys customarily start
competition at the same age (about 11), practice the
same distance daily; have identical devotion to com-
petition; and try out in equal numbers. !even psycho-
logically, women are not handicapped: they remain
graceful ... no edge for the 'macho' male counterpart.
Strength is not even the total factor; stroke technique,
starts, turns, etc. are vital too.

This discussion of swimming is central to the issue of

military training: f,r it is sometimes argued that "women can
.

do anything men can do if you give them enough training," and to

overcome the initial relative lack of strength among the female

recruits all the Army need do is give the women more training.

The argument sounds good in a hearing room: it will not work in

the field. If after 10 years, of competitive training under the

exact same conditions as male swimmers the female swimmers are,

as a class, still about 12% less powerful than the men as a class,

can anybody seriously concend that after 10 week. of "boot camp"

the average female recruit will be "equal" to the male recruits?
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I sometimes wonder whether the proponents of a unisex army have

themselves ever been deeply involved with the physical training

of teams. The long training of female swimmers is far more person-

alised and, over the years, far more focussed on both endurance

and precise skills/techniques than, in the nature of things, the

brief training of the neophyte infantryman. Moreover, because lit-

erally thousands if not millions of young women are involved in

swimming in our country, it provides a perfect laboratory for com-

parison, unlike the Geer *man weight-lifter in the muscle magazines.

whose unique heredity, opportunity, persistence, and coaching de-

velop her--after many years--into a powerful specimen stronger than

very many men and stronger than all other women. But the Army does

not have many years to train its random recruits.

Thus it fellows with absolute certainty that if IRA applies

to the armed forces, thosm forces a group, whatever the

unique skills of some individual super - specimens - -be less physically

strong than past armies which the United States has fadedand

less physically strong, when comparing aggregates, than the Russian

army.

V. CONGRESS CAN PREVENT COURT-ORDERED WISE( MILITARY ONLY SY

ADDING AN EXPLICIT RESTRICTION TO THE.ERA, PREVENTING IT PROM

APPLYING A CROSS- THE -BOARD TO THE MILITARY.

There are a number of possible reactions to my comments up

to this point. The first is: 41e tig want a unisex military because

we want absolute 'equality' between men and women in all things.*

If that is the position of any person reading or hearing my words,.

Ivy response is: (a) I disagree with .you because such a change would

harm our armed forces,:for reasons already stated; but (b) you should

publically state this fact so that,the American people can Judge

whether they want a person who desires such a policy to represent

them in our national government, and whether they want to ratify

an Amendment that would accomplish such radical change in the lives

of the nation's women. Do not remain silent. Do not say, "We will

leave it up to the Courts." That is a cop-out. Speak out boldly:

if you want a military that is one-half female, if you want women

in combat, have the courage to say so openly.

41-014 0-1111PI
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1

The second reaction is to'says "Ms do not knot whether ERA

will mandate a unisex military." my response is: if we really

do not know, and still plan to submit ERA to the States, we are

giving the Courts a "blank check" of enormous proportions. Under

our Constitution, the Congress has the responsibility for creating

our Army and Navy' not the Federal Courts. To delegate to the

Courts, under the guise of real or pretended ignorance, is to abdi-

cate Congressional responsibility. It is absolutely irresponsible

to change the nation's basic law through a formula so open-ended

that no one knows what it will do. Mill a Congressman go before

his constituents and say, -"I do not know whether ERA will mandate

d afting your wives and daughters or not, but I voted for it anyway?"

The third reaction is to say, "You are wrong, ERA will an

andate drafting women and ultimately sending them into combat."

response is: if I am indeed wrong, then let us write down exactly

that limitation. Often in drafting contracts for pirties who seem

to be in fundamental agreement, the lawyer hears one of the parties

say, 'We're agreed on that point, so there's no point in writing

it down." My answer is just the opposites I always say:

"If we are agreed, then there is no problem in spelling
it out-76icause your own memories may forget otherwise,
and you heirs and assigns will need reassurance years later
as to our exact understanding."

There, is no point in vagueness. Lack of clarity breeds lawsuits.

Similarly, with ERN, what is the value of vagueness? If

we really want our heirs and assigns to know exactly what we meant

when we submitted ERA to the States for ratification- -and if we

mean ERA not to apply to the Armed Forces- -why not write it down?

It would be a simple tank to add a Clauses "This Amendment shall

not apply to the Nation's Armed Forces." Congress would still have

the power, as it has now,'hy legislation to draft women and to send

them into combat--if the American people wanted to do so.

Moreover, if it is said that ERA is meant to deal with domestic

discrimination and that its sponsors and supporters do not want

it to apply to the military, then let them come up with a text that

admits of only this interpretation, and let them support-i-rather

than oppose -- modifications to the Amendment when offered by such

persons as Senator Irvin.
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But the sponsors will have to do more than ohmage a 'ages

text. They will need to ohmage their rhetoric, and probably Change

their ideology.- For the "women's liberation movement."'which Con-

gress desires to placate, seems to insist on this 'across -the-board

equality I have described, that ruthless logical equality that would
MOW

notArequire more money to be spent on women's sports in *ohm/ (an

idea I support) but also require that men mnd women be randomly

mixed in any governmental enterprise, including prisons, and of

course in the military.

Possibly if we started the IBA process without the benefit

of the last 20 years of history, it could be plausibly argaml- that

the Amendment, despite Its ambiguity, applies only to the civilian

sector and not to the military. Possibly if, the proponents were

less absolutist in their ideology and their rhetoric, it could be

argued that "common sense provide what - Justice Frankfurter

was wont to call the gloss' in helping us interpret uncertain words.

But antiseptic isolation from the history of the recent feminist

movement is impossible. Disassociation from the rhetoric and even

the personalities of the leading feminist activists is impossible.

Disregarding the 'legislative history' of the prior Amendmentolt

history which included the rejection of Senator Irvin's attempt

to restrict the Amendment to the contexts 'are common sense would

have it apply, is &leo impossible. Denial of the problem of vague'

noes in the present text is impossible. And blindness to the fact

that Congress itself refused to register women for the Draft but

a Federal Court of Appeals tried to force Congress to do so is

equally impossible.

There is only one way to make sure that the Bqual Rights

Amendment you are considering will not 'Mandate a military that

drafts 2,000,000 wagon into a 4,000,000-person army and in turn

sends many of-those women into combat. That way is a short' Clause
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stating that the Amendment shall not apply to t Nation'sArmed

forces.

Thank you for your courtesy and your attenti .

Respectfully submitted.

a.
William A. Stanmeyer, Rag.

Men (IS years of age and older) as a group, ore superior in speed. Below, I show the details...
but in aloft, women require on overage of 11% more time to swim the some distance. This is in
spit. of the fact that: in swimming, bath girls and boys customarily start competition at the same
op (about 8); practice the some distance daily; have identical devotion to competition; and try
out in equal numbers. Even psychologically, women are not handicapped; they remain graceful,
lady -like "Ester Williams's"...no edge for the "macho" male counterpart. Strength is. not even
the total factor; stroke technique, starts, turns, etc. ore vital too.
Women train so well in fact, they cut the differential from on overall average of 11% to 9% on
the more grueling, longer events...see below, 500 freetyle. But when you open the op to 25
and restrict the times to the very best in the nation...the women go from 12% slower to 13.8%
slower (see both 100 freestyle entries, below).

Excerps from the current 1978 Florida Age Group Times for short course (25 yard pools):

STANDARD AGE GROUP STROKE YARDS BOYS GIRLS DIFFERENCE

AAAA 15-18 Freestyle 50 22.7 sec. 23.8 sec. 13-7/3 %

AAAA 15-18 Freestyle 100 48.9 sec. 54.8 sec. 12%

AAAA 15-18 Freestyle 500 4:44.2 sec. 5:10.4 sec. 9 %

AAAA 15-:8 Butterfly 10O 53.3 sec. 59.6 sec. 11.8%

AAAA 15-18 Individual 200 2:00.8 sec. 2:12.7 sec. 9.85%
Medley

Sent Jr Senior Freestyle 100 46.3 sec. 52.7 sec. 13.8%
Nationals (to age 25)
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II. CORRISPONDINCI

Arneridan Farm Bureau Federation

Nay 20. 1183

WASMONTONISMOICa
11,6411111 MM. aw

SW/711 IMP
IPAIIIIIIMIN. &IL MOM
41M ONO MI 11161111111

soncrable Orlin Retch. Charms*
Subcommittee on the Constitution
committee on the Judiciary
Onited:States Senate
Washington. DC ...MU.

Dear Ni. Chairman,

Warm Series would like to submit the following comments
on S. J. Sea. 10. the Sepal Sights amendment.

The Americas Farm Suess federation ie the nation's largest
general taro oceanisation with a membership et over-3 million
families in 48 states and Potato Oleo. Policies of the American
fare Susses federation are determined amneally after being
studied. debated. and appeoved by a majority vote of its membere,
at county. state, and flatboat farm Serum meetiaga. The issue
before this Subenmaittee is of groat wooers to tamberfse
members. as expressed by current Farm Series policy..

At the 1283 an Sul meeting of the americen Pars Bureau
federation. the voting delegate, of somber State farm Bureaus
adapted the following pollen's

We oppose opal rights amendment legislation.

Perm Bureau apprecigtes the opportunity to. present its
views and asks that thieetstement be made a part of the
hearing record.

Sincerely.

4-4
1 eritze_

n C. Datt
secretary and
Director. Washington Office

cos Members of the Subcommittee
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Honorable Orrin C. Hatch
Chairman. Subcommittee on

the Constitution
Committee an the Judiciary
United States Senate
Wamhington, D.C. 20310

Dear Mr.

It is our undermtanding that your Subcommittee
held one day of hearings to air the 'argument. for
end against the Equal Rights Amendeent, and that
additional days may be scheduled in the upcoming
month.. Ths-American Bar Association emphatically
affirm it. commitment to squint, of right. under
the lawnd reiterates its long-standing support
for passage and ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment am embodied in S.J. Rem. 10. We request
that you include this letter in the hearing record.

The Aasrican Oar Association first pledged it.
support for the Iqual Right. Amendment in 1974.
Since that time. passage and ratificationmf the
IRA has become a presidential priority within the
ARA. We firmli believe that the Equal Rights Amend-
ment is the only way to guarantee men and women
permanent equality of right. under the law and would
like this opportunity to highlight briefly two major
reamons for thi..

We reject the arraign' that 'equals. have
been and will continue tt be addemsd adequately
through enactment of indiv 4ual .tatutes. Statu-
tory reform of our laws does }rovide permanent
protection 'satinet sex discrimeation. Even the
many right, won by women over the past decade are
not secure without the IRA because these laws can
be repealed by l.gi.lators at any time and regula-
tion. implementing these lawm can,weaken their force
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and effect. No ordinary statute can provide the bedrock protec-
tion of constitutional amendment. The IRA, once part of the
Constitution. will assure that equality under the law is besic.

poliinalcy.
ienable right, beyond the reach of politics and changing

Some opponents also argue that the IRA is unnecessary
because the UnitdSttes Constitution already pr toots women's
rights. It clearly prohibits discrimination by rnmeht on
account of race, religion, and national origin, but doss not
clearly prohibit discrimination on account of sex. Neither the
Fifth nor the Fourteenth Amendment's Squat Protection Clause
provides men and women with the guarantee of equality they seek.
The Supreme Court consistently has declared race discrimination
impereiesible under the Equal Protection Clause, but time and
again, it has refused to view classification based on sex as
inherently suspect. Instead, the Court has been inconsistent
and unclear as to whet standard of miaow is constitutionally
mandated in sex discrimination cases. Only an amendment to
the Constitution will give clear constitutional basis for
overturning any law which fails to give equal treatment to men
and women.

Soon we will be celebrating the 200th anniversary of our
Constitution. Over the years, its democratic principles have
been extended through the amendment process to create equality
for those of every race, national origin and religion, and to
guarantee women the right to vote. We ardently hope that we
will start our third century by extending full democratic
equality to women through passage and ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment.

Sincerely.

Robert O. Evans

RDI:ses

cc: Neither. of the Subcommittee
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s'Resolutions Adopted I the 42nd Annual Convention of

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EVANGELICALS

Columbus, Ohio March S-II, UM

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

In a 1179 resolution, the National Association of Evangelicals affirmed:
"God eroded mankind in His imap, assuring the sacredness of human lite
and the equality of persons, male or female." In recent years the Equal
Rights Amendment has been promoted as a .way to enure the equal rights
of women an persons. Proponents of the ERA arenow contending that the
amendment presents only an 'commie issue. But the absolute and far
reaching language of the ERA ma pw its effects unpredictable, and certainly
more diverse than claimed. It could be interpreted by the courts to. reach
results antithetical to Judeo-Christian values.

Because of this possibility, NAB t endorse the Equal Rights
Amendment in i nt t. m. 't :1 um It have to to

711711=111:1=KAL.1.1,
ni a to req re o women or mint to

m taM7Etcom or to deny tax meniption to any 'shoot, seminary, or
clutch which believes that ,God has ordained different roles for men and
women.

NAB has supported and will continue to support legislation specifically
designed to remedy economic injustices to women.
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Jest a few limes to tell you the the Religion Senn* for
Sevelity for Memen.(formorly Religion Committee for tie 118)

is alive indwell. limos our rensealsatiom in July. 1,83
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Osier des Unitise of the legislative Inkhorn Chairwomen.
Joy's V. Iselin (Salted Methodist Chunk Mane's Diadem
instal Seen of Global Misistriso) VIM has developed

four legislative objectives. They are:

the ISOM loord2195411111111"sommionetterystemic clangs in the

Social Sicuritp enema an woes its embers to take se afax
n ative sthed se the cement of "sandeye sharing" for bessfit
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federal Soma Rights aseennt.

The MSS gird l part! pate stoups to see that

seek Jobe hills presented to Contest assures thet-womse get

then fair share of such jobs.

Oinative 84 Electoral politic.
The ROSS Board feces om investing worm for greater pertici-

pation for electoral politics.

Our most neon publicatiomi which is enclosed is principal

educational tool for work in the religious community as then

issues.

W ES is planning several runnel education consultations on
the outlined none.

(

Ve hope you 1418 keep us in wind as you work on these issue..
we ore availalle for consultation.

'I 1

eerily,

nth H. Mere , rude PJt t .1)III/j

An interfaith coalition of cathodic, lowish and Pnalintant sfOows whose purpose N lo wroth for ftnlice foe women.
medal, the Animation of pinkityk and hid
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UiITARIAN iiiPAERSALIST ASSOCIATION OF CILIRGES

IN Kati *ERICA

tFE FOLLONING RESOLUTION IAS= AT THE 22/11 ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HELD IN JUN, Be, IN VNOXWER, BRITISH OMAHA

EQUAL RIGHTS 4121:14!NT

WHEREAS, in the United States women are still deprived of equal Constitutional
rights, equal salaries, equal access to positions of responsibility and equal
treatment in terms of health care, insurance and Social Security; and

WHEREAS, men would also benefit from equality of rights under the law, and

WHEREAS, the Equal Rights Amendment has been submitted to the United States
Congress this year (1963) as it has been every session since 1983 (with the
exception of the years during which it was being ratified by the states);

BE IT RESOLVED: That the 1983 General Assembly of the Unitarian Universalist
Association urges that the 98th Congress of the United States act immediately
to pass and submit to the states for ratification the Equal Rights Amendment
which states:

"Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any state on account
of vex."

and further that the U.S. Unitarian Universalist societies work for ratification
within their states.
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TIE NATIONAL TION Of SVINNIIIII AND 911011111110NALIVONINI CLUNG, INC.

711= f1OlwsfAwes, NAL. Walesles. O.C. USX

NATIONAL CONVENTION

Columbus, Ohio

July 24 - 21, 1913

RESOLUTION: ERA

SUMS, The Equal Rights Amendment is before the
Congress of the United States of America; and

NISRIAS, The Courts have construed the Constitution
so that women are not equal under the law, and

NIOINIAS, Acts of Congress can be repealed by successive
Congresses and therefore do not give permanent equality of
rights to women: therefore, be it

RSSOLVID, That The National federation of Nosiness and
Professional Nreen's Clubs, inc., of the United States of
America, representing sore than 150,000 working woman and
men, in convention assembled in Columbus, Ohio the 27th day
of July, 1113, urge immediate, positive action on the Equal
Rights Amendment (house Joint Resolution 1 and Senate Joint
Resolution 10) to the U.S. Constitution.

Equal Rights Amendment

Section 1. !quality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any other

State on account of sex.

Sectirr 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years
after the date of ratification. \
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AMERICAN COLLEGE
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION

Ney 12, 1903

The Honorable Orrin G. Notch
Judiciary Committee

Chair, Subcommittee on the
Constitution

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Match:

I em writing for the AlMniClin College Personnel Association (ACA),
a nationalorganization representing 7,000 members In higher educaties, to express strongsupport for NR 1, the Equal Rights Amendment. Current legislation does notinsure owe protection. It Is our catineed conviction

that the best way toassure equality is through the Equal Rights Ameedment. Without it work forequality is cendemned to piece by piece, item by item attention and change. Toattain equal protection without the ERA *moods of separate individuals willhave to take Immeasurable time, expose and make personal sacrifices tolitigate against discriminatory lows and practices. Without the ERA one'sequal opportunity and protect.on will depend open which state or county onelives in and upon the individual and often inconsistent interpretation of localauthorities. If women are to achieve equal rights
under the low in thiscountry, the Passage of this bill and the ratification of the

Equal RightsNeendeent is crucial.
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A Division al the American Personnel
& Guidance Association

The Executive Council of Acre and I urge yoir support of this bill.

Sincerely.

--oriwitrei_...,tb14.c.

Margaret J. Barr

President (1983-841

NJB/dp

cc: Or. Jack growl, Government Relations Chair, ACPA
Dr. Ed Herr. President, APGA

Ms. Kathleen Maxfield, Standing Committee for Mew. ACPA

Two Skyline Plat e. Suite 400520i Leesburg Pike fails Church, VA 22041
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.)
Office of the General Aeas

lama E. Andravm William P. Thompson
Imam Codusad Clarks

141 FOftll de loon Ave NE
Agonto. OA SOUS
404.1171- IS/1

July 30, 1984

414 aswrWe Drot
loom 1201

Me. York. NY 10114
717.1110.24103
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Adts MLeIN
sIl V. i b.. Airear Soo d Chk

Lora. Na,. AsImmailatudavi
Cahoot t*Sholos AsourwRasNICIA
beriw Wiiknot^b., Ammo ilansICM

NayrYork Wm
O S. Rikrer_ *mar Sae 1 Chit esti fir

T. mama' Amato Mai Meg
Rove F. .4stethr 09.10114
MOW L. War. Asesseastrian*

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairmen
Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Ostchs

The 196th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) meeting in
Phoenix, Arisons, from Hay 29 June 6, 1,64, adopted resolution
advocating the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment by the Congress of
the United State. and ratification by the states.

The General Assembly, the highest governing body of the Presbyterian
Church, is composed of nearly 700 voting dolomites elected to represent
churches with more than 3,100,000 members. The General Assembly
establishes policy and direction for the whole denomination in its
internal life and its mitoses to the world. Its judgments on public

issues govern the programs of denominational species and provide
guidance for other parts of the church, though they do sot claim to
express the opinion or bind the cameleer@ of individual Presbyterians.

The Presbyterian Church has consistently supported the passage of the
Equal Rights knandmant. The General Assemblies have advocated on en
almost yearly basis from 1970 to 1982 the passage of such an amendment.

The Presbyterian Church bases its support for the Equal light. Amendment
on its theological conviction that "God has called women and men in all
times and places to work for justice for all people," end its belief that
the principle of equality inherent in the Constitution needs to be made
explicit in the passage of this Amendment.

Think you for your attention to this action of the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). A copy of the resolution in its
entirety is appended.

Wendy,

C.
James E. Andrews

Attachment
JEA/ese
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RESOLUTION ON TIE
EQUAL 'TORTS AMMO=

TO SIR UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

Approved by the 196th Coastal Assembly (1584)
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

June, 1584

Whereas Cod has called women and men in all times sad places to work for
justice. for all people, through the prophets and the ministry of Jesus Christ,

and Cod continues to call us to work for justice everywhere; and

Whereas the Equal Rights Amendment to ths United States Constitution
represents a principle of *equality for all people, principle consistent with
the justice that God requires and to which all Christians are committed; and

Whores. Osners1 Assemblies of the antecedent churches of the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) advocated passage of the Equal Rights Amendment almost yearly
from 1970 to 1982;

Therefore, the 196th General Assembly (1984) of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.):

I. Advocates passage of the Equal Rights Amendment by the Congress of the
United States and ratification by the states.

2. Resolves that the principle of equality inherent in the Constitution
and explicit in the Equal Rights Amendment should not be diluted by any
amendments on any issue.

3. Directs the Stated Clerk of the Presbyterlin Church (U.S.A.) to
cosmunicate this action to the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments end the Mous Judiciary Committee, by formal communications and in
hearings that may be ech ivied, and to the President of the United States.

4. Urges synods, pretbyteries, and all church members to communicate
support for the Equal Rights Amendment to federal and state government
representatives end to work ter ratification of this amendment.

%. Requests the sppropriits General Useably agencies, particularly the

Program Agency, General Assembly Mission board, Council on Ibsen and the
Church, and the Committee on Women's Concerns, to develop ongoing educational
and program materials on, the Equal Rights Amendment for use in congregations
and governing bodies.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN

NOVEMBER 5, 1972

1. The Equal Nights Amendment would not affect
maim. haw discriminatiuns visaed in custom and pre-
maser. Employers would not be compelled In hire
women,

2. The Amendment would destroy all the pmtectsve
legislation achieved over the course of yeah. State wage
and limos laws would he over-ridden, encouraging the
return of the sweatshop. Essential hialth legislation
woad he destroyed. The siert' to protect women re-
mains. Mess manta= methods cause strain. There is
still the temptation to exploit spun; inexperienced
women. It will be long time before State legislatures
will estend to men the same protection now given
women. The elimination of special labor laws would in
reality destroy the equality achieved fur men and
women.

3. Social Security legislation would be endangered.
Congress and the State legislatures would have In wipe
nuts pecial benefits for wives and widows ur else pros ide
similar benefits for husband and wklowen. This would
"unbalance" the Social Security system.

4. The Amendment would destroy the safeguards see-
ietv has ended amend the wife and mothers; the tenter
of*, family. Equality in family headship %mild tend to
di sinkage* the limas.. The courts would he forced to
plate the same responsihilitim for support of the family
on mothers with young children as on the father. lithe
family is tube gmeserved, the right tithe married woman
to support by her husband must be weaned.

11. There are real differences, both physical and sncial,
between men and women. %Mem cannot be amended.
The land.posItion avowal cannot be stated in a single ,

formula as their relationships are so varied. Absolute
legal equality is impossible. Where there are real physi.
cal or social differences, identity of tregmentfs itself a
form of discrimination. Identical treatment also deprives
the State of the right to protect itself by safeguarding
women as potential mothers of future generations.

G. The Amendment is not needed. Legal discrimins-
bons in State laws and constitutions will be changed as
fast as enough women in those States want them
changed. The vote gives them that power. In any case,
the Amendment would not be self-meeting, each State
would have to change its laws one by one. It would he a
tremendous task even to determine exactly which laws
needed lobe changed or repealed.

Y. Federal legislation cannot reach intrastate service
industries. State protective le_gislatinn has isned the
was. tor improved conditions ftr all *often. The prop-
toed Amendment threatens the standards of all working
people and the labor movement a1 a whole.

S. Adoption of the Amendment would cause a period
of great confusion in constitutional law. Innumerable
changes in State laws would be required. Coma would
be overburdened trying to work out definitions of
"rights and "duties." The Amendment is a device to
save us from thinking by dumping the burden on the
courts. It is undemocratic to take from the legislatures
and give to the courts the power to decide questions of
social policy.

O.-Because the Amendment would provide women
with equal rights to hold civil and political offices. it is
special legislation, in the legal sense of that expression,
and thereinre has no place in the Constitutitn. It would
add nothing to the equal rights clause of the
14th Amendment. anyway.

IV. The Amendment would attempt to achieve a un-
iform status for women in all SU States, whereas diversity
may be not only unavoidable but also desirable, The
terms of the Amendment are vague and do not indicate
whether equalits is to be achieved by lowering the
privileges now accorded to men or b, raising the
privileges of wane».
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Christirin Lego) Society
Minnesota Chapter
520 Moment Midland Building
401 Second Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 339-5036

July 27, 1913

Senator Crrin Hatch
135 Powell Smote Office Bldg.
Vishingurn, D.C. 20510

Nes PrcgcsmS Rt1 Pitta Moribint

Over Senator Match:

I know that you are monad to adoption of the BM an an snissionnt to the U.S.
Constitution and hone recontly dainties:no lemmings on the issue.

Inclosed is a suovery of a arse in the 1143 ions of the Religious Freedom
lespoetsr ptslistod by the national Christian Lod solely. The wee to *ids I
call yam attenti4cri lAllabrot v. (7th Cir. tpril 5, 1983). Iris court told
that this scud moo as prison guards was a ooze important
factor than thin religious aim of a Muslin prisoner. It seems to see that if do Ea
wes adopted an an somdsint to tin orrotitution unjust rulings of this type mould
be but into place.
M an additional glint of intimation I do moll that one of the issues for do
weans erase* of the 19th century in our nation was to obtain it optscro in

only awn prison yards even in Keens prisms. As of the salons thick apprised
prisons 'Stich confined mien 'basest during' the 19th water/ these were

this practice NM tin Minus Christian Itepennoe Union and I understand that
they, along with others, ware ultimately inarasesful in obtaining yam sa prison guards
in ricenn:rriliscre. Ibt the situation reversed- a court has ossdated in guards
in lam

Vary truly yours,

eAr/14.13 W414oir--
Thomas W. Strohm
Christian toga Society of Minnesota
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RIGHT TO LIFE

committest

441

SAO 44 » 1,111 ilw* 01 V/

"WNW o C 7MM .pmmass

assourrue

ANOININ

January 21, IN)

WHIMS, the first and most fundamental right of every person 1.1tis or her

right to life, this is the prerequisite of oil other rights, and therefore

must be protected above 41 other rights;

WHIMS, even though the Equal Watts Amendmest to the Constitution Imposts

to promote equality Idea' the Law, it would almost certainly write into the

Constitution the mother' alleged right to kill hew probers' child and thereby

further promote a far more 1481411mm form of discrimination - that which would

deny the right to life on the basis of age and condition of dependency;

WWBBEAB, the minority group most discriminated against in Merles today consists

of those preborn children who ere.denied their equal right to live because of

the monstrous evil of legalised abortion, and

VIIERKAS, one of the primary goals of the right to life movement is. to restore the

legal right to live for preborn Americans and prohibit abortion through onectmont

of a Human Life Amoadment,

ININIVORS BE IT BISOLVLD that the Motional Right to Life Committee shall oppose the

possess of the [gust Rights Amendment to the U.S. Constitotioo until such time

as a provision is added to insure that the. BRA does not secure, Impend or endorse

any right to abortion or the funding thereof.

This resolution was palmed by the Board of Directors of the National Right to
Life Committee, unanimously, at the January Board meeting, convened in
Washington, D.C.
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III. BOORT!

SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENT IS 1

REPORT OF

ARCHBISHOP JOHN L. MAY. CHAIRMAN

AD HOC INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE

ON THE

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

GENERAL MEETING

NOVEMBER 12-14; 1984

WASHINGTON. D. C.

My responsibility today is to render i report of the work,
deliberations and conclusions of the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Equal Rights Amendment, of which I am Chairman. However, beforeI do so, 1 believe it is Important to review, If only briefly,
the course our Conference has followed over the years preceding
the establishment of this Committee last March. -

The Equal Rights Amendment, popularly known as ERA, was
first approved by the Congress in 1972. It provided then, as it
does now: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be abridged
by the United States or by any State on account of sex." To mostAmericans, this provision seems an uncomplicated and
straightforward statement of a fundamental principle of simple
Justice. It is not until its terms are understood in the light
of penetrating legal analysis that its complexity is revealed.
And thus, early in the public debate, concern mounted that the
interplay of ERA with other principles of law could yield
troublesome eollateral effects.

Our Conference fully supports ERA's basic goal of Justice
between the sexes. However, we have also been alert to the
possibility of countervailing implications. Thus, in 1972 the Ad
Hoc Committee on Women in Society and the Church issued a report
after considerable consultation, including consideration of
papers prepared by the Conference's General Counsel and by the
National Council of Catholic Laity. Even in those early days,
the Committee expressed concern over the potential, wide-ranging
impact of ERA upon our laws and social structures. Consistentwith the cautions expressed by that Committee, our Conference
took no position on ERA in 1972.

In 1975, the Committee on Women In Society and the Church
confirmed its earlier position. At the same time, it reiterated
its firm opposition to legislation and practices which
discriminate ngainst women. In 1978, the question of support forERA was again considered, and the Administrative Committee issued
the following statement. "We share the desire of our Ad HocCommittee on Women in Society and the Church to indicate support
for wOmen's equality under the law. At the same time we believe
it would not be appropriate for us to authorize issuance of 11
stntempnt in support of the Equal Rights Amendment because of
uncertainty as to its legal and constitutional consequences forfamily life, the abortion issue, and other matters. While
reaffirming our support for women's rights and our determination
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le continuo to work for them, we conclude that there are
insufficient grounds for us as religious leaders to approve a
change in our Conference's policy first stated in 1972 and
reaffirmed in 1975".

Because the ERA was not ratified by three - fourths of the
states within the time provided by Congress, it was reintroduced
early last year in the 98th Congress. By the Summer of 1943, the
Intense public debate had yielded voluminous testimony, articles
and other publications analyzing the ramifications of ERA in a,
host of areas of social and pastoral eoneern. To mention only .

several, they include abortion, the military conscription of
woman, the legitimation of homosexual marriage, jeopardy to the
tax-exempt-status of churches and other organisations, family
laws relating to divorce, custody and property rights, and so
on. It is fair to say that the ventilation of issues was by then
extensive, yielding wide diversity of opinion and views.

In this context, at its meeting in September last year 011
Administrative Committee decided that It would be appropriate lo
reassess the implications of ERA. As result, our General
Counsel, Wilfred R. Caron, was iequelted to undertake review !
and analysis of the principal legal ramifications of ERA. Very
soon afterwards and somewhat unexpectedly, events in the House of
Representatives unfolded in rapid and extraordinary manner.

On November 7. 1983 Congressman P. James Sensenbrenner of
Wisconsin proposed an amendment intended to avert the dual
potential of ERA to buttress the Roe v. Wide right to abortion,
and to require public funding of iN7173371His amendment
provided: "Nothing in this article shall be construed to grant or
secure any right to abortion or the funding thereof." With the
prospect of imminent action on ERA by the House, after
appropriate episcopal consultation, our General Secretary wrote
on November 8 to members of the House of Representatives and
conveyed the Conference's support of this amendment. On November
15, 1983 motion was made to bring ERA before the full House
under a suspension Of the rules, which would have the effect Of
limiting debate and precluding amendments. The motion failed,
and there-'was no vote on the merits of ERA at the time.

In the wake of these events, the Committee for Pro-Life
Activities, chaired by Joseph Cardinal Bernardin of Chicago,
focused sharply upon the implications of ERA in the area of
abortion. After due deliberation, and guided by our General
Counsel's legal assessment, that Committee reinforced the
conclusion that an amendment of the type sponsored by Congressmen
Sensenbrenner was essential. On behalf of his committee,
Cardinal Bernardin rendered the following report to the
Administrative Committee at its meeting last March:

1. The ERA poses several problems, one of which is
its relationship to abortion. While the legal
analysis of the several issues has not been
completed, the research on the abortion issue
alone has led us to the conclusion that the
position of neutrality taken by the Administrative
Committee must be reconsidered.

Z. ' rerefore, without attempting to evaluate any
Oilier question of the relationship between the ERA
an abortion, unless and until this question is
reialved by amendment or other appropriate means,
the *o-Life Committee reemnnends a position of
non-support in place of the current position of
neutrality.

3. We also recommend that the body of bishops be
involved in the discussion of this recommendation
so that all aspects of the question -- moral,
legal, and pastoral -- may bc taken into
account. In this way, the bishops will be more
supportive of the final question.
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4. We further reeommand that in the public
presentation of the Conference's position, our
eommitment to the promotion of women's rights be
clearly affirmed as well as the reasons why we
cannot endorse this particular legal
instrumentality to ensure equal rights.

After discussion of this report the Administrative Committee
unanimously approved the following motion:

a. that we authorize the establishment of an Ad Hoe
Interdiloiplinary Committee to study*the issue of ERAin all its aspects;

b. that we authorise Conference
spokesmen to reaffirm In

an appropriate way:

I. that a densenbrenner type amendment Is needed to
remove any connection with abortion or abortion
funding from the ERA; if such an amendment is not
passed, then this would present a serious moral
problem which would cause us to oppose the ERA;

2. as a follow up to that reaffirmation made by the
Conference's leadership the Pro-Life Committee
would provide appropriate material to help explain
the position that has been taken; and,

3. finally, such a reaffirmation would be made in the
context of our reaffirming our commitment to the
promotion of women's rights as well as the reasons
why we can not endorse this Instrumentality.

After these decisions were made, I agreed to serve as chairman ofthe Ad Hoe Committee. A desirable diversity of perspective wasaccomplished when the following members also agreed to serve:Cardinal Bernardin, Archbishop John J. O'Connor of New York,Bishop Anthony J. Devilacque of Pittsburgh, Bishop Joseph L.!mach of Joliet, and Bishop Edward T. Hughes of Philadelphia.The members in addition to Cardinal Dernardin are the chairmen,respectively, of the Committees for Social Development and WorldPeace, Canonical Affairs, Women in Society and the Church, and
Education.

At this point, I cannot help but dwell, for a moment, upon
the heart of the difficulty which has led us to our present
position. On the one hand, both as Bishops and just fair-minded
people, we are unreservedly committed to justice between the
sexes, both as a matter of public law as well as in the offairsof the Church. 0' the other hand, the legal instrumentality ofthe ERA which is tended to perfect the principle as a matter ofpublic law has i duced potential ancillary effects wnich havejustifiably cous oncern, and 'even alarm, to many whose
commitment to ju e is beyond question. It is just this
teu,ion which ha d us to a pastoral prudence in choosing theposition of neut. sty which, thus far, has been conditioned byone vital correct .n of ERA in the area of abortion. As I shallreport, although 'ae gravity of other issues is also cause fordeep concern and reassessment, my committee does not recommendchange in the Conference's position at this time.

At the meeting of the Administrative Committee in September,1 msde an interim report on the work of the Ad Hoe Committee, inparticular the progress of the General Counsel and his staff inpreparing the necessary legal analysis and assessment of theERA. In substance, I recommended that the Conference continue toemphasize its support of the authentic ERA objective of equalJustice for man and women, while recognizing that in its presentform snd legislative context ERA carries serious risks which
could warrant opposition.

Notwithstasuilng, I proposed that weshould take no public position against ERA at this time.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
4 t 0
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Subsequent to that meeting, our General Counsel completed his
report and analysis, and each of you was sent copy early last
week.

The General Counsel's report is comprehensive, compact and
carefully nuanced to suit the subtleties of analysis. It is
scholarly yet practical, sometimes technleal yet understandable,
lengthy but to the point. It would be disservice to the
document, and certainly to its important subject matter, to
attempt. a summary. I therefore invite, indeed urge, all
interested persons to obtain and review the document.
Accordingly, I present the following Introduction.

The report consists of eight seetions, the first two of
which are of an introductory and general nature, setting the
general context for the more analytical treatment which
follows. Section I states the general purpose of ERA, recognizes
the historical inequities wrought by laws which sanctioned or
permitted a capricious, disparity in the rights of men and women,
and notes the evolutionary process by which an enlightened
appreciation of the equal dignity of all has produced significant
advance* in the law. Section II points up the absence of
meaningful legislative history 'of ERA as source for guiding the
Inevitable process of judicial interpretation, and discusses the
principles of interpretation which will guide that process.
&wheels is placed upon the need for maximum clarity of text.

The next three sections' analyse and discuss each of the
sections of the ERA. Section III of the Report deals with the
three basic components of the substantive portion of ERA, namely
(I) equality of rights under the law, (2) denial or abridgement
by the United States, or by any state, and (3) on account of
sex. Section IV deals with the enforcement provision of ERA
which confers broad authority upon the Congress to enforce ERA
"by appropriate legislation." Section V briefly notes the final
provision of ERA which defers its effective date for two years
after ratification to allow'the federal and state governments
sufficient time to conform their laws and practices to the
requirements of ERA.

These first five sections of the General Counsel's Report
of.ntain observations ,nd analyses which are crucial, in varying
degrees, to an understanding of the three sections which follow.
Those sections address (I) the anticipated salutary effects of
the ERA, (2) points of significant concern to churches and the
people they serve, and, finally, (3) the General Counsel's
conclusion.

The first of these, section VI, recognizes the impractica-
bility of attempting a precise and comprehensive assessment of
the salutary effects of ERA under federal law and the laws of the
fifty states. However, on the basis of an exhaustive analysis of
the available commentary - numerous examples of which are cited -
the General Counsel concludes in an Overview that "...although
there is great diversity of opinion regarding the probable,
salutary effects of ERA, a significant body of opinion envisions
important strides in the direction of fair and equal treatment
irrespective of sex." He also observes: "In addition to its
legal effects, ERA could also perform an important symbolic
function. As part of our fundamental law, ERA would exemplify
the nation's commitment to the principle of equal rights for
Individuals regardless of their sex. The legal and extralegal
impact of ERA could work in tandem to provide women new
opportunities, increased self-esteem, and psychological
motivation to expand their horlions."

Because of their importance relative to other issues, the
General Counsel's Report discusses two federal and two state
areas in which ERA may have meaningful effects. The federal
areas are social security and military service. As for the
former, the Report observes that there is an expectation that ERA

A51
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will yield greater equity in the benefits available to women 'y
overcoming the adverse effects on benefits, for example, of
unemployment by reason of the responsibilities of motherhood, andthe like. As for the military; the Report notes there is a
perception that ERA will lead to a greater participation by women
which will open up educational and other benefit opportunities to
a greater number of women.

Math regard to salutary effects upon state laws, our General
Counsel has selected two areas for particular comment, namely,
family law and employment . In the former area, among other
points he refers to the potential for more equitable custody and
property adjudications in matrimonial cases, which will be based
entirely on relevant circumstances, without the intervention of
sex-based presumptions such as, for example, the primary support
obligation of the father. As for employment law, he includes the
prospect of eliminating such unfair practices as exclusion of
women from certain occupations for which they are otherwise
qualified.

Further illustrations are both impractical and unnecessary
for purposes of this report. At this point, I would simply join
in this observation of the General Counsels "ERA would buttress
the cause of fair treatment under law for all, particularly
women." I shall now turn to Section VII of the report which is
entitled: "implications of Concern For Churches and the People
They Serve." However much we may wish it were otherwise, the
fact is that there aro also significant negative implications
under ERA.

The General Counsel's Report focuses on five categories of
major concern. They are the impact of ERA (I) on abortion and
the public funding of abortion, (2) rights of homosexual persons,
(3) the tax-exemot status of Church organkzations, (4) the
participation of Church organizations in government aid programs,
and (5) religiously-based exceptions in anti-discrimination
statutes. The Report devotes about ten pages of text and sixty-
five footnotes to the analysis of these points. I shall not
attempt a discussion of each, although I do think it appropriate
to restate part of the discussion pertaining to abortion in view
of our position that there is need for a Sensenbrenner type of
amendment.

In his Report, Mr. Caron states, in part: "...it is
reasonable is consider ERA as possessing the potential to
buttress the Abstantive right of abortion. The possible
permutations of fact and legal principle under the Roe v. Wade
doctrine have not been exhausted. There it some room for the .

regulation of the abortion right based upon the compelling
Inter.:A of the state in the life and health of the mother
(second and third trimester) and unborn child (third
trimester). This approach in the theory of the eases has already
been eritieimAl by three members of the Supreme Court, and the
future course of the law seems somewhat uncertain. Although it
is unlikely the Court will overrule the Roe v. Wade line of cases
in their fundementni precepts, it is not unreasonnblc to
anticipate more favorable consideration of well-founded
restriction:: of abortion in the. law. The present Court has
maniftted str, willingness to reassess its decisions in other
vital areas, and no reason appears why abortion must be On
exception to that salutary process.

"These observations counsel a sensitivity to the more subtle
potentialities of ERA in the field of abortion. If there is any
room for the meaningful restriction of abortion under present
legal theory or future holdings, ERA could serve to diminish
those prospects."

As for the public funding of abortion, the Report states, in
part; "Although Roc v. Wade and other eases have established a
women's right to terminate her pregnancy, there is presently no
federal constitutional right to public financing of abortion....
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However, under IJtA it in likely that funding restrictions would
be invalidated if certain established principles are applied.

"Like pregnancy and childbirth, abortion is a procedure
which only women can undergo. Because ERA would probably render
sex-based classifications suspect in the sense that term is used
under the Equal Protection Clause, a law excluding abortions from
a governmentally-sponsored, comprehensive medtrul program would
be sunject to strict judicial scrutiny. The Supreme Court has
already held that the government's interest In fetal life does
not become comselline until after viability. Consequently, a law
excluding pre-viability abortions from a comprehensive health
benefit program might well not survive strict judicial scrutiny,
whether the program is based on the state's interest in fetal
Ilfe or in encouraging childbirth over abortion. Further, in
view of the mother's somewhat qualified right to terminate her
pregnancy after viability, the same result could follow for this
period of gestation as well."

Tne Report acknowledges a recent case in the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania in which a divided court concluded that the
medicaid exclusion of funding for motet abortions did not violate
Penns :Ivania's ERA. It points out, however: "The decision has
been appealed to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The fact that
the count was divided points up the genuineness of this question
with respect to the federal ERA. The case also confirms the
diffieultie!. of predicting results under ERA. Further, ono
decision involving a state ERA by a state intermediate appellate
court is of slight preeedential value. Especially is this so
since the court did not apply the standard of strict judicial
scrutiny, as ERA seems likely to require."

As I said earlier, there are other issues of major eoneern
which are developed in the Report of General Counsel. The
constraints of time oblige me to refer you to that document.

The eighth and final section of the General Counsel's report
Is his conclusion. I commend it, and call your attention . .

particularly to this final portion: "A due regard for our
national repository of the powers of government and the rights of
the people demnnds precision both of purpose and' expression. It

is true, of courle, that it is not possible to draft on ERA in a
way anieh makes its future application entirely predieteule.
Every contingency enneol be envisaged. On the other hand, it is

possible to draft, an ERA which, illumined by a well-focused
legislative history, will ovoid major pitfalls which arc now
readily identifiable. Unlike statutes which are always subject
to amendment by the legislature when deficiencies appear, if ERA
is ratified its course and effect will be in the hands of the
judicial branch.

"There is no concern which cannot be resolved, at least
selvitiintielly. while still preserving the integrity of the
economie and kindred goals which women seek to achieve and to
which their dignity entitles them. 2 would counsel constructive
endeavors to echieve greater clarity in service to those goals.
Because the legal analysis related to these Issues is so complex,
and often open to honest differences of informed opinion, the
effective level of resolution is that of consensus on policy and
drtifts-vin01:p - not legal disputation. If there is disagreement
on the policy to be established, that should be straightforwardly
addressed. If there is not, good faith will find a way to
express the polio,' in reasonably clear and effective terms,
buttressed by meaningful legisIative history."

,s I have said the Ad Hoc Committee on the Equal Rights
Amendment does not now recommend a change in the Conference's
position. However, it does suggest that the present text and
legislative context of UM Ocmand serious reflection and a
reasonee objectivity by all ,ho must judge its value as an
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amend st to our Cohstitution. It is. our hope that the Report.of
our General Counsel will contribute significantly to the process,
and to that end we have authorized its public distribution.
Meanwhile we continue to reserve definitive judgment on the
prope%.d MIA as we continue to hope for a more fully developed
formulation of the amendment. such a version would, we believe,
attract wider aeeeptanee from all Americans and the Congress.

Although my report neither seeks nor requires the action of
this body, it does initiate a new phase in our consideration of
the Litt. Until now, our formal deliberations have been at the
level of the Administrative Committee and other Committees of
Bishops, taking into account the numerous informal connents
receive,: from ninny other sources, including other Bishops. Todaymarks the beginning of Consideration by the entire body of
Ili!.hops. Beyond that, we also hope to receive the views and
opinions of all interested groups and persons, so that our
insi:00; and reflections may be as complete ns possible. We
0'811 he attentive to future proceedings in the Congress which
will &trrmine the final text and legislative history by which
the Mk must eventually be assessed, It circumstances should
warrant, our Committee will make a further report.

1 renlize this has been a lengt6 report. Thank you verymuch I'm your patient attention.
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Mks et General CANUNIS1

October 23, 1984

TO1 Administrative Committee (HCCII)

PROM Wilfred R. Caron'

The Squat Rights Amendment

The analysis which follows presents the @silent legal eon-
sIderations which should be taken into account in assessing the
moral, social led otherimplications of the Squat Rights Ammnd-
ment ("BRA). 1.1

I. Immoucriom

The BRA Is rooted In the proposition that one's measure of
justice under the law should not be diminished by the fast that
the person is male or female. It would engraft on the Consti-
tution e dime's epplicition of the guarantees of the Fifth
e nd Fourteenth Amendments that all are @Allied to "equal
proteetIon" under law.

In 1972 IRA's general purpose was 'explained as follows in
the Report of the Senate CimmIttes on the Judlelarys

The baste principle on which the Amendment
rests may be stated shortlys sex should not be
a factor in determining the legal rights of men
or women. The Amendment thus recognises the
fundamental dignity end individuality of ouch
human being. The Amendment will affect only
governmental action; the private actions and
the private relationships of men and woman are
u naffected. And the Amendment onlyAsquires
e qual treatment of Individuals. 2V

I wish to ecknowledge the dedicated efforts of my stuff,
perticulerly of these lewyers: Mirk R. Chopko, Deirdre
Dessingus, Katherine G. Orinoewich and John A. Liekweg.
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As cosponsor, Senator Hatfield offered much the some expla-
natioe,when ERA was reintroduced in the Senate on January 26,
l9$3. Such explanations are useful guides to the general
intent of ERA, but they do not lay bare the legal complexities
which will ultimately shape its precise effects through the
judicial interpretive process.

The laws of the several states, in their diversity, have
reflected the views of society with respect to the "role" of
women and men. Whether the product of a protectionist view or
actual bias, the law has failed at times.in its duty of
fairners. However, an objective response to this historical
reality will also recognise that the enlightenment of the day
has led to state and federal legislation which seeks earnestly
to strip away unjust distinctions based on sex.

Clearly, the evolutionary process is incomplete, despite
significant strides in the law, including state ERAS and
federal and state legislation targeted against lex discrimi-
nation. For example, federal statutes require equal pay for
equal work, and prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex in
public and private employment and in edveation programs
receiving federal financial assistance.JV However, remedial
federal statutes are perceived by many as a piecemeal approach
of too great uncertainty because they are subject to amendment
and uneven administrative enforcement. Similarly, state ERA.
do not provide a uniform, national solution because the
majority of states have not adopted an ERA and,,evenoihere they
exist, interpretations can vary from state to slate.21

A federal ERA is considered necessary in order to achieve a
durable, uniform resolution to a national inequity. Its propo-
nents are persuaded that the equal protection' gUarantRes of the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments are inadequate because, in
their view, they have not been construed by the judiciary with
sufficient rigor in reviewing statutory and other classifica-
tions based on sex. In essence, ERA proposes to superimpose a
more stringent standard upon constitutional equal protection
guarantees in the discrete area of sex-based classifications.
Whether it would is a question worthy of most thoughtful
reflection in view of the invalidation of statutes which have
discriminated on the basis of sex (discussed below at 6),
experience with comparable state ERAs (discussed below at 6),
and the political and philosophical realities in our
contemporary society.

II. THE JUDICIAL INTERPRETIVE PROCESS

The ERA will mean what the Judiciary declares it means,
within the somewhat flexible boultds of the canons of construe-
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tion (discussed below). The ultimate interpretive authority
will be the.United States Supreme Court. The course of this
process will turn upon the language of BRA and its legislative
history. Legislative clarity will give diree'ion to this
process and better assure fidelity to the will of the people.

A. Legislative History of BRA

To the extent that legislative history May be considered by
the judiciary in determining the meaning of law (discussed
below), the history of BRA thus tar will do little to
illuminate its terms In many areas of interpretational contro-
versy and concern.

The present r.RA was introduced in both houses very early in
the first session of the 99th. Congress which adjourned on
October 12, 1984. In the House of Representatives hearings
were held in 19112 on the proposed SRA; It Was reported
favorably 04 the House Judiciary CoMmittee pith no amendment.
On November )fs, MS a motion was made to bring BRA before the
full House under a suspension of the rules, which wouldhave
the effect of limiting debate) and precluding amendments. The
motion failed, and there was no vote on the merits of ERA at
that time. The ERA has not. been brought back before the full
House, nor have committee hearing records or committee reports
been published.

In the Senate, the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the
Committee on the Judiciary held a series of hearings. No
hearing records have been published to date, and the Sub-
committee took no final action.

In short, the pertinent legislative history of ERA remains
to be developed if it is materially to influence judicial
interpretation in significant areas of concern. Yet, hope for
effective clarifying history must fade somewhat in view of the
course of debate thus tar. For example, in response to
questions on BRA's impact in several sensitive areas (e.g.,
abortion, tax exemption, and private education), a cosponsor
repeatedly in§lcated that the courts would have to resolve
these issues.-1

In the present state of the record, the canons of judicial
construction take on considerable importance.

d. Canons of Construction

Courts approach the problem of interpretation on two levels -
intrinsic construction (dealing with the structure and
language of the text) and extrinsic construction (dealing with
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history and related mtatutes).11 Constitutional provisions are
generally.yubject to the same rules of construction as are
statutes.21 Courts look first to the text of the law to
discern whether the meaning is plain. If the text is pletn and
unambiguous, courts need not look to legislativeAtstory2!
although they caftan have not hesitated to do so. 22V However, if
language is open to more than one interpretation, courts will
examined egislative history for evidence of legislative
intent.ZZ! Nevertheless, when reviewing legislative history,
court will avoid woe) Justice Jackson called the "psychoanaly-
sis of Congress." 16

Legislative history is not very useful unless it is clear
and authoritative. Courts examine variety of legislative
materials. Reports of the Committee which heard testimony of
interested parsons and actively considered the text of the
legislation are uluelly most persuasive in judging the intent
of the legislature.11/ Courts will also examine reports of
Conference Committees and floor debates where those reports or
debates explajy,various textual changes which were made outside
of Committee.12V Generally, however, remarks in the course of
debates or hearings, excepy.Oy the sponsors or drafters, are
entitled to little weight. 22V Statements ,2( single legisla-
tors, even sponsors, are not controlling.I.V

The lack of relevant, useful legislative history, however,
does not relieve courts of the duty "to give faithful meaning
to the language Congress adopted in light of theigyident legis-
lative purpose in enacting the law in Question. When the
statute itself is ambiguous, courts molt ftostrue it in the
manner which best effectuates its policy.12! Where-a statute
expresses broad national policy, such es is often fo'ind in
constitutional provisions, courts,gonstrue 'terms broadly to
satisfy congressional objectives.12, This canon accords with
another generally accepted rule of interpretation: court
will liberally construe remedial legislation, such as antidis-
criminatiothtaws, in order to carry out the purposes of the
enactment.!! The rule of liberal construction compounds the
problems of ambiguity.' Among other things, ambiguity invites
judicial subjectivism which declares what Congress "must have"
meant.

A British jurist once stated this salutary principle
regarding legislative drafting:

(1)t is not enough tc attain a degree of precision
which a person reading (a law) in good faith can
understand; but it is necessary to attain if
possible to a degree of precision which a Recson
reading in bad faith cannot misunderstand
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In the end, the limitations of language as a means of conveying
ideas makes it important also to stress the importance of
clarity of legislative pygpose as a most reliable guide to
judicial interpretation.4uv

III. ERA SECTION I - ANALYSIS Of
MAJOR COMMENTS

In very general terms section I contains thr substantive
provisions of ERA, and section 2 authorises AL.gress to enact
laws to enforce those provisions. The text is identical to
that of the unsuccessful amendment approved by the 92d Congress
in 1972. Section 1 provides:

Equality of rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by
any Stateon account of sex.

In particular cases, the issue could well require the interpre-
tation of practically any single word. For present purposes,
however, it seems lufficient to consider its principal compo-
nents, namely (I) equality of rights under the law, (2) denial
or abridgement by the United States or any state, (3) on
account of sex.

Before addressing those components, it will be useful to
consider the pringiples of judicial review which measure the
limits of constitutionally permissible governmental discretion
in prescribing cldssifications of people in regard to their
rights, privileges and immunities, and the level of review
likely to apply td ERA.

A Judicial Review of x-Based
Classifications Uncle ERA

The equal protection precedents declare that statutory
classifications are subject to three different levels of judi-
cial scrutiny, depending on the type of classification
involved. A major objective of ERA is to subject sex-based
classifications to a strict judicial scrutiny, akin to that
applied to racial classifications under the equal protection
guarantees of the Constitution. Classifications which burden
fundamental constitutional rights (bi., free speech and free
exercise of religion), or which areed on race or national
origin, are subject to strict scrutiny. Racial classifications
are considered inherently "suspect." They :re presumptively
invalid11/ and are unlikely to survive striv: scrutiny analysis,
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Classifications based on sex have been subject to an inter-
mediate level of scrutiny. They are upheld only upon a showing
that the classification serves important governmental objec-
tives and 11,qubstantially related to the achievement of those
objectives.12' Classifications premised upon the alleged
inherent handicap, weakness or inferiority of a gender are not
deemed legitimate governmental objectives under the Equal Pro-
tection Clause. In recent years, the following classifications
based on sex have been invalidated: (i) a!statute that gave
the husband the unilateral right to diapoie of jointly owned
property without his wife's consent;21 (ii) a law tinder which
survivor benefits paid to a husband in case of his wife's work-
related deelb,were less than those payable to a similarly situ-
ated widow;-121 (iii) a statute that provided a shorter period
of parental suRU9rt obligation for female children than for
male children;21/ (iv) a provision in the Social Securitg Act
granting survivors' benefits to widows but not widowers ; (v)
statute egntaining a mandatory preference for male

applicants0x and (vi) an arbitrary preference indavor of
males in the administration of decedents' estates."'

In general, other classifications are subject only to the,
requirement that they lit,rationally related to a legitimate
governmental interest.42/ Classifications subject to this test,
are routinely upheld, in due deference to government's need to
make reasonable clessifications emit carries out Its func-
tions.

It is likely that the courts would employ the standard of
strict scrutiny, effectively treating classifications based on
sex as inherently "suspect." To withstand strict scrutiny,
gender-based classifications) would havc to further a "com-
pelling governmental interest." As noted, this level of scru-
tiny has routinely led to the invalidation of racial classifi-
cations under the Equal Protection Clause. However, it is
unlikely that "strict scrutiny" review will be as preclusive
under ERA. There will likely be situations in which courts
will uphold gender-based classifications (e.g., rape laws) as
has happened with some state ERAs.

B. "Equality of Rights" - Analogous State ERA.

Of the sixteen state ERAs, only eight employ the phrase
"equaloy of rights" (or like language) as does the federal
ERA.g The interpretation of such a phrase varies among the
states, and even within a single state. The articulated stand-
ard of equality ranges from what may be termed absolute eq1,11-
ity between men and women, to different treatment provided a
rational basis exists.
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The Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Washington ERAs have been
interpreted to mandate an absolute standard of equality more
stringent than traditional strict scrutiny and the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.22/ However,
even uncle, an allegedly absolute standard, courts have carved
out exceptions where differentiatiogAetween the sexes. s based
on unique physical characteristics. --- Additionally, the
Pennsylvania Commonwealth (appellate) Court has upheld meiA-
caid exclusion or abortion on the ground that the exceptiog,as
based on indigency, not on gender (discussed below at 18).-V
The Colorado and Massachusetts ER*p,have been interpreted to
require strict Judicial scrutiny,221 as is required by the
Fourteenth Amendment for racial classifications. This stand-
ard, too, has been interpreted to permit exceptions for unique
physical characteristics. Where different treatment is reason-
ably and genuinely based on such oharacteristics, the sexes are
not considere0.1imilarly situated and,. thus, equal treatment is
not required.22!

In Hawaii, while not articulating precisely the required
standard, court has indicated that thmtate ERA may mandate

higher standard than strict scrutiny..121 However, in uphol-
ding gehder,-based rape statute on the grounds that the dif-
ferentiation was based on unique physical characteristics, "the
court resorted to the Fourteenth Amendment standard for sex-
based distiptions, i.e. substantial relationship to government
interests.22v

The Texas Supreme Court has not addressed the standard of
equality required by that state's ERA. However, intermediate
appellate courts have dealt with the -issue with different
results. One held the ERA required strict scrutiny with excep-
tions for unique physical characteristics, countervailing con-
stitutionalS4 protected rights, and other compelling state
interests.-E The other held that EIJA,required application of
only the rational relationship test.21/ Finally, lb, standard
of equality remains unclear in at least one state.'"

In summary, the meaning of "equality of rights" is not
uniform under the state ERAs. Nonetheless, it is fair to say
generally that state ERAs have been interpreted to guarantee
the same rights as are guaranteed under the Equal Protection
Clause for racial classifications, with the most prevalent
exception being for classifications Justified by unique
physigst

11.1

characteristics. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 (prohibiting sex discrimination in employment) has
been similarly interpreted where unique physical characteris-
tics have been involved. The Supreme Court upheld the exclu-
sion of pregnancy from an employer's disability policy against
claims that it violated sex discrimination provisions of Title
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VII. Because pregnancy is significantly differekt from the
usual covered diseases or disabilities, the Court held that its
exclusion was not the result of sex discrimiqation but of legit-
imate distinctions among medical conditions.22!

The phrase "equality of rights" does not appear to convey,
by itself, a meaning other than the concept of fair and equal
treatment under the equal protection guarantees of the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments. The Supreme Court and lower federal
courts have analysed the phrase rights" and like lan-
guage in jurisdictional statutes,. footing statutory and con-
stitutional civil rights claims= Specifically, the Supremo
Court cited the origin of the relevant language in he Civil
Rights Act of IIHIS from which the Fourteenth Amen ent evolved,
and concluded that laws providing for "equal rig§ I" are com-
parable to this Fourteenth Amendment forerunner.'

C. "On Account of Sex" - Gender vs. Sexual
Preference or Orientation

The text-of EM suggests no meaning fort phrase "og
account of sex" other,than the usual meaning of gender.22V The
c4sponsoriflOave consistently indicated this understanding of

rthe term,. as distinguished from sexual affections' orlon-
tation or preference ( "sexual preference"). In fact, Senator
Hatfield cited favorably the fact that no state ERA had been
interpreted as invallgating laws prohibiting the marriage of
homosexual persons.-21 However, in 1972 Senator Sam Ervin
warned that BRA could invalidate laws locbidding same-sex mar-
riage and certain honOsexual actly&ty..fal Some BRA commen-
tators perceive the same result.=Av Recently, several wit-
n esses before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Consti-
tution questioned the.view that ERA would not undermine laws
regulating hamosexu.1,conduct if they apply equally to male and
female homosexual s.22./

Courts interpreting Title VII consistently have rejected
claims that sex discrimination includes employment discrimi-
n ation against homosexuals or transsexuals.22! As one court
put it, reading Title VII to cover such claims would be "imper-
missibly coplcived and inconsistent with the plain meaning of
the words. "22./ In the present state of the law, it is unlikely
that the term "sex" in ERA would be construed other than as
referring to discrimination between the genders. Yet, recent
legal developments involving the right of privacy in the field
of abortion and kindred areas do not put a mog.,liberal view of
the term sex beyond the range of possibility,..12/ at 'oust in
the absence of more precision in the text or compelling legis-
lative history.
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D. Discrimination - Intent or Effect

The phrage,"on account of" usually means "by reason of" or
"because 0V-11i and would seem to indicate that, on its tem
BRA is intended to reach only intentional discrimination.211
However, ERA could possibly reach other actions which have a
discriminatory effect on one gender or aid discriminatory
institutions. If ERA were to yield the tatter result, its
reach could be sLbstantially broader than that of the equal
protection guarantees of the Fifth and 'Fourteenth Amendments.

Prior to 1978 there was some question regarding the appro-
priate test to be used in race discrimination cases brought
under the Equal Protection Clause. Then the Court enunciated
"the basic equal protection principle that the invidious
quality of law claimed to be racially discriminatory must
ultimately.ge traced to a racially discriminatory
purpose."2.2V The Court observed that the discriminatory pur-
pose might be found in a statute itself, or its application in
an intentionally discriminatory manner. Subsequently, the
Court upheld veterans' preferences in state civil service
ployment, despite their disparate effect on women, beta
there we; no showing of purposeful discrimination a st
women. 1 Supporters of ERA have ingiqated that result,
would have been different under ERA.22/

By analogy to the Equal Protection Clause, ERA could also
be interpreted to prohibit the government from aiding private
institutions that discriminate on the basis of sex. Earlier
cases' involving desegregation of public schools have held'that
government programs are invalid under the Equal Protection
Clause when they have the impermissible effect of providing
significant aid to private, racially discriminatory insti-
tutions.2A/ A lower court recently held that equal protection
principles prohibited a federal agency from funding local agen-
cies which it kne/ or should have known were engaged in racial
discrimination..1

E. DenialorientofRillits"b
the UnitedStatesorbyanyStati"

The ERA explicitly addresses only actions taken "by the
United States or by any state." That it is not intended to
reach the private acts of individuals or organisations seems
clear from its lenguage and its sparse legislative history.
However, in certain situations ERA could be made applicable to
private organizations. The Fourteenth Amendment has been
applied to private activity bgeguse of significant state
involvement in that activity.221 A similar result can be
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expected under ERA.

The Supreme Court employs several principles in determining
whether the actions of a private organization will be deemed
state action, thereby subjecting that organization to the re-
quirements of the Fourteenth Amendment. First, there must be a
nexus between the state and the challenged action of theWprivate entity so close WI the action may fairly be deemed
that of the state itself.221 Second, private discriminatory
action may be considered state action where the state has
required it, or has provided such significant encourage:4W
that the action must in law be deemed that of the state.'
Third, the required nexus may be present it the private entity
has exercised powers ttigt are traditicnally the exclusive pre»
rogative of the state.211 The ultimate issue for analysis is
whether the alleged infringement of.gqnstitutional rights is
"fairly attributable to the state." !/ Only by sifting facts
and weighing circumsleqces can the significance of state in-
volvement be judged.

Applying these principles, the Court has found state action
where private individuals or organisations (1) acted in concert
with state officials, or under compulsion of state law, to
deprive individuals of property or other protected rights; 124
(if) had a symbiotic relationship with state from which thg
state received financial benefits from discriminatory acts;
and (Hi) utilized the judicial system to atAgrppt to enforce
restrictive property covenant based on race.11V

By analogy, udder ERA private organizations which engage in
sexually discriminatory practices would not likely be subject
to ERA's prohibitions unless those practices were attributable
to a governmental decision Or the government was significantly
involved in the alleriminatory practices. Under the Court's
recent analysis,-- receipt of substantial governmental bene-
fits alone would not subject a private organization (e41., a
private, single-sex school) to ERA's requirements. However, it
must be cautioned that "state action" is a developing concept
whose full implications cannot be atsossed. The extent to
which private organizations would be affected by-ERA will
depend, in part, on the development of state action/doctrine
under ERA. The relevance of this cons!deration to church in-
stitutions is discussed below at pages 23 and 24.

IV. ERA SECTION 2 - ENFORCEMENT

Section 2 provides: "The Congress shall have the power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this
article." This provision is identical to the enforcement sec-
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment, and is similar to enforcement
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provisions in six others.11/

Under existing federal statutes, 11./ a citizen affected
by sex discrimination could sue for declaratory and injunctive
relief to redress a violation of rights under ERA. When
enacted in the nineteenth century, the CivilAights Acts were
aimed at eliminating racial discrimination. -- time, the

'Court has expanded its understanding and use of the Fourteenth
Amendment and

7/
has applied it to invalidate gender-based dis-

crimination.-- Accordingly, a lawsuit under existing Civil
Rights Agle may be used to enjoin gender-besed discrimr
ination. Because the Supreme Court has held that such
lawsuits are not limited simply to civil rights legislation Lit

121

available to vindicate all federal rights Ili, the same pro-
visions may be used to enforce the ERA. Thus, existing federal
law proviges a substantial enforcement mechanism if ERA is
enacted.2=V

In addition, the Congress will have the discretion to
enact laws "necessary and prom" for the uniform interpreta-
tion and enforcement of ERA. 21, Under its enforcement
authority, the Congress is not limited to those matters which a
court itself would void as unconstitutional. Rather, the Con-
gress through legislation may affirmatively protect rights'and
declare ceglein acts illegal in order to enforce the
Amendment. I Thus by reference to Fourteenth Amendment prin-
ciples, a court would interpret BRA as authorizIgg,the Congress
to enforce ERA guarantees by any rational means...UV

Constitutional provisions like ERA and the Fourteenthm
Amendment, and related statutes, are liberally oonstrued.221
It is reasonable to expect judicially created private rights of
action under Eg6,which are not expressly provided under exis-
ting statutes.221 The Supreme Court allowed a private right of
action Lig sex discrimination under federal civil rights legis-
lation.--- r It concluded that, by enacting the statute in ques-
tion, Congress intended to benefit women as a special class;
that civil rights legislation was intended to be construed
broadly; add that the private right of action would promote the
congressional policy against discrimination.

V. ERA SECTION 3 - EFFECTIVE DATE

Section 3 of ERA provides that it "shall take effect two
years after the date of ratification." The rationale for such
a delay is explained in the 1972 Report of the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary:

The purpose of this section is to give the States.
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and the federal government an opportunity to review
and revise their laws, regulations and practices so
as to being them into compliance with the Amend-
ment.221

The drive for ratification of the 1972 ERA has been °emitted
with contributing to important reforms in some states.22/ It
is reasonable to assume that, with ratification of ERA, the
states and the federal government would make additional efforts
to bring their laws, regulations and practices Into conformity
with IRA's mandate.

11. SALUTARY EFFECTS OF ERA

ERA would buttress the cause of fair treatment under law
for all, particularly women. Its effects would reach an array
of legal areas and social relationships In Jurisdictions (state
and federal) so numerous that they defy comprehensive and pre-
cise analysis' in this document. In fact, and understandably,
no document has provided such an analysis.

A. An Overview

It is fair to say that although there is great diver,Ity of
opinion regarding the probable, salutary effects of ERA,
significant body of opinion envisions important strides In the
direction of fair and equal treatment irrespective of sex. I

say this based upon our exhaustive review of most if not all
of the available, significant testimony and written commentary
on the,Aybject, principal examples of which are cit d
belowreff Thus, ERA is regarded by many as a means of enhan-
cing the econbmie situation of women by (i) eliminating state
and federal laws or practices that exclude women from certain
amploment opportunities, or otherwise limit their participa-
dion,MY (11) providing for more equitable owaygship and
control of property acquired during marriage,-221 (iii)
requiring more equitable treatment for women under the social
securily,system and statutes regulating private pension
plans 44/ (iv) expanding opportunities for women in the mili-

fa/taryr-- (v) elimigeting sex -based wage discrimination in
public employMentrmv and (xi) lowering the cost to women of
certain kinds of insurance.---

In the important area of education, the 1972 Senate Report
stated that "ERA will require that State supported schools at
all levels eliminate laws, regulations or gomument practices
which exclude women or limit their numbers. "-- / In the partic-
ularly complex area of athletics, BRA could provide an effec-
tive mewls for attaining equal athletic opportunity for women,
hicluding.sex-neutral rules, equal per capita expenditures, and
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the creator) and implementation of affirmative action
programs. Exceptional female athletes could be allowed 1g,
compete with the best\male athletes in their,communities.22!
In addition, many view ERA as an effective bar to sex discrimi-
nation other ertivi such as in criminal law (e.gLA,sentescing
and prison reform).-- 1 and domestic relations

In addition to its legal effects, ERA could also perform an
impo.tant symbolic function. As part of onr fundamental law,
ERA would exemplify the nation's commitment to the principle of
equal rights for individuals regardless of their sex. The
legal and extralegal impact of ERA could work in tandem to
provide women new opportunities, increased self-esiggtp, and
psychological motivation to expand their horizons..1221

B. Impact on Discrete Areas of Federal Law

Because of their importance, it will be useful to review
briefly the potential of ERA in two areas of federal law, i.e.
the law governing the social security system and the military.
These have generated much discussion.

1. Social Security

There is an increased public awareness and concern over the
numbers of women living lqmerty. The plight of older women
is of particular concern.-_.. Often they must rely on social
security payments as their primary means of support. Por a/
variety of reasons (e.g., years spent out of the work force/as
homemakers, tower average wages, part-time or short term /
employment), average benefits are lower for women than men
under the present social security system. ERA could require
revisions in the social security system and pension

1laws,
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 197f,c"1134
to provide for more equitable treatment of women...U=V

/

If discrimination is measured by effect rather than Intent
(discussed above at 9), laws which have a "disparate effect" on
womepAyquld be subject to strict judiciei scrutiny under
ERA.2=2.1 The perceived flaw in laws stich as the Social Secu-
rity Act and ERISA is that they do not take into account the
life patterns of meny women, or roc guise thedlimomle contri-
bution made by homemakers to the family unit.2221 Thus, it has
been observed that ERA would require Congress to review the
provisions of the S:cial Security Act and ERISA, and olckg,
amendments where necessary to treat women more fairly...v."2v If
the "disparate effect" standard were utilised by courts, ERA
could lead to additional benefits for women under social
security and other statutes affecting retirement. It is beyond
the scope of this memorandum to attempt a delineation of what
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those benefits might be, how they would be funded, or what
effect they might have on other participants in the affected
programs.

It should be noted that Congress has already taken some
steps to eliminate inequities in the Social Security Act and
\BRIM. In the Social Security Amendments of 1993, certain
gender-baegd,distinctions were eliminated from the Social Beau-
')rity.Act,1211 Congress allio rewired the Department of Health
and Human Services to prepare a report analysing the potential
impact of various.:earnings sharing" proposals on the social
security system.122! Generally, under "earnings sharing",the
combined earnings of a husband and wife during the period Of
their marriage would be divided equally between them for bene-
fit purposes, proOlding each spoygg,with social security pro-
tection in his or her own right .222V The Retirement Equity Act
of 1994 made several amendments to ERISA, designed to provide
greater pedsion equity for women by taking ijto account change',
in work pfitterns and in marriage as an economic partnership.4,1

2. The Military

The" legislative history of the 1972 ERA strongly suggested
that EgA could have a substantial impact on the role of women
in the military. It indicated that women would be allowed to
volunteer for service, and be subject to conscription, on the.
same bas iii as men; AxA4 and thallike men, -womon---couttlie--
assigned to various dutigegepending on their qualifications
and the serMice's needs. 1.1=if Although it is incomplete, this
far there is nothing in the legislative hIstory,c1,the present
ERA to indica'e a contrary intent in this area. 22=V Expanding
opportunities .r the military fcriqualified women would be
beneficial in several respects.411, It is reasonable to expect
that more women would be able to take advantr7e of the numerous
benefits of military-airvice (e.g., education, techniCal
training, medical care and veterans' benefits), and that moie
women would bt eligible for veterans' preferences in government
amployment.1"/

R.garding combat assignments, it has been observed that
only a relatively small percentage of the military actually
ser'es in combat, and only women that coultipel_therqualiti-
cations would,01,assigned to combat units. .2=1- Whether present
proscriptionsliii against the use of women in combat units
would survive judicial scrutiny under ERA will ultimately
depend an the standard of review adopted by the courts. lf, as
some urge,..LLV all explicit gender-based classifications would
be impermissible under ERA, the survival of a policy Pohibi-
ting only women from serving in combat is unlikely. its/

r

On the
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other hand, courts have traditionally accorded great deference
to Congrpgl,in matters involving na:lonal defense and military
affairs.14E/ In the absence of clear legislative history to
the contrary, it age= improbable that the judiciary would
abandon its usuil deference in this sensitive area and invali-
date rational, long-standing prohibitions on the use of women
in combat units.

G. Impact on Discrete Areas of State Law

Of the various state laws potentially affected by ERA,
those dealing with domestic relations and employment are espe-
cially important and warrant particular comment.

1. Domestic Relations

Generally speaking, BRA could substantially affect state
domestic relations laws. Under ERA, they would have to be

, based on individual circumstances ancl,peeds, not on assumptions
based solely on an individual's sex.2.111 Thus, a declaration
of invalidity is probable with respect to such presumptions
that may'exist, e.g., the igli)er's primary .responsibility for
the support of the 211/ The support obligations of each
spouse would be defined in functional terms based, for example,
on each spouse's earning power, current resources, anclagntri-
butions (other than financial) to the family welfare. Upon
dissllution of marriage, It is suggested that ERA would
require states to provide for an equitable inter-Impel dis-
tribution of assets acquired during the marriage, 1.UV thereby
e ffectively recognising the tangible contributions made to the
marriage by nonworking spouses (usually women). It should be
n oted that without ERA, many states have adopted more equitable
methods for division of marital property in matrimonialeases.125/

ERA could require changes in other areas of domestic rela-
tions law. Some have concluded that the statutory age at which
state permits an indlyigval to marry would have to be the

same for men and women..22/ It has also been suggested that
ERA would lead to the invalidation of statutes or practices
requiring wivep to use their husbands' symmes, or requiring
children to use their fathers' surnames =IL/ Further, some are
of the view that legal requirements establishing the domicile
or residence of individuals could not be based on sex, thus
eliminating any presumptions that the uomiclig,qr residence of
a married woman ffillowe that of her husband

2. Employment

ERA could be violated by laws, to the extent they still
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exist, that explicitly restrict or limit the occupations or
conditions of employment for women only, e. , laws limiting
the maximum number of hours worked, excliaTiimapen from
working in mines, and requiring rest periods.A13.1 The 1972
Senate Report indicated that under ERA restrictive laws (AA...,
excluding women from certain occupations) would be Invalidated,
where.. others that are truly protective (e.g., providing,gget
periods) could be extended to protect both men and women."'"

ERA would prohibit sex discrimination in employment prac-
tices in state and local governments. In this area, ERA would
overlap with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 any!
state fair employment practices statutes which now prohibit sex
discrimination in public employment. ERA could fill gaps in
statutesowqh as Title VII which does not apply tfq,mbers of
Congress-- certain state elected officielseUll and could
provide further impetus for the more yigyous enforcement of
antidiscrimination laws and policies.'"

VII. IMPLICATIONS OF CONCERN FOR CHURCHES
AND THE PEOPLE THEY SERVE

The implications of ERA have also given rise to concerns in
diverse areas of law and public policy. There follows dis-
cussion of certain areas of major concern to churches and the
people they serve. Such an analysis is essential to an objec-
tive consideration of ERA, and to provide balance in the public
debate by augmenting the available public commentary.

A. Abortion

1. Substantive Abortion Rights

The potential effect of ERA on woman's tint to terminate
her pregnancy is limited because Roe v. Wade 4.1.W and kindred
cases are the law. Courts will p=2 ittriut,e to Congress an
intent to do an unnecessary act...21 There is no explicit
indication in the text or legislative history that Congress
intends ERA to reinforce right of abortion. Indeed, the
legislative history rem's the absence of congressional
consensus on abortion.=mv

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is reasonable to consider
ERA as possessing the potential to buttress the substantive
right of abortion. The possible permutations of tact and legal
principle under the Roe v. Wade doctrine have not been exhaus-
ted. There is some room for the regulation of the abortion
right based upon the compelling interest of the state in the
life and health of the mother (second and third trimester) and
unborn child (third trimester). This approach in the theory of
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the eases has aimply been criticized by three members of the
Supreme Court, 122./ and the future course of the law seems
somewhat uncertain. Although it is unlikely the Court will
overrule the Roe v. Wade line of cases in their fundamental
precepts, it is not unreasonable to anticipate more fayorable
consideration of well-founded restrictions of abortion in the
law. The present Court has manifested its,wlilingness to re-
assess its decisions in other vital areas,1121 and no reason
appears why abortion must be an exception to that salutary
process.

These observations counsel a sensitivity to the more subtle
potentialities of ERA in the field of abortion. If there is
any room for the meaningful restriction of abortion under pres-
ent legal theory or future holdings, ERA could serve to dimin-
ish those prospects. In Roe v. Wade, the Court grounded the
woman's rigOtnjo terminate her pregnancy in considerations of
her health.222v The right to protect one's health and repro-
ductive invests is grounded in he constitutional right of
privacy-11a' Under ERA, the Cour would likely view abortion
as a type of mclkcal treatment, lthough not identical, to
other types Ill' Accordingly, 'there is legitimate concern
that ERA could lead to the invalidation of laws which deny to
women right not denied to men, namely, access to forms of
medical "treatment" nesded to protect health, including abor-
tion. In tbis way, ERA could buttress the Roe v. Wide right of
abortion. ..UP It could fortify the princiiirEFIATWrin Roe v.
Wade, i.e. the right of privacy encompasses woman's iittiffilWri
whether or not to termina a her pregnancy."''

2. Public Funding of Abortion

Although Roe v. Wade and other cases have established a
woman's right to tjTriTWWte her pregnancy, there is presently no
federal cpgiitut.Jnal right to public financing of
abortion.1MV The denial of such funding does not deprive
women of any constitutiopilll,right, including rights under the
Equal Protection Clause Ial However, under ERA it is likely
that funding restrictions would be invalidated if certain estab-
lished principles are applied.

Like pregnancy and childbirth, abortion is a procedure
which only women can undergo. Because ERA would probably ren-
der sex-based classifications suspect in the sense that term is
used under the Equal Protection Clause, a law excluding abor-
tions from a governmentally-sponsored, comprehensive me"ieal
program would be subject to strict judicial scrutiny. The
Supreme Court has already held that the government's Aiterest
in fetal 11(g,aoes not become compelling until After
viability.1J1V Consequently, a law excluding pre viability
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abortions from a comprehensive health benefit program might
well not survive strict judicial scrutiny, whether the program
is based on the state's interegl,in fetal life or in encourag-
ing childbirth over abortion. 1.21.1 Further, in view of the
mother's somewhat qualified right to terminate her pregnancy
after viability, the same result could follow for this period
of gestation as well.

In a vary recent decision, majority of the Pennsylvania
Commonwealth Court upheld ire state's exclusion of funding for
abortions (with certain Inceptions) against claims that it
violatgd the Equal Protection Clause and Pennsylvania's
ERA.111 The court held (two judges dissenting) that the exclu-
'kin did not involve a gender -based classification cognizable
under that state's ERA. The decision has been appealed to the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The fact that the court was divi-
ded points upthe genuineness of this question with respect to
the federal ERA. The case also confirms the difficulties of
pcsdicting results under ERA. Further, one decision involving
A state ERA by a state intermediate appellate court is of
slight preoedential value. Especially is this so since-the
court did riot apply the standard of strict judicial scrutiny,
as ERA seems likely to require.

B. tqeots of Homosexual Persons

An issue which has caused concern is the potential of BRA
to sanr.tion a homosexual lifestyle by incorporating it in the

fabric in various ways, toe example, by compelling recog-
..itiee of the marriage of homosexual persons, and by prohibi-
ting employment and like policies which exclude such persons
(24/4, in employment by churches and other, religious organiza-
tions). The implications are self-evident in the discussions
below of areas of concern such as ERA's potential effect on
tax-exempt status. The issue of marriage is distinct and
warrants separate consideration.

Arguments that the refusal tc permit ammeJseA marriage;
constitutes unlawful sex discrimination have been rejentee
uniformly. In denying such claims, courts genersily have relief'
upon the traditional definition and ge of the term
"marriage" as a heterosexual union."JUV Thus, e Kentucky curt
held that Iwo persons of the same sex had no cocstitntionally
protected right to marry. It concluded that the two women
involved were not preventee from marrying by the statutes of
Kentucky, but "rather by their own incapttOility of entering
into 4 marriage as that term is defined." 'MU Most recently, a
Pennsylvania Superior Court found that "history, public policy,
and ordinary deflailuo degod expaosioir i,t the,voicept
of °mum ism marriage to include semi sex martisges,""
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Perhaps theonit relevant case for present purposes is

Singer v. Hera 111./ which was decided under a state ERA
(WastligliT6WTjubstantially similar to the proposed federal

ERA a-11 Singer held that the statutory prohibition against

same-sex marriages did not violate the state ERA or the Equal

Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In the court's

view, the state ERA did not create new rights, but merely man-

dated that existing rights be equally available to members of

both sexes. Because by definition marriage is union between

a man and a woman, the court determined that the right sought

by applicants did not exist, and therefore they were not denied

"right" (marriage license) on account of sex. The court

emphasized the "state's recognition that our society as a whole

views marriage as the appropriate and desirable forum for pro-

creation and rearing of children.... (Miarriage exists ad a

protected institution primarily becaUse of societalaitues
associated with the propagation of the human race.".L.lai

Similarly, in a case not involving an ERA, the court stated:

"(lit seems beyond dispute that the state has a compelling

Interest in encouraging and fostering procreation of the race

and providing status gg0 stability to the environment in which

children are raised."/

Some have suggested that ERA'. potential for legitimizing

marriage between homosexual persons findsgport in the misc.-
jenstion case of Loving v. United States. ..- In Loving, the

Supreme Court held Virginia's miscegenation statutes unconsti-

tutional under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment because they were 'based "solely upon distinctions

drawn according to race. The statutes proscribe generally
secepteCgqnduct if engaged in by members of different

permitting man to marry a woman, 9 ,not a man, creates araces. TheThe analogy to the Loving case proposes that a law

classification based solely on sex,-2-1 and that u 'er the

strict scrutiny ste..derd such gatassification is AS unconsti-

tutional as one based on racte.222,

The analogy to Loving has been rejected in at least two

vises based on the essential nature of marriage as a hetero-

sexual union. In one, the court stated 'ring does "not
indicate that all state restrictions on the right to marry are

beyond reach of the Fourteenth Amendment. But in common sense

and a constitJtIonel sense, there is clear distinction

between marital restriction based merely on fig, and one

based upon the fundamental difference in sex.".1W In Silva:,

supra, the court found 'n the term "marriage" no sex-Lased

c assj(kcstion which would trigger sippliestion of tho

EkA..L.' This "definitional reeponte" to the issue has been

er.tielted as producing a "chicken-or-ogg t.oe of
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quandary" ,162/ and as refleeliim an anachronistic understanding
of the marital institution 21:=M

A cautious assessment of ERA in this sensitive area of such
-pastoral importance cannot overleaf:* the fact that laws, and the
interpretation of laws, necessarily reflect the contemporary
mores. What seems an ineluctable interpretation of "sex" today
("gender") may seem less clear to some in years to come.
Indeed, some commentators have already felt winds of change.

'One law professor has stated: "(T]he.constitutionpl3V Aight to
privacy was developed in Griswold v. Connecticut and its
progeny because the procrWriCaWr madil741176Wility could no
longer be sustained by sound empirical or conceptual
argument. Lacking such support, the procreational model could
no longer bc,legally enforced on the grounds of the 'public
morality.'"Jati Another has suggested that the extension of
the Griswold privacy rights to single people "signaled a new
understanding of marriage in tho background of constitutional ,

Tights: It's the individual whMes the rights, not the
couple, not the status entity.".LEE' Of interest is the dissent
of one judge in case which upheld constitutionality of
Virginia's criminal sodomy statute.221/ He wrote: "A mature
individual's choice of an adult sexual partner, in the privacy
of his or her own home, would appear to me to be decision of
the utmost private and intimate concern. Private consensual
sex acts between adults are matters, absent evidence that they
are harmfuls.tn which the state has no legitimate
ieterest."11E/

1 As observed earlier in this memorandum (page 8), the phrase
"on account of sex" should not be construed other than as re-
ferring fo gender. However, the developing constitutional
"right of privacy", considered in light of ever-shifting mores
and societal permissiveness, opens the door to more liberal
construction. The phrase "on account of sex" has obvious in-
terpretational latitude.

C. Tax-Exempt Status of Church Organizations

There are two ways in which ERA could adversely affect the
tax-exempt status of churches and their institutions and
organizations. First, ERA could be used to support an extpeROn
of the reasoning in gob Jones University v. United States 2-9,
to deny tax-exempt status underaectlon 501(e)(1) of the
Internal Revenue Code ("Code") -1-11/ to organizations that dis-
criminate "on account of sex." Second, ERA could be interpre-
ted as independently prohibiting the government from providing
tax benefits to organizations that discriminate on the basis of
hex. The first is a matter of statutory construction, the
second of constitutional construction.
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I. Section 501(c)(3)

In Bob Jones, the Supreme Court held that a private educa-
tional TiiiiiTTition which followed racially discriminatory poli-
cies based on religious beliefs was not charitable within the
meaning of seetion 501(c)(3) of the Code. Noting that such
exemptions are justified pp,She basis that an exempt entity
confers a public benefit,Illf the Court concluded that the
racially discriminatory schools (I) violated the fundamental
public policy against racial discrimination in education, and
thereforg.(ii) could not be deemed to confer a benefit on the
public.21Ag In the Court's view, education immersed in racial
discrimination is robbed of its charitable character. The
Court also concluded that tie government's fundamental policy
against racial discrimination in education, and its interest in
denying its support to discriminatory schools, substantially
outweigh any burden which denial of tax-exempt status Might
impose on the institution's rigIng under the Free B4rcise
Clause of the First Amandment.A141 The Court noted that the
financial impact on the schools will, not prevent them from
observing their religious tenets."'

Perhaps significantly, the Court pointedly observed that it
was dealing with a religious school, not with churches or other
purely religious institutions, and that the governmental
interest was la

5/
denying public support to racial discrimination

17in education-- Confined to its facts, the immediate impact
of Bob Jones is limited to racially discriminatory educational
Institut one.

(a) The Church Itself - Clergy

Under the Bob Jones rationale, it could be argued that a
church which limits is clergy to men violates BBA's funda-
mental national policy against discrimination on account of
sex, thereby negating any benefits the church might otherwise
confer on the public. If the argument succeeded, forfeiture of
tax-exempt status would result - at least until the allegedly
discriminatory practice is terminated.

The Bob Jones decision was founded on the government's
compelling interest In eliminating racial discrimination in
education. In matters Involving the internal affairs of chur-
ches or religious doctrine, the government has no legitimate
intermit. It is well established that religious freedom under
the First Amendment encompasses the right of religious bodies
to decide matters of church governange,and of faith and doc-
trine, free from state interference.._._ Freedom to select
clergy has been afforded federal constitutional
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protectian.111/ Denial of tax-exempt status to churches,
because of the manner in which they *elect clergy, would raise
important constitutional questions, requiring balancing of
the religious freedom protected by the First Amendment with the
policy against sex discrimination deelared in ERA.

I

A limitation on religious liberti, can be justified by
showing that it is essalkal to accomtlish an overriding
governmental :interest. There is o question that the loss
of tax exemption-would place substarllial burden on the free
exercise of religion by churches or redigious orders. But such

burden was allomd in Bob Jones. Th Courts have sustained
burdens on free exeraiseWTn oth r contexts when an over-
riding government interest required. nder BRA, it would be
arguable that the Free Exercise Clause does not require an
exception for churches or religious orders from a general
requirement that tax exemption be denied to organisations that
discriminate on the basis of sex. In the area of race
discrimination, at least twice the Court has stated that the
Constitullo tolerates but will not support private dignimr,
ination.J.12, Under ERA, Bob Jones and eller cases 22,2V could
be used to support contentT3WUat tax benefits should be
denied to churches that discriminate on he basis of sex, even
for religious reasons.

(b) Sex Distinctions in Educational Inst tutions

Catholic schools which differentiate the basil of sex in
admissions or activities could very well b thetarget of
efforts to extend the Bob Jones reasoning eyond racial discrim-
ination to sex disariniriaWi

The passage of ERA would surely bolster\ the argument that
single-sex private schools, or private 'oho Is that otherwise
differentiate on the basis of sex (g., in the level of extra-
curricular activities offered), violate tun mmental public
policy, one of the two critical elements in the Bob Jones
rationale. The other, i.e. that such schOol should
deemed to confer a public benefit, might als be supported by
ERA. It could be argued that sexually direr minatory schools
exert a pervasive influence over the entire dueational
process, outwgjghing any public benefit that they might other-
wise provide.221,/ Thus, under the realigning f Bob Jones, the
tax-exempt status of such schools may w(t1 be jecWRITiiii.

Seminaries and novitiates differ from oth r Catholic
schools, and the schools in Bob Jones, 11. that

\
their primary

function is the education araTFIFWFWg of prielsts and members

\:)

of religious orders. Thus, the Bob Jonah reas ning seems less
relevant. However, as with chuiaii771tould be argued that
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seminaries and novitiates that differentiate on the basis ;f
sex are not entitled to tax exemption under section WIWI)
because they violate the fundamental public policy of ERA.

(c) Other Church Organizations - e.g., Hospitals
and Social Welfare Agencies .

Whether the Bob Jones reasoning could logically be extegdqd
to discriminatioiTiaiFitable areas other than educationill,
presents another difficult question. Organizations that per-
form public service functions (e.g_., hospitals and social wel-
fare agencies) are similar to educational institutions in their
broad public purpose. If they discriminate on the basis of sex
(e.., by refusing to perform or fund abortions), they could be
said to violate fundamental public policy thereby /meeting the
first criterion of Bob Jones. As in Bob Jones ft could also
be argued that thei7FielTies undermaieWWOritr benefits they
confer on the public. Thus, ERA could extend/the Bob bones
reasoning to charitable organizations other 'than eliiiiTTENil
institutions. As previously noted for the/other categories, it
is questionable whether these organizations could successfully
raise free exercise defenses in the evert of denial of tax
exemption.

2. ERA as an Independent Source /1
for Denial of Tax-Exempt Statt#

The previous discussion foculled on the effect of ERA on the
interpretation of section 5010 (3) of the Code. The issue
here is whether ERA woulu open t

17
e independently to prevent the

government from extending tax xemption to organizations that
discriminate on the basis of 04x. Neither the legislative
history of ERA nor relevant ease law provide definitive guid-
ance on this point. By analogy to equal protection principles,
there are two theories upon which it could be argued that ERA
prohibits the grant of tax exemptions to discriminatory
organizations, namely (i) through the application of the "state
action" doctrine, and (ii) through the adoption of standard
under ERA which prohibits the government from aiding discrimi-
natory institutions.

(a) State Action

Current state action principles developed under the Four-
teenth Amendment (discussed above at pages 9 and 10) require
some nexus between the government and the discriminatory prac-
tice of a private organitation before the latter will be trea-
ted as state action. The Supreme Court recently held that the
grant of substantial funds to a private school did not so in-
volve a state government in the internal decisions of that'
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school
onto

warrant treating those decisions as state
action.1141V Despite some earlier lower court decisions. to the.
contrar y,211./ under current state action principles it is not
likely that the discriminatory'acts of a private organisation
would be considered state action merely because that organiza-
tion receives a governmental benefit in the foim of a tax
_exemption, unless there is also significant governmental
involvement in the discriminatory acts themselves.

(b) ,Aid To Discriminatory Institutions

Arguably, BRA could be interpreted as prohibiting govern-
mental programs which have the practIpal effect of providing
aid to discriminatory institutions..=== There is precedgqt in
the equal protectibn area to support this contention. AW In
Bob Jones, however, the Court did not reach -an analogous ques-
Trii77741. whither denial of tax-exempt status to 'racially
discrairatori schools is independently requiggd by the equal
protection coMponent of the Fifth Amendment.121! Thus, until
the Court'finilly resolves the issue, equal protection precis-
dentr.provide no definitive guidance as to how BRA would inde-
pendently affect tax, exemption.

Because of the potentially devastating impact that loss of
tax exemption could have on churches and their institutions,
clarity is sorely needed on'this issue. Bob Jones demonstrates
clearly that free exercise rights can be iiiirc:F=eoin the area
of race discrimination.

D. Government Aid Programs.- Participation
of Church Organisations

Churches and their related organisations participate in
numerous federal and state aid programs involving substantial
funds. Programs of particular importance include education,
health and social services. In the absence of statutory prohi-
bitions against sex discrimination in aid proftams, would BRA
independently preclude participation by organliptions which
differentiate on the basis of sex (LA., hos It Is, in relation
to abortion procedures; schools whose mdm ss on policies or
programs differentiate between the sexes; and church Agencies
which exclude women from its ministry)? The answer to that
question is governed by considerations already discussed in the
area of tax exemption.

As already indicated, mere receipt of governmental benefits
would not establish the necessary nexus with the discriminatny
acts of the private organization for state action purposes."'
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It is more likely that ERA could be interpreted as prohibiting ,

governmental programs from providing aid to institutions that
discriminate on the basis of sex. A similar result .was reached
in an earlier racielAiscrimination case under the Equal
Protection Clause.J.W., Only recently lower court concluded
that the federal government could not, consistent with the
equal protection guarantees, provide fundinuto stattAggencies
which engaged in racially discriminatory practices.2/ By
analogy, a similar result could be expected under ERA. As with
tax exemption, the result could bi the same even where in
organisation discriminates for religiouceasons.

E. Statutory Antidiscrimination Provisions -
lace tions Based on Religious Belief

Questions have been raised concerning the potential impact
of BRA on religioust y-belei statutory 'adoptions to antidis-
crimination provisions.22W For example, Title iX of the
Education Amendments of 1912 prohibits discrimination on the
basis of ses,ig education programs receiving federal financial
aisistanee.Jill However, Title IX does not apply to an insti-
tution which is controlled by a religious orgasigqtion if com-
pliance would-contraym its religious tenets. 22W Further,
the Murat Amendment .LEXI allows hospitals participating in
certain sederal programs not to perform abortions or stgltlisa-
tions, and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1984, 122V
which prohibits sex discrimination in employment, does not
require an emplp/gg. to pay for health insurance benefits for
most abortions."'"

In assessing the impact of BRA on these exceptions, a fun-
damental principle must be kept in mind, i.e. neither Congress
nor state can mg; a law that denies i-Triht guaranteed by
the Constitution. .122= The Court has recently held that an
exception in Title IX for the admissions policies of certain
single-sex public undergraduate institutions did not.exempt
public nursing school from Its obligation under the Equal Pro-
tection Clause of thcliorteenth Amendment not to deny males
the right to enroll.4=2/ Thus, for example, if ERA were' inter-
preted as prohibiting government funding of organisations that
discriminate on the basis of sex for any reason, an exception
such as the religious tenet exception in Title IX would
-probably be invalidated.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

To be sure, the present state of the law proscribing sex
discrimination reflects contemporary enlightenelant and growth.
Further, there is no indication that there is not more progress
to come. On the other hand; there is also no assurance that
the necessary progress will be attained with the dispatch it
deserves. Essentially an overlay upon the equal protection
components of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, BRA would
fortify the existing equal protection guarantees- vis a vis sex-
based discrimination.

It cannot be gainsaid, however,' that ERA is'also burdened
by potential collateral effects which are probably unintended
--by many supporters, and which may justifiably be regarded by
many as udeilrable, and even alarming. It is not possible to

illll its effects with reasonable precision, a reality
wrought in part by the dynamics involved in the complex inter-
play between BRA and other principles'of law which will govern
the judicial faterpretive process. However, tor all the
reasons discussed in this memorandum, in the'present state of
the law and !IRA's legislative history, there is no reasonable
doubt of its uncertain and far-reaching adverse implications.
As for the legislative history, it is a particular cause for
regret that the debate too often reflects a desire to. imbue the
ERA with.* purposeful ambiguity, and a willingness to abdicate
legislative responsibility in favor of the judiciary.

In the absence of clarifying amendments,' 9/ or the less
secure means of clarifying legislative hist ry, it is fair to
'lay that' ratification of ERA would set in tion a potent con-
stitutional force, with potentially undesirable as well as
desirable results, whose meaning and effect would be as much a
product of skillful advocacy and judicial predilections as of
the will.of the people. This is a matter of profound consti-
tutional.concern. A due regard for our national repository of
the powers of government and the rights of the people demands
precision both of purpose and expression. It is true, of
course, that it is not possible to draft an BRA in a way which
makes its future application entirely predictable. Every con-
tingency cannot be envisaged. On the other hand, it is
possible to draft an BRA which, illumined by a well-focused
legislative history, will avoid major pitfalls which are now
readily identifiable. Unlike statutes which are always subject
to amendment by the legislature when deficiencies appear, if

ERA is ratified its course and effect will be in tiI hands of
the judicial branch.

L
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There is no concern which cannot be resolved, at least
substantially, while still preserving the integrity of the
economic and kindred goals which women seek to achieve and to
which their dignity entitles them. I would counsel construc-
tive endeavors to achieve greater clarity In service to those
goals. Because the legal analysis related to these issues is
so complex, and often open to honest differences of informed
opinion, the effective level of resolution is that of consensus
on policy and draftsmanship - not legal disputation.' It there
is disagreement on the policy to be established, that should be
straightforwardly addressed. It there is not, good faith will
find a way to express the policy in reasonably clear and effec-
tive terms, buttressed by meaningful legislative story.

(Uneral bunsel
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91. See :1IrirtirTirTrIrrrv.aw-Imen'sRihtsandt14haIaotofthin
Tate Law , sopa no , -1 v n,

The ova Rights Amendment, supra note 19, at 9-14.

92. See Statement, of Ann . Freedlan, Associate Professor of
11714 Rutgers Law Seho 1, before the Subcomm. on Civil and
Constitutional Rights of tha House Judiciary Comm., 12-13
(November 3, 1993); Civil Rights Conm'n, The Reuel Rights
Amendment, lam note 69, at 16-16.

93. lit S. Rep. No. 92-699, ism note 2, at 13-14.

94. ileCkvil Rights Comm'n, The Equal Right. Amendment, Amu
-dote 811, at 9.

\

95. See Women's Rights and the tor - The Ispact of the on
roit Laws, Mfg note 68, at 214-96; congressional 6,7xxxX

for Women's Issues, Reuel Rights Amendment lirietinglaper
(November 1; 1993).

96. S. Rep: Nod 92-699, supra note 2, at 16-11.

91. Women's Rights and the Law - The Impact of the 2116_,ALState
Laws, supra note III, at 304-309.

911. See .1.A. at 3111.

99. 13111. at 93 -91i S. Rep. No. 92-699, supra note 2, at 16.

100. S. Rep. No. 12-669, supra note 2, at 17 -11.

ICI. Women's Rights and the Law - The [Meet of the ERA on State
Laws, supra note 16, at 11-12.

102. See Statement of Shirley Bandage, Executive Director of the
Mgr Women's League, on Pension Equity For Women before
the Suboomm. on Labor- Management Relations of the House
Comm. on Education and Labor (September 29, 1993).

103. See Statement of Freedman, supra note 92, at 13; Statement
17-4an C. Sherburne, Req., before the Subcomm. on the
Constitution of the Senate Judiciary Comm. (March 20,
1984); See Civil Rights Comm'n, The Ravel Rights
Amendmenrsupra note 99, at 14-18.

104. See Statement of Freedman, supra note 92, at 131 Women's
ITIlits and the Law - The Impact of the ERA on
supra note 88, at 11-19.
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105. See Statement of Freedman, supra note 92, at 13.

106. Id.

107. Pub. L. No. 98-21, 11301-310, 97 Stat. 109-17 (1983). To
illustrate, the Amendments provide that illegitimate
children would be eligible for benefits based on their
mother's earnings as previously had been the ease with
respeet to their father'i earnings. The Amendments also
extend to men certain benefits that had been limited to
women, , aged divorced husbands can now resolve
benetiti-bised on their former wives' earnings records.

108. Pub. L. No. 98-21, 1343, 91 Stat. 136-37 (1983).' The
report has not yet been submitted to Congress. However, a
statement on its status by Martha A. MeSteen (Acting
Commissioner of Social Security before the Task Force On
Social Security and W4401 of the Nouse Select Comm. on
Aging) on April 12, 1884 points out the complexity and
difficult policy choices inherent in any substantial
revision of the social maturity system.

101. Id.

110. H.R. 4280 as passed by the Senate on August 6, 1984, by the
Howse on August 1, 1984, and signed into law by the
President on August 23, 1984.

111. S. Rep. No. II2-681, supra note 2, at 13-14.

112. Id. at 13.

113. See testimony of Prof.. Eliot Cohen!, Harvard University, and
Monis Handler Chayes, Req., betdre the Subcomm. on the
Constitution of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary (November
1, 1183).

114. S. Rep. No. 92-889, stan note 2, at 13.

115. Id.

116. Brown, et al., The 11 ual Rights Amendment, supra note 89,
at 177.

117. Women are generally excluded from serving in combat units
by statute (Navy and Air Force) or as .a matter of
established policy (Army and Marine Corps). See Rortker v.
Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57, 78-78 (1981), and autiantie. cited
therein.

III. Brown, et al., The R ual Rights Amendment, su ra note 89,
at 619-117-Bee tea mony of Mamas 1. Emerson, Ines
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Professor of Law Emeritus, Yale Law School, before the
Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House
Judiciary Comm. 7 (October 16, 1513)i Women's Rixistl and
the Law - The Impact of the EM on State Laws, MU note
66, at 14.

119. Some commentators have concluded that existing
proscriptions against wanes serving in eembat would be

In testimony of Prof. allot Cohen and Antonia
Handler CMayes before the iiibeemm. on the Constitution of
the Sen. Comm. on the Judiciary (Nov. 1 1963).

120. Rostker, Ina note 117, at 64-66.

121. S. Rep. No. 93-669, note 3, at 17. in lamitn't
Rights and Lpw - g Immact of the EM on a Laws,
sure nose 46, at 97 -20?.

122. Am R. Lee, jaw note 611, at 02.

133. S. Rep. No. 92-669, supra note 2, at IT.

124. 44pen's *Wits gpd the Law -5119 blow of the EM onw, snore note 66, at i64-76; Civil Rights CloWn,
t, soul note-69, at 12-13.

115.

IntVP14eaw's891:11noteitalthig-kirial712124215

120. butili. at 191.

117. IAA, at 102-111.

136. Special rules governing married,women's.domicele can result
in ditterenees in eligibility for resident tuition at state
schools, jury duty, voter registration, tax lEability, and
jurisdiction over estates. Id. at 113.

139. S. Rep. No. 52-009, mai note 1, at 14-16.
ht-Lim h

' onQua' Amendm;nt, i note 69, at 6-7.
no e a f cavi grits coma

130. S. Rep. No. 62-606, supra note 1, at 15.

131. 42 U.S.C. 13000e-16(a).

132. 42 U.S.C. 53000e(t).

133. See Civil Rights Contain, The Salmi Rights Amendment, puma
SO, at 11-S.
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134. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).

135. E.g., Jackson v. Kelly, 557 F.2d 735, 740 (10th Cir.
1077).

136. Similarly, ERA proponents have argued that ERA and abortion
are unrelated, the former being a matter of economic equity
and the latter being health/privacy issue. Johnson and
Cunningham, 0.R.A. and Abortions: gfally Semite
Issues? 150 (911 Amor-lea 412, 437 (Jun* 9, 1984). Tat
proponents have restated all efforts at assuring, by
amendment, such separateness. 11 at 435, 430, 431.

137. Akron v. Akron Center for A!eproductive Health, U.S.
103 S. Ct. 2401, 2504-05 (O'Connor, J., tHssmat774).

\k11. See, ALLILL, Lynch v. Donnilly,
TIT5 TITI4) (First Amendment
Mew York v. Quarles, U.S.
(Miranda rule).

139. Roe, supra note 134, at 1113;
71% 2$?, 31$ (19110).

U.S. , 104 S. Ct.
Biralishmaralause test);

104 8.Ct. 211211 (19114)

see also Harris v. McRae, 4411

14 . MA., Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 43$ (1972).

141. Harris, supri note 139, at 325.

142. in Johnson and Cunningham, America, supra, note 1311, at

143. Id.; see Roe, supra note 134, at 153.

144. Harris, supr( note 139.

145. Id.

1411. Roe, supra note 134, at 103.

147. Harris, supra note 139, at 325. The Supreme Court in
litTri cone uded the abortion funding restriction was

based not on *sex" but on windigeney." The
Court reaffirmed that windigency" Is not a "suspect clas-
sification." Id. at 323. When the Court in 0,41011,
supra note 45, at 497 n. 20, rejected an argument sat
classification based on pregnancy in state disability
compensation format was sex discrimination and found
instead it was based onmedieal condition, the dissent
charged that the Court was backing away from its decisions
applying greater scrutiny to gender-related classifi-
cations. On another occasion, one of the Geduld! majority
explained that the absence of an EM was arlitioitant
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such See Frontier°, supra, note 29, at
reason the Court fielded not to apply "strfet scrutiny" to
uch elassifieeti ns.

692. (Powell, J., concurring

1411. ?higher, su ra note 35.

1411. See, e.g.,j A ams v. Kewerton, 486 P.Supp. 1119 (C.D. Ct.
7110), iit'd, 673 1.2d 1036 (9th Cir.), sort' 1 d 45$
U.S. IfTTTT4 s); Baker v. Nelson, 2111 :inn. Iii, III
N.W.24 185 (19 1), apptal diseissed, 4011 U.S. 810 (1972)
trsstrioting triage to imples of, opposite sex was net
Irrational or i vidioue discrimination violative of the
Sepal Proteetio Clause). The appeal in Esker was
dismissed for w nt of substantial federal question, which
operates as vision on the merits. Carpenters
Pension Trust v Kronsehnabel, 632 1.2dfill, 141 (9th Cir.
1980), sr t , 453 U.S. 1122 (1981)1 Anonymous v.
Anonymous, .8. 2d 499 (1971). 2,
Rivera, OueljnIgkagyitiidlits of
lipaolexuaers II ass, as ngs .J.
/Of (1919).

150. Jones v. Hallahan, 501 8.11.2d 588, 582 (Ky. 1913).

151. Dellanto v. Barnsley, 418 A.2d 952 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1984).

152. Singer v. Kara, II Wash. App. 241, 522 P.2d 1187 (1914).

153. The text of the Washington Kith is "Equality of rights and
responsibility under the law shall not be denied or
abridged on account of sex." Wash. Const., Art. XXXI, SI
(1972).

154. Sinter, supra note 152, at 1195.

155. Adams, supra note 149, at 1124.

156. 388 U.S. 1 (1987).

157. Id. at 11.

158. Even It the strict gender discrimination argument were
rejected, it eon be argued that discriminatory treatment of
sexual minorities constitute) discrimination based on
sexual stereotype, which is itself form of sex dim's.,
ination. See I lin s, su note 31, 551 1.2d at 108,
which interpre e Inc o orado 22A as tollewss "This
amendment prohibits unequal treatment based exclusively on
the circumstance of sex, !ogle yteeettveqs eenfielte4hWith
Ardor, and culturally induced dissimilarities." temp asis
agate).

(xv)

,

;
,
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159. See Hearings on S.J. Res. 61 and S.J. Res. 231 Before the
'Mate Comm. on the Judiciar y, 9firring., 2d Seas. 72-86
(1970) (testimony of Prof. Paul Freund of Harvard Law
School).

160. Baker, supra note 149, at 167.

161. Sin r, sum note 152, 522 P.2d at 1191. See senerall ,

ac s Liiinietionary, supra note 48, at 8 e.

162. Nircin, supra note 53.

163. Hickok, supra note 53.

164. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

165. See Richards, Sexual Autonomy and the Right to Privacy, 30
157tings L. J. 957, 981 (If78). Further, Prof. Richards
suggests that "...in the contraception and abortion
decisions, the Court impliedly rejected the legitimacy of
both the classier Augustinian view of human sexuality and
the associated judgments about the exclusive morality of
marital proereational sex. The enforcement of isajoritarian
prejudices, without any plausible empirical basis, could be
Independently unconstitutional as a violation of due
process rationality in legislation." Id. at 982.

166. Marvin, supra note 53.

167. Doe v. Commonwealth's Attorney for City of Richmond, 403
P.Supp. 1199 (R.D. Va. 1975) (three-judge court), aff'd,
425 U.S. 901 (1978).

168. Id., 403 F. Supp. at 1203 (Merhige, J., dissenting).

169. Bqb Jones University v. United States, 461 U.S. 574, 103 S.
Cl. 2017 (1993).

170. 11C $1101(c)(4), 26 U.S.C. 1501(c)(3) (1983).

171. Bob Jones, supra note 169, 103 S.Ct. at 2028.

172. Id. at 2031 n. 21.

173. Id. at 2035.

174. Id.

175. Id. at 2035 n. 29.

176. See Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426
VOL 696, 721-22 (1976).
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177. See Kedroff v. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 116
11752); Gonzalez v. Boman Catholic Archbishop, 210 U.S. 1,

16 (1929).

178. United States v. Lee, 455 U.S.252, 257-51 09112). The
Free Exercise Clause (4 the First Amendment can require
e xceptions from laws of general applicability, unless such
e xceptions would unduly interfere with a compelling state
interest. Id; Thomas v. Review/Board of Indiana Employment
Seetiritypan11011 450 U.S. 767/(1911). However, as was the
case in Lee, where an employee /was required to pay into the
social security system, despite his religious beliefs to
the contrary, the court has upheld limitations on religious
liberty in order to accomplipi an overriding govermental
interest. 1. at 266.

179. Norrw od, supra note 62, at 470; Runyon, supra note 73, at
A

110. Id.

151." Bob ammo mllau note L69, 163 8.Ct. at 2031, 2635 n. 29.

182. The Court In Bob 4cm/ declined to decide whether other
kinds of charitable organizations could, also be denied
xempt status if they violated public Willy. Id. at 2031,
n . 21.

183. Randall -Baker mya note 68.

184. 151Falkenstel
CRif. 11172),

MeGlotten v.
Pitts v. Dept.
1171).

n v. Dept. of Revenue, 380 F. Supp. 887 (D.
peal 4111411PAIC 409 U.B. 16119 (1973);
Co pal y, 8upp. 448 (1).0.C. 1972);
'of Revenue, 33 F. 8upp. 662 (11.D. Wis.

115. Maryland's ma has recently been interpreted by a trial
court as prohibiting a property tax exemption for a country
club which limits its membership to males. Bain= v. State
of Maryland, Equity No. 153117 (01r. Ct. Montgomery County
Sept. 12,.'1984).

186. Ileelfgewoo4, Alm note 82, anditoton v. Lambert, 161 F.
111111), where standing was ofound in an

equal protection challenge to state tax exemption as
applied. to private racially discriminatory institutions.

147. Bob Jones, supra note 169, at 2632 n. 24.

118. Randall -Baker, supra note 61.

189. Le Norwood, supra note 62.
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190. National Black'Police Assn. Inc., supra note 83.

191. Hearings on S.J. Res.10 before the Subcomm. on the
uonstitution of the Senate Comm on the Judielaryu 99th
Mr: fa Sess. Ilan. 24, 14-841 (Testimony of-JohnT.
oonan, un varsity of California). Hearings.on S.J. Res.
10 before the Subcomm. on the Constitution of 0' Senate
Comm. on the Judiciary. 114-ThCong.,_ist -Sass. (lipt. 33,
11441 TrestImony of J-eremy A. Rabkin, Cornell University).

192. 20 U.S.C. $14111(a).

193. 20 U.S.C. $14111(a)(3). This exception provides proteotion
tor;Cetholic.edueational Institutions which, for religious
reasons, decline to include abortion coverage in health
benefit programs that arguably could fall within the reach
of the Title.IX regulations. 34 CFR $106.4000(1) & (3)..

194. 42 U.S.C. $300a-7.

195. Religious organisations are exempted from Title VII Only
with respect to preferences for individuals of particular
roll ion for the performance of work conneeted with the
carry ng on of its aetivities. 42 U.S.C. $2000 -1.
Religious organisations are fully subject to Title VII with
respect to other types of discrimination criteria (race,
color, sex, or national origin). 1111.01.C. v. Pacific Press
Pub. Ass'n, $79 V.2d 1272 (9th Cir. 1962).

196. 42 U.S.C. 52000e(k). The exception in Title VII was
adopted to prevent compromise of the religious freedom of
'employers having religious or moral objections to
abortiOn. H. Rep. No. 95-949, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 7
(1971), reprinted in (19791 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News
4749. Unfortunately, it is not broad enough. It requires
employers to include in their employee health insurance
benefits for abortions necessary to prevent
enlangerment to the mother's life if the fetus were carried
to term, and, by implication, coverage for disability
stemming from abortions in their disability insurance
benefits and sick leave plans. See Nat'l Conference of
Catholic Bishops v. Boll, 490 1,:lrapp. 734 (D.D.C. 19110),
aff'd, $53 P.2d 535 (D.C. Cir. 1901).

197. Mississippi University For Women, suork note 24, at 732-33.

196. Id.

199. Congressman Sensenbrenner has sponsored an amendment to ERA
which would add: "Inlothing in this article shall be
construed to grant or secure any right to abortion or the
funding thereof." The Sensenbrenner proposal would, it
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approved, avoid the undesirable linkage of SRA and
abortion. The amendatory process, however,. requires this
caveat. It is possible that the defeat of rejecting the
Sensenbrenner amendment could be construed by a court as
establishing the intent that IM is to support abortion and
abortion funding. Such constrarlon by a court would not
necessarily be on solid ground because Congress and
legislators could reject amendments on any number of
grounds inelu4ing convenience. Im IA Suthpriend,
note 7, at 224. One must eonsultfhe legislative reffi,
however, to determine whether rejection of an amendment
established definitive legislative intent. in Automobile
Tpade Association of Maryland v. Insurance Callissioner,
222mA. 15, 437 A.2d lff (1221); City of Ingleside v.
Johnson, 537 11.142d 145 (Tex. Civ. App. 12711). If so, then
that intent would be. very helpful to reviewing court and
possibly harmful to the cause to overturn Soo v. Wade,
supra note 134.
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SUMMARY OF TIM *SPORT SY INS

CALIFORNIA COMMISSION ON STATUS or 1101001

(1975)

A National Study 4f the Societal Impact on
Conformance oflaws to the IRA

Assumptions Underlying the Pro)sot

1. Widespread sex discrimination exists which is reinforced by our
laws.

2. ERA will set forth with unequivocal clarit the principle that
equality of rights alidir the AIM she no denied or abridged
on account of sex.

3. The legal changes mandated will have a broad societal impact on
marriage, family, government, education and commerce.

Need for a Constitutional Amendment

In interpretations of the 14th Amendment's equal Protecting: Clause,
(nor shall any State deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws) the Supreme Court has applied at least
two tests - minimum or reasonable scrutiny versus strict scrutiny.

Minimum or reasonable scrutiny -

In most cases, the equal Protection Clause requires that the
legislature have a "reasonable basis for the classification it uses
under a statute. Under "minimum scrutiny" the Court will uphold an act
if the tests are met: (1) the act is a valid one; and (2) the classi-
ficatIon made -- or the persons to which the act applies are reason-
ably related to the purpose for which the act applies."

The first requirement is almost unavoidably met because
State governments and legislatures have broad police powers. The
second requirement will be met if.the court can find any rational basis
of the classifications made.

Test for"Suspect Classifications or Fundamental Interests"

States must demonstrate that (1) it had a "compelling state
interest" for passing the law; (2) the classification of persons to
whom the law applies was necessary to accomplish the State's "extra:me -
ly important" or "compelling" purposs.

The U.S. Supreme Court has never held sex to be a "suspect
classification". The closest it came was in the case of Frontier° v.
Richardson where the Court struck down an Air Force regulito re-
quiring husbands of female Air Force officers to prove that they were
in fact dependent on the wives for support before gaining dependency
benefits while automatically giving all wives of male Air Force offi-
cers the same benefit. Four or the nine Justine. declared their
belief that sex was a suspeilclossification. Cases since then
have applied "minimum scrutiW" test to sex classifications.

Standard Of Review Under the RA

Clearly the SRA would require at least lemphasis added) a stan-
dard of strict scrutiny in reviewing s a u s which make sex -based
classifications. However, if the, Court 1 at legislative history
and the Yale Law Review article, it will a ly a standard higher
than strict scrutiy -- one of absolute pr ibitions of sex based
classification.

Yale Law Journal - "It follows the Constitutional mandate moat
be absolute. The issue under SRA cannot be different but equal,
reasonable or unreasonable classifications, suspect classification,
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fundemental interest or the &Sunda of administrative expediency.
'quality of rights means that sex is not a factor.... SO "'kw
Journal 871 at S12.

,

The Tale Law Journal article is part ofthe legislative hiikory.
It was placed in the Congressional Record by Senator Birch Sayh. Dis-
tributed to louse Members by Congresswomen Martha :Maths, Senator
Irvin, the leading opponent stated the article was 'primary legisla-
tive history.

It seems likely that the absolute standard will be adopted.

State Actions Concept of SRA

The Fourteenth Amendment only applies to "State action'. The ._ __,...
'quaff P !action clause does not apply to private discriminatiow.---It
only app ins to actions of state governments through statutes or offi-
cials, o by private entities which are "significantly involved' with the
State that their actions are tantamount to actions by the State.

B RA will only apply to action by the State or private institutions
who are so intertwined with the State that they can be said as acting
for the government.

.lialer test for state action is 'significant state involvements.
factere'lqoked to include: state regulation of the institution in
questionistax exemption, funding, or other state involvement which
enhance. the ability of the private Antity to operate and therefor* dis-
criminate.

S tatutes which are neutral on their fume but discriminatory
in Leolot.

e xamples of unconstitutional laws or actions:

1. Nigh Schools maintenance of only one team in each sport
fielded by the school.

2. Criminal penalties for non-payment of child support. Applies
95 percent to men and as such must be strictly scrutinised.

Right of Privacy Qualification to the Amendment

Right of privacy would protect personal bodily functions: such
sleeping, showering, and disrobing without intrusion by members
opposite sex.

Laws Relating to "Unitas Physical Characteristics
Pound Only In One Sex

Absolute Standard of SRA is also qualified by 'unique physical
characteristics" principle must be strictly scrutinized, i.e. laws
which apply to pregnant women.

QUESTIONS UNDRR ADOPIION OF SRA - CALIFORNIA COMMISSION

as
of

1. Criminal Law

Jury Selection Laws (p.150).

Jury membere'tend to favor members of their own sex. Thus
laws favoring men over women for various reasons would be discrimina-
tory (effect on family). A 1975 Supreme Court case of Taylor V.
Lonsanon held that states cannot constitutionally require all men to
serve on juries while allowing women to take the affirmative step of
signing up on a jury list if they wanted to. Urge adoption of a com-
pletely voluntary jury system. Or require all persons to sign up for
jury service subject to being excused by a judge.

Sentencing Statutes

Issue of fixed minimum and maximum terms for men which also
give a judge discretion to reduce the maximum term imposed versus
'indeterminatesentences for women which remove the judge's discretion
as to minimum and maximum terms. This is discriminatory because parole

r
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is applied for after serving one-third.of minimum sentence. Indeter-
minate sentencing contain, no minimum. Women may spend longer time
in prison. (In practice, this is not the case) or Women may apply
'for parole earlier than men. Some case law on this issue have held
that indeterminate sentences are violations of. the 14th Amindmont'
E qual Protection clause. Any sentencing statute which makes sex-based
distinctions would be unconstitutional under SRA. Solution. Appellate
review of criminal sentence.

Criminal Sentence

Sentencing practices. There is a 'chivalry" factor in
American penal system. Ratio of males to females arrested is 1-1.
Male to females actually incarcerated is 21-1. Possible solutions
greater uses of half-way houses, work release, probation would
e qualise sentences. Also appellate review of sentencing decisions
would equalise sentence practices.

Parole.

In 1970, there were 34 men imprisoned for every woman. Despite
no statistics, there is a real possibility that women are treated more
leniently than men. Solution: Open parole hearings to prisoners and
give applicants for parole the right to be represented by attorneys
at the hearings. Sy having the records, it will be possible to de-
termine if parole standards are applied in a discriminatory manner.

Conditions of Parole which might violate IRA

Because of sex double standards:

(1) not living with members of opposite sex

(2) "determination of fitness" to recover custody of children
placed in a foster home while parolee is in prison.

Solution* There are no statistics to back up the above assertions.
State and federal government should keep records of the reason for
revocation of parble and note the sex of the parolee.

Jurisdictional Statutes for Juvenile Court,

All state statutes pertaining to juveniles.should contain no
differential age limits for boys and girls.

standards of Misconduct for which Juvenile are Incarcerated

Many states contain statutes allowing judges to send juveniles
to reform school for "willful disobedience" or similar conduct.
Studies show boys have been held to stricter standards. Also girls
are more likely to be committed to reform school than boys for sexual
activity.

Solution, Limiting conduct for which any juvenile male or
fusalircot committed to a reformatory to behavior that in crim-
inal. Eliminate CHINS (Children in Need of Supervision) category in
juvenile law.

Length of Terms to which Boys and Girls are sentenced

Judge can set longer reform terms for conduct than criminal
sentencing provisons would. Girls argue that reformatories are not
better than prisons and that a longer montane,. regardless of where
served violates SRA. Boys argue they are denied equality when
sentenced to prison instead of reformatories because of rehabilita-
tion aspects of reform school.

Solution, Sentence boys and girls equally to prison or re-
format-07E7

Standards for Parole from Reformatories

SOS of girls incarcerated in reformatories were for non-criminal
conduct. 11% of pays ware incarcerated for non-criminal conduct.
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Girls' average stay in reformatories was 10.1 months as compared with
5.2 months for boys. Why paternalistic attitude toward girls.

Solution: Wised or shorter term for either boys or girls commit-
ment triiiiiiktories.

Girls and Boys Reformatory Conditions

----Girls criticise the type of training. Girls are trained in
cdoking, cleaning, sewing. Soy. are trained in woodwork and voca-
tional skills. Boys'had less privacy and were kept in large dorms.
Girls are given "very small private rooms. IRA will require integra-
tion except for sleeping, showering and dressing quarters.

.Sex Discriminatory Aspects of Adult Penal Institution

35 of 50 adult penal institutions have completely separate prisons.
"Separate, but equal prisons" will not be tolerated under %, because
ERA applies to prisons. Role of the Privacy qualifi-attw,
Do guards have to be of same sex? Will prisons have boi updated when
integrated or may women be placed in less comfortable surroundings?
Question Ili recognise the right of privacy, question 12. public
areas guarded by persons of either sex. Question 13 could be con-
flict of ERA with 5th Amendment.

Isolation of Women Prisoners from Families

Sight States have no women prisons. Send them to other states and
pay on per capita basis. Sex integration of prisons required by 2RA
will _orrect this isolation. After adoOtion of ERA, state unuld adopt
a sex neutral status on admissions taking into account conduct, educa-
tions, interest , and seriousness of crime. layover, 50% of women
prisoners are mothers. Such statute Which does not take this into
account might be discriminatory.

Solution: States could fashion a sex-neutral rule allowing
priaoneri of either sex. who were sole parents or guardians to choose
the basis on which then admission to prison would be made.

Vocational Rehabilitation Opportunities

Current sex separations in prisons carries with it segregation
of vocational rehabilitation programa.

Solution: Physical integration of men's and women's prisons. How -

ever,opetup mechanics and welding programs to women is not
enough. Must recognise current jobs preferred by women. (Seems to
be double standard operating here).

Educational and Work Release Progress

Because the population of women.in a number of states is small,
prison administrators are reluctant to sexually integrate prisons.
Women prisoners are denied academic programs available ho men. This
is in violation of IRA.

Solution: Physical integration of men's and women's prisons,

Homes Parma and Halfway Rouses

Problem is same as in the previous Education and Work Release
Program.

Solution: lame.

Recreational Facilities, Programs and Sports

ERA will require similar range of physical recreation facilities
be made available to wooer and men despite the small else of female
prison population.
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Solutions Physical integration of men and women prison facilities.
But elliiEiFareful of rule that is neutral on its face but discriminatory
in impact. (intent v. effect test)

Prisoners Dress

Currently in most prisons males wear
will require they be treated equal.

Visitors and Visiting Sours

Problem. Many prisons allow females shorter hour: for visits than
male and some do not allow children to visit female inmates,
despite the fact that 80% of female prisoners are mothers. This will
be violative of SRA.

uniforms, females do not. IRA

Solutions choices - make sure any rule applies squally to male
and female - does not answer, r, uause. Rule could
be neutral on fact, but affect 80% of wo:::illersely with regards to
children.

Medical Services and Religious Services

Because of smell population of women prisons, women do not have
same kind of full time doctors or chaplains or regular services.

Solutions Physical integration of prisons.

Abortion Rights of Female Prisoners

No study has been made since Roe decision of the practice of state
prisons with regard to furnishing women prisoners the same right to
abortion guaranteed to other female citizens. This practic violates
the Roe and Doe decisions. No reference to ERA. It does state that
women must bitiold of of the prison's duty to pay for abortions as
it would pay for any other needed medical care which includes delivery.

Failure to Classify Women on Seriousness of the Offense

Due to small number of women prisoners, women in prison ere rarely
if ever classified.. It is routine with males.

Solutions Integrate prisons under ERA.

Isolation of Women in County Jails

One half of women on any one day are incarcerated in jail. This amounts
to two women in every county jail.

Solutions. The only solution consonant with the amendment, the women's
iiiihrto privacy, her right to be held in the locale of crime, and
right not to be in solitary confinement without good cause is to give
women in a county jail a choice of jails.

Sex Discrimination of Mental InstitutiongiEttlEljafillom

Problems State statutes providing for, civil commitment to State
mental are all written in vague broad terms granting too
much discretion to psy hiatriets. "Expressly basing the civil commit-
ment of women to mental institutions or the professional opinions of
persons whose training has encouraged sex-bias and sex-biased thinking
may violate the ERA.

Solution: None really - "intellectual awareness by all attorneys who
represent women in civil commitment hearings.

Treatment in State Mental Institutions

Pefornance of lobe '. les - three times as many women receive lobodosies
as men in mental one ,,tutions.
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Solutions (1) Court approval of lobodomies in advance, attorney to be
aPPiirrrail to represent patient, (2) Establish a lay and medical board
to approve performance of lobodomies.

Punishment for Sexual Sehuyier

Problems Application of double standard - traditional sex-role Stereo-
types. Male sex desires normal, femal sex desires "sexually acting
out." IRA makes this illegal.

Solutions Conduct a detailed study of ways in which stereotypes affect
inmates.

UnSes.cainatorli Aspects of State

Laws relating to Sexual Assault

Traditional Definitions - problem is with definition of rape.

Solutions Entire body of criminal law dealing with sex assault of
xs:c4VECIoLe rape needs to be reviewed.

Corroboration Requirement for Rape.

E lements usually required to be corroborateds (1) identity of de-
fendant, (2) fact of penetration, (3) use.of force to accomplish act
of penetration.

Do not discuss corroboration in view of ERA.

Penalty of Sue

S ixteen States have death penalty. Also have more severe penalties
for tape than other kinds of assault.

Solutions Penalty for Saps most be lowered to the penalties imposed
for other physical assault.

Iloossibility of Rape 'between Marsled_Persons

In Israel, the highest court ruled unconstitutional a similar rule.
The Court said the marriage contract could not change the right of
any person to choose not to consent to sex. Probability such com-
plaint by law unconstitutionally discriminated against married women.

Possible solutions Don't really give solution.

Judicial Instructions in Rape C.. ss

"I charge such as made against the plaintiff in this case is
one which is easily made and once made difficult to defend against,
ever."

Sex Discriminatory Aspects of State Statutes and City Ordinances

dealing with Prostitution

There is a growing movement to decriminalise prostitution. A
model prostitution ordinance used by localities which conforms to
the ERA.

Statutes which punish only prostitution Sy females

These statutes will be unconstitutional under ERA.

Solutions Extend coverage to males.

Unequal Enforcement of Prostitution Statutes which punish Male and
and Female Prostitutes Equally

Argue that moat sex-neutral prostitution statutes are enforced almost
exclusively against female prostitutes. This constitutes state ac-
tion which will be prohibited by ERA.
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Solutions Police Departments must make sure that the approximate
ratio of the percent of arrests and prosecution for prostitutes of
both sexes be similar.

Statutes which do not punish patrons Or punish time less severely

Because the majority of prostitutes in the United States are
women and the majority of patrons of prostitutes are men, state
statutes which punish only prostitutes and not their patron are un-
constitutional because discriminatory in imeect.

Miscellan0OUS Criminal Statutes Mhioh Violate the SRA

1. Seduction statu
2. Retribution
3. Adultery whore defi.Iid 4s only as "intercourse with another

man's wife'
4. Sodomy where only applies to male.

SDUCATIOM - CSAPTSR 3

Introduction. Most farreaching, longterm mffects of SRA
will be on education.

.

Institutions

S SA, like "As 4th Amendment applies to all State and federal
agencies thus public schools are covered; Also private education
institutions whose activities are found by courts to acme within
the concept of State action. (Mot clear whiih private institution
the State action doctrine will encompass under the 2111).

S olution:.

1. A series of state restriction cases under tml v. Miles
294 V.Supp. 1269, modified 407 P.26 73, held that no matter how large
or what amount of federal or state funding it receives has yet been
held to.the requirement of the 14th Amendment.

2. SRA may render private sex discrimination educational in-
stitutions ineligible for government subsidies, tax exempt status
or financial assistance (Sob Jones University case).

3. Congress should also expand Title IX.

Admissions Policies

S ingle Sex Schools

Many public, educational institutions are completely sex segregated.

In the Pearl case if genuinely separate and equal sek-segregated
schools, it OUR seem that if the SRA is interpreted in education as
the 14th Amendment was in Brown, single sex schools would not be permis-
sible. SRA should be interpreted to require the physical integration
of all single-sex schools operated by entities subject to SRA.

Rate of Integration of Single Sox Schools

Two years after the ratification of SRA hundreds or thousands
of single sex schools will be in effect.

Solutions Brown v. fps 4 hold that all public schools must
raolaITY-taigrati-Nitth 4U -deliberate speed" (seems to imply
court action). Advise Congress to make statutory standards to speed
up integration.



Standards of Admission to Sex - Integrated Schools

Should have statute which requires sex-neutral admission
standards in every state.

Veterans Preferences

Such statutes, because there are more women than men, are neutral
on their face but discriminatory in impact.

Solutions (1) Slialnate Veterans Preferences

(2) Intend Veteran Preference to spouse

Athletic Programa

Under current law and Bah where no women team exists in a perticu-
'1ar sport women most be allowed to compete equally with men on a. single
school sponsored integrated teem.

felutipms (1) Regardless of IRA's application in other areas, an
e xception mould be made in athletics which would allow separate men's
and women's teams to be established.

(2) Se*-neutral teams should be established with'the
qualifications for each established only by athletes' ability.

(3) Sex-neutral qualifications such as height and
weight limits, with rules permitting individuals to compete above
their level if skillful enough should be established.

P artiolvation of Mims in Contactfisorts

SRA will require that woman be allowed to play on school teems in
contacts sports which include football, baseball, basketball and,
hockey.

Solytigns In sports that have been dangerous ones Impose safety
rules lemon anew smeller persons to participate safely in that sport.
This would work to change the rules of some of these sports.

Integration of Athletic Peeestmente end Facilities

Question of whether separate son's sad women's athletic depart-
ments can be maintained after SRA.

SRA would require integration of men's and women's athletic de-
partments. Rut give schOols reasonable time to comply.

SAOSAISS1100 OF SUM=

IRA would require roughly equal expenditures of State and public
funds for men's and women athletics.

- Schools should be gives reasonable time to comply.

Acadeato Courses

Admission to many-courses in publii schools is restricted by sex.
Shop, home economics, physical education, ROTC, vocational education,
sex education and courses in women studios. SRA would require that
all public schools and other schools subject to the amendment open
all courses to all students without regard to sex.

Matra-Curricular Single Sex Clubs and Unionisation.

:Talking about Key Clubs and other organisations sponsored by such.
groups as Xiwanis, Little League, 4-11, fraternities and sororities.

nave to deteraine if State action quiets, but also should be
cognisant of first. Amendment right to Madam of association.

Sommer. most of these issues Will have to be litigated.
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"It may be safely said that when no State funding is reoeived,
school facilities are not at all or not extensively used, and the
school is not involved in the actual activities of organisations,
sex-restricted private organisations will probably not be held to con-
form to the SRA.

Eihtotaix-restraLlumpitiilolostetactuitta
A constitutional question arises because although the State it-

self will be barred by the SRA, the amendment would be a nullity if
private sex-restricted groups are allowed exclusive or primary use of
facilities that a state owns. To what extent, if any, may sex-restricted
groups make use of state facilities for meetings, games, or other
private activites7 It is possible that principles of Title IX which
prohibit use of State facilities by sex segregated groups, except
fraternities and sororities would be applied under the IRA.

Physical Facilities in Public Schools

S ince Yale Law Journal article separate but-equal has no place in
interpreting IRA. Rather the constitutional principle which has come
to be accepted as a qualification of afolutc equal rights is right
or privacy. Separate fadilities are o. . as long as comparable either
dealing with doors and locker rooms.

Student Conduct

IRA will invalidate all sex-discriminatory school rules which
provide different standards for men and women living on campus, lengths
of hair and house, etc.

Sxculeion of Pregnant women students

Currently many school districts have rules which s-quire pregnant
students to quit. These rules will violate the SRA.
There is no valid state objective seierelillilthat only relates to
sex. Pregnancy has'no relationship to attending school despite the
fact that it is a "unqiue physical characteristic.

Faculty,

ERA may create a new remedy for faculty members. This remedy
will be independent of Title VII. 42 U:S.C. 1983 would dove-tail
with IRA. Is not staute of limitation under Section 1903 as there
is with Title VII. A suit brought under 42 U.S.C. 1903 could be
pursuded concurrently with a Title VII action.

State Administration of Sex-Restricted Private Scholarships

May State schools accept and administer privately established
scholarships which are restricted by their terms to benefit only one
sex?

ERA should be interpreted as prohibiting the administration of
all private sex-restricted scholarship by State institutions.
'Union" discrimination has no place in the interpretation of SRA.

Affirmative. Action in Education

1. More day care centers.
2. Longer hours to finish law schools cause care for children.

FAMILY LAWS

E RA will require that states reexamine marital property laws
which determine ownership of the earnings and property of both
spouses acquired by other during marriage.

E RA will generate imaginative solutions to problems many women
face almost alone.

Those who oppose IRA are not aware that millions of women are
shouldering the entire economic burden as well as the overwhelming
physical and psychological burden, of raising children from a former
marriage with little or no help from their ex-husbands. SRA will
offer a great improvement in the lives of many women.
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Marriage Contract - nights end Duties

now should the present concept of the rights and duties assumed
upon marriage be reformed after ERA?

1. Parties to any marriage should be free to 'contract between
themselves duties and rights of each partner - housekeeping, child-
raising, work outside the him', etc.

2. Rights and duties amsdmed upon marriage should continue to be
those imposed by the State as altered and equalised by laws passed
after ratification of ink..

Duty of Child and Spousal Support

Problems At common law, in many states, the state - imposed duties
of marriage differ according to the sex of spouse. isband duty of
supporting wife and child. Wife - render household and wifely
services with liability to support husband and children if husband
cannot or will not. ?here laws will be overturned by the EM.

Solutions

Extend duty to support to both spouses equally. Support can be
contributed in a variety of ways. Sommer, this duty is troublesome
not in itself but in its application because it is unenforceable except
upon divoice or separation.

As to non-criminal support laws, IAA will require that they be
imposed equally on wives as well as husbands.

most important agrrement of dut to support which must be con-
sidered if EM passes is the a dependency which both present
support laws and a simply "equalised" support statute forced upon a
person who performs uncompendated dremstic.labot for many years.

Compensation for household labor must be considered.

Solutions Community propoerty system or massive change in local
security systsi to give workers in..the home a share in the local -
security system.

Problem of Civil Enforcement of Sunourt night in the Ongoing Family

Currently courts refuse to interfere in a marriage relationship
to enforce a husband's duty imposed by the State upon marriage to sup-
port his wife and children.

RNA will require both husband and wife support of each other.
Problem of enforcement will still exist.

Second problem after EM on enforcement is that while a wage-earning
spouse might be ordered to pay money, the uncompensated spouse doing
household labor cannot be ordered to perform services in return for
monetary support.

Legal nights and Duties in Putative and Common -Law Mamie es

Many States do not recognise common law marriages.

in a society where majority of women do not work outside the home,
a rule of state law which does not recognise common law marriage will
deny the wives important benefits including right to property accrued
by the "husband" during the marraige.

Such laws possibly violate Bah because it is neutral on its face but
discriminatory in impact.

Sex Discrimination Aspects of the Legal affect, of Marriage

nights of Consortium

As of MS, in 31 states, a husband could sue for loss of consor-
tium while a wife could not. This would violate the SPA.
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Wife's name am4k beicile otter marlsee

Statutes such as voter_registietion lain, drivers license laws,
laws which exclude married women frciathe class of those who may equally
change their names, and laws which preivide that a wife may resume her
maiden nails upon divorce, which assume that upon marriage may or must
take her husband's surname.

Under EM such statute will be unconstitutional.

Solut n s Enact misstate which simply affirms right of married per-
sons to retain their birth names.or lee any other legal names they
choose, or require, in the interest of identification of married couples
and their children that married persons use the same surname, combina-
tion thereof or entirely different name.

Dcomicile of Married Woman

Under current (in majority of States) law, the legal domicile
of .a woman is that of her husband.

Under SRA any rule of law which establishes domicile by reference,
to any individual sex will be unconstitutional.

Solutions

Passage of statutes which positively allow married persons to
establish separate somiciles or by repealing other statute. If
married persons establish -.operate domiciles they will become liable
to different states for different duties and be eligible for differ-
ent benefits which accrue according to domicile.

Children. Names and Domicile

If married pores'ss are allowed by state law to use different
names a question may arise as to what names would be taken by children
born to parents with different names.

Solutions Only legislative solution is to allow parent. to
deteriIiiiTiErname or names the children will have.

Domicile of Children

Current law makes the legal domicile of a child born to married
parents that of the father and of a child born to unmarried persons
that of the mother. EM would make unconstitutional both of these
provisions.

Because court have believed children are incapable of forming
the required intent to be domiciled in one place, the current law estab-
lishes rule as to the domicile of sunesancipated" children which
applies regardless of intent.

Possible Solutions

Domicile of child is where child actually resides for the major
part of the years or have a statutory age when a child is presumed tobe incapable of forming requisite intent to establish a dnm4eii.
Legal Right to Nara

Age at which men and women may marry

It will be unconstitutional under ERA to have different ages
at which men and women may s try without consent.

Solutions Have them be the same age.

Homosexual Marriages

In all jurisdictions, marriage by persons of the same sex is
prohibited. Yale Law Journal article and opponents of EM claim that
BRA would legalise homosexual marriages.
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112t one Amendment would probably not allow homosexual marriage.
Legislative-history - Senator Sayh's remarks state as such. Aliso,
State of Washington interpreted its IRA statute not to emotion homo-
sexual marriages.

Legal Rights of unwed Parents

Should have consent of both father and mother undeERA before
a child is put up for adoption. U.S. Supreme Court has already expan-
ded the Constitutional rights of natural fathers of children horn out
of wedloOk. Court'has determined that a natural father was denied
due process where his child was given for adoption by the mother alone.

Sex Discriminator, Ampecte'of Crowds of Divorco

Examples, Two sex-discriminatory grounds are common today which
would be outlawed by the RIM (1) pregnancy at time of marriage by
another man, (2) non-support of a Wife by her husband..

Solutions Repeal of sex-discriminatory grounds and substitution
of noircililinunds or extend grounds for divorce to both men and
women.

Sex Discriminatory Aspects of Lews relating to the Dividion of
Property re divorce. child Support end alimony.

Commission notes that in 42 of all cases, husbands default
entirely on child support in the first year. Ey the 10th year, 200
are still paying.

A conclusion is made that American women brought up to believe
that marriage and children were the ultimate achievements in life
and whose career ambitions were either stunted or non-existent too
often find themselves divorced, unable to collect child support and
working in a job market where there is employment discrimination.

'It is in the area of property division in divorce, child support
and alimony that ERA can have a great effect. The law must be seen as
an instrument capable of causing and aiding social change.

Division of Property in Divorce

Widespread belief that alimony is'a burden imposed on husbands
and unfairly extracted by grasping wives.

Discussion centers around Motion 307 of the Uniform Marriage
and Divorce Act. No statements are made as to how ERA would affect
this important aspect of family law.

Child Support - Problems of Enforcement

No statements made as to how ERA would affect Act. Could assume
that former wives would be responsible for child support. Talk about
rwpeated law suits for support arrearages.

Alimony

Several aspects of the alimony laws would be unconstitutional
under ERAS (1) Some states awarded only to wives and payable only by
husbands, (2) Awards of alimony in some instances based on concept of
fault. To the extent that alimony serves as compensation for the
years many wives spent out of the labor force performing uncompensated
domestin work, construction of the "fault" concept in alimony or main-
tenance awards will deprive wives of what is in effect back pay for
work already performed and arguably will be unconstitutional under ERA.
(3) Ceases upon wife's remarriage - 02 applies.

Solutionst

A. make it applicable to former husabdns also

O. Adopt Section 307 and 30S of the Uniform Marriage and Divorce
Act prohibiting "fault" from being taken into account.
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C. Adopt provisions regarding wife's or husband's remarriage that
is based on uncompensated serviee that alimony will not be discontinued
upon remarriage.

Sex Disgrimination Amote of tabs Sqletinq to Child Custody

Judicial Preference for Mothers 3n Custody Proceedings.

Diving preference to mothers cause of child's "tender age" will
be unconstitutional under SRA.

Solution: Adopt a sex neutral standard for determining custody.

Adultery or Misconduct

Sexual double standard regarding custody cases - less stringent
for men more stringent for women. Statute stating court shall not
consider conduct of a propred custodian that does not affect his /,'

relationship to the child. - ,

Custody SUMS of Natural Father. ill

In Stanley v. Illinois; the U.S. Supreme Court held an unwed
:/

father was denied due probess where be was not given a hearing be- /
fore being declared an unfit father. Should be procedural in a
statute whereby a father, wishing to obtain custody, can establish/
parentage.

LAMS LAWS

S SA will affect labor laws in three ways:

1. Will invalidate state protective laws still effective for

Jobe
e mployers of less than 1S employees not covered by Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1564. All employers, regardless of the n r of
employees, will be placed on an equal footing ae to conditions of
employment for male and female workers.

2. Reverse the Supreme Court decision in QUO di v. llo which
held that state unemployment insurance statutes not ta to pro-
vide coverage for pregananoy and pregnancy related disabil les.

..

3. Provide an additional remedy - a suit for damages in federal
courts for slediscrimination by state or local government* acting in
their capaci s as employers.

E xtention of "benefits" Provisions in State Labor Laws tip cover Men

Problem: Statutes which require that a minimum wage for each hour
worked-EU: premium rate for hours worked over a fixed/number of hours
per week be paid to women employees.

1

These provisions have been invalidated by Title VII as to
employers covered by the Act. SRA would make them unconstitutional.

Weight Lifting Limits for Women SmOloVeeS

In order to be constitutional under SRA will have to be closely
related to the actual requirements of a job so that they do not serve
as harriers which effectively exclude women from jobs for which the
requirements imposed are clearly not necessary.

Statute @ ProvidlnoApat Women Cannot Wbrk for Specified periods before
and after chilgpirth

Such statutes have been held uncosntitutional already and would be
unconstitutional under SRA. !RA will have broader applications -
pregnancy would have to be treated as any other disability.

Exclusion of Pregnenclas from Disabilities which are compensated under
Hite Unemployment Insurance
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Problems Supreme ours held that equal protection clause did not
prohibit the exclusion f sterile' pregnancies from the disabilities
covered as an unempl nt insurance program. She should have the
effect of reversing ruling. Insure at the least that strict
scrutiny is applied.

. .

S tate Statutes Which give Veterans Preference in SePloveent W the State

because the Armed.Poroes are overwhelmingly males such statutes
ere laws which are neutral on their face, but discriminatory in
"impact" upon women and will be unconstitutional.

Iwo solutions possible& (1) repeal the statute entirely, (2) in -
clude.weterans and their spouses.

StateStatutes under which benefits axe payable_to "widoweLEE
widowers

2Vo Supra.. Court decisions. Unconstitutional under the equal
protection clause.

Marital Property Law

Will senate property systems under SPA be unconstitutional
After passage of the SSA as laws. Neutral on their face, but dia-
criminstory in impact upon-married women?

Arguably, yes. '"Sr*rt,f

In the factual sitting in which these lave operate, it is men
in society who are expected to fulfill role of wage somber. Women.
remain homebound to care for children - uncompensated by wages. If
wife does work it is usually at lower level than a man as will
not advance as rapidly. -Argument is that separate property Wotan
cannot operate as neutral, thus would be unconstitutional under the
B RA.

Cy__prrteenteanrnativettlispcat Pretusr
70 make SSA fully effective, every effort should be made to

apply new nationwide community property law to ell property owned
by married persons whether owned now or acquired lifter the effective
date of the SSA,

If this is not done as soon as possible - if one relics on BMA
alone to deoonstitutionalise sepqrate property systems, conversion
could take 630 - 40 years. eleg, conversion to oommunity property
acquired after the effective waif of the change would mean that 43
' operate property jurisdictions would go forward under two systems of
' operate property as to that acquired beofre the date of change; and
system of community property as to that acquired afterwards.

s Why is such procedure of converting to community proper-
ty'rig.ts unconstitut 1 as taking of a person's property without
duo process of law? IA somewhat redundant argument is made). rs
Conversion would not be taking. The law in all separate proper y
states now requires h sband support his wife, many require their
property be divided equitably upon divorce. and most give surviving
spouse share of property of the deceased person. A change in these
three aspects might thui only be an affirmation of the rights the wife
already has and restructuring of the property relations in marriage
so that the wife coultenforce those rights, se she is frequently
unable to do today.

.

Minimal iteform'of tholeeerate property System

Dower, Curtsey, and wife's "nonbarrable or "forces" share.

Dower and curteXey are statutory provisions intended to insure
that the surviving spouse will not be left unprovidsd for. One-
third life estate in teal property.

ellonbarreble or forces share gives the right for wives only
outright ownership of *portion of her deceased husband's property.
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potutiont

1. Descend Dower rights - should insure there is a provision
to insure consent by both spouses of large gifts made during lifetime
as dower and curtsey rights are effective only on property owned
it time of death.

elimination of all Forms of Spouse Protection it Death

Three States, North and South Dakota and Georgia give neither
spouse with statutory protected right. in other'. property at death.

Could be attacked is 'neutral on its face but discriminatory in
impot" as women will be most hitrt by the lack of protection.

The "Secemearise Doctrine

Apollo. in 21 States. Aerchants may sell to wife, articles
which Ere necessary and collet* from the husband. No lorremponding
liability exist@ for wives.

This will be unconstitutional under EPA.

Solo ion: Enact family expenso statute.' either spouse im
liable or of family expense.

Tenan@y_ev The entireties

In existence in 22 State.. In 12 of these states, creditor of
one of the spouses slows who has gone to court cannot collect the judg-
ment from the poufs interest in any property held by the spouses as
tenants by the entirety until the non-debtor spouse has died, sur-
vived by the debtor women. If debtor spouse dies -Uwe the creditor
cannot collect it ell from property which has been held by the spouse@
in this form of ownership. Because of thief creditor. ask both
spoumem to sign if credit is extended.

Theme statutes probably harmonious because tenancy by the entirety
is only found in @operate property states where husband is more
likely than wife to hive other emits or large income upon which
to obtain credit.

A second problem is that in some @tte. the husband alone has the
sole right to onoe property held by him and him wife am tenant@ by
the entirety. Some court. have held that all rent. from lemming
property held in tenancy by the entirety belong to the husband. loth
of theme rules would be unconstitutional under SRA.

Solution:

1. Abolimh Tenancy by Entirety or if that is not pomsibles

a. give @ponces equal Internet in all rents,
b. provide that both husband and wife have firth to

manage property,
C. make it possibel in ell states for creditors to collect

debts.

Community Property Symtem

There are certain amnias of community property lswm that will
become unconstitutional miter pimp, of the SPA. Theme aspents in-
clude:

1. Certain community property ststutem which prohibit wive
from managing the community property in which they have a vmted
on -half ownership interest. Other statutes also prohibit a wife
from managing any portion of community property, except wigs.

2. Characterisation of debts am either community debt' or
°@sperate debt' should be both defined.
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3. Debt collection - beyond the characterisation problem. Nevada
and Louisiana retain unequal provisions for the collection of debts
from the property of husband and wives. The entire community is liable
for the husband's debts, but none of it is liable for the wives. low-
ever, wife's separate property is not liable for any portion of the
communiti's debts,'whille the husband's entire property is.

4. Characterisation of property as separate or community when
spouses are separated but not divorced. (Weld keep property com-
munity property. until divorced.)

5. Divivision of community property on divorce courts canh
equitably distribute community property upon divorce. This may result
in unequal shares.

6. earning capacities developed during marriage should be con-
sidered as a property asset which must be valued upon divorce.
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The Congressional Caucus for women's Issues work, to pass legislation to
eliminate ectnoAlc and social discrimination against worsen. The cornerstone
of this goal is passage of H.J.Nes. 1, the Equal Rights Amendment.

The Caucus supports H.J.kes. 1 WITHOUT MIENDOIENTS and considers Its
passage a top priority in the ileth Congress.

The fdlowing fact sheets an the Equal Rights Amendment were prepared by the
Caucus In anticipation of Hausa action on H.J.Res. 1. They are based on the
Amendment's ten year legislative history as wail as recent testimony
presented before the House Judiciary Subcommittee an Civil and
Constitutional Rights.
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THE EQUAL RIGNTS AMENDMENT: AN .41 V EN V I LI

H.J.Res. 1 resubmits the liquid RIgMs Amendment to the states for ratification as
the 17th amendment to Ma U.S. Constitution.

The Equal Rights Amendment was firld Introduced In 1933. it was passed by the 92nd
Congress an March 33, 1973, and submitted to the state legislatures for ratifkollon.
To become a part of the U.S. Constitution, an amendment must be ratified by three-
fourths. or 30, states. The ERA fell three Man and handful of votes short of this
goal in 11113. -.-

Below Is the full text of the Equal Rights Amendment:

SECTION 1.
E quellty of rights under She kw shall not he dueled or allarkapd by the Melted Steles
or by any Mae ee eneaset of soot.

SECTION I.
The Generose shed have Me power to enforce. by epprepriele leglelellee, the proof-
e lese al Iltle Artists.

SECTION 2.
This Ataandmont shell late effect tee yews arbor the dote of reUfkollen.

American women road the ERA to secure equal Justice under the law. Without such
constitutional reform, we remain nation without the mandate for and basic guarantee of
equal rights. Coneequently, women have leas opportunity, less economic security, and
fester rights under the law than men de.

The Equal Rights Amenslment Is nomad 10 achieve permanent economic equality for
women.

EXISTING LAWS ARE NOT ADEQUATE TO ELIMINATE MX DISCRIMINATION. A statute-by-
statute approach to eliminating sox discrimination, whether at the federal or state
level. does not wit. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1114, Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, the Equal Pay Act of 1963, and the Equal Credit Act are the
laws most often cited as pro4idlng equal opportunity for woman. However, they are
riddled whit seemptions and have been unevenly applied by the federal courts. The
e xperiences of 1110 past 30 ,cars have shown that these statutes have not provided
adequate enforcement and have net resulted in desired changes in the patterns and
practices of diecrimlnation.

CURRENT LAWS CAN RE REPEALED OR WEAKENED AT ANY TIME SY LAWMAKERS. For
example, the current Administration has already Implemented regulations that weaken
Title IX, the law prohibiting discrimination In public education, and has argued In
court to severely Omit Its scope.

ERA WOULD PROMPT STATE. LOCAL, AND FEDERAL GOURNMENTS TO TAKE THE STEPS
NECESSARY TO RID THEIR LAWS. PRACTICES AND FOLIO'S OF MX BIAS. Under the ERA,
state and federal government will no longer be permitted to disadvantage individuals by
means of any law, government policy, or tpvernment practice that discriminates on the
basis of whether an individual Is mate or female. In sumo states that have passed their
own ERAs, such as Colorado and Pennsylvania, swift legislative reforms followed and
countless discriminatory statutes were struck down.

THE STANDARD DEVELOPED BY THE SUPREME COURT TO JUDGE SEX DISCRIMINATION
CASES IS UNCLEAR. The 141h Amendment to the U.S. ConstitutiOn, frequently the basis
for sex discrimination suits, offers uneven and uncertain protection egeinst sex bias.
The lect Amencligent, together with the 13th end 13th Amendments, was added to the
Constil ion more than a century ago to extend civil rights to black Americans 'The
legislative history of the 14th Amendment's equal protection provisions provides no
guidelines for applying it to sax discrimination claims.

A constitutional amendment is the ONLY insurance that women end girls of all races
will have fair end equal opportunities in employment, education, benefit and retirement
plans, credit during marriage, divorce, and In old age.

Recent public opinion polls have shown extremely high support for the ERA among the
American people. Two-thirds of the country, almost nit, support the amendment. And
support is high in both ratified end unratified states. More than 450 mayor organisa-
tions representing over SO million Americans have endorsed the ERA.

THE ERA IS A MAINSTREAM POLITICAL ISSUE WHOSE TIME HAS COME.
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IRA: STATE '1 EXPER_III4CES

Six states have equal rights amendments Substantially identical to the proposed Ani-
mal ERA. These states We Celerads, Maryland.' New NaPPehlre, New Mexico, Pennsyylid,
and Washington.

In several slates, legislative action prompted-by the state ERA eliminated "any dis-
criminatory laws and prohibited future enactmiont of diecriminalry gender-bitelid highle-
tion. In these and 'her slates. combination of legislative. judicial and'admInistra-
Uwe action has amehind le eliminate much ditlerkektatien against women.

Colorado Governor Richard 0. Lamm bolt summed up his state', ERA experience in his
testimony before the House Aldiziary Committee:

"The cases illustrate the common se approach which the courts have taken to In-
terpreting the ERA. Judges goner ly have stayed with familiar legal theories (by
employing the strict scrutiny teed review laws which classify ppeerrsons on the basis of
sex. They have permitted the use statistics to prove that, sitheugh an act is neutral
on its face, It has discriminator impact. They have recognized that unique physical
characteristics may be a compel g reason to uphold sex -based classifkations. The
courts have refused to play with the ERA. The judges have always kept in mind the
purposes of the ERA and have permitted the ERA to became a refuge for law breakers or
those who seek to penalize weipitn by wrapping themselves in the ERA."

Here are some of the findInt under state ERA,:

haVOAMMOWIIIIMAIM_oekavethnesidributions_ethe Mmtmeism,

Presumption that the husband is owner of houSehold goods possessed and used by both
spouses was set aside as incompatible with the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment.
DiFloritio v. p1FIdo. 331 A.2d 174 (Pa. Sup. Ct. 1173).

Under the Texas ERA, courts have held that because of the value of the custodial
parent's services (in this case, the mother's!, a mutual duty of both parents to provide
child support does not require equal monetary contributions. Krempvt S.W.2d
221 (Tea. Cir. App. 111711).

St toERAs have not that onsisn could be ',reed to on to work If they waffled to
stay Sums and raise swig aiwt<en

Under the Pennsylvania ERA, the court found that the divorced mother may not be
required to make ,financial contributions to the child's support because of the value of
her custodial services. Wesblek v. Wasiolek 330 A.2d 400 (Pa. Sup. Ct. 11771.

Stage ERAs have net smoidignd @banks funding.

In Massachusetts, state Medicaid restrictions on abortion were challenged under the
ERA. The court did not rule on the ERA issue, but rather struck down the restriction an
state due process law. Moe v. King. 417 N.E.2nd 317 Ness. 111101.

in Connecticut, state Medicaid restrictions on abortions were challenged under the
state ERA. The court ordered state funding on privacy and other grounds. The ERA claim
was not adopted by the court. Doe v. Maher, 11 Family Law Report 2006 (Ct. 10111.

Nemwexuet non'aniPs have not booms legal under skis IRAs.

In Washington. a statute prohibiting same-sex marriages was upheld under the ERA.
The state &started that since all homosexual marriages wrre barred by statute, there was
no sex discrimination Issue. Mate pairs as well ss female pairs were denied a license
under the law. limit er v. Nara, 11 Wash.App. 247 01741.

Stets courts have net slimsd stale ERA* MP be used Io proper RAW

Relying on the remedial purposes of the ERA and recognizing that the ERA permits
different treatment based on the unique physical characteristics of the sexes, the
Colorado court upheld convictions for rape, gross sexual imposition, and statutory rape
under old sexual assault laws. (The Colorado state legislature rewrote the sexual assault
laws In neutral language.) People v. Green (111) Cob. 2 %. 11173)

In Maryland, the defendant in an appeal from a conviction for rape challenged the
constitutionality of the statutory definition of rape as abridging his rights on the ba-

pof sex. The court of special appeals rejected this challenge, finding that because
ysiologically only males could perpetrate rape, the classification limiting culpability

o males was rationally related to the statMs purpose of criminal penalty. Brooks v.
State 124 Md.App. 144, 11731.
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.JNA AND THE HOMEMAKER

The ERA will recognise the eceneedc purtnerehip u1 serriage and will adtnewiedge the
homemaker as ml equal contrbuler to the Bray.

BACKGROUND

Many laws and practical operate to deprive homemakers of economic security during
marriage, upon divorce, or at widowhood, by failing to recognize their valuable contri-
bution to their families and society. The homemaker's contribution is not viewed as
economically equal to the breadwinner's.

Most at our marital laws date back to English common law. Married women were con-
sidered the property at their husbands, seen as economically dependent upon their
spouseS. Obligated to provide domestic services and companionship. Today, despite pro-
wess, many of our tax and divorce laws, the Social Security system, and iniurance and
pension plans still reflect these archaic sesuaiptions.

Homemakers lack basic legal rights ceittrning ownership, possession and control of
marital property. In many states a married homemaker cannot obtain credit in her own
name because it is assumed that only the wags earning spouse controls assets. Some
states still follow common law practices that household goods purchased during marriage
belong only to the husband unless the wife can show her monetary contribution to the
purchase.

Problems resulting from the homemaker's lack of legal and economic protection become
acute if the marriage dissolves through divorce or death. Divorced women rarely receive
alimony, and Often receive no chill support. Even when such money is received, it is
usually inadeqUate. Discrepancies between the earnings of men and women exacerbate the
problem. The divorced father almost always has more disposable Income than the divorced..
mother who has the children to support.

Under' the ERA, laws and 'court orders relating to dolomitic relations will be based an
the principle that each spouse contributes equally to the marriage. TM ERA will afford
women a bests in low that anti,' them to equal management and ownership of property
acquired during the marriage.

QUESTIONS

O. What effect would the ERA have alimony and support awards?

A. Undar the ERA, gander neutral ru s ill require monetary and non-monetary contribu-
tions from both spouses in scar with their means.

0. Would mail still have to support t Ir yes under the ERA?

A. Many courts have refused to enforce the support obligations of husbands during mar-
riage because of a reluctence to invade the privacy of marriage. As a result, even
if a husband denies his wife money for her most bask needs--food, health care,
clothesshe cannot, as long as she continues to live with him, expect a court
order him to provide reasonable expenses. ERA will have little impact on this un-
fortunate situation. However, in the event the marriage dissolves, the homemaker's
non-monetary contributions to the family will receive fair recognition in dividing
marital property.

0. Would the ERA force divorced mothers to work in order to meet her obligation of
equal support for the children?

A. No. This issue has been litigated in Pennsylvania under the stele ERA. The court
recognised the importance of the custodial parent's role in staying home with the
children. Defining rights and responsibilities in sex neutral terms means that both
breadwinners and homemakers are entitled to legal and economic recognition, not that
leech must perform both functions.
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Sexist assumptions In Sahel Security week suelrist the hmiemiler In venous ways*

*I TM unpaid homemaker receives absadely no dleblay protection for herself or Mr
fancily: her survivors receive no benefits. The-assumption is that Mamakors de net
vierk

If divorced before III years d morns... hosseekers have no c/enue for these
years. Since "precast* ens -third of all mrrlsos dissolve before the lee
year. significant number of women lose financial security.

If an employed married meson 114V011 the paid law farce to care for her family, she
Is penalised by having ere earnings entered into her savings history an her pay-
outs are reduced.

0. Hew weld the INA affect homemakers' Sochi Security benfits/

A. Social Security prwilslons harm omen Maros they are premised an sec-base assump-
tions that fall to recognise the week value of work In the hems. the diadisi-
ntery wags structure In the labor force. and the unique ma patterns of omen as
they temporarily drop out of the labor farce to raise children. kIIA would require
the nieceminatien of sexist assumptions that weenie the Social beclaity system.

6'
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ULAMILA2ASAI 11 Pe

Tea IRA al etannlben aelabom prdelleldais gallon sea dleselednelime M the
malt /lees, and Nedra oaten§ erdenuoiewd et mama Isms adds mallow Isles be
ores. fells barisAte. Wmg pr-e llee. aid giber ensdlliame et implement.

'BACKGROUND

The Increased labor force participation of wean Is one of the mast Important
labor market trends of this century. 43% of all women are working outside the home
today, more than ever before. In 1111. over half at all married woman were working,
up from 3116 In 11111. MIS Of women with children under IL and 53% waist'', with chil-
dren between the ages of II and 17, were in the labor force.

Growth In the number of single women heeding hoesehdds bas been dramatic. Ac-
companying this trend has been a phenomenon known in the femlnisation of poverty
mere than half of -the tatal number at pear frailles In this nation are maintained by
women. Almost three-quarters of 'minority children In feeds-headed households live
In poverty. If this continues, It Is estimated that INS of the poverty-
stricken In the year 201 wIN be women and their children.

if elves wed Rade Mole d lemimeledds Oen pad the wagon Ibet elmlarly
wailed MO awn. abort Nit at Ike IbmIllos sae ulna iw powerty mad out be
Ma'.

Discriminatien against women In the market place has net been radicand. des-
pite laws an the beaks to prdatt them. Title VII of the Civil Nights Act of Ina
prohibits employment discriminetien and the Equd Pay Act of 1113 requires wage
equity. but In 1113 women continue to earn oily DS of men's income. These equal em-
ployment laws and affirmative action polities are simply inadequate. unevenly ap-
plied, and often lamely enforced. And, as with ell &Wham, they can be repealed
or weakened at any time,.., or simply net be unfenced Spy the agencies charged with that
respcnsIbiNty.

itiontiner, even statutes such as Title VII and the kqual Pay Act are Inadequate
to address one of the most powerful farces against economic equity for women- -
occupational segregation. Most working women are concentnited in small number at
relatively poorly paid occupations. Studies show that Ides viewed as "eremen's were
are lower paid simply because they are "wemen's work. regardless of the skill. re-
sponsibiNty or training required to de them.

A statute-by-statute approach to remedying economic bias does not week. Only a
cemstitutinnst guarantee of equal employment qepartunities for women can get at the
root of the problem. Women re In the work force to stay. Limited access to ph
training, vocational studies. and educational fields will ensure the endurance of the
feminisatlon of poverty and the widening of the wage 28p.

The ERA would prohibit sex diarkeinatien by public employers. prompt state leg-
'statures to repeal discriminatory laws, and guide the courts when enforcing the
laws. So-called *protective legislations' restricting the types at Jobs women can
hold and the hours they can work would be repealed. Leaphdes and exceptions In
0:11011 employment laws would be closed.

nUESTIONS

0. What effect would the ERA have an veterans' preference 'In public employment/

A. It should be noted. first of all, that public employment has always been an Im-
portant source of lobs for women. There are currently sale veterans' preference
schemes so extreme that women bore been virtually excluded from the upper levels
at stale employment, relegated to clerical and support Inflations, no tatter how
qualified. Programs to reward our veterans reentering the work force would lave
to he more narrowly tailored and carefully weighed against the kNA's prohibitions
against sex discrimination so as not to unduly Kok employment opportunities for
women.

41-006 0-65--114 51Z7.
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Q. How would the ERA affect senierflyi systems?

A. C./snuffle nondiscriminatory seniority systems would nit he struck down by the ERA.
However, In cases where these systems masts actions which exclude women frees Jabs
or jab advancement. deny them adequate pay, or make them more likely to be laid
cff, seniority walk, be subject to chalhinge. Every. major labor union in the na-
tion supports the ERA.

0. Now would the ERA affect employment and pregnancy?

A. Work policies prohibiting pregnant women from working, laws denying unemployment
henefits to pregnant women, and plans revoking accrued seniority and fringe bene-
fits fdlowing temporary leaves of absence due to pregnancy have created powerful
tentacles to mason in the merit place. Current law offers protection against some
at these practices, but are subject to the threat of repeal and less than aggres-
sive enforcement. The constitutional guarantees of the ERA would ensure that
pregnant workers continue to be treated as individualssick leave. disability
pay, and other health benefits woad be granted to theta on the game basis as to
other disabled workers.
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§RA tbi) RDIJC_ATIOI

The IRA will require that all pullAdy stopereed Womb at all levels elliminete
pranks. shads .a. finale ageing writ. It will set WI ached@ earl Id as. WI
may M11t whilever they de, they must do fairly.

BACKGROUND

Sett discrimination in education reflects and perpotiretes the discrimination wo-
men face throughout their adult lives. It begins in grads school with sex stereo-
typed texts that portray boys et leaders and balkier, and girls as followers and
watchers. continues through high schools where boys learn to operate machines and
girls learn to keep house, and culminates in universities with 'weighted admissions
policies, limited womenle athletic programs and courses of study.

No one can deny the importance at education in determining Nfe and employment
opportunities. One -half of all women work; two- thirds work out of economic 111K1
sky. Yet aremen's educational preparation for the Job market is heavily weighted In
fever of low paying. dead-end lobs. In vocational courses, women have been concen-
trated in home aconamks, health. elfice occupations and consumer and homemaking pro-
grams, while men hove dominated technical, agricultural, trade and Industrial pro-
grams which.lead to higher paying jobs. At a time when our society is moving into an
advanced technological era, when math and science training is essential for Ice's In
high technology and other growing employment fields. 13% of home economics students
ere female, while 11% of trades and industry students are male.

gUESTIONS

U. What impact would the ERA save on single-sex public schools?

A. The ERA would mandate that public schools could not continue discriminatory prac-
tices -- they would have to integrate.

O. What impact would the ERA have on single-sex private schools?

A. The impact of the ERA on private educational institutions would depend an the ex-
tent of state Involvement. A private Institution whose sex-segregated polices
could not be Justified might lose government funds.

However. lust as under current law regarding race, the ERA would allow some
schools or programs to continue admissions policies and compensatory aid for
women If their single -sex nature is evaluated by the .courts as making a positive
contribution to overcoming the effects of past discrimination and promoting sex
equity. A policy designed to provide educational opportunities for women to
overcome past .discrimination. need not be inconsistent with the ERA.

Tax-exempt status alone may not create sufficient state involvement to be affect-
:rd by the IRA. Under Bob Jones University v. U.S. 103 S.C.I.1017 OM). it may
be permissible to deny tax-exempt status if the Institution's practices can be
found to offend public policy.

U. Would sports teams have to. be integrated?

A. The ERA would accommodate the maintenance of all-female learns where necessary to
guarantee equality of athletic opportunity. But women qualified to play on
all -hale teams would be allowed to do so.

U. Would ERA outlaw fraternities, sororities and other private clubs and associa-
tions at colleges and universities?

A. Purely private social organisations would not be affected by the ERA. If such
organizations were supported with public funds or were so interwoven with the
academic life of an institution as to represent official action, the ERA would
apply. Sea inn Arrow Honor Society v. Heckler, 31 U.S.L.W. MC 11th Cir.
4-11-13.1

U. Would sleeping feciliste and bathrooms have to be Integrated?

A. No. The right to privacy Is not In conflict with the ERA. Privacy cannot be a
subterfuge for providing unequal opportunity, however.
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.RA AND RETIREMENT

The ERA will strike evert dlocrlabolory laws from the beetle and the slier to
dollen* ouperflciely sett neutral tows that have a discrlobselery Impact

SACKGROUND

TM "pension game" is one that the American woman almost always s. All
women -- single, married, divorced Or widowed--are shortchanged by a system at Ms
failed to meet their changing needs and to guarantee than economic' Justice Most
retirement systems, designed to reward the long -term, steady worker with low 'Illy
and high earnings, do not reflect modern work and family patterns, and do not y tomost women.

Today SI% of all women - -t3% of the total labor force--work for pay. Their unlq
work patterns stemming from childbearing and roaring responsibilities. are not recognis
as having economic worth, and hence are not provided for In present retirement systems.
In 1110, fewer than 11% of all American two-parent families fit the leers stereotypic of
an employed father, stay -at -home mother and two or more children under le. Moreover,
with the high incidence of diverts and even higher percentage of surviving spouses being
female, the presumption that the husband-will be present to provide for his wife is nolonger realistic.

This presumption of dependency works against all women, especially In the SocialSecurity system. If a husband and wife jointly own a business or farm, benefits accruein his name. If the wife is disabled, she has no credits on which to seek benefits.
Because of the principle of only paying one worker in a couple, a two earner couple with
the same Income as a one-earner couple receives lower benefits. In 1171, 2.3 million
refired women who paid Social Security taxes were no better off than had. they never
worked for pay and never contributed to Social Security. The net result is a growing
population of elderly, poor women. 15% of the elderly poor are single women; 503 of
them depend solely on Social Security tot their income. Yet, In 11113 the average Social
Security payment for women IS or older was $5,571, compared to $5,725 for men.

Inequities in pension systems compound the problem. Regulations which Ignore wo-
men's typical work patterns, such as minimum participation age and vesting requirements.
coupled with inadequate provision for survivor benefits, mean that In Mel only WA of
retirement age women received a pension, compared to let of retirement age men. Even If
a woman does have a pension based on her own earnings, the average benefit is only Sitof man's average benefit, reflecting continuation of the wage gip into old age.

Pensions must scamensdste Ways work patients and made of women in order tooffer decent Menden, of living after retirement.

QUESTIONS

Q. Since most women live longer than most men, Isn't it fair to have a different con-
tribution and payout schedule under pension plans?

A. Most older women do not live longer than most wen of the same age. in a random
sample of 1.000 men and 1.000 woman age CS. NS of men and women matched In death
ages. Life expectancy differcinces between men and women reflect nothing more than
group averages applied to Individuals. Moreover, a recent National Research Council
study has revealed that the overwhelming reason for the difference in life
expectancy at birth between men, and women is smoking: the life expectancy figures
for non-smoking men and non-smoking women were identical. Other factors, more
reliable and specific thag sew, should be used in annuity and pension calculations.

Q. Won't the elimination of sex-based actuarial tables, now widely used in pension
plans, impose a tremendous administrative burden on companies?

A. Under Tills VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Supreme Court has already determined
that sex -hosed actuarial tallies cannot be i .(' to force women to contribute more to

pension plan for equal benefits IMnhrtl or to receive lower benefits for thesame contribution Morris). However,Aiiiese decisions only affect employer-sponsored
pensions plans and many women are not covered by such plans. The ERA is necessary
to expand and cement these principles in all pension plans.

0. Won't it cost millions to equalise pension payouts?

A. The industry estimates that 32 billion will be required to equalise pension payouts.While that seems like lot of money, It is only three-tenths of it of current pen-
sion fund assets.
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I R A ANIL P4 SLI PANce

The ERA mill prehibit sus -laid discrimination in insuninen. indwororads and oacarano Ike aeon
toennor

ter imam and women. floorinsod asImerld
mold Be dleallamed. In facer et a wens odd& mesa individnd eitanntoriatkasmaro
desk misted Ms heath, Ulm, and oforoity anposlanslas.. .

ACKGROUND

Despite our national palky prohibiting dissrlminatien on the boils -al race, color,
origin,' religion, and sex, unfair treatment of wren seeking Insurance comma remains
a major obstacle in the path to economic equity. insurance cowardss practice sex dis-
crimination v(hen they limit omen's access to certain types of insurance coverage and
sot rates, .terms, and conditions that are unequal for women and men seeking kientical
coverage.

Adequate insurance camerae, for American women and their families is Of critical
Importance. Women comprise 51% d today's wort force. ..They are the primary wage-
earners for 7.7 million single-parent families, but their, average earnings are only St%

.

of mete wags - earners' Incomes. The nettle§ that women do net need insurance coverage Is
outdated, and yet they continue to receive inequitable treatment in such areas as dis-
ability. life, and health insurance.

The use of sex -based actuarial tables by private insurers often results in unequal
benefits and Malted twerps for women. These insurers justify this practice by tables
showing that women live longer than men. on average. Asa result, women as a whole have
received lower monthly playmate of annuities for which they have contributed identiceby
as their male counterparts.

Most women, however, de not live longer than most men of the same age. On of men
and women erretirement age die at the same time. This matins that the majority of women
pay for the longevity of a few In annuity and insurance benefits. Using gender to de-
termine benefits in this way, then, serves merely as prosy for ether characteristics
mere closely associated with mortality, longevity, and morbidity. Studies have shown
that pirsonal habits such as snaking* and drinking are mere relevant to determing life
expectancy, but insurers continue to rely on gender as a substitute for individual
characteristics.

Gender-based classifications that inhibit women's ecenamic security are demon-
strated In the following areas:

"DISABILITY INSURANCE" This type of insurance is generally unavailable to women who
do not work outside the home, nor to part-time workers, the majority of whom are woman.
In states which do provide this insurance cairns for women. studios show that women
pay more than men with identical or better cementite.

"HEALTH INSURANCE" According to a report prepared by the women's Equity Action
League, it is not uncommon to find that, despite higher premiums paid by women, the ben-
efits they receive are much lower than those received by men. Health Insurance often
ekes not cover pregnancy and related conditions; the rationale is that pregnancy is a
"voluntary condition. The use health plan often corers other voluntary disabilities,
however, such as sports injuries and vasectomies.

"LIFE INSURANCE" Under certain policies. a married woman is allowed to purchase cc"-
crave only up to the amount of the husbands pdloy, regardless of her own earning
power. Sex-based life-expectancy tables are used to sot different rates for men and wo-
man. Women must demonstrate need to qualify for the option to forego premium payments
during disability; this benefit is automatically granted to men.

QUESTIONS

Q. Will the net effect of the ERA on Insurance be higher insurance cats for
women?

A. Because women are now werchar a for all lines of insurance. the net effect of
the ERA would be lower insurance cos s for women.

Women as a group now benefit from se -based rates In life and auto insurance (but
only when they are young). The h gh costs and low benefits in the areas of
health, disability, er annuity coverage, however, grimily outweigh the advantages
to women in life end auto coverage. The ERA would Institute treatment of women
ts individuals. Man and women will gain from a system which classifies risks onhe basis d individual behavior or characteristics Vona closely related tomortality, morbidity, or casualty experience:
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ERA AND THE MILITARY

The ERA Wit prohibit denying mom wiry, premetimm, imincellen and training be the
awoke isrimenee aelely and enchieleely en the beds r gendw.

B ACKGROUND

The military is the largest employer and educator In the nation and yet is virtu-
ally Immune from policies and laws prohibiting sex discrimination. Women are denied en-
try to every service branch, promotion opportunities. education and training not on the
basis of their capabilities but simply because of their sex. These discriminatory poli-
cies limit opportunities for women and .the contribution they can make to our nation.
Currently, federal statutes restrict the manner in which the Secretaries of the Air
Force and Navy can assign women, and all the services (except the Coast Guard) further
restrict the roles women can ploy.

These restrictions Jeopardise the women who must serve in dangerous military situa-
tions without the training and support essential to survival. Further, they perpetrate
harmful, archaic and overbroad stereotypes about the capabilities of woman and the role
of women and men In society. Exclusion from fut. participation in military service also
means lost opportunities for college scholershIps, veterans' education benefits.
veterans' preference in government employment. veterans' insurance and loan programs,
and limited access to the revolving door of the militery/industrial connectionwhere
the private sector pays well for the defense related skills of former service members.

Exclusion of women from the military is an economic issue. Ihe Texas. Population
Research Center has just released data si...ming that among employed women of all races,
those who have served ki the Armed Farces we almost twice as likely to earn salaries...1
least $300 per week better than those woman who have not.

QUESTIONS

Q. Would women be eligible for the draft under the ERA?

A. Under the ERA, women would be treated equally with men with regard to registration
'for the draft. However. certain women, like certain men, may be exempted from the
draft as conscientious objectors, the parents of,dspendent children, or because of
medical reasons. Once inducted, men and women would be assigned responsibilities on
the basis al service needs and Individual qualifications, not gender.

Q. If the ERA is not enacted, we .... orotected from the draft?

A. No. The Department of 0 ense has already prepared legislation designed to alter
e xisting law so that both sea s can t subject to future conscriptions.

Q. Would the ERA result in women Ling assigned to combat duties?

A. There is no current statute or policy that defines mcombet. Combat exclusion rules
are often inconsistent among the service branches and have been altered many times
over the yews. These rules reflect the needs of each service; they are not de-
signed to protect women. Woman, like men. will be assigned to those lobs for which
they are qualified.

Q. Would the ERA eliminate job- related qualifications in the military?

A. No, just the . Under the ERA, all military positions, including combat
positions, would be filled by the most qualified Individuals available. Women and
men who we physically or psychologically unsuited for a combat-related job would be
e xcluded from such an assignment.

O. What effect would the eligibility of women for combat have on military effective-
ness?

A. Despite repeated studies to establish the limits of our military women's capabili-
ties, no such limitation has been demonstrated. Army studies 'shot, that increasing
the proportion of woman In combat support and combat service support units has no
measurable affect on unit performance in field training exercises.
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jitAt PysLIc SUPPORT

The nears wermhsemblity ampoule We Equal RION Maxims

In June 1281, TIME wagering reported that the Equal Rights Amendment ins supported by
mare than a uw-te-ene margin.

Independent palls conducted nationwide Wee three-quarters el U.S. voters support exact
wording of the ERA.

Over IND makr organisations With ....Wrships well over NI willien have endorsed the
ERA.

Support and Opwaltien to the ERA by the American Publk:

Tear Favor 011144* 000 t Haw Total
(2) (2) (2) (2) (S)

1974 73.6 21.1 5.2 100 2822
1975 511.3 23.7 18.0 100 2762
1976 56.7 24.5 18.11 100 2798
1977 65.5 26.5 8.0 100 1000
11178 58.0. 31.0 11.0 100 1010
11180 52.3 28.3 19.4 100 2780
11181 55.5 28.1 16.4. 100 2740
1902 61.5 23.4 - 15.1 100 1306

sources Gallup roil; National Opinion Research Cantor General &WM Survey

IN CONCLUSSON: iw WU, e IN in NI penal: resierlty supworled the ERA. This Is the
Mirth highest el Mariam support EVER remwdell IN lever el Om assendwimes
pessege. Purls hire net givom up hope Ike. AlateleIty. the eNutINNINnal
gwrsness el equal tights tar anew WE he stalls/. (Harris birvey, 19112.)
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II
I

1. How Will Ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment Affect Laws and Governmental Action

Concerning Women?

The system of laws in the United States is like

patchwork quilt the rights of individuals in one
Slate vary greatly from the rights of individuals in
another, and where the actions of individuals are
subject to Federal laws, their rights may be different

still This Federal system of government was care-
fully incorporated in the United States Constitution,

and respect for the coexistence of State a..1 Federal

jurisdictions is haste to the Nation.
Within this system, however, certain principles of

freedom and individual dignity have been viewed as
preeminent. Thus, individual States are free to
govern as they choose, but they may not Interfere

with freedom of speech, they may not discriminate

on the hams of race, national origin, or religion; they

may not deny an individual the right to vote on the

basis of race or of sex.
The proposed Equal Rights Amendment is consis-

tent with this scheme. It makes dear that men and
women should he treated equally by all levels of
government -the exclusive target of the ERA. The
amendment is necessary because, historically, dis-

crimination against individuals based on whether

they are female or male has been deeply entrenched

in our laws and persistently reflected in governmen-

tal action The Senate Judiciary Committee that

sot cessfully recommended the amendment's adop-

tion by Congress concluded that the ERA is
essential because of the extensive sex discrimination

directly attrihutable to governmental actinn
both in maintaining archaic discriminatory laws
and in perpetuating discriminatory practices in
riotavnient, education and other areas The
social and economic cost to our society, as well

as the individual psychological impact of sex
discrimination, are immeasurahle That a major.

I S I J.natP. Stout t "mmHg., .01 1110 lull, Rog40 for
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fly of our population should be subjected to the
indignities and limitations of second class citi-
zenship is a fundamental affront to personal
human liberty."

Some States have already undertaken a basic

commitment to equal rights. But the piecemeal
implementation of this commitment has been une-
ven, and other States have barely made the commit-

ment at all There are still "it)housands of State laws,

most of them historical hangovers, [that) typecast

men and women."" Nor has the Federal Govern-

ment fully removed sex bias from its own code and
regulations.* Moreover, where States end the Fed-

eral Government have acted through their legisla-

tures and courts to promote equal rights without
regard to whether an individual is female or male.

their actions are not secure. As the American Bar

Association recently stated in explaining the need

for the ERA:

No ordinary statute can provide the bedrock
protection assured by a Constitutional Amend-

ment. No Court decision can provide that
protection, for the courts may interpret, bt
they may not amend the Constitution."

Ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment will

provide a durable guarantee to women and men of

equal status and dignity under the law." It will
allow us to live and develop free from the govern-

ment intrusion that historically has classified and

pigeonholed men and women according to stereo.

types about their roles and capabilities. The devas-

tating effect on women of this persistent discrimina-

tion and the changes to he secured by the ERA are

discussed below.
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How WIN the Equal MIghte
Amendment Affect Women-WA/le
Pahl Labor force?

Women's' participation in Ilse labor force has
incremed dramatically. with more women employed
outside the home today than ever before in history.
By 1979. 43 million women, or 31 percent of all
women in this country, were employed or looking
for jobs. Over 7.4 million held jobs in government
alone at Federal. State, and local levels. Statistics
show that the participation of married women in the
labor tome is similar to that of all women: in March
1979, approximately 30 percent of all wives were
employed or looking for jobs. For young women.
the participation rate is even greater-64 percent of
all women aged 23 to 34 were in the labor rave by
the end of the decade, including 34 percent of the
mothers who are in the age group."

Clearly. with a steadily increasing ainjority of all
women employed, vast numbers of women are
vulnerable to discriminatory employment practices
bated on sex. Moreover, where Job cipponuaities
and wages are limited by ma bias, the harm is not
only felt by woven, but also by the families they
support, whether in conjunction with their hus-
bands" or on their own as heads of household.*

Yet. despite the existence of Federal" and State"
equal employment opportunity laws, women con-
time to be victims of pervasive discriminatory
practices in the labor force. The ERA is needed to
help end governmental action that limits opportuni-
ties available to women throughout the labor force
and to close loopholes in existing antidiscrimination
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laws so as to make it clear that public employment
practices that discriminate against women are illegal.

Laws Limiting f .p. inin Oppectunillee for
Women

Equal employment -opponunithe for women
continue to be limited by remnants of the restrictive
labor legislation passed by the Federal and State
governments in the We 19th and early 20th centuries
and after the Second World War." These laws
limited the occupations opals to women," restricted
the number of hours women could work," and
regulated working conditions for women.°

Stereotyped beliefs about wonne's roles and
capebilitim were given as the rationale for passage of
thew laws: women were seen as physically weak and
as occupying only a transient and secondary role in
the labor market. In addition to reinfOrcing and
perpetuating these stereotypes, such restrictive labor
laws also served to reduce the lx petition by
women for better paying jobs.°

Rather than protecting women, the provisions
discriminated against them by making it difficult for
qualified women to obtain desirable and high-sale-
vied jobs and by creating obstacles to promotions
and supervisory position° The restrictive nature
and discriminatory effect on women of protective
labor legislation have been specifically acknowl-
edged by the United States Senate as one of the
reasons the Equal Rights Amendment is needed.°
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5.2

Although many of these discriminatory statutes
have been repealed" or invalidated," some still
remain on the books m badges of sea discrimination
and symbols of sea stereotyping operating to deprive
women of jobs. For esample, statutes that establish a
maximum number of hours women are permitted to
work in certain jobs still exist in Mississippi" and
New Hampshire." The doors to certain jobs are ,still
entirely closed to women by laws in Arkansas,"
Missouri." Ohio," and by the Federal Code " These
statutes, although of dubious validity, nevertheless
continue to exist and may be tacitly enforced." The
woman who is denied a job because of such State or
Federal laws will not always know enough about
her legal rights to challenge the denial. If she does
know her legal rights, she may not have the
resources to pursue the battle to enforce them

Ratification of the ERA will require that labor
laws treat women and men equally. Not only will
existing Federal and State restrictive laws that
diirrintinate against individuals on the basis of their
sex clearly be invalid," but also ratification will
provide the impetus necessary for Federal and State
legislatures to act at last to eliminate the remaining
sexbased laws from their respective codes during
the 2.year legislative transition period." During this
revision process, protective labor provisions that
really protect workerssuch as laws that provide
for rest periods, minimum wages. overtime pay, and
health and safety protections-- will, it is expected, be
extended to cover both men and women. This
extension of benefits would flow directly from the
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legislative intent expressed by Congress in adopting
the Federal ERA."

Sex-based discrimination also is legislated Into
government programs intended to give welfare
recipients the training and skills necessary for them
to obtain employment and eliminate their depen-
dence on welfare. For .example. although three out
of four individuals eligible and registered for job
placement in the Federal work inccntive program
(WIN)" are women.* the program is required by
statute to give priority to the placement of unem
ployed fathers." Even when women are placed in
jobs through WIN, their average entry wage is only
S2.97 per hour, less than three-founhs of the average
entry wage of 54.01 per hour earned by men placed
by the program."

Wage Discrimination
The wage gap that persists between all em-

ployed women and men is even greater than the
differential found among men and women in this
Federal job training program. Employed women
today receive, on the average, only 59 cents for
every dollar earned by men." Among the primary
factors contributing to the creation and perpetuation
of this wage gap are the occupational segregation of
women employees and the lower wages paid in jobs
that are, and traditionally have been held largely by
women." Women workers continue to be concen-
trated in the lowest paying, least valued jobs,
regardless of whether their employer is a branch of
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the State or Federal government or a private
corporstIon This job segregation is due, in pan, to
the legal banters that historically barred women
from certain jobs and employment activities" and to
practices that umtil recently were sanctioned by law.
such as the posting of job descriptions labeling
psilitlons as open only to men or to women."
some instances the practice of labeling positions as
"women's" or "men's" jobs persists."

The tow wages assigned to traditionally female
jobspsying govenuneat secretaries less. for esam
pie, than government parking lot attendants and
ranking child care workers on. p.r with dog pound
attendants"resajlt fmm a4 perpetuate women's
social, economic, and legal disabilities." 1$ sonic
instances, jobs held by woman have been paid less
because of oven discrimination." Yet at present,
there is considerable doubt as to whether any of the
rusting Federal or Stat. antidiscilminatlon statutes
teach such wage disparity even when ii is directly
traceable to seabmad wage dis rimlnatloe.' The
ERA would clearly prohibit such discrimination by
public 'implcy,rs This, in turn, would have an
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immediate effect on narrowing the earnings gap
between men and women, since the Federal, State.
and local governments employ mors persons than
any single private sector industry."

l.00pbol.a be Ant$discrlminatlon Laws
Esisting laws prohibiting wa-based diacrimina'

tion by public employers contain many loopholes

that would be closed by the Equal Rights Amend-
mint." For esaniple. while most government .m
ploy... are protected from ass discrimination by
Title VII of the Civil Right. Act of l%4," the most
comprehensive Federal statute proltibiting sea dli.
crimination In employment, COnWsss carved out
esceptions for the employment practices of its
Members and other elected Officials." Similar es
emptlons are found In the Federal Equal Pay Acttm
and Stat. antidlacrlminatlon laws in jurisdictions
such as Arizona," Illinois," and Smith Carolina.tm
Although legislators and other slacted officials are
not includid within the scope of these laws prohibit-
ing employment discrimination by the rest of the
country, and their employees therefore have fewer
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rights, the evidence is that their employment roc.
two& are not immune from sea bias." A 1910 study
revealed, for example, that Members of Congress
pay female employees lower salaries than male
employees and give women fewer top jobs."

Yet another loophole that lutists on the face of
Title VII, and has been relied upon to deny jobs to
women. allows sex to be considered "bona fide
occupational qualification" for a job. On the basis of
this exception,: the Supreme Court of the United
Slates held that woman could be denied
government job as a prison guard because of her
"very womanhood.""

Ratification of the ERA will require the cessation
of sea -discriminatory employment practices by all
government personnel and entities, including Mem-
bers of Congress and administrators of governmental
benefit programs such as WIN. It will reaffirm and
make secure the government's commitment to equal
opportunity for all workers. Adoption of the ERA
will close existing loopholes for claims of discrimina-
tion by public employers and, generally, will pro.
vide the impetus for more vigorous enforcement of
antidiscrimination laws and policies.

How WIN the Equal Rights
Amendment Affect Women Who Are
Married?

Laws concerning marriage traditionally have de-
fined wonsan's rights as those of second-clam
citizen." Although many changes in such laws over
the past century have brought greater equality t, the
legal status of husbands and wives, discriminatory
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provisions still persist in the patchwork quilt of laws
that vary from State to Slate. Such laws set different
rules for males and females entering marriage,"
define different rights for them during marriage with
respect to Property," to each other," to their
children," and to third parties" and grant different
rights at the end of the marriage." These laws are
rooted in the English cosmos law view of the
married woman as the property of her husband,"
destined to be economically dependent upon him
and obligated to provide him domestic services and
companionship, which were Sept recognized as
having any economic value."

Laws Concerning Marital operty and
Rights of Husbands and Will es

Under the common law, married women suffered
total loss of property rights. In response to this

harsh system, a movement began in the 19th century
that led to the piecemeal wage of reforms. The
purpose of the reform laws was to ensure that
property a woman brought to her marriage or
acquired afterwards would be her separate property,
and sot subject to the domination or improvidence
of her husband or liable for his debts." These reform
laws varied greatly from State to State." To this
day, however, laws governing property rights dur-
ing marriage retain outmoded and archaic common
law concepts about ownership. Possession. and
control of marital property that discriminate against
women."

For example, some States still follow the common
law presumption that household goods that were
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purchased. possessed, and used by both smogs
during the marriage belong solely to the husband"
Today in North Carolina. as was true under COW
mon law, real property held jointly by Imbued and
wife in a form of co-ownership known as "tenants
by the entirety" is under the exclusive control, use,
and possession of the husband. Moreover, the
husband is entitled to all the rents and profits
produced by this property."

Under the ERA, the equal right of a married
woman to ownership. poisession, and management
of marital property during marriage will be strength.
erred. Discriminatory provisions would be invalidat
ed Thus, for example, applying , s Stale ERA, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court has held invalid the
common law presumption that honselsoM moods and
furnishings belong to the husband. This diecrimina
tory presumption was similarly rejected in Virginia
after the adoption of a Stale equal rights provision,
when the legislature enacted a statute expressly
prohibiting any presumption favoring one spouse
over the other in demands' ownership of tangible
personal property."

Laws giving husbands exclusive rights to control
aspects of the merriest still exist in Stales such an
Oklahoma. where a statute provides that the hus-
band is the head of the household, that be may whet
any reasonable place of residence and the siyie of
living, and that the wife must conform to his
wishes " A Georgia statute names the husband as
"the head of the family and the wife. . .subject to
him."" Louisiana persisted into 1979 with a law
designating the husband es the "heed and master" of
all marital property."
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The ERA will result in changes in these and other
laws that on their face treat malls and females
differently, such as laws that impose a different age
of consent for merriest." In addition, laws that
grant different rights, privileges, or protections to
wives and husbands will be invalid unless extended
to both spouses.

For example, laws that give the husband alone the
right to recover damages from a third pony who
negligently injures his spouse." or for the wrongful
death or injury of their child." would be extended
under the ERA to give the same right to the wife.
Courts applying State ERA* in Pennsylvania."
Abatis," Texas," ar.d Washington" have already
extended the ("Inman law right to sue for "toes of
consortium" so that women as well as men may
recover from a third party who causes a spouse to
become disabled, holding that husbands and wives
WE partners in marriage and must be treated fairly
and eipWly.

Laws Concerning lemon
The common law also imposed different rights

and obligations on husbands and wives based on the
view of husbands an solely responsible for support
and wives for homemaking services and "comps&
ionship"" However, the dui, of support that was
placid upon husbands never truly protected wives
made vulnerable by the economic dependence im
posed upon them". Courts have refused to enforce
support obligations duties marriage, because they
are unwilling to invade the privacy established by
the marital relationship. As a result, even if a
husband denies his wife money for her most basic
needsclothes, health care, foodshe cannot, as
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long le she continues to live with him realistically
expect to obtain a court order requiting him to
provide her with reesonbie support money!" As
practical mater, Won s wife can obtain a support
order there non be a breakdown of the marital
relationship and an action commenced for legal
separate/1h or divorce", Contrary to popular belief,
support laws do not help so keep a flimsily intact.

The husband's duty to support his wife has
traditionally been treated IRON seriously by the legal
system when the victim is a creditor who has
furnished the wife with "necemeries" for her 911p;
port. Under this comas law 'memories doe-
trine," lurbans have been held liable to creditors
for necassrise purchased by wives!'"

As with the duty of support. however, this legal
doctrine dome not give the wife any effective rights.
It does not inane her ability to make porch// for
which her Wiesd wand be held Noble. Due to the
burden of litigming to alms the habeas duty,
many merchants ere not willies to emend credit to a
wane in her own maw for the purchase of
n ecessaries; store owners often require the husband
to sip before credit will be panted to the wife."'

The Supreme Court of the liaised Sulies and State
courts have already sipeled the encoustitutionlity
of laws imposing Whim financial reeponeibilities
on merited individual. solely on the basis on
whether they are female or .ale."' Many Slates
have addrend the inequities inherent in the com-
mon law scheme and enacted statutes that require
both spouses to swore each other aocordieg to
their respective finnekt mesas and needs"' and/or
family impales laws making. both spoems respromi-
ble to creditors for family purchase."
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The Equal Rights Amendment, similarly, will
require that marriage laws be based on Amnions
performed by spouses within the hinny instead eon
Feder. This would leave couples free to allocate
reqsonsibilitks according to their own preferences
and capabilities, an that husband and wife will be
anon* to each other to an extent consistent
with their individual res. ems. abilities, and the
type of contribution each person makes to the family
unit. This amity* is consistent with the reality that
marriage is an economic as well as model end
emotional partnership, when each spouse makes
equally valuable, albeit different, contribution"'

The ERA will not require, however, that a
husband and wife contribute identical amounts of
money to a marriage. It will not require that the wife
obtain a incoon-produciag job outside the home.
As the legislative history of the ERA mikes clear:

The support obligation of each spouse would
be defined in indicesl terms based, for exam-
ple, on each nosee's earning power, current
roman and noomomary coetributious to the
family we . . P/Piere one spouse is the
primary wage man and the other runs the
home, the wage earner would have a duty to
support the noose who mays at home in
compeseetion for the 'tribesmen of her or his
dens."'

The crucial importance of the homemaker's con-
tribution to the marriage is expressly recognized in
the debate and reports that form the legislative
Wary of the Equal Rights Anteedemet.'" The
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ERA' mandate that this contribution be recognized
has been Judicially" and legislatively" acknowl-
edged in States that already have equal rights
provisions in their constitutions. Such legal recogni-
tion is essential for homemakers to gain meaningful
economic security during and after marriage; the
ERA will give such legal recognition an anchor in
the Federal Constitution for improving the status of
homemakers in all States.

The ERA will accelerate legal recognition of
modern marriage as a partnership in which marital
property belongs to both spouses and the home-
maker's contribution to the marriage is appreciated.
It will also ensure that the persistent remnants of
sea-biased property laws that severely disadvantage
and restrict married women will be eliminated, and
it will prohibit their reenactment by the Federal or
State governments.

How Will the Equal Rights
Amendment Affect Women and
Children Facing Disruption of Their
Families by Divorce?

There has been a rising rate of divorce in the
United States over the past 20 years. The Bureau of
the Census predicts that if the trend continues,
almost 40 percent of all marriagn will end in
divorce."' This prospect is grim for men and women
alike, but the reality it signals has its harshest effect
upon women, especially those who accept the
responsibility of being a fulltime homemaker during
part or all of the married years. By invalidating sex-
based stereotypes and presumptions in family taw
and encouraging legal recognition that marriage is
an economic as well as social and emotional partner-
ship, the ERA will help women facing divorce by
making the legal system operate more equitably.
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Economic Survival: Support and Marital
Propmy

Divorce has been recognized as a primary cause
of poverty among women and children."' Studies
document the differentiiii effect of divorce on the
economic status of men and women. Even fathers
who pay child support are often better off financial
ly after divorce than they were before. In sharp
contrast, many women and children face severe
economic problems at the time of divorce.

Sexased presumptions have traditionally
contributed to inequities when divoMing spouses
divide their accumulated property, such as the
house, household goods, and bank accounts.. Such
presumptions operate to disadvantage most severely
the homemaker spouse. For example, under corn-

-,11 law, It was presumed that household goods
accumulated during the marriage and used by both
spouses belonged to the husband only, unless the
wife could demonstrate her financial contribution.
This presumption often operated to deprive the
woman who contributed homemaking services rath-
er than dollars to the marriage of the property she
thought had been hers. Similarly, in some States
today, the wife's services to her husband's business
are presumed to be gratuitous; in these States courts
will deny a wife's claims for property rights based
on the time and effort she has contributed to her
husband's bonnie.

The ERA would invalidate such presumptions
and encourage recognition of the economic value of
homemaker services, a result already accomplished
in Pennsylvania under its State equal rights amend-
ment." Relying on the Pennsylvania ERA, the
States supreme court concluded that the common
law presumption of "husband's ownership" of
household goods could not survive constitutional
scrutiny. This onesided presumption, the court said,
failed to acknowledge the equally important and
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often substantial nonmonetary contributions made
by both spouses. Even where the husband is the
"sole provider," the court mooned that the State's
equal rights amendment requires recognition of the
contribution of the homemaker wife and concluded
that, in the 'Nance of evidence to the contrary, it
must be presumed that the property is held jointly.",

Thus, the Pennsylvania ERA has already resulted
in establishing as a starting point in the division of
household goods the presumption that the contribu-
tions of the homemaker and the Spouse with a
Paying job are equal.'"

In addition to dividing accumulated meritsl
property, divorcing spouses must determine their
respective responsibilities for alimony and child
support's, The Supreme Court of the United States
already has established that statutes imposing differ-
ent responsibilities in this area on the basis ages are
invalid under existing constitutional law."'

Consistent with this rule, way States have al-
ready, either through court decision or statute,
revised their laws to provide foe alimony or mainte-
nance swards for a dependent spouseregardless of
whether the spouse is female or male.' However,
few situations arise where such "sex-neutral" laws
result in charging a woman with the support of her
former husband, since the reality is that most
husbands are not economically dependent on their
wives. The rare cases where courts have found such
dependency illustrate the fairness of the "mutual
responsibility" doctrine.,
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Some Stour have followed similar remains in
changing laws that previously fudged child sup-
port duties to fathers only, solely on the bask of
sirs.n, These States have determined that both
parents have the duty to support their children."'
By analyzing the facts on a case -by -case basis, the
courts in thins jurisdictions are in s position to mom
the linsiscW position of each wont and to award
child support iftlistically.m.

This grader neutrality will operate fairly, how-
ever, only if a valog ie placed on the contribution to
child support made by the custodial parent, who is
most often the mother. The way the ERA will
promote this important safeguard for women. is
already seen in States that have added equal rights
provisions to their constitutions.00 While holding
that the State ERA requires that both pen s be
obligated equally to support their children, these
States are not interpreting such mutual responsibility
en requiring methematical equality is the monetary
contribution of mother end father."' On the con-
trary, for example, one court in a State ERA
jurisdiction held that courts need to consider the
importance of the emotional contribution to a child's
welfare provided by a nonworking custodial parent
and not merely the potential 'monetary contribution
that parent might provide if employed.w

By not automatically imposing a 1116111C111 support
burden on both spouses, these ndinp have support-
ed the continued provision of child rearing by
custodial parents. hi fact, one Pennsylvania court
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specifically held that permitting I nonworking par,
eat to remain at home until the child matures does
not violate that State's ERA." Ratification of the
Federal ERA would promote the uniform adoption
of these principles in all jurisdictions, to the benefit
of all families.

Child Custody Determinations
In most States today. contested custody determi-

nations are made on the hams of the "best interest or
the child" and the fitness of the parent. The analysis
of the child's best interest has traditionally been
clouded by sea -based stereotypes that presymed that
the mother was more fit to be the custodial parent
than the father, especially when a child of "tender
years" was involved. These sea -based presumptions
are increasingly being rejected.'"

llowe er, sexual stereotypes still operate as fac-
tors in custody decisions in some States, such as
Oklahoma, where the custody preference is for the
mother when the child is of tender years and for the
father when the child is old enough to require
education and preparation for the world of work."
Sex .based stereotypes also intrude as the changing
roles of men and women are viewed as inappropriate
by the courts. For example, women who work
outside the home (Sr who attend school have been
penalized for nut conforming to a mother's "proper
role."'"

The FRA's clear rejection of sea -based stereo-
types, and the importance of such a constitutional
mandate to the courts, will provide basis for
arguing that such presumptions are invalid. Without
such overbroad generalizations about a mother's and
father's "propel role" to fall back upon, courts must
meaningfully Loess the respective households and,
therefore, act more effectively in the best interests of
the child.

The experience in States with equal rights provi-
sions in their constitutions has demonstrated that
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such nonhiased custody determination mandated by
the ERA neither requires nor has resulted in
widespread denial of custody to mothers. In fact, the
Colorado Supreme Court rejected the contention
that Colorado's State ERA"' was violated because
majority of women in divorce cases were granted
custody.'"

How Will the Equal Rights
Amendment Affect Women
Dependent on Pensions, Insurance,
or Social Security?

Single women (those who never married or are
now widowed or divorced) comprise almost three-
fourths of our nation's elderly who are living in
poverty s" One out of every three single women
over the age of 63 has income below the poverty
rate.'" Unfortunately, the income protections for
old age that individuals can secure from pensions,
insurance plans, or social security are not always
available to women. When they are, the costs are
often higher or the benefits are lower for women
than for men.

The ERA will strengthen the position of women
seeking income protection by prohibiting sea -based
discrimination in insurance, pensions, and retirement
security programs that involve governmental action.

The Social Security System
Social security is our nation's principal program

for providing income security when earnings are lost
due to retirement, disability, or death. "' Although
over one -half of all social security recipients are
women," the program fails to provide equitable
treatnient or adequate protection for women."

The debate surio-nding passer: and ratification of
the ERA has helped to expose the effects of the
social security system's perpetuation of employment
discrimination and the way it operates to penalize
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women for motherhood and the time they spend as
homemakers.

Full-time honsenakm have never been accorded
any independent social security coverage. The only
benefits evadable for women who tunic not been
employed in the labor force are derived fmm their
hushends work. The economic value of a woman's
work as homemaker is ignored. If she becomes
disabled, her family may sat receive benefits in the
SSW way it may when the wage earner becomes
disabled."' Since she is not credited with any
retirement benefits in her own right. her eligibility to
receive social security is linked permanently to her
husband's status, is limited to a citifies of 50 percent
of his basic benefits, and commences only after he
retires.'" If she experiences mandatory "retirement"
because of widowhood or divorce, this total depen-
dency is likely to leave her without adequate income
in her old age and in some circumstances may leave
her without any income at all.

If a homemaker is divorced, the most she can
receive under social security is half of her former
husband's benefits (while he receives 100 percent),
hardly ever adequate to support her living alone."
If he chooses to work beyond retirement age, she
must survive without any payments during that
period." If he chooses to retire early, her maximum
benefits may be reduced." If the marriage lasted
less than 10 years, she would not even be eligible for
thew inadequate benefits."

A widowed homemaker is rot entitled to any
benefits at all until she reaches 60 years of age,
unless she is still caring for minor children" or is at
least 50 years of age and disabled.'" The average
monthly benefit received by disabled widows in
197$ was only S166or 51,992 per year."' Since
few widows receive private pensions, the resulting
poverty often is inescapable."

The woman employed in the paid labor force 1111111
CMOSe between taking benefits based on her own
work history or as dependent, based upon her
husband's earnings.'" Often because of the job
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segregation of women in lower paying jobs, women
And that dependent benefits are higher then their
own.'" This problem is compounded by this fern that
women who take time out of the paid laborlorce (or
work part time) to provide child are and homemak-
ing services for their families are pemelised for
motherhood, since their social security blunts are
based on average lifetime nominee lower than thou
of men who work uninterrupted in the paid labor
force. As a result, the average moil* benefit
received by women retiring in November 1978 from
work in the pad labor force was only MIS, has than
two-thirds of the average payment received by male
retires." Many women, therefixe, forfeit their own
contributions, collecting dependency benefits in-
stead. These women find thenaelves in the same
vulnerable position as the woman who never
worked in the paid work force.

These major :inadequacies and inequities of the
social security systemthe burden of which falb
most heavily on womenare due in large pan to the
sexbesed assumptions underlying the program: that
the family consists of one "individual breadwinner"
(the husband) and "dependents" (the wife and
children), and that dependents need (or have earned
the right to) less income security than "individual
breadwinners." These assumptions fail to recognise
the value of work in the home and the discriminato-
ry wage structure in the labor force. They also fail
to reflect the diversity of family roles played by
women today: some married women are lifetime
omemakers; others are paid workers throughout
their lives; still others play both roles during
different times in the marriage; and many divorced
and widowed women return to work after their
marriages end."

The U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare issued a comprehensive report in 1979 with
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recommendations targeted al major reform of the
system.'" These proposals, and changes recom-
mended by °Theis." reflect not only rejection of
the inherent unfairness of women forfeiting their
own contributions to the system, but also a clear
recognition of the economic as well as social value
of the homemaker services.

As discussed above, the ERA will provide a
constitutional basis for urging recognition of the
value of the homemaker's contribution to mar-
riage. Ratification will keep the pressure on
Congress to adopt reform legislation designed to
eliminate the social security system's inequitable
treatment of women.

Pensions and Disability insurance
Women °flee are not in a position to purchase

disability insurat:e and pension plan coverage, since
they are concentrated in homemaking, service, and
clerical jobs" that usually are not accompanied by
any insurance benefits program and have a low rate
of pension coverage if available." Federal law
regulating private pensions allows provisions that
result in a loss of benefits by women."' The
discrimination women face in employment is thus
perpetuated in retirement. As a result, men are twice
as likely as women to be covered by pensions.'"

Where coverage is availehle. many women are
required to pay higher premiums than their male
coworkers to acquire the same benefits." thereby
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reducing their take-home pay; other women pay the
same premium as male coworkers, but receive lower
benefits.'" These disparaties result from the cakula-
don of insurance rates according to sex-based actu-
adal tables which show that women, on the average,
live longer than men.'" In some States the use of
such tables is authorized by the government itself."
However, the justification for resulting disciminato-
ry rates often is not supported by actual facts.'"
Because of practices such as these, women in the
paid labor force and their families are forced to
accept inferior coverage that makes their future
economic security tenuous."'

The Supreme Court of the United Stales has held
that the use of sex-based actuarial tables .o compute
premiums for retirement benefits provided by an'
employer to all employees violates Title VII's
prohibition against sex discrimination in employ-
ment." The Court found that charging women
higher premiums because of statistics showing that
women on the average live longer than men discrim-
inated against women."+ The Court suggested that
other classifications more significantly linked to
longevitysuch as smoking, weight, or physical
fitnessmight be used more fairly than the employ-
ee's sex as a basis for determining rates."' The effect
of this decision is limited, however, since it applies
only to employer-operated insurance plans and not
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to policies taken by isdividuak with private hour-
anal compries.'* At lam one Federal district
court has already begun a cut beck the potential
effect of this decision by exampling certain employ.
er plans from Title VII% coverage." Further, it is
not yet clear whether the discriminatory practice
invalidated by the Court extends to unequal benefit
levels.

The ERA will provide a basis for extending the
Supreme Court's al, Aysis to certain insurance and
pension programs not covered by this Title VII
ruling. It will prohibit sex -based discrimination in
insurance wherever governmental action is in-
volved.,"

Pension Protection to Itornenekere
Since the foil -lime homemaker typically it unable

to secure adequate income protection from pension
plans or social musky, she is particularlyvulnerable
if she becomes divorced. Upon divorce, a home-
ma. tr may discover that she is not entitled to any
portion of the pension benefits in the wagearier's
mane, even though the pension was purchased with
marital laconic. The Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), the Federal law governing
private pension plans, makes no provision for the
protection of the divorced wife's rights.," Since
pensions are often the mirjor marital asset, the
consequences are serious

V 'omen married to government employees fare no
be'ter. In fact, denial of pension benefits to divorced
v Ives is imposed by Federal law in some retirement
:Amount The United States Supreme Court recent-
ly rejected a wife's claim to a portion of her
husbands railroad retirement benefits, holding that
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the Federal .grem precludes division of these
retirement tigl,:its on marital property, even if such
division is required by a State's marital poverty
law!"

A similar claim is now before the Court regarding
Federal military retirement pay.i" The United
States Government has taken the position that
military refitment benefits are not divisible'!"
thereby denying to military wives a share of the
pension they helped to build. The net result of such
restrictions is that, upon divorce, many women are
accorded no rights to shore in the fruits of their joint
labor, although they have spent their married lives
building families and working toward a secure
retirement, but were unable to earn pension credits
in their own name.

Here again, by providing an impetus for recognis-
ing the value of homemaker services, ratification of
the ERA will encourage legislative action in this
area to protect women in divorce.'" The ERA will
strengthen the view of pensions as marital property
to which the homemaker spouse made a nonfinancial
but nonetheless valuable contribution.

How WM the Equal Rights
Amondmant Afflict Opportunities for
Females In the Nation's Schools?

Evidnice abounds that our Nation's public
schools in many instances do not offer equal oppor-
tunities to females and males as students or as
employees.'TM The Equal Rights Amendment will
require public-supported schools at all levels to
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eliminate trgulations and oHlual prat cites that
dissmininate against females '' It will provide the
constitutional basis for requtnng public schools to
eliminate the present effects of past purposeful
discrinonation It will commit the country to the
prim 'plc of equality so girls and boys can learn from
the Constitution that they are considered equals
hrli ire the law

As students, boys and girls in public elementary
And secondary schools continue In be steered into
courses that reflect outmoded traditional stereotypes
about a "man's wortd" and "women's work." Al-
though this division is breaking down on the adult
win Id. traditional ideas still survive regarding the
suitability of schooi courses for boys and girls.
Fnrollment patterns of males and females in public
1dt icational education continue to be overwhelmingly
sex v-gregated 1" hi the city of Philadelphia. girls
are precluded front attending an all-male public
academic high school with superior science facili-
ties." Course matenals used by students throughout
du. Mahon reinforce the stereotypes about male and
female roles'"

A number of Federal and State laws have been
enacte'l to address gender based inequities in educa-
tionsl institutions. Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972 prohibits many forms of sex discrimi-
nation in federally funded schc,o1s.'" The Federal
Government also provides funds for affirmative
efforts to encourage sex equity." In several States
as well, statutes expressly address the issue of
educational equity.' or constitutional provisions
may he relied upon to achieve sex equity in educa-
tion.'" Hut the extent of coverage varies wid.ly.
Title IX, for example, applies only to schools that
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accept federal financial aid." Its prohibition of sex-
segregated WIMISSIOIIS 1)01tClell duet not apply to
public elementary or secondary schools." and its
prohibition of sex bias in athletics programs does not
cover all sports." Moreover, a Federal district
court in Michigan recently held that Title IX did not
extend to athletic teams that were not direct recipi-
ents of Federal financial assistance." In some
States but not all school admissions policies ex-
cluded from Title IX's nondiscrimination rule are
subject to State laws prohihiting sex bias." Few
State and local educational agencies have funded
programs to promote sex fairness..."

Where the provisions of Title IX do apply, serious
Implementation and enforcement probiems limit the
statute's effectiveness." A school that refuses I ed-
nal dollars is not bound by Title IX% mandate for
equality. Moreover, schools continue accepting Fed-
eral funds while not implementing the basic require-
ments of Title IX, encouraged by the weak record of
Title IX enforcement. "' The first set of regulations
implementing Title IX was not promulgated until
1973..4 years after the law Was enacted." Even
then. schools were generously givim until I978 to
come into compliance with the provisions concern-
ing sex discnmination in athletics programs." When
many schools did not meet even this delayed
compliance date, the Federal Government put a
freeze on investigating complaints and promulgated
a new policy interpretation at the end of 1979."
Investigation of a huge backlog of athletic corn-
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plaints has just recently begunII years after Title
IX became law. The enforcement record to date is
hardly an inducement to compliance.

In the meantime. sea-biased education practices
such es athletic programs that might have survived
Tille'lX scrutiny because of the statute's loopholes
and poor enforcement record have been invalidated
by Federal and State courts relying on the 14th
amendment" and State ERA,."' But not all States
have their own constitutional equal rights provi-
sions. and the 14th amendment cannot be viewed as
the solution to loopholes and enforcement difficul-
ties under Title IX or other Federal or State
statutory schemer. In addressing a 14th amendment
challenge to p'iblic school's sea-biased admissions
policy, one district court judge complained:

A lower court faced with [the Supreme Court's
pos149704 line of gender discrimination cases
has an uncomfortable feeling, somewhat similar
to a [player all a shell game who is not
absolutely sure there is a pea.u

The ERA will give courts a firm handle for
deciding constitutional challenges to sea bias in
public schools. Although the ERA will apply only
to educational institutions where governmental ac-
tion is involved, it does not incorporate the narrow
prerequisite of Federal. funding to trigger its applica-
tion nor does n incorporate the loopholes of the
various State and Federal statutory schemes. Thus,
for example. educational programs that involve
State or local action would be subject to the equality
mandate of the ERA. It will be more secure than
statutes that are subject to amendment.",
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How Will the Equal Rights
Amendment Affect Women In the
Military?

Under the proposed Equal Rights Amendment,
women will be assured the equal treatment in the
military currently denied by the 'Federal Oosern-
ment. This discrimination creates serious barriers to
educational and employment opportunities for womr
en, jeopardizes the women who must serve
dangerous military situations without the training'
and support essential to effectiveness and survival, '
and perpetuates harmful, archaic, and overbroad
stereotypes about the capabilities of women and the
role of men and womeiiin society.

More than 150.000 American women serve in the
armed forces today," carrying on the proud tradi-
tion of women in the military, tradition that
includes more than 330,000 women who served in
the Second World Wu,'N 200,000 of them under
hostile re.' Yet these women, who have been
shown to be as efficient and effective as their male!
counterparts,"'. have suffered serious discrimination
in their jobs.

Tlw vocational and specialist Job training avail-
able to women in the military has traditionally been
severely restricted," and variety of limitations
placed on women's participation in the minted
services reduces the number of jobs to which
women may be assigned. In 1977, 73 percent Of all
authorized military slots were closed to 4men
entirely. Although justified by the armed services
as 'necessar; because women ire prohibited from
combat, fully 30 percent of these.restrictiods were
not combat related.",
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Discrimination in the military shy results in the
concentration of women in lower paying jobs.'''
()Meer training programs are closed to women
except in token numbers Women in the military
suffer discrimination in other ways as well. Some of
the uniforms and equipment provided by the armed
services for women fit so poorly "they constitute
health and safety hazards and are inappropriate and
nonfunctional "'" Sexual harassment of female en
listed personnel is pandemic, encouraged by the
discriminatory environment in the military that
results from the genderbased regulations and res-
trictions "6

Access to the armed services is also restricted for
women. Historically, women were limited by differ-
ential entrance requirements and by highly restric-
tive statutory quotas not solely related to combat
requirements."t Despite the removal of some imped-
iments."' women's enlistnient is still limited by
recruitment goals that operate as quotas.'" Indeed, a
Ihpanment of Defense study found there are more
highly qualified women willing to enlist than are
accepted now "6 Because the military is the largest
single vocational training institution in the Nation
offering on the job training at fun pay and lifelong
postwrvice benefits as well,"it has always been
and continues to be an important route of upward
mobility."' In addition, military pay for men and
women is considerably higher than the average
annual earnings of female high school graduates
who work full-time year-round."' The wrin:n who
are excluded are denied the practical and tangible
benefits military service provides. The exclusion also
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denies the full citizenship and political rights histori-
cally intertwined with military service.'" Thus,
under the present system, women are seriously
disadvantaged both in enlistment and once they are
in the service.

The. FiRA will make illegal the gender bias that
remains in the military, which currently limits
opportunities for women and the contribution they
can make to our Nation. It will require that the
government allow men and women to be assigned
and to serve on the basis of their skills and abilities
and not on the basis of stereotypes and generalize-
lions about their roles and capabilities.

The statutory prohibition against women serving
on naval ships has already been invalidated under
the equal protection component of the fifth amend-
ment."' as has an allmale military draft registration
plan'" In the draft registration case, Rooker F.
Goldberg. which the United Stales Supreme Court
has agreed to review,'" the Clovemment attempted
to justify the exclusion of women by arguing that the
presence of large numbet Jf women would hamper
military flexibility in time of mobilization. Soundly
rejecting this, the district court pointed to testimony
by the Director of the Selective Service System and
representatives of the Department of Blefense that
Use inclusion of women in the pool of those eligible
for induction would increase, not decrease, military
flexibility."
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In view of the current standard for scrutinizing
sexbased classifications under existing constitutional
law" the steadily expanding utilization of women
in the military." the recognition that women in the
military enhance our national defense," and the fact
that Congress has the power today to draft women.
it is likely that the issue of the allmale draft will
soon become moot" The U.S. Supreme Court
could establish this if it affirms the district court's
decision in Ralik., a Goldberg that an allmale
registration plan is invalid under the Constitution's
equal protection clause. In any event, however, the
application of the ERA is clear:, women may not be
excluded from the pool of individuals eligible for a
military draft solely on the basis of gender."

But neither the equal protection clause nor the
ERA will require that all women become soldiers.
The legislative history of the amendment makes
clear that "the ERA r EII not require that all women
serve in the military any more than all men ate now
required to serve."" Congressional exemptions for
women and Men who are physically or mentally
unquelifted, and deferments for individuals because
Y.:S;(317.4;a v bank 41111 k 119 1742 On SUM, 504114y. sprik
Lim& .1.40 moP1,1441 tow, amnia ohydives 401001 be
pglwoolidly Mimed 1. whetrotte of etre obyectitn-)

U S, 17eppttran4 of Wm,. AnItY Volpollorrs.4 Wpm. pa Pt*
Ilf rolotter lemein. pp m/ 11 11 +1110itiedlet met Asamemica'
ramena. Itmter ()Meiners. alp,* M 11. II 21

5 5 2

of family or other responsibilities, would apply/to
women just as they have always applied to meet./

Thus the fear that mothers will be canicripted
from the children into the military serVice if the
equal rights amendment is ratified is totally and
completelp unfounded. Congren WU retain ample
power to mate /Wilmot' sexneunal IlfM0011.1
from compulsory serrket For exaMple. Congress
might well exemp dl parents of children under
II from the draft. (emphasis added)"

With or without the ERA, women are sharing and
will share with men the responsibility for military
service. The determination of who will be called
upon during wartime to bear the burden of military
conscription and of actual climbat duty will be made
by Congress and the courtswhether or not the ERA
becomes- a part of the Constitution. The ERA is
needed to guarantee that women and
accorded equal treatment rtunity in the
armed forces on the basis-of their individual shills
and abilities.

w Axonal Meow". pp 76.111. South, GoWbui, Apo/. a 41
1. lot Carymiliet. "Wawa, on the Mary

". Smut ERA 1604 it 11by
4 lbed
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IV. LIGAL ANALYSES

THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT IS NOT THE WAY

by Paul A. Freund'"

My interest in the Equal Rights Arnspdment goes back twenty-five
years, when I was encouraged to draft a stitement in opposition on behalf
of twenty lawyers and law professor, including Dean Pound of Harvard'
Last year I learned that this statement was being circulated anew by the
AFL-CIO, and it became necessary to review my position on the subject.

The issue has always been over choice of means, not over ends. The
objective is to nullify those vestigial laws that work an injustice to women,
that are exploitative or impose oppressive discriminations on account of
sex. Although such laws have been progressively superseded or held to be
violative of equal protection,2 some of thus laws still disfigure our legal
codes. Beyond this, the Women's Rights. Movement seeks to achieve equal
opportunity and equal treatment for women in business, professional,
domestic, and political relationships, but unless equality is denied by a
public agency or because of a law the Equal Rights Amendment by its
terms has no application. If we want to see more women in law firms, in
the medical profession, in the Cabinetand I, for one, dowe must turn
elsewhere than to the propoiid amendment. The point is not the smut
argument that we must changi hearts and minds and attitudes (though
that too is involved) rather than look to law; the point is that within the
realm of law we have to compare the effects and effectiveness of a
constitutional amendment on the one hand and the mandate of
congressional legislation and judicial decisions on the other.

The proposed amendment attempts to impose a single standard of
sameness on the position of the sexes in all the multifarious roles regulated
by lawmarital support, parental obligations, social security, industrial
employment, activities in public schools, and military serviceto mention
the most prominent. It is necessity to try to analyze all these various
applications of the singlestandard formula in order to discern whether
anomalies, uncertainties, and injustices would result. Unfortunately we
have no definitive guide in such an exploration, for neither in the House
nor in the Senate was there a committee report on the amendment, which

Carl M. Loeb University Professor, Harvard University.
'The statement appears in Hewing on S.J. Ref. 61 Before a Subcomm. of the

Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 79th Cong., 1st Sem. 7840 (1945). A lid of
signatories appears in 116 CONG. REC. S13906. (daily ed. Aug. 21, 1970) (remarks
of Sen. Ervin).

2E.g., United States ex iel. Robinson v. Yogic, 281 F. Supp. 8 (D. Conn. (1961);
Commonwealth v. Daniel. 430 Pa. 642, 243 A.2d 400 (1968). Both cases inv.,' led
statutes providing for more severe penalties for women than for men convict... of
certain offenses.
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19711 Equal Rights Amendment 235

might have focused attention on concrete issues rather than on a
generalized slogan"equal rights under law"which is intended to
supplant "equal protection of the laws." The alternative legal course is to
achieve changes in the relative position of women through paramount
federal standards or to overcome invidious classifications on the ground
that they are presently unconstitutional. The choice resembles that in
medicine between a single broad-spectnun drug with uncertain and
unwanted sideeffects and a selection of specific pills for specific ills.

In comparing the problem of choice twenty-five yearsego and today, I
concluded that so far from the cue for amendment being strengthened,
the choice of the alternative conne was even more strongly indicated. The
reason is that during the intervening years both the scope of congressional
power and the promise of judicial redress have been made clearer, while
the dawn implicit ht the amendment remain as before. Congressional
power under the commerce clause, as the civil-rights legidation shows, is
adequate to deal with discrimination (whether private or governmental)
based on sex, as on race. This authority has been utilized to some extent in
relation to sex discrimination in employment practices' but not to such
discriMination in places of public accommodation. Discrimination in
matters of family law could be reached under Congress' power to enforce
the equalprotection guarantee, as set forth in Kthenbeth r. 711orgm.4

Recently, to be sure, a majority of the Court refused to extend that
decision to the case of the claims of 18-year-olds to share in the suffrage;
but the refusal hinged on a reluctance to regard the minimum voting age
for elections as a subject coming within the guarantee of equal
protection.' Even without benefit of congressional action, the guarantee
has been markedly enlarged in recent years; it has served to invalidate
legislative classifications based on such factors .0 poverty, illegitimacy,
duration of residence' Surely nineteenth-century decisions holding, for
example, that women could be denied admission to the bar' are museum
pieces and should not figure in any present discussion of equal rights.

The paucity of contemporary Supreme Court decisions can be ascribed
partly to the failure of women's groups to mount series of selected test
cases challenging forms of discrimination, and in part to the fact that some
discriminatory laws have been held invalid by lower courts, without

'Civil RightsAct of 1964, Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e 2000e.15 (1964).4384
U.S. 641 (1966).

'United States v. Arizona, 91 S. Ct. 260 (1970).
b..t. Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) (residency); Levy v. Louisiana,

391 U.S. 68 (1968) (illegitimacy); Hyper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663
(1966) (poverty); Douglu v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963) (Poverty).71n

it Lockwood, 154 U.S. 116 (1894); Bradwell v. State, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 130
(1872).
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further appeal' One Supreme Court decision, however, is a target of
indignation by proponents of the amendment: Hoyt v. Florida.' The
Court held by a divided vote that a state law might relieve women of jury
duty unless they signified their willingnessto serve, while requiring men to
present specific reasons fog excusal. Experience had shown that a much
higher percentage of women than of men hied in fact secured excusal on an
individual basis, because of household duties, and the law was tailored to
reflect this experience in a diffekentiated procedure based on a
differentiated presumption of fact. As the Justices were divided, so, it
seems to me, can reasonable persons of good will disagree among
themselves on the decision. But to regard the decision as an indivious
discrimination or a degrading affront to women that calls for redress by
constitutional amendment is surely far-fetched and obsessively sensitive.
III classification more nearly resembled a factual generalization based on
age or height than on race or color.

So far I have set out reasons why the amendment is not necessary or
appropriate. Before leaving this point, let me add that even if the
amendment were adopted, legislation on the state or federal level would be
necessary to carry it out in its myriad applications. Four words will not in
themselves remake the laws of age of consent, marital property rights,
marital and parental legal duties, and protective factory legislation. The
energies that have been spent for forty years in a 'effort to secure the
submission of the amendment by Congress to the states would have to be
followed, even if ultimately successful, by efforts to revise the laws in a
satisfactory way. It is hard to believe that this preliminary struggle to
obtain the support of two-thirds of Congress and three-fourths of the
states is other than a diversion of energy from the essential task of revising
the laws themselves.

In some fields a national mandate to the states is a useful, even
necessary, prelude because there is a bloc of recalcitrant states or because
individual states fear a loss of competitive advantage in raising their
standards. The latter was the case, for example, with unemployment
compensation, which lagged in the states until federal tax credit legislation
took away the supposed advantage of holding out." So far as women's
rights are concerned, a similar situation conceivably might exist with
respect to a disadvantaged position in industry; but there is a twofold
answer to this supposition. So far as merely private discrimination is

°See note 2 wpm. See also Kirstein v. Rector and Visitors of the Univ. of Va.. 309
F. Supp. 184 (E.D. Va. 1970) (requiring admission of women to allmale campus of
the University of Virginia, where facilities open to women were not equal); White V.
Crook. 231 F. Supp. 401 (M.D. Ala. 1966) (holding invalid the exclusion of women
from jury service).

9368 U.S. 57 (1961).
I °See Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548, 587-88 (1937).
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concerned, the amendment has no application, and all dhcriminadon,
private or governmental, is abject to the paramount power of Congress
under the commerce clause. In non commercial fields, itch as marital
property or parental duties, there is no need to no to the states for a
preliminary mandate to change their laws. If dueaourths of the states are
prepared to ratify the. amendment, it is hard to see why they must first
thus admonish themselves to do justice before they are prepared in fact to
do justice. Although forty years of frustration ought to have a
lesson, no doubt it seems easier to pins a resounding and all passing
phrase in the Constitution than to identify specific wrong i draft
model laws to comet them. Yet it is the latter that sooner later will
have to be done, whatever the fate of the amendmentand lugged that
it be sooner.

Still, it mar, e suggested, the amendment would serve portantlyas a
symbola symbol that the nation has made a commitme t to justice for
women under law. One gets the implosion that much o the drive for the
amendment owes its force to this psychological w . The *us of a
symbol, however, lice precisely in the fact that it Is not to be taken
literally, that it is not meant to be analysed closely for its exact
implications. A concurrent resolution of Coignes, expressing the general
sentiment of that body, would be an appropriate vehicle for promulgating
a symbol. When, however, we are presented with a proposed amendment
to our fundamental law, binding on federal and state governments, on
judges, legislatures, and executives, we are entitled to inquire more
circumspectly into the operational meaning and effects of the symbol.
Lawyers, in particular, have an obligation to ask these questions and to
weigh the answers that are given. For if the amendment is not only, a
needless misdirection of effort in the quest for justice, but one which
would produce anomalies, confusion, and injustices, no symbolic value
could justify its adoption. We turn, thin, to then issues of meaning and
effect.

A mandate that equal rights under law shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or any state on account 0 sex can have either of two
conceivable aleaninp. It can mean that any classification based on sex
must be justified by some good (orvery good, or compelling) reason, br it
can mean that no arch classification can pass muster. To this question
there is no authoritative answer to be found in the congressional history
of the proposed amendment, but the literature of its main sponsors insists
on an absolute meaning. This interpretation has been reinforced by the
recent experience with the amendment in the Senate. After the original
version was amended to death, Senator Bayh and other proponents offered
a revised version, using the language "equal protection of the laws shall not
be denied or abridged . . . on account of sex." This formulation, adopting
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the language of the fourteenth amendment but explicitly stressing its
application to classifications based on sex, would have been accepted by a
number of opponents of the original version. (I would not feel impelled to
oppose the revised version, though doubting its necessity.) But it was the
most active groups behind the amendment that refused to accept the
substitute. They protested that courts or legislatures might find compelling
reasons for certain classifications, and this result was unacceptable." I
should have thought that if there are compelling reasons and if the
amendment would allow them to prevail, that outcome would be cause for
satisfaction, not intransigent complaint.

A doctrinaire equality, then, is apparently the theme of the
amendment. And so women must be admitted to West Point on a parity
with men; women must be conscripted for military service equally with
men (though classification on an individual bash for assignment to duties
would be valid, it is asserted);" girls must be eligible for the same athietic
teams as boys in the public schools and state universities; Boston Bo '
Latin School and Girls' Latin School must merge (not simply be ught
into parity); and life insurance commissioners may not.-ctintinue to
approve lower life insurance premiums for women (based on greater life
expectancy)' 3 all by command of the Federal Constitution.

Perhaps the country ought to consider conscripting women equally
with men. My point is not that we must maintain the status quo; it is that
a change so far-reaching and inflexible ought surely not be brought about
as the half-hidden implication of a constitutional motto. Changes of far
less import in the draft law have been the subject of full-scale hearings,
committee reports, and debate in and out of Congress. Can we assume that
every member of Congress who is prepared to vote for the amendment is
equally prepared to explain and justify its effect on military service and to
support that result before his constituents? A similar question has to be
raised about each of the other foregoing illustrative consequences of the

I I N.V. Times, Nov. 12, 1970, at 19, col. 3. But cf. "Separation of the sexes by
law would be forbidden under the amendment except in situations where du
separation is shown to be necessary because of an overriding and compelling public
interest and doe. not deny indiyidual rights and liberties." Citizens' Advisory Council
on the Status of Women, A Memorandum on the Proposed Equal Rights Amendment
to the Constitution in 116 CONG. ltEC. E2388, E2591 (daily ed. March 26, 1970).
The dimensions of this escape hatch are left unexplored. The only example given .
the maintenance of separate restrooms, which other proponents have explained as
preserving a right of privacy. See p. 240 Infra.

12
Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status of Women, supra note 11, at E2590,

E2391.

13Cf. Gruenwald v. Gardner, 390 F.2d 391 (2d Cir.), cert. dented. 393 U.S. 982
(1968) (higher Social Security retirement benefits for women sustained). Preiumebb'
the amendment would require a different result.
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amendment. The irreverent thought obtrudes itself that either not every
member of Congress has been adequately briefed on the amendment's
implications or not every member takes seriously the possibility of its
ratification. This irreverence is reinforced when it is remembered that such
subjects as selective service or admission to West Point are wholly in the
control of Congress, and there is no reason to wait for the mandate of
three-fourths of the states if Congress really regards sex differentiation in
those institutions as unacceptable and is bent on ending it. Indeed, the
change could be brought about by simple majcity vote, not the two-thirds
required to submit a constitutional amendment.

Special scrutiny should be given to the field of domestic relations, with
its comple relationships of marital duties and parental responsibilities.
Every state makesi a husband liable for the support of his wife, without
regard to the ability of the wife to support herself. The obligation of the
wife to support her husband is obviously not identical to this; if it were,
each would be duty bound to support the other. Instead, the wife's duty
varies from state to state. In some jurisdictions there is no obligation on the
wife, even if the husband is unable to support himself. In others, the wife
does have a duty of support in such a cue.

In 1968 a recommendation on the subject was made by a Task Force
on Family Law and Policy of the Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status
of Women, a group that supports the amendment. The recommendation
was a progressive and equitable one: "A wife should be responsible for the
support of her husband if he is unable to support himself and the is able to
furnish such support.'" So far, so good. But what would be the effect on
the rule fixing the husband's duty? Some members of the Task Force, but
only some, took a position of reciprocity consistent with the principle of
the amendment: "Some of the task force members believed that a husband
should only he liable for the support of a wife who is unable to support
herself due to physical handicap, acute stage of family responsibility or
unemployability on other grounds."I s This solution, dictated by the
Equal Rights Amendment, would be contrary to the law of every state.
Moreover, the support owed solely to "a wife who is unable to support
herself" might be further eroded by the -.stablishment of child-care
centers. Where such centers are created, presumably a wife with small
children would no longer be "unable" to support herself through
employment, and so under the constitutional rule of reciprocity would
low the right of support from her husband. Thus child-care centers could,
by a reflexive effect on the mother's rabil:ty to work outside the home,
constitute a threat rather than an opportunity. Of course the spouses

I%
Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status of Women, REPORT OF THE TASK

FORCE ON FAMILY LAW AND POLICY 9 (1963).s
id.
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would be free to enter into an agreement regarding support, but the law is
necessarily concerned with rules and presuthptions in the absence of
agreement.

is the favorable treatment now everywhere accorded to wives in respect
of support a manifestation of male oppression or chauvinism 0:
domination? Can it be expected that all the 'states will make an about-face
on the law of support within a year of the adoption of the amendment;
and if they do not, what will be the reaction of wives to the Equal Rights
Amendment when husbands procure judicial decisions in its name relieving
them of the duty of support because an equal duty is not imposed on their
wives?

It is sometimes said that a rigid requirement of equality is no less
proper for the sexes than for the races, and no less workable. But the
mold dimensions of tke concept of equality are clearly not the same in
the two cases. To hold separate Olympic competitions for whites and
blacks would be deeply repugnant to oursi.nsibilities. Do we should
wefeel the same repugnance, that same sense of degradation, at the
separate competitions for men and women? A school system offering a
triple option based on laceall-white, all-black, and mixed
schoolswould elevate freedom of choice over equal protection in an
impermissible way. Are we prepared to pass that judgment as readily oars
school system that offers a choice of boys', girls', and coeducational
schools? A family that prefers to send its daughter to a girls' school or
college and its son to a boys' school or college is not thereby committing
an invidious discrimination; their judgment of relative educational
advantages may be wise or unwise, but it is not so far beyond the bounds
of legitimate discretion, experimentation, and good will as to call for It
uniform constitutional mandate closing off that area of choice. One of the
prime targets of the equal-rights movement has been the color-segregated
public rest room. Whether segregation by sex would meet the same
condemnation is at least a fair question to test the legal assimilation of
Winn and "sexism."

The *answer proffered 'is that a counter - principle, a constitutional right
of privacy, would be invoked at this point." But this is only to restate the
problem, which is whether there are nor considerations other than
idelifiaTTrealmeill -Mariwrit to_be taken into account in the varioiii

is between t sexes. If privacy is one sua
catikjarifiriff, ou unexpresse l e amendment, when will it prevail
and when will it . not? Is priva4 in fact the only unexpressed
countervailin terest? Freedom of iiipociation is a constitutional right
en cognition even longer d firmer than privacy. It has been

.

"Emerson. In Support of the 'qual Amendment, 6 HARV. CIV.
RIGHTS-CIV. LIB. L. REV. 225, 231 (1971)
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invoked without avail, as has the interest in privacy, to blunt the force of
equal protection in the field of racial separation. 4 it to have greater
recognition (as in the area of public education) where relations between
the sexes are concerned? Moreover, interests more social, less Individual,
than privacy or association are actually involved. If a public school
conducts separate physical education classes for boys and girls, or a prison
maintains separate cells for men and women, would the validity of the
separation depend on a claim of privacy? If the pupils or prisoners waived
any interest In privacy and wished to amalgamate the classes or the cells,
would the school or the prison be required to conform? Or could the law
respect. a wider community sentiment that separateness was fitter and not
invidious?

Constitutional amendments, like other laws, cannot always anticipate
all the questions that may arise under them. Remote and esoteric problems
may have to be faced in due course. But when basic, commonplace,
recurring questions are raised and left unanswk td by text or legislative
history, one can only infer a want of candor or of comprehension.

I would not with to leave the subject on a purely neptiv note. My
concern, as I have said, is with the method proposed, h is too
simplistic for the living issues at stake. It remains, then, t suggest
alternative approaches. A great deal can be done through the regular
legislative process in Congress. Concrete guidelines are set forth in an April
1970 Repoli of the President's Task Force on Women's Rights and
Responsibilities. After recommending support of the proposed
amendment, the Report urges that

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 be amended to empower the
EEOC to enforce the law, and to extend coverage to state and. local
governments and to teachers;

Titles IV and IX of the Civil Rights Act be amended to authorize the
Attorney General to assist in cases involving discrimination against girls
and women in access to public education, and to require the Office of
Education to make a survey on that subject;

Title II of the Civil Rights Act be amended to prohibit discrimination
because of sex in public accommodations;

the jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Commission be extended to
include denial of civil rights because of sex;

the Fair Labor Standards Act be amended to extend coverage of its
equal pay provisions to executive, administrative, and professional
employees;

liberalized provisions be made for child-care facilities."

"President's Task force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities, A MATTER
OF SIMPLE JUSTICE Iv -v 119701.
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It is an extensive, important, and thoughtful set of proposals. If a
twothirds majority can be found for the abstraction of the Equal Rights
Amendment, it would be puzzling to know why a simple majority could
not even more readily be found to approve this,concrete program.

In addition, Congress would give a vigorous and valuable lead by
enacting model laws for the District of Columbia in the fields of labor
legislation and domestic relations.

Moreover, a few significant decisions of the Supreme Court in
well-chosen cases under the fourteenth amendment would have a highly
salutary effect. And decisions under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act will
clarify the role of state laws regulating employment in light of the
statutory concept of bona fide occupational qualifications."

Finally, Congress can exercise its enforcement power under the
fourteenth amendment to identify and displace state laws that in its
judgment work an unreasonable discrimination based on sex. In this
connection let me point out a serious deficiency in the proposed
amendment. Its enforcement clause gives legislative authority to Congress
and the states "within their respective jurisdictions." This is a more
restrictive authorization to Congress than is to be found in any other
amendment, including the fourteenth. If the new amendment is deemed to
supersede the fourteenth concerning equal rights with respect to sex,
Congress will be left with less power than it now possesses to make the
guarantee effective. This is the final anomaly.

The time has come for action, for meaningful action, for action based
on a clear idea of just what it is that we are trying to correct and to bring
about by law. Fo,. more than forty years there has beenpursuit of the iris
fatuus of a constitutional amendment. This course his been opposed by
individuals and groups whose commitment to 'A rights and women's
rights is not in question: groups that include the National Council of
Negro Women, the National Council of Catholic Women, the National
Cylincil of Jewish Women, the American Association of University
Women, and the Commission, on the Status of Women, appointed by
President Kennedy and chaired by Eleanor Roosevelti 9 The real issue is
not the legal status of women. The issue is the integrity and responsibility
of the lawmaking process itself.

8See Phillips v. Martin Marietta Corp., 39 U.S.L.W. 4160, 4160.61 (U.S. Jan. 25,
1971) (Marshall,l, concurring).

IC .
?Fe also the valuable recent report recommending against adoption of the

amendment, Committee on Federal Legislation, Amending the Constitution to
Prohibit State llischmination Rased on Sex, 26 RECORD OF N.Y.('.11.A. 77 (1971).
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THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT:
SOME PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

by Philip B. Kurland

Before I be, ;in to discuss the problems of construction that I me in the
Equal Rights Amendment proposed to the Ninety-first Congress, I think it
appropriate to reveal some of my conscious prejudices, so that the reader
may discount my bias in evaluating my arguments. First is my notion of
the proper function of constitutional'amendments. I think that they are
clearly the best-and should be the exclusive-means of bringing about
changes in goverunental structure. I think that they also offer an
appropriate means for revdrsal of constitutional decisions of the Supreme
Court. I think that they may be the necessary meia, for protecting
minorities from being imposed on by the majority and for protecting the
unenfranchised against imposition by the enfranchised. Women, however,
are ne4her a minority nor unenfranchised. This suggests to me that the
most-appropriate means for bringing about the desired changes would be
by appropriate legislation rather than constitutional amendment.

Second, I am eonvinced that women in this country-suffer-from'
unreasoned discrimination against them in many phases of their lives, not
least in the sphere of employment. But I wit also of the view that this
unjustified discrimination does not derive primarily from governmental
action, except insofar as the government, as employer, behaves like other
employers.'

Professor of Law, The law School, The University of Chicago.
Much of the data on which I rely war compiled by Peter H. Fritts, Eq., when he was
a student in my seminar on the legislative process in 1966. He is, of course, not
responsible for the use to which I put the contents of his seminar paper here. His
paper is available in The University of Chicago Law SchooVx.I.lhusylampiteful to
him.

l See note 26 infiw.

For those who believe that personal factors are also relevant in determining bias, I
would add some biographical data. I am a male. I em.msnied. I have never been
divorced. My wife is a professional why' is temporarily, probably, by personal
prerlikstkm, surely, devoting full time to housekeeping and child raising. We have
Uwe lovely children, aU girls. My job is certainly one that could be filled by a fonds
no kis adequately than by a male. I belong to no organization that discriminates on
the bails of rice, creed, sex. or national origin. I have no religious beliefs that direct
my attitude to discrimination on the bath of sex. But I do have a Jewish mother. I
And humor in Thurber's War between the Sexes I do not subscribe to, but I do reed
end look at. from time to time. MaYbnY magazine.
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I. SOME LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Forty-seven years after it was first proposed in Congress,' originally
sponsored by those who had succtufully waged the battle for the women's
suffrage amendment,3 a joint resolution to initiate an "equal rights
amenoment"4 was sprung from the tight grasp of Representative CeUer,
chairman of the House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary,
rushed through the House after a debate of less than one hour,s and failed
of endorsiment in the Senate by a whisker. The 1923 version was put
simply and ambiguously: "Men and women shall have, equal rights
throughout the United States and in every place subject to its jurisdiction.
Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation." Obviously, this language was rife with problems' of
appropriate construction. The 1970 language, in essentially the'same form
that had been used for the last fifteen years or so, afforded different, but
no less challenging ambiguities. It read: "Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of sex. Congress and the several States shall have power, within
their respective jurisdictions, to enforce this article by 4appropriate
legislation."

The proposal for an "equal rights" amendment obviously had not lain
dormant between 1923 and 1970. After the initial impetus provided by
the suffragettes, it had emerged again in the period following the Second
World War, during which much of what had theretofore been considered
"men's work" had been ably performed by women. Indeed, in the years
1942, 1943, 1946, 1948, 1949, 1951, 1953, 1956, and 1962, the Senate.
Committee on the Judiciary had reported favorably on essentially the
same proposal as that under consideration in 1970.4 And, in 1950 and
1953, the Senate had .approved those resolutions with votes of 63 to 19

2
11,11.J. Res. 75, 68th Cong., lit Sew (1923).

3Cf., e g., the statement of Mirs Mabel Vernon, Executive Secretary of the
National Woman's Party, before the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of
Reprewntativec: "... as we were working for the national offwe amendment ... it
was home very emphatically in upon us that we were not thereby going to pin fa'
equality for the women of this country, but that Pe were merely taking a step, but a
very important step, it seemed to us, toward the gaining of this eqt lily." Reetinif
'in 1' R.J. Res. 73 Before the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 68th Cong., 2d Sess. 2
(1923).

4
HAT Res. 264, 91st Cong., 2d Sesa. (19701.

s
The vote was 350 to 15, 116 CONG. REC. H7984 (daily ed. Aug. 10, 1970).

eS
J. Res. 8, S. REP. No. 1321, 77th Cong., 2d Sew. (1942) IAppuently the

Report was never actually written. See 88 CONG. REC. 4033 (1942) (remarks of
Senator Hughes)1 ; S.J. Res. 25, S. REP. No. 267, 78th Cong., 1st Sea. (19..1; Si.
Res 61, S. REP. No. 1013, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946) Ink resolution received
majority but not a two-thirds vote in the Senate, 52 CONG. REC. 9405 (1946)1; Si.

G'S
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and 73 to 11 respectively.' There was therefore, some irony in the, fact
that the proposal that had in the past succeeded in the Senate bOt
languished In the House of Repruentativei should, in 1970, have met its
doom in the upper house after passage 1111"the other body."

Then is an explanation for this. The Senate had not changed its
position in the interim. The two successful Senate forays, in 1950 and
1953, had been accomplished only after the proposal had been amended
by Senator Hayden's language, which appended the following: "Mu
provisions of this article shall not be construed to impair any rights,
benefits or exemptions conferred by law upon persons, of the female
sex.' Had the proponents of the 1970 proposal taken cognizance of this
history and accepted the conditions of the Hayden qualifications, I
venture that the proposal would have again readily secured Senate
acquiescence. The refusal by some protagonists to accept the qualification
was probably not, however, inadvertent; It was calculated.' It represented
a deliberate choice between two different objectives, either but not both
of whkh the proposed amendment might fully serve.

11. CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

Legislation hu an aim; it seeks to obviate some mischief, to
supply an inadequacy, to effectuate a change of policy, to formulate
a plan of government. That aim, that policy is not drawn, like
nitrogen, out of the air; it is evinced in the language of the statute, as

read in the light of other external manifestations of purpose. That is
what the judge must salt and effectuate, and he ought not to be led
off the trail by tests that have overtones of subjective design.I

Rea 76, S. REP. No. 1208, 80th Coq., 2d Sees. (1948); Si. Res. 25, S. REP. No.
137, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949); SJ. Res. 3, 5. REP. No. 356, 82nd Cong., lit Sea
(1951); SJ. Res. 49, S. REP. No. 221, 83rd Cong., 1st Sew (1953); SJ. Res. 39, S.
REP. No. 1991, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1936); S.J. Res. 142, S. REP. No. 2192, 87th
Cog., 2d See. (1962).

96 CONG. REC. 872 (1950); 99 CONG. REC. 8974 (1953).
196

CONG. REC. 870 (1950); 99 CONG. REC. 8973.74 (1953).
'See, e.g. 116 CONG. REC. E5452, E5454 (da ed. June 10, 1970)

Memorandum in support of the amendment by Marpeerits Rowan); 116 CONG.
REC. E25811, E2589 (daily ed. March 26, 1970) (Memorandum, by the Mune'
Advisory Council on the Status of Women). Both memoranda were hunted into the
Cowin. ionsl Record by the amendment's sponsor, Repressatedm .Martha W.
Griffiths of Michigan.

"Frankfurter, The Reodbq of Stems, in OF LAW AND MEN 60 (Elwin al.
1956).

5 619
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If it is the duty of the judiciary to effectuate the aim of legislation, it isno less the duty of the legislature, to the best of its capacity, to make clear
what its aims are. It ought to say what riaschief it wishes to obviate, what
inadequacy it wants to supply, what change of policy ft desires to
effectuate, or what plan ofgovernment it seeks to formulate. If it is an act
of usurpation for the judiciary to read legislation to effect its own aims
and purposes, it is an act of abdication for the legislature to fail to state its
purposes and aims in framing the legislative act that it promulgates.

The prime difficulty with the proposed "equal rights" amendment wasthat the national legislature came close to approval of constitution!',legislation without definingwithout knowing? its aims and purposes.This is not a lawyer's cavil. It was a defect so patent that newspapereditorial writers could see it. Thus, the New Y k Times wrote:11

Equal rights for women is a proposition so unargo axle in principle
and so long overdue its practice that it is a. pity to have it approached
by the House of Representatives as an exercise in political
opportunism. For 47 years that body regularly rejected out of hand
all proposals for a women's rights amendment to the Constitution.Now it ziproves, without committee hearings and after only an
hour's debate, a constitutional change of almost mischievous
ambiguity.

The Times itself was guilty of "confounding the confusion," for 'A arilinto the trap of thinking that "equal rights" and "women's right,' are
necessarily descriptive of the same legislative objectives. As discussedbelow, it is of the essence of the problem that frequently they arc pot.

c, Thus, there is merit in the Times' desire for elimination of "almost
mischievous atribiguity," just as there is merit in the editorial proposal of
the Wall Street Journal: "Well, we're all for the ladies, but even so, befor&
we write sonic new words into the Constitution it'd be nice to know what
they really do mean."'

A. 4 Basic Conflict ofPurpose

The primary problem of construction offer,11 by the poposed "equal
rights" amendment derives from the fact that the shaver test for "women's
rights" is Janus-faced. The proposed amendment irresenttd one aspect,
while much of its support wat voiced in term ne :ts nth', visage. The first
would command the treatment of rmri acd women as if there were no

Times, Aug. 12, MO, at 40, cot. !.
I 3Wall Street Journal. Acy. 11, 1970.1;1 6. col. ).
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differences between them, even at the price of removing protections and
benefits that have otherwise been afforded to females. It was a demand for
legal "ureAv." by constitutional mandate. And much of the benefit of
such a Impose', to the extent it was possible to effectuate it, would inure
to males rather than females, since equality may be attained by applying
to all the rules that had theretofore been applied only to females, suchas a
lower age of emancipation, no legal obligation of family support, and
exemption from military 'mice.

The second attitude towards "women's rights" would seek only the
elimination of discrimination against women, a ban on treating females is
a disabled class. LegWation purporting to affordand in fact
affordingprivileges to women that were not also available to men would
not run afoul of such constitutional provision. But .disabilities legally
imposed on women because of their Pea, such as denial of equal education
Of employment opportunities, would be invalidated because grounded in a
suspect or invidious classification.

The difference between the two is essentially the difference between
the amendment without the qualifying Hayden language and with it. And
herein lies the conflict among those who would support some
constitutional change to abate the legal incapacities of women, certainly a
sufficient majority of both the House and the Senate to promulgate an
amendment, if they could but wee on its purpose and function.

There are some basic difficulties with the "unisex" approach, not the
least of which is that there are physiological and biological differences
between men and women that are not sebject 'AI eradication ever by
constitutional amendment. Practically, of cotirst, May present no
difficulties because nature canvot be subjected to human laws, v.hile
humans must bow to the laws of nature. The emential chum for such a
declaration of "equality of the axes" Is its symbotc rano. The temper of
our times demands instant and simplistL answen to complex problems,
and it is this temper that assumes that the cue for such problems lies ee
the incantation of the word "equality." by our hiiest pvernmentai
means, the Constitution, or by the voice or the Constitution, the Supreme
Court of the United Staos. Without denying the important f symbols, it
is necessary to recogrn..e that when they are only the creatures of the
Constitution ther effect, thus far at leas:, has been less than pervasive.

A second difficulty with a constituticrel mandate of instant equality of
the sexes is that proferred by hie,tory. Time.: have changed in such a way
that it may well be possible for the generation or women now coming to
maturity to surrendir all special legal protection and privileges. A great
majority of them have had all the opportunities for education and training
afforded their male peers, with an expectation of full opportunity to put
thai education and training to the same use. They may well be able to
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succeed in a competitive society in which all differences in legal rights
between men and women are eradicated. There remains, however, a veiy
large part of the female population on whom the imposition of such a

constitutional standard could be disastrous. There is no doubt that society
permitted these women to come to maturity not as competitors with
males but rather as the bearers and raisers of their children and the keepers
of their homes. A multitude of women still find fulfillment in this role.
This may be unfortunate in the eyes of some; but it remains a fact. It can
boast no label of equality now to treat the older generations as if they
were their own children or grandchildren. Nor can women be regarded as
unified in their desire for this change. Certainly the desire to open
opportunities to some of them can be achieved without the price of
removing the protection of others.

On the other hand, there are also diffiolties in an amendment 'hat
does not ban all legislative distinctions in treatment of men and women,
which would leave unchallenged laws that purported to confer, in Senator
Hayden's language, "rights, benefits or exemptions . . . upon persons of
the" female sex." Deciding when a statute confers a benefit rather than
imposing a disability is often difficult. The 'most cited example are those
laws which provide for minimum wages, maximum hours, limitations on
night work, and requirements of unitary conditions for women workers.
Certainly since Louis D. Brandeis fought for the validity of such
legislation," it has been assumed by "rigl -thinking people" that the
legissation was for the benefit of women. Clastcal economists, on the
other hand, believe that such laws put women at a competitive
disadvantage in the employment market. An early Department of Labor
study, however, purported to show that there was no difference in
women's employment between those states that had laws providing
minimum wages, or banning night work, and those that did not, and only a
very small difference between the states that banned women's overtime
work and those that did not." This sort of question, whether the
legislation affords privilege or imposes disability, however, may he one
appropriate ;or judicial ..!solutiPn on a case by cast, bath, 1,4,:h the results
dependent on the facts adduced and the values asaigned to them.
Unfortuaately, the propekd ameadment and its legislative history offer
little guidance to a court attempting to resolve these difficult issues.

II 3See A.T. Mason, BRANDEIS 245-i3 (1946).
"See Hearing on S.J. Rex 41 Before a Subcontrn. of the Serene Comm on rye

Judkiery, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. M (1945)
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B. The Problem of Equality

If an amendment were passed that in effect prohibited all legislative
classification in terms of sex, the results might not be desirable but the
problems of construction would be minimal. The judicial answers could be
mechanical and, therefore, easy The difficulty is that not even the
sponsors of such a "unisex" amendment have made the claim for rigid
classification. Apparently embarrassed by the prospect of the abolition of
such existent requirements as separate toilet facilities for men and women
or the availability of "maternity leaves," proponents of the "equal rights"
amendment asserted that certain distinctions could continue to be
maintained, so lung as the principle of equality is assured." The concept
of equality is not, however. one that is easily defined or confined."

The phrase "sic al rights" might be repeated an infinite number of
thus without providing additional guidance to the speaker or UMW. Mr.
Justice Cardoso noted some time ago that "a peat principle of
constitutional law is not susceptible of comprehensive abetment in an
adjective.' 7 And it was almost a century ago that Sir James Fltajames
Stephen asserted that "equality is a word so wide and vague as to be by
itself almost unmeaning."" Nothing that has happened in the intervening
years has made it more specific.

There are suggestions in some of Mr. Justice Frankfurter's opinions to
mark the perimeter of a constitutional notion of equality that have an
appeal, if only to a small audience. In Whitney v. Tax Corrunisebn,89 he
pointed out that: "The Equal Protection Clause wu not designed to
compel uniformity in the face of difference." And, in the same Term of
Court, he announced in 71pter v. Texas ° "The constitution does not
require things which are different in fact or op-nion to be treated by the
law as though they were the same." Applying this notion in the context of
the "equal rights" amendment, one might work out some generalizations.
Govemmtntal distinction between males and females would have to be
justified in fact before it could pass muster under the proposed
amendment. If the distinction were based on reason, the legislation should
be pre.:..imptively valid. The mere fact that there are two sexes should not

1
See 116 CONG. REC. E2588, E2891 (daily ed. March 26, 1970Xmentorandum

of the Citizer.s' Advisory Council on the Status of Women).
14SM et. P.B. Kurland, POLITICS, THE CONSTITUTION, AND THE

W1 RE' , COURT ch. 4 (1970).
Carter v. Carter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 238, 327 (1936).

111.F. Stephen, LIBERTY, EQUALITV, AND FRATERNITY 201 (1873).19309
U.S. 330, 342 (1940).

3°310 U.S. 141, 147 (1940). The Justice war also of the view that "there is no
ream bamislity than the equal treatment of unequals." Dennis v. United States,
3.;9 U.S. 162, 184 (1930).
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be reason in itself for distinguishing between them in legislation. On the
other hand, the mere fact that a distinction was drawn between them
ought not suffice to invalidate the law. I should think, therefore, that
appropriate data of sociological conditions, especially those deriving from
a history of different treatment of the sexes, might warrant the
continuance of certain benefits and protections. This should certainly be
true of laws relating to domestic relations, where marriage contracts were
made under laws creating certain expectations of the obligations of one
spouse to the other, including the male's duty to support both his wife and
his children.

C The Equal Protection Clause

Such a construction necessarily raises the question whether the equal
protection clause of the fourteenth amendment does not already afford all
that the proposed "equal rights" amendment would offer. The difficulty is
that the only informed answer must be that it probably does, but we have
no definitive construction by the Supreme Court to give us adequate
assurance. Certainly some cases in the past raise doubts that the notion of
nondiscrimination on the ground of sex has yet been established.
Breedlove v. Swifts," Goesaert v. Ckary,22 and Hoyt v. Florida,23 to
the extent that they remain viable precedents, do not make it clear that
clascification by sex is regarded, under the fourteenth amendment, as a

"suspect classification" like race or religion.
On the other hand, there can be little doubt that the fourteenth

amendment and the commerce clause give the witional legislature more
than adequate authority to ban discrimination on the basis of sex. And the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 affords ample evidence that the power will be
utilized where the legislature finds that such invidious discrimination needs
extirpation."

If, as is likely, the laws of biology and judicial construction blunt the
extreme effects of the "unisex" concept, and the amendment, if adopted,
is interpreted in a fashion similar to the fourteenth, the "equal rights"
amendment will become more important for its enabling clause than its
direct substantive effect. As proposed, it adds little to what is already
provided by the fourteenth amendment together with the commerce
clause. Nor does the proposal resolve the ambiguities that inhere in a direct

2 102 1lS 277 (1937)
33

115 11 S 464 (19414).
11368 U.S. 57 (19611
34Title VII, 42 US C. §1§ 2000e 2000e -I5 (1964). See Phillips v. Martin

Marietta Corp., 39 U.S.L.W. 4160 (U.S. Jan. 25, 1971).
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restraint on governmental action: To what extent the constitutional ban
to be read as one against sate action only? When is individual action to be
treated as state action? And to what degree does the constitutional ban on
discrimination authorize legislation providing for

the
discrimination"

or "benign quotas"?' s

The amendment may actually decrease existing scope of
confessional authority. If the phrase "wi in their respective
jurisdictions" is to have any meaning, its effect may be to prohibit
congressional interference with matters tradition left to the states,
such as family and domestic relations laws, ahhou currently expanded
notions of what Congress may do to regulate inte tate commerce and
enforce the requirements of equal protection w d presently permit
federal intervention. Once again, the amendment's legislative history is
most unhelpful.

III. CONCLUSIONS

As a step towards full equality of men and women this society, the
proposed "equal rights" amendment covers very little gr td. The area of
governmentally compelled or sanctioned discrimination st women is
very limited and constantly diminishing." Some of the p ary planks of
the "women's liberation" platform, latch as the right to bortion, or to
"child care centers,''-would be totally unaffected by the p posal even in
its "unisex" version. Nor is it possible to measure in advanc how far even
this limited amount of progress will extend, as the confli c between the
two disparate objectives of women's rights remains unread . The debate
over the adoption of the amendment is seriously ham red by its
supporters' indecisiveness about its effects and duplici about its
meaning.

If, however, an amendment is to be proposed by Congreu, its aims and
purposes should be clearly delineated in the legislative histb by answers
to the questions raised hetet'. Congress should particula ly indicate
whether it is fostering a "unix x" approach or one that bars o y invidious
discrimination against women. My preference is for the latter, which an
be accomplished by adding Seneor Hoyden's language to t e present
proposal or by shifting its substantiv! provision to read: " either the

S
See P. B. Kurland, supra note 16, at 157-60.

36
See generally President's Commission on the Status of Women, AMERICAN

WOMEN (1%3); U.S. Women's Bureau, Dept. of Labor, STATUS OF OMEN IN
THE UNITED STATES, 1952, at 9-10; Inter-American Commission on Women, A
COMPARISON OF THE POLITICAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS OF MEN AN WOMEN
IN THE UNITED STATES, S. DOC. No. 270, 74th Cons., 2d Sess. (1936)4
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United States nor any State shall make any law. that [discriminates
against] [imposes disabilities on] women because of their sex."

Better still would be legislation, effectively administered, directed to
specific evils in lieu of a broadly directed amendment. Congress and the
states already 'possess sufficient power to alleviate much of the very real
discriminations now suffered by women in American society. The "equal
rights" amendment would add little, if any, to this power. A protracted
struggle for its adoption, however, could spend the public energies needed
to effect the exercise of this power. Only martin enjoy Pyrrhic vi,ories.
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Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex.
Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by ap
propriate legidation, the provisions of this article.
Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after the
date of ratification

Proposed Amendment to the United States Constitution'

Introduction

Americap society has always confined women to a different and, by
most standards, inferior status. The discrimination has been deep and
pervasive. Yet in the past the subordinate position of more than half
the population has been widely accepted as natural or necessary or
divinely ordained. The women's rights movement of the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries concentrated on obtaining the
vote for women; only the most radical of the suffragists called into
question the assumption that woman's place was in the home and
under the protection of man. 11.9w there has come a reawakening and
a widespread demand for change. This time the advocates of women's
rights are insisting upon a broad reexamination and redefinition of
"woman's place."

Historically, the subordinate status of women has been firmly en-
trenched in our legal system. At common law women were conceded
few rights. Constitutions were drafted on the assumption that .women
did not exist as legal persons. Courts classified women with children
and imbeciles, denying their capacity to think and act as responsible
adults and enclosing them in the bonds of protective paternalism. Over
the last cedttlry, it is true, the legal status of women has gradually
improved. Common law rules have been altered in many states and
some additional rights conferred by legislation. A marked advance was
made in 1920 with the adoption of the Nineteenth Amendment grant-
ing suffrage to women. Since then, there has been other progress. But
the development has been slow and haphazard. Major remnants of
the common law's discriminatory treatment of women persist in the

1. Barium A. Brown, Call FIR. and Ann E. Freedman are members of the Clam
of 1971 of the Yale Law School, and are active in the women's movement. Thomas I.
Bromon Is a professor of law at the Yale Law School. The authors express appreciation
for the thoughtful assistance of Rand B. Rosenblatt of the board of editors of the Yale
Law Journal.

I. SOS, 92d Cong.,flot Sess. (1971): S.J. Res. S. 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
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laws and institutions of all states. In addition, efforts during the past
century to protect ,working women have created a new set of laws
which turn- out to'iibcriminittAeinst women rather than secure

r.1
equal ity.*

,

in the present legal structure, some laws exclude' women from legal
rights, opportunities, or responsibilities. Some are framed as legislation
conferring special benefits, or protection, on women. Others create or
perpetuate a separate legal status without Indicating on their face
whether the position of women ranks below, or above, the position
of men. Many of the efforts to create a separate legal status for women
stern frcm a good faith attempt to advance the Interests of women.
Nevertheless, the preponderant effect has been to buttress the social
and economic subordination of women.

Our legal structure will continue 'to support and command an
inferior status for women so long as it permits any differentiation In
legal treatment on the basis of sex. This is so for three distinct but
related reasons. First, discrimination is a necessary concomitant of any
sex-based law because a large number of women do not fit the female
stereotype upon which such laws are predicated. Second\ aU aspects
of separate treatment for women are inevitably interrelated;' discrimina-
don in one area creates discriminatory patterns in another. Thus a
woman who has been denied equal access to education will be dis-
advantaged in employment even though she receives equal treatment
there. Third, whatever the motivation for different treatment, the
result is to create a dual system of rights and responsibilities in which
the rights of each group are governed by a different set of values.

2. for accounts of the lepl mans of women la Ingthit and American blame see
E. IFLENNIV Corruar or Snuoaut (1959); L Lootowrrs. Woman Me TNT LAW MP)
[hereinafter cited u KANOWITZJI A. DAMON. Ur Fame Tots MUM (HMO); Cruller.
Cotutitutionality of Diarrimination Dosed on Sex. 15 Ramon U.L. Rev. 799 ; Noce.
See, Discrimination and the Constitution, I STAN. LIUIV. ei AMMO). On the premience of
discrimination In the American kpl system today me. in tided= to the above materlab.
PREIBRIers CONIANNoN ON TIN STATUS OF WORM, AIRMAN Wirlusems (19111)) AIA
RIPONT TIM COI/NIT= ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL UNITS (1916); Ammar
COUNCIL ON TN' STATUS Of WORM WM or TUB TAM macs ON FAMILY LAW
AND roam (ISIS). Roam or 11111 TAUS lama ON limo= ANS Warms (19115),
Roroar or TIM TAM Food ON LABOR irmemas (1916 ), and REPORT Or MI TAM FMCS
ON SOCIAL INN/RANCE AND Timm OW; . TAM Foam ON WOONIIIII MONTS
AND ReirONNRLITNN, Rums: A Maven at Mena ismer MO): WOMINFI BMA%
U.S. Derr. or LAWN. HANOSOOR om Woman Weems (ISIS) pnWafter dead m 11191
Hanisooa); Cavanagh, "A Little Donn then His Hone: Legal Stereatypes and the
Feminine Personality 6 HART. CV. RoornsCm. La. L. Ray. NO (1971); Seidenberg..
The Sminsistioe MajOrity: Modern Trends in the Lew Concerning Wonsen's Rights. 15
Coati. L rtsr. MR (1970). Recent development. are reported in Tna SVORISMOINAN and
Women% Rains LAW Raroarim
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History and experience babe taught us that in such a dual system one
group is always dominant and the other subordinate. M long as
woman's place is defined as separate, a maledominated society will
define her place as inferior.

The structured legal and social discrimination against women is now
being challenged by the demand for women's liberation. This move-
ment for equality is made possible by relative *Blume" broader educa-
tional opportunities kfrc women, and mechanization of industry. It his
been given impetus by the weakening of family ties, the growing par-
ticipation of women in the labor force, increasing life expectancy, and
widespread concern about over-population. It accompanies more en-
lightened and flexible attitudes towards relations between the sexes.
And it is allied with the struggles of minorities, youth, and other forces
seeking new ways of life, and new ways for people to elate to one
another, in a world that has so plainly failed to live 'up to its possibili-
ties. As a result of these and other factors the movement for equality in
the status of women seems on the verge of a major breakthrough:

Nevertheless, it is only recently that widespread discussion has begun
about what changes in the legal structure are necessary to achieve a
unified system of equality! This article undertakes to Ln7bute to

this discussion by exploring in detail some of these ne changes.'
We consider first methods by which the legal structure can be changed,
reaching the conclusion that a new constitutional amendment is
necessary (Part I). We then trace the development in Congress of
proposals for such a constitutional amendment (Part II). Thereafter
we discuss the constitutional framework of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment: its underlying principles and their place in the general structure
of the Constitution (Part III). We then explore some aspects of the
transition period after ratification (Part IV), and finally, we describe
the anticipated operation of the Amendment in four significant areas:
protective labor legislation, domestic relations law, criminal law,
and the military (Part V).

3. An early and summdve analysis of legal discrimination against women can be found
in Murray k Eastwodd, fens Cross end he Um: Sex Discrimination end Title VII,
34 Geo. WASH. L. Rev. 292 (1966). In March, 1970, the Citimne Advisory Council on the
Status of Women, in a memorandum prepared by Mary Eastwood, articulated the outline
of a coherent theory of the Equal Melts Amendment; see Coma' Amway comsat
ON THE STATUS Or WOMkH, TIC PNOFOSID EQUAL EIGHTS APAILNONIENT TO TSUI UNIT=
STATES CONSTETUTTON (1970). Since then, an increasing amount of national attention and
scholarly writing has been focused on the Amendment. See Equal nights lor Women:
A Symposium on the Proposed Constitutional Amendment, 6 HART. QV, Rsturst.Cly.

L. Rim 416 (1971); Note, Sex niKTIIPSIMISiMI end &fuel Protection: De We Need A
Constitutional Amerultnintl, 54 Kum. L. Ws. 1499 Or*
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I. The Need for a New Constitutional Amendment

There are three methods of making changes within the legal system
to assure equal rights for women. One is by extending to sex discrimina-
tion the doctrines of strict judical review under the Equal Protection
Clause of the FOurteenth Amendment. A second is by piecemeal
revision of existing federal and state laws. The third is by a new con-
stitutional amendment. These'alternatiyes are not, of coune, mutually
exclusive. The -basic question is what method, or combination of
methods, will be most effective in eradicating sex discrimination from
the law.

A. Extension of the Equal Protection Clause
In past years many proponents of equal rights for women believed

that the goal could be achieved through judicial interpretation of the
Equal Protection Clause, as applied to both state and federal govern-__
menu.' Thus the President's Commission on the Status of Women
argued in 1963 that "the principle of equality [could] become firmly
established in constitutional doctrine" through use of the Fourteenth
and Fifth Amendments, and concluded that "a constitutional amend-
ment need not now be sought." At the present time that viewpoint
has been abandoned by active supporters of women's rights! This shift
in ,rxiticm is fully justified. An examination of the decisions of the
Supreme Court demonstrates that, there is no present likelihood that the
Court will apply the Equal Protection Clause in a manner that will
effectively guarantee equality of rights for women. More important,
equal protection doctrines, even in their most progressive form, are
ultimately inadequate for that task.

The Supreme Court's approach to women's rights has been char-

4. The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no state shall "deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." And the Fifth Amendment Due Process
Clause hu been consented to embody an equivalent protection against action by the
federal government: see. et. Bolting v. Sharpe. 547 DA 497 ('154). loth provisions will
hereafter be referred to m the "Equal Protection Clause."

5. The 1985 position of the President's Ormndmiatt an the Status of Women is stated
In AWSPWAN Wowin, Moo note 2, at 44-45. Two leading advocates of women's rights
who nritehed from judidal interprotadan to the samadment as the preferred route of
change are Dr. hull Murray, a member of the Committee on Ovil and Polidcal Eights
of the President's Commission on the Status of Women. and Pmkssor Leo Kanawha.
author of Wotan Are mta LAW (111111). See their testimony before the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary on the Equal Rights Amendment In September, 1970, Neorings out SJ
Res. Si end S./. Res. 251 Before the Smite Comm. on the /Iodide,. list Cong.. El
at III, 427 (IRO). Other discussion comparing the treatment el sot discrimination through
judicial Interpretation and amendment of the Constitution can be found In Note. supra
note II, 84 Naar. L. Row. 14S, and Squat Bights for Wooten, supra Noes 5, a Ram.
Ctv. RrossraGr. Le. L. Illev. 1111.
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acterized, since the 1870's, by two prominent features: a vague but
strong substantive belief in women's "separate plam," and an extra-
ordinary methodological casualness in reviewing state legislation based
on such stereotypical views of women. The result has been that the
Court has never found a sex-based classification to violate the Equal
Protection Clause; moreover, it has rendered this cumulative judgment
with an off-handedness and tolerance for inconsistency which contrast
sharply with its approach to discrimination in the areas of race, na-
tional origin, and poverty.

The Supreme Court's conception of women's "separate place" is
rooted in its nineteenth-century decisions denying women such ele-
mentary civil rights as voting ana the opportunity to practice law,
on the grounds that these rights were not among the "privileges and
immunities" of United States citizenship and hence were subject to
exclusive state regulation! In his well-known concurrence in Brady's!'
v. Illinois, the decision which approved the occlusion of women from
the legal profession, Justice Bradley stated:

Man is, or should be, woman's protector and defender. The
natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the
female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupations of civil
life. The constitution of the family organization, which is founded
in the divine ordinance, as well as in the nature of things, indi-
cates the domestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the
domain and functions of womanhood.*

The question for the Supreme Court in the voting and practice of law
cases was not whether women, as compared to similarly situated or
qualified men, were being denied a right or privilege in violation of
the Equal Protection Clause. The question was not even forraulated
in these terms, much less considered, because men and women were
seen as occupying separate spheres of social life.

The idiom of due process also generally. perpetuated the belief in
woman's separate place. 'In Muller v. Oregon' one of the first cases
to consider at length the constitutional position of women, the Su-
preme Court accepted the argument made in the famous Brandeis
brief (largely prepared by Josephine Goldmark) that women required
special protection in employment which could not, under the liberty-

6. Set Minor v. Happersett, U.S. (21 Wan.) 162 (1174) (voting); Bradwell v. Illinois,
113 U.S. (Id Wall.) ISO (1171) and In re Lockwood, 154 U.S. 116 (1594) (admIsdon to the bar).

7. *indwell v. Illinois, fib U.S. (16 Wall.) at 141.
11. 206 U.S. 411 (IMO).
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of-contract doctrine of Lochner v. New York' be extended to men.
Strictly speaking, the Courtin Muller was only holding that the fixing
of maximum hours for women by the state was not arbitrary or un
reasonable under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. It did not address itself to 'whether women were entitled to
equal rights with men 'under the Equal Protection Clause. But the
Court's long recitation of the infeiior physical capacities and social
position of women, its grouping of all members of the sex into one
classification regardless of individual differences, and its conclusion that
"she is properly placed in a class by herself" had far-reaching conse-
quences for equal protection law."

Muller has been widely utilized by federal and state courts to sus-
tain not oilly factory legislation applicable only to women against due
process objections, but also many kinds of sex-based laws against equal
protection challenges." The basic belief that women were different
and that this justified different treatment under law became uccepted
doctrine, and when the claim for women's rights was at last raised
directly under the i Equal Protection Clause in 1948, the Court simply
applied the style and content of its earlier decisions to the equal pro-
tection area as well. In Goesaert v. Cleary" leveral women challenged
a tdkhigan statute providing that no female could be licensed as a
bartender unless she was "the wife or daughter of a male owner,"
chiefly on the grotinds that the exception was arbitrary and irrational.
Justice Frankfurter, speaking for the Court, thought the question
"need not detain us long." In putting it to rest he casually answered
the broader and much more significant question of whether the state

9. 195 U.S. 45 (1906).
10. 205 U.S. at 422. It should be noted that the employer in the case did argue for

the invalidity of the statute because "It does not apply equally to all persons similarly
situated, and is clams legidation." 208 US. at 418. Nut this t was addressed to
the point that the law applied only to certain kinds of establ sad did not cover
other kinds where women were employed. It did not raise any hoe of women's rights
under the Fqual Protection Clause. Nor did the Court consider this to be the issue.

II. Cases following Muller which sustained employment legislation applicable only_ to
women spinal due process challenges include Radice v. New York, 254 US. SOS (1924).
and West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 100 U.S. 371 (1W); centre. Adidas v. Children's
Hospital, 281 US. 525 (1923) (overruled in West Coast Hotel v. Parrish estalm). For cases
relying on Muller to sustain state inclusion of women from overtime watt, dudes saloons,
occupations, and public universities spina equal protection chalfinges, nee, ea, Ward
v. Luttrell. 292 F. %pp. 112 (S.D. La. 11111111 (women's equal protection &limp to state
maximum hours laws denied), and eases cited In Note, swPre note 3. 54 HAM L Pa'.
at 1504 n.46. But are Mengentoch v. Industrial Welfare Comm'n. 417 lid 563 (9th Cir.
1971). reverting in pertinent port 254 F. Sapp. 950. 956 (CD. Cal. INS) (bolding that
an equal protection challenge to California's maximum hours law for women posed a
"substantial constitutional question" requiring the convening of a threejudge district
court under $$ U.S.C. $ 2251).

12. 335 U.3. 464 (1M).
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could distinguish at all between men and women in licensing bar-
tenders:

Michigan could, beyond question, forbid all women from work-
ing behind a bar. This is so despite the vast changes in the social
and legal position-of women. The fact that women may now have
achieved _the virtues that men have long claimed as their preroga-
tives and now indulge in vices that men have Ion; practiced, does
not preclude the States from drawing a sharp lane between the
sexes, certainly in such matters as the regulation of. the liquor
traffic . . . . The Constitution does not require lgislatures to
reflect sociological insight, or shifting social standards, any more
that it requires them to keep abreast of the latest scientific stan-
dards.u;

Having reaffirmed the doctrine of woman's separate place, Justice
Frankfurter had no difficulty finding a "basis in reason" for the Mich-
igan statute: the legislature might believe that "moral and social prob.
lems" would be less when no females except wives. and daughters of
male bar miners were permitted to be bartenden." The Goesaert case
thus employed the "reasonable damnification" test in considering chal-
lenges to sex-based legislation under the Equal Protection Clause; the
plaintiff had the burden of overcoming a strong presumption that the
sex classification was valid and showing that it was in some way "arbi-
trary" and "unreasonable." In announcing such a passive standard of
equal protection review," the Court delegated to state legislatures al-
most complete discretion in their treatment of women's basic rights--a
discretion which was considered intolerable, at the time Goesaert was
decided, with regard to many other groups in the population."

While Justice Frankfurter's off-hand dismissal of women's basic civil
right to engage in an occupation might seem outrageous today," the

13. Id. at 46340.
14. Id. at 441647. justice Rutledge, Douglas, and Murphy Mamie& but solely on thenarrow issue that the statute di minted 'rinse female bar owners; they did notmention the broader equal protection question. Compare the treatment at the ri&Iot women bartendas in Wilson v. Hacker, 200 Kim 124, 101 N.YZ.2d 401 pup Ct. IWO).15. for a general discussion at the "reasonable duplication" test smiler the Equal

Protection Clause, 111111 17~1111111111S111 IN the Lew-4W Protection, OR HASIt L. Rm.1000, 107747 (1916) (hereinafter cited as Develeistmetsitvel Pretect41; another dis-cussion of Geeteert can be Sound in Nett, earn note 9. 54 Hans. L. at 150344.It See, e.g., lioresstse v. United States, NS U.O. 214 (11344) (strict review at beldamimposed on basis at race and national ceiling); Skinner v. ObJahtura ex tn. Williamson,
310 U.S. 335 (1114111 piglet review at state law infringing man% right et promotion);Botch v. Board of 'Um, Port Pilot Commas., no U.S. 551,304 (1947) (9011052e f. diessends") (strict review ot endemism at persons from occupation on basis of .17. Sri the California Supreme Court's discussion at Coeaet v. Chary and MOOT v.Grego s in Wirer Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, -- Cal. 4$ P.W 50, 531 n.15,116 Cal. apt. 190,
WO n.15 (1971). C. McCrimmon v. Daisy, PEP Cain 971, 972 (ND. 111. 12710: Paterson
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Supreme Court has never seriously re-examined its assumption of
woman's separate place and the equal protection domino that flow
from it. In Hoyt v. Florida," the most recent Supreme Court case to
give extended consideration to women's constitutional rights, the Court
upheld a Florida statute which excluded women from jury service un-
less they voluntarily applied. Justice Harlan's opinion for the Court
followed closely the reasoning of Gwent, and even harkened back' to
Justice Bradley's concurrence in Brothusll v. Illinois almost ninety years
before.

[W]e [cannot] conclude that Florida's- statute is not "based
on some reasonable classification," and that it is thus infected
with unconstitutionality. Despite the enlightened emancipation
of women from restricuons and protections of bygone years, and
their entry into many parts of community life formerly considered
to be reserver: to men, woman is still regarded as the center of
home and fatally life. We cannot say that it is coasjitutionally
impermissible for a State, acting in pursuit of the gent welfare,
to conclude that a woman should be lieved from the civic duty
of jury service unless she herself de nes that such service is
consistent with her own special rem

Supporters of equal rights for women in the 1960's relied heavily
on the possibility that the Supreme urt would at last reject its
assumption of woman's separate place and the related reasonable
classification test, and apply to sex diff ntiation cases the standards
of strict scrutiny that had evolved in equal erection theory. One
such standard is the "fundamental interest" tug Under this formula,
if a fundamental right is at stake, differential classification and treat-
ment is permissible only if the government affirmatively demonstrates
the most compelling reasons" A second standard of strict scrutiny is
the "suspect dauification" formula developed in cases reviewing the

Tavern ik Grill Owners Ass% v. Borough of Hawthorne, 57 NJ. IN. 11548, 270 Aid MK
630.31 (1870). For discussion of these and other cases concerning occupational excitations of
woolen, see note 111 infra.

IS. 90 U.S. 57 (1901).
19. it at 6142. Chid Justice Warne and Justices Black and Douglas concurred in

to an:Wpm, opinion whelk indicated that they were not _peal oa the coneltutires1
Woe. In two earlier cases the Court had indicated that the aeluslen of women from
lurks was constitutional, usindssible; we Suede v. Was Vedette, IN U.S. 191, 110

(cliclium). mud ranNew Tod. se. so pm; we et. rand v. Wad
mates. 919 U.S. Ir. 19144 (190). The Court ems aped lo bee the he.: of echelon
of women hen_ state juries agaln in Alexander v. League, cert. grented, 401 VA 1N
(1971) (Ne,

20. On the "fundamenal interest" tee Nee Shapiro v. Thompson, 104 U.S. 111 (1910);
Kamer v. Union Free School rtriCt. 81111 U.S. NI, 0111411 986). For discussion see
DevelopinnitoSquat Preketion wpm nets 15. at 111049. II 41; Note, sugars note 11.
84 Hew. L Ito. at 160547.
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state laws based)ni racial distinctions. The rule here is that any classifi-
cation based-on race is strongly suspect, "bean a heavy burden of jus-
tification," and "will be urheld only if it is necessary, not merely
rationally related, to the accomplishment of a permissible state po
icy."21

The fundamental interest and suspect classification doctrines operate
to cancel the normal presumption of constitutionality and to put a
heavy burden on the government to justify the differen1 treatment.
They are therefore more powerful weapons against discrriiiination than
the "reasonable classifiCation" test. Yet both doctrines are seriously
deficient as instruments for achieving equal rights for women. The
fundamental interest test applies only where the particular right
claimed n be infringed is a "fit
been torn with disagreement
are embraced within this category
Hence the fundamental interest
important areas in which wont
much as the right to work overtim
consortium. The suspect classificat
for more comprehensive protection
its operation, sex-based dassificati
and subjected to strict judicial so nt
lows the government to justify even
pelting reasons," it would permit
survive." Thus this standard too w

ntal" one, and the Court has
what kinds of rights and interests
f special constitutional protection."
est might not be applied to many
are treated differently from men,
or to obtain damages for loss of

on test provides a potential basis
against sex.discrhnination; under
s would be considered "suspect"

y. But because this doctrine al-
suspect classification by "com-

e classifications based on sex to
uld not ,guirantee an effective

21. McLaughlin v. FlorWa, 379 U.S. 184, 196 9116). See also Losing v. Virginia, 388
U.S. I. II (1M). While the suspect chalks one has been used most firuendy
In reviewing racial lasdilcations. It has also a led to legislative distinctions bust
on national- ancestri\ and Wiener. Set.e .g.. v. United States, NI U.S. 214
0944); Hernandez' v. Texas, 347 U.S. 475 (1954 For discussion see Developments

qual Protection. suiprO note 15, at 1007.1120.11 : Note, supra note 3, $4 HAW. L Roy.
at 1507-16. The CaRfornia Supreme Court recently Overturned a sate statute excluding
most women from bartending on the grounds that

classillcationa based upon sex shooki be treated as suspect Tex, like race and
lineage. is an immutable trait, a status into which the ohm ambers are locked by the ,

acddrnt of hirth. What differentiates sex from nonsuspecr statuses, such as Intel.
ligence or and aligns it with the reccapdaed suspect dominations
is that the c ractetistic frequently bears no relation to the ability to perform or
contribute to

Sairer Inn. Inc. v. lifrby, Cal. 3d 486 F.3d 529, 519.40. 95 Cal. Rptr. 329. 339-40
(1971). The suspect classlicadon doctrine was also used in striking down heavier criminal
penalties for women than for men In United States ex ref. Robinson v. York. 251 F. Supp.
6, 14 (D. Conn. 19511), discussed In note 246 infra.

Marshall. J..22. See, e.g., Wyman v. James. 400 U.S. 309 (1971).
J

id. at 3811 &muting);
Dandridge v. Williams, 997 U.S. 471 (197, kg. at 501 (Marshall, J., dissenting): Kramer v.
Union Free School District. 395 U.S. CI (1909), id at 634 (Stewart, J.. dissenting);
Shapiro v. Thompson. 994 U.S. 618 (1909). Id. at 655 (Harlan. J., diseenting).

21. As is pointed out in Note, supra note 3. 94 Hams. L. Rev. at 1509.13, the number
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system of equality which, as we shall argue, demands tliielimitiiition
of all such classifications.14

The theoretical problems of achieving equal rights for women
through judicial interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause, are
matched by serious practical dilhiculties. Whatever hopes were held
in the 1960's that the Supreme Court would adopt stricter standards
in sex differentiation cases have been undermined by its recent deci-
sion in Williams v. McNair." Williams involved a challenge to sex
segregation in the state university system of South Carolina. Under
state law all the univenities in that system admit both male and fe-
male students except two: the Citadel, primarily, a military school,
is Open only to men, and Winthrop College, "a school for young
ladies;' permits only women to be regular degree candidates. A group
of males dullenge l. the sex restriction of Winthrop College on equal
prottrion grounds. A three-judge court dismissed their suit, applying
the reasonable classification test and finding that the classification
was not "without any retiestal justification:'". The Supreme Court,
withOiit hearing argumetit and without opinion, aflirmed.n This sum-
mary disposition of the cage, even more peremptory than in Gasmen,
suggests that the Court is not about to impose strict standards of re-
view in sex classification cases."

Nor does a strong movemint for the application of stricter equal
protection standards seem to be emerging from decisions in the lower

and kind of serbeeed clamilkations which would be upheld under a suspect clamikation
standard depend on the burden of justlicadon which the Court rendre the mete to beer.
If the Court requires the state to demesumate a "perfect match" between the cdry
"women" and the legislative purpoes (such as prevention jobelated Injuries). few (if any)
sex-based laws would survive comidtutked review. 1, or the other hand, the Court
adopts a lialandoer approach, and weighs the went of legielative Nalsmatds" against
the administrative -Inconvenience of abolishing the law, the rendes would be far more
favorable to ses-based clarillications. See id. at 1511-12.

24. See pp. 11121-112 Mire.
25. 401 U.S. NI (1970. erg 5111. Seipp. 134 (D.S.C. taa).
a. its V. Olupp. 154. IN (D3.C. MO).
27. 401 U.S. 151 (1971).
211. The Court is continuing, however, to examine sex classifications in certain con.

texts. It ;weedy granted review in cams which raise issues of sex discrimination In
connect* with child custody, In to Study. 45 Ill. 2d 152, 1311 N.E.114 514 (1970).
cert. gruntet nob nom. Stanley v. Mask, 400 U.S. 1010 (1971) (No. 5750); administration
of antes, Seri v. Reed, N Idaho Ill, NS (INS). prob. jerk ossited,401 US.
954 0271) (No410); and =Won of women from jury venire Ws, Stale v. Almumder.
255 ILL gel, 5!!lSo.. id 991 cwt. dress sub nook Alexander v. Loeleless. 401
US. 990 (1971). The Court has also agreed to review two cases insehing the polities
on women of their husbands' debts comanalty mom. See Peres v. OA
*I PM gip (9th Cdr. 1970). art. grasesd, 410 U.S. (1 (No. 5175) ( the
suspension of an Arbon messes driver's Souse and car rogiemedin tor debts

ouladoner, 430 lid 1 (1th ar. cert. nib nos. United States v. ilflohell.
front an accident while her husband was drill zeal the community car); latched v. Con-

e* US. 1001 (1971) (No. 7911) ( woman's liability for husband's federal Wove tax).
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federal and state courts. IA recent years some federal. and State courts
have struck down legislation or other official action establishing more
severe criminal penalties for women than for men, providing for
total exclusion of women from jury service, discriminating in the ad-
mission of women to the principal state university, excluding most
women from bartending, approving the refusal to serve women at a
bar, and disallowing suits by women for loss of consortium* On the
other hand, federal and stale courts have also upheld differences in
social security benefit-if,exclusion of women from juries, exclusion of
wnmcn from compulsory service in the military, differences in the age
of majority, and incapacity to sue for loss of consortium.* Some .of the
language used in the decisions is more sympathetic to women's rights
than that of the Supreme Court. But most of it follows the same nine-
teenth century view of women's status and function in society. There
are no signs of theoretical or practical developments that would sweep.
the Supreme Court hi a bold new direction.

On this state of affairs one cannot say that the possibility of achieving
substantial equality of rights for women under the Fourteenth and
Fifth Amendments is permanently foreclosed. But the present trend
of judicial decisions, backed by a century of consistent dismissal of
women's claims for equal rights, indicates that any present hope for
large-scale change can hardly be deemed realistic.

29. Collections of judicial decisions on the validity of sex -based laws may be found in
Parmover's CoStraINIoN ON TIM STATUS Of WONIN. ROM 00 fill CoMartif ON OM.
AND Penicro. Rooms, Appendix R. 47-77 (1963); Bantam, supra note 2. at 14942:
Crosier, Consiitutiomlity a Ditainsinetion Based on Sex, IS 10110rt U.L. Rev. 723 (1938):
Note. Sot. Riscrindnetion, and the Constitution. 2 STAN. I.. Rev. 0111 (1930); Note. Oust-
lication on the Basis of Sex and the Int Civil Rights Act. 50.1oWA L. Rev. 778 (1905).
The cases referred to in the text as striking down discriminatory laws includc United
States ex rel. Robinson v. York. 281 F. Supp. s (I). Conn. 1908). and Commonwealth v.
Daniel. 490 Pa. 642. 243 A.2d 400 (19811) (criminal penalties); Viii:e v. Crook. 291 F.
Supp. 401 (M.D. Ala. 1908) (jury service); Rirstein v. Rector and Visitors of the University
-of Virginia. 909 F. Supp. 114 (Z.D. Va. 1970) (admission to university); Sailer Inn. Inc.
v. Kirby. Cal. 3d 485 P.2d 329.96 Cal. Rptr. '29 (1971) (exclusion from hartendifil),
discussed in note 21 supra; Seidenberg v. McSoriere Old Ale House. Inc.. SOS F. Sup p.
1253 (S.D.N.Y. 1969) and 317 F. Supp. 599 (S.D.N.Y 1970) (service at bar); _____ v.
Baltimore & Ohio R.R.. 274 F. Supp. 1011 (N.D. lit 1967)(loss of consortium). Cf. Mengel-
koch v. Industrial Welfare Common. 437 II.2d 5419 (9th Cir. 11171), discussed in note 11
supra.

90. The ales referred to in the text as upholding discriminatory laws Include:
Grttenwald v. Gardner. 390 F.2d 591 (2d Cir. 1961). cert. denied. 393 U.S. 982 (1968) (metal
security benefits): State v. Hall, 117 So. 2d NI (Miss. 1905). appeal dismissed. 585 U.S. 96
(1966) (jury service); United States v. St. Clair. 291 F. Svpp. 122 (S.D.N.Y. 1908) and
United States v. Dorris. 919 F. Stapp. 1908 (W.D. Pa. 1970) (Selective Service); Jacobson
v, Lenhart. 90 HI. 2d 225. 19$ N.R.2d 698 (1964) (age of majority): billokunas v. Union
Carbide Corp.. 999 F.2d 847 (7th Cir. 1908), cwt. denied, 393 U.S. 1056 (1969) (consortium).
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B. Mamma Revision of Existing Lem

Over the years, some proponents of women's rights have thought
sex discrimination could be ended most effectively if legislatures pre-
pared women and men gradually for equality by a series of step-by-step
reforms. There is no constitutional obstruction to the elimination of
discrimination in our legal system by the piece:deal revision or repeal
of existing federal and state laws. However such suggestions un-
realistically aisture a delicacy and precision in the legislative process
which has no relationship to actual legislative capability. More im-
portantly, the process is unlikely to be completed within the lifetime
of any woman now alive. Such a method requires multiple actions by
fifty state legislatures and the federal congress, by the courts and execu-
tive agencies in each one of these jurisdictions, and( by similar govern-
ment authorities in numerous political subdivisions as well. This
government machinery would have to be mobilized to repeal or modify
the statutes and practices in scores of different areas where unequal
treatment now prevails. To be comprehensive such efforts would re-
quire a tremendously expensive, sophisticated, and sustained political
organization, both nationally and within every state and locality. Cam-
paigns to change the laws one by one could drag on for many years.
and perhaps in some areas never be finished.

Even if it were possible to mobilize the nation's political machinery,
legislative change alone would fail to provide an adequate foundation
for the attainment of full legal equality for women. Any plan for
eliminating sex discrimination must take into account the large role
which generalized belief in the inferiority of women plays', in the
present scheme of subordination. As noted above, there is need for a
single coherent theory of women's equality before the law, and for a
consistent nationwide application bf this theory. This is scarcely pos-
sible through legislative change alone, for the creation of basic policy .

would be divided among multiple federal, state, and local agencies."
Moreover, so long as they believe the laws against discrimination
are subject to derogation at the option of the current legislature, many
individuals and institutions will not undertake wholeheartedly the
far-reaching changes which genuine sex equality requires. An un-

31. Tor a discussion of the limits of Congressional power tojprohibit sex discrimination
In areas traditionally reserved to the states, such as inheritance, domestic relations, and
criminal law, see Note, supra note HAW, L. /tn. at 1514.11.
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ambiguous mandate with the prospect of permanence is needed to
assure prompt compliance.

In essence, piecemeal legislatiVe reform Is what has been going an
for the past century. Considered realistically, this approach, at least by
itself, simply lacks the breadth, coherence, and economy of political
effort necessary for fundamental change in the legal position of women.

C. The Case Jos a Constitutional Amendment

If expansion of the Equal Protection Clause and piecemeal legislation
will not result in effective action, there remains the third alternative:
a new constitutional amendment. Passage of a 'new amendment is a
serious and difficult step, but we believe that it is a sensible, necessity
means of achieving equal rights for women. A major reform in our
legal and constitutional structure is appropriately accomplished by a
formal alteration of the fundamental document. Claims of similar
magnitude, such as the right to be five from discrimination on account
of race, color, national origin, and religion, rest on a constitutional
basis. The amending process is designed to elicit national ratification
for changes in basic governing values, and those who feel that the
Supreme Court has gone too far in recent years in effectuating constitu-
tional change through interpretation should especially welcome the
amending process.

Many of the reasons why piecemeal legislation is inadequate are
also positive advantages in proceeding by amendment. The major
political actionpassage and ratification of the Amendmentcan be
accomplished by a single strong nationwide campaign of limited dura-
tion. Once passed, the Amendment will provide an immediate mandate,
a nationally uniform theory of sex equality, and the prospect of perma-
nence to buttress individual and political efforts to end discriMination.
The political and psychological impact of adopting a constitutional
amendment will be of vital importance in actually realizing the goal
of equality. Discriminator/ laws, doctrines, attitudes and practices are
set deep in our legal system. They are not easily dislodged. The ex-
pression of a national commitment by formal adoption of a constitu-
tional amendment will give strength and purpose to efforts to bring
about a far-reaching change which, for some, may prove painful.

There are likewise strong reasons for developing a consistent theory
and program for women's equality under the aegis of an independent
Equal Rights Amendment, rather than by judicial extension of the
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Equal 'Protection Clause. An amendment that deals with all sex dis-
crimination, and only sex discrimination, corresponds roughly to the
boundaries of a distinct and interyelated set of legal relationships. As
already noted, woman's status be/Me the law in one area, such as em-
ployment, relates both practically and theoretically to her status in
other areas, such as education or responsibility for family support.
Coming to grips with the dynamics of discrimination against women
requires that we recognize the indications of, the excuses for, and the
problems presented by women's inferior status. An understanding of
these dynamics in any one field informs and enlightens understanding
of sex bias elsewhere in the law. This is because, In the past, the legal
and social systems have been permeated with a sometimes inchoate,
but nevertheless pervasive, theory of women's inferiority.

Moreover, the achievement of equality under the law for women
presents its own special problems. These problems differ in many ways
from those involved in eliminating discrimination in other spheres
where equal protection theory has been applied. They are closest to
those which are raised in the area of race discrimination. Yet even here
there are significant differences. Women ate not residentially segre-
gated from men. The socio-economic connections which link different
aspects of sexism are not necessarily the same as those that link the
many facets of racism. Women are a majority, not a minority; thus,
changes in the status of women may affect most of the population,
rather than a small part. Furthermore, without a constitutional man-
date, women's status will never be accorded the special concern which
race now receives because of the history of the Fourteenth Amendment.
For these reasons it is important to have a constitutional amendment
directed to this specific area of equality, out of which a special body
of new law can be created.

The adoption of a constitutional amendment will also have effects
that go far beyond the legal system. The demand for equality of rights
before the law is only a part of a broader claim by women for the
elimination of rigid sex role determinism. And this in turn is part
of a more general movement for the recognition of individual poten-
tial, the development of new sets of relationships between individuals
and groups, and the establishment of institutions which will promote
the values and respect the sensibilities of all persons. Adoption of an
Equal Rights Amendment would be a sign that the nation is prepared
to accept and support new creative forces that are stirring in our society.
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11. The Development in Congress of the Current Proposal

The call for an Equal Rights Amendment is not new in 1971. The
Amendment has been introduced in every Congress since 1923, and has
been given serious consideration on four occasions: 1946, 1950, 1953,
and 1970. The Congressional debates and action on those occasions
suggest that while there has often been strong support for an amend-
ment to secure equal rights for women, there has also been doubt
and disagreement about the concept of "equality" and about the
Amendment's consequent impact on existing laws and institutions. To
some extent, this confusion or failure to state clearly the meaning and
effect of the Amendment may have been due to political rather than
intellectual considerations. In a virtually all male Congress, at a time
when consciousness in this country about women's rights was low,
the proponents may have wisely refused to be too' explicit about the
laws and institutions the Amendment would reach. Whatever the rea-
son, however, the debates reveal recurring uncertainty' about two
questions in particular: how absolute is the Amendment's central
principle that "equality of rights shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any State on account of sex;" and should
the Amendment explicitly exempt certain kinds of laws from its basic
principle ?"

The absoluteness of the Amendment's substantive provisions (which
have remained unchanged since 1943) was questioned when the Senate
first debated the Amendment In 1946. Although the proponents stood
for unified treatment of men and women in the majority of cases,
they wanted to create some exceptions. As Senator Pepper said
Islome of us want this record beyond any question of doubt to be
distinct that we believe that this amendment . . . would not deprive
the legislatures or the Congress of the power to make reasonable
classifications in the protection of women."" However, the proponents
were unable to translate this policy into concrete guidelines which
could distinguish "reasonable" from "unreasonable" classifications.

The question of whether exceptions should be explicitly written into
the Amendment was 'raised when the Senate next debated the Amend-
ment in 1950 and 1953. On both occasions Senator Hayden succeeded

St This section dealt with -a few central theoretical bow which have psnIsesd
throughout the debates on the Amendment; It is not a detailed account of the braid
legislative history of the Amendment. References to the resolutions, bessImp. 111141r14
and debates on the Amendment are given in a table in an Appendix to Mb snick.

33. 92 Cow. Roc. 9315 (1946).
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iu amendigg the Equal Rights Amendment to provide that "[tjhe
provision hf this article shall not be construed to impair any rights,
benefits, or exemptions conferred by law upon persons of the female
sex."H Senator Hayden felt that women, in order to be equal, needed
snore and different "rights" than men possessed. He defined "rights"
of women. to mean only the benefits and privileges of citizenship; the
duties of citizenship, in contrast, woolen could not be expected to per-
form. The proponents of the Equal Rights Amendment failed to cows-
ter this conception of a dual legal system with an alternative view that

and women should have equality on the same terms. As limited by
Senator Hayden's resolution. the Equal Rights Amendment passed the
Senate in bcith 1930 and 1953, but the House did not follow up on the /
Senate's action .ml

\ %be related issues of absoluteness and exceptions which were promi-
nent in the earlier debates arose again in the very different theoretical
an political context of 1970. The work and support of the Citizens'
Adv ry Council on the Status of Women, and other organizations,
provided the Aniendment's sponsors in the 91st Congress with a more
coherent approach than had previously been articulated. Representative
Martha Griffiths and Senators Birch Bayh and Marlow Cook presented
the Amendment as a broad mandate for the unified treatment of wo-
men and men; the only qualifications of the piinciple, they suggested,
would be based on compelling social interests, such as the protection
of the individual's right of privacy and the need to take into account
objective physical differences between the sexes." There was some dis-
agreement among the proponents, however, about the concrete impact
of the Amendment on existing laws, particularly the Selective Service
Act, and in this area the traditional debate about absoluteness and
exceptions reappeared. Representative Gritfiths said in the House that
under the Equal Rights Amendment women would be required to
serve in the Armed Forces, though, as is true of men, only in positions
for which they were fitted." Senator Bayh, sensing strong opposition
in the Senate to the drafting of women, argued that the Amendment

34. 96 conc. Itec. 736 (1960).
SS. In 1950 Senator Rehire? proposed that equal rights be attained throughlion ratherrather than amendment. He offered a bill which would here anted a comala surrey the laws and report to Comae, which would then take action. The standard*bids he had In mind be the formulation of laws would hare permitted protectivelegislation and other special laws for wisken to stand. The bill was defeated, Ha. 96

Om. Rex. 714, 756-61, NI (IMO.
11. 116 Como. Rec. 79111, 7161 (daily ed. A4 10, 1170)1 Ili Ono. IRms. I711111.116, 1711.9.SI Aden/ ed. Oct9, 19701.
17. III Co: m. Ric. 793344 (daily ed. Avg. 10, 1970).
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would allow Congr
ground of "compelli
was not convinced, a
tradition of Senator
shall not impair, how
which exempts women
the Equal Rights
House, acceptance of
blacked final passage d

to exempt women from military service on the
reasons" of public policy." Senator Sam Ervin
d successfully offered an amendment, in the
ayden's limitations, providing: "This article

. the validity of any law of the United States
compulsory military service."" Although

ndment had paned overwhelmingly in she
Ervin amendment in the Senate effectively

ring the 91st Congress.°
The long and [ruin mg history has left many points in uncer-

tainty. All the issues have never been raised in any one year, and while
there may have been consensus on a point in one debate, it often
vanished When the issue was discussed again years later. The articula-
tion of a clear and cohesive position on the meaning and impact of
the proposal, which would furnish a basis for legislative debate and
provide a guide to future interpretation, has not emerged from prior
Congressional consideration of the Equal Rights Amendment. We turn,
therefore, to a consideration of the basic legal principles which the
Amendment, as presently conceived, must be deemed to establish in
our constitutional structure.

111. The Constitutional /Framework

The Equal Rights Amendment embodies fundamental principles
which are derived fronii the purposes the Amendment is designed to
achieve, the operation? conditions necessary to attain those objectives,
and the existing context of constitutional doctrine. It is not passible
here to do more than examine these principles in a general and pre-
liminary way. They can be fully developed only by the usual process,'
of constitutional adjudication!'

36. 116 Coma. Rye. 17341 (daily ed. Oct. 7, 1970): 110 Cow. Rec. 17792 (daily ed. Oct.
12. 1970).

39. 110 Cow. Roc. 1770041 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1970).
40. It is interesting to note that this issue, which proved so decisive and destructive

of the Amendment in 1970, had been diseured and considered settled among the pup
ponents in the 1930 debate. Senator Cain, a supporter, had mid the the Amendment
would mean that women would be drafted and assigned lobs based their individual
(A pacifier and the needs of the country. 90 Corm. Ilse. 78041 (1960). nth a war just
behind them and the specter of an atomic one facing them, Congress cou foresee a need
for women in the armed forces. Now the idea of compulsory military is for women
seems outrageous to some mtton.

41. DISIEIOSiofla of the legal foundations of equal rights for women bids we have
found particularly helpful, and upon which we have attempted to build In this article,
Include Murray b Eastwood, Jame Crow and the Law: Sea DfscriosMalion Title VII,
34 tiro. WAsts. I.. Rev. 232 (1986); Crumms. Monogr Calmat. cm Ttlfc1TA av WONIIN,
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A. The Basic Principle

590

The basic principle of the Equal Rights Amendment is that sex is
not a permissible factor in determining the legal rights of women, or
of men. This means that the treatment of any person by the law may
not be based upon the circumstance that such person is of one sex or
the other. The law does, of course, impose different benefits or different
burdens upon different members of the society. That differentiation
in treatment may rest upon particular characteristics or traits of the
persons affected, such as strength, intelligence, and the like. But under
the Equal Rights Amendment the existence of such a characteristic or
trait to a greater degree in one sex does not justify classification by
sex rather than by the particular chiracteristic or trait. Likewise the
law may make different rules for some people than for others on the
basis of the activity they are engaged in or the function they perform.
But the fact that in our present society members of one sex are more
likely to be found in a particular activity or to perform a particular
function does not allow the law to fix legal rights by virtue of member-
ship in that sex. In short, sex is a prohibited classification.

This principle is already widely accepted with respect to many ac-
tivities. To take an example, virtually everybody would consider it
unjust and irrational to provide by law that a person could not be
admitted to the practice of law because of his or her sex. The reason
is that admission to the bar ought to depend upon legal training, com-
petence in the law, moral character, and similar factors. Some women
meet these qualifications and some do not; some men meet these
qualifications and some do not. But the issue should be decided on
an individual, not a group, basis. And in such a decision, the fact of
being male or female is irrelevant. This remains true whether or not
there are more men than women who qualify. It likewise would re-
main true even if there were no women who presently were qualified,
because women potentially qualify and might do so under different
conditions of education or upbringing. The law owes an obligation
to treat females as persons, not statistical abstractions.

What is true of admission to the bar is true of all forms of legal
rights. If we examine the various areas of the law one by one most
of us will reach the same conclusion in each case. Sex is an inadmis
Bible category by which to determine the right to a minimum wage,

Twii Norma, EQUAL RAMS MODOMIDIT TO TOO UMW 'TATO Camarrynon (I P727:
Jand the testimony 01 several witnesses In Hoorinp on S. Res. 0 Jend S. att. IBe, the Some Comm. on Ow Ndicierl Mg Cant, 2d Salk OrnS
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the custody of children, the obligation to refrain from taking the life
of another, and so on. The law should be based on the right to a
living wage for each person, the welfare ok' the particular child, the
protection of citizens from murder, and nc,Ion a vast overclessification
by sex.

This basic principle of the Equal Rights Amendment derives from
two fundamental judgments inherent in the decision to eliminate
disaimination against women from ouriegal system. First, the Amend-
ment embodies the moral judgment that women as a group may no
longer be relegated to an inferior position in our society. They are
entitled to an equal status with min. 11th moral decision implies a
further /practical judgmentthat nick an equal status can be achieved
only/by merging the rights of men and women into. a "single system
of equality." By this we mean that the decision to eliminate women's
historically inferior social positiOn requires the prohibition of sex desti-
nation in the law. We reject/an alternative conception of "equality"
that women's separate plate should be "upgraded" in social status
and material rewards. As already noted, such a dual system, in which
women would have a dlifirent but "equal" status, has proven to be
illusory. There is no Tustin to suppose that the present inferior status
of women would materially change through adoption of a constitutional
amendment which atterapted to maintain a dual system of sex based.
rights and responsibilities.
, Second, the basic principle of the Equal Rights Amendment Rows
from the set of moral and practical judgments that have been made
with respect to the/fundamental rights of the individual in our society.
Classification by sex, apart from the single, situation where a physical
characteristic unique to one stir is involved (as will be discussed in the
next subsection), is always an overclassification. A pennissiple legis-
lative goal is always related to characteristics or functions "hid are
or can be common to both sexes. But in a clarification by sex women
or all men are included or excluded regardless of the extent to which
some members of each sex possess the relevant characteristics or perform
the relevant function. Such a result is in direct conflict with the basic
concern of our society with the individual, and with the rights of each
individual to develop his or her own potentiality. It negates all our
values of individual self-fulfillment.

To achieve the values of group equality and individual Self-fulfill-
ment, the principle of the Amendment must be applied comprehen-
sively and without exceptions. Arguments that administrative efficiency
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or other countervailing interests justify limiting the Amendment con-
tradict its balk Premises.

First, the decision to protect the value of individual self-fulfillment
embraces the judgment that efficiency in government operations is not
a sufficient reason to ignore individual differences. In other words, the
government cannot rely upon the administrative technique of grouping
or av'eragiiig where the classification is by sex. There are some situations
where, it is permissible for the law o operate on the basis of groups
or averages. For example, individuals can be classified by ageunder
21 or over 65even though there are individual differences as to
maturity or senility." In such cases individual rights are sacrificed to
administrative efficiency. But the Equal Rights Amendment makes the
constitutional judgment that this is not acceptable where the factor
of sex is concerned. Here, whatever the price in efficiency, the danificso
tion must be made on some other bash." .

Examples of this judgment appear frequently in our law today.
Thus the assertion that some women leave jobs to marry or to move-
with *their husbands does not constitute viand for discrimination on
account of sex in government employment under Executive Order
11478, or in private employment under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964." A balance of values has been struck. The decision ha
been made not to penalize all women because of a behavior pattern
characteristic of some women. And any greater efficiency in a classifica-
tion based on sex, rather than on an individual basis, has been ex-
cluded as a justifying factor. The Equal Rights Amendment makes the
same judgment, but on a broader scale and in constitutional terms."

Second, the Equal Rights Amendment embodies the moral and
practical judgment that the prohibition against the use of sex as a basis
for differential treatment applies to all areas of legal rights. To the
extent chit any exception is made, the values sought by the Amendment
are undercut; women as a group are thrust into a subordinate status

42. But see Note. Too Old To Work: The Constitutionality of Mandatory Retirement
Plans. 44 5. Cm,. L Rev. 150 (1970).

43. It seems highly probable that. as to most characterisda whkh the law takes into
account, the differences within each Nen are grater than the differences in average be-
tween the sexes. The justification for the Equal Rights Amendment. however. stands
without regard to this factual assumption.

44. Executive Order 11478, S C.V.R. 151 (190 Comp.), 42 ;JAC. g WOO. &pp. V.
1903). Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1944, 42 Vi.C. 3$ 2000e to 2000e-I5 (1964).

45. For diwussion of the problem as it mime in the determination of Insurance rates
bawd on statistical differences between men and women. see Developments i s Use Lam
Employment Discrimination and Title Vii of the Civil kI his Act of 144, $4 Haat L.
Ric 1109, 1172-76 (1971) [hereinafter died as Dive This Yin.
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and v...alion as individuals are denied the basic right to be considered

in terms of their own capacities and experience. And, as noted above,

the interrelated character of a system of legal equality for the sexes

makes a rule of universal application imperative. No one exception,

resulting in unequal treatment for women,-Can be confined in its im-

pact to one area alone. Equal rights for women, as for races, is a unity.

A third, equally decisive consideration leads to the same conclusion.

There is no objective bask-IAAffable to courts or legislatures upon
which differential treatment of men and women could be evaluated.

As already pointed out, such judgments can be made only in terms
of a dual system of rights, the rights of women being grounded in one

set of values and the rights of men in another. Not only is such a
system inevitably repulsive of one group, but it affords no standard
of comparison between groups. For example, in Hoyt v. Florida° the
Supreme Court accepted a value system for women which viewed

them as "the center of home and family life," and undertook to be
"fair" to women by excusing them from jury service, a "benefit" not
given to men. Upon what basis can it be said, however, that this out-

come puts men and women upon a level of "equality"? Nor did the
Court, in making that decision, attempt to weigh the countless other
legal differentiations between the sexes in order to strike an overall
balance of "equality."

Fourth, the judgment as to whether differential treatment is justified

or not would rest in the hands of the very legislatures and courts which
maintain the existing system of discrimination'. The process by which
they make that judgment involves the same discretionary weighing of
preferences as has resulted in the present inequality. This js true
whether the standard of judging is "reasonable classification," "suspect
classification," or "fundamental interest." There is no reason to believe
that such a decisionmaking apparatus will end up in a substantially

different position from what we .have now. Only an unequivocal ban
against taking sex into account supplies a rule adequate to achieve the

objectives of theAmendment.
From this analysis it follows that the constitutional mandate must

he absolute. The issue under the Equal Rights Amendment cannot
be different bin equal, reasonable or unreasonable classification, suspect

classification, fundamental interest, or the demands of administrative
ecpediency. Equality of rights means that sex is not a factor. This at

46. Yin U.S. S7 (1961). Thi4 cage is dimmed at p. 879 supra.
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least is the premise of the Equal Rights Amendment. And this premise

should be clearly expressed as the intention of Congress in submitting

the Amendment to the states fold ratification.

It is argued that this position is naive, impractical, and leads to

absurd results. Various examples Of supposedly outlandish consequences

are given. Most of these examples, such as 'those relating to public

toilet facilities, are dramatic but 'are diversions from the major issues.

On the central problemsproperty rights, marriage and divorce, the

Tight to engage in an occupation, freedom from discrimination in

employment and educationthe burden of persuasion is on those who

would impose different treatment on the basis of sex. Before a judt
ment on the feasibility of the Equal Rights Amendment can be made,

however, it is necessary to pursue the legal analysis somewhat further.

B. Laws Dealing with Physical Characteristics Unique to One Sex

The fundamental legal principle underlying the Equal Rights
AMendment, then, is that the law must deal with particular attributes
of individuals, not with a classification based on the broad and im-
permissible attribute of sex. This principle, however, does not preclude

legislation (or other official action) which regulates, takes into account,

or otherwise deals with a physical characteristic unique to one sex.

In this situation it might be said t, in a certain sense, the individual

obtains a benefit or is subject toat ion because he or she belongs

to one or the other sex. Thus, a la relating to wet nurses would cover
only women, and a law regulat g the donation of sperm would
restrict only men. Legislation of is kind does not, however, deny

equal rights to the other lei. So as the law deals only with a char-

acteristic found in all (or scene) but no men, or in all (or some)

men but no women, it doei not ignore individual characteristics found
in both sexes in favor of an average based on one sex. Hence such

legislation does not, without more, violate the basic principle of the

Equal Rights Amendment.
This subsidiary principle is limited to physical characteristics and

does not extend to psychological, social or other characteristics of the
sexes. The reason is that, so far as appears, it islonly physical character-
istics which can be said with any assurance to be unique to one sex.

So-Called "secondary" biological characteristics and cultural charac-
teristics are found to some degree in both seXes. Thus active or passive

attitudes, or interests in literature or athletics, like degrees of physical

strength or weakness, appear in members/of each sex. Differences in
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treatment attributable to such shared traits must be based apon their
existence in the individual, not upon a classification by sex.

Instances of laws directly concerned with physical differences found
only in one sex are relatively rare. Yet they include many of the ex-
amples cited by opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment as demon-
strating its nonviability. Thus not only would laws concerning wet
nurses and sperm donors be permissible, but so would laws establish-

ing medical leave for childbearing (though leave for chIldriaring
would have to apply to both sexes). Laws punishing forcible rape,
which relate to a unique physical characteristic of men and women,
would remain in effect. So would legislation relating to determination
of fatherhood.

Application of this subsidiary principle raises questions which
should be carefully scrutinized by the courts. For one thing, while
differentiation on the basis of a unique physical characteristic does
not impair the right of a man or a woman to be judged as an individual,
it does introduce elements of a dual system of rights. That result is
inevitable. Where there is no common factor shared by both sexes,
equality of treatment must necessarily rest upon considerations not
strictly comparable as between the sexes. This area of duality is very
limited and would not seriously undermine the much more extensive
areas where the unitary system prevails. But the courts should be aware
of the danger.

The danger is increased by the possibility of evasion in the applica-
tion of the subsidiary principle. Unless that principle is strictly limited
to situations where the regulation is closely, directly and narrowly
confined, to the unique physical characteristic, it could be used to
justify laws that in overall effect seriously discriminate against one
sex. A court faced wzth deciding whether a law relating to a unique
physical characteristic was a subterfuge would look to a series of
stndards of relevance and necessity. These standards are the ones
courts now consider when they are reviewing, under the doctrine of
strict scrutiny, laws which may conflict with fundamental constitutional
rights. It is possible to identify at leak six factors that a court would
weigh in determining whether the neCessary close, direct, and narrow
relationship existed between the unique physical characteristic and the
provision in question.

These factors can be explained most easily in terms of a hypo-
thetical case: a government regulation to reduce absenteeism at policy-
making levels by barring women from certain jobs. Such a regulation
might be defended by the government as being based on a unique
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physical characteristic of women, namely, the potential for becoming
pregnant, and the consequent need for leaves of absence for child-
bearing." In considering whether to sustain this rule, a court would
weigh the following factors on the basis of factual evidence presented
by the party attempting to justify the regulation:

First, the proportion of women who actually have the characteristic
in question. In this came, the issue would be the number of women
eligible' for the jobs who were actually capable of becoming.pregnant.

Second, the relationship between the,characteristic and the problem.
In this example, the court would inquire about the proportion of
women who were likely actually to become pregnant and also choose
to bear the child; the length of time most women would require for
childbearing; and the extent to which a leave of this duration would
actually interfere with an important governmental function.

Third, the proportion of the problem attributable to the unique
physical characteristic of women. Here the court would consider the
fact that only a small proportion of the total problem of long-term
absenteeism and job transfer was caused by pregnancy; it would inquire
into the proportion which was attributable to other factors, such as
military duty, political disagreements, childbearing, job mobility, and
disability due to Minis or accidents, all of which cause absenteeism
among workers of both sexes.

Fourth, the proportion of the problem eliminated by the solution.
Here it would seem clear that the soltnion of not hiring women would
eliminate absenteeism caused by pregnancy, but as indicated in the
third factor, this would only be a small proportion of the overall
problem of absenteeism.
L., Fifth, the availability of less drastic alternatives. "Less drastic" in
this' sense may !Jean first, less onerous to the person being restricted;
second, more limited in the number of persons or opportunities at
fected; or third, not based on sex at all, or "sex neutral." To determine
whether less drastic alternatives were available to deal with the problem,
the court would inquitt into the feasibility of individualized pro-
ceduree for screening out those who were likely to be absent, and the
possibility of alternative devices such as job pairing s.nd substitution."

47. The possibility that a woman who became a motheir might leave the workforce
altogether for thildrearing Is not bleed on a unique physical tharacteristic of women.
and therefore would not even be considered is relation to the unique physical char-acteristics tem.

4e. One commentator has ouggested that at least in the First Amendment area,
the doctrine of "lets drastic means has little viability beyond traditional legal ammo-
tions about the impact of vague criminal statutes. Ste Note, Len Drastic Meant and the
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Sixth, the_importance of the problem ostensibly being solved, as
compared with the costs of the least drastic solution. Here the question
would be the seriousness of the harm and dislocation that would
actually result if an employee in one of tht: covered positions were
absent for the length of time necessary for childbearing. The problem
as -thus measured would be balanced against the costs of the solution,
in this case the continuation of sexual stereotyping and overbroad dis-
crimination that would be caused by excluding all women fret ey.
jobs covered by the regulation.

How the courts would balance each of these factors is difficult to
predict in advance of actual adjudication, although in the example
given it is obvious that the combined weight of the overbroad classifica-
tion by sex and the marginal relationship of the unique 'physical
characteristic of pregnancy to the problem of absenteeism would re-
quire invalidation of the regulation. In any case, all of these con-
siderations are of the kind Lhat 'courts constantly deal with in similar
cases where reliance upon a legitimate factor is used to achieve ille-
gitimate ends. And however the borderline cases are resolved, the
margin of error is not likely to be so large as to jeopardize the basic
principle.

C. Classifications Based on Attributes Which May Be Found in
Either Sex

Classifications are a necessary part of lawmaking and the Equal
Rights Amendment does not, of course, require an end to all classifica-
tions based on recognition of the differences among people. The
Amendment forbids the use of sex as. a basis for legal differentiation,
but it permits the legislature to continue to classify on the basis of real
differences in the life situations and characteristics of individuals. It is
important to keep in mind the nature and uses of these legitimate
classifications as well as to note the possibility of their being employed
to evade or nullify the prohibition against sex classification.

As pointed out above, classifications based upon sex necessarily in-
chide members of one sex who should not be covered, or exclude

First Amendment, 78 TALC. L.J. 464, 472.74 (1909). On the other hand. the U.S. Court of
Amalfi for the District of Columbia Circuit has treed the concept of leas drastic means in
reviewing the problems of ormfinement in mental institutions: see Covington v. Harris.
419 F2d 617 (DC. Cir. 1969), and lake v. Cameron, 384 F.2d 667 (D.C. Cir. 1966). See also
the development of judicial concepts of "job valid non" of tests under Title VII in Grim
v. Duke Power Co.. 401 U.S. 424 (1971). and cases discussed in Mut topmostTide VII.
supra note 45. at 1120-1140.
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members of the other sex who should be covered, by a given law.
Unfortunately, legislatures have traditionally used sex classifiCatiou
as shorthand for other classifications which, although they are mese

Precise are also somewhat more difficult to administer. Becalm: sex
classifications were acceptable, they were often employed merely be-
cause members of one sex actually or apparently predominated in the
smaller group to whom the law was really directed, whether or not
a narrower more equitable classification was practicable. This common
practice reinforced the pre-existing majority of one sex in the regtilated
or protected activity; for example, if only women can get extensive
leaves for childrearing, it becomes economically impossible for men
to stay home to are for children while their wives work. Hence sex
classifications begin to seem both natural and essential to sound legida-
tion in many areas of public concern.

Elimination of sex classifications by the Equal Rights Amendment,
however, does not prohibit the legislature from achieving legitimate
purposes by other methods of classification. In 1965, Pauli Murray
and Mary Eastwood proposed the substitution of realistic "functional"
classifications for sex clatsification. They argaed that:

If laws clauifying persons by sex were prohibited by the Constitu-
tion, and if it were made clear that laws recognizing functions,
if performed, are not based on sex per se, much of the confusion
as to the legal status of women would be eliminated.0

This analysis need not be limited to literal "functions." It also applies
to classifications based on prior education and training, experience,
skills, or other measurable traits and abilities. The term "functional
classifications" can thus be used to refer to all non-sexbased danifica-
dons.

A legislature taking this approach would make laws which reflected
and related to the changing reality of individual lives and potentials,
regardless of sex, instead of legislating women into conformity with
each other, and pretending that Al men are different from all women
in terms of a given legislative purpose. For example, a legislature could
use a nonsex-based classification to provide job retraining to the class
of individuals who had been absent Fran the labor force for a specified
number of years, for whatever reason. The functional basis would allow
both men and women in that situation to get necessary encouragement
to re-enter the labor force, u- a blanket sex preference which would

49. Murray & Famwnoil. sup* note t, at 241.
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unfairly select out for special treatment individuals of one sex to the
exclusion of the other. Likewise, a rule allowing workers to take sick
leave when any member of their household was sick would be an ap-
propriate functional classification. Unlike a rule allowing such leave
only to mothers, which denies parents the opportunity to choose which
of them will stay home, the functional rule is neutral, allowing workers
to choose whether they wish to follow traditional sex-roles or share
childreating and other familial responsibilities. A system of functional
classification may thus be utilized in ways which achieve important
social objectives without discriminating against individuals on account
of their sex. ..

On the other hand such classifications, though formulated without
explicit sex reference, may in practice fall more heavily on one sex
than the other. This opens the possibility that non-sex-based classifica-
tions can be used to circumvent the Equal Rights Amendment. The
fact that women's life situations, on the average, are different from
those of men, partly or largely because of past discrimination, makes
such an outcome more than a remote possibility. For example, today
most women have little choice about whether or not to give up full-
time jobs outside the home in order to care for any children they bear,
at least while the children are young. This lack of choice is one im-
portant reason why women predominate among the housekeepers and
childrearers of our society. Consequently, to use a modified form of
our previous example, a law might prohibit adults with primary
responsibility for child are from working in managerial jobs, on the
grounds that the function'of caring for children was inconsistent with
substantial occupational responsibility. Such a law or government regu-
lation would constitute a serious evasion of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. Its practical effect would be to exclude the majority of women
and very few men in certain age groups from a whole range of relatively
well-paid jobs which most people consider desirable.

The problem of formally neutral laws which may have a discrimi-
natory impact arises under any law which attempts to eradicate dis-
crimination based u n a single prohibited factor in a context where
many other factors ay legitimately be taken into account. The same
issues have consistent y appeared in the enforcement of laws prohibiting
discrimination because of race, religion, national origin, and labor
organizing activity. The courts have responded by looking beyond the
adoption of the "neutral" classification into the realities of purpose,
practical operation, and effect. Where the classification is seen to be a
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subterfuge, or to nullify the objectives of the anti-discrimination law.
the courts have not hesitated to strike it down. As one court has stated:

A procedure may smear on its face to be fah and neutral, but if
in its application a discriminatory _result ensues, the procedure
may be constitutionally impermissible." .

And recently the Supreme Court. in holding a North Carolina
literacy test invalid under the Voting Rights Act of 1965, said:

From this record we cannot escape the sad truth that throughout
the years Gaston County systematically deprived its blares citizens
of the educational opportunities it granted to its white citizens.
"Impartial" administration of the literacy test today would serve
only to perpetuate these inequities in a different form."

in applying these 'principles to the Equal Rights Amendment the
courts would follow standards similar to those set forth in the preced-
ing section with respect to laws which propose to base differentiation
upon a unique physical characteristic of one sex. Of those standards,
only one would be different for functional classifications. Since a fano-
tional classification is necessarily limited to those individuals who ac-
tually perform a given task or share a given characteristic, the first
questionthe proportion of women who actually have the character-
istic in questionwould not be asked by the reviewing court. How-
ever. unlike unique physical characteristic classifications, in which by
definition some or all of one sex and none of the other are included.
the extent of the disproportion between the number of women and
the numbers of men included in a functional class may vary. A given
functional classification may include 100,000 women and 10 men, or
a disproportion of 10,000 to 1, while another may affect 45.000 women
and 40.000 men, or a disproportion of 9 to 8. The first classification

SO. Penn v. Stumpf. POI V. llopp. Ink 1244 (N.D. Cal. 1679).
31. Gaston County v. United States, 118 U.S. el% TIM47 (IND). Other cases invalidating

ostensibly neutral cluoilkations which operated to dluvlasinate spina the right of
blacks to vote include Lane v. Wilson, 167 U.S. 808 PION Gosnillion v. Lightfoot. 164
U3. 390 (1903). Pupil assignment laws, under which assIgninent of students to tchools Is
ostensibly based upon nonladal beton, hive not been allowed to operate on as to
maintain ftreption of wee in tat school system. Ike Green v. County School Bawd.

U.S. 4 (lies); United States v. Jelfsmon County loud of Ideation. 972 lild 891
PA Cir. 1966). eat. denied. OM U.S. 840 (1987). For relation of in ouensibly neutral
classification which abridged freedom of religion. we Sherbert v. Verner, 974 U.S. IN
(1963). On "neutral" clasel6cations which operate to discriminate against blacks In em-
Piornent. we Crisp v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971). Generally on the problem
sce 21r, legisialive and Administrative Motivation in Corutilational Luc, 79 Yens
1203 (19:0).
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would obviously be a more likely vehicle for perpetuating sex
inequality than the second, and the presence of this factor would thus
go far to weight the balance against the law.

Protection against indirect, covert or unconscious sex discrimina-
tion is essential to supplement the absolute ban on explicit sex classi-
fication of the Equal Rights Amendment. Past discrimination in
education, training, economic status and other areas has created dif-
ferences which could readily be seized upon to perpetuate discrimina-
tion under the guise of functional classifications. The courts will have
to maintain a strict scrutiny of such classifications if the guarantees
of the Amendment are to be effectively secured.

D. The Privacy Qualification

The Equal Rights Amendment must take its place in the total
framework of the Constitution and fit into the remainder of the con-
stitutional structure. Of particular importance for our purposes is
the relation of the new amendment to the constitutional right of
privacy.

In Griswold v. Connecticut's the Supreme Court recognized an
independent constitutional right of privacy, derived from a combina-
tion of various more specific rights embodied in the First, Third,
Fourth, Fifth --id Ninth Amendments. This constitutional right of
privacy operates to protect the individual against intrusion by the
government upon certain areas of thought or conduct, in the time
way that the First Amendment prohibits official action that abridges
freedom of expression. Thus in the Griswold case the right was held
to invalidate a Connecticut statute which prohibited the use of con-
traceptives even by married couples and thereby infringed upon in-
timate relationships in marriage and the home. The position of the
right of privacy in the overall constitutional scheme was not explicitly
developed by the Court. Presumably the point at which the right of
privacy cuts off state regulation will be determined by a test which
balances the two interests at stake. Or it may be that the right of
privacy, where found to be applicable, will be held to afford an ab-
solute protection against government intrusion. In either event laws
or other official action implementing the Equal Rights Amendment
would have to be applied in a manner that was consistent with in-
dividual privacy under the constitutional guarantee."

1/41 41 S 479 (1965).
11 1 he balms( ing led M. the right ill privacy is need by Mr. 'notice 1:0111beig in
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The exact scope of the right of privacy was likewise not spelled out
by the Court in the Griswold case. Yet it is dear that one important
part of the right of privacy is to be free from official coercion in sexual
relations. This would have a bearing upon the operation of some
aspects of the Equal Rights Amendment. Thus, under current mores,
disrobing in front of the other sex is usually associated with sexual
relationships. Hence the right of privacy would justify police prac-
tices by which a search involving the removal of clothing could be
performed only by a police officer of the same sex as the person
searched." Similarly the right of privacy would permit the separation
of the sexes in public rest rooms, segregation by sex in sleeping
quarters of prisons or similar public 'institutions, and appropriate
segregation of living conditions in the armed forces.

In such situationse the facilities provided for the sexes would have
to be equal in quality, convenience and other respects. Likewise an
employer. could not refuse to hire women because he did not want
to build or remodel rest rooms for them. Failure to provide separate
facilities for one sex would not be permissible when the presence of
such facilities is related to the exercise of some other right, such as
the right to be free of discrimination in employment. Moreover, the
separation of facilities for reasons of privacy would not mean that in-
dividuals or groups would be foreclosed from making flexible and vari-
ous arrangements for the common use of facilities such as bathrooms.
In the same way, hospitals could allow patients to choose a ward
with indiifiduals of the same sex or of both sexes. Such noncoerced
decisions, springing from individual values and preferences in area
of private conduct, would not be affected by the Amendment.

It is impossible to spell out in advance the precise boundaries that
the courts will eventually fix in accommodating the Equal Rights
Amendment and the right of privacy. In general it can be said, how-
ever, that the privacy concept is applicable primarily in situations
which involve disrobing, sleeping, or performing personal bodily
functions in the presence of the other sex. The great concern over
these matters expressed by opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment
seems not only to have been magnified beyond all proportion but

his re-incurring opinion. Griswold v. Connecticut. 361 U.S. 479, 4116 (1965). Toe discussion
14 the full protection or absolute approach Nee T. EMENON, Too kerns or Foam
or itritssiow, 544.530 (1970).

34. The constitutional right of ;privacy In the search situation was recognised in Tot
v. Story, 324 2.24 430 (9th co. 1961), ent. denied, 376 CS. 939 (1964).
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to have failed to take into account the impact of the young, but fully
recognized, constitutional right of privacy.

It should be added that the scope of the right of privacy in this area
of equal rights is dependent upon the current mores of the com-
munity. Existing attitudes toward relations between the sexes could
change over timeare indeed now changingand in that event the
impact of the right of privacy would change too.

E. Separate-But-Equal, Benign Quotas, and Compensatory Aid

In the field of equal protection law, particularly as it deals with
discrimination on account of race, various other questions of con-
stitutional interpretation have been presented for judicial determina-
tion. The most important of these are the separate-but-equal doctrine,
the benign quota, and compensatory aid. Similar issues might arise
under the Equal Rights Amendment.

1. Separate-But-Equal
The separate-but-equal doctrine in race relations was established

in Messy v. Ferguson in 1896 and abandoned in Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954. It has been suggested that a similar principle
might be acceptable in sex relations in those situations, such as sepa-
rate dormitory facilities in a university or separate toilet facilities in
public buildings, where separation carries no implication of inferiority
for either sex. A broader application of the doctrine is also conceiv-
able, as in the field of education."

Under the analysis here proposed, however, the separate-but-equal
doctrine would have no place in the Equal Rights Amendment. It
would simply operate to perpetuate a dual system of equality, dif-
ferent but not equal. Essentially the separate-but-equal doctrine is a
device for keeping one group in a subordinate position. This is par-
ticularly true where the separated group, by virtue of past subordina-
tion, starts from a generally weaker position, with fewer opportunities,
less training, and fewer material and institutional resources. Experi-
ence has shown, furthermore, that in practice separate-but-equal is
rarely in fact equal.

55. Plessy v. Ferguson. 165 U.S. 559 (1896); Brown v. Board of Education, 347
485 (1954). The suggestion concerning dormitories and toilet facilities is made in Murray
& Eastwood, supra note 3, at 240. On the application of the separatebutequal doctrine
to univenitiev, are Itirstein v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 309 F.
Stipp. 184, 187.88 (R.D. Va. 1970).
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The question of separate facilities for personal living is more ap-
propriately solved by application of the privacy doctrine. Use of the
privacy principle not only focuses attention on the real issue but
avoids the necessity of determining whether different treatment im-
poses or implies inferiority. In. all other contextssuch as public
education and employmentthe separate-but-equal doctrine is open
to the same objections when employed in connection with sex rela-
tions as it is in race relations.

It should be noted that the Equal Rights Amendment applies only
to government action, both state and federal. Separation of the sexes
in the private sector is not foreclosed. Hence separate social, recrea-
tional, cultural or other facilities, so long as they do not affect areas of
public concern, are available for those who wish to create them. As
to facilities provided or subsidized by the government, lhowever, the
separatebut-equal doctrine is wholly inconsistent with the principles
and objectives of the Equal Rights Amendment's

2. Benign Quotas and Compensatory Aid
In the area of equal rights for women, as in other areas of equal

rights, problems may arise of assuring equality in practice as well as
in legal theory. The question then becomes whether or not the govern-
ment can take sex into account in,acting affirmatively to support the
system of equal rights.

In the field of race relations various methods for taking affirmative
action to secure actual, as well as theoretical, equality have been em-
ployed. One is the benign quota. As used in attempting to maintain
integrated housing projects, this device establishes a quota for each
race on the theory that once the percentage of one race gets beyond a
"tipping point" members of the other race will not enter or stay in
the project. Quotas have also been utilized in other areas, such as
employment and education, to assure that a minimum number of the
minority group will receive work or training. Other kinds of affirma-
tive action consist of some form of compensatory aid. This involves
special assistance to members of one race in order to give them the
education, training or other help that will put them more quickly on
a level of equality with the other race. The benign quota may result
in denial of benefits to individual members of either group on account

34. Drawing the line between the public mtd private noon involves the concept d
"nate action," dimmed at pp. 10647 behe
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of their race; compensatory aid may deny benefits to. members of the
majority group on account of.race.

The Supreme Court has not passed on the constitutional issues
raised by these devices. It is not improbable, however, that in the
field of race relaticins they will be sustained. In equal protection
theory, while classification by race would be "suspect," it is not totally
prohibited. And where the courts determine that the purpose 'of the
differentiation is to benefit members of the minority race, rather than
impose a status of inferiority, they are likely to find there are "com-
pelling reasons" for the special treatment." Such an approach would
not be permissible under the Equal Rights Amendment. For reasons
already stated, the guarantee of equal rights for women may not be
qualified in the manner that "suspect classification" or "fundamental
interest" doctrines allow.

This does not mean, however, that the government would be power-
less to take measures designed to assure women actual as well as
theoretical equality of rights. Authority to remedy the effects of past
discriminations as well as to implement the provisions of the Equal
Rights Amendment is available and unquestioned. Thus the courts
have power to grant affirmative relief in framing decrees in particular
cases. As in racial desegregation cases, such decrees could provide rem-
edies for past denial of equal rights which take into account sex fac-
tors and give special treatment to the group discriminated against.
Similar remedial measures, on a' broader scale, could also be the sub-
ject of legislative action. This form of affirmative action may appear,
paradoxically, to conflict with the absolute nature of the Equal Rights
Amendment. But where damage has been done by a violator who acts
on the basis of a forbidden characteristic, the enforcing authorities
may also be compelled to take the same characteristic into account
in order to undo what has been done. This form of relief is a com-
mon feature of laws seeking to eliminate discrimination, whether
the restrictionimposed beabsolute or not."

Similarly, the federal government under implementing powers
granted bi the Equal Rights Amendment, and the states under their
general police powers, could enact legislation dealing with the various

57. Generally on the validity of benign clasdilcations to secure greater equality In
race relations. see VIM. Racial Imbalance in the Public Schools: The Constitutional Con-
repo. 78 HAIM. IL v. 564 (1965); Kaplan, Equal Justice in An Unequal World: liquality
for the NegroThe obkno of 'qua! Treatment. 61 NW. U.L. Rsv. NS (1966); Davila's-
mealsFruit Pratte Oil, supra note IS, at 110540.

S6. With respect t the power to afford affirmative relief In framing Judicial remedies,
see Swann v. Charlotte:ftecklenbuts Board of Education, 91 S. Ct. IBS (1971).
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economic and social conditions that underlie and support the present'

system of inequality.* In additicfl, functional classifications in which

memben of one sex predominate but which 'include members of the

other sex who are similarly disadvantaged can legitimately be used to

support a system of equal rights.

The precise form these measures would take cannot be delineated

in advance of the event. This is an area in which remedies must be fitted

to particular problems as they appear.

F. Stake Action

The Equal Rights Amendment as proposed provides' that equlllity

under the law ,.hail not be denied or abridged "by the United fates

or by any State." Like the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amen ts,

therefore, the legal elect of the Amendment is confined to// 'state

. action." How does this much-debated and increasingly complex con-

cept apply in the context of women's rights?

Constitutional doctrines pertaining to state action have developed

mainly in the area of race discrimination. They are inOcate and

confusing, but in essence they embody two concepts. One that the

existence of state action depends upon the nature and degree of state

involvement. This may range all the way from a direct criminal pro-

hibition of certain conduct to the maintenance of wt4eions in the

society that permit private activity to exist; from dWect action to

apparent iqiction; from de jure to de facto responsibility. The second

is that stall action depends upon the function being performed. The

activity out of which the claim for equal protection arises may range

from a clearly governmental operation, such as the election of public

officials, to purely personal relationships, such as a private social gather-

ing. Both the "state involvement" and'the "public/ function" concepts

lead in the same direction and ultimately to the same conclusion:

"state. action" takes place in the public sector of society and not in

the private sector."
The Supreme Court has not decided whether the "state action"

required is the same for all kinds of constitutional rights involved,

or even whether it is the same for all kinds of claims made under

St On the analogous power d Carpe donal holplaneutition contorted by the en.

'easement clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, we liatantbech v. Morgan, MI U.S. 641

Veil. See also South Carolina v. Unita**, MI Ili. MI (MON United Siam v. Guest,

I U.S. 746 (1111111); Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 1111 (1171).

O. Cf. Black. Foreword: "Mate Action," &Ma Pretalks, and Ciaitocitita Prittalion
U. 81 HAM. L Rat 0 (1017).
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the Equal Protection Clatile . In other words it is not clear whether the
same showing Of "state action" is necessary to assert a right under
the Equal Protection Clause as under due process or freedom of speech
guarantees; or whether "state action" is identical in cases alleging
discrimination on account of race as discrimination on account of re-
ligion, wealth, nationality or politic. In general it may be assumed,
however, that while the basic principles for determining state -action
remain the same, the relevant factors may apply differently in different
situations.
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So far as the Equal Rights Amendment is concerned the problem
would be to determine what should be held part of the public sector,
in which different treatment on account of sex is forbidden, and what
is part of the private sector, in which different treatment is allovied.
In some areas the factors relevant to that determination would tend
toward a broad application of state action. Thus in the areas of voting
(already .covered by the Nineteenth Amendment), employment (in-
cluding the right of representation by the collective bargaining agent),
and education, the public character of the function would lead to
the requirement that the state assume extensive responsibility. There
are other areas where the private sector would extend more broadly
and the scope of "state action" would be correspondingly diminished.
Such would be the case as to social, recreational and fraternal associa-
tions; facilities such as hotels, restaurants and theaters; and the right
to dispose of property by will. Here the public effects of sex differen-
tiation are less significant and a wider realm of individual choice is c-
ceptable.

The application of the state action concept under the Equal Rights
Amendment has been most widely discussed in connection with the
area of education. There is no doubt that the Equal Rights Amend-
ment would eliminate differentiation on account of sex in the public
schools and public aniversity systems. The decision of the Supreme
Court in Williams v. McNair, noted previously," could not stand.
The question has been raised, however, as to how the Amendment
would affect private schools and universities. The courts have so far
consistently ruled that even the large private universities are not within
the sphere of state action." The decision of the Supreme Court in

til. Williams v. McNair. 401 U.S. 951 (1E71): see discurion at p. 11/1 supra.
62. .Cee Gulliory v. Administrators at Tulatw University, 103 F. Sapp. 8135 (ED. La.).

rotated. 207 F. Sapp. 554. afl'd 306 rid 4$9 (5th Cir. 19112); Creme v. Howard University,
'271 F. Stipp. 609 (D.D.C. 1967). remanded. 412 Flu 1129 (D.C. Cir. 1909): GTOIPMff v.

90f;
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Wats v. Ten Commission of the'City of New York," upholding till
exemption for religious institutions, indicates that state conferred tax
exemptions alone would not bring private schools and universities
into the state action realm. Thus it appears that, in the absence of
special factors, under present court decisions on state action private
educational institutions would remain within the private sector, not
subject to the constitutional requirements of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.~

The current state of the law on state action in the field of educa-
tion, however, will be subject to further development as the goals
of the Equal .,Rights Amendment are pressed upon the courts. It
would seem clear that the basic principles of state action would, as
a general proposition, require that the state eliminate male doming -
lion from the educational system. What this would demand in specific
instances cannot be spelled out in detail at this point. To the degree
that large private institutions, functioning in a quasi-public capacity.
provide a significant share of the education which counts most
heavily toward achievement in our society, they will be required to
operate without discrimination against women. The public sector
in education would never be construed to embrace all private schools
or colleges. Nevertheless, under present conditions, the Equal Rights
Amendment will operate to expand the area in which different
treatment of the sexes is impermissible in the area of education.

In general, it may be said that the concept of state action would be
rigorously applied up to the point necessary to achieve the objectives
sought by the Equal Rights Amendment. In the long run, as discrim-
ination against women disappeared, however, it would be desirable fqr
the public sector. in which state action prevailed, to diminish, and the
private sector, in which individual preferences were recognized, to
expand.

G. Other Matters of Interpretation and Wording

Several other questions of interpretation, as to which no serious
problems arise, remain to be noted. One is the meaning of the word

Tnatees of Columbia University. 157 V. Sun. 513 (9.D.N.Y. 1901); Powe v. Miles. 2114V. Supp. 1209 (.D.N.Y.). modified. 407 FM 71(14 19119).
113. 997 US. 664 (1979).

course, significant Md. linsodal or otherwise. would involve Mae*Won. See. e.g.. Simkins v. ages H. Coos Memorial Hospital. 323 Irld MO (4th ar.
19"1. Cert. denied, 371 U.S. UP VINO. lee eke Green v. Remedy, NO 7. Stepp. 1117(D.D.C. IMO).
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"rights" as used in the Amendment. The proponents have always made
'it clear that the exercise of rights entails the performance of duties
and that the term "rights" includes all forms of privileges, immunities,
benefits and responsibilities of citizens. By 1971, even the Amendment's
opponents grant this, abandoning Senator Hayden's distinctions.

Consensus has also been reached on the meaning of the enforce-
ment clause of the Amendment. In 1943, the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee used the language of the Eighteenth Amendment, that "Congress
and the several States shall have power, within their respective juris-
dictions, to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."0 The com-
mittee intended that this provision_be construed as limiting Congres-
sional authority in implementing the Amendment to that already
provided by some existing federal constitutional power. Such is not,
however, the intention of the present proponents. And the ambiguity
has been clarified in the resolution introduced in this session by Repre-
sentative Griffiths." The enforcement provision is now similar to that
in the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, and reads:
"The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legis-
lation, the provisions of this article!"K The states, not operating under
a system of delegated powers, need no further grant of authority to
implement the provisions of the Amendment.

There remains the question whether the present wording of the
substantive provisions of the Amendment, which has been stable since
1943," can be clarified or. improved. There is no persuasive reason to
make any change. In the first place, the present language states the
central idea succinctly. Its wording is similar to other constitutional
amendments establishing and protecting fundamental rights, notably
the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Nineteenth. Like them, the Equal
Rights Amendment states a general principle rather than spelling out
the concept of equal rights in detail. This permits development of
more specific doctrines through constitutional litigation and adapta-
tion of the basic mandate to unforeseen situations and new conditions,
a process which has proved generally successful throughout our history.

Second, a search for more appropriate wording in the constitutions
of other countries has not yielded positive results. Provisions granting

66. 3. Rev. No. 267. 76th Cont., lit Sear. at 1 (1943).
66. H.R.J. Res. 206, 92d Cont., lit Secs. (1971). Many resolutions embodying the Equal

Rights Amendment have been introduced in the Mouse of Representatives in the 92d
Congress. They vary in their provisions on ratification. effective -date, and enforcement.
However, the version proposed by Representative Griffiths is the one which has received
the endorsement of most of the proponents of the Amendment. e.

67. H.R.J. Res. 206, 92d Cong., 1st Seas. 2 (1971).
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eqtights for women do occasionally exist. Thus, Article 3, Section
2 of e Constitution of the German Federal Republic provides: "Men
and w en are equal before the law." This formulation, however,
does seem preferable to the Equal Rights Amendment.

Final! use of this wording does not bind proponents to older,
unaqepta e theories sometimes advanced in previous debates. On
the contra , the responqibility rests upon the present Congress to
attach to the Amendment the meaning it now intends.

H. Summary

We believe that the Equal Rights Amendment, broadly construed
in the manner set forth above, furnishes a viable structure for achieving
equality of rights for women. The basic propositionthat differences
in treatment under the law shall not be based on the quality of being
male or female, ut upon the characteristics and abilities of the in-
dividual person that are relevant to the differentiationis founded in
the fundamental values of our society. Most of the objections which
have been addressed to the absolute form of the Amendment are an-
swered by the fact that the Amendment is inapplicable to laws dealing
with unique physical characteristics of one sex or by application of
the constitutional right of privacy. Such other objections as have been
advanced simply run counter to the major premises upon which the
concept of equal rights for women stands. Furthermore, they must
fall before the intransigent fact that no system of equal rights for
women can be effective which attempts to litigate in each case the
judgment whether the differentiation is "reasonable" or "justified" or
"compelled." As a matter of constitutional mechanics, therefore, the
law must start [rom the proposition that all differentiation is pro.
hibited.

IV. Problems of Transition

The Equal Rights Amendment provides for a pen-igea period after
ratification before it goes into effect. This time will give the states
and the federal government an opportunity to conform their laws
to the mandate of the Amendment. Some opponents of the Amend-
ment claim that this attempt to revise laws and practices will prove
hopelessly confusing and difficult. Undoubtedly the transitional prob-
lems are important and will entail the expenditure of much thought.
and energy. But they are often far overstated. Technically, reviewing
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state laws to discover those which violate sex equality and reformulat-
ing them to satisfy the Equal Rights Amendment is easily within the
competence of our legislative and judicial institutions, This task ought,
however, to be entrusted wherever possible to persons who are sensitive
to the existence of sex discrimination and who are fully committed
to extirpating it wherever it appears.

A. Legislative Revision

Liven a desire to comply with the Amendment,legislative revision
of existing laws is quite feasible. In tIi first place, legislatures will
have received a broad national mandate from the Congress, and will
have begun to discuss these issues when ratifying the Amendment.
Momentum and guidance normally unavailable to them will be pro-
vided by the simultaneous action of many states on the same project.
Calling upon the legislatures to make changes in such an atmosphere
will be far different from relying on them, without an Amendment,
to revise all their laws. Moreover, broad 'changes in important and
complex areas of legislation have been successfully carried out under'
such circumstances in the past. When the Social Security Act" was
passed, in August, 1935, every state found it necessary to enact an
unemployment compensation statutea form of legislation with which
we had had no experience whatever in this countryand to establish a
complex system of administration. Yet all this was substantially ac-
complished in less than eighteen months. Many states have revised. their
commercial laws and adapted the Uniform Commercial Code to fit
their needs. Connecticut and Illihois recently recognized the need for
change in their criminal laws and enacted new penal codes.* These
revisions of large bodies of legislation (and related judicial precedent)
have-been effected without using-Widespread uncertainty or confu-
sion. _

Second, the amount of work involved is limited by the fact that
the Equal Rights Amendment affects only state action. Furthermore,
some of the changes in official policy will be accomplished by ?di.
ministrative agencies, most of which have full power to conform their
practices to the Amendment, by regulation or otherwise, without sain
to the legislature fot new authorization,

St Ch. 551. 49 Stat. 620 (codified In scattered actions of 42 U.S.C.).
69. Comm. Gem. STAT. Awn. Prom. Cos, IWO Public Act No.126 ((elective Oct.' it's.);

t:Ioninal Code of 1961. ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. S$, If 1-99 (SmithHurd 1964).
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The procedures for accomplishing law revision vary throughout the
country, according to the institutions and practices of the different
states. Most states, however, have some official body, often a committee
of the legislature, called the Law Reform Commission or the Legis-
lative' Council, which oversees statutory change. These commissions
normally operate 'between sessions of the legislature and are the tradi-
tional instrument for reforming state law. They would normally be
expected to be involved in the changes required by the Equal Rights

.Amendment.
In implementing the Equal Rights Amendment, however, it is

particularly important that the group primarily responsible for the
work include the Amendment's principal constituency, the women
of the state. Two factors should thus be taken into account by goiter-
non in appointing a group to manage the review. One is the need
for legal talent and familiarity with the area of law requiring change.
The other is the necessity that the group be responsive to women from
all sectors of the community, for they are the ones whose needs and
preferences are paramount in the revision process. This is not to sug-
gest that these two components will be completely distinct in com-
position and role. Many of the lawyers involved ought to be women,
and the representatives of community groups will aid in all aspects
of the project.

In creating their commissions, the states can draw on a wide range
of institutional resources. The state university law school, equipped to
do research and drafting, will probably be the institution most often
consulted and chosen to oversee the task. In some states, the Commis-
lion on the Status of Women would be an appropriate starting point.
Such commissions, with women members, exist in every state, and an
Interstate Association keeps the groups in contact. The State Associa-
tion of Women Lawyers, the National Conference of Law Women,
and the State Bar Association are other sources of legal skills. Like-
wise. groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union, Women's
Equity Action League, and the National Organization of Women
could provide advice and research in many states."

The group given main responsibility for the legal study should in-
clude women from community groups such as the local chapter of the
National Welfare Rights Organization, the League of Women Voters,

75. This lie of poop and capnbations is of course only ongpsdve. As the womme's
movement continues to burgeon, mom and more oeganhadons are pining experience for
the tat of law reform through lobbying and litigating kir women% rights under rem
laws.
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women in union locals, and the state Democratic and Republican
women's clubs. As members or dose consultants to the working body,
these, women would take part in policy decisions regarding the new
laws. They would also serve as conduits for the opinions and ideas of
other women in the state.

On a national scale, .several groups might offer aid to the states in
their work. The Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status of Women,
created by Executive Order in 1963," has done much wank on the
Equal Rights Amendment. Its research would be a source of ideas
and information for the state groups on the form and substance of
new legislation. The Council' of State Governments, mainly an in-
formationsharing asaociation,:eould also prove helpful by circulating
data about action which the various states .are taking to bring their
laws into compliance with the Amendment. The National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws could draft uniform laws
in some a the areas in which'major change will 'have to be made.
Their Uniform Marriage and Divorce Law, for example, already fol-
lows the principles of the Equal Rights Amendment, and many states
might want to adopt that law instead of doing their own rewriting.

As the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Law shows, the task of re-
vising state laws and practices is not one which must be undertaken
as a totally new and fresh project. Much work has already been done.
The Model Penal Code goes a long way toward removing sex dis-
crimination from the criminal law. In virtually every legll area
affected by the Amendment there hai been some experience, some
thinking, or some work in progress. The job that remains is to mould
and complete the materials already partially created to suit the needs
of the particular states.

Even after such good faith efforts have been made (or in cases of
failure to complete the revision), there remain other problems of
transition. The new legislation, or old law in areas in which the
legislature did not act, will inevitably raise questions of construction
and application. T"lese matters the courts will be called upon to re-
solve.

B. The General Rules for Judicial Application of the Equal Rights
Amendment

To the extent that Congress and the state legislatures have expressly
indicated the impact the Equal Rights Amendment is meant to have

71. Exec. Order No. 11126.1 C F.R. 791 (1961 Comp.).
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/'on existing law, that legislatiye hiiitory will govern later t .
al in-

terpretation. However, in many instances there may be no dear' legisla-
tive mandate available, and the ,Courts will have to detertnine the

Ailimpact of the Amendment in li t of its general legislative -history
and settled principles of consti tional adjudication. The doctrines
developed by the courts for this task have given them broad authority
to make sensible and prackiCal adjustments in conforming current
laws to the requirements Of the constitutional mandate. Thus, the
courts have the power to construe legislation to avoid unconstitu-
tionality or even to avoid constitutional doubti; they may hold cer-
tain sections or applicslions of a law to be separable from others in
older to save parts ote law; they may extend the scope of a statute
to reach those wrongfully excluded; or they may invalidate the law
in Coto. The considerations governing the use of these various methods
of construction have not always been made explicit in judicial opin-
ions. Nevertheless patterns emerge from an examination of the cases,
and it is possible to predict with considerable accuracy what the courts
will do in most aituations."

In cases challenging statutes under the Equal Rights Amendment
the 'courts will be faced with essentially two alternatives: either to
invalidate the statute or to equalize its application to the two sexes.
If the latter alternative is selected, there may sometimes be a question
as to the proper basis for equalization. However, the more difficult
problems posed in the application of other constitutional doctrines,
such as vagueness or chilling effect, are unlikely to arise hereto

In 'determining the impact of a constitutional provision upon a
non-conforming statute, courts look primarily to the legislative intent
behind the statute in question. Whether the statute falls completely
or is modified in some way depends upon the court's assessment of
what the legislature itself would have done had it known that all or
part of its original enactment would be invalid. Of course, such legis-
lative intent is often not easily ascertained. Where legislative history
is scant, or lacking altogether, there is little for courts to rely on ex-

72. For more detailed discussion of problems of statutory construction when coast!
notional questions are involved. see J. Surstrosano. STATIMMY Cosorraucnow (3d ed.
F. thwack ed. 1943) (hereinafter cited as Summate]: Sadler, Standing to Assert Con.intsuranal Jut lath' in the Supreme Court. 71 YALE L.I. 509 (19115; Rem Separabilityand Separability Clauses in the Supreme Court. 51 Haws. L. Ur. 76 (1917) Ihelehofterriled at Stern): Note. Supreme Court hwerpretation of Statutes to Avoid ConstitutionalDciikmr. 53 Comm. L. key. 63$ (1963): Note. The Elect of an Unconstitutional Race,.tion Clause on the Remainder of a Statute. 55 HMV. 1.. REV. 1010 (1942).

73. For reason why volumes and chilling elect problems are unlikely to arise, weenotes 7s & /IS intros.
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ceps their own judgment about what the legislature must have in-
tended. Then, too, the further question arises as to which legislature's
intent is relevantthe one which passed the bill originally, an amend
ing legislature, if any, or the one currently in union."

In these circumstances, critics have charged that legislative intent
and the policy judgment of the reviewing court are nearly indis-
tinguishable. However that may be, the courts have tended to struc-
ture their judgment in terms, of certain standard factors which are
thought to provide at least rough guides to probable legislative intent
and, equally important, to rational results in adjusting statutes to
constitutional requirements. Since several of these factors are often
present in one case, it is useful to desitibe the factors briefly and
then, by way of illustrating their operation, analyze selected cases.

The first of these interpretive factors is a practical consideration of
the importance of the legislation and the feasibility of retaining it in
the altered form required by the constitutional mandate. If the chal-
lenged statute deals with a subject of major significance, the court
will attempt to find a Living. construction, even if that requires a
strained interpretation of tile statutory language on its face. On the
other hand, if the saving cOnstruction produces a result which is not
workable as a practical matter, or requires drastic changes in other
areas to be viable, the court wills inclined to strike down the statute.
For example, a court would be est unwilling to invalidate a revenue
law or a voting qualifications s te, because :axes and voting are
crucial to the political system. ever, it might refuse to extend
a law prohibiting night work f w en to cover men, because such
extension of coverage would not be Qsible without fundamental
changes in industrial organization, and betatue the subject matter is
one that could readily await legislative action",

Second, , the courts are influenced by the proportional difference
between what the original enactment was designed to cover relative

74. For the maxim that, assuming any legal elect can be given to the remaining
provisions of the statute, legislative intent is determinative, see Duchy v. Banns, 264 U.S.
263, 209.90 (1924). See also Note, supra note 72, 53 Uncial. L Bev. at 642. For the
pmproition that the amending legislature's intent may be relevant, see Note, supra note 72,
53 HAIIV. L. Rev. at 1033.

7S. See Note, supra note 72, 55 HAW*. L. Rev. at 1012 n.20, 1033 nn.21 & fl dill-4
cum concerning tax statutes from whkh exceptions were removed, at, State ell re.
Salem v. Treat 146 WI.. 456. 134 N.W. 673 (19121, apPeal dB/missed, 291 U.S. 616 (1914);
State en rel. v. Baker. SS Ohio St. 1, 44 N.B. 516 (1696), demonstrating the Importance
of when the legislature will be able to meet and enact a new statute: State ex rel.
Wilmot v. Buckley, 60 Ohio St. 273, t4 N.Y. 272 (11199); Anderson v. Wood, 152 S.W.91
1083 (Tex. 1941), Indicating the signilkince of an existing law of similar substance.
McLaughlin v. Florida, 179 U.9. 19e, 1911911 (1906). use deals with title lam isms.
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to how much it can or must constitutionally include. This factor may
be reflected either in terms of the number of persons who would be
added or excluded relative to the original number, changes in geo-
graphical area covered, the number of original provisions which re-
main, or other indices of the percentage of the statute added or
subtracted. Thus if the dams added by construction is small in com-
parison with the classes already included, the court will generally
assume that the legislature would prefer the statute to stand claylike
a minor change and will probably extend the law' to conform with
the new constitutional mandate. If the proportion is reversed, the
court might, by invalidat4g the law, refer the matter back to the leg-
islature for decision."7:

A third factor which strongly influences the courts ,is whether the
statute in question is civil or criminal. Courts have long observed
a maxim that penal laws are to be strictly construed. To avoid
judicial creation of new crimes beyond those established by the legis-
lature, courts will refuse to extend a criminal law to cover groups of
people implicitly or explicitly 'excluded on the fate of the law. In
other worth, the courts will not presume that the legislature, faced
with the problem of tutconstitutionally\ under-inclusive penalties,
would have chosen to extend them to a new group." As one court
put it, in the process of invalidating an entire penal statute:

By striking out the exemption as unconstitutional, it leaves
subject to criminal prosecution those the Legislature expressly
intended should be exempt.

As to them it would be making that a crime which was never
intended should be. The exemption renders it imporsible to en-
force the legislative will."

75. Ste Note, supra note 72, 55 Haw. I. Rev. at 1030 ni, dting U Cum. L. Rev. no
(1934). and 1030 ni, 1031 n.7 and cases dud therdn. State statutes which exclude non-
dilseqr from benefits are mildly interpreted to extend haulm to them, while statutes
which impose tandem at them are almost Invariably struck down, to avoid 1111C0111111111-
tionallty under the Privileges and Immunities Clause Of Article 17 5 2. The fact that
the number of machismo hardened by a newts or excluded from a benditconkrring
Et Is usually mall in proportion to the number d domes tea for these
results, although this is not stated ex idly in the axe. See Note, ni note 72.55 Mae.
L Ism at 1034 n.40, IOW nn.4144; Ham Walt Co. v. led Accident Canards.
ion. 154 cal. 25, 1ST Pm. 1011 (1 , a disesisent 225 U.S. 445 (1921) (workmen's
caw_ senestion benefit privilege extended to nsoredtienis)._

77. See foe discussion and authorities, 5 Surnosann, Ch. It aril 50341011. at 4447;
3IffNIKANIP 2411, at 125.97; Stern, supra note 72. at IS nn S5411, SS nn.$.SI; Note.

nee VI, 55 Hain. L. Rev. 1WO. 1011. nil: Yu Con Ing v. Trinidad, 271 U.S. SOL
51543 (11125) (dung 00000. Omani. NkCoary v. State. 71 .Ala 490 QUI); u. Imam v.
women ex rel. Williamson, III U.S. 535.541 (1941) (dictum). lee discussion at p. 919inna,

71. State v. Gents, 124 La. 515, 549, N So. 124. 5211 (1NO). _judicial midden et
await statute often rains a problem In addition to the am eiscussee. It a conk
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The three factors discussed- so far are the princi which
guide the courts in determining legislative intent when the a-
live history of the statute or the constitutional provision itself does
not .explicitly resolve the issue. There are two additional considera-
tions which may influence judicial resolution of a constitutional chal-
lenge, but they operate with less force and darity.

The first is related to the criminal-civil distinction. If a saving
construction has the effect of extending a burden to a previously ex-
cepted class, the courts are somewhat less likely to adopt it than if
the new cosistruFtion extends a benefit previously 'denied these ex-
cepted. Thus a statute prohibiting women from being bartenders
would be stricken down rather than extended to men; but a law
giving only mothers of illegitimate children a right to' custody would
be extended to fathers." There are two kinds of ambiguities, how-
ever, in the benefit-burden analysis, both of-which may make it dif-
ficult fOr courts to appraise the benefits and burdens involved. Fine,
a law may have a variable impact within the covered classification.
Thus, a law providing a lower age of termination of parental support
and control for women than men, or a law setting maximum, hours
for female workers, provides benefits to some of the class covered by
the law (those who want to be free of parental supervision and those
who do not want to be forced to work long hours) and burdens to'
others (those who want to be supported through college by their
parents and those who want to cans high overtime wages). Second,
a law which provides a benefit to one class may entail a cost to another
Clan. Thus, a law providing overtime pay for female employees may
be intended to benefit them but also burdens the employer. Where
the burden falls on the general public, as in the case of a benefit
supported by tax funds, the court may be indined to- ignore the bur-
den or cost aspect of the equation and extend the benefit to im-
properly excluded classes. Bit where the burden is botne by private

to avoid unconstitutional overbresdth. must Teed specific worths of eaception into
statute, the statute may be unconstitutionally vague, as well. As the Supreme Court stated
in Smith v. Califon. 254 U.S. 553. 564 (1931):

Either the statute imposed upon the appellant obligations to which the State had
no constitutional authority to subject him. or it failed to define such obligations as
the state had the right to impose with the fair degree ol certainty which is required
of criminal mantes.

this problem It acute where the saving construction of the court. in "discovering" an
implicit exception. raises the ponibillty that there may be other receptions of a similar
nature as yet hidden. Since the Equal Rights Amendment deals with the inclusion or ea
elusion of either of two welMeAned groups, this problem is unlikely to arise.

79 See Note. supra note 72. 53 HU,. L. REV. at 1031.32. 105416. and cases cited
at 1035 nn.42-44:
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individuals or groups the court may react differently." For these rea-
sons the benefitburden dichotomy will often require further. analysis.

The final consideration, which is probably the most frequently
mentioned by judger, is actually the least important. In 'a series of
cases dating back at least to United States v. Reese" in 1875, courts
have claimed that they lack the power o saes words to statutes, al-
though they possess the power to excise words or to interpret them
freely. Several commentators have rightly been critical of this semantic
distinction on the ground that the answer to the question of what
the legislature would hrwe wanted to happen is not contingent on
whether the result requires the addition or removal of words." An
examination of the cases in which courts have refused to reach a
given r ult for methodological reasons suggests that alternative bases
exist fo most of these decisions, including hostility on the part of
the cou t to the substantive policy embodied in the challenged stat-
ute." I other words, semantic considerations appear to play more
of a rol in the courts' description of what they are doing than in the
actual exults. This factor can therefore be largely ignored as a basis
of dec sion, although* may tip the scales one way or another in an
unus ly close case."

T e factors outlined above do not exhaust all the possibilities.
But hey do suggest the principal guidelines for judicial determination
of "legislative intent!' Since these factors sometimes militate against
each other in particular cases, judicial interpretation of the Equal
Rights Amendment can only be predicted if the relative weights ac-
corded each are taken into account. The way in which these con-
siderations operate in the actual process of judicial decision can best

SO. See. e.g.. Burrow v. Kapfhammer. 284 Ry. 753. 145 S.W.2d 1067 (1940). noted at 54
HAIM L. Rev. 1078 (1941). ant el. Butte Miners' Union No. 1 v. Anaconda Copper Mining
Co., 112 Mont. 418, 118 P.2d 148 (1941). noted at 55 Hasty. L. Rev. 1052 (042).

II. 92 US. 214 (1875).
RE Sit. e.g.. Stern. supra note 72. at 9447.
83. See the discussion in Id.. at 102. Cam reflecting hostility °II the Part of the Courtto the substantive policy involved in the statute include Caner v. Carter Coal Co., 298

U.I. 238 (1936) and United State, v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214 (1875), discussed in Stern. supra
note 72. at 99. An exampk of a different "alternative basis" is Illinois Gnt. R.R. v.
Mcliendree, 203 U1.514 (1906), where the Court cast its decision in methodological terms
Perhaps to avoid reaching another constitutional issue on which it was divided. See Stern.
swPra note 72. at 102 n. 116.

84, One indication of the accuracy of this analysis is the frequency with which the
Ow courts follow the rule against addition of words on some occasions and violate it
on others. avoiding open conflict with the Reese line of cases by neglecting to discus
the methodology implicit in their remit. See. et. Holy Trinity Church v. United States.
143 U.S. 457 (1892). and Stem. supra note It at Mit N.
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be seen from a brief examination of cases us areas most comparable to
the Equal Rights Amendment."

In several cases arising under the Fifteenth Amendment, state voting
statutes which discriminated on their face against blacks were auto-

magically extended to cover blacks as well as whites." In those cases,
the number added by the court was small in proportion to the number
of people already included; in addition voting 111111)1181 are of prime
importance to the operation of government and the inclusion of the
new group did not raise administrative problems. Under the Nine-
teenth Amendment, prohibiting denial of the right to vote on account
of sex, the same result was reached even though a large.number of new
voters (potentially over SO per cent) was added to the rolls."' In these
cases the subject mattervotingwas dearly the dominant factor.
Courts are unwilling to invalidate such laws, thereby leaving the state
without a statute on voting qualifications and procedures. Even when
the number added by the change is large in comparison to the number
covered by the original enactment, the importance of the law requires
extension rather than invalidation.

The equal protection decisions probably provide the closest anal-
ogies to the cases likely to arise under the Equal Rights Amendment.
Dealing with discrimination against specified classes of individuals,
they have usually resulted in the extension of benefits to the previously
excluded group. For example, in Sweatt v. Painter" and McLaurin v.
Oklahoma State Regents" the right of access and treatment substan-
tially identical to that accorded white students in state institutions of
higher education was extended to black ..udents. Such extension of
benefits has not been limited to cases involving racial discrimination.

M. In this survey we do not discuss statutes challenged on lint Amendment pounds.
Where statutory language has been found to be overinelvsive on Fine -Amendment
grounds, a court will ordinarily refuse to limit the enactment to its COMIlltalks11111
applications in order to preserve the statute. The explanation is that a limiting ton-
&inaction will not eliminate the vice of the statute, which is that the overbroad language
on its face will chill the exercise of protected First Amendment freedoms. Analogous
Equal Rights Amendment cases are unlikely to arise. for it is the direct rather than the
chilling effect of statutes which will be called into question. Similarly, we will not discuss
challenges on grounds of vagueness. since the extension required in Equal Rights casesis likely to involve welkiefined groups.

86. Neal v. Delaware, 103 U.S. 570 (1180); Ex pm, Yartiorough, 110 U.S. el (IMO;
Guinn v. United States, stm U.S. 147 (N15); Myers v. Anderson, 196 U.S. NS (1915).

$7. See User v. Garnett. BS U.S. 130, 196 (1922); Breedlove v. Battles, 902 U.S.
277, 213 (1937); Graves v. Eubank, 205 Ala. 174, 17 So. 5111 (1921); Poster v. Mayor h
Council of College Park, 155 Geo. 174, 117 S.E. 84 (1923); Matter of Cavellier, 159 Misc.
212. 215.217 N. S. 719.742 (1936).

M. 339 113. 629 (1960).
Mt 319 VS. 637 (1930).
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in Levy v. Louisiana" the right to recover wrongful th benefits

was extended to illegitimate children, and In Shapiro v. ompson"

the right to receive welfare benefits was extended to cover 'dents

who had recently moved from another state. Extension in th cases

was consistent with the general principles of construction d

above: the statutes were civil, their subject matter was important, and

the number of people added to the coverage of the law was smal in

comparison to the number already included. But even when the nu

ber of people affected is large, a statute involving an important dv

benefit or duty is often extended. In White v. Crook,* the Alabama

statute excluding women from jury duty was held to violate the Four-

teenth Amendment; it was not struck down, but instead the right

and duty of serving was extended to women.

On the other hand, when the discrimination is part of a criminal

law, the coverage of the law is rarely if ever extended." Thus, a

criminal law providing special penalties for intern' cial cohabitation

Was struck down rather than extended to all cohabitation in McLaugh-

lin v. Florida." And the courts have invalidated state laws providing

greater criminal penalties for women than for men, rather than ex-

tending the increased penalties to men." Since persons prosecuted

under a law are unlikely to urge that the law be extended to cover

those discriminatorily excluded, and since individuals not prosecuted

cannot urge this result, it might seem that the alternative of extension

is not even before the court. However, in Skinner v. Oklahoma, a law

which arbitrarily selected one class of habitual offenders for steriliza-

tion was remanded to, the Oklahoma Supreme Court because, as

Justice Douglas said,

It is by no means clear whether, if an excision were made, this
particular constitutional difficulty might be solved by extending
on the one hand or contracting on the other . . . the dass of
criminals who might be sterilized."

Apparently, the Oklahoma Supreme Court did not feel it could take

upon itself the decision to extend the penalty to a class of offenders

ter. 191 U.S. 68 (1968).
91. 394 U.S. 818 (1969).
92. 251 F. Supp. 401 (MD; Ma. 1966).
93. See authorities cited in note 77supre.
94. 379 U.S. 184 (1964).
99. UA. n vet. Robinson v. York. 211 F. Sapp. s (D. Conn. 19011); Cominonwealib

Daniel. 430 Pa. 642. 243 6.2t1 400 (1908).
99. !Winner v. Oklahoma ex eel. Williamson, 316 U.S. 535, 543 (1942) (diademomitted).
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not included by the legislature, and therefore invalidated the law 17
failing to take action on remand.

Taken as a whole, the principles used by the courts have operated
to produce results that are probably what the legislature would have
done had it known of the new constitutional mandate. While no one
can say that the outcome of every issue will be the same in every state,
it can be said with some assurance that the courts have the powers,
doctrines and experience to handle Equal Rights Amendment cases

without wholesale invalidation of viable laws or other absurd resulu.
The main problem which we have discovered is the necessity for state
legislatures to direct particular attention to their criminal laws, as the
courts are least likely to correct defects in this area..

V. The Amendnient in Operation

The theory of the Equal Rights Amendment, described above in
Part Ill, will provide a framework for deciding whether laws and
governmental practices are constitutional under the Amendment. The
criteria for judicial application, discussed in Part 1V(B), will func-
tion as ground rules guiding judges in implementing a decision that
an existing law is unconstitutional. However. for most of those who
are deciding whether or not to support the Equal Rights Amendment,
it will not be enough to. know the general theory underlying the
Amendment. They will want to know how the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will affect legal rights-and responsibilities in important areas of
their lives. They will want to some themselves that the changes will
not produce absurd or chaotic *sults, and that there will be a rea-
sonable degree of predictability. This is so especially since the debate
ever the Equal Rights Amendment has been waged largely in terms
of its impact on particular laws or institutions.

Many of the important changes which the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will require are easy to predict and will serve to correct in-
stances of clearcut sex discrimination in the law. Some of these changes
are mentioned here simply to remind readers that, once the theory
of the Equal Rights Amendment has been agreed on, much of its ap-
plication will be obvious and direct. States with jury laws which make
special exceptions 'or exemptions for women will no longer be able
to discriminate on the basis of pet. For example, states which grant
jury 'service exemptions to w n with children, will either extend
the exemption to men with chit ren or abolish the exemption alto-
gether. The few state laws which till 'require women to comply with
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special qualifications to do business will be invalidated, as will laws
which- prohibit women from acting as trustees or executors. Age dif-
ferentials on the basis of sex will be equalized: the age of majority
will be the same for men and for women, and the child labor laws

, and juvenile court' laws will cover young people until the same age,
regardless of sex. Similarly, legal retirement ages will be equalized
for men and women: where the -permissive retirement age is lower
for women, the chance to retire early will be extended to men; but
where 0.1, compulsory retirement age is lower for women, women
Will be permitted to continue working until the same age as. men.
Men and women will be considered for admission to all state uni-
skies on an equal basis.- Government benefit proving' which cur-

rently discriminate on the basis of sex will be available to Men and
women alike: manpower training programs will be required to ac-
cept young women on an equal basis with young men, and Social
Security will be required to provide the relatives of working women
with the same benefits it provides to the families of .working men.
Women will have the same right to sue for loss of a spouse's con-
sonium that men now have.

In the remainder of the article, we explore the operation of the
Equal Rights Amendment with respect to four important areas: pro-
tective labor legislation, domestic relations law, criminal 'law, and
the military. These areas have been chosen because they appear to
have raised the most serious doubts in the minds of some people.
Each involves practices or sets of legal rei.itit 'sips which have been
based on sex discrimination and sex ''fferenc,stion for so long that
untangling the effects of sex inequality rt .:Isir more than an instant's
consideration. In addition, many of the issues raised in the discussion
of these subjects resemble problems that will arise in other areas.
Thus, discussion of their resolution suggests the shape of the impact
of the Equal Rights Amendment in other contexts.

In discussing the operation of the Equal Rights Amendment, we
have not undertaken a comprehensive justification of the Amend-
ment's beneficial effects. Other writers have explored the harms
caused by the law's current discrimination and the benefits which
will flow from their elimination by the Equal Rights Amendment."

17. See the materials died in note 2: 101t. .48$0111, 101'n*, "1" Irr.Int Law: A CotLICTION or num lars 11. urn) Puma' from woo Yalelaw schwa New Haven, Caul. 011110 1... Mal, WOMBN: A 2111110CRAPNIG (5th ed.
I17s (available from the author, In Went N Si., New Yob, N.Y. 10014), an enorlknt
pa* to the fast foaming body of Iherature on women's odd, polities and economic
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We have not generally repeated the observations of these writers.
Rather, we have concentrated on analyzing the legal changes which.
the Equal Rights Amendment mandates. It may be noted in passing,
however, that the authors believe that fears about the socio-economic
impact of the Equal Rights Amendment are based upon unrecognized
sex bias, sexual stereotypes which do not take account of the actual
capacities and circumstances of most .men and women, and failure to
consider the comprehensive impact of an absolute theory of legal
equality.

A. Protective Labor Legislation

The impact of the Equal Rights Amendment upon so-called pro-
tective labor legislation applicable only to women has been and re-
mains a source of major controversy. In put years many individuals
and groups favorable to equal rights for women refused to support the
Amendment because of fear that it would deprive working women of
important gains achieved only after hard-fought battles in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. Most of the labor groups currently
opposing the Amendment invoke the same argument. Within recent
years, however, two important developments have put these issues in
a very different light. One is the realization that whatever the original
design, under present conditions legislation of this nature has on the
whole proved t be more repressive than protective for women. The
other is that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964" which pro-
hibits discrimination in employment on account of sex, has already
largely eliminated 'such legislation or extended its protection to men.
State legislative officials themselves, often explicitly in response to
Title VII, are hastehing this process of change.

While there are many types of labor laws applicable to women only,
basically they may be grouped into three broad categories: (1) laws
conferring supposed benefits, such as minimum wages, a day of rest,
a meal or rest period, and the provision of chairs for rest periods;
(2) laws excluding women from certain jobs, such as mining or bar-
tending, or from employment in any job before and after childbirth:
and (3) laws restricting womcres employment under certain conditions,
such as at night, more than a maximum number of hours, or in jobs

smug; and TEMALI Srvotes I (S. Tobiaa ed. 1970) and !await smelts (F. Howe ed.
1970) (collectiom of college reading Ma available from KNOW, Inc., P.O. lox 101P7,
Pittsbu. Pa. 152112).

Wrgh. II 701.710.4! U.S.C. If 1000e to 200003 (IMO, es tonsotled, ($upp. V, 1970).
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requiring the lifting of weights above a set limit. The tables on the fol-
lowing pages show the pattern of these laws as of 1968, and significant
changes by state governments and federal courts as of April 1971."

Evidence has been accumulating in recent years that these "pro-
tective" laws for women actually provide little real protection.'" The
uneven coverage, wide variation among states, proliferation of excep-
tions for jobs for which coverage seems most appropriate, and out-
right exclusion of women from many lucrative occupations demon-
strate a lack of protective function. The condusion that the laws
serve primarily as an excuse for employers and unions to keep women
in lower paying jobs, or out of the labor force altogether, is supported
by the increasing number of women's lawsuits challenging these re-
strictions. Moreover, any sex-based law has an inevitably discrimina-
tory impact, because a large number of women do not fit the female
stereotypes on which the laws are predicated." These women are
unfairly denied the higher wages and other benefits of traditionally
"male" jobs. To the limited extent that the laws do provide bona fide
protection, men are discriminatorily denied benefits.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 confirms the judgment
that sex is not a desirable basis for employment rights and practices.
Title VII provides that it shall be an "unlawful employment prac-
tice" for an employer engaged in an industry affecting interstate
commerce, who has twenty-five employees or more, to "discriminate
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, con-
ditions or privileges of employment, because of such individual's
race, color, religion, se.c, or national origin."'" Similar unlawful em-
ployment practices by labor unions and employment agencies are also
forbidden. The Act establishes the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) as the agency charged with administration of

99. Table 1 is adapted from & Rom, Sex DiocrImination and "Protective" Labor Legis-
lation, printed in Hearings on Section #05 of H.R. NON Before the Special Sssbcosnm.
ew Eduaticm of the Howe Comm. on Education and Labor, 91st Cong., Id Secs., pt. 1, at
592. 55546 (1970). The table is based on data from Woman's BUNG% U.S. Door or
14110a. SUMMARY or STATIC LABOR LAWN von W01101 (1969). Table 11 is adapted from a
memorandum prepared by Catherine East, Estscudva Secretary of the Citizens' Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, April 18, 1971.

100. See generally, DevelopmentsTitle VII, supra note 45, at nulls.
101. See S. Ross, supra note 99, patios, and cases cited In notes 106, 109; 128, 127, and

152 infra. See also the position of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
WI state protective slation lot women embodkd in its regulations, 19 C.F.R.

loot.i(b)(r) (1970), 'et out at p. 933 infra. A contrary analysis appears in Jordan,
Women and the Equal Rights Amendment, TM/MAC/10N. Nov. 1970. at It

102, 9 703(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. g 2000e-2(aX1) (1984).
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TAILS I
Sean LOOS Laws AO OW DIC1111113 19611

Type of Lao

Minimum Wage

Day of Rest Prescribed

Meal Period
(20 minutes
to one hour)

Rest Period
(10 minutes
for each half
day of work)

Chain to be
provided

Occupations (total
exclusion from)

Childbirth (employment
before and after
prohibited)

Weight limits (work
requiring lifting more
than set amount
ranging from 15 to 50
pounds--is prohibited)

Hems ',lit' (work
over the limitwith
desirable premium pay
rain for overtime
--is prohibited)

Nightwork (either
prohibited or
regulated)

A. Slate 41ossePri Laws

Number Applicable
to Women Only

7

3 (not In operation)

14; D.C.

20; D.C.; P.R.

12; P.R.

44; D.C.; P.R.

B. State Estelwienary Laws

26including:
17Work in or

about mines
1011ortending
1Work in retail
liquor SWIM

II-Other occupations

6; P.R.

C. State Restrictive taws
10; P.R.

M; D.C. (3 of the 33
states cover both men
and women in some
industries; only women
in othen)

I6; P.R.

Number Applicable
to Men and Women

29; D.C.'; P.R.0;
Federal Pair Labor
Standards Act

7; P.R.: also SI
"Sunday blue laws"
which achieve the
same result.

3

0

0

0

3

D.CDistrict of Columbia;

924

P.R.Puerto Rico.
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TABU ill
SICNIVICAIIII CHAMOIS IN STATP. 11110TOCTIM LAWS NMI 19116

A. Changes by State Legislatures and Slate Olkials

ROA Wei hours laws

Minna New jersey
Delaware New York
Montana Oregon
Nets asiut Vermont

Extended weighlifting law to men

Georgie

Ridings by Attorneys General that state lows are superseded by Title VII or state
Fair Employment laws

District of Columbia Oklahoma
Illinois Pennsylvania
Kansas (by Commisdoner Rhode Island

of Labor) South Dakota
Mawachusetu Washington
Michigan Wisconsin

Exemption from hours laws of those covered by Fair Labor Standards Act or
comparable standards

. California North Carolina
Kansa Tennessee
Maryland Virginia

Exemption from hours taw if employee voluntarily agrees

New Mexico

No prosecutions now because of uncertainty as to effects of Title VII

North Dakota

IL Changes by Court Decisions

Hours Laws (cases cited note 132 infra.)

California Missouri
Illinois Ohio
Massachusetts Pennsylvania

Weight LOW (cases cited note 127 infra.)

California
. Ohio
Oregon

Exemption only partial.

these provisions. Remedy for violation is through conciliation by the
Commission or, that failing, court action.'"

103. See 703(h). 42 U.S.C. f 2000e2(b) (employment agencies): f 703(c). 42 U.S.C.
I 2000c.2(c) (labor organirations): f 703(a), 42 U.S.C. 2000e4(a) (creation of the EEOC);

Flats71454"11).
"11). 42 U.S.C. if 200 .3(a) -(k) (procedures for preventing and remedying
s).
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The task of interpreting the prohibitions upon sex discrimination
embodied in Title VII has not yet been completed by the courts.
The statute's basic proscription against sex discrimination is absolute
on its face. The statute does, however, include one significant quali-
fication: the provisions do not apply "in those certain instances where
religion, sex, or national origin is a bona fide occupational qualifi-
cation reasonably necessary to the normal operation of that particular
business enterprise."'"

The precise meaning of "bona fide occupational qualification," or
bfoq, has not yet been determined. The EEOC has adopted a narrow
construction, saying that preference in employment to one sex is per-
missible only "[w]here is is necessary for the purpose of authenticity
or genuineness," as in the case of actors or actresses.'" The federal
courts have recently tended toward equally strict interpretations.
although often framing somewhat different tests than the EEOC.1"
Whatever the eventual interpretation of Title VII, however, the sig-
nificant point here is the powerful impact. Title VII has had on state
protective labor legislation. Employers otherwise bound to comply
with state legislation embodying different treatment for women than
for men are now required to conform to the overriding federal legis-
lation which forbids any discrimination on grounds of sex. Although
the reasoning used to_strike down state legislation under Title VII
differs considerably from the Equal, Rights Amendment standard of
allowing differentiation only on the basis of unique physical charac-
teristics of one sex or the other, the bfoq asst, as narrowly construed.
is much like the Equal Rights Amendment impractical effect.'" The

104. 3 703(e). 42 U.S.C. II 2009e2(e) (1964).
105. 29 C.F.R. II 1804.1(a)(2) (1970). .

106. See, e.g., Weeks v. Southern Bell Tel. & TI. Co.. 408 F.2d 228 (5th Cir. 1999).
reversing in Pertinent pert 277 F. Supp. 117 (S.D. Gi 1967), in which the Fifth Circuit
ruled that a company regulation imposing a weightli ing limit of 30 pounds only on
women was not a bfoq under Titk VII. The court II reed the standard for allowing
sex bawl' regulations under the bfoq exception as: "an employer has the burden of
proving that he had reasonable cause to believe, that is, a fktual basis for believing. that
all or substantially all women would be unable to perform safely and efficiently the
duties of the lob involved." 408 F.2d at 235. But see also lobillipe v. Martin Marietta
Corp. 400 U.S. 542 (1971), rev'g 411 F.2d I (5th Cir. 1988Lin Which the Supreme Court
implied, without deciding, that the bfoq exception might considerably broader.

107. Both Title VII and the Equal Rights Amendment opeolltIo invalidate discrimi-
natory state laws. However, when esttenan rather than invllidstion is Involved, they
operate in somewhat different ways. Title VII affects state laws only indirectly, as a conse-
quence of its regulation of discrimination in private employment. Therefore, when a court
attempts to reconcile Title VII with state law by extending the regulation in question to
cover the improperly excepted group, the state law is not actually reviled: instead, an
additional federal duty is imposed on covered employee. The Equal Rights Amendment,
in contrast, would operate directly on sate law, and changes, whether invalidation or
extension, would apply to all subsequent rases. However, the Equal Rights Amendment
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consequence is that Title VII gives us a preview of the manner in
which the Equal Rights Amendment would displace concepts of "pro-

tective" legislation with principles of equal rights. In this area, in-
deed, the transition is already far along. Therefore, we now turn to
a closer examination of laws and cases under the three categories of

state protective legislation set out in Table I.

I. Laws Conferring Benefits
Even laws providing benefits such as a minimum wage and a re-

quired rest period have operated to discriminate against either women
or men, and sometimes both. Men are discriminated against whenever
they are denied the benefits of such laws. Women are sometimes dis-
eliminated against when, for example, they are put on a schedule
which includes the required rest periods, while men are not; this
arrangement is then used to justify paying women less and limiting
them to certain jobs."' These discriminations would no longer be
possible, of course, if both men and women workers were covered by
the benefit-conferring laws.

Title VII cases which have considered such laws have held that
the employer could conform to both the state requirements and Title
VII by extending the benefits to workers of both sexes."' Hence in-
validation of the state law has been unnecessary. Where Title VII has
not already operated, the courts would probably reach a similar result
under the Equal Rights Amendment. Most of the laws which confer
benefits may be extended to more workers with little extra burden
on the employer, and with little disruption of industrial organiza-
tion."' The courts are therefore likely to presume that the legisla-

will not otherwise affect discrimination in private employment, unless Congress chooses to
enact affirmative legislation under the Amendment's enforcement clause.

100. See S. Ron, copra note 99, at OM; Ridtards v. Griffith Rubber Mills, 300 F. Sapp.
338 (D. Ore. 1909), where one of the grounds relied an by the employer to deny a mr-
Womenticula? job to women was a union contract requiring two ten-minute rest periods for

.
109. Ste, e.g., Potlatch Tonga Inc. v. Han 518 F. Stapp. 1588 (E.D. Ark. 1970) state

overtime wage requirement extended to men). Bed 4. Ridinger v. General Motors Corp..
321 F. Supp. 1009 (S.D. Ohio 1971).,

110. Set Developuinst,--Title wpm note 45. at 1189. The heaviest economic
burden to employers might arguably be caused by the extension of state minimum wage
and overtime premium pay coverage to men. However, even the economic cost of this
extension is likely to be small. tint, it is unusual for men to be paid less than women
within a particular establishment or occupation, both because men tend to have higher
Van or more skilled jobs, and because men are often_pold more for the same work

e.g.. Woman's Masao, U.S. Deer or Luoe, 1919 HAN1111001 OPI WONION WORIUMPS,
"Hex M. 74. at 15041 thereinafter dead se 1989 Hatimooll. The extent of wage die.

ttlmination against women is indicated by the enlacement and litigation experience
under the Equal Pay Act of IMO, 19 U.S.C. 1 106(d) (1904). whits Paohlblia wage
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tures would prefer to have these laws remain in effect, on an equalized
basis, rather than be completely invalidated.

2. Exclusionary Laws
Laws which exclude women from certain occupations or from all

employment under certain circumstances are always discriminatory
rather than beneficial and neither could nor should be extended to
men. Exclusionary statutes, when carefully scrutinized, provide the
best examples of two kinds of laws: those whose only apparent pur-
pose is to protect men's jobs, and those which seem to assume not
only that women are too weak to protect their own interests but also
that they are too stupid or careless to do so. These laws, which are
gradually being struck down under Title VII and would also be ex-
pected to fall under the Equal Rights Amendment, arc discussed be-
low under two classifications: occupational exclusions and compulsory
maternity leave regulations.

a. Occupational Exclusions. Laws which exclude women from spec-
ified occupationsand, in some states, a bewildering variety of oc-
cupations are includedimpose a burden on some women without
helping any others. Presumably women who do not want to be bar-
tenders or miners will not apply for such jobs, while women who do
want to work in ehe covered occupations, some of which are highly
remunerative, are excluded merely because of their sex. Courts have
recently begun to invalidate laws of this kind on the grounds of
conflict with Title VII and the Fourteeth Amendment.'" Extension

differentials between workers of opposite sexes holding jobs of equal skill, effort, and
responsibility under similar conditions. Since the Equal Pay Act went into effect in 1964.
approximately 50.000 employees, mainly women, have recovered $17 million in back
wage.. See 1 BNA MANFOIVIM INC. Se.ay. CURRENT Remus, no. IS, May 20, 1970. at 7:
TN, Pormatal TAM Foam ON Wolsoree Ittctsys AND RVIPU/04111LITILS. iltpoirr: A
Msnro or Ststeti Justice 10 (1970). Second, by 1969, nearly four out of every five non-
supervisory workers in private employment were covered by the federal fair Labor
%fondants Act, which, uncler the relevant 1206 amendments, requires a minimum hourly
wage of $1.20 and time and a half for all hours in excess of forty hours a week in most
covered occupations. 19119 HAND1100g at 254; are 29 U.S.C. le 209, 206-07 (Supp. V. 1970).
amending 29 U.S.C. fe 209, 206-07 (1964). 'third, only ten states of fortrone with mini-
mum wage laws limited coverage to women or to women and minors, and only five of
the eighteen jurisdictions which provide premium pay rates for overtime limit their
cosenege t., women or to women and minors. 1929 HAPANIODA at 26617.

III. The only cases thus far reported have onnrerned laws excluding women from
hat-fending jobs, sometimes with exceptions for female liquor licensees or close female
relatives of the licensee. See, o.g McCrimmon V. Daley, 2 stip CANLA 971 (N.D. Mar.
31. 1970). on remind from 419 1.., 2d 966 (7th Cir. 11109) (invalidating a Chicago municipal
ordinance under Title VII and the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause);
Paterson Tavern k Grill Owners Allen v. Borough of Hawthorne, 57 N.J. ISO, 270 A2d
2211 (1970) (invalidating a municipal ordinance as an unnecessary and unreasonable
exercise of police power, and criticising, inter ohs, Goessert v, Cleary, 05 U.S. 464
(1946)): Sailer Inn, lnr. v. Kirby, Cal. Sd 466 P.20 529, 95 C.I. Rptr. 929 (1971) (in-
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to men would mean the elimination of certain occupations altogether,
and thus it would not be a feasible outcome. Furthermore, it is

difficult to imagine an occupational hazard which is based on a phys-
ical characteristic unique to one sex; if the occupation is dangerous, it
is dangerous to both sexes. Under the Equal Rights Amendment,
courts are thus not likely to find any justification for the continuance
of laws which exclude women from certain occupations. Legisla-
tures which arc concerned with real hazards in certain jobs will have
to enact sex-neutral protections.

b. Compulsory Maternity Leave Regulations. Laws which require
employers to impose leave on pregnant employees for a specified
period before and after childbirth, without providing job security
or retention of accrued benefits, such as seniority credits, are similarly
exclusionary. Seven jurisdictions have enacted such restrictions into
law; the stage of pregnancy at which mandatory leave is imposed
varies between three weeks to four months before expected delivery."
None of these laws provides for any compensation by either state or
employer, or job security, during the compulsory leave period, ex-
cept that of Puerto Rico, which requires the employer to pay one-half
salary during leave for temporary disabilities, including eight weeks
compulsory leave for pregnancy, and provides job security during
the required absence."' In addition to state laws, many state agencies
have more restrictive regulations for their own employees; school board
regulations are particularly significant, since a large number

validating a state law on the grounds that sex is a suspect classification under the roue
trends Amendment Equal Protection Clause); contra. Krauss v. Sacramento Inn, 2 PEP
Curs 733 (ED. Cal. June IS, 1970) (upholding{ California statute as reasonable under the
TwemyFirst Amendment, despite passage of Title VII, and citing, infer ens, Goesaert v.
Cleary, supra).

112. See 1909 HANDD001 276-77. The jurisdictions are Connecticut, Massachusetu,
Missouri, New York, Vermont, Washington, and Puertis Rico. The statutory prohibition
IA employment lists until three to six weeks after childbIrth. Id. The standard in' the
state of Washington is established by minimum wage orders. some of which provide
that special permission may be granted for continued employment upon employer's
request and with a doctor `s certificate. In addition, the Oregon Mercantile and Sank'.
Non and Physical Welfare Orders recommend that an employer should not employ a
female at any work during the six weeks preceding and the four weeks following the
birth of her child, unless recommended by a licensed medical authority. Id.

113. In addition, thirty.seven states and the District of Columbia disqualify women
hum collecting unemployment insurance during a specified period before and/or after
childbirth. whether or not pregnancy is the reason for their unemployment. 1989 HAND.
MDR 3244. Cf. RIFIPOU or THE TAU Font ON SOCIAL IMURANCE AND TAXU, supra note 2,
at 23-30. 44.46. On the other hand. Rhode Island's general temporary disability program
Provides cash benefits for unemployment due to maternity lease for a fourteenweek
Peskyd around childbirth, and New Jersey's program provides cash payments for dis.
abilities existing during the tour weeks before and the tour weeks following childbirth.
However, New York and California, the only other states with state temporary disability
romans% do not include disabilities based on pregnancy except in special circumstances.
of at 44.46
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of women workers teach school.These regulations commonly require
leaves to commence much earlier in pregnancy than the state laws dis-
cumed above.114

Under the Equal Rights Amendment, it will probably be argued
in defense of these laws and state regulations that they deal with unique
physical characteristic of women. It is true that the state may regulate
conditions of employment for women in a physical condition unique
to their sex, but the kind of regulation imposed would be subject to
careful judicial review, utilizing the kinds of standards set forth pre-
viously in Part 111.10 Two recent' federal court decisions provide a
preview of the kind of dose scrutiny which the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will require. One struck down a compulsory maternity leave
regulation under Title VII; the other reached the same result under
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Both
courts recognized that compulsory maternity leave provilions are not
genuinely protective either of women's health or of theit employment
rights.'"

In Schattman v. Texas Employment Comtniukm,m a woman chal-

114: See. for statistics on women's employment as teachers, ONO HANSPOOS 90. A survey
conducted by the National Education Association showed that in 1966.1906, a large number
of school systems required maternity leave to begin between the fourth and sixth month
of pregnancy. and extend until three or more months after childbirth. IRIA11.4111C11 Daft,
NATIONAL !EDUCATION AMC., LIMES OI Amara roe Cuumoou Turman 196546 20411
(1967). See aim speech by Jacqueline C. Cutwillig. Chairman, atitet Advisory Coundlon
the Status of Women, to Conference of Interstate Association of Commissions on Status of
women, St. Louis. Mo.. June 19. 1971.

113. See the discussion at p. 895 supra.
116. The legislative purpose of compulsory maternity leave legislation is not entirely

clear; the coital obscurity is the failure to specify what and who is being "protected."
and why the legislature thinks the protection is necessary. Mourning that the primary
purpose of such laws is to protect women's health, they can only be rationalised if one
Artepts as true the proposition that pregnant women. In contradistinction to all other
workers, are unable or unwilling to seek or to heed medical advice about the mfety and
desirability of their continued _performance at their fobs in light of the temporary change
in their physical condition. Alternative explanations are available, however, and we'are
not in a position to my which of the possibilities is the actual legislative justification.
One can suppose, for example, that the legislature was trying to daiga genuinely pro-
tective legislation and failed to think through fully the operative elect of lengthy cum-
pulsori leave without job security either in terms of women's rights as workers or In terms
of the relationship between physical health and income and employment rights. Another
possibility is that the legislators were willing to secrilke women'. roles as workers, which
they considered relatively unimportant, to the supposed demands of pregnancy and
motherhood, without much investigation either of medical evidence or alternative legh-
Litton with less impact on women's rights as independent adults. Or perhops male
legislators were acting on the bask of Victorian beliefs about the impropriety of women
ohn are "in the family way" appearing in public at all. Since denying pregnant women
the right to work when they are medically able and willing to work means that they
ramps support themselves, this type of legislation, whatever its ostensible purpose, te
bodies an unrealistic assumption that all pregnant women have men to support them
luring their forced confinement.

117. 3 IS EP Cass 311 (WD. Tex. Mar. 4. 1971), 3 PEP Qua 488 (W.E1. Tex. April
In. 1971)
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wird the imposition of compulsory leave in her seventh month of
pregnancy. Following the Weeks doctrine that Title VII prohibits
sex-based employment practices unless the employer can demonstrate
a strong factual basis for the policy in terms of safety and efficiertcy.10
the court found no such evidence supporting compulsory maternity
leave from the plaintiff's desk job.

This decision parallels an application of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment's tests for regulations purporting to deal with unique physical
characteristics. The maternity leave regulation in the &Winton case
would satisfy only the most elementary of the unique physical char-
acteristics tests: that the sex-based classification (i.e. pregnant women)
be based in fact on a physical characteristic unique to one sex. The
regulation would fall, however, if the state could not show the exis-
tence of a "problem" of legitimate legislative concern (such as the
danger of jobrelated injuries to pregnant women) and a sufficiently
dose relationship between the problem and the physical character-
istic in question. The state made neither showing in the Schattinan
case: if it had demonstrated a job-related problem which was tied to the
condition of being seven months pregnant, the court might then have
considered whether the regulation imposed was the least drastic solu-
tion to the problem demonstrated, and have balanced the importance
of the problem against the costs of the least drastic solution'"

A similar state regulation was struck down in Cohen v. Chesterfield
County School Board,im in which a female teacher challenged a school
board regulation imposing maternity leave at least four months prior
to the expected birth of her child. The district court reviewed the
supposed medical and administrative reasons for the school board's
policy, and found them to have no empirical basis or persuasive force.
The argument that mandatory leave was justified by frequent "in-
capacitation" at that stage of pregnancy was found to be medically
incorrect; the idea that pregnant teachers had to be protected from such

Ill. See the discussion in note It,. nips.
119. The definition of the "problem," whether by eaplidt legislative history or byludirial interpretation, is central to setting the standards by which the leeslation 11 toOber judged. The more narrowly defined the problem is, the easier it is for the partydefending the legislation to prove that the measures the law imposes solve a signillamt

Pportion of the problem. On the other hand, a narrow definition alight cut doubton the legislation under other tests, such as the importance of the problem to be imbedfit the adequacy of measures to select those contributing to the problem from the larger
stoup with the unique physical characteristic. Although the focus of judidal serutinz
Would thus shift from one factor to another depending on the definition of the "problem,the burdrn of proof on those defending thr law would remain nearly the ume.
PO. 39 U.S LW. 2696 (ID Va. May 17, 1971). Contra, La Fleur v. Cleveland Board of
'million. 39 V.S.L.W. 26M (ND. Ohio Stay 12, 1971).
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physical hazards of employment as "pushing with ;exulting injury to
the fetus" was found to be entirely speculative, as was the allegation
of increased inefficiency on the job, such as inability to perform duties
during fire drills."' The court concluded that "[b]asic:ally, the four
month requirement . . . was arbitrarily selected," and that, "since no
two pregnancies are alike, decisions of when a pregnant teacher should
discontinue working are matters best left up to the woman In:td her
doctor."'" More broadly, the court held that "pregnancy, though
unique to women, ii like other medical conditions, and the failure
to treat it as such amounts to discrimination which is without rational
basis, and therefore is violative of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment."121

This decision, if cast in terms of the Equal Rights Amendment
standards, would be similar to the Schattntan decision discussed above:
the state was unable to make an elementary showing of a job-
related problem linked to the physical characteristic at issue. In addi-
tion, the court made two other findings that parallel the application
of Equal Rights Amendment standards. First, the court held that in
its relation to employment, pregnancy was only a small part of the
larger problem of temporary disabilities which could not constitution-
ally be desk with separately. Second, the imposition of compulsory
leave was found to be impermissible where a rule letting a woman
and her doctor decide when optional leave should commence would
meet any medical need for leave and would be less onerous to pregnant
women. In other words, the regulation discriminatorily selected out
a small sex-linked part of a larger problem, and imposed a more drastic
solution than was necessary. A court operating under the Equal Rights
Amendment might also find that a sex-neutral rule, allowing any
temporarily disabled worker and his or her doctor to determine the
duration and timing of leave, would also be an available less drastic
alternative.

3. Laws Restricting Conditions of Employment
Other types of laws cannot so easily be categorized as imposing

either benefits or burdens on covered workers. In this category are
most weightlifting limits, maximum hours laws, and night work pro.
hibitions. As one commentator noted, "the reality is that such laws
simply do not accomplish their aimreal protection,"

_... _

121. 59 U.% 1..111. al 2686.
122. id.
125 Id. At 207 (citalinm 1111Iiiird)
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'because] sex as a criterion cannot predict with sufficient accuracy
who needs what protection. If injury due to lifting weights is a
problem the answer is to find out what every individual can safely
lift with modern techniques and then forbid employers in fire
individuals who refuse to lift weights above [their personal) limit.
If some men and some women don't want to work overtime and
unions want to protect the right not to work overtime, laws should
be lusted forbidding employers to fire those who refuse overtime,
but those men and women who do want overtime pay should not
he penalized because of the desires of those who do not want it.'"

The same considerations apply to night work prohibitions. Night
work is often better paid and may.be more convenient for some women,
including those whose husbands could care for the children at this
time, or who wanted to work at night while going to school in the
daytime. On the other hand some workers, both male and female,
would consider it a benefit to be exempted from such assignments.

After an initial period of uncertainty, the EEOC took a strong
position in 1969 against labor laws which impose restrictions only on
women's employment. EEOC regulations now state:

The Commission believes that such State laws and regulations,
although originally promulgated for the purpose of protecting
females, have ceased to be relevant to our technology or to the
expanding role of the female worker in our economy. The Com-
mission has found that such laws and regulations do not take into
account the capacities, preferences, and abilities of individual fe-
males and tend to discriminate rather than protect. Accordingly,
the Commission has concluded that such laws and regulations con-
Ilia with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and will not
he considered a defense to an otherwise established unlawful em-
ployment practice or as a basis for the application.of the bona fide
occupation qualification exception."'

The courts have also dealt with the impact of Title VII upon laws
of this ambiguous kind.- While we cannot here analyze all the cases,
we select a few typical decisions which illustrate the trends in these
areas, and compare the Tide VII developments to anticipated results
under the Equal Rights Amendment.

a. Weightlifting. Several important court decisions on weightlifting
have concerned company or union regulations rather than state laws.
The principles involved in reviewing these private regulations under

124. 3. Rom, supra note 99, at 597.
12%. 29 C.F.R. t 1604. 1(b)(2) (1970) (issued Aug. 19. 1969).
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Title VII, however, are similar to those that would be used in review-
ing state legislation under the Equal Rights Amendment. The great
majority of decisions, whether dealing with state laws or industry
regulations, have either invalidated weightlifting restrictions in Coto or
extended them on, an individualized basis to cover both ,men and
women. Since most of the limits are low, between fifteen and forty
pounds, it would dearly not be feasible merely to extend the laws as
presently written to cover men. If courts reached this result, no factory
workers could ever lift even moderately heavy weights, and great
changes would be necessary in many plants. Some courts have given
employers the option of instituting an individualized testing program,
as long as it is applied equally to both sexes.'"

A more common result in weightlifting cases is complete invalida-
tion, leaving all workers with no protection against employer pressure
to engage in the lifting of heavy weights."' Under such circumstances
the legislature would be free to enact individualized testing require-
ments, to set higher absolute limits applicable equally to both sexes,
or to require employers to provide mechanical aids for the lifting of
weights above a certain limit.

Under the Equal Rights Amendment employers, unions and state
officials may defend weighlifting regulations for women on the grounds
that a unique physical characteristic is involved, just as they argue that
sex is a bfoq under Title VII for jobs requiring weightlifting. Al-
though the theories and standards under Title VII cases and regulations
differ from the Equal Rights Amendment standards set forth earlier,'"
proponents of weightlifting regulations who have been unable to meet
the burden of proof for a bfoq will also probably be unable to satisfy
the unique physical characteristics tests under the Amendment. If,
under Title VII, one cannot prove by factual evidence that "all or
substantially all women are unable to perform a given job safely and

126. See. e.g.. Bowe v. Colgaterahnolive Co.. 416 72d 711 (7th Cir. 1969). twining
he pertinent pert 272 T. Supp. 832 (S.D. hid. 1967).

127. See. cm. Rosenfeld v. Southern Padfle Co.. 293 F. Supp. 1219 (CD. CAI. 1960.
aid F2d (9th Cir. 1971); Richards v. Grifith Rubber Mills, MO F. Supp. 338 (D.
Ore. 1993); Local 246. Utility Workers Union v. Southern Cal. Edison Co.. 6710 F. Supp.
1242 (CD. Cal. 1870); Ildinger r. General Motors Corp.. 39 U.S.L.W. 2548 (3.0. Ohio
Mar. 24. 1971) (overtu state laws); Cheatwood V. South Cent. Bell Tel. at Tel. Co.. 303
P. Supp. 754 (M.D. Ma. (overturning I company regulation). Contra. Godbrandson
v. Genuine Parts Co.. En Supp. 134 (D. Minn. 1968) (upholding a company-imposed
limit of 40 pounds).

128. --Ser the -geiteral discus lon of Judicial review -under the Equal Rights Amend-
ment of laws based on unique pbysical characteristics at p. 895 supia. and the spedfic
discussion of the SelmUnsan and Chen cams at pp. 910-311
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eificiently,"I" one almost certainly cannot piove by factual evidence
that average weightlifting differences between men and women
are caused by a unique physical characteristic possessed by all or some
women and no men."' There is little reason to doubt, therefore,
that courts will invalidate weightlifting regulations for women under
the Equal Rights Amendment as well as under Title VII.

b. Maximum Hours Laws. Maximum hours laws vary as to the
kind and quantity of limits imposed. Some states restrict women
workers to a certain number of hours per day as well as per week.
These laws are to be distinguished from state laws and union con-
tracts which, while imposing no absolute maximum limit on the num-
ber of hours worked in any day or week, do require that all hours
worked past a fixed number be compensated at premium rates,
usually time and a half or more. A few such premium pay laws cover
women only. These are easily extended.

Overtime work at premium pay, guaranteed by state and federal
laws or union contracts, is a common feature of many male workers'
jobs. Indeed overtime is often necessary for these workers to main-
tain their standard of living from week to week. Under the maximum
hours laws, female workers who wish to work overtime are discrimina-
torily denied this added source of income. On the other hand, even
under premium pay laws and regulations, there are many male and
female workers who would prefer to be able to refuse overtime work
and still retain their jobs."

129. Weeks v. Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co.. 406 F2d CM, SW (5th dr.
ISO. Dr. Rudolph Bono, team physician and surgeon for the New York lents, was

recently quoted as saying.
Muscle man for muscle man, there is me physiological difference between males
and females. Pound for pound, their muscles can be developed to the mine degree
of proficiency. Men grow bigger because male hormones increase the she of the body,
but the tissues for both sexes are still the mine. So it a man and a woman were
equal in she, she could develop as well as be could. Most women, of course, don't
try for muscular physiques because they don't want to become freaks, so the boys
start lifting weights early in life while the girls keep femininity in mind.

In other words, it's a social and emotional limitation that women face in sports,
not a physical one. . . In Runs the athletes don't are about femininity and you
should see the muscles on some of those girls.

Schoenstein. Can You Realty Co Play With Ti,.. Sept Semmes, Jane 1971. at 211.
131. Night work prohibitions, which exist in eighteen states and Puerto Rico, 1955

HAN000011 275, have an effect parallel in some respects to maximum boar limitations and
in other respects to exclusionary laws. They are like the former when they prevent women
from being assigned to certain shifts or fobs during the course of employment and like
the latter when they exclude women from certain nighttime occupations altogether. Al-
though it is difficult to see what difference the occupation make, to any_jyy *It.
Wive for there law% the coverage ot only a kw occupations b common,
et. N.Y IA11011 LAW 173 (McKinney 1265). No cans have yet readied the courts under
Title VII. It would be expected, however. that night work laws would be invalidated
under either Title VII or the Imed Rights Amendment.
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The trend of court decisions under Title VII is to invalidate maxi-
mum hours laws which apply only to women." This result would also
be predicted from principles of statutory construction under the Equal
Rights Amendment. The extension of maximum hours laws to cover
men would drastically change many work situations. Individualization
by judicial fiat is even more difficult than in the weightlifting cases
because there are many alternative ways to protect workers from having
to work overtime against their will. Hence, while a law protecting
both men and women from coerced overtime is desirable, the courts
arc likely to leave the matter to legislative decision, meanwhile equaliz-
ing both sexes under the Equal Rights Amendment by invalidating
the law. This would seem to he one area, therefore, in which legislative
attention between ratification and the effective date of the Amendment
would be important.

4. Summary
The operation of Title VII to date thus foreshadows how, in one

important area, the Equal Rights Amendment would function. In gen-
eral, labor legislation which confers clear benefits upon women would
be extended to men. Laws which are plainly exclusionary would be in-
validated. Laws which restrict or regulate working conditions would
probably be invalidated, leaving the process of general or functional
regulation to the legislatures. The colitis have already reached these
results in a number of cases arising under Title VII. The Equal Rights
Amendment would accelerate this trend, providing a new incentive to
legislatures and unions to develop and implement programs of genuine
protertion for wort ri of both sexes.

It. Domestic Relations Law

Gisett the traditional social and economic view that woman's place
was in the home, it is not surprising that laws affecting domestic rela-
tins have defined women's rights and duties with great specificity.

132. See MINI. t. Westinghouse Electric Co.. 3 FRP Curs 326 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 29.1971): Rodingel % (.eneral Motors Corp.. 39 U.S.L.W. 2348 (S.D. Ohio Mar. 24. 1971 ):
Carocau v. Raitheon Co.. 323 F. Supp. 391 (D. Mass. 1971); Vogel v. Trans World Air-
line.. C A. 1700 3 (W.I. Mo. Sept. 23, 1970. as amended by order of Jan. 19. 1971): Cater-
pillar Traitor Co. v. Grahlec. 317 F. Sum 1304 (SD. III. 1970); Rosenfeld v. Southern
Pacific Co . 203 F. Supp. 1219 (C.D. Cal. 1988). ord F.2d (9th Cir. 1971). C. Mengel-
koth v. bubostrial Welfare Comm'n.. 437 F2d 56319th Cir. 1971). All of these cases _were brought by factory Walken and tleficitivoriters against state laws with the oweP.

of GI duet . which was a equest (or declaratory judgment by two companies aught
between the slate hour law anfl the demands of women employees (backed by the EE
and ciaoe fln him') for overtime and promotions.
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At common law, a woman who married became a legal nt.::-. person
a femme couverte.isi Upon marriage, she lost virtually all legal status
as an individual human being and was regarded by the law almost en-
tirely in terms of her relationship with her husband. Statutory develop-
menu in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries tended to frame
a more dignified but nev( 'helm distinct and circumscribed legal status
for married women. At the present time domestic relations law is based
on a network of legal disabilities for women, supposedly compensated
by a corresponding network of legal protections. The law in this area
treats women, by turns, as mental incompetents and as more mature
persons than men of the same age; as valuable domestic servants of
their husbands and as economic incompetents; as needing protection
from their husbands' economic selfishness and as needing no protection
from their husbands' physical abusiveness. In many respects, such as
name and domicile, the law continues overtly to subordinate a woman's
identity to her husband's.

Much of the national discussion about women's status has focused
on marriage and divorce laws, and rightly so, because the issues involved
are important to people personally, and because women's domestic
role has traditionally been considered their primary one. Unquestion-
ably, the tre.KI in marriage and divorce law is in the direction of treat-
ing the spc uses equally or on the basis of their individual capacities.
Progressive present-day models for change in the area of family law
eliminate virtually all differentiation on the- -basis of sex.'" Thus, in
most instances, the effect of the Equal Rights Amendment on marriage
and divorce law will be to move the law more directly, more forcefully,
and more expeditiously in the direction it is already going.
, In considering the following discussion of the impact of the Equal
Rights mendment on some aspects of domestic relations law, the
reader should keep in mind the law's limited power to predetermine
and control the nature of intimate personal relationships. In the realm
of rthiniage and the family, social customs, economic realities, and in-
dividual preferences have a far greater influence on behavior than the

I33 Diatitstime said, -Ity marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law:
. Ilhe very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage.

or at least is non pointed and consolidated into that of the husband, under whose wing.
ptotection, and cover she performs everything: and is therefore called, In our law.frenrit
a leme.roveri; famines vivo cooperto; is said to be covert baron, or under the protection
and influence of her husband, her baron, or lord: and her condition during her maniaige
W called her (overture. Upon this principleyntr-untntrorpenon-fti fe,
depend almost all the legal rights, duties, and Mobilities, that either of them acquire
by the marriage." I W. 114AOUITONS, COSOUNTA110$ 6442.

154. tee. Warms MAMMA AND Throws Act (Final Draft, 1970).
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law. This is not to say that the law does not play an important role in
shaping and channeling these other forces, but rather to point out that
a change in the lawinsofar as the change leaves room for choice, as
do the possibilities suggested belowivill not result in immediate
widespread change in what are essentially social customs. Furthermore,
it is important to remember that the impact of the Marriage and divorce

laws varies according to the economic class of the family. In prepar-
ing this section, we have been limited by the dearth of academic re-
searchabout the differential impact of domestic relations law according
to economic class.,"

1. Laws Affecting the Act of Marriage
The statutory requirements for a lawful marriage are generally very

simple. They include in most states a valid license, a waiting period
before issuance of the license, a medical certificate, proof of age, par-
ental consent for parties below the age of consent, and a ceremony of
solemnication. Of these, only age requirements for marriage with and
without parental consent involve widespread discrimination on the
basis of sex." A 1967 survey of state marriage laws by the United States
Department of Labor showed that only ten states set the same minimum
age for marriage (age below which mairiage, even with parental con-
sent, is prohibited) for men and women. Only eighteeh states set the
same age of consent (age at which marriage is permitted without par-
ental consent) for both men and women'" In every state with an age
differential, the minimum age for wen was one to three years higher
than the minimum age for women.""

133. Examples of inch studies Include W. Gellhorn, A Study on the Administration of
Law, Relating to The Family in The City of New York, in SPECIAL Cnsoesrrit OP THE
AliOCIATION OP THE DAR OP THE CITY or NEW You. CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN THE COURTS
or New You (19S4); R. Lave. UNIFORM MARRIAGE AND DIVOaCE LEGISLATION: A Pawls.
HANY ANALYSIS (1969) [hereinafter cited as LEVI.

136. In general the requirements for physical examination before marriage apply
equally to men and women. In Washington, however, only men Ire required to answer
question, about contagious venereal disease. WASH. Rev. Coat 20.04.210 (Stipp. 1970). Such
a dioini lion is based on the Victorian fiction that only men will engage in premarital
intercourse. The underlying health unions for requiring men to be examined apply
equally to women. Although physical examination is presumably for protection of the
new spouse, the requirement of examination for venereal disease is a useful public health
meastir. It obviously should not be struck down where it applies unequally to men and
women. but rather extended to women, as it already has been in most states.

137. Se. Cullum,' ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE STATUS or WOMEN, REporr or THE Tut
lone ON FAMILY LAW AND POLICY, APPENDIX B at 62 (1966) (hereinafter cited as Reran
ON FAMILY Law'. The states which set the same age of consent are Connecticut; Florida.
Georgia. Hawaii-, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi. Nebraska, North Carolina,

:lilt, Pennsylvania, Rhode Wand, South Carolina, Tennessee. Virginia, West Viminia
am! Wyoming. see. e.g., Kr. REY. STAT. 402.210 (1969); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 48, II 1.5(c)
(19M).

ISO. The original basis fm this differential wee the reeeseptkel that Immo readied
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Since the minimum marriage age in all states is now well above the
normal age of puberty, physical capacity to bear children can no longer
justify a different statutory marriage age for men and women. Instead,
there seem to be two current rationales for the higher marriage age for
men. One is that mentally and emotionally, women mature earlier
than men. Maturity is such a relative and subjective concept that a
court could _never use it as a test for an inborn characteristic distin-
guishing all women from all men. Furthermore, mere estimates of
emotional preparedness founded on impressions about the "normal"
adolescent boy and girl are based on the kind of averaging which the

dif-
ference is that men should not be distract during adolescence from
Equal Rights Amendment forbids. The rationale for the age

education and other preparation for earning a living. This rationale
is obviously untenable: the law should give as much encouragement to
women to prepare themselves to earn a living as it *Ives to men .IN

Under the Equal Rights Amendment, a court challenge to the age
differential would most likely be made by a man suing to require issu-
ince of a license to him at the lower women's age. Faced with such it
challenge to the state law a court would have to find, for the reasons i
just discussed, that the marriage age differential did not meet the strict;
criteria of the unique physical characteristics tests required by the Equal/
Rights Amendment. Once it had concluded that a state could not co
stitutionally set one marriage age for men, and one for women, a couit
would be able to increase the marriage age for women upward to meta
the age for men, on the theory that the state should be equally solicitous
of a woman's training as a man's. Or a court might find that the legit-
!attire had pegged the age for men unreasonably high anditevize the
marriage age for men downward to correspond to the marriage ge for
women. A legislature reconsidering laws about the minimum ge for
marriage, either before or after a court challenge, would have to set a
single age for men and women after weighing the policy considerations
underlying the age limit. These considerations might indkate the
higher age, the lower age, or an age in between the two.'" 1

puberty earlier than men. The common law ages of consent-14 for males, 12 for fe-
malesrepresented estimates of the ages when children became physically capable of
prmlucing children. KAtiownr. supra note 2, at 10.

139. Ivor decision sustaining legislative judgment about age of majority differen-
tials under current constitutional doctrines, see Jacobson v. Lenhart, 30 III. 2d 225, 195
N.E 2d 636 (1964).

140. The considerations which should shape a legislature's judgment In setting a
minimum marriage age are outlined in lzvv. supra note 135, at 24-25. The drafters of
the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act chose the lower "women's" ages at II for mar-
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2. Merger of the Woman's Legal Identity into Her Husband's
a. Name. Change. The requirement that a woman assume her hus-

band's name at the time she marries him is based on long-standing
American six ial custom. It is also finnly entrenched in statutory and
case law.'" In some states statutes indicate that a married woman must
not only take but keep her husband's name.'" Women who continue to
use their maiden names after marriage may encounter resistance from
the Internal Revenue Service, voting registrars, motor vehicles depart-
ments, or any number of non-governmental sources.

11w Equal Rights Amendment would not permit a legal require-
ment, or even a legal presumption, that a woman takes her husband's
name at the time of marriage. In a case where a maned woman wished
to retain or regain her maiden name or take some new name, court
would have to permit her to do so if it would permit a man in a similar
situation to keep the name he had before marriage or change to a new
name. Thus, common law and statutory rules requiring name change
for the married woman would become legal nullities. A man and
woman would still be free to adopt the same name, and most couples
would probably do so for reasons of identification, social custom, per-
sonal preference, or consistency in naming children. However, the legal
barriers would have been removed for a woman who wanted to use a
name that was not her husband's.

Some state legislatures might decide there was a governmental in-
terest, such as identification, in requiring spouses to have the same last
name. These states could conform to the Equal Rights Amendnient by
requiring couples to pick the same last name, but allowing selection of
the name of either spouse, or of a third name satisfactory to both'"
Similarly, statutes which now permit the judge in a divorce case to use
discretion in determining whether to allow a woman to resume her
maiden name or to take a new name would be extended under the
Equal Rights Amendment, to cover all men, or at least men who had

riage without parental consent and 16 for marriage with consent. Marcum Msaarsor AND
litvoscr ACT 1 203(1).

III. Kssowirr. Ittpri note 2. at 42.
142. See. e.g , Iowa Con,. ANN. 674.1 (1910). permitting a court to change the nameof "any pervnii, under no civil disabilities, who has attained his or her majority and isunmarried, if a female . ."
141. The West German federal government has recently proposed legislation along

these lines. Part of a largescale reform of family and divorce legislation. "the bill breaks
an ancient tradition of male priority in family names. It will permit marriage partners to
adopt the wife's maiden name It they choose or to use it in combination with the hug.
band's surname." binder. Bill in Bonn Encourages German Penchant for Double Names.
N.V. Times. May 20. 1971. at 2. col. 1.
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changed their nanies at marriage. Moreover, any state coercion regard-
ing an individual's choice of name might still be open to attack under
developing constitutional principles of due process and privacy.

In a state where both spouses were required to have the same last
name, the children would simply take their parents' name. If the sc. e
had no requirement that husband and wife take the same name, it Could
either require that parents choose one of their names for their
children, or it could decide to have no rule at all. The Amendment
would only prohibit the states from requiring that a child's last name
be the same as his or her father's, or front requiring that a child's last
name he the same as his or her mother's.

b. Domicile. The location of a person's domicile affectl _abroatr"."
range of legal rights and duties, including the place where he or she
may vote, run for public office, serve on juries, receive free or lowered
tuition at a state school, be liable for taxes, sue for divorce, and have
his or her estate administered. The common law rule for' determining
the wife's domicile was simple: the domicile of the wife merged in that
of her husband; moreover, she had the duty to follow him if his choice
was a reasonable one, and her refusal to do so was considered deser-
tion."4 Legislative or judicial changes have modified this blanket rule
in most states for some purposes, most commonly for divorce jurisdic-
tion. However, only three statesAlaska, Arkansas, and Wisconsin
permit a woman to have a separate domicile from her husband for all
legal purposes.'"

A court suit challenging discriminatory domicile rules could arise
after a woman had been denied some right or benefit because' her hus-
band's domicile had been imputed to her."' In such a suit a court
would have to hold that the Equal Rights Amendment requires rules
governing domicile to be the same for married women as for married
men. Extending women's dependent status to men would simply create
a circular situation with each spouse's domicile dependent on the
other's. Thus, equal treatment of men and women for purposes of
domicile implies giving married women the same independent right
to choice of domicile as married men now have. A court would probably
resolve the inequality by striking down whatever statute or portion of

144. J. MADOWN, 14AND110011 OF TIM LAW OF PERSONS AND DOSILTrIC RELATIONS 146 (1931).
145. ALASKA STAT. ANN. 23.15.110 (1962); Au. STAT. ANN. 34.1307 to -1309 (1962);

Wn. STAT. ANN. 246.15 (Supp. 1970).
146. See alto Clarke v. Redeker, 239 F. Supp. 117 (SD. Iowa 1966), in which a man

%anted to allow his wife's domicile to get the benefit of lower tuition at the state uni
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a statute sets out a special rule for married women. It would leave
standing the general domicile law which wdbld automatically be ex-
tended to married women. For similar reasons, a court would do away
with the ride that refusal to accompany or follow a husband to a new
domicile amounts to desertion or abandonment."T A husband would
no longer have grounds for divorce in a wife's unjustifiable refusal to
follow him to a new home, unless the state also permitted the wife to
sue for divorce if her husband unjustifiably refused to accompany her
in a move.

These results would cause little disruption and would be beneficial
to those women who are now adversely affected by the domicile law.
Professor Kanowitz concludes that the domicile rule

has become useless as an influence within the family. Its most lin-
pOrtillit practical effects are to deprive wives of certain govern-
mental benefits they would otherwise have and to create technical
legal difficulties for third parties. The cases in which the issue is
raised typically do not involve the resolution of a dispute between
spouses in an ongoing marriage. . . . Its retention serves only to
evoke bygone images of the husband as master and the wife as obe-
dient servant.t "a

With respect to children, the traditional rule is that the domicile of
legitimate children is the same as their father's.'" Even those states
which permit a married womar: to have a separate domicile from her
husband appear to retain this rule with respect to the child's domi-
cile.'" The Equal Rights Amendment would not permit this result.

147. See Annot.. 29 A.LR.2d 474 (1955), citing cases from 29 stain which held that a
wife's refusal to follow her husband to a new domicile is desertion by her and grounds
for divorce proceedings.

148. KANowITS, supra note 2, at 52. See OW H. CLANK, DOMESTIC RELATIONS 151 (19611).
who concludes,

1 herefore. the correct principle is that the wife Is able to acquire a separate domicile
of choke whenever she lives apart from her husband, regardless of the circumstances.
149. MADoWN, supra note 144, as 455. Illegitimate children follow the domicile of

their mothers.
150. 'she law on children's domicile is confused because the states have failed to

integrate the statutes removing women's civil disabilities with those which determine
children's domicile. Thus the provisions of Arkansas law defining a woman's domicile
as independent from that of her husband, Asa. STAT. ANN. ft 34.1507 to 1509 (1962),
enacted in 1941, did not affect Arkansas' / adherence to the common law rule "that
the last domicile of the deceased father of #n infant constitutes his legal domicile...:'
Dell v, Silas. 223 Ark. 694, 268 S.W.2d 624 (1954). The impact of Wilcomin's 1965 law
titled "Women to have equal rights," Wts. STAT. ANN. 1 246.15 ($upp. 1970) on the law
of children's domicile has not yet been judicially determined. The most recent Wisconsin
case on the subject, Town of Carlton v. State Dept. of Public Welfare, 271 WI.. 4611.
74 N.W.2d 340 (1956), followed the traditional rule, embodied in Wisconsin's public as
sistance statute, tow. "the domidle of a minor child . . is that of its father.' 271 Wis.
at 469. Cf. ALMINA STAT. ANN. $ 25.15.110 (1962) (removing women's civil disabilities) m
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Either by legislative action or judicial determination, a state would
have to devise a sexneutral basis for determinin* the child's domicile.
The most reasonable domicile would be the Om the child actually
lives most of the time. If the family lives together but one of the parents
is domiciled in a separate place, the child's domicile should be the place
of family residence. If the parents live span, then the child's domicile
should be the domicile of the parent with whom he or she lives most
of the time. Alternatively, the state could allow the child to determine
his or her own domicile on the basis of where he or she actually lives
or works, if apart from both parents.

3. Rights of Husbands and Wives Inter Se
The reluctance of courts to knoll/re directly in an ongohig marriage

relationship is a standard tenet of American jurisprudence.m As a
result, legal elaboration of the duties husbands and wives owe one an-
other has taken place almost entirely in the context of the breakdown
of the marriageeither voluntary breakdown through separation, de-
sertion, or divorce, or involuntary breakdown through incapacitation
or death. Any legal changes required by the Equal Rights Amendment
are thus unlikely to have a direct impact on day - today relationships
within a marriage, because the law does not currently operate as an
enforcer of a particular Code of relationships between husband and
wife.

a. Rights of Consortium. One of the law's most comprehensive ef-
forts to define the rights and obligations of the partners to a marriage
relationship occurs in personal injury actions, after one or the other
spouse has been seriously incapacitated. In order to instruct the jury
as to the proper standards for awarding damages, the judge must define
what benefits the plaintiff should have expected from his or her now
incapacitated spouse. At common law these standards were rigidly de-
fined and totally maleoriented. A man had a right to recover damages
for loss of his wife's services when she was injured by intentional or
negligent action. In time, a husband's rights of consortium were defined
to include love, affection, companionship, society, and sexual relations.
A woman, by contrast, had no right to sue for loss of her husband's ser-
vices, since in theory, he provided none.ns

compared with &sum nAT. Ann. 25.06.040 (1962) (giving hither. prekrenoe in child
Milady).

151. This reluctance received constitudonel foundation In Griswold v. Connection,
NM U.S. 479 (1965).

152. This background is reviewed In Karctewski v. Saltintoee it Ohio 1t.1t., 174 L Sapp.
I19. 171 (NO. 111. 1967).
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The Equal Rights Amendment would not permit men to have a
greater right than women to recover for loss of their spouse's services
and companionship. Courts in many states have. already extended to
women the right to sue for loss of consortium, although some courts
continue to uphold this differential between men's and women's
rights.'" The Equal Rights Amendment would settle the current un-
certainty and disagreement among the states by requiring them all to
grant women the same right to sue that men now have.

More fundamentally, however, the Equal Rights Amendment would
prohibit enforcement of the sex-based definitions of conjugal function,
on which the discriminatory consortium laws are based. Courts would
nut be able to assume for any purpose that women had a legal obliga-
tion to do housework, or provide affection and companionship, or be
available for sexual relations, unless men owed their wives exactly the
same duties. Similarly, as discussed more fully below, men could not be
assigned the duty to provide financial support simply because of their
sex.

b. Allocation of The Duty of Family Support between Husband
and Wile. In all states husbands are pi hilarity liable for thesupport of
their wives and children, although the detail, of this liability and the
possible defenses vary. A wife may be liable for supporting her husband
in many states, but generally only if the husband is incapacitatzd or
indigent. In most states the mother is liable for support of the children
only if the father refuses or fails to provide for their support.15'

Criminal nonsupport laws are the legal system's most heavy-handed
technique for enforcing the husband's current duty of support. Non-
support was not an indictable offense at common law.'" But criminal

153. see Lases tolletted iu Kan.rewski v. Ha Monne k Ohio RIC, 271 F. Stipp. 169, 172i,.2 (N.D. III. 1967), and Cates v. Foley, 247 So.. 2d 40, 42 ,,.I (Fla. 1971). The first caseto extend the right to sue for loos of consortium to women was Maffei v. Antonin. Co.,INS 1.25 811 (D.C. Cir. 1950). Cates striking down the traditional dimoimination agalostlumen oo the grounds that it denied equal ptotettion of the laws include (toms v. IllinoisOakum Coop. 2410 F. Stipp. N20 (W.D. Mick 1980) and Karaewski v. Baltimore Se Ohiosuns. Comm, Miskintas v. Union Carbide Corp.. 399 F.211 017 (7th Cir. 1908).154. .the support laws also favor male chiklren in it states, since the right tovupproot is terminated when the child reaches the age of majority. 39 Asc. JUL Parent andChild u 3!,, 40 (1942), mod this age Is set higher for males than for females. The following mantles set age of malmity at 18 for females and 21 fur males: Au. Star. ANN. f 571113 (1947); Instill Coot ANN. II 32 101 (1963); Ntv. Rev. Star. f 129,010 (1963): N.U. Core.Coot 11 14.1001 (1900); Oak Stat. ANN. lit. 13 f IS (19116); 30. Coup. Laws ANN.II 26 1 1 (1967); UTAH Cons ANN. f 15.2.1 (1983). The implicit premise of these laws--thatgirls will he or should be married by the lime they are 18 and no longer dependent onparents' supportis obviously improper under the Equal Rights Amendment. 'Ilse considerations involves) in equalising the ages would IN the same as fur the minimummarriage age, dismors1 at pp. 93939 mr.
K. CptnsNss. 1.sw Ii04 1969),
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statutes in all but three states now penalize a .an's desertion or on-
support of his wife, and all American jurisdictions set criminal penal-
ties for nonsupport of young children."' While these laws typically
penalize either parent who fails to provide support for a minor child,
the duty of interspousal support is placed solely on the man."

The child-support sections of the criminal nonsupport ,laws would
continue to be valid under the Equal Rights Amendment in any juris-
diction where they apply equally to mothers and fathers. However,
the sections of the laws dealing with interspousal duty of support could
not be summated where only the male is liable for support. Applying
rules of narrow construction of criminal laws, courts would have to
stri!.e down nonsupport laws which impose th, duty of support on men
only. Legislatures might decide not to re-enact any husband-wife
criminal nonsupport laws. Criminal sanctions against the husband are
widely recognized as poor compensation for a wife's unpaid domestic
labor and discriminatory treatment against her in the labor market: a
legislature might choose to use its resources for a more direct attack
on these problems. Alternatively, a state legislature could adopt a law
which makes no distinctions on the basis of sex, like the Model Penal
Code's nonsupport provision."

With regard to Civil enforcement of support laws, courts could take
a more flexible approach. The Equal Rights Amendment would bar a
state from imposing greater liability for support on a husband than on
a wife merely because of his sex. However, a court could equalize the
civil law by extending the duty of support to women. With regard to
child support this is already the rule in Iowa, when father and mother
are under the same legal duty to support the children."

Alarmists claim that the Equal Rights Amendment would change
the institution of the family as we know it by weakening the husband's
duty of marital support in an ongoing marriage. This concern is based
on a misunderstanding of the role laws about support actually play.
Many courts flatly refuse to enter a support decree when the husband
and wife are living together. In most such cases the husband, as head
c4 the family, is free to determine how much or how little of his prop-
erty his wife and children will receive."'

ISfi. ..Seo, e.g., MODEL PENAL Cote 207.14, Comment 2 at 199 17el.t. Draft No. 9, 1939).
157. E,g.. thasom noleavion AND NONSUMPOOT ALT, 10 UP; form Dawn Annotatad 1

(1922).
139. "A person commits a misdemeanor if he persistently fails

which he can provide and which he knows he is ;golly obliged to
child. or othrr dependent," MODEL PENAL CODE1230.5 iPto

K159. Picht v. Henry. 232 Iowa 539, 107 W 441 ( 951red
ISO. crsaa, supra note 145, at 155

wtppoe,
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e Equal Rights Amendment would not require mathematically
equal ontributions to family support from husband and wife in any
given fa. lily. A functional definition of support obligations, based on
current it turces, earning power, and nonmonetary contributions to
the family elfare, would be permissible and practical under the
Equal Rights Amendment, so long as the criteria met the tests of
reasonable clan station described above in Part 111(C).181 If husband
and wife had eq. 1 resources and earning capacity, neither would have
a clah.. for suppor igainst the other. However, if one spouse were a
wage ea. er and the. 'ter spouse performed uncompensated slow is
labor for .',e family, the wage-earning spouse would owe y of
support to th- spouse who worked in the home. Creating, ...I spouse
equal liability for support might give credi-- ...tar in some
instances where they would not currently lat sine to reach the wife's
resources. If this extra liability created hardship fcr: families, the legis-
lature could make rules limiting the extent of creditors' arc'ss to a
family's resources.

c. Ownership of Property. The law has attempted to recognize
women's contribution to the family by giving each spouse an interest
in property acquired during the marriage. Two different systems have
teen adopted in the United States for distributing 'property rights
within a familythe community property system and the common law
system. In both systems the woman's right matures primarily upon
separation or death of her spouse. As both systems currently operate,
they contain sex discriminatory aspects which would be changed under
the Equal Rights Amendment.

(1) Community Property. In the eight community property states
Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas,
and Washingtonproperty acquired by each spouse during the mar-
riage is owned in common by both husband and wife.102 This system is
sometimes championed by advocates of women's rights because it gives
a housewife who earns no independent income a legal share in the
family property.'" However, in all the community states, except Texas

M. See the discussion at p. 899 supra.
162. Property acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or descent is generally excepted endbecomes he separate property of the mouse by whom It was acquired, as is property owned

by either spouse at the time of marriage. MADOtla, supra note 144, it 131.32.
169. But for an anat.% by a women's iletts orpnintion on one aspect of the corn

munity property system, see brief straits .,cerise submitted in Peres v. Campbell, 421
PM 619 (9th Cir. 1970), rent. granted, 400 O. 818 (1970), leave to file brief anstrm curiae
granted, 400 U.S. 989 (1971) (challenging th suspension of an Arizona woman's driver's
Drente and or r, !oration for debt* arising from an accident while her husband was
driving the comblunity car). Sc, also Matti v. Comlaissioner, 430 LW 1 (Rh Cif,
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and Washington, the husband has power of management and control
over the community property; and in some states he can assign, en-
cumber or convey the property without his wife's consent.'" Thus, in
some of the community property states a working wife may be put in
the position of a woman before passage of the Married Women's Prop-
erty Acts: she may lose control of her own earnings to her husband.'"

Under the Equal Rights Amendment, laws which vest management
of the community property in the husband alone, or favor the husband
as manager in any way, would not be valid.'" In the absence of new
legislation, the courts would leave decisions about disposition of the
community property to be made jointly by husband and wife. This
would be consistent with the general judicial preference to allow mar-
ried couples to work matters out between themselves.

Legislatures might prefer to follow the example of the recent amend-
ment of the Texas community property law. The new Texas law
provides that

each spouse shall have sole management, control and disposition
of that community property which he or she would have owned
if a single person. to

Rather than leaving decisions about the community property to hus-
band and wife together, this rule would give the spouse who had earned
or been given property the power to dispose of it. This rule obviously
favors the wage-earning spouse, who ill most instances under current
conditions will be the man. 'Ius it would require scrutiny as a rule
neutral on its face, which falls more heavily on one sex than the

it70); eert; ranted sub nom. United States v. Mitchell. 400 U.S. 1006 (1971) (woman's
liability for husbands federal income tax).

164. MADDEN. NINA note 144, at 155.
166. Washington and Texas give the wife control over her earnings. Wan. Rev. Coos

ANN. M.16.140 (1961); TIMM RAD. Coors ANN.. Family Code. tit. I. 1 5.22 (Pamphlet.
1955) - California has modified the rule to allow the wife to smd her earnings "for
valuable consideration" without the husband's consent. est.. Ov. Coos 1171c (West 1954),
reenacted as CAL. OV. Coos S 5124 (West 1970). In four states. the wife's earnings are sepa-
rate only if she is living separately. Asia. Rev. STAT. Ans. 15213(c) (1956); IDAHO Coos
Ann. 32.909 (me*: Ray. $rnr. 1 12!.160 (19631: N.M. STAT. Ann. 57.3-7 (1962). Ste
also LA. ay. Coos Amu. Art. 2390 (was 1932).

166. Similarly. laws which give the husband greater testamentary power over the com-
stmity property would also fall. For example. In New Mexico. if the wife dies first the
hubantl gets all the community property, but if the husband dies first, the wife has
a legal right to bequeath only half the community property, the rest to be distributed
as the husbend decrees in his will. N.M. STAT. Awn. if 29-11 (1955). 29.1-9 (Sapp. 1969).This law would clearly violate the Equal Rights Amendment. The Inequality could be
resolved either by giving the wife all the community property if the husband dies first.
of tr limiting the surviving husband's share to one half the community property as the
t'ile's share is now limited. The latter is more consistent with the practice in the common
law HAW

117. TEEM REV. Catty AMC. Tamils Cod,. lit. 1, 1 5.22 (Pamphlet,
1919).
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other.'" The Texas law also states that property of one spouse which
is mixed or combined with property of the other spouse is subject to
the joint control of husband and wife unless they agree otherwise. This
part of the law would certainly be valid under the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.

(2) Common Law Ownership. The other forty-two states have a
common law basis for distributing marital property. However, Married
Women's Property Acts in every state have modified the harsh common
law principles that gave the husband complete control over his wife's
property and the products of her labors. With certain exceptions these
statutes give a woman the right to control property she owned before
marriage as well as property she earns or receives by gift or devise dur-
ing marriage." Except for qualifications relating to the right of a
surviving spouse to inherit, therefore, each spouse now owns his or her
separate property free of legal control of the other spouse.

The Married Women's Property Acts did not automatically abolish
the common law estates of dower and curtesy, but today most states
have abandoned these cumbersome devices for protecting the interests
of widows and widowers, and others have modified them substantially.
In their place, the states have substituted other forms of protection of
a marital share of the property of one or both spouses. All states except
North Dakota and South Dakota give the woman a nonbarrable share
in her husband's estate, but a number of states fail to give the husband
a corresponding legal claim in his wife's estate." The widow's allow-
ance or family allowance, homestead, and limitation on gifts to charity
are other devices to protect' a surviving spouse against complete dis-
inheritance.

Where these devices give the surviving husband rights equal to the
surviving wife, they would be valid under the Equal Rights Amend-
ment."' In the many states, however, where the wife still has a pro-
tected position, the discriminatory laws would either be invalidated or

168. See the divtetsion in Part 111 (C), at p. 899 sutra. The Texas law neaten a situa
firm similar to the role In common law jurisdictions concerning control of pro, erty, and
ironicl be upheld if the common law system were upheld.

169. In a kw states a married woman must still get her husband's permission to
convey her own land. 1 Powin.L, Rita PNOP/NTY I 118 (1949). An occasional court grants
the husband control of the family home, even if the wife owns the property, by virtue of
his position as head of the household. Krurowiri, wpm note 2. at 59. The uncompensated
value of a housewife's labor is not cotuidered property under these minutes.

170. See W. MaDomAID, FRAUD ON THIL WIDOW s SHAW 21-24 (1980).
171. The Uniform Probate Code, approved by the National Conference of Commis-

sinners on Uniform State Laws and the American Bar Association, gives a "surviving
spouse" an elective share of one-third in the decedent's estate. littivomm Nowa,. Copt.
1 2 201.
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extended. Where a legal device has proved to be a useful protection,
legislatures would probably be inclined to extend its coverage to men,
but where the technique has provided little real protection, the legis-
lature could take the opportunity for review provided by the Equal
Rights Amendment to revise or repeal the law.

d. Grounds for Divorce. Professor Leo Kanowitz points out that
"there is almost an air of unreality about the enumeration of specific
grounds of divorce found in the statutes of all the states."'" This is
because the great mobility of middle dos Americans permits them to
go to a state which has liberal groUnds for divorce, or abroad, when
they want to dissolve a 'marriage. In addition, a high proportion of
couples seeking divorce agree to allege as fictions the requisite grounds
fur divorce. Furthermore, divorce laws have typically been written in
terms that make sense only to an ongoing marriage, permitting divorce
if, and only if, a fundamental element of the marriage compact has
been violated.

Recognizing these factors, as well as the unreasonableness of per-
mitting divorce only for certain limited and specific reasons, proponents
I/I legislative reform recommend evaluating the overall health of the
marriage rather than pinning particular guilty action on one or the
other of the spouses. The Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, adopted
by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,
provides for a decree of separation or divorce to be,granted upon a find-
ing that "the marriage is irretrievably broken.""A California currently
permits divorce on,a finding of irreconcilable differences between the
parties.17" North Carolina, Ohio, and the District of Columbia permit
a divorce after voluntary separation for a year."a Nevertheless, the
statutory grounds for divorce which remain in effect in most states are
of concern because they still control in contested divorce situations,
because they affect the economic and personal relations of the parties
even in consent divorces, and because there is evidence that they cause
.1 disproportionate amount of difficulty to poor people.'"

In the past many grounds for divorce were highly sex discriminatory;
loddy only a few apply solely to one sex or the other. These are non-

172. Korown c, supra note 2, at 95.
171. Ilntioaw MAMA'S. AND DIVORCE Acr 302.
174. Cm., Cm. Coot f 4506(1) (West 1970).
175. N. C. Gert. STAT. 50.6 (1966); Oltw Rrv. CODE 3105.01(B) (Baldwin 1960):1) C. Coot ANN. 16.904(a) (1967). See also the Chinn!' Advisory Councils retortsmendation that lapse of time hc the only substantial requirement for divorce. Rum'
rkp.40.1. lAw 36 37.

176. 1.rs y, supra note 131, at 79.
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age." pregnancy by a man other than husband at time of maul*,"'
nonsupport,'" alcoholism of husband if and only if accompanied by
wasting of his estate to the detriment of his wife and children," wife's
unchaste behavior (without actual proof of adultery)," husband's va-
grancy." wife's absence from state for ten years without husband's con-
sent," wife's refusal to move with husband without reasonable
cause,"' wife a prostitute before marriage," husband a drug addict,"
indignities by husband to wife's person," and wilful neglect by hus-
band."'

Except for nonsupport and pregnancy, all the sex discri matory
grounds for divorce listed above are anachronisms, survivin in only
one or two states, and are not deserving of extended d on here.
In each instance, a court could invalidate such a' provis without
doing any serious halm to the overall structure of the s te's divorce
law. On the other hand, the court could also extend e law to. the
opposite sex without risking serious criticism that it usurping leg-
islative authority. Even without the pressure of th Equal Rights
Amendment, these provisions are likely to be drop or extended to
the opposite Self in the course of divorce law reform.

Of the thirty states which allow a woman a divorce for nonsupport,
only twoArkansas and North Dakotagive a husband whose wife has
failed to support him a cause of action.'" This disparity is a reflection
of the sex bias in support laws, described above." Like the duty of

177. See the discussion of differential age of consent at pp. 939-39 stops.
178. A ground for divorce in at least thirteen states: Alabama, Arbon*. Camila, Iowa.

Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico. North Caroline. Oklahoma, Tennessee.
Virginia, and

204
Wyominv_SH, tir., N.C. Gam STAT. $ 504(3) (1998); VA. Oulu Amt.

117) (Cum. Supp. 1970).
179. A ground tar divorce in thirty state: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Mumma, Cali-

fornia, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Lenses, Maine, Masmehusetts,
Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire. New Mexico, North Dakota.
Oklahoma, Ohio, Rhode Island. South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Washington,
Wiseman'. and Wyoming. MOAT ON FAMILY LAW et Ste, GAL Qv. Con ANN.

105 West 1954): MAIL GIN. LAWS Ann. dt. 299, I 1-
I10. Kentucky only. KY. Raw. 9rn. 3 403. 11)(9 (1910). The husband can get a

divorce for his wife's alcoholism without any quail
181. Kentucky only. KY. Ray. STAT. 3 403.N0(4)(c) (1990).
112. Missouri and Wyoming. Mo. Arm. STAT. 3 452.010 (1949); Vvo. Srns. ANN.

3 20-38, Ninth (1957).
183. New Hampshire only. N.H. Ras. STAT. Arm. 3 458-7, XII (1955).
184. Tennessee only. Wile must remain wilfully absent for two years. Tame. Cons

Amu ) 38.501(5) (1955).
185. Mena only. VA. Can Arm. para. Stipp. 1970).
IN. Alabama only. ALA. Coos tit. 34 11 tit%
187. Tennessee only. Tont. Cosa Arm. DX (1 5).
188. Montana only. Mow. Rev. Coon Ann. 3 21.115 (1917).
109. An. STAT. Amu. 34.1202, Ninth (Cum. Supp. 1999); N.D. Om Coes 14430

(1980).
190. See the discussion at p. 945 supra.
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support during marriage and the obligation to pay alimony in the case
of separation or divorce, nonsupport would have to be eliminated as
a ground for divorce against husbands only, or else extended to the
wife where the husband was without resources and the wife had the
financial capacity to support him.

The laws that grant a husband a divorce because at the time .of mar-
riage he did not know his wife was pregnant by another man would be
subject to strict scrutiny under the unique physical characteristic tests.
As with paternity laws, the argument can be made that the ease of
identifying the mother of a child, as opposed to the difficulty of identi-
fying the father, is a kind of unique physical characteristic which justi-
fies different rules regarding the relationship of mothers and fathers to
illegitimate children. However, no reason exists for distinguishing be-
tween the duties and obligations of the mother and the father when the
father of an illegitimate child has acknowledged paternity or has been
adjudged the father in a paternity proceeding. Furthermore, the divorce
laws are not based primarily upon the physical act of giving birth
upon other considerations. The laws derive, at least in major , from
the fact that any child born of a woman during marri presumed
to be her husband's child. Whether the husband ims the child or
not, the law imposes on him the duty to support the child and gives
the child his name. In this respect the law places an unequal burden
on the husband, for his wife receives no corresponding obligations to
support or nurture any children her husband may conceive. Since the
Equal Rights Amendment would require men and women to bear equal
responsibility for the support and nurture of their children, it
eliminates most of the justification for giving men alone this ground
of 'divorce. The Equal Rights Amendment would permit resolution of
the disparity either by giving a woman a claim for divorce if, at the
time of marriage, she did not know that her husband had impregnated
another woman, or by abolishing the ground altogether.

e. Alimony. Alimony following divorce involves issues similar to
those discussed above in connection with support laws. However, a
different set of laws and rules is involved. In jurisdictions where fault is
still central to divorce proceedings, alimony awards are closely linked
to the judicial determination of fault .191 More than one-third of the
states authorize divorce courts to grant alimony to either spouse, but

MI. The functions and purposes of alimony are summarized to CLAIR, SW. note 141,at 441.42.
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the remaining jurisdictions permit alimony awards to the wife only."
The Equal Rights Amendment would not require that alimony be

abolished but only that it be available equally to husbands and wives.
This result is consistent with the recommendations of Robert Levy to
the Special Committee on Divorce of the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, who concludes,

("I'llie distinction [permitting alimony for wives but no husbands]
is an historical idiosyncrasy: there is no principled reason for
maintaining the distinction between husbands and wives; almost
all recent commentators and official studies of divorce-property doc-
trines have recomm Med that the distinction be abolished."

Alimmiy laws could be written to grant special protection to a spouse
who had been out of the labor force for a long time in order to make

ficul ompetisated contribution to the family's well-being. Similarly
the laws could provide support payments for a parent with custody of
a young t hild who stays at home to care for that child, so long as there
was no legal presumption that the parent granted custody should be
the mother." In short, as long as the law was written in terms of par-
ntal hint film, marital contribution, and ability to pay, rather than the
sex of the spouse, it would not violate the Equal RightsAmendment.

The maintenance provisions of the Uniform Marriage and Divorce
At t serve as au example of the kind of law which would be valid tinder
the Equal Rights Amendment. The Act provides for maintenance to
Ire paid from one sponse to the other if the spouse seeking Maintenance
lacks milli int property to provide for his reasonable needs and is un-
able to stimfort himself through appropriate employment, or is the
custodian of a child whose condition or circumstances make it appro-
priate that the parent mit seek employment outside the home. The
amount and &nation of payments for maintenance are to be ,deter-
united after the court considers the financial resources of the party
seeking maintenance, the time necessary to acquire sufficient training
to enable the party to find appropriate employment, the standard of
living estailitsited during the marriage, he duration of the marriage,
the age and physical and emotional condition of the spouse seeking

19..! Ser R s as IPIV FAMILY LAW 7.
1.rs v, ip.a note 05, at 147.

194. Ste for in example of this assumption, Family Law Commeitec, Connecticut liar
Associaiiigasiroposal for Revision of the Connecticut Statutes Relative to Divorce, 44Corm. Hsi (1970). Section 18 provides that when assessing alimony, "in the cave

i

of a mothrr, shorn the custody of minor children has been awarded, the desirabilityof the loom- securing employment" should he a consideration. hf. at 429 (emphasisadder))
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maintenance, and the ability of the spouse from whom maintenance is
sought to meet his or her own needs while making maintenance pay.
ments.'

I. Custody of Children. At common law the father, if living, was the
natural guardian of his child and as suck was nearly always entitled
to custody of the children in case of separation or divorce.'" Some states,
Including California and Utah, changed this by statute which prefers
the mother if the child is young.'" Others, including Missouri, Florida,
Minnesota, New York, and Colorado, give both spouses equal right to
custody of the children.'" In most states there is no statute favoring
one parent or the other; rather, preference for the mother or father
exists as a result of judicially created presumptions in favor of the
mother for girls and young children and in favor of the father for older
boys.'"

The Equal Rights Amendtient would prohibit both statutory and
common law presumptions about which parent was the proper
guardian based on the sex of the parent. Given present social realities
and subconscious values of \judges, mothers would. undoubtedly con-
tinue to be awarded custody in the preponderance of situations, but
the black letter law would no longer weight the balance in this direc-
tion.

4. Summary
The present legal structure of domestic relations represents the incor-

poration into law of social and religious views of the proper roles for
men and women with respect to family life. Changing social attitudes
and (-Tommie experiences are already breaking down these rigid stereo-
types. The Equal Rights Amendment, continuing this trend, would
prohibit dictating different roles for men and women within the family
on the basis of their sex. Most of the legal changes required by the
Amendment would leave couples free to allocate privileges and re-
sponsibilities between themselves according to their own individual

145. UNIFORM MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE ACT, II 306(a)(b).
196 See Marmot, supra note 144. at 436-57; CLAIR. Supra note 148. at 584. The father

mold he deprived of custody only when he was shown to be corrupt or to be endangeringthe child.
197. CAL. QT. CODA ANN. $ 4600(a) (West 1970); UTAH Coca ANN. $ 30.3.10 (1953).
195. Mo. STAT. Ammo g 152.120 (1952): FLA. STAT. ANN. 61.13 (West 1969): MINN. STAT.ANN. 518.17 (1969); N.Y. Dora. Res. LAW 3 70 (McKinney 1964): Cow. Rm. STAT.

411.30) (1967).
199 See Cimut. supra note 148. at 585. In ninety per cent of custody mutes the mother

is awarded the custody. Minim. The Rights of Chsldreo in Modern American Family
bor. 2 J. FAM. L. 101. 102 (1962)
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preferences and capacities. By and large these changes could be made
by courts in the process of adjudicating claims under the Amendment.
lit any area where the legislature felt that sudden extension of the law
to men and women alike would cause undue hardship, it could pass new
legislation basing marital rights and duties on functions actually per-
formed within the family, instead of on sex.

C. Criminal Law

The Equal Rights Amendment will not affect most criminal laws
because statutory definitions of criminal activity make men and women
equally liable for most offenses; that is, men and women can commit
and be punished for most crimes equally." However, in the area of
sexual activity the norm changes. Sex differentiation and sex discrimi-
nation pervade laws about overt sexual behavior and behavior with
sexual overtones, reflecting the confluence of social stereot). es about
gender and sexuality." Many of the laws, such as seduction laws,
statutory rape laws, and laws prohibiting obscene language in the pres-
ence of women, embody a stereotype of women as frail and weak filled
in relation to sexual activity. Others, such as the prostitutio and
"manifest danger" laws, display a contradictory social stereotype:
women who engage in certain kinds of sexual activity are considered
more evil and depraved than men who engage in the same conduct.
The Equal Rights Amendment would not permit such laws, which
base their sex discriminatory classification on social stereotypes. Courts
would generally strike down these laws rather than extend them to men
because of the rule of strict construction of penal laws, described
above." Legislatures, of course, would be able to extend or re-enact
any laws about sex offenses to apply equally to men and to women.
A few types of criminal statutes, most notably rape laws, may be justi-
fied as deriving their sex bias from physical realities. Here the courts
would closely scrutinise the laws to determine whether they fall within
the scope of the exception for unique physical characteristics.

200. The Nos! Rights Amendment would forbid sent discriminatory enforcement just
as the Fourteenth Amendment forbids enforcement which discriminates on the bask of
race. Via( Wo v !topiary.. 115 U.S. 956 (I5$5. However. such mark. involve very dim.
slat roblemr of proof and are not disused here. See. for a dlicuselon of the recent
"phi flu. to the crime rite of women, and of changing law enforcement attitudti toward
women offender., Roberts, Crime Rate of Women up Sharply Over WO. N.Y. Times,
June 13. 1071,at I, col I.

201. 1 he proportion of all women arrested who are arrested for sett (Memel, including
forcible rape and proullution. is nearly four times the proportion of all arreoe,i men.
F 6 I , 111. Dm or Junlier. Itivirnam Came RIPtIIITI FON THE UNITED STAVES 124 (1907).

202. See the distutticot in Part WM, at p. 915 supra.
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1. Sexual Assaults
Rape laws undoubtedly raise one of the most difficult problems under

the Equal Rights Amendment because they deal with such a serious
offense and because, though apparently simple, they involve two very
different kinds of sex distinction. As most commonly ckfined in the
laws of the states, as well as in the Model Penal Code, rape is the forc
ing of sexual intercourse by a man on a woman, without her consent."
This definition involves two kinds of sex differentiation: only a man
can be found guilty as a perpetrator of rape, and only a woman can
be the victim of rape." These distinctions are usually not made ex-
plicit in the language of the statutes, but their interpretation is central
to the treatment of rape laws under the Equal Rights Amendment.

Insofar as rape is defined as penetration into the vagina by the penis,
courts could uphold forcible rrpe laws which limit liability to men as
based on a unique physical characteristic of men." Laws which define
nape as forced sexual intercourse could also be sustained if a court
defined sexual intercourse as an act done only by a man and a woman
together, and if the statute clearly and appropriately defined women
as the sole victims of rape." Using the criteria described in Part 111
for determining whether a law bears the necessary 'close relationship
to a unique physical characteristic," a court could condude that, on

205. See, es., Moon PENAL Cosa 213.1 (Proposed Ofidal Draft 1982).
204. The language of some rape statutes aunties that either a man or a woman Osay

be guilty of rape. Even these statutes, however, generally preclude the poodbilit# of
charging a woman with rape by defining sexual Intercourse as the penetration of a mitan's
penis into a woman's vagina, or, in some cases, her mouth 91 anus. Furthermore, a Yale
Law Journal study in 1962 found no reported case In whicka woman had been convicted
of rape as principal. See Comment, Forcible and *Warn, Ro: An Expkiration et
the Operation and Objectives of the Consent Standard,* YALE U. 55 n.2 (1952). For the
general rule that rape can be committed by a male only, see 75 C.J.S..J Rape II 6 (1962).

In all states, both by common law and statute, only women can be victims of forcible
rape; see 76 C.J.S. Rolle III I, 2, 7 (1932). Forcible sexual assault on an adult male is not
defined as e. Many states have enacted additional laws penalizing nonconsensual
reseal astrults Ins men, but none of these laws bears the extretoe penalties of the standard
rape law. A few states severely penalise sexual relations with children of both sexes, but
lone is lint an essential element of those statutes; they are discussed at p, 959 infra, in
conjunction with statutory rape.

2oit. statutes which define rape as "penetration" mostly fall, with Victorian delicacy.
to specify what instruments of penetration are included. The common law an:ecedents
of the tape statutes. as well as contemporary case law, indicate that courts have limited
the applualion id rape laws to penetration by man'! penis. However, penetration of

wornim's vagina may be made by many instruments other than a man's penis, and with
41,1411y devastating ronsequences For the victim's psyche. Whether or not pregnancy has
retult-il from the rape is immaterial under current laws; similarly, sterility is not a de.
lens, for a man emoted of rape. Thus court might conclude there Is no ratified'
re auln for IlifIrremtAtinpg such assaults, of which women are as capable as men, and hold
the repo laws invalid sinless they extend to women assailants at well as men.

21w the WM% Pam. Coax, II 219.1 (Proposed Official Draft, 1962) adopts this
definition of cape.

?In See the discussion In Part 111(1), at p. 896 supra.
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balance, the law should be sustained. Among other things, the court
might find that rape is an extremely traumatic event for the victim;
that most men are capable of penetration, and therefore, rape; that a
major proportion of sexual assaults consist of sexual intercourse forced
by men; that penetration by a man's penis carries with it the possibility
of unwanted pregnancy for the victim and forcible penetration carries
high danger of injury to the victim; that a criminal penalty is an ap-
propriate way of detcrring rape; and that, accompanied by procedural
and substantive right the law is sufficiently narrow and specific in its
scope to be upheld.

Similarly, insofar as a court could find that the 'rape laws are in-
tended to give special protection from assault to wom\tn.'s vaginas, it
«uk' sustain the laws even though their protection is limited to women.
A mint would conduct an inquiry analogous to that described above
for determining whether, under the unique physical characteristics
tests, see rape laws could properly be limited to female victims. All
or nearly all women's genitals differ from all or nearly all men's
genitals._ iu that tlte_y_can be penetrated in an act of sexual -assault-
against the vin Inn's .rill. Rape laws could thus be iustained as a legis-
lative t hake to give one part of the body (unique to women) special

riot! from physical attack. By contrast, the statutes which include
penetration "per anum and per us" in the definition of rape, could not
peailiably Ire hunted to female victims becil,se no physical characteris-
iii unique to women is-being protected by these laws. A court could
boom. between invalidating these broader rape laws or else limiting

them in penetration of a woman's genitals. In the case of such a serious
(.!i'ense, nurts would probably choose to retain the central and valid
tan /ion of the law and invalidate only the part referring to "penetration
!K.r mum, and per cr." Alternatively, the legislature could extend the
laws to rover the designated assaults on all pasfins-.---iegardtess of sex.

Rape is only one of a nuinei of nonconsensual sexual acts
tolt, hi me ',maim' throughout the United States." Laws governing

_;11?4 ,1,11( . 51111 11.15C 51,11511541 Whit II mn end ilea imi pi of "trtilal the
o. of o.1),(1.11t 1.1 Moil, mg language iu Ile pie veiny 01 a unman. Ent invtance, Alabama
p4

any IN 1.4111 %Ott, III the pi en in 4. m Item ing of any girl or unman, sive. almviva,
unsibiug, oi Mot taw language

I IM 114 14 Q 11 (1458) !we Alx) Mean Come I Avei ANN, 7511 517 (19611): API/.
1(1 v ST. y II 977 (11'ill) A variation nu the same rhyme k a 1 leurgia libel law whit h
((Odd+ anyone in tine, or sit elate "any defamatory Wool% or Iiaitnunti derogatory to
the Ian lame 05 Irrou fur virror of any virtnoul !finale.- 4:f1DF. ANN. II 262104

441 t Sue 11 1.1%1, Ihwil on a gteteolyperl view that %omen air morally parr, yet morally
agile, oath,, than On any unique phyviral tharatterkt k- 411 won) t% hick ;It twiny divti

gm an .1 hem I tom men would be invalidated tinder the Equal Right% Amendment
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sot t olletises am based on two related sets of concerns. The first is that
unwanted sexual contact may be imposed on a person in ways
ranging from physical force and threats to more subtle coercion in
the form of deception and abuse of positions of trust and authority.
The second t ige of concerns is that particular groups in the popula-
tion may be especially susceptible to such sexual coercion. By merging
these two aspects of the problem of sexual assault, traditional laws
provide highly uneven and irrational coverage permeated by sex dis-
crimination.

With a few notable exceptions, laws which punish sexual inter-
course per se as a constructive assault rest on the premise that the
female party is incapable of giving meaningful consent .2" Best known
among these are the statutory rape laws, which punish men for hiving
sexual intercourse with any woman under an age specified by law,
frequently sixteen.?" Other laws, covering more speCific situations,
prohibit men from having sexual intercourse with female wards, pa-
tients. and students.2" A related series of laws explicitly prohibit men
from obtaining women's consent to sexual intercourse through mis-
representation, deception, or fraud.'"

These laws suffer from a double defect under the Equal Rights
Amendment. First, they single out women for special protection from
sexual coercion, even where men in similar circumstances are equally
in need of protection; in this sense the laws are "underindusive."2"

20. I he few mantle. which declare young or helpless males incapable of content are:
Coro Row. Spa. ANN. g 40.225(1)(k) (1963) (intercourse with male under 111 solidted by
female): lir.. ANN. STAT. ch. 3N, 9 11.4 and 11.5 (Smithliurd 1964) (indecent liberties
st ith a child acid, contributing to the delinque.xy of a child, regardless of sex): Ire. ANN.
*rtr. 1 10 4203 (1956) (intercourse with male over 14 knowing he is epileptic, imbecile,
fertile minded or imam.): Kit. Rtv. STAT. 1 435.100 (1970) (carnal knowledst. of male
I held under Mien. Come. LAWS ANN. 750.339.340 (196e) (debauching a male under
15): WASH RFV. Gnus Ann. 9.79.020 (1961) (svual Intereouric with male under IN).

210. See, eg., 44 AM. pa. Rape 17 (19421 Akrne stars make an exception for inter.
+merle with women who are not virgins, e.g., FLA. STAT. II 794.05 (1961).

211 See, eg Met u. Comp. LAWI ANN. 111 750.342. 750.341 (1964) (prohibiting inter.
ionise with female wards and patients in mental institutions): D.C. Cone Fave.u.. ANN.
1 22 30o2 (NW) (penaliting male teachers who have sexual intercourse with any woman
currently theit student).

212. Sedurtion laws penalise men for inducing unmarried women to engage in sexual
conduct by a promite, usually of marriage. See, e.g., N.J. Scar. ANN. 9 2A: 142.1 142.2
(1%9) Nfichiiran. like many other states, makes it a crime for a person to entice a * ,man
under 16 away ".om her parents or guardian for purposes of prostitution, conothinage,
%rind litierconitc. or marriage. MICH. COMP, Laws ANN. 11 750.13 (1964).

211 See, eg. the wpm of he Cat-roll Conn'', Maryland, grand jury calling for
legislation "to prevent mental and physical harm to unsuspecting. unprepared adolescents
by fotred. ttwrrufl or .educed sexual activity which may warp the development of such
children al whit ritirettt to society." The report was prompted by evidence presented
to the gland Orr that two women elementary school teachers had seduced boys 11 and
12 )ears 'I he mend jury concluded that the Maryland criminal code provided no
ulnae tinder which the teachers timid he indicted and called fox state legislation "giving
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To be sure, the singling out of women probably reflects sociological
reality: in this society, young women, who learn both that marriage
is the most important goal for them and thai they may pursue it only
passively, are undoubtedly more susceptible than young men to the
lures of persons who want to take sexual advantage of them. Like-
wise, in this society, the bad reputation and illegitimate child which
can result from an improvident sexual liaison may be far more ru-
inous to a young woman's psychological health than similar conduct
is to a young man's. But the Equal Rights Amendment forbids find-
ing legislative justification in the sexual double standard, and requires
such statutes to be framed in terms of the general human need for
protection rather than in terms of crude sexual categories.

Second, traditional laws protecting all women of a particular age
or status against sexual assault are "overinclusive" to the extent that
they punish sexual activity when unwanted penetration of the vagina
is not involved. It might be argued that statutory rape laws and
other laws which render a woman's consent inoperative should be
sustained on the same theory that forcible rape laws are upheld: that
the legislature wished to give special protection to young women's
genital organs''' However, it is unlikely that such claims could with-
stand close court scrutiny under the unique physical characteristics
tests. In particular, a court would be unable to find a close correla-
tion between the activity being regulated (consensual sexual inter-
course) and the justifying physical basis (susceptibility of the vagina to
unwanted penetration)."'

male juveniles equal protection under the laws." Washington Post. Jan. 2, 1971. at 3.
col. 2. The Royal Commission on the Status of Women In Canada has reached a similar
conclusion. Its recent Report recommended "that the Criminal Code be amended to
extend protection from sexual abuse to all young people, male and female, and protec-
tion to everyone from sexual exploitation either by false representation. use of force.
threat. or the abuse of authority.' Reenter oe THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE STATUS or
Women IN CANADA ch. 9. par. 42. at 174 (1970).

214. It is true that statutory rape may Involve breaking the hymen, but very few
states consider the victim's chastity material to the question of guilt. Moreover, statistical
reports show that few statuory rape complainants are virgins. See Schiff, Statistical
Features of Raps'. 14 J. Foe. Sa. 102 (1909).

215. The la* in most states presumes that a sixteen year old girl can consent to
marriage (with her parents' approval), and, by implication. to sexual relations, while an
unmarried girl of sixteen Is 'legally presumed to be incapable of giving consent to a
single art of sexual intelcourst. flowerer. there are no physical differences between the
sexual acts involved. As discussed at pp. 938.39 imps, the minimum marriage age is
not based on a unique physical characteristic of women. Therefore. the statutory rape
law. whirls assn deals with consensual sexual relations, cannot be justified as based on
such a unique characteristic. There ate, of course, social and psychological differences
between marital and extramarital sexual relations, and the state may recognise them
through sea neutral legislation about extramarital sexual intercourse involving either
young men or young MOWN.
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Even if it found noncoerced sexual intercourse rarely physically
harmful to post-pubescent girls, a court might find that sexual into':
course is physically dangerous to girls who have not reached puberty.
Upon finding such a fact situation, the court would conclude that the
dass of women victims is defined too broadly. If it made such a deter-.
mination, a court could limit the operation of the statutory rape laws
to pre-pubescent children. In the alternative, the court could strike
down the law altogether becaUse of its overbreadth and because it
fails to base its sex difference upon a unique physical characteristic
of women.

If invalidated, some of the laws, such as the seduction laws, which
derive from outdated standards of courtin and morality, would prob-
ably not be resuscitated. Upon reexamin non, legislatures might de-
cide that the existing kidnap laws or o er unlawful restraint laws
already penalize any serious offensive deteption or decoying, And that
further penalties would be duplicative. Legislatures would be free,
however, to extend the laws against sexual coercion to protect men
as well as women. This is particularly likely where sexual relations
with pre-adolescent children are involved."'

A slightly differaL problem is raised in states which set penalties
for sexual activities initiated by women, as well as by men, but where
different laws, standards of guilt, and penalties apply depending on
whether the actor is a woman or a man. Michigan, for example, pro-
hibits wo ne n from engaging in sexual intercourse with boys younger
than fifteen."' But the law requires that the defendant actually knew
the boy was under fifteen (the statutory rape law does not require
actual knowledge of the girl's age), and the penalty is a maximum of
five years, as compared with the lifetime maximum for statutory
rape .2" Aside from the forcible rape laws, whose special coverage
can be justified on the basis of physical characteristics unique to men
and women, the Equal Rights Amendment would require sexuai
assault laws to provide equal standards of guilt and penalties for men
and women offetlen."

119 Some states already have laws that protect all chi:drew, repardiets of err for
example, Illinois hat merged Its statutory rape /law Into !arts prohibiting soaerent
liberties with any child or contributing to an 'child's !usual t" .(inquest y ANN.
8rar. ch. 99, g 11.4 (SmithHurd Stapp. IVO) a di. 38, g 11.3 (SorlithHtod ICAO.

217. Mtn. Cour. laws Ann. l 750.119 (1 .

Ili. Compare Mew Cour. LAWI ANN. f 756., 99 with g 750A20 (19%
119. Where a state has mirror.image ItAhrta which pendire mfe dad women for the

mune conduct, bi the same standards. And with the *newt poneWs_ tor lawe cou;d be
upheld under the Equal Rights AntentLaent. For titsoupk, Ukitigun't kkrulcal laws
Prohibiting Oda of "grow Indecency' (seamen two men an.9 bttworn two women would
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Considering the variety of laws regulating nonconsensual sexual
activity, ranging from rape to sexual contact, it is surprising to realize
that all of them can be reduced to a few basic elements: the touching
of or With genitals, by m.:arts of force.or deception, and, in the case
of young people, the touching of genitals by an older person. The
current sexual offense laws are highly duplicative, both of one another,
and of general venal laws against kidnap, assault, and battery. The
great degree of overlap in these laws, as well as the many distinctions
without differences, provide a fertile field for confusion; they also
en: outage overt hinging and extreme penalties. hlorenver, the particular
s'!uations with which many of the laws deal evoke strongly emo-
tional reactions and foster legislative mandates of higher penalties
than the actual act usually merits. For instance, rape is singled out
from other sexual offenses and classified with murder for the pur-
ps.ses of sentencing. This classification helps neither the accused""
nor the victim.'" Moreover, it tends to reduce the seriousness of other
forms of sexual assault besides actual intercourse, which may well be
equally disturbing lor the victim.

The Model Penal Code has undertaken to bring together the con-
fusing disparity of sexual offenses into a few categories structured
in terms of the nature of the act, the vulnerability of the victim, and
the coerciveness of the situation!'" The Equal Rights Amendment
would require legislatures in all states to reformulate at least some

not have to la invalidated: a court would not require the figcmality of rut thing a
atute such at this, where. in effect, st already covers men 'sea %omega lafiko. tee Mimi.
comp, LAWS ANN. Ill 750.338. 750.338(a) (1968).

220. The Fourth Ciiguit recently held that Ma lands death penalty for rape %;+r
so excessively glisinggpmtionate at to violate the 21 th Amendment's guarantee ag.sinst
gruel and unusual punishment. Ralph v. Warden, F.2d 788 (4th Cir. !M0).

221. Between 1960 and 1967 the number of torcible tapes known to law en!oscesnent
tithe:all ingreased 6: per tent. In contrast, the proportinci of ?forcible rapes solved by as
grit of the offewlet degreased annually between 1956 and 1937. Ussiroxst (JUMP Rtroars,
aura note MI, at 12 IS

In conitsigi.,on with the v .err petslties for forcible rape. the defense of consent firs
developed. 'I he eNistence of the sonw-nt defense (which is unique tc rape) has he effx1
of puttIng the sompliinant no trial. for she veil: Esuely he subjected to a relcntlest
defense examination, in an attempt to 1m-nign her character and sur,rat that she astuaty
contented to sexual attack. The consent tiefetm and sorrespongling Ilia! tattles thus have
the ells'.' at deterring sagimcn from making complaints 'brut rape attacks the Federal
bureau of in.rgoiratioe &nitrites that forcible rape 'is probably the most underreported
gsimr by vitliln% to polite." tisornasc C1111111. RIMINI'. rilPre note 201, a! 13. As a result,
some women's rights adscastes have argued that women would auutly he better pro-
tected if rape ware innletItted simply as aggravated MIMIC

222. Moot. PIMA,. Cow 11 213.0..06 (Proposed MOO Draft. 1962), for instance, the
&tittle! Pet .1 Code' crime of 'nexnai swank" prohibits oNensive "touchIng of the sexual
or other intimate pails of the person of another for the purpose of arousing ,o; gratNy.
ing snarl drove of either party" Monet. PYNAI. CON S 213.4 (Proposed (*chid Draft.
I afar
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of their laws. While legislatures could very simply bring the laws into
line with the Amendment by substituting the word "person" every
time the words "female," "male," "man" or "woman" appear, hope-
fully they would be encouraged to reevaluate, rationalize, and sim-
plify this crary'-quilt area of criminal law.

2. Consensual Sexual Relations
Criminal laws in every state penalize some sexual liaisons, even

though both partners are fully responsible for their conduct and en-
gage in the acts voluntarily and privately. As with noncomensual
sexual conduct, legislatures have frequently linked th.: definition of
these crimes to the sex of one or both partners.

Statutes prohibiting sodomy generally sweep in alike men and
women, marl ied and unmarried persons, heterosexuals and homo-
sexuals." As a result, most of these statutes would not violate the
Equal Rights Amendment, prohibiting as they do certain acts re-
gardless of the identity of the actor or the circumstances of the act.

few states, however, limit liability under their sotlomy statutes to
'males.' Like rape, the definition of sodomy can be limited to pene-
tration by the penis. Where sodomy is defined in this way, such that
females are incapable of committing it, laws restricted to males may
be sustained under the Equal Rights Amendment. Ilinvever, a statute
whit h defined sodomy more broadly, to include all ralgenital contact,
would violate the Amendment if it were restricted to males.

few adultery laws also contain sex discriminatAy provisions which
Imuld lie impermissible under the Equal Rights Amendment. Roman
1.1w define.-1 adultery as sexual intercourse with another man's wife."
Soule states reflect this one-sided ;view by failing to define intercourse
between a married man and a single woman as adultery.2x In Massa-
t ilisetts and Oregon, ail unmarried woman. cannot he punished for

221 44vloinv" is owl 14te, es it is used in many statutes, to include tooth inalenitaltootaic and awl! inert 'tote. he some states it also includes mom! Nastinhation, sexual
ielatims with animals, and sexual coma,. with dead hodier

224. See, eg.. P,I (A.S. Sodor'y 1 I (1955).
725 M. l'iosiowv, Silt AND 111F LAW 144 (1951).

In Indiana, .dupery is defined A, intetcouse iwteern a man and a ,nartied
woman, while intercourse with in unmastied woman is defined s the lesser offense of
fintlicoism Waiew,r v. 'hale. 2(12 Ind. 479, 175 IQ Y.. 66. (1951). A simibr discrepancy isapparent in the towline') lat. defense," nhith steivives in some nat., for men. Thz
unwritten law defense permits a man to argue in complete defense to a homicide prose.
cotton that the man he killed was, at the time of the hmnicide, in the act of setusl
knelt:worse with his wife; it is, in other words, a licet.se to men to entailer in the face of
adultery. NO state 001 women whn kill their husbands' !oven a corresponding defenseIra. PINAt Cons, Art 1270 (Vernott's 1901); N.M. STAI. ANN. 40A.2 (1953); U/A*I
::trot As.m k 70 10 9(4) (1955).
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relations with a married man, although an unmarried man is crimi-
nally liable if he participates in an adulterous relationship with a
married woman."' Discrepancies like these in the liability of men
and women derive from social attitudes toward the relative offensive.
nets of extramarital activity by men and by women. The singling out
of married women's extramarital activity harks back to concepts of a
married woman as the property of her husband, although common law
justifications focused on the fact that a married woman's liaison might
produce offspring who would have her husband's name and whom her
husband would have the duty to support."' However, the core idea
in adultery is that intercourse per se threatens the marriage
relationship. If this is the case, a court could not permit a state to set
stricter penalties for a woman's extramarital activity than for a man's.

Following the rule of narrow construction of criminal statutes, courts
will most likely invalidate sodouty or adultery laws that contain sex
discriminatory provisions, instead of solving the constitutional problems
by extending them to cover men and women alike.'" This is especially
likely since statutes regulating consensual sexual activity are also open
to attack under the constitutional right to privacy in intimate sexual
matters." llowever, a legislature intent on retaining criminal penal-
ties for sodomous or adulterous conduct could easily bring the laws
into line with the Equal Rights Amendment by extending them to
apply equal)), to men and women.

3. Prostitution
At common law and still today in most parts of the United States,

prostitution is, by definition, a crime committed only by women."t
Even statutes neutral on their face turn out to be enforced only against

227 Moth manic() men and married wnmcn are liable for extramsrital sexual inter
(11111W ( RIV. STAT. 167.010 (1989); MAIII. Gan. Laws, eft. 272 14 (1952).

226. R. Matins, Catmtrete LAW 377 (2d ed. 1969).
229. Cf. !Indianan T. flatthelnr. 9011 r Supp. 729 (N.D. Tex. 1970) in which a federal

court invalidated Texas's entire sodomy law muse of its overbreadth in extending to
arts between liuhand and wile. The decision was muted by the United States Supreme
Court sub nom. flue hanan v. Wade, 91 S. Ct. 1222 (1971), and remanded for consideration
in the light of Younger Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971). and Samuels v. Mackell, 401 U.S. 66
(1971).

210 See faiswold v r.onnecticut, 368 U.I. 479 (1965). At least two states have already
!repealed their laws aga.nst centennial homosexual relations. See hi- ANN. STAT. ch. SR.

11 2, 11 1 (Smith Hurd IVO); Corm. GIN. STAT. Rim. 552.63. 75 to .77 (Supp.
969) (effective Drt I, 1971).

231. See "Prostitution," &Aces LAW fnutioriAmi 1356 (4th ed. 1331): 73 C J.S. prow.
twines. 5 1 (1951); Eisner . Commonwealth, 573 S.W.td St.:, W17 (ty. 1964). but ef. D.C.
cm? ykrvci.. Amu 5 22 2701 (1967). At least one state still imposes special punishment
on young women who are tonsidered "In manifest danger of Filling into habits of vice."
No corresponding pmvIshris are made for young men. See Ctrutt. Gait grim. Awe ft Iy.
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women offenden."I Prostitution laws have been the focus of much
heated controversy about the proper role of law in regulating moral
or sexual behavior, and many people believe prostitution should not
be criminalized at all."3 But more narrowly, prostitution laws have
been attacked as discriminating against women. Two kinds of sex bias
are written into the majority of prostitution laws: first, women who sell
access to their own sexual conduct are penalized, whereas men who
do the same thing are not; and, second, the prostitute, who under cur-
rent psychosocial condit:om is usually a woman, is penalized, whereas
the patron, who is usually a man, is not .u4

Courts may be expected to hold that laws which confine liability
For prostitution to women only are invalid. under the Equal Rights
Amendment. There is no unique physical characteristic of siomen
which would justify outlawing prostitution when it is done by women,
and not when it is done by men. Earlier beliefs that women are the car-
riers of venereal disease because of their sex have no scientific
basis. Ideas that women who sell access to their bodies are social prob-
lems, whereas men who do the same thing are not, derive their only
rationality from a social double standard which may not enter into
legislative or judicial determinations under the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. Even in the absence of the Equal Rights Amendment, recent re-
forms of prostitution laws have extended the coverage to men. Thus,
the Model Penal Code refers to a person guilty of prostitution as "he
or she."us The New York Penal- Code contains a section explicitly
stating that both men and women may be guilty of prostitution .m
With the impetus of the Equal Eights Amendment, other state legis-
latures can be expected to move in this direction.

If prostitution laws were redefined to cover male prostitutes, then
the courts would be unlikely to find a per se violation of the Equal
Rights Amendment in the fact that prostitution laws penalize the

179, 1665. c nnnecticurs statutes survived constitutions! attack .in State v. Mattiello. 4Conn. r.ir. S. 225 A 2d 507 (1967), appeal dismissed, 995 U.S. 209 (1969).
232. 5. Harmon. Attitudes Toward Women In The Criminal Law Proem 5 (1070) (un-published paper on file at Yale law School Library.)
251. Compare A. Ft.rtNIPR, PROSTITUTION IN LUR0PR (iirtair at 11-11Tte(1912, withItTrnirt Tut C0NOWITTIPT oN !Inatome**. OPTINICS AND W fendenlirpoitl (1957). If the newly articulated constitutional right to privacy receives expandeditnetinctstinn, sre discussion in Part 111(1)) at p. 900 supra, all regulation of prod.

tOnnn. nther than public health measures. may be ruffed unconstitutional.
Men may be punished as entrepreneur' for inflicting in women or keeping anoose ni ill fame. They are seldom prosecuted for mere patronage of a prostitute.

RANnwITC supra note 2, at 16-17.
255 Moon. Pawm. Coot a 251.2 (Proposed Ofildal Draft, 1969).
250. N.Y. Perm. law f 230.10 (McKinney 1907).
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i

"seller" butt not the "buyer." In general, regulating \the conduct of the
seller and not the buyer is a rational governmenti choice, although
in the case of prostitution such a choice may not m ke sense, even in
terms of effective deterrence."' Nevertheless, prosti ution laws which
penalize only the seller would be subject to judicial scrutiny as classi-
fications which fall more heavily on one sex than t e other.'" Thus,
to sustain its laws, a state would bear a heavy -I) rden of demon-
strating the rationality of regulating only the seller a d not the buyer
in a prostitution transaction. Reformed penal laws ha e already begun
to regulate patrons as well as prostitutes.'" It is likel , and desirable,
that legislatures, in removing the sex bias from their 1 ws, will follow
this lead.

Just as the Equal Rights Amendment would invali4te prostitution
laws which apply to women only, so it would require invalidation of
laws specially designed to protect women from being forced into pros-
titution. In addition to many state laws of this type, the (ederal White
Slave Traffic Act (Mann Act) prohibits the transportation\ in interstate
commerce of I

any woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution or de\bauchery,
or for any other immoral purpose, or with the intent an purpose
to inciter, entice, or compel such woman or girl to beco e a pros-
titute or to give herself up to debauchery or to enga in any
other immoral purpose.".

Related sections of the Act also prohibit persuading, inducin enticing,
or coercing a woman to travel in interstate commerce for he above
purposes.241 Cases interpreting the Mann Act have held that a woman
may be found guilty as a principal under the Act; in som circum-
stances she may even be convicted of agreeing to transport erself in

I

bt217. The recidivism rate for prostitution Is so high .hat prostitution has en called
"life on the installment plan." Lukas, City Revising its Prostitution Con, OIL N.Y.
Times, Aug. 14. 1967, at 1, col. 2. Compere the Soviet I. don's mama at deterii g pima
tuticn by posting publicly the names. addresses and puts of employment of e rust°
men of prostitutes. KAnowns. supra note 2. at 17.

258. In its published statistics, the Federal Surma of Investigation classif "cone
mercialized vice" together with prostitution. Even so, 10.866 women were are .ted tot
prostitution or commercialized vice as compared with 11/$711 men. This figur is par
Ocularly striking in light of the fact that the total numbs r of men arrested in 967 stir,
seven times greater than the total number of women *ern:d. UNIP0RM Came roars.
supra note 201. at 124.

259. See N.Y. Prim. LAW 1 290.05 (McKinney 1967): Conn. Sen. STAT. ANN pENAI
Cool 84. 1909 Public Act No. 828 (effective Oct. I, 1971). However. New Yolk's law
penalising the patrons of prostitute has only rarely been enforced. Speech by Elizabeth
Schneider, Yale Law School. April 29. 1971.

U.S40. 18 C. 1 2421 (1961 .
241. 18 U.S.C. II 2422.25 (1964).
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. --
interstate commerce."3 However, it is no crime to transport a man
or boy in interstate commerce for the purposes set forth in the statute.
Congress could easily bring the Mann Act into conformity with the
Equal Rights Amendment by substituting the word "person" for the
words "woman or girl" in the statute.

As prostitution laws are redefined to cover male as well as female
prostitutes, a court faced with a challenge to the Mann Act might also
be inclined simply to extend this law to apply to..the transportation
of men for illicit purposes. Under current conditions, such an exten-
sion would not subject a large number of additional people, criminal
liability. However, this would disregard the legislativ history and
body of court decisions interpreting Congressional in t, which have
placed great emphasis on the weakness of women. late as 1960, the
Supreme Court declared:

'A primary 'purpose of the Mann Act was protect women who
are weak from men who are bad.' Donn v. United States, 247
F. 463, 465. It was in response to shock' g revelations of subjuga
tion of women too weak to resist th Congress acted. See H.R.
Rep. No. 47, 61st Cong., 2d Sess., p. 10-11. As the legislative
history discloses, the Act reflects the supposition that the women
with whom it sought to deal oft had no independent will of
their own, and embodies, in effskt, the view that they must be
protected against themselves.'" 4

Given this background, a court/ Might feel that extending the 12w to
over men would he expanding criminal liability further than Congress
intended. Here, as with other criminal laws, a court would probAbly
resolve doubts about congressional intent by striking down the law.

4. Indeterminate Sentencing
In addition to separate substantive law for men and women, some

states have special sentencing provisions for women. These laws in effect
require or permit judges to place women in a separate correctional
status in which the lengths of their sentences are determined not by the
judge but by correctional authorities within the limits set by statute.
When women are placed in such a status, they may be subjected to
longer sentences than those provided for in the substantive statute,.
thereby creating higher maximum penalties for women than for men
convicted of the same crime.

242. United Mates v, Hoke. 236 U.S. 140 (1915): but Gebanli v. United States. 2S7
US. 112 (1937).

243. Wyatt v. United states. 362 J.S. sn, 590 Ogee/.
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In United States ex rd. Robinson v. York*" and Commonwealth v.

Daniel," two indeterminate sentencing laws were successfukly attacked

under the Fourteenth Amendment as denying women equal protec-
tion of the laws."' However, similar laws remain on the books in a
number of states.'41 Such laws, if not invalidated under the Fourteenth

Ametl'dment, would be invalidated under the Equal Rights Amend-
' ment. In general, the special laws for sentencing of women are in the
form of separate additional sentencing statutes. Thus, if a court in-

validated the special law for women, it would simply leave women
subject to the standard sentencing laws. This was the result in Robin-

, son and Daniel.

5. Summary
Courts faced with criminal laws which do not apply equally to men

and women would be likely to invalidate the laws rather than extending
or rewriting them to apply to women and men alike. As a result,
legislatures would need to devote attention to revising their penal laws
in order to bring them into conformity with the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. While, necessary, this should not be an unduly burdensome re-

- quirement. Proposals for reform, like the Model Penal Code, already

provide models for many new laws that would eliminate impermissible

sex -discrimination." States such as New York, Connecticut, and Illi-
nois, which have already reformed their criminal laws,. would need to

make only a few changes to bring them into line with the Equal Rights

Amendment. Other states, whose laws regulating sex offenses are hold-

overs from Victorian or even Puritan times, may wish to\revise their

244. 281 P. Supp. S (D. Conn. 1968).
245. 430 Pa. 642, 243 A.24.400 (1968).
246. In Robinson, the it ordered the petitioner released because she had already

served the statutory mdximum sentence for breach of the peace and resisting arrest. The
court stated that to hold her for the full three years permitted under the sentencing law
for women offenders would have denied her the equal protection of the laws. In Daniel,
appellants' cases were sent back for resentencing because the court held that Pennsyl-
vania's law requiring judges to Impose the statutory maximum ,on all women sentenced

to tl State Correctional Institution at Muncy violated the Equal. Protection Clause.
2 . F. g Me. Rev. STAT. ANN., tit. 34, 11 802 (men): If 853.54 (women) (Supp. 1970).

Di Mies also exist in the juvenile laws of several states. Forlpstance, in New York a
co rt can order incorrigible, ungovernable, or habitually disobedient women to be held

custody until they ate 20, if they are adjudged "persons In need of supervision"
WM: wher as, boys can be held under the PINS statute only until age 18. Since most
the commitments under the PINS law stem from activity wfilth could not result in

criminal conviction, the law imposes on women two years of extra liability for non
criminal activity. N.Y: FAMILY Cotner AcT. ft 712. 756 (McKinney 1963).

248. A few sections of the Model Penal Code are sex biased, and would be Invalid
under the Equal Rights Amendment; us, e.g., Moon PENAL Coot 1 213.3(I)(d) (sedite
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sex discriminatory criminal statutes as part of a braider modernization
effort.

D. The Military

The Armed Forces have always been one of the most male-domi-
nated institutions in our society. Only men are subject to involuntary
conscription. Various regulations of the Armed Forces restrict the
access of women to the military, and indeed place an absolute limit
on the number permitted to serve. Women with dependent children
may nottnlist, while men in the same siguation may do so. Certain
grounds 'for discharge apply only to women. Numerous other forms
of differential treatment pervade the military services.

It is not difficult w explain why the military is structured in this
way. In the past, physical strength was essential to military success.
Weapons were heavy, long twitches on foot were frequent, and hand
to hand fighting was common. Women were considered in most
respects to be weaker than men. Women were also handicapped by
pregnancy. Lack of effective contraceptive methods meant that they
were frequently, if not constantly pregnant, and disease and death
were not uncommon accompaniments to childbirth. Men were there-
fore a more reliable and mobile group. Sociological factors reinforced
this "division of labor." Women were considered too delicate to be
exposed to battle and its attendant pain and discomfort. They were
trained to be passive, dependent and without initiative. For men,
on the other hand, armed struggle was seen as a catalyst of maturity,
a symbol of aggressive masculinity, a test which would "separate the
men from the boys."'" Women who wished to fight had to disguise
themselves as men.

In this country women have served in .ie Armed Forces with full
military status only since World War II, when the need for personnel
and the existence of many civilian-type jobs in the military made the

f women appear feasible to the Armed Forces. A Wo-
mtAi's. A' .iar; Corps with civilian status was created in 1942.
It proved ads unworkable, and in 1943 the Army took
women under tel command." After World War II, Congress

,.,_249 Ste, qr. E. HEMINOWAT, A FAIIEVITIL TO ARIEM4411120): FOR WHOM Tea Rut TOLLS
"70) Tea NAN= AND TIM (194$): AIR WS IN VIETNAM? (1917).
, rot for a history of the creation of the Woment Army Corps (WAG) and Its activides
..."1 World War 11. see M. TREADMILL, U.S. Amu En Worts WAR 11: SPICML Imam Tim
WORN'S ARMT Come (1954).
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decided to keep the women's arm of the services at reduced size. The
Women's Army Corps is now permitted to total only two per cent of
the ..t11 strength of the services.214

While'many people look upon such restrictions on women's military
service as relieving them of an unadulterated burden or evil, others
feel that it would be advantageous for women to receive the train-
ing and benefits that accompany military service in this country. No
one can doubt that military service has t7emendom disadvantages,
chief among them the danger of loss of life and the requirement of
learning to kill others. Yet there ate also benefits afforded the in-
dividuals .vho serve. The Armed Forces furnish in-service vocational
and specialist training, medical care, and benefits for dependents.
Veterans receive educational scholarships and loans, preference in
government employment, pensions, insurance, and medical treat-
ment.252

More subtle factors involve the effect of military service on one's
self-image and on the way he or she is viewed by others. For large
segments of the population, service is taken to prove that an individual
has sacrificed for his or her country. He or she deserves to be taken
seriously in return. As Professor Norman Dorsen hap said:

[W]hen women are excluded from the draft the most serious
and onerous duty of citizenshiptheir status is generally reduced.
The social stereotype is that women should be less concerned
with the affairs of the world than men. Our political choices and
our pOlitical debate often reflect a belief that men who havc
fought for their country have a special qualification or right to
wield political power and make political decisions. Women are
in no position to meet this qualification?"

Having served or being liable to serve also tends to make an in-
dividual sensitive to ane :oncerned about the country's foreign policy.
Those who must carry out the decisions made in the upper echelons

251. 10 1.S.C. 3209. which limited the authorized -urength of the WAC to 2% of the
authorized strength of the Regular Army, was amended in November, 1967, to rmit the
Secretary of Defense to determine the limit. 10 U.S.C. I 3209(b) (Supp. IV, 1967). The 2%
maximum is maintained by regulation, 32 C.F.R. 380 (1971).

252. On veterans' benefits generally, see 36 U.S.C. ft I to end (1964) as intended in
Fart (Nu pp. V. 1969); 50 11.3.C. App. 1 459 (Supp. V. 1969); M C.F.R. (1970). 38 U.S.C.

310.511. 410 23. and 501.62 deal with pensions; 38 1.1.S.Ci t 601.44, with hospitalization
and provision of medical services; 38 U.S.C. N 701 58, with insurance; and 36 V.S.C.

1601.1791. with educational benefits for veterans and their lamlies. Preference in
federal governmental employment is governed by 5 U.S.C. ft 2108. 3300. 3309.17, 3351,
3363. 7301, 7511 12 (Stipp. V. 1969).

253. Hearings on S.I. Res. 61 and S.J. Res. 231 Before the Senate Comm. On the Judi.
eiary, 91st Cong.. 2d Sess. 320 (1970).
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of the government will be interested in participating in the political
process and trying to prevent the formulation of policies which in-
volve unjustified killing and destruction, and unnecessary risk of
injury and death.",

Under the present system few women enter the military and re-
ceive these benefits and lessons. Partly as a result, the social stigma
and ridicule evoked by the idea of a woman in the military persist.
Until women are required to serve in substantial numbers, stereo-
types about their inability to do so will be perpetuated.

The Equal Rights Amendment will have a substantial and per-
vasive impact upon military practices and institutions. As now form*.
lilted. the Amendment permits no exceptions for the military.'", Neither
the right to privacy nor any unique physical characteristic justifies
different treatment of the sexes with respect to voluntary or involun-
tary service, and pregnancy justifies only slightly different conditions
of service for women. Such obvious differential treatment for women
as exemption from the draft, exclusion from the service academies,
and more restrictive standards for enlistment", will have to be
brought into conformity with the Amendment's baskc prohibition of
sex discrimination.

These changes will require a radical restructuring of the military's
view of women, which until now has been a narrow and stereotypical
one. Until recently, only unmarried women were generally allowed
to serve, and when married women were permitted, their dependents
received none of the benefits that men's families receive. A woman
was presumed to be the second worker in her family rather than the
one responsible for its support,- and benefits were therefore assumed

,2541. Set cit. the account of the protest marches of the Vietnam Veterans Against the
war. N.Y. Times, April 25, 1971. 4. at I. col. 1; the diecuidom of antiwar orpnidng in
the Armed Forces by Gabriel Kolko in The Liberated Guardian, April 15, 1971. at 10. at3; and in A. SIAM, lb &MUST TUX IMAM (1970).

255. Although this is true of the Amendment under the theory and formhere, hi Congress the resolution has often been amended to exempt the draft I=
coverage. In 1950 and 1963. the Equal Rights Amendment was by the Senate only
afteT it was altered to permit laws which made remonable chsalliattlons Go protect women.Th phrase was intended to include the draft as one such law. In 1970. Senator ErwinRepined an amendment to the resolution, which was moped by the Saute. wmilicallIexempting women hom the draft. See the discussion at pp. MINS swan. And in July.1971, the House Judiciary Committee reported out the Equal Wpm. Amendment with asirsilar amendment.

230. On the draft. see 50 U.S.C. App. ig 453, 464(e) Popp. V. 19111); on the serviceacademies,
see Hearings on S.I. Res. 41 !Wore Sabosionn. of the haste Comm on theisidirigny 374 (19701. Com upholding the exclusion of women from MO military schoolsinclude Allred v. !Ireton. 336 Mid 251 (Tex.), _art 104 U3.1117 (1_980)1 HeatonOrkin!. 317 it.W.Ed Id (Tex. 1951), met. denied. 1139 U.O. 210 (1159). 11111.411970). 580 (1971) set out differential enlistment standards.
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to be 'unnecessary. Any woman who became pregnant or adopted a
child was discharged. Women, being excluded from many bcnefits,
were thus a particularly economical source of labor. These rules also
effectively prevented women from rising in the ranks and becoming
officers, for they would have to be willing to forego marriage and
children in order to do so. They were therefore denied the exercise
of leadership skills and were viewed as inferior, deserVing the subor-
dinate tasks to which the military's discriminatory rules consigned
them. Women were also seen as less flexible and less valuable workers
than men, incapable of serving in many positions. They were as-
signed to "women's work" as clerks and, secretaries, nurses, or tech-
nicians. Many interested in training in fields such as photography
were denied access to the programs'"

This view of women has begun to change. But it is happening
slowly in some services and not at all in others. The Equal Rights
Amendment will greatly hasten this process and will require the mili-
tary to see women as it sees menas a diverse group of individuals,
married and unmarried, with and without children, possessing or
desiring to acquire many different skills, and performing many varied
kinds of jobs. The impact of the Amendment will now examined
in detail with regard to four important areas: the draft, grounds for
discharge, assignment and training, and in-service conditions,

1. The Draft
The Military Selective Service Act of 1967 governs the conscription

of citizens into the Armed Forces."' The Act explicitly applies only
to men in requiring registration and induction for training and ser-
vice in the Army, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard, and Air Force'"
Men have several times challenged the Act, claiming that it violates
constitutional rights of due process and equal protection by discrimi-
nating on the basis of sex. The courts have consistently rejected this
contention'"

Under the Equal Rights Amendment the draft law will not be
invalidated. Recognizing the concern of Congress with maintaining
the Armed Forces, courts would construe the Amendment to excise

257. For complaints about such treatment, see, for example. The Bond: The Voice
of the American Servicemen's Union, April 19, 1971, at 8, col. I.

258. 50 U.S.C. App. ft 451 et seq. (Supp. V, 1969).
259. 50 U.S.C. App. If 455, 454 (Supp. V, 1909).
peo, Ste, United States v. Cook, 11 F. Supp. 618 (W.D. Pa. 1970); United States

Clinton, 310 F. Supp. 553 (E.D fa. MO); United States v. St. Clair, 291 F. Stipp. 122
1966).
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the word "male" from the two main sections of the Act, dealing with
registration and induction, thereby subjecting all citizens to these
duties. A woman will register for the draft at the age of eighteen, as
a man now does. She will then be dauified as to availability for in-
duction and training. If she meets the physical and mental standards,
and is not eligible for any exemptions or deferments, she will join
men in susceptibility -to inductian. The statute declares that no one
may-be inducted until shelter, water, heating and lighting, and medical
care are available.in The military will dearly have sufficient time dur-
ing the period after ratification to Make. the minor adaptations, such as
the expansion of gynecological services, necessary to comply with the
statute. This is particularly true since the eligibility of women will not
necessarily entail an increase in the number of persons inducted.

The Secretary of Defense has the power to set the standards of
physical and mental fitness which all inductees must meet.'" A gen-
eral intelligence test is used to determine mental qualification, and
a physical examination is given to check the general state of health
of the individual." Under the Equal Rights Amendment, all the
standards applied through these tests will have to be neutral as be-
tween the sexes. Moreover, even after the mental and physical stan-
dards have been made uniform for both sexes, they will have to be
scrutinized carefully to assure that they are related to the appropriate
jobs and functions and do not operate so as to disqualify more women
than men. Such a result would raise the possibility that the test,
though neutral on its face, was in fact being used to discriminate
against women tee Achieving this goal of uniform, nondiscriminatory
standards will require some changes.

First, height standards will have to be revised from the dual system
which now exists. At present, men crom 5,0" to 6'S" tall are permitted
to serve as enlisted personnel in the Army and Air Force; the range
in the Navy and Marine Corps is from 5'0" to 6'6". For male office s.
the range of permissible height is from WO" to 6'S" in all services

MI. 50 U.S.C. App. f 454(a) (1914).X4. Id.
NI See Medical Films Standards for Appointment, Enlistment, and Induction. C 15,Alt 40501 et seq., reprinted In SSLR Mi.
1131. See the discussion at p. IMO suPre. concerning criteria to be applied in re-

viewing functional damilications. Under Title VII of the oft civil Rights- Act, plamical
end mental tests with to employment have come under scrutiny as a ponNy
criminatory device. The 1 Em t ty Commisdon and the courts hareheld that such tests must valida ar to be closely job-related before they canbe used. If they fill more heavily on a poop of apObin of employs.. SeeGillis v. Duke Power Co.. 401 UA 424, 4.1(114. fee else thsifteuseles hs ItieekpatensTttle YU, repro note 46, at 111040.
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except the Army, where the minimum is 5'6". Women in all services
and in all ranks may be from 4'10" to 610" tall." Under the Equal
Rights Amendment, the same minimum and maximum will have to
be applied to both sexes. Persons, male and female, up to 6'8" (or
6'6") would be accepted, if these remain the maximum limits. For
enlisted personnel, the services could retain their current minimum
for men of 5'0" as the uniform standard, or adopt the lower 4'10"
minimum for both sexes. But if the Army retains its 5'6" minimum
for officers, it would effectively exclude many women, and the mini-
mum would therefore have to be shown to be. closely job-related in
order to stand."

The height-weight correlations for the sexes will also have to be
mcklified.2" At most heights there is a large area of overlap between
the normal weight for men and women. For persons above or below
this range, an evaluation based on the health of the individual will
be made. Since every inductee receives a comprehensive physical ex-
amination, this will entail little extra burden.

The same principles will have to be applied to the intelligence test.
At present men and women take different tests for enlistment;"
under the Amendment, both will take the same test. Similarly, 'he
required minimum score will be the same for both sexes. If the test
currently used for men is administered to women, and it is shown
that women on the whole score lower on it, it will have to be dem-
onstrated that the questions do test general intelligence and are not
taken solely from areas of factual knowledge with which most men
and few women in this society are trained to be familiar.

Most of the deferments and exemptions from military service could
easily be adapted to a sex-neutral system. Women ministers, consci-
entious objectors, and state legislators will be treated as the men in
those categories now are. Women doctors and dentists will be sub-

ject to call under the conditions governing medical and dental spe-
cialists. However, some provisions will have to be extended or stricken.
The dependency deferment now provides that "persons in a status

265. Medical Fitness Standards, supra note MS, C 25, AR 40.501, 2-21, reprinted in SSLR
2209.

266. Cf. New York State Division of Human Rights v. New YorkPennsylvania Profes
Ilona' Baseball League. 320 N.Y.S.2d 788 (Sup. Ct. App. Div. 1971), holding that high
minimum height and weight requirements for professional baseball umpires unjustifiably
excluded women in violation of stale and federal law.'

247. Medical Fitness Standards, nitwit note 263. C 25, AR 40.501, 242 & App. HI,
Tables I & II, reprinted in part in &SLR 2209. 2222.

266. 32 C.F.R. i 1166.2(f) (1970).
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with respect to persons (other than wives alone, except in cases of
extreme hardship) dependent upon them for support which renders
their deferment advisable" may be deferred." It also states that the
president may provide for the deferment of persons who have chil-
dren, or wives and children, with whom they maintain a bona fide
family relationship in their homes. This has been interpreted to mean
that a married person with a child will generally be deferred."

There are several permissible alternatives to these deferment pro-
visions under the Equal Rights Amendment. Deferment might be
extended to women, so that neither parent in a family with children
would be drafted. Alternatively, the 'section' could provide that one,
but not both, of the parents would be deferred. For example, which-
ever parent was called first might be eligible for service; the remain-
ing parent, male or female, would be deferred. A third possibility
would be to grant a deferment to the individual in the couple who
is responsible for child care. The couple could decide which one was
going to perform this function, and the other member would be liable
for service. In a one-parent household Congress would probably defer
the parent.

Each of these alternatives carries very different and significant
policy implications for family structure and population growth. Given
current draft calls, and the belief that having both parents present
is beneficial for the children, it is likely that both parents will be
deferred. However, Congress can choose any of the above policies, for
they do not discriminate between men and women.

The Selective Service Act exempts from the draft the sole surviv-
ing son of a family which has lost a member, male or female, in the
service of the country."' Under the Equal Rights Amendment this
exemption for men only cannot stand, for it will mean drafting
women when men in identical circumstances are excused. The rea-
sons for the exemption are twofold. One is the feeling that once a
family has lost a member, or several members, it cannot be asked to
bear a final loss. The other concern is that the family name and line
be preserved. The second reason for the exemption will no longer be
permissible, because it results in discrimination against women. But

209. 50 U.S.C. App. 5 458(1)(2) (Supp V. 1989).
270. United States v. &tinier, 295 Ir. Sapp. ON (D. Ore. 1988).
271. 50 U.S.C. App. g 456(o) (1964). 'Mb provision exempts the sole surviving eons of

families "where the father or one or more sons or daughters . . were killed in action or
died in the line of duty. .." Under the Equal ltighu Amendment, the law will have to
be extended to cover all female family members lost In military service.
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the first reason does justify extending the exemption to women, for
the purpose is to spare a family its last child subject to induction.
Thus the sole surviving child will be exempt.

The computation of the draft quota for a given area is based on
the ictual number of men in the area liable for training but not de-
ferred after classification."2 When the Equal Rights Amendment
becomes operative the number of women available will be included
in the pool of available registrants.

The Selective Service Act provides for the administration of the
draft system by local and appeal draft boards.'" The Act explicitly
states that no citizen shall be denied membership on any board on
account of sex."4 However, women are now only a small percentage
of total draft board membership. Black registrants have challenged
their induction 'on similar facts, claiming that they cannot be
legally inducted by a board which is disproportionately white or which
has no black members. None of these claims has met with success.' s
The chances that women will be excused from induction because of
the sexual imbalance on the boards is therefore small. Adoption of
the Equal Rights Amendment, however, will undoubtedly stimulate
the appointment of greater numbers of women to draft boards.

It is possible that an all volunteer army will be established in the
United States in the foreseeable future. In that event, equalization
of the draft becomes of academic interest only. Even if the volunteer
system were approved, however, the draft would probably remain in
effect for some years. More important, under either system of recruit-
ment the Equal Rights Amendment will require a change in the status
of women in the military, and the conditions under which they serve.

2. Grounds for Discharge
In addition to the grounds for discharge applicable to both sexes,

several grounds apply only to women. One such rule requires that
a married or unmarried woman who becomes pregnant must be dis-
charged. Another requires that a woman with dependent children

272. 50 U.S.C. App. 9 455(6) (1964).
273. 50 U.S.C. App. 9 460(b)(3) (Stepp. V. 1969).
774. Id.
275. See. e.g.. United States v. Brooks, 415 F.2d 502 (6th Cir. 1910), art. denied, 197

U.S. 989 (1969); Simmons v. United States, 406 9.2d 456 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 595
U.S. 982. rehearing denied. 996 U3. 871 (1969); Clay v. United States, 397 F.2d 901 (5th
Cir. 1968), tarated on other grounds, 594 S. 310 (1981).
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cannot serve." Men, married or single, who father children or have
dependent children are not discharged for such reasons.

Several women have recently brought suns challenging these and
similar military regulations on equal protection grounds.'" Under
the pressure of litigation the Air Force has modified some of its
rules."' Whatever the outcome of this litigation, however, these
policies will have to be reexamined and reformulated when the Amend-
ment is paned. If the rules continue so require discharge of women
with dependent children, then men in a similar situation will also
have to be discharged. Since this will make it almost impossible to
have any career officers, such a rule is unlikely to be adopted.
The nondiscriminatory alternative is to allow both men and women
with children to remain in the service and to take their dependents on
assignments in noncombat zones, as men are now permitted to do.

Rules requiring discharge beta of pregnancy will also change.
The Army has recently provided at married women who plan to
remain in the service with their ildren may receive a three and a
half month leave to bear the ch Ivo Such a leave is related to a
unique physical characteristic of w en. and if shown to be directly
related to the physical condition of pregnancy, can be applied to
women only.

Distinctions between single and marrie women who become preg-
nant will be permissible only if the soneliktinction is drawn. between
single and married men who father children. This is required because
once the Army has allowed married women to continue to serve when
they have children, it is clear that pregnancy and childbearing alone
are not incompatible with military service. A rule excluding single
women who become pregnant would thus not be based on physical
characteristics, but rather would rest on disapproval of extramarital
pregnancy. Such standards must be applied equally to both sexes.
Thus, if unmarried women are discharged for pregnancy, men, shown
to be fathers of children born out of wedlock would also be dis-
charged. Even in this form such a rule would be suspect under the
Amendment, because it would probably be enforced more frequently

2711. 32 C.F.R. IN 714.1(d)(9) (IN; NU (1974.
277. See the challemm In N.Y. Times, Aft. St 1270, at 44, col. 7; N.Y. Times.

Oct. II. 1970. at 49, col. 17.3liflimes, Nov. 29t 197f, at It col. 1; N.Y. Timm Dec. Ili
1970. at II, Col. 2; N.Y. Tm, Ian. 1, 1971. at ro. col. I.

275. Se* N.Y. Time. Sept. 214 1970, st 49. oil. 1; N.Y. Timis. Sept. X. IWO. at 117. col. 4.
279. See N.Y. Times, April 21, 1971. at 11. W. 1.
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against women. A court will therefore be likely to strike down the
rule despite the neutrality in its tenni, because of its differential im-
pact. To avoid these problems, the Armed Forces can treat both sexes
similarly by permitting single people to father or bear children, and
by regulating only the unique physical characteristic'of pregnancy.

All people who have children will be treated eqtullrby the Armed
Forces in terms of child care. The military may want to provide day
care; if it does not, it may allow a parent to be discharged to take
care Of his or her child if he or she cannot provide for adequate care
while on active duty.

3. Assignment and Training
All men who are drafted recei e four to six months of basic train-

ing. All draftees are eligible for ombat duty. The men are assigned
to one of five broad areas of duty-17administration, intelligence, train-
ing and tactics, supply, or comba They are assigned and organized
along two different but overlappirtg systems of classification. One is
a numerical system, and the othei is a 'functional one. "Corps" is
the general name for the functional \units, such as the Army Engineer
Corps or the Army Nurse Corps, though the term "corps" is also
used to designate a numerical groupking of two So five divisions. Al-
though the members of a functional corps are physically dispersed in
jet) assignments, the corps keeps separate records, and promotions and
assignments are routed through its office. Almost all of the women
in the Army are members of the Army Nurse Corps or the Women's
Army Corps. Although the Arsny Nurse Corps is organized along job
lines. the WAC \has no unifying principle except that its members
are women. It thus stands as a symbol of the unwillingness of the
Army td-abandon distinctions based on sex. Under the Equal Rights
Amcaelment the WAC would be abolished and women assigned to
oth er-corps-on-the-o ki s.

Women ate only partially integrated into the training and assign-
ment procedures applicable to men. They receive some basic training
but it does not equip them for combat duty.. They serve mainly in
administrative and clerical jobs or as medical technicians.

Whether women ought to serve in combat units has provoked
lengthy debate. Before discussing the arguments raised against it, it
is important to place the problem in perspective. Some public debate
has impl'ed that hundreds of thousands of women will be affected
by such a reqoirement. This is not true. Combat soldiers make up
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only a small percentage of military personnel. Even in combat zones
many jobs of 'logistic and administrative support are no different or
more difficult than the work done in noncombat zones. Thirty
years ago, women were found capable of filling over three- quarters
of all Army job classifications,'" and there is no reason to prevent
ha* from doing these jobs in combat zones. The issue of assigning

women to actual combat duty, therefore, involves a relatively small
seginent of total military assignments.

1 Opponents of the Amendment daim that women are physically
incapable of performing combat duty. The facts do not support this
conclusion. The effectiveness of the modern soldier 'is due more to
equipment and 'training than to individual strength. Training and
combat may require the carrying of loads weighing 40 to 50 pounds,
but many, if not most,. women in this country are fully able to do
that."' And women are physically as able as men to perform many
jobs classified as combat duty, such as piloting an airplane or engag-
ing in naval operations. In order to screen out those of both sexes
incapable of cowhat service, it will be permissible to 'administer a
test to measure ability tot& the requisite physical tasks. Those who
pass, or who will foreseeably be able to do so after training, will re-
ceive combat training. The test will have to be closely related to
the actual requirements of combat duty. There will be many women
able to pass such a test.

Another frequent objection to women in combat service is based
on speculation about the problems that will arise in tame of dis-
cipline and sexual activity. No evidence has been found that partici-
pation by women will cause difficult problems. Women in other
countries, including Israel and North Vietnam, have served effectively
in their armed forces. There is no reason to assume that in a dangerous
situation women will not be as serious and well disciplined as men.

Finally, as to the concern over women engaging in the actual pro-
CM at killing, no one would suggest that combat service is pleasant
or that \the women who serve can avoid the possibility' of physical
harm and 'assault. But it is important to remember that all combat
is dangerous, degrading and dehumanizing. That is true f all par-
ticipants. As between brutalizing our young men and brutaliiing our
young women there is little to choose.

VO. M. Tavatrau., mpg note EC at 02.91.
..01. See. e4.. Cheatwood v. South Central Sell Tel. h Tel. Co.. WS Supp. 754.mr (11.D. Ala. 1909).
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4. In service Conditions
Women in the Armed Forces receive the same pay and are ranked

, the same as men. Most seevice and veterans' benefits are the same for
I both sexes.. On the other hand the rules on dependents' allowances,

in-service housing and medical benefits discriminate against

women. Male officers are provided quarters on base, or a basic quarters
allowance for their dependents if they live off base; male officers also
receive a dependents' allowance based on their grade and the number
of dependents, regardless of .any money the officer's wife may earn.
The husband of a female -dicer, however, is not recognized as a de-
pendent' unless he is physically or mentally incapable of supporting
himself and is dependent on his wife for more than half of his sup-
port.'" These discriminations are now under attack in a suit against
the Air Force." Should they not be stricken down, the Equal Rights
Amendment will require that result. Women will receive housing,
allowances, and medical benefits on the same basis as men.

Living conditions in the service will be changed by adoption of
the Equal Rights Amendment to the extent that they separate men
and women for functions in which privacy is not a factor. Officers'
clubs, enlisted mens' clubs, and .other .ocial organizations and+ ac-
tb,ities on military bases will be open to women as well as men.
Athletic facilities will also have to be made available to women per-
sonnel, Eating facilities will likewise be integrated by sex. Sleepirg
quarters could remain separate under the privacy exception to the
Amendment.

5. Summary
The Equal Rights Amendment will result in substantial changes

in our military institutions. The number of women serving, and the
positions they occupy, will be far greater than at present. Women
will he subject to the draft, and the requirements for enlistment will
be the same for both sexes. In- service and veterans' benefits will be
identical. Women will serve in all kinds of units, and they will be
eligible for combat duty. The double standard for treatment of sexual
activity of men and women will be prohibited.

Changes in the law, where necessary to bring the military into
compliance with the Amendment, will not be difficult to effect. The
statutes governing the military will be amended by Congress, and

212. Provisions on basic pay are at 37 U.S.C. $5 201.09 (Stipp. V. 1969). Housing and
other allowances are dealt with by 97 11 401.427 (Sapp. V. 1969).

283. See the report h. du N.Y. Thies, Dec. 25 at 114 coL 6.
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the services can revise their own regulations. If these changu are made
promptly, no disruption in the functioning of the military need result.

The 'drafting of -women into the military will expose them to tasks
and experiences from which many of them have until now been
sheltered. The requirement of serving will be as unattractive and
painful for them as it now is for many men. On the other hand, their
participation will cure one of the great inequities of the current sys-
tem. As long as anyone has to perform military function., all members
of the community should be susceptible to call. When women take
part in the np system, they more truly become full participants
in the rights and obligations of citizenship.

VI. Conclusion
The transformation of our legal system to one which establishes

equal rights for women under the law is lone overdue. Our present
dual system of legal rights has resulted, and can only result, in rele-
gating half of the population to second dam status in our society.
What was begun in the Nineteenth Amendment, extending to women
the right of franchise, should now be completed by guaranteeing
equal treatment to women in all areas of legal rights and responsi-
bilities.

We believe that the necessary changes in our legal structure can
be accomplished effectively only by a constitutional amendment. The
process of piecemeal 'change is long and uncertain; the prospect of
judicial change through interpretation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment is remote and the results are likely to be inadequate. The Equal
Rights Amendment provides a sound constitutional buis for carrying
out the alterations which must be put into effect. It embodies a con-
sistent theory that guarantees equal legal rights for both' sexes while
taking into account unique physical differences between the sexes.
In the tradition of other great constitutional mandates, such as equal
protection for all races, the right to freedom of expression, and the
guarantee of due process, it supplies the fundamental legal framework
upon which to build a coherent body of law practice designed to
achieve the specific goal of equal rights.

The call for this constitutional revision is taking place in the midst
of other significant developments in the movement for women's libera-
tion in this-country. The movement as a whole is in a stage of ferment
and growth, seeking a new political analysis based upon greater under-
standing of women's subordination and of the need for new directions.
The resulting political discussion has brought forth many possibilities,
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including changes in work patterns, new family structures, alternative
forms of political onpnizat4 and redistribution of occupations be-
tween sexes. A number of inists have argued for increased separa-
tion of women tram men in some spheres of activity or stages of life.
Dialogue and experimentation with many forms of social, political and
economic organization will undoubtedly go on as long as the women's
movement continues to grow.

Underlying this wide-ranging debate, however, there is a broad
consensus in the women's movement that, within the sphere of govern-
mental power, change must involie equal treatment of women with
men. Moreover, the increasing nationwide pressure for pilotage of an
Equal Rights Amendment, among .women both in and out of the
active women's movement, makes it clear that most women do not
believe their interests are served by sexual differentiation before the
law. Legal distinctions based upon sex have become politically and
morally unacceptable.

In this context the Equal Rights Amendment provides a necessary
and a particularly valuable political change. It will establish complete
legal equality without compelling conformity to any one pattern
within private relationships. Persons will remain free to structure
their private activity and association without governmental inter-
ference. Yet within the sphere of state activity, the Amendment will
establish fully, emphatically, and unambiguously the proposition that
before the law women and men are to be treated without difference.
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16621, 17367-
116, 23768

1967 90th he S.J. Res. 54 113 9796,
20919,
23012.
336131909 illet 1st H.R.J. Res. 264; I 13 393.

S.J. Res. 61
2062

Vohs
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

Year Cong. Sees

Joint
Resolution.

Hearings
(Committee

on the
Judiciary)

Committee
Reports

Debate
Cong.
Rec. Page Votes

1970 91.1 2d On 9.3. Re.. 61 Discharge 116 794645 350/15 (House);

Sen. Subcomm.; Petition. (Aug. 10); 311/33 (Sen.)

On 3.3. Rea. 61 House of 1722946 (Ervin Amend.);
& 231, Rep. (Oct 6); 50/20 (Sen.)

Sen. Comm. 1733543 (Raker Amend.).
(Oct. 7);
1746541
(Oct. 6);
1762947
(Oct. 9);
1774508.
17779-94

(Oct. 12);
17115.16,

17692.95,

17923.50

(Oct. 13);
11075-711

(Oct. 14)

1971 9Pd la H.R.J. Rm. 2014 On H.R.J. Res. 2041 117 233

3.). Rec. House Subcomm. OM 26);
I?

Uan. 25).
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ISM I fig WA
A Point of View and Five Responses

THE CASE FOR
AN EQUAL RIGHTS ACT

by Gayle Binion

rrihrough simple legislation under Article I and
1. the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitu-

tion, Compass can already go beyond what the
Equal Rights Amosdnvnt will do when it is finally
ratified. The 1963 Voting Rights Act tee most
effective civil tights legislation in American history
serves as an excellent model and analogy for an
Equal Rights Ay.

Article 1 is the source of federal legislative
authority generally. And the Fourteenth Amend-
ment prohibits states from denying to any person
within their jurisdiction the equal protection al the
laws. Section 3 of this amendment Val* Congress
the power to pass appropriate legislation to carry
out the provisions of the amendment. Combined,
these two sources of authority are sufficient to em-
power Congress to prohibit any governmental entity
at whatever level from discriminating on the basis
of sex. And that is all that the Equal Rights Amend.
mint will do.

My suggestion that Congress, through simple
legislation, can accomplish all that the Equal Rights
Amendment will accomplish, and more. meets with
two immediate objections one philosophical and
one pragmatic.

The first objection holds that the equal protection
clause in the Fourteenth Amendment does not covet
women because the frames of the amendment after
the Civil War intended it vs cover only 'blacks. The
answer is that objection is that while the protection

umuzila 2

of newly freed slaves was clearly the major purpose
of this clause, the courts. over time. have cam to
see it as a protection for other groups as well
aliens, illegitimate children, the poor, and women.
One could point analogously to the fact that the
search and mime clause al the Fourth Amendment
was not intended to apply to automobiles at wire-
taps the eighteenth-cenhary framers could not
have intended this hut the courts have recog-
nized that the principles tdeelying the Fourth
Amendment, when applied to modern candidate,
require new inwspestationn The problem is not that
the Fourteenth Amendment's pretecdoe does not
include women it is only that the courts have not
yet recognized the full extent of-this protection. But
Convert. under Section 3, can ,do so. Under deci-
sions such as Fitzpatrick v. Blair (1976) EEOC v.
Wyoming (19113), the Supreme Court is likely to
uphold even far- reaching conmeasional condensa-
tions of state laws which discriminate on the beats of
gender. The objection that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment does not protect women is not very perwamive.

The mond objection to using a statutory route
to equal rights is more substantial. It holds that an
Equal Rights Act passed by one Congress can easily
be repealed another Congress. I believe that this
is an unlik .ly occurrence, but that the advantages
of such an Act outweigh the potential danger. The
1965 Voting Rights Act is an excellent example of
the staying power of egalitarian laws. It supports
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",track 1 and the
Fourteenth Amendment
empower Congress to
prohibit government
from discriminating
on the basis ofstar."

the maxim that "the idea of equality once loosed
is not easily cabined." Despite heavy pressure from
some Southern politicians, the Voting Rights Act
has been amended and strengthened on several m-
essiest Last year, President Ronald Rages tar-
geted the set for &hake. if not sedation; indeed,
it was once again strengthened and extended. The
Voting Rights Act has borne the extra burden of
having expiration dams. In an Equal Rights Act
without an expiration date. those who would seek
to repeal it would face an uphill bale.

"perhaps the greatest practical advantage of as
1 Equal Rights Act is that en act is more easily
passed than is a constitutional amendment. Simple
legislation requires only a majority vote in each
house of the Congress and the signature of the
President. President Reagan has already announced
that he favors equal rights, but does not approve of
the constitutional amendment route. The passage
by Congress of an Equal Rights Act will give him
the opportunity to make good on his announced
position. Should the President veto the bill. despite
his public assurance that he favors equal rights.
Congress could ovende with a two-thirds vote in
each house. In contrast. a constitutional amend-
ment requires passage by a two-thirds vote in each
house and ratification by the legislatures or ratify-
ing conventions in three-fourths of the states. This
will take years of lobbying, whereas a statute can
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beams law in one term of the Caress. One might
also keep in mind that it may be possible CO per-
suade maxi and members of the House who have
reservations about a constitutional amendment to
support a more "temporary" measure of statutory
legislation.

Parenthetically, it should be nosed that the Equal
Rights Amendment, reintroduced this term in Con -
gnu, has enormous support in both the House and
Senate. In the House, titers are now 234 co-spon-
son; It needs only 290 to pass, and the House Judi-
ciary Cassino is supportive. In the Senate there
are now fifty even co-sponsors; it needs sixty-um
to peas; bet the Senate Judiciary Committee,
chaired by Strom Thurmond, is not supportive.
Even if the amendment peSSIS easily out of com-
mittee in both houses and spa the two-thirds vote in
each chamber, there are substantial hurdles in the
Mates. While Iamb and Florida two Important
non-ratifying states now have somewhat more
sympathetic Mate legislatures, who MUM have
retrogressed. In 1972, it should be recalled, the
ERA pond, 354 to 23, in the House, and $4 to
in the Senate. But this support was not reflected in
a sufficient number of daft legislatures for the mo-
mentum to carry to ratification.

It should also be soled that during the last two
years, twelve powerful stale legislators thwarted a
substantial pa & will in supped of the amend-
ment Finally, one must remember that under
Article 3 of the Equal Rights Amendment, its pro-
visit= do not take elect until two years after
ratification. Is sum, one of the primary virtues of
a statutory approach to the ERA is the greater
speed with which it can be accomplished.

'These are, however, other, more substantive
J. virtues of an Equal Rights Act. The proposed

Equal Rights Ansendmens declares that "equality
of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or any state on ac-
count of sex." While this will need judicial inter-
pretation, it is very likely that the courts will simply
define sex as race is now defined as a "sus-
pect" classification. This would prohibit states (or
the federal government) from overtly using gender
in its laws and policies without demonstrating that
it had a compelling need to do so. The term "on
account of" suggests purposeful discrimination. An
Equal Rights Act could go further. It could base
discrimination on the effects of laws rather than just
on the intent or facial content of them. Here, again.

3 olovionotiotcliota top



the 1963 Voting Rights Act mess m mensal
model. In 1910. the Supreme Court held shit vol.
lag dikes an not abridged Weft is dioxides*,
complained al was by pvernesergel duip. Im
1912 extension of the Voting Rights Act. Coupes
hue adopted u Wheel ten for racial discrimiesdon
iA voting so that lows adopted for whatever emcee
will be disalkiwed if they read( in discrialastion to
the electoral process. even if there are no Maresca,
to race in the challenpd laws. Why is this also so
important in the mu of me discriioadad Be.
cause inteatioael discrinsiaation is only put al,the
problemalex discridoetime falls iota two ale.
pries. is overt and intentiond. and Meets
stereotypical thinking about the role and mature of
women. The woad, which is for more Ferndale
and Problematic In our society, results not from
any desnonstrgile desire to disadvantage wagon.
but rather from a lack of concern about the elect of
otherwise benign legislation on women m a group.

Overt discrimination has given us laws prohibit.
ing women from practicing mule prolainioss.
serving on juries, at from bevies control over prop.
erty. A few examples of the disposition al Super
Court cases challenging these policies will demon-
erase the kind of thinking that km traditionally per-
vaded public policy.

In indwell v. MN* in 1173, the. U.& Supreme
Court upheld the refusal of Illinois to Mode women
to the bar. The court held that it did sot violate the
privileges and immunities of U.S. ddemeldp. Jus-
tice Joseph Bradley, in concurrence, clued this
rationale:

"Civil taw, as well as nature WWI. km always
recognised a wide difference In the respective
spheres and destinies of man and woman. Moo is.
or should be. woman's protector an defender. The
natural and proper timidity and delicacy which be-
longs to the female sex evidently units it for many
occupations of civil life. The constitution of the
family organization, which is founded in the divine
ordinance . indicates the domestic sphere en that
which properly belongs to the &main and functions
of womanhood.... Tits paramount destiny and
minion of woman are to WWI the noble and benign
offices of wife and mother. This is `the law of the
Creator. And the rules of civil society must be
adapted to the general constitution of thing, and
cannot be based upon exceptional cases."

The court thus implied that preventing women
from practicing law was Ciod's law and not only
could states do so, they should do so.

NO conga mA04445 4

Ow does not have to go beck to the simaseeth
amemy t's led ample' aldis alert eptmld.

be was laws clunifyieg women cis the cash of es.
sumpticera about their "natural roles awl how them
amoral rein should restrict their sato bite other
Owes of Ws. I. 1941. the Surma Calft upheld
a Michigan law which prohibied women flow Ism&
ing bar maims the bar was owned by a lathes of
husband. Ionics Felix Frankfurter screamed:

"Michipn could, beyond pia*" forbid all
M from worlds, babied a bee. The is so de-
spite the vast dumps is the theist mid Mill post.
ties al women. The fact that women may now have
achieved the virtues that me hew long &heed en
their peregatives ad new bides in ekes that
ass have long peaked doss not peeled* the
steles from drawing a sheep line bawdy the Salk
certainly is such menses en the repletion al liquor
italic." The Court went on to any that the only
constitutional Wes was whether it was rational to
diffamatiase butanes the wives sod daughters of the
bar °weer and all other wales. The Court cos-
dulled that it
legishathe ess
would be bear
mowreletives. It
by She Court,
did not want to

not Irretkmal for the Michigan
that envie and daughters

is the bar them would
possible. although sot noted
Michipos dosPIX

bat omen d ass loam

U.S. Court. as
al free

11111 remedy es 1961.
unaalmously that wows could be erompled
from jury seniee. Uttar Florida law (sod at that
time with mbar varied= the law of semi= other
states used the DMA* al Columbia). wears were
automatically secluded from fury lista value they
volueteseed in person to be added to those lists.
One Mrs. Hoyt was charged with aurderieg her
husband and, despite a plea of Washy. was con-
victed of mcond-depee murder by an alloule jury.
It was not surprising that the jury was all male tot
cause of tea thousand people on the jury roils, only
ten were women. Mrs. Hoyt objecesd to the absence
al women on her jury; the thought that they would
hire understood why she killed her hushed lat-
tice lotus Marshall Harlan reasoned that Melds
was free to rely on its jury selection system. He slit
"Despite the enlightened emancipation al women
from the reorictions and protections of bygone

/years, and their entry into many parts of community
lib formerly considered to be reserved to men,
woman is still regarded as the center of home aid
family life. We cannot say that it is constitutionellY
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impermissible fora state, acting in pursuit of the
general welfare, to conclude that a woman should
be relieved from the civic duty of jury service %Mk=
she herself determines that such service is consis-
tent with her own spec al responsibilities." ether
courts have upheld exeniption of women from jury
service on the rationale that women should not be
exposed to the seamier side of life that is seen in a
criminal trial.

These sorts of extreme laws are no longer upheld
by the U.S. Supreme Court. Since Reed v. Reed in

it

1971. the 'Court, in dozens of cases, has rejected
sex classifications in both state and federal laws and
policies because the government did not demon-
strate that there was a close and substantial rela-
tionship between an important governmental objec-
tive and the use of overt sex-gender classifications.
These have included differences between the sexes
with respect to alcoholic beverages. military depen-
dents' benefits, age of emancipation from fatherly
support, pension and survivor benefit plans.
Whereas in the past the Court had simply deferred'
to legislative conceptions of what constituted rea-
sonable distinctions between the sexes, the Court
has come to apply a moderate level of scrutiny. In
1981. however, the Court upheld both the male-

698

only registration for the military draft and Califor-
nia's statutory rape law on the theory that men and
women are not similarly situated: in the draft case
because women cannot go into combat, and in the
statutory rape cue because only women can be-
com; pregnant. These are the two most prominent
examples of overt gender classifications still permis-
sible under the Supreme Court's interpretation of
the equal protection clause and the due process
clause of the Fifth Amendment. The Equal Rights
Amendment would reverse these two decisions un-
less the respective governments could demonstrate
a compelling need to use these gender-based dis-
tinctions. But, again, these are all examples of overt
sex classifications.

What the Equal Rights Amendment is unlikely
to affect is the second type of discrimination

that which results from laws which are neutral
on their lace but which inflict significantly different
hardships on men and women as classes of people.
For example, in 1975, in the Oeduldig case, the
Supreme Court upheld California's disability pro-
gram. which exempted pregnancy from its coverage.
The court reasoned that this did not constitute sex
discrimination i.e., women being treated differ-
ently from men. The court held that the law
created any clauification it was between pregnant
women and all other persons. But since not all
women were pregnant women, arta was no dis-
crimination based on sex. (This decision led to the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978.)

The Court has also upheld veterans' preference
laws which give veterans priority for public employ-
ment while severely restricting the employment op-
portunities for women. In the Feeney case in 1979,
the court upheld Massachusetts' system which gave
to any veteran, merely passing the civil service test,
priority for life over all other successful test-takers.
The fact that 98.1 per cent of the veterans in the
state were men did not. in the Court's view, consti-
tute sex discrimination. The law was neutral on its
face women veterans were as eligible to take
advantage of it as were male veterans. Therefore,
the Court would not scrutinize the effects of the
law, or their origin in the discriminatory recruit-
ment policies of the military. Unless one could
demonstrate that the veteran preference 10..w was
but a smoke screen to discriminate against women

and this is not likely to be the case the Court
will look to its facial neutrality.

Other kinds of public policies which appear

NovimetRillfe ***** coq
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maid but wadi have myth* diectimindoty
*seem cm wean iodide height or weight mike-
mink for public eniployasst, unequal pay far com-
parable mak, and various pinion wormy which
the Court has imerpred to prohibit the dhidos of
pendoes under state I:annuity property km.
Each of those kinds of se me be prohibited W
smarmteoapedOM leglektios. but that is costly
Mild date-eomuseing; aid in may mess the autos
of the inequity is Cower itself. Aa Equal Rights
Act with se "elm" standard could nudes that
governments demoestma sores alpacas twos
for adopting policies which an diumpoetiosmely
disadvantageous to oss sex.

T am not wring that No taw should be allowed
1 that hurts one sex more than another. My me-
ommeadatiou is emanative. It is that the law
should regale that the disedvastepous elects or
impacts that follow from a law or policy must be
loathed as emendal to the aeldevamest of a signifi-
cant governmeseal objective. in other words, if low
etintents could accomplish immortals ends with a
lees die:rade/don policy. they should be requited
to do so. This will mike soma judicial isserpre-
tation and balancing. But, more importaat, it will
requite that governments consider the impact of
polities and laghlation os women. U we care
enough about the environment to requite matron-
mental impact repasts before settles is motion new
industrial paleness or creating sew projects, we
should are enough about sexual equality to es-
quire an analogous level of mom.

To tub another analogy. this least diariisa-
tog alternative tier" would 'haply apply to sexual
equality the minimal concern that we apply to film-
dom of speech under the First Amendment. Thus, if
states want to reintegrate veterans into the most
face and reward them for serving their maim
they Should be required to do so with the least
negative impact on women ss a group. Something
far less than a complete lifetime preference in pub-
ik employment for military veterans would be
called for. An Equal Rights Act could set this kind
of standard: an Equal Rights Amendment, on its
ows, will not do this it will restrict only overt
and purposeful discrimination on the basis of sex.
It is not likely that the Supreme Court would apply
an "effects" standard to an amendment which refers
to diseriminadm "on meow of sex."

Another justification for an Equal Rights Act is
that statutory taw can offer incentives and punish-

MI MOM mA064101 6

manta, wheals emstitutiosal law Mere only legal
gekielpita Congress could, for sample. ibis allo-
cation of federal hods lathe deleaderkkg of stale
policies. Masks of federal highway finds is
shady meditiosed os states adopting vehicle la
;section laws. Why not demand the same level of
mania for sexual equality?

The statutory ERA could also impose significant
civil or criminal maths on those who failed to
bring stale law into compliance with the terms of
the federal law. Frame. a country not bows fix
its sexual eladtarlanism. Pa rawly Moped kgis-
talon with criminal penalties for ' -equal pay for
equal wad.

Perhaps most impoetant, we must recognise that
the achievement of salmi legal mud equality
will require a serious adatinitrative °minibus' by
the federal lovaninett Individual and even class-
action litigation is a terribly inellective Ned ins&
dent way to being about *Meant social, political.
or economic Amiga on behalf of mew The Equal
Rights Anwathatat on its own will give us an im-
ports's beds for litigation but legally sables more.
The Equal Rights Act that I propose has primarily

adisimetho rather than lidpths foam Hat
IP* the Voting Rights Act is so keliortant model.
The federal government dispatched federal yodel,

gibers to stases with low black weer registration
or turnout; it could similarly map federal "de-gen-
deriaers" to obstinate stales. And just le the Mor-
tal Gwent has had to pee-dear UMW voting
changes under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act,
he or she could be empowered to pram:rem stale
laws which might further diademsye wassail&
would defeat the evasive talk of sepleeks eammt
legal disadvantages with new ones.

Finally. it must be acknowledged that even if the
Twenty-seventh Amendment had been ratified we
would still have needed the kind of Mend Wilda-
tion that I am arguing for. Without it. the Equal
Rights Amendment would -- through litiptios
have invalidated only most of the overt or illicitly
motivated uses of gender in labile policies, that
which is only the tip of the iceberg in sexual la-
equality in the law.

In sum, let us reverse the order of priority. Per-
suade Congress to pass an Equal Rights Act n
act which will ( I ) have an impact standard for Mr
crimination; (2) demonstrate a federal administra-
tive commitment; and ( 3) include effective Wei-
fives and punishments. The electoral betties will
continue in the non - ratified states. Perhaps by the
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time that an Equal Rights Act has made its contri-
bution, the composition of the states' legislatures
will be less obstructionist and eke constitutional
amendment will be ratified. I believe that we need
the Twenty - seventh.fsmendment foe philosophical
and political reasons.Vut we do not need it for legal

reasons. We do not need it in order to proceed with

an agenda for legislative change.

Gayle Skim is an Associate Professor of Political

Science. chair of the Law and society Program at
the University of California at Santa Barbera, and

a Senior Fellow of the Center for the Study of

Democratic Institutions.

CONGRESS SHOULD
SIMPLY ENFORCE
THE CONSTITUTION

ROM HICKS STIEHM

nnee upon s time valorous young men rode up
kJ glass mountains, slew dragons, and collected
golden apples to win their king's approval (and
often his daughter's hand). Today, civic women of
all ages are seeking the votes of two-thirds of U.S.
representatives, two-thirds of U.S. senators, ens!
three- fourths of the state legislatures (all but one of
which have two houses) in order to win constitu-
tional recognition of their equal rights. How did
otherwise reasonable women get seduced into imi-
tating young men's rites of passage into accepting
an extraordinary trial to prove their worthiness?
Did they not once question the rules of the game?
Did they not assess the price and/or possibility of

success? Did they not wonder why so few men re-
sisted them and, equally, why so few men amisted
them?

The U.S. Constitinkin is ditheuh to amend. This
is because it is a slave constitution. It was not de-
signed to protect individuals indeed, many of its
authors owned individuals. It was designed to pro-
tect slavery specifically and the status quo,generally.
The design was successful. In two hundred years,
citizenship rights have been extended by amend- ,
ment only three times. No extensions were won by
reason alone. All also required blood.

Women won voting rights after they volunteered
for and served in the military (Navy) during World
War I. Eighteen-year-old soldiers won voting rights
for all eighteen-year-olds by dying in Vietnam. They
did not die dire for that purpose, but they did sub-
mit to an almost archetypal trial by ordeal and were
then rewarded for doing so. And Amendments
Fourteen and Fifteen, which established the rights
of citizens regardless of "race, color, or previous
condition of servitude," were the fruits of our Civil
War. Deaths area high price for success. One sus-
pects that Equal Rights Amendment supporters did
not look closely at past costs. Further, no one has
(yet?) killed or died for the ERA, and I doubt
many are prepared to do so. Still, blood may be the
price of accepting rules which requite so many ma-
jorities and which provide vetoes to minorities.

Few men have involved themselves in the ratifi-
cation struggle incept, of course, to cast nearly all
the votes both for and againet the amendment. Why
is this the cam? Equal rights affect men as well as
women, Men have successfully litigated sex discrimi-
nation issues; indeed, in a decision written by Su-
preme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, young
man won admission to a previously "women only"
nursing school. Is it possible that men's lack of in-
terest in the ERA items from their lack of interest
in the futile? Is it possible that their inactivity is a
measure of the verity or price of achieving ratifica-
tion? If so, why are women assuming the burden of
ratification? Why are they confirming suspicions
about women's masochism (quite distinct from
men's machoism)?

The Fourteenth Amendment specifically provides
equal protection to "persons." Since women are cer-
tainly persons, why insist on a ratification ordeal?
Why not assume and assert equality? Why not act
equally? Why not ask that routine, everyday, ordi-
nary, run-of-the -iill legislation be passed providing
for enforcement of that equality? This is not the
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counsel of pragmatism, the recognition that majori-
ties an easier to achieve than two-thirds sad three-
fourths votes. It is the caused of principle that
women already An persons, cithens and equal, and
as such are entitled te federal pr. faction hue, now,
end 'by ordinary mea*

If 1 were an opponent of women's rights and of
women's participation in governance, I would en-
courage the commitment of their energies, their in-
telligence, and their funds to the ERA. I would
encourage their diversion and Rucker them into fur-
ther commitment by rehiring to the importera of
not Wing. I would belt them es Gems WM baits
them. I would any "your cause is not popular last
time, you were only able to win in thirty-live gams."
Only? Thirty-eve is seventy per anti The veto pro-
viekner of our eighteenth-century Cometitudan have
been outdone only one. That was by Mead's
eighteenth-century constitutionsl monstrosity which
gave a veto to each and every legislator.

I say, no mon living fairy tales. No mon mealy
ordeals. No more playing by whir rules. No mon
asking male legislators for Mildew:v. Women an
legally equal. The Coesdtutios Alma us peons,
don. The tub now is enforcement. It is time toe
legislators (mid also executives and edninigeston)
to ea. It Is time for women to do colinury politics.
It is time to pass a federal Equal Rights Act which
takes into account the 'Pict of policies aid which
includes Won:onset provision. The Sondes Mich-
meat to states' eights may ultimately preclude pew
say of the ERA, and it may immedimely came 111-
busters in the Senate. Nevertheless, 1914 *add be
made the year of oval tights as 1964 was the year
of civil rights.

By spending a decade on the ERA without wet-
ing ratification women gave ammunition to the
enemy. We implied women were not already en-
titled. We raised the possibility that Americans do
not want equal rights for women and mem. We
allowed the judiciary to delay a decisive verdict
because the issue was being debated in another
branch of government.

Now it is time for the valorous women who have
already done to much to support the ERA to say:
"We want and believe In the ERA but we see that
stale legislators need more education. We are going
to provide that through federal legislation. We re-
quire the immediate enactment of an Equal Rights
Act with enforcement provisions. Tht, legislation is
for all women and all men. In addition we seek the
enactment of an equal rights Negative package de-

a

siphd to remedy the elect of curial policies on
amain women." Ube roman for the Misr Is to es-
plosive woman's dherety to show that *idle
women support the concept of "squally." Minn
concrete practices are needed to provide it to Mer-
est wawa

The political process dads withthe spiel& and
coauaee. We cannot expect goverment to be atten-
tive or responsive to persons and grow tidies up
One Deletetils or adrift golds' apples. It is more
likely to respond to No clam espied in every-
day politics. I suepeot woman might do bans being
dragons then asemptleg to day Mew

MI6 Web SHAN le Profess w of Poilkof SU-
4ffief at ON Mawr* of Southern CalPernk. She k
the anther of Meg Me Man and Weems: Mandated
Change at the U.S. Air Pone Aoakettty, end ellkd
Woman and Mess Win. She is farmer Ad. of
ILS.C.'s Program * the Stody of Women end Men

SoefefY.

SOME DISCRIMINATIONS
BASED ON SEX ARE
VITAL TO SOCIETY

SAM L MIN, IL

he proposal by Professor Chyle Elides, of theI University of California at Sole Iletbera, that
Cowen nut an Equal Rights Act without await-
ing the outcome of the efforts to add the Equal
Rights Amendment to the Constitution Is ihipise

The proposed Equal Rights Act would estettlish
federal standards for deb laws cookeries as
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equality of legal rights on all men and women, and
invalidate state laws which fail to conform to the
federal standards by design or in effect. TM Act
would offer federal funds to states for "de-gender-
ins" their policies, spd impose civil or criminal
penalties on those whilh fail to bring their laws into
compliance with the federal standards. Enforcement
of the Act would focus on administrative action
rather than litigation.

The proposal merits commendation for its origi-
nality. I, nevertheless, make these alternative pre-
diction' respecting it: first. Congress will not ap-
prove the proposed Equal Rights Act; and, second,
the Supreme Court will adjudge the Act unease'.
tutional if Congress does pass it.

I diicuss these predictions in their inverse order.
Professor Binion asserts that Congress Is empow-

ered by the legislative powers conferred on it by
Article I of the original Constitution and the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to
enact the proposed Equal Rights Act and "go be-
yond what the Equal Rights Amendment will do
when it is finally ratified."

I challenge the validity of this assertion.
Sections I and g of Article I reib:ct the kegs-

the powers of Congress to making lows necessary
and proper "for carrying into tutecutioer the powers
delegated to it by the preceding provisions of the
Article, and "all other pavan vested by the Consti-
tution in the government of the United Seams, or in
any department or officer" of it.

In consequence, the power of Congress to NO-
late in respect to sexual equality is limited to Ws-
lotion implementing activities the Constitution
expressly or impliedly authaelses, the federal gov-
ernment to carry out. Beyond that, Congress cannot
go because all the remainder of this legislative field
is reserved to the states by the Tenth Amendment.

Advocates of equal legal rights for women can-
not achieve their goal under the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, While the
clause forbids invidious discriminations against
women, it sanctions state legal classifications based
on sex if they serve important governmental objec-
tives, and are substantially related to achievement
of those objectives. Hence, the clause permits state
laws which make reasonable distinctions between the
legal rights of men and women because of the
fundamental physiological differences between them,
and the differing roles that men, on the one hand,
and wives, mothers, widows, and children, on the
other, enact in life.
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Ptolessor Binion invokes the Voting Rights P
of 1963 as a precedent for believing that both Con-
gress and the Supreme Court will approve the pro-
poled Equal Rights Ace. I disagree with this con-
clusion.

I do not share Professor Binion's enthusiasm for
IbS Voting Rights Act. As a member of the United
States Senate, I unsuccessfully opposed its enact-
ment because of my abiding conviction that it vio-
lates the absolute constitutional prohibition against
bills of attainder, the Fifth Amendment guaranty
of due process, the four constitutional provisions
Wahl in or reserving to the states and denying to
Congress the power to prescribe literacy tests and
other qualifications for voting, and several other
constitutional provisions. The Supreme Court de-
chitin adjudging it to be valid, I submit, is con-
temptuous of the Constitution.

My opinion, however, that the Voting Rights Act
does Not afford any assurance that Congress will
matt the.peoposed Equal Rights Act is not based
on these considerations. It is based solely on the
dissimilarity of the two measures.

The Voting Rights Act is concerned with a single
politkelly popular subject, the voting rights of
blacks, and excludes from its drastic covenge all of
the saxes except a few politically weak and carefully
selected Southern states. For these reasons, It was
n ot difficult for its advocates to persuade politically
minded senator and representatives from dates un-
touched by its drastic provisions to pats and subse-
quently renew the Voting Rights Act by huge ma-
jorities, notwithstanding the act is s bill of attainder
that condemns and punishes the areas covered by It
without a judicial Wel and without making any
distinction between sulk and innocence, and oper-
ates through the agency of an militial and irre-
futable triggering device indifferent to truth and
due process.

It Will be otherwise, I predict, with respect to the
proposed Equal Rights Act. It would apply without
discrimination to all the states, and affect all state
laws applicable to the rights, responsibilities, and
relationships of the two sexes and the children they
create.

Since it is quite dissimilar from the Voting Rights
Act in the respects enumerated, the Supreme Court
is not likely to succumb to the temptation to twist
the Constitution awry to bestow an unmerited con-
stitutional blessing upon the proposed Equal Rights
Act even if Congress should enact it.

Professor Hanlon observes that we need the Equal
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Rights Amendment lot philosophical and political
reasons," but not for legal reasons.

If the Equal Rights Amendment is added to the
Constitution, it will not be a philosophical or a
political document. On the contrary, it will be an
inexorable consitutimel provision, which will
nullify all prior Inconsistent cometketions1 provi-
sions, and all existing and future federal and state
laws which base any legal right of any person in
America on the circumstances that he or she is of
one sex or the other. (See Yak Lew hereof for
Aped, 1971, pp. 119-1193)

For this reason, America is In deep need of
sound thinking rupiah% sea, discrimination be-
tween men and women, and the Equal Rights
Amendment. Since it makes human life possible,
me is the most potent reality is the universe.

The constant misuse of the word discrimination
has perverted it in the popular mind to dirty word.
To discriminate in its true sense is to recognize
distinctions between persons or things. Discrimins-
bons between men and women may be created by
law, or by the moess of society, or by nature.

The Equal Rights Amendment seeks to abolish
all discriminations made by law between the legal
rights of men sad women. It is not concerned with
discriminations made by the mores of misty or
nature. Indeed, k is powerless to alter them.

Delusion of advocates of the Errol Rights
Amendment notwithstanding, all diecrim_inations
made by law between men and women are not un-
intelligent Of invidious. On the contrary, many of
them are highly intelligent and desirable, and must
be preserved if the ways of life of Americans are to
be preserved.

These are the discriminations which are designed
by law to remedy harsh consequences of discrimina-
tions made by nature between men and Armen.

Despite the clamor of the advocates of the Equal
Rights Amendment, nature does create sigailkant
discriminations between men and women.

While they are otherwise alike, there are funda-
mental physiological and functional discriminations
between men and women. These discriminations
arc of supreme importance. They empower men to
beget, and women to bear children; and thus per-
petuate the existence of humanity on earth.

These discriminations have produced customs in
living, and these customs have been implemented by
highly intelligent and desirable laws which the
Equal Rights Amendment seeks to nullify. These
laws are based on these inescapable truths:

VHS CINI111 aontlAlon1 to
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Man's role is the creative process is simple,
temporary, sad noodbabling; and woman's role in
that process is difikuk, protracted, burdensome,
and at least temporarily disabling.

2. Children are Ood's moat helpless creatures.
They require man of physical, Weaker:turd, and
spirituel nurture to II them for life as adults.

To ensure that Women receive encouragement
and assistance in the performance of their difficult,
protracted, burdensome, and M least temporarily
disabling role in the creative process, and that chil-
dren receive the requisite physical, knallectual, and
spiritual nurture; laws have created the institution
of marriage, and assigned differing legal rights and
responsibilities to men and women who many in
respect to themselves, their spouses, and the children
they mein.

These laws assign to husbands and When the
legal responsibility to provide shelter, food, and
other necessities of life for themselves, their spouses,
and their children, and to wives and mothers the
legal responsibility to make the shelter a home for
themselves, their spouses, and their children, and to
supply their children the essential nurture their in-
fancy and early childhood require. The faithful per-
formance of their respective legal responsibilities by
married men and women k vital to the nurture, de-
velopment, and advancement of the human race.

In addition to assigning these differing legal re-
spomibilkks to married men and women in respect
to their marital affairs and telationdtips, the cus-
toms and laws exempt women hoes compulsory
military service; Impose on sea the duty an died
the country when it is engaged in war with Its ens-
miss; and secure to widows a portion of their bus-
bends' estates for their support after the deaths of
their husbands.

Women may marry or refrain from marrying
Except to the extent it exempts all women from
compulsory military and combat service, the enu-
merated laws do not apply to women who do not
merry. Millions of women, however, deem marriage
an acceptable way of life, and marry, Warne wives
and mothers and widows. The laws afford substan-
tial economic and legal protections to them and
their children.

There are multitudes of other laws, however,
based on the circumstance that the persons to whom
they apply belong to one sex or the other.

Most of the supporters of the Equal Rights
Amendment support it because they think it will
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simply sbolis:,1 unintelligent and invidious discrimi-
nations made by law ageing women. They are
greedy mistaken. Virtually all unintelligent and in-
vklous discriminations made by law against women
have already been abgished.

The Equal Rights Amendment specifies in Sec-
lion I that "equality of right. under the law shall
not be denied or .1._.idged by the United States or
by any state on account of sex." These beguiling
words declare that sex, the most potent reality in
the universe, must be ignored by Congress and the
fifty States when they make laws. They forbid Con-
mess and the thy Scam to make any law applicable
to asy person because such person is of one sea or
the other. Hence. the amendment is irrational, and
unrealistic. and contrary to the way of life America
has always known.

For their own stood and that of posterity, Ameri-
cans must not be deluded by the beguiling appeal
or the deceitful power of the siren words 'equality
of rights under the lee." or by the many misinter-
pretations of those words by the advocates of the
Equal Rights Amendment.

If it Is added to the Constitution, the amendment
will nullify the iamIngent and desirable laws I have
detailed and ill other Werpl and state laws making
legal distinctions between men and women and boys
and girls. no matter how necessary and sendble
such distinctions may be, and rob Congress and the
Nty states of the constitutional power to enact any
similar laws in the future.

Manor's'. the amendment, If ratified, will be
highly destructive of the federal system of govern-
ment the Constitution was ordained to establish be-
cause it will transfer from the legislatures and coons
of the fifty stake to CONAN and the United States
Supreme Court the ultimate legislative and judicial
power over all laws relating to the legal rights and
responsibilities of men and women to themselves,
each other, and the children they crests.

Among the multitudes of laws the amendment
will nullify because they are based on the sex of the
persons to whom they apply are the following:

I. Laws which grant women special rights and
special economic protections because they are wives,
mothers, or widows.

1. Laws which impose on husbands and fathers
obligations to provide a home, food, and the other
necessities of life for their wives and children.

3. Laws which require men to pay alimony to
their wives or former wives.

7 0 4

4: Laws which enure privacy to men and wom-
en, and boys and girls, by requiring separate rest
rooms in schools, and ppblic, commercial, and in-
dustrial buildings.

5. Laws which permit segregation by sex in edu-
cational institutions or hospitals, or require segre-
gation by sex in jails or prisons.

6. Laws which exempt women and girls from
compulsory military service or from service in com-
bat units of the armed Weft in lime of war.

7. Laws which define as criminal such acts as
forcible rape, carnal knowledge of innocent and
virtuous girls under the ye of consent,. and Wee-
Non of innocent and virtuous women under prom- .

ises of marriage, acts which can be committed only
by men.

I. Lam which make the right to many'depend
on the contracting parties being penoes of different
Imes rather than two male homosexuals or two
female lesbians.

Sem 1. Ervin. 1r., is the former Senator from North
Canalise (1954-1974) end former lushes of the
North Caroline Somme Court (1018-1954).

THE AMENDMENT WOULD
ENSURE LONG-TERM
STRUCRJRAL CHANCE

GEMALINNI A. 1411111A110

find myself in the somewhat uncomfortable pai-
1 tion of agreeing with many of the points Dr.
Billion makes in her article but disagreeing. strongly,
with her bottom-line conclusion that we should
put the Equal Rights Amendment on a back burner
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and instead press forward with passage of an Equal
Rights Act.

Yes, we need the Twenty-gem* Amendment
for philosophical and political regions, as Dr. Eldon
states. I believe these reasons are even nide humor-
tam than Dr. Eldon dab they are. And, I believe
we mod the ERA the Amendment, ad just the
Act for legal reasons as well.

The history of women in this country has not
been a steady parade of progress' but rather a cycle
of boom and bust. Women's tights and freedoms,
far more than those al America's racial and ethnic
.minorities, are at the mercy of the seduml mood
and economic condition. Let es not forgot how,
alter World War II, women were pushed beck into
the home, demoted from Rade the Riveter to Split-
Level 'Sally. I remember all too clearly my own
evened@ as a woman hi law school in the hue
n inewenfifties. One of only two women in my
class, 1 wee reminded that I wee tablas a man's
&c

It really wasn't until 1970 that women began re=
gaining the ground they had lost and claiming new
rights in government, finance, the arts, the family,
and the workplace.

The future of the woman's movement is maker.
On the one hand. we have the gender pp am

outgrowth of women's new amertivmstes in the
economy and the voting booth.

On the other load, there are some dished's{
sips of backlash. The President blames wanes for
high unemployment rates; the New Right advances
a so-called Family Protection Act; and some young
women deny the validity and vale of doe wcasn's
moreeneat.

We need a constitutional 1141.1111 an Equal
Rights Amendment to serve as a bedrock upon
which women's rights can be permanently plead.

Dr. Sidon points out that our Cometitution has
been able to stretch to accommodate ouch new-
fangled contrivances as wiretaps and automobiles.
Unlike this new technology, however, women a-
imed in the eighteenth century, as they do now, and
they were explicitly and deliberately not Iscoplud
by the men who framed our Constitution.

If the Fourteenth Amendment so dearly applied
to women. why did it take fifty-two years after its
retification for women to win, by coastitutional
amendment, the right* to vote? And how much
longer will women have to wait for the courts, as
Dr. Billion puts it, to "recognize the full extent of
this protection"?

Coital* as Equal Rights Act would be easier
so mad theses a cooditudosal amerdmest. Out are
al pages, is no real advantage if what is pseud
fails to MI= the kind of loasterm structural
change which the Twaty-easonth Amendment
would provide.

Admittedly, supporters of the ERA is Congress
have seemed all too willing to ode to Unmade the
responsibility foe adasiniderieg the ameedinest. In
this comedies. Dr. Biniods suggestions for an
Equal Rights Act but is a companion to, not a
411bItinits tar, the EPA are both timely and
valuable.

The author is absolutely right that intentional
discrimination is only put, a small part, al alas
problem women face.

In dy own week on the bawd bedsit and in the
area orpension reform, I is dualist me may ow-
face neutralW dieing the date ia

on eero
_ _

ddY119111-11111-111119""11papaw that twowoments cow
the impact of policies send legidetion on

women" is as =also on that mold be imple-
mimed leghladvely.

Although I ceases malls imagine teems at fed-
eral "de-paderiame" spades out wogs the land,
the idea of made god Wowed& dints eels and
compliance standards is also a very model one.

Cowles is wet waiting der penis and retie&
don of the BRA to proceed with as spade de
legislative cheap regard* the role and rights of
women. This agenda includes the Emend Equity
Act and Tide IX of the itimoadon Act end Mlle
VII al the Civil Rigid Ad ad the twedy-yespold
Equal Pay Act. The Equity Act is oimibue legle-
IatMm designed to address some specific protasis
women face in our economy, due both to bents
and overt dhaimittatiod In fact, the Equity Act
was originally conceived as inspieraseting legYle-
doe for the Equal Rights Amesimeet.

So while we are not standing Mi. the supporters
of the Equal Rights Amertiment del we wad
proceed with the ERA as the ultimate swam
that womem's rights will be forever recopied lo
the Constitution and laws of the United Stales.

Tell ONTO WAIAtiose ti

Getaidkw A. Ferraro Is the first wens., elected es
the U.S. Congress from Owens in New York. A
Democrat, she war elected from the Ninth Markt
in 1978 awl re4lected in 1980 and 1982. A val
mate of Merymoont Menhaden College in 1956.
the wet In the New York public xhool systan
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while attending night claws at the bonlhon UnA
versify Lew School. She received her law *pee in
1960. From 1974 to 1978 she solved es an An&
tent District Attorney In (Intent County I/ chief of
the special victims barn and confidential wk,
both of which she meted. awl sled cams involving
sex crimes, snows spina the ekkrly, family via
knee. and child tease.

INTENT RATHER THAN
/DISPARATE IMPACT'
SHOULD BE THE TEST

OMEN G. DATUM

While I share Dr. Rinion's views that there are
VI' import objectives that could to served by

feather imdeletive halation i the area of wow
es's tights, I would smugly &aro with musk of
what she writes in defense of her implied Equal
Rights Att. In particular, I would take isms with
her recommendadon that such an Act ought to
incorporate the "disparate impact" oonospdon of
diseriminadon that As correctly observes was in-
corporated last year into the Voting Rights Act

As I indicated at the time of the debate accom-
panying the Voting Rights Act. I believe that the
"disparate impact" standard (or the "mults" stan-
dard) represents a perversion of the traditional un.
demanding of what constitutes adiecriadaadoa."
The "disparate impact" standard, relying primarily
upon tools of statistical analysis, seems to amuse
that in the absence of invidious dbcrindnadon, so-
ciety would be arranged according to neat and
precise racial and ethnic proportions in colleges
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and onionskin, in employment positions, and in
osishboetoods. Indeed of focusing upon the intent

`or motivation behind sopa allegedly die:donator/
action, the "disparate impact" standard focuses
principally upon whether racial and ethnic groups
of various types are properly ganged la a form of
social checkerboard.

In she context of the Voting Rights Act, I believe
that the "disparate impact" test will eventually out
law a large number ot neutral, color-blind policies
that were never conceived with any discriminatory
purpose atlarge elections, registradon updating,
o we* elections, and an ((Oh. At the same time, its
principal contribution will be to nobs the federal
judiciary, unelected and unaccountable, far more
deeply in the disk of stales -cad sualcipalities in
determining farms of selfgovernmso.

In the area of the "Equal Rights Act" (as de-
scribed by Dr. Binion). I bellow that the "disparate
impact" test would be similarly ndeguided. To give
an example: many Mies have adopted doil service
bides policies under which veterans are given
"points" or a slight preheats in hiring. Under the
traditional "Meer standard of discrimination, these
policies have been upheld by the Somme Cont
because they are not *signed to. be ditedminate
*On women. (hileseeetanetts v. Feeney, 442 U.S.
256 (1979]). atallenspe by MIMI soups have
been mountetto such statutes at "Ocean impact"
grounds beano more Menne me ma than an
women. Under the limonite impact" test. it mel-
on little that there may have been neutral and noo-
diecriminOory purposes baled a statute: what mat-
ters priscipelly is that the nos or the wide poops
or the sexes are not armada:1d in every odd
compartment in exactly the ratio that the poop
exists its the population.

Under a "disparate impact` standard, vet n&
preference laws would have to let as would count-
less other laws that one feminist litigating opti-
mal= or another would argue had a Mantisl
impact upon women. These would include laws
limiting public funding for abortion. physical dew
dards for mch public employment se the military,
polka, and ire %g seen, domestic relations laws,
laws upholding seniority messes, produstloo laws,
and a forth. The California Contatimion on the
Meets of the ERA has argued, for example, that
continuation of the "fault" concept in alimony or
maintenance awards might be uncormitutioad ern.
der the Equal Rights Amendment because of its
"dimmeste impact" upon women.

a NOVINOMPWasomen use
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Rather than focusing upon genuine mercies of
discriminedoe spirt WOMB, maul Imes which draw
arbitrary dimintion trestment. Dr. anion would
transform the equal rights diet into something
radically dlRenet. In tin praxis. she would forfeit
the cannon that nine in thieccadry is WW1 of
equal legal treatment for soma, aid is behalf of
ensuring that no women is denied im opportunity
to realise her full poistial in sickly. Dr. union is
no larger talking about spud opportunity for
wanes: the is talking about equal canoes.

On& G. Hatch is the Repnbikan Senator from
Utah ea member of awed SWIM emonsktees.
inehoding the /talkie", and Labor and Hamm Re.
somas Committees.

THE AMENDMENT MUST
COME BEFORE, NOT
AFTER, A RIGHTS ACT

A !though I share Gayle Biniorn eagerness that
a kph guarantn of gender equality arrive

earlier than later. I disagree that an Equal Rights
Act is superior to the Equal Rights Amendment m
the appropriate vehicle. Indeed. I see in such an set
none of the virtues cited by Melon as a substitute
for a clear and permanent statement in the United
States Constitution thi basic document that de-
scribes this Min's feed:mental principles.

pinion's minim to the Voting Rights Act puts
she cart before the hone. The strength and success
of the Voting Rights Act (and I agree that it is one

ME COnS. *mama IC

of the strongest pieces of ch' rights logislatioa)
derives from its coweihdiond pounding. Tits Act
cants into ahem* to awe implemeindos by
recalcitrant legislatures of the civil rights amend-
meats so the Constitution, particularly the Man*
(and presumably bllasteentit) Misdatest gums-
teeing the right so vole. To suggest that as Equal
Rights Act could be modeled on the Voting Rights
Act without first providing the constitutional bass
so critical to the lathes elictismes is to ignore
the Wainl lemon of the Voting Rights Act: that
constitutional direction mast be pesset before
stale and federal legislatures take seriously an and-
dicrlininatios mandate.

Si shady, union's discussion of the Fourteenth
Amendment mistakenly ntiniminse the serious Imi-
tations on the utility of this exiting constitutional
provision to combat sex discriminatks. Intended m
a tool to eradicate race day-dainties. the Four-
teenth Amendment has new been lomthreted by
the Supreme Court to Ilford women full protections
from sex discrimination. Trek it his provided a
vehicle for reaching some overt sex discsimination.
Yet. de' Cons, in its most runt Fourteenth
Amnion' pronouncement. Missimippl University
kr Women v. Hogan. made deer the outer limit of
the amendment's application to sex discrimination.
The Court settled oontkentdy on a "middle level"
of mutiny. requiring some governmental justifies-
don to uphold in-based din-thalami% but not the
same compelling Antlikation required is Noe and
melonsl origin cases. The ERA would assure a level
of review at least as grimiest m that enquired is
race discrimination cases, and pushers even IBM
Stringent; prohibiting absolutely discrimination
based on sex unless a physical charactoristk unique
to one sex is the basis of the thaUespd classification.

minion's Fourth Amendment analogy is similarly
unpersuasive. Unlike wiretaps and automobiles,
women were in existence when the Constitution was
written. Binion overlooks the significant differences
between extending the scope of an amendment to
meet new technological developments and extend.
ing it to embrace a group deliberately excluded
from constitutional protection.

Actions of the current Administration and Con-
gress remove any doubt that only the relative per-
manence of a constitutional guarantee of equality
will preserve this principle even in the face of
changing political winds. For example. attempts by
the Administration and Congress to gut the pro-
visions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
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(probibitiag disaimimmios I. inflamed) aid
Title IX d ilis Education Ameadments al 1972
(prohibiting disairalasties in education) through
weakens, amenments. hdMiserted entaromment.
and urging the coups to adopt restrictive readings
of theme andel_kes.-4.4adion Mans, dramatically D-
ineen the shaloondep of a statute. The anti-
%Waal demonism of the ERA is we medal burn
to politically motivated retreats from the Wad to
eradicate discrimination.

In addidn the ERA is sot %missed by the
Saprem-li of the FonIsentli
Ames/bid --i*sTeg d diiiiika
wry IsHireigiogiticieliy MIN* riki_
this 1tai iiispropcutioaate impact on a mind
clam ( Washingion v. Davis). The des ERA is an
deserts Means to reach the more Inds lams of
discrimina tion that canna to &pro women d
I laity

The experience of the rouses stases which already
have equal rights amendments in their constitutions
&mammies the value and impotence d the ERA.
Court decision and legislation pound on state
ERAS have resulted in eassesioe to both wane and
men of rights and responsibilities formsely allocated
to one sex aloes. Moreover, mass ERA. provided
the impale for miensits legislative reform of may
state codes, thereby reclaims the used to litigate.

Complaint with established prompts of Merid-
iem, the ERN. two-year grace period, admits,*
a frvetrathig delay in achieving wanly, gives stale
legislatures the necessary lead time to review and
revise their codes to comply with the *RA's man-
date. Subsequent litigation or federal intsemedos
would occur if a legislature chooses to ipme the
constitutional dined

Ratifirition of thelLA is essential to achieve a
national standard of ality for women and men.
Working for passage of an act would divert energy
from the effort to ratify the ERA. which union
mimes is ultimately necessary. The fundamental
guarantee of equal rights embodied in the Amend-
ment belongs in the United States Constitution. The
women and men of this country deserve no less than
this secure, constitutional guarantee d equal dignity
under law.

Judith Avner is is staff attorney of the Legal Defense
and Education Fund of the National Organization
for Women in New York. She is the co-director of
the ERA Impact Project and has actively worked
for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.
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AFTERWORD

T appreciate the interesting and thoughtful coo-
1 mots by them who hero tenoned to my
argument la support d aa Equal Rights Act. I/And
little with which to Meares la dm sommeni of
nohow Sikhs sad Repressalative Fetrwo./1 am
also grateful for the efforts d Ms. Ferraro file be-
half of fatalist legisladom and her coatheri,i vigi-
lance splint vegnisive backlash. While I fully
respect Ferraro's "bottom in" for a
constitutioul amendment. I still believe that we
will not see this change for nay aid we
will then still need as Equal Rights Act My "bot-
tom line" is, that we probably have In nothing.
and have gained much, by reversing the order of
Priod*

Seeman Hatch and Erne and Ms. IMiser oiler
moue substantive (which= of my segument in sup-
pow of an Equal Rights Act. I turd lest to the
commas of Senator Hatch. He

an
to nem

my view that Cosigns may use an standard
for Minimisation (on the basis sox) as it has
dome is the Voting Rights Act. Ho simply lids this
"misguided" and peelers an intent standard whereby
the Constitution is violated only when goverament
has intended to disadvantage t: nos, clam, sec.,
that has been harmed by the is gmedon. His
preference for an intent approach to equal prow-
don is baud on what I view se these eafeesusive
propositions. Fitts, he netts that the traditionsl
standard of equal protection wan an ink* staled.
While this has become fanionable in the Burger
Court during the past decade. my forthcoming
article in The Supreme Cori Review 1913 provides
substantial evidence that intent is not the appro-
priate test fir a violation of equal protection. (Suf-
fice it to note that the most important seminal civil
rights decision, Drown v. Board of Edlicallaii
(1954). was decided entirely on the Impact of seg-
regation on black schoolchildren. The Court found
nothing inherently, unconstitutional about segrega-
tion per se.)

Senator Hitch's second objection to an Impact
standard is due to his assumption that it would
requite government to "properly arrange" social,

IS iscrauseivoscuso raw



gender, and ethnic groups. f kJ

mon objection to an ism:, tat for
but is simply not true. All tli it an 1 r standard

as I define it will do. is prohi government
from unnecessarily repaint the freedom of indi-
vidual women to arrange themselves.

Finally. Senator Hatch refers to a preforme for
equality of opportunity rather than an equality al
results. The two are not unrelated. My approach to
sexual equality asks whether an inequality of re-
sults (such. as in Mann public senoloyment)
die to an inequality of opportunity because the
government's criteria of selection have un necessarily
restricted opportunities for women. To me it is con-
stitutionally irrelevant whether these opportunity.
restricting criteria were adopted la ceder to dis-
advantage women. If they have that effect, sad they
are not essential to the effectuation of immune
public policy, they aught to be illegal.

In contrast with dia:omen of Senator Hatch,
the 'responses of Senator Ervin and Ms. Avner sug-
gest that I have overstated the authority al the
Fourteenth Amendment as a prohibition on sex
discrimination. Senator Bruin's perspective reflects
his commitment to the `vitality al the Tenth Amend-
ment as a bulwark against the power of the federal
government over the stases. He donne OM eves
the Voting Rights Act to be unconstitudona. His
"stems' rights" view al the U.S Comdata', bed
on his reading al the Jr/endow of the framers, ends
little authority in the cam law of the peat forty-Ave
years. Ms. Avner% suggestion, however, that the
Fourteenth Amendment' does not empower Con-
gress to par the kind al Nelda*. that I papas
represents a misreading of relevant case law. Her
argument confuses the self-enfoecing equal protec-
tion clause with congressional authority under Sec-
tion S of the Fourteenth Amendment. The fact that
the U.S. Supreme Court will not, an its owe, read
the Fourteenth Amendment as rendering sex a
"suspect clasaification" and will not decide sex dis-
crimination cases under animpser standard, does
not mean that it would not uphold the power al
Congress to do so under Section S. Comma has
already been given sufficient judicial support for its
legislative authority to combat sea (McMinn%
even against state government. 1 believe that the
courts would simply deter to a congressional deci-
sion to extend not reverse their decisions on
sexual equality. In sum, as I demonstrate in my
article, the Fourteenth Amendment has clearly been
applied to women, just not sufficiently so by the
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courts. The canneloni famdatioe doss exile km
an !goal Plights Act; the analogy to ON Vedits
Rights Act is apt. -

What particularly troubles me about Ms. Athe's
arguer* is not 'her impression that the cons
would not uphold an Equal Rights Act but rather
her belief that the Fourteenth Arnendeamst doss not
cover women. As Professor Seim has observed,
the equal protection clause mien to "pawns"; are
women alt "persons"? True, wane did testae when
the Fourteenth Amendment was passed and no spe-
cific mention was made al us, but donee the C0'-
111041= adapt to changing soda Uses mid wives
just as it must adapt to chug* Isehrology? U we
posit that the framers of the Founimodt Amid-
meet would have agreed with the Cants decision
in Plessy v. Ferguson (1196), upholding "sewn
but equal" with respect to race, would Ms. Ana
reject the subsequent cameitetinal validity al

'Brown v. Board of alssention? And, the framers
al the Faunae* Amithenat, unlike the framers al
the Grittiest Constitution, had enough knowledge al
judicial review to have expected that the judiciary
walld newel its mules ie future yetis.

Two other pouts in Ms. Ames reepome are
also not persuasive. Her assumption that the Equal
Rights Amendment, stalks the Fourteenth Amend-
meat, will not require a Met at OM to dark-
e n, and will, therefore. meth ellsorbeisalogy
impale, ignores the plain to of the Am&
mast. As I argue in my article, the teem "as
account of sex" closely hefts host amlyeit Fi-
nally, while I appreciate the ethictimem of some
stales' MIAs, I Ent oleo point out that the legal
effect on the stales of a federal stains Is identical
to the effect of a federal emendate! amendment.
If state law contemns either, the gurestecy clause
of the U.S. Constitution states that the federal law
takes precedent.

The responses to my suggestion al a comae-
Waive federal Equal Rights Act topmast a wide
range al views and limpet the amplexitim of our
legal sysiem. White there are en* spewing 'e-
volving prediction (Will the Cowes pass the
Equal Rights Amendment? Will the drive for se
Equal Rights Act "derail" the moment for a
consdnitional amendment?), I remain conned
that Congress does have the constitutional authority
to pass such an Act. I also remain convinced that
the benefits of such an Act outweigh its potential
although remote liabilities.

sown
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The Effect of Section 2
by

Miss Evelyn Pitsehke
Attorney at Law. hultanapolks

Section I. "Equality of rights under the law shellnot he denied or abridged by the United States or byany Stan on account of sex.'
Section 2. "The Congress shell have the power to

enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of thisarticle."
Section 3. Amendment shall take effect twoyears ileMi the date of ratification."
Throe three %elbows constitute the full wording ofthe proposed 27th Amendment to the Constitution.

liVia we celebrate the Bicentennial Angina,-stay of the V lined States,
is cunstitutional republic. Theoriginal 13 states have grown to SO: These dates areseparate, sovereign entities banded together as statedin the Preamhle to the Constitution:

" . in order to form is more perfect onion. estab-lish house. Insure drimestic tampolitv. Provide'for the summon defense. primrose the general see!.lair and 11%.11/0 the blessings of liberty to ourselvesand our posterns... ."

Our nation has prospered and grown powerful.OW people have more personal freedom coupled with
more economic importunities than any people havehad in .10 fusion. &I:601SP we in cherish our nwnertv we has r used our power to help people in other
lands snore theirs. This treasuring of freedom is ourheritage. handed down by our forefathers. who knewwhat it meant not to have liberty.

Our nation's founders shrewdly devised a Cur.stitution designed to preserve the freedom fromtyranny for which the had Insight. They set up threebranches of government. each with separately definedpowers thus providing a system of checks and ba-lances that would allow each branch to operatetnnonniusly without het rot dominated by the other two.Brat es en with this
protection wrttten Into the Constitu-tion the Founding Fathers

wouldn't accept the tnstru-ment until bother guarantees of liberty were added inthe boom rii Bill nil Rights. the first 10amendmentsto the constitution.
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The 10th Amendment in this fill of Rights pro-vides than
'The powers not delegated to the United States bythe Cunstination,nor prohibited by it to the states.
are reserved to the states respectively or to thepeople."

This means that the states may give pottier.through the Congress, to the Federal Government. But
if the states did not grant to the Federal Government

. any more power, the Federal Government could
not.on its own, **sum mate power.

Outright Grant ofPower
ERA's Section 2 is an outrieht grant of power to theFederal Government, allowing it to exercise more con-trol over our personal lives. Section 2 allows state keis-litotes to hand over to Congress the power to pass alllaws relating to the sexes and the relationship between

the sexes. This includes laws c-mcenline divorce, in-heritance. sin crimes mid even building codes. Hiddenwithin this seemingly beneficent little amendment is atip-off of state's rights -- a sellout of a part of our liberty.
United States Senator Sam Ervin of North Carolinais one of the most respected

atostituttonal lawyers inAmerica. He has said that theeffect of Section 2 of thisamendment is that "... it will come near to abolishingthe states of this union all viable govemniental bodies ... it will virtuall reduce the states of this union to
. .ans

of govern-ment from the states to Canvass Nut only that, theFederal system which contemplates an indestnictibleunion composed of indestructible states, as it is nowestablished by all the provisions of the Constitution.will be substantially destroyed. . ."
A mat m*dty of informed lawyers agree withhim. They see the Amendment as another step towardlosing their liberty; as another step toward the estab-lishment of more Federal bureaus, more Federalcourts, more Federal police, and more Federal taws.
Thoughtful persons are taking steps to stop theratification of this amendment because they cherishtheir American Heritage: because they fear theabolishment of the states and the establishing ofoneallpnwerfut centralised Federal Government in%Vashington, D.C.
They believe that the.best government is that gov-ernment which is closest to the people, and in whichthe legidative representatives are in close contact withtheir constituents. It is not only the hest government.but is the government most likely to preserve the liberty of the people.

It Was Planned That Way
it is no accident that Section I of the ERA takes the
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power to enforce the Amendment hy appropriate
ass as from the states and gives it to the Federal

Government It was planned that way. The Amend-
ment was sent out fp the states for approval hy Con.
Weis. (VDU V/111 mince that I did ma say "approved by
Congress" because many Congressmen whn voted tn
send the Amendment to the stars Ito approval said at
the nine that they did not think it was necessary. or said
they disagreed with it, but they wanted to get the Iota
In ids tot the Amendment "off their hacks' in miler to
turn their attention to other matters).

Until 1970, Sedum 2 ol the Amendment had pro-
vided that,

"Comerss and the States shank! has r the power in
rano ruts Ippropriate legislat the j anons of
this Artil-le

Howtorr, emu') persons who desired change in
the form 41 11111 11161.111111r111 and wrierd inure power
placed in the hands it the Federal government. had
Section 2 of the Amendment changed to eliminate any
miestinn that the states woad 1141.1* Am right to rillourr
the Amendment The% saw that liy i hanging the word.
ing, the ERA could he used as .1 Yam le to grab more
power for the Federal Con ernment. They saw that ERA
could help turn the gin ernment of thi' United States
into a 11.1111411/M11. F.1.111.1A1 (111111 of gas eminent with lit.
tie or 1111 ph eminent...1 powers remaining to the mdi-
vidu.d states

The milts ulna's and the women's groups that had
horn pushing for Wan Atom of ERA in one form or
another for -17 sears Wirfr so grateful tor assistance in
their Witte, they dud not qitestitin the motives of the
persons who helped get FHA out of Congress. Then did
not ask who t hanged the wording of Section 2, why it
was so t hanged, or what the Alt t of thi' i haute stead
he N.1111.1% al i epting the help. they belies eil that this
had Achieved .1 so tors III getting the ERA out of com-
mitters And onto the floor id Congress within .1 matter
of a lee dos s. and then our to the states tie optical.
Ties dud ma maitre then were bring used ,is unwitting
dupes by those prisons who believe that, in essense,
the state legislatures should be Aholishril And all Irons-
LIM 1. 11111A1-r 111.111.11 III eilliers%. Such persons want to
ions art nor loom 111 MIA ernmeilt into a centralized gos-
eminent

Katzenhaeh v. Morgan

sonic persons see no harm in handing over to the
Federal comets. Its %%As ol Amendments to the Constito.
hon. the power to estahlish the pablil pan> through
interpretation al the rIlect of the I -ismons of any
amendment added to the Constitution.

To rite A precedent to pine thin. consider Section
5 111 the 11th Amendment to the.Constitution contains
the etoi-1 same Irrigurgr of Section 2 Id the ERA.

We don't have to guess what the effect of Section 2
a 111 1.11. 1114 mist. the looms Arras have said that these
%Old% are An outright giant of Isower to Congress in
we. all laws to entiorce the Amendment and even if
he states have passed legislation to enforce it. state
iodation means nothing if Compels passes other

iws See Kat zodiac?, c ,Morgan, .7144 U.S 64111966).
Worse set, laws passed hy Congress may he nil

.ed by the Federal t nuns because once a Constitu-

boreal question is invoked, the courts, and not Con-
gress, determine what the law shiild be. Wr have seen
the coons determine what pahlic policy should lie
when they Interpreted civil rights under the 14th
Amendment. In applying the effect of this Amendment,
the courts have assumed jurisdiction to declare that
there should he no school-prescrihed players, that the
courts shall set local school district limits, that students
should he hosed away, from schools which their parents
have expended extra tux money to provide fnr them.
and that abortion shook' he legalized (despite state
laws). This authority 1/1/r1gfin11-111116 matters is given 111
the Federal courts and the Supreme Court of the Un-
ited States because of the humid grant of power in Sec-
tion 5 of the 14th Amendment (which has language
identical to Section 2 of ERA). When a constitutional
question is invnlved, judges not legislatnet tlecide what
the law should be and what the public policy should.
he.

Virginia Task Force Report
because of all' the emotional agnment% which

prominent% bind some opponents) a ERA wen. making
belnre the Virginia Letishitiire, and because ol the run-
fission in the' minds attn. legislators as to what part of
the Jrgtiments were fact, what part of the arguments
were 1101111. and what part of the .irguntents WM' pure
rninflon. the *tritinia Legislature alithinited a study to

IIIrrf a period a time hy a committee cm-
pissed a some a the 11111Y1 prominent lawyers in

For the must part, the lawyer:. when appointed to
the committer were in faor of the Amendment. HOW
ever. atter ninths of study And research, thr Commit-
tee reported hack to the Virginia Legislature their find-
nuts as to the effect ol this Amendment. Sri,
non 2. As result, the Virginia Legislature refused to
raid> the Amendment. Since that time, the Amend-
ment was 4114111 offered to the Virginia Legislature for
consideration this Year, and again. the Virginia 1-atishe
(Mr taboo with IS other states, rehArd to appnwe it.
Tn my knowledge, the' study hy the Virginia Task
Force is the only independent, objective study by a
group Of lawyers commissinned for that purpose. For
this mason, it is very important and should carry much
weight.

Even if the ERA would solve all of the many prob-
lems which sincere, but toninkirmed, proponents of the
ERA mistakenly believe it wraitd salve; even if it had
all IA the virtues claimed lor it, it also is cursed with
Section 2 which is designed to change our American
form of government.

The two parts of the Amendment are inseparable
it must lie accepted by the states in exactly the same
born In which it was passed nn tn the states hy Con-
gress there is nil taking of the gond and eliminating
the bad it Is all or nothing at all. 11 is fnr this reason
that educated and informed state legislators are turtling
"thumbs down" on the ERA. It is int this reason that
ask >nu to turn " thumbs down" on the ERA.
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SW. Seedier St Ifs/oral Pamir Grab

5) to the Corwin.. the Federal bureaucracy and
the Federal courts. the power to enforce laws that are
discriminatory in both intent and effect, that is. laws
which are deliberately dedgned to impose dllerent pro.
cedures and penalties on various skew;

6) to 'ha U.S. Justice Department. the power to
11106110r, vino, and dolly changes in Mate laws pertaining
to pinky*? millets:

7) to Congas, the power to eat up a triggering
device that automatically prevents suites ham astablish
Imp their own reguntions In certain antes which the Con.

witution specifically reserved to slate (rather than
Federal) control:

NI to the Federal courts. the palm to approve and
enforce aN the above.

ERA Ilelomemseen Cowes
The Equal Righst Amendment was born of the we of

the Nineteenth Amendment. Three years after the
women's Mirage wee wiled in 1920, the first version
of the Equal Rights Amendment was proposed by an
cirosnitition celled the Women's Party. Section 1 than
h ad know Identical to the minion finally passed by
Congress in 1972. But Section 2 ma eignnowny dIffw
at: -Confirm and OM several Man shell have power,
wean their teepecnueJuntellellons, o enforce this article

MAappropriate leellollon." The emphasised words were
deleted before final pass. in 1972.

Section 2 of ERA would give Congress the same
broad athrmenv power to enforce the mandate of Sec.
lion I es the enfornment chums of the 13th, 141h, and
15th Amendments. In addition. the opereended lann
page and the tat broodw subjectislter of ERA would
provide oppommities for endless Menton and IrMiere
Won. as wail as grrMNq an even broader enforcement
power to Congress and tie courts.

Ketzenbach u. Morgan Is the authority for .rater.
origins Section 2 ol ERA to give Congress both the
power to preempt sow laws which are otherwise corn.
pletely constitutional, plus the power to write Its own
definition of the rights covered by Section I. Further
more, under Maim Cowen could even legislate to
define certain acts as a denial ol sex equeity after the
Court has previously held the contrary.

Wog Ilectlea a it ORA
Mere are some examples of how the vast Section 2

power of ERA could be used:
I) ERA lawyers will argue that ERA makes family

law Federal matter. The publication entitled Sax Bleak.
the U.S. Code. written by ERA lawyer Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and published by the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights. states that the concept of breedwinning husband
end homemaking wife "must be elrainated from the
Code if it Is to reflect the equality wiridpie."1 This report
also slates that "no.lault divorce" should be adopted
nationelly.4

2) ERA lawyersill argue that ERA will Impose the
dub, on Congress to set up and to Illence chldeme
centers for all chlidien. rawness of need. The ERA
mandate for govamment.fthenced chacere comes
from the "equality principle" at Snake 1, as affirms.
Wily enforced by Section 2. Sir Bias In ale U.& Cede
low that. in order to achieve the "equality wind*" of
ERA, "tha inasesingly common Moamar family pa
tem should impel development of a cormehenlve pro.
gram of prommeredupporMI child cam", The Claw.
nor of OW set up a Task Force for the Implementellon
of the Equel

alt_
Arnendment In 1975, winch coth

eluded:
"The war* anteler amener re We taerembas awn&
melba a/ a ow Atli peak an NM bur at Wald arm
W ansay

m ohs we saoselroblas saloimasT to se. IIIa sem *Odom
anal as ama ohs oat Maar, WOW.
SALLY AINIAIIIOrNig oild ore art be rallable

alas
oho mad s airshoi brapea0sa 011Mi

W ow l.'
3) ERA Moyers wU try to bring about a rusher.

kaki of Social Swett In order to farce the
homemaker (the depsittlent.wIle)lo pay a double Send
Security lea In arise *receive the some mthernent
Well which the System he per to Nemarnelsere fur
the pen 40 men. This mica! notion wee set forth In
Federal Government document celled Soda Jaw*
and the Chanelnp Rolm of Idenenit Warm published In
1979. which ISCOMMIEIdael three esteem lo deep the
System, of which one sass the lionetrowinea Tot. Ciller
this necomeendelion, the Federal Gorimment would
set - medic dolor mem for work Wormed In the
hock . tend then' esquire ficerseriskess to pay Seidel
Security Wes an the Mewled velue of their mencee."0
The finwidel coin inlet, Sylvia Porter, is one of those
who have argued that. 1 some change along these ems
is not ensiled sooner, the Equal Rights Mnandmant,
when finally pried, will require V*

N ahmwels
I. gettenbeeft o. Mown. 354 U.S all 11560
7. Jr ere u. Arid H. Meyer temper* 302 U S. 409 USW
3 /boon u. MrCrov, 427 U.S. 16011970.
4. Veen. IVA) Act.
5 Sex an h rh (LS Code. Aped 1977. p. 206.
6. i1t. p. 155.
7. Oa. a Ste.
a A Nepal by the Old. Talk resew he she Iipnlemenulan d 6th

teeel Wee lurerdnw4. pallehed es Me fiat* al OW. My
1105. pp. 17.20.

9. Saint Sem* emit Me 13berephp Redo at elm seed Stowe.
published by MeU S DepeAween1 opbmith.15beeedko. enfl1Vel.
fan, Feb. 1979, p 105.

10. Sy mend aduen. 11, 1975
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A Lawyer Looks at the

EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT

Rex E. Lee
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11 Should ERA Become
Part of the Constitution?

The decade of the 1970s witnessed. intense national debate over
whether the Equal Rights Amendment is in our interest. The central
feature of the debate has been confident but conflicting assertions by
both sides concerning the effects of the ERA if it becomes part of the
Constitution. All the congressional testimony and reports favoring the
Equal ,Rights Amendment assert that it would not invalidate laws pro-
hibiting homosexual relations, intersexual occupancy Of sleeping facil-
ities in public institution., or forcible rape. Opponents of the Amend-
ment arc equally convinced that these results would occur. Concerning
the mandatory use of women in combat, even the proponents are in
disagreement.

Both sides in this debate have missed the point. Neither during
the present preratification period nor, if ratified, for decades after can
anyone' on this planet know what the ERA will man. The most im-
portant ciliation is the standard of judicial review: judicial scrutiny,
strict judicial scrutiny, qualified absolutism, or something else. No one
knows what that standard will be. My own best judgment is that it will
be either a strict judicial scrutiny or qualified, absolutist approach,
which would move the standard from point A on the continuum (Dia-
gram F) to eithet point B or point C. A solid argument can be made,
however, for moving it all the way to point D.

Moreover, even after the standard is identified, uncertainties will
still exist. The qualified absolutists contend that laws prohibiting for-
cible rape, homosexual conduct, and coeducational dormitories for
single people will be saved by th it two qualifications. I am equally
convinced that laws prohibiting homosexual conduct and coeducational
dorms are inconsistent with that standard. The only hope for those
laws would be to persuade the courts either to adopt something other
than an absolutist approach or to ignore the doctrinal underpinnings of
absolutism. In the face of that kind of uncertainty, how is the con-
scientious citizen to make a choice?

For a few people, the answer will be easy because there arc no hot-
tibia in the parade. Constitutional legalization of homosexual conduct

Al
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Diagram F

and coed dorms is exactly what they would like. For most people, how-

ever, these would be unwanted results and would therefore cause

serious concern. Poi these people the_starting point for determining
whether the ERA is in our 'national interest Is a frank recognition that
no one knows what it will mean, and no one an know what it will
mean until after it becomes part of the Constitution.

The only radon's! approach to the Equal Rights Amendment is.
sue, therefore, 1s to recognize the risks that five from the fact that the
amendment might be. interpreted in certain ways, and then to ask
whether the benefits from the amendment outweigh those risks.

The risk side of the analysis has been the subject of g
chapters: the different interpretations that might be on the
amendment, and the comparanve likelihood that one interpretation or
another might be adopted.

The analysis turns now to the benefit side: how badly is the
amendment needed and, to whatever extent the need exists, are there
better ways to satisfy it?

The Lew ns of History

The perspective of history offers a helpful starting point. In 1923,
when the Equal Rights Amendment was first introduced, the Supreme
Court of the United States had never even dealt with the argument
that laws discriminating against women violate constitutional ratan
tees of equality. Highly offensive sex discriminatory practices had been
consistently upheld.' Furthermore, women had enjoyed the most funda-
mental of all political rightsthe right to votefor only three years. ,

Three decades later, in the 19i0s, a modified version of the ERA
passed the Senate twice, but proponents characterized the modifications
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as an effective nullification.: As of that time, an equal protection argu-
ment had at least been presented to the U.S. Supreme Court in a sex
discrimination case, but the Court easily rejected it and upheld. the dis-
crimination.'

Passage of the amendment by Congress in 1972 was preceded by
almost two years of Langressional consideration. Throughout most of
those two yearsmore than a century after the general guatantee of
"equal protection of the law" had been written into the Fourteenth
Amendmentthe equal protection clause had never been used to in-
validate a sex discriminatory law. And most of the ERA proponents
despaired of ever obtaining equality for women through the Fourteenth
Amendment. Nevertheless, many of them conceded that, if the Su-
preme Court were to apply the Fourteenth Amendment's equal 'pro-
tation clause to women, the Equal Rights Amendment would be un-
necessary.' Others disagreed.'

Read v. Roll, the first Supreme Court case to hold a gender-based
classification unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment, was
handed down in November 1971, after the House of Representatives
had passed the Equal Rights Amendment but before Senate passage.'
As is usually the case with developing constitutional doctrines, it was
impossible to forecast in late 1971 how much protection Reed v. Read
would actually afford against' sex discrimination. Specifically, the unan-
swered question was whether the rational basis standard would apply,
so that invalidation of gender-b discriminations would be rare, or
whether sex discrimination woul4 he treated the same as racial discrimi-
nation, subject to strict judicial scititiny,

Over the intervening decadesince RmI v. Rini, the Supreme Court
has developed rather comprehen 'iye kody of case law dealing with sex
discrimination. The standard is neither rational basis nor strict judicial
scrutiny. It lies somewhere between the two. The result has been that
the number of cases upheld and the number invalidated have been
about equal. Whether the Supreme Court has gene too far, not far
enough, or just about as far as it should is a matter for individual deci-
sion.'

But it is beyond dispute that the big leap has already been made.
One of the proper roles for a constitutional amendment in achieving
reform is to make large changes, to reach new ground previously unex-
plored. With respect to sex discrimination, a change of that magnitude
was needed in 1971. It had been needed for decades and even centuries
prior to 1971, but nothing had happened. Today, the situation is very
different. There is no longer any question whether equality is con-
stitutionally guaranteed to women. It is.

Some may argue that the principal reason for this change has been
the pendency of the Era' Rights Amendment. That may or may not
be true. In any event, rt is largely irrelevant. Whatever the reason for

7.17
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our movement froth nothing to judicial scrutiny along the sexual
equality continuum, the Fact is that we are there.

/ Massive Change or Flexibility?

Regardless of what the issues might have been in the 1920s when
the amendment was first introduced, in the 1950s when it passed the
Senate, or in the early 1970s when it was formally proposed by Con-
gress, the central issues concerning the need for an Equal Rights
Amendment in the 1980s are:

1. Whether the greater need is another radical, massive change in
the constitutional rules dealing with distinctions between men
and women, or
2. Whether the greater need is for flexibility in determining what
kinds of distinctions between men and women are really in out
national interest, and what kinds are not.
This correctly characterizes the issues today for this reason: the

only room left for a change so great as to warrant a constitutional
amendment is a change to an absolutist standard, qualified or other-
wise. If the Equal Rights Amendment does nothing more than move
us along the continuum from judicial scrutiny to strict judicial scru-
tiny, then the change is not worthy of a constitutional amendment. It
is certainly not worth the risk of more radical change.

The real issue for each citizen, therefore, is whether he or she feels
that allor nearly allgovernmental distinctions between men and wo-
men should be constitutionally eliminated. It is clear that some people
would answer this question yes. But the great majority probably would
answer it no. Almost none of those who testified at the congressional
hearings, or those who drafted the reports recommending congressional
passage, intended such an extreme result. They did not want to do
away with virtually all governmental distinctions between men and wo-
men. They wanted a constitutional guarantee of equality for women.
At the time there was none. Toth) there is.

For those Americans who share the view that we should leave
some flexibility to make some governmental distinctions between men
and women, another constitutional amendment is not the answer.

The second major purpose asserted by the proponents in urging
congressional passage of the ERA was that such an amendment wee:
needed as a symbol' It is true that constitutional amendments can
serve as symbols. The question is, a symbol of what? More specifically,
how firmly should we freeze the capacity of our governmental structure'
to react? If we now have all or substantially all the answers concerning
the distinctions that government should be able to make between men
and womenparticularly if we are convinced that there should be none
or very fewthen a constitutional amendment is an appropriate symbott
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For a constitutional amendment is the surest way to prevent govern-
ment from drawing distinctions. If, on the other hand, we are still at
the stage where we need to feel our way, committed to equality in the
large matters like employment and promotion opportunity, educational
opportunity, political activity, and equal pay for equal work, but still
uncertain about such things as the draft, combat, and promiscuity in
state college dormitories, then a constitutional amendment is the wo..3
possible choice of a symbol"

Experience Indicates the Need for Flexibility

Many people have the perception that, within the last few years,
appointments to federal and state judgeships and to important execu-
tive positions in government have favored women. That is, if the ap-
pointee had not a woman, someone else more qualified would
have been appointed. Some believe that such preferences are not only
Fair and appropriate but necessary. They compensate for past discrimina-
tions against women and provide highly visible role models for future
generations. Others take the view that whatever mistakes may have
been made in the past, the burden of the corrective should not rest
upon persons in today's society.who have done no wrong.

The important issue is not whether the perception is correct, nor
which side in the debate is right. The real issue is the debate itself. It
should continue. In some instances treating women better than men
with respect to government appointments is probably a good idea, and
in other instances it is not. Moreover, whatever the balance of relevant
considerations today, whether in general or in specific cases, the balance
probably will be different a generation from now. Neither for this gen-
eration nor for those that will follow is it in our national interest to
cut off debate on that issue by making unconstitutional government's
power to prefer women.

Regardless of where we were ten years ago, or thirty years ago, or
a hundred years ago,' today we are at the fine7tuning stage. The need is
for careful case-by-case examination of whether and to what extent men
and women should be treated differently. A constitutional amendment,
very simply, is not a fine-tuning instrument. It has more the qualities
of a sledgehammer.

An incident that occurred during the period of my service in the
..United States,Department of Justice illustrates the degrees of flexibility
of different sources of law. A federal statute prohibiting sex discrimina-t
don by schools receiving federal financial assistance provides, among
other things, that its provisions shall not be interpreted to prohibit fa-
tier-son or mother-daughter activities as long as there is reasonably

comparable opportunity for each.'° In 1976 some administrators at the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare decided that a certain
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school district was not in compliance and determined to prevent fur-
ther father-son banquets in that district until corrective steps were
taken. The plan was never implementedindeed, knowledge of its exist-
ence was limitedbecause some senior officials at the White House
hard about it and brought it to an end with a telephone call.

The White House officials who reversed it considered the short-
lived ban on father-son school banquets a silly decision. The reality is
that in a government administered by human beings, we have to accept
the fact that from time to time there will be silly decisions. The judi-
ciary is also inhabited by human beings and they are not immune from
the same kinds of mistakes that other human beings make. In the cue
of the father-son banquet decision, the mistake was easily correctible,
requiring nothing more than a simple telephone call. If the same result
had been unambiguously written into the statute, the corrective would
have more difficult, requiring congressional action. But by far the
most in xible source of law is a judicial decision interpreting a con-
stitution provision. Mistakes at that level can be corrected only by the
death, irement, or change of mind of Supreme Court justices, or by a
constitu ional amendment. The likelihood of any of these is extraor-
dinarily rare. Over the history of our republic, literally thousands of
constit tional amendments have been proposed. Excluding the Bill of
Right , whose adoption was part of the commitment for ratification of
the C nstitution,u only sixteen have been adopted.

Perhaps the best evidence that we arc closer to the fine-tuning
stage than to the major overhaul stage is provided by the 1980 expe-
rience with the draft. One of the few ERA results on which everyone
agrees is that, if the amendment passes, women must be subject to the
draft whenever men are. When the 'reinstitution of compulsory military
service became an issue in 1980, the companion question was whether
women should be subject to it. Most of the resistance was to drafting
anyone, but a separate issue was equally identifiable and almost m
strong: if there is a draft, should women be included? Leaders of several
groups supporting the Equal Rights Amendment spoke in favor of
equal treatment.'2 'But our national legislatorswho usually are a fair
bellwether of national public opinionseparated the issues fairly eady
in the debate and determined that even if compulsory military service
were to be reestablished, u would not apply to women.* Under the
ERA Congress would not have had that choice.

Even as to one of the few ERA consequences on which everyone
agrees, therefore, the 1980 draft experience shows that our nation is not
at a point of consensus. We are not ready to harden the decision pro.
cess into constitutional concrete. We need the leeway to make decisions
on a case-by-case basis as particular issuesthe draft among themarise
at different times and under different circumstances. Obviously this will
not be done in a constitutional vacuum. Always in the background is
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the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee that gender-based discrimina-
don will be subject to judicial scrutiny.

Of course there are still examples of unfair sexual discrimination.
Of course changes need to be njade. But they should be made with a
scalpel, not an axe. The tools for that kind of change are available. In-
deed, changes by scalpel are already at work through the whole spec-
trum of law, indudin / constitutional guarantees, statutes, adminis-
trative regulations, an ample authority to enact more statutes or
administrative regulati s as they are needed.

Adequate legislative authority exists without an additional con-
stitutional amen melt. Other things being equalparticularly if the
subject matter does not require national uniformitythe best unit of
government .to enact laws is the smallest unit that has authority to do
so. State and local governments have far-reaching powers, generally
called police powers, to act in the interest of the general welfare of the
people." Accordingly they would have power to enact any conceivably
necessary law. This is demonstrated by the liberalization that has oc-
curred in state laws during the decade of the 1970$ dealing with such
subjects as Family law (particularly the "tender years" doctrine and the
circumstances under which a wife may establish a separate domicile),
and the adoption of the equal management concept in community
property states."

In some instances, national uniformity might be preferred. While
Congress's powers do not reach as many subjects as the states' police
powers," congressional enactments of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
and the Equal Pay Act" demonstrate that, under exisdht; constitutional
autborization, Congress too can be a significant force in making
changes where changes are needed.

Shifts in Governmental Power

There is another cost of the Equal Rights Amendment. It is a cost
that is necessarily involved in any constitutional amendment limiting
what government can do, and particularly what state government can
do. The cost involves shifts in governmental power. In the case of the
Equal Rights Amendment, the shifts would occur along two planes.

By definition, a constitutional amendment which limits what gov-
ernment can do places. its limitations on the legislature, within whose
policymaking domain the power would otherwise fall. And since the
Interpretation of constitutional amendments is a judicial function, the
decrease in legislative power is accompanied by an increase in judicial
power. For example, if the Equal Rights Amendment were determined
to prohibit separation of the sexes in college dormitories, the courts
would make that determination by interpreting the amendment. The
effect would be that the authority to decide this policy issue would
shift from the legislature to the courts.
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Most of the laws that would be held unconstitun al under the
ERA art state laws. Accordingly, governmental power wo d shift not
only from the legislature to the judiciary, but also from e smaller
governmental unit (the state) to the larger (the federal govern ent),I

Even in the absence of constitutional adjudication, the would
probably be a legislative power shift from the states to the fede gov-
ernment, increasing the policymaking power of Congress and d
ing that of the state legislatures. It is a shift that would be acc
phshed as a result of Section 2 of the amendment. Before 1971
proposed Equal Rights Amendment vested legislative enforcement au
thority jointly in Congress and the states. In 1971 state legislative en-
forcement authority was eliminated in favor of the present language of
Section 2, which states: "Congress shall have power to enforce, by ap-
propriate legislation, the provisions of this Article."

There is little doubt that Section 2 would shift legislative power
from the states to the Congress. This would occur even if Section 2
were interpreted, as some of the proponents contend, not to have affir-
matively constricted state powers in this area.110 The constriction would
necessarily result from expanded federal authority. The federal govern..
ment, unlike the states, is a government of specifjc, enumerated powers,
which means that anything the federal goveriment does must be au-
thorized by some constitutional provision. Within the sphere of its
constitutionally authorized powers, however, the supremacy clause of
the Constitution, contained in Article VI, provides that federal author.
ity is supreme; that is, federal authority takes precedence where federal
and state authority conflict. Accordingly, expanding the constitutional
bases for congressional action in any area necessarily causes a cone,
sponding reductidn of the powers of state governments once Congress
exercises its newly created constitutional power.z

In the case of some constitutional amendments, shifts of govern-
mental power represent costs that are worth paying in order to secure
the constitutional guarantee. And some people feel that governmental
power shifts from the legislature to the judiciary,21 or from state and
local governments to the national government, are desirable. The only
point is this: for those who believe that, other things being equal, it is
better tt, vest governmental power in smaller units rather than larger,
and in elected legislators who must periodically answer to the people
than in nonelected judges, the shifts in governmental power that would
accompany the Equal Rights Amendment represent another significant
cost.

The Fourteenth Amendment Analogy

The potential dangers of the Equal Rights Amendment are posed
by its breadth, its vagueness, and its uncertainty. No one knows how
many specific prohibitions are included or are not included within its
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broad, unqualified declaration that there shall be 'no governmental Os-
tinctions on account of sex. But vagueness is also a characteristic of the
Fourteenth Amendment, on whose existence a substantial part of the
argument against the Equal Rights Amendment is based. Is it not un-
fair and inconsistent, therefore, to build an argument against the ERA
on the combination of criticizing the vagueness of the proposed amend-
ment while at the same time proclaiming the adequacy of the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment?

For anyone willing to learn the lessons of history, experience with
the Fourteenth Amendment provides one of the most persuasive lessons
why the Equal Rights Amendment should not be adopted. It is true
that the Fourteenth Amendment, like the proposed Twenty-seventh, is
vague. Look what the courts have done with that vagueness. At one
period of our nation's history they used it to invalidate a bioad spec-
trum of state laws regulating businesses," including laws designed to
protect the health of men and women in high health -risk employments.
In more recent times the same amendment has been used, and is still
being used, to prevent states from prohibiting or ting abortions."
Many people thought that the Court's substantive due nullifica-
tion of governmental economic regulations was a good idea. Many
people also agree with the Court's abortion decisions. The present point
is not whether these decisions are good or bad. The point is that any-
one who thinks that a constitutional amendment with the vagueness of
the Fourteenth or the proposed Twenty-seventh is not an open in-
vitation, and indeed directive, to perpetual judicial policymaking, is not
aware of what the Supreme Court has been doing since about the
18905."

Does this mean that the Fourteenth Amendment should never
have been adopted? Not at all. The Fourteenth Amendment brought
about comprehensive changes that were needed. They were changes
that only a constitutional amendment could achieve. Before the
Fourteenth Amendment the guarantees of the Bill of Rights were not
binding on the states. Aside from the guarantee of jury trial and the
prohibition against ex post facto laws, state governments were not obli-
gated to follow any standards of fairness in state criminal proceedings.
Due process of law was binding on the federal government, but not the
states. Most important for present purposes, there was no constitutional
guarantee of equality anywhere in he Constitution.

The existence and history of he Fourteenth Amendment are-sele-
vant to the Equal Rights Amendm t for three reasons. First, given the
fact that the Constitution contained no guarantee of equality prior to
the Fourteenth Amendment, the vagueness risk was worth taking.
Now chat there is a general guarantee of equality which extends to all
groups, induding women, the analysis is different. The vagueness risks
are the same; the need is not. With the Fourteenth Amendment's guar-
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antee of equality extending to all people, it is difficult to make a case
for a separate guarantee of equality applicable to any group.already cov-
ered by the equal protection clause. And if one particular group were to
be singled out for such special treatment, it is hard to make the case
that it should be a group that is not, in fact, a minority.

Second, the Fourteenth Amendment teaches that the risks of con-
stitutional vagueness are never-ending. Vague amendments constitute a
continuing, open-ended invitation to any new generation of federal
judges to fill their ample vessels with new doctrine. The Fourteenth
Amendment is particularly instructive in this regard. The first radical
venture into judicial policymaking (when judges substituted their judg.
ment for that of the legislature in government regulation of business)
did not begin anril almost thirty years after the amendment had be.
come part of the Constitution." It was a venture that lasted four dec.
ades and which, within its particular substantive sphere (economic
regulation), today lies largely dormant." Thirty years lar:r the process
started again, and it is continuing, this time affecting such substantive
matters as contraceptives and abortions. The subject matter is different,
but the process is not. Neither is the constitutional amendment under
whose banner the process occurs.

The third lesson of the Fourteenth Amendment experience con-
cerns the difficulty of undoing mistakes once they occur. During the
economic-regulation round of the Supreme Court's fascination with
substantive due process, the correction took forty years. For the abor-
tion round, "

the
correction has not yet occurred. Mavac I, ever will.

In the case of the Fourteenth Amendment, the riss.3 were worth
running because the need for massive change was -rt The changes
were achieved, and the risks have proven to be real. But the risks en-
tailed in the proposed Twenty-seventh Amendment-are not worth run-
ning because the need for massive change is not great. Indeed, massive
change is the biggest risk.
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The Constitutional

The most compelling argument against the Equal Rights Amendment, in
my own view, is that it will radically transform some of the most fundamental
and enduring aspects of our Nation's constitutional structure. In pursuit of a
legal equality .berveen the sexes that has already been largely achieved under
the present Constitution, the Equal Rights Amendment would effect major
changes in the relationship between the institutions of government. It b this
concern that motivates many of the most thoughtful opponents of the ERA, a
concern that has generally been obscured amidst the far more glamorous and
popular debates about abortion, women in the military, and unisex restrooms.

LesislativeJudidal liamce

As I observed earlier, either the ERA is clear on its face that there are no
exceptions to the principle that men and women are always going to be treated
in an identical manner, or ebe the exceptions are going to be established on an
unpredictable and arbitrary case-brcas: basis by Federal judges. Either under-
standing of the ERA creates difficulties.

If the ERA is construed to mean something other than its most obvious
meaningthe absolutely identical legal treatment of the sexesthen it is
unclear what the Amendment means at all. In short, there are no principles
contained within the Amendment that provide any guidance about ,what
exceptions are to be permitted, and under what circumstances. The result is
that the ERA would substitute for the judgement of the fifty elected State
legislatures the judgement of a handful of unelected Federal judges. As Pro-
fessor Walter Berns of. the American Enterprise Institute has observed,

The ERA, if adopted, would be the only provision In the Constitution bestowing
or protecting a right without identifying that right .. what this implies is that it
is not necessary to know what the language means because In due course the
courts will tell us what It means . . . The Amendment should be labelled a
judiciary act, inviting the courts to decide the particular issues that members of
Congress would appear eager to avoid.*

*Testimony on the Equal Rights Amendment Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution,
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, May 26, 1983. Fie further described this process as
-treating the Constitution with contempt"
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Issues of law that are now resolved through the democratic, legislative process
would suddenly he "constitutionalized" into issues ultimately to be resolved
only by the courts.

In the guise of interpreting the meaning of the Equal Rights Amendment,
Federal judges would be virtually unrestricted in their ability to fashion
innovative and creative new constitutional 'rights. If the Amendment means
something other than an absolute equality in legal treatment between the
sexes, then it lacks any semblance of interpretative guidance for those who are
primarily empowered to determine its "true" meaning. Given the checkered
and confusing legislative history that has thifsfar been boil: up around the
Amendment in Congress and the State legislatures, who is to contradict the
Federal judge who rules unconstitutional virtually any Federal or State law that
offends his own personal sensibilities? Where are the standards and the criteria
for determining which interpretations of the ERA by Federal courts are right
and which are wrong? There are no such standards and there are no such
criteria. As Professor Freund notes in this regard,

The issue is the integrity and responsihility of the lawmaking process itself."

Thus, the ERA would worsen the increasingly prevalent situation under
which the Federal courts have taken unto themselves (or been delegate f)
powers and authorities that have traditionally belonged to other more accoun-
table branches and levels of government. The members of the Federal judici-
arywho serve lifetime appointments and who tend almost uniformly to be
upper middle class attorneyshave become responsible for policy-making
decisions in a growing number of areas that were formerly reserved for the
more representative bodies of government. As one commentary has observed,

It is an open secret that most major social reforms of the last generation have
been accomplished by the judiciary. In what amounts to a cloverleaf of Damascus
Roads, the Supreme Court has declared unconstitutional such previously accepted
practices as capital punishment and school prayer and has unilaterally effected
oneman, onevote state legislative apportionment, affirmative action abortion on
demand, and the abolition of residency laws for welfare eligibility."

It has hen the Federal judiciary that has made many of the most important
public policy decisions of the past two decades, not the Congress and not the
Stmt. It gislatures.

'Freund. 1 he Equal Rights Amendment is Not the Way, 6 Ham Civil RightsCivil Liberties L.
Rey 2i1. 2-12 119-i I

Itrunelow and Markman, Supreme Irony, Harper's, October 1981, 16. See Ginsburg, Sex
qualm and the t institution, 52 Tulane I. Rev 451,474 (1978) ("ERA at a minimum should relieve

the supreme Court s anxiety expressed by Justice Powell in his Frontier° opinion, namely the
lit main nr to shape new constitutional dot trine without a firm rtxx for than doctrine in the Nation's
hindamental instrument of government ''), Ginsburg, Let's Have the ERA As A Signal, 63 ABA) 70
Pr t t FHA as signal to Supreme court to "articulate general principles" and develop a "coherent

pattern.'
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Most of these fudiciallrmade laws and policies have been created, not as a
result of the clear language of the Constitution or through an understanding of
the intent of its drafters, but through the "interpretation" of provisions of the
Constitution that suffer from some of the same problems of vagueness as the
Equal Rights Amendment. It is unclear to me why anyone who is committed to
the principle of self-rule and popular government would wish to further
accelerate this process Why would they wish to entrust greater decision-
making authority in unelected and unaccountable fudges and reduced au-
thority in elected and accountable legislators? This would be an almost certain
result of passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.

FederalState Balance

While the Equal Rights Amendment will almost certainly have a significant
impact upon the "separation of powers" between the judicial and legislative
branches of government, equally disturbing is its likely impact upon the
constitutional "division of powers" between the States and the Federal govern-
ment. U.S. Solicitor General Rex Lee has stated, for example, that if the ERA is
ratified,

there is little doubt that BO would shift legislative power from the States to the
Congress."

What Dean Lee alludes to is that the ERA will result not only in sharply
enhanced authority for the Federal courts, but will lead to greater legislative
powers as well in the U.S. Congress at theexpense of those currently possessed
by the State legislatures.

The key to understanding the full scope of Federal authority contained in
the ERA is an understanding of its much-overlooked section 2. This section
reads,

The Congress shall have the power to enforce by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this Ankle.

This provision is nearly identical to so-called "enforcement" or "enabling"
Causes in other amendments to the Constitution, including the Thirteenth
Amendment (slavery), the Fourteenth Amendment ("due process" and "equal
protection"), and Fifteenth Amendment (voting rights).

What the "enforcement" clause of the ERA does is to accord Congress
legislative authority over the entire range of issues within the scope of the
Amendment. As described by one of the architects of the ERA, Congresswoman
Martha Griffiths, "the intent of section 2, is to make State laws 'uniform'."4"

"Ler, A Lawler Looks at the Equal RightsAmendment (Brigham Young University Press,1980-1
at 88

"Testimony before the Missouri House of Representatives on the Equal Rights Amendment,
January 28,1975 It is interesting to note that, until 1970, the enforcement clause Of section 2 read
differently Prior to that time. enforcement authority was not concentrated solely within Congress,
but accorded to both Congress and the States ''within their respective iurisdictions." See Senate
Hearings at 208
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Under section 2, Congress could enact national legislation in countless areas in
which it currently lacks authority and override the considered decisions of all
fifty State legislatures. Professor Phillip Kurland has testified that,

M Equal Rights Amendment would be more important for Its enabling dame
than for its direct substantive effect."

Under the ERA, for czarn;.le, the Congrcrz could venture into such new
. real as setting alimony policies for the States, rewriting State laws on rape and
prostitutton, establishing new policies on casualty and life insurance, imposing
new hbor laws on the States, and so forth. In each of these areas, traditionally
the prerogative of the States, Congress would be empowered by the ERA to set
forum uniform, Federal standards in the name of "enforcing" the Equal Rights
Amendment. In each of these areas, the values of State and local diversity, and

Kataenbech u Morgan

In order to fully understand the significance of the 'enforcement"
clause in the ERA (section 2), it is necessary to understand the
Supreme Court case of Natzenbach u Morgan' in which the Court
interpreted the extent of Federal authority under an identical provi
sion of the Fourteenth Amendment.

In Karzenbacb, the Court made clearthat this provision does not
merely give Congress the authority to (*Om! those rights Which are
already understood to exist in the basic proviiions of the Fourteenth
Amendment, but gives the authority to define those rights as well. In
light of the vagueness of the Fourteenth Amendment, this gives
Congress the expansive authority to define `due process" or 'equal
protection" and obligate the States to abide by these definitions.

The same would be true about the "enforcement" clause of the ERA.
Congress would not be limited to `enfixcing" rights against the
States that had already been established by the courts, but would be
able to define, in tbe first place, such rights and require State laws to
be consistent. Congress could effectively nullify provisions of the
Constitution which confer primary power upon the States.

' 384 LIS 641 (1966) See also Hurt, Miranda and Title 11! A Morganatic Marriage.
1969 Sup Ct Review $1,133, Browne, Congressional Enforcement Power Under the
Ft wieenth Amendment, SS Denver L Rev 417 (1978)

"House Hearings at S84.
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the benefits of State and local legal experimentation, would be replaced by a
single Federal law 'imposed upon the fifty States.

One ERA proponent, Anita Miller, the former Chairwoman of the Califor-
nia Commission on the Status of Women, was not far from the mark in
describing the ERA as,

the single most significant event of this century It will bring about a
dimension of change greater than ever before.°

At least in the area of constitutional structure, this may well be true. Perhaps as
much as any other constitutional amendment in history, the ERA has the
potential to centralize and concentrate governmental authority in the Federal
government and to reduce the States to little more than an administrative arm
of the legislators and bureaucrats in Washington.

Former United States Senato: Sam Ervin has said in this regard,

Section 2 of the ERA. . will wine near to abolishing the States of the Union as
viable governmental bodies... it will virtually reduce the Sutes of this Union to
meaningless zeros on the Nationh map by transferring virtually all of the
legislative power of government from the States to Congress.°

As a result then of section 2, both Congress and the Federal Courts would
be authorized to use the vague provisions of the ERA as a mandate for the
establishment of new rights that would affect virtually every area of State law
Thus, the most certain impact of the ERA, regardless of who takes the primary
role in this process of *interpretation", is that government responsibilities will
be taken from the States and shifted in the direction of Washington. Whether
these responsibilities are vested in the Congress or in the Federal courts, it is
certain that they will be vested in institutions of government that are further
removed from the individual citizen and less likely to be directly accountable
to his or her desires."

"The Los Angeles Times, March 1, 1974 at 1.

'Testimony of Senator Ervin on the Equal Rights Amendment before the North Carolina
General Assembly, March I, 1977; see also Pitschke. The Case Against the Proposed ltventy-Seventh

Amendment, Congressional Record, August 14, 1978, E4552; Strong, Contribution of the ERA to
Constitutional Exegesis, 14 Ga. 4.Rev 389, 418-34 (1980)

"See Minority Views of U S. Rep. Edward Hutchinson, House Report at 14 ("will transfer the
power to determine public policy . . out of the legislative branch of government, the branch most
directly responsive to the public will, and place it in the judiciary, the branch least responsive. .").
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Ens The Conadtutional Impact

State Legislatures
Congress Federal Courts

Authority will be shifted from State and national legislatures as the
ERA sconstitutionalizes" areas of law that were formerly within the
scope of legislative judgement, Matters that were formerly those of
legislative discretion will now be those of judidal "interpretation".
The vagueness dthe ERA will accord Federal courts great discretion
to set policy In the guise of Interpretation" of the Amendment

Rate Legislatures Congress

Authority will be shifted from the State legislatures to the Federal
legislature (Congress) because of section 2 of the ERA which gives
Congress NO authority to enforce (and define) Its provisions and set
national standards in numerous areas in which It currently lacks
legislative authority
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CONCLUSLOW

During the thirteen year period between 1971 and the present, progress has

been made toward achieving clarity and consistency in the area of sex discrimin-

ation law. Under the equal protection clause, the Court has done much to elimin-

ate the division that pervaded the Court before Craig v. Soren, between those who

who thought sex was a suspect class, similar to race, end those who believed it

should be accorded a lesser standard of review. fives, Craig was a landmark de-

cision for the Court in the area of equal protection and gender discrimination as

it clarified the Court's position that sex classification: would be subject to an

intermediate level of scrutiny. However, it is arguable that goes uncertainty say

still exist on the Court, as Jostles 0' Connor suggested in Soonest: years after

the Cralikdecision, that the Court may yet declare sex a suspect classification.

At this writing, there has been no indication that the Court will do so, thus

leaving the intermediate standard of Craig intact.

After grail', the Court in subsequent decisions attempted to clarify the

analysis necessary under the intereediatt substantial relationship test. Sarly

cases involving gender discrimination and the Social Security Act are relevant

to the two concepts of upholding ameliorative legislation, and rejecting legis-

lation based on outmoded stereotypes. Habitue and Goldfarb, two Social Security

decisions, are significant because of the way the Court viewed the disparate

treatment in each case. In Webster, the Court held that where there is disparate
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treatment of the sexes as result of legislation directly addressing discrimina-

tioo(which also serves to remedy it) such a provision is constitutional at least

as an interim measure. In Goldfarb, because the disparate treatment of the sexes

was regarded by the Court to bs the by-product of traditional stereotypes and

was not specifically aimed at redressing past injustices, the Court regarded

such unequal treatment based on sex to be unconstitutional. After Webster and

Goldfarb, it was clear that the Court was reluctant to uphold any gender classi-

fication unless its purpose was ameliorative.

Orr v. Orr reinforced the Court's position stated in' Webster. The holding in

Orr prohibited discrimination based on traditional stereotypes in the context of

alimony obligations upon divorce. Because the Court in Orr would not allow ali-

mony obligations to be imposed on husbands and not wives, it demonstrated that the

intermediate standard of review was the same regardless of whether women or men

were disadvantaged by the classification. Also in the family law context, the

Court decided Cabin and Parham. The Court held in both of these cases that men

and women were sot similarly situated because of the differing nature of their

parental role. Parham and Cabot reinforced an essential *lomat othe substantial

relationship test that mom and women must be similarly situated in order for the

classification to be challenged.

The Court also settled another aspect of gender discrimination law during

1979. In Feeney, it refused to strike down facially neutral law which had a

discriminatory effect on women because discriminatory motive or intent was not

shown. The Court held that discriminatory motive or intent must be shown in sax

discrimination cases as it is in other areas under the equal protection clause

in order to establish a prima facie case.
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Up until 1980, the Court had at times implied that benign, classifications

(i.e. classifications benefiting waned) would be subject to Leiser scrutiny

than other classifications. However in Meneler the Court took a firm position

that the substantial relationship test should be used in all gender\discrieles

ties cases without regard to whom the classificetioe benefits. Thus, alter

Messier the Court had reached a certain level of stability in the gender discrier

testi area under the equal protection clause.

The decisions during the next tern aimed to retreat from the firs position

taken in ifengleK. The Court used language during the 1960 Tern that did not have

the streusels sod force of that used is the Mangler case. In Michael M. and

Rostker, it ruled that the melee and females involved were not similarly situated,

thus the classifications were validated.

The Court in 1951 decided Roman, the last gender discrimination decision based

on equal protection grounds at this writing. In Mogan, the Court was concerned

with the use of a benign or medial purpose as pretext, while actually rein-

forcing traditional stereotypes. In an attempt to remedy this problem, the Court

held that a remedial purpose is only valid if the gender bsefited by this action

was actually disadvantaged by the classification in the past. Home illustrates

the Court's constant awareness of the different ways in which traditional stereo-

types were still perpetuated.

The gender discrimination cases decided under Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 underwent different analysis from that used under the equal pro-

tection clause. The Court in Crime decided for the first time that adverse

impact was enough to sake out a prima facie case under Title VII. In Dothard,

it indicated that the ruling in Crime pertained to gender as well as race.
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Significant decisions under Title VII have been rendered with respect to

equal pay, pensions and pregnancy. In the equal pay area Costlier mode it clear

that valid claims of sex-based wage discrfainatioa could be made despite the

fact that males and females involved had different jobs if thereinto evidence

of intentional discrimination. layover, it realties in open question whether

cause of action could be stated when one sex's lower wages were not attrib-

utable to intentional discrimimatiom.

In the contexts of pansies and insurance, the Court examined a situation in

which women had to contribute more than similarly situated sales to obtain the

same benefits upon retirement (Masbate) and another situation in which women re-

ceived smeller amenity payments elur men is a deferred compensatioa plan.

(Morris). The lambert decision established that mandatory unequal pension contri-

butions by employees to am employer sponsored, or administered retirement proems,

violated Title VII. In Norris, the Court held that employers be required to

treat employees as individuals, specifically rejecting the generalisation' based

on group experiences. Moreover, employers could out escape liability for the

diceimiaation on the theory that the insurance companies were the actual usardii

of the sea-based table". The Court also. found it irrelevant whether plan was

voluntary or mandatory. The thrust of Norris and lambert was that employers must

consider employees on an individual basis and therefore were not permitted to use

sex-based actuarial tables in the pension or insurance contexts.

In the pregnancy area there has been one Supreme Court decision since the

adoption of the Menace, Discrialsation Act of 1,711. This calm, art Nets

Shipbuilding, is significant because of its interpretation that the Pregnancy Dis-

crimination Act applies to the dependents of both sale and female employees who

are discriminated against.
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The Court in interpreting Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 has

clarified many issues associated with this avenue for gender discrimination liti-

gation. After Cannon, there was no question that a private right of action could .

be implied under Title IX, and North Haven Hoard of Education removed any doubt

that Title IX covered employees Is well as students of school.

The most significant case in the Title IX area recently was Grove City. The

Court in Grove City applied a very narrow reading of Title IX's enforcement mech-

anism. The Court specifically livid that the termination of federal money as a 1

means of enforcing Title IX reached only the epscific program or activity receiv-I

in the federal funds and not the entire iastitotion. The impact of this declaim!

is unclear but could possibly result in Congress taking legislative action to

amend Title IX to clarify this statute's coverage and enforcement provisions.

The most recent cases decided by the Supreme Court, Shell and Heckler, are

significant because of their holding. with regard to the procedural aspects of

bringing a Title VII gender discrimination suit. These two cases illustrate

the Court's intention to keep access to the Court clear from procedural barrier"

placed in the way of worthwhile claims in the use discrimination context.

In summary, over the last thirteen years the Supreme Court has made signi-

ficant progress in the area of gender discrimination. The Court will also be

hearing and deciding more cases in the future. At the date of this writing, the

Court has already agreed to hear Title VII case during its upcoming 1984 Term,

the Bessemer Cit1 case. While the Court has resolved numerous questions concern-

ing gender-based discrimination law in the past, there are still problem' awaiting

future consideration, e.g. whether the Court's interpretation of "comparable worth

presents s cognisable cause of action under Title VII absent proof of intent to
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discriminate. The consideration of this and other issues in the future will add

to the body of law that has been developing with respect to sem-lased distrimina-

tion.
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Sex Classifications

the 14th Ameadmemt provides thet,ne Stets nay 'doey to any parson within

its jurisdiction the Opal protection of the laws." While thelfifth Ameednant, -

which bled, the Federal Oewerement, testable as express equal protection clause,

the Supreme Court has held that its proscription easiest denying any person

"life, liberty or property, without due process of law" incorporates an squid

protection principle that, in west cases, requires the National Government to

observe the NOS strictures oe classification and discrimination that the States

must follow. B.g., %Weber er v. illessefeld, 420 U.S. 636, 636 m. 2 (1973);

Buckley v. !also, 424 U.S. 1, 93 (1q76).

"The Fourteenth Amendment enjoins 'the equal protection of the laws,' and

laws are notebetrect propositions." Justice Frankfurter once wrote. 'They

do not relate to abstract units, A,B, end C, but ere expressions of policy

arising out of specific difficulties, addressed to the attainment of pecific

ends by the use of specific remedies. The Constitution does not require things

which are different is fact or opinion to be treated is lovas though they

were the same." ?liner v. Texas, 310 U.S. 141, 147 (1940); The mere feet

of classification will not void legislation, then, because in the exercise of

its powers a legislature has considerable discretion in recognising the dlf-

[urinou betweso end eong persons and situations. 'Close legislation, die-

crininating against some and favoring othere, is prohibited; but legislation

which, in carrying out a public purpose, is limited in its application, if

within the sphere of its operation it effects alike all persons similarly

situated, is not within the amendment." Nimbler v. Connollz, 113 U.S. 27, 32

(1663). Or, more succinctly, "statutes crests mety clessificitions which do

not deny equal protection; it is only 'invidious discrimination' which offends
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the Cemstitutice." Urine v. Strom, 372 0.8. 726, 732 (1963).

Recogmitioe of the fact that equal protection does mot dap the right of

classification, however, leads to the more difficult questiom of bow it is

that a court may determiee whether a classification is proper or improper,

whether, to state it is traditional terms, a classification constitutes in-

vidious discriminatios. Rey to this determination is the usual presumption

of constitutionality which a court accords to legislative and administrative

sotto., especially the deference a court owes to the legislative branch.

The Supreme Court early adopted the "rational bests" test, under which so

Wag as a classification has any reasonable basis whatever, as long as it is

met wholly arbitrary, the Court will find no violation of equal protectioe.

Thera arc actually two different formulations of the rational basis test,

one deriving from Lindley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61 (1911),

which Is so extremely deferential that hardly anything would fail to survive

a challenge, and the other from Roystar Guano Co., v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412

(1920), which, though deferential, retains to the courts some degree of

scrutiny over the classification. Over the Pete, see or the ether tact has

been utilised by the Court, and the present Court is Clossli and inconclusively

divided with respect to which to apply. Compere United States Railroad Retire-

ment Sd. v. Frits, 449 U.S. 166 (1980), with Schwelker v. Wilson, 450 U.S. 221

(1981); and see City of Mesquite v. Aladdin's Castle, 455 U.S. 283, 294 (1982),

41h1I1TIWI96e207 (Justice Whits), 301-302 (Justice Powell).

In any event, the t, 'it is generally stated to the effect that as long as

iradkellIcallib is rationally related to some legitimate or permissible govertr.

16INESP"Inedrief,'then the classification will survive equal protection attack.

IdelOg.thisTtaatr, the Court had sustained classification which had en adverse

Impact upon woven. r.g., GOessert v. Cleary, 335 U.S. 464 (1948)(her on women

as bartenders, except for the wives or daughters of male owners); Mon v. Florida,

368 U.S. 57 (1961)(law required jury service of men but gave woman option to

"Ierve-dTntot)'When in Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971), the Court for the

first time held invalid a sex classification it purported to rely on the rational

basis test, but many saw in the opinion something a little less deferential.

Althoughit was long in stating the test explicitly, the Court has developed

a strict standard of review when racial classifications are in issue. Loving v.

Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967). Thus, when government classifies on the basis

of s "suspect" standard (or when it classifies with regard to a "fundamental"

interest)i-lt must Justify those classifications by showing a compelling interest
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necessitating the action and that the distinctions are necessary to /ember the

purpose sought to be furthered. See San Antonio Independent School niseetet v.

Rodrigues, 411 U.S. 1 (1973). Even when a racial classification is used,

h , there may be the requisite showing to sustain it. Lee v. Washington,

390 U.S. 333 (1968)(p eeeee vation of discipline and order in a jail might lriscify

racial segregation if shown to be necessary).

In recent years, the Supreme Court has adopted an "intermediate' semadard

for certain classifications, one less deferential than the rational basis teat

and one lets strict (and one leas fatal) than thu "suspect class-fundsaamtal

interest" test. Actually, there may be a range of intermediate tests, JOON;

from the opinions dealing wit% classifications on the basis of sox, alewife,

and illegitimacy. Thus, sex classifications must, in order to withstand con-

stitutional challenge, 'serve important governmental objectives and nest be

substantially related to athievement of those objectives." Craig v. Boren,

429 U.S. 19U, 19: (1976); Mississippi University for Women v. Bolan; 102 S. Ct.

3331, 3331 (1982). Four Justices, in Frontiers) v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677

(1973), were prepared to hold sex a suspect classification; three Justices de-

clined on the basis that such a holding was premature as long as the Equal

Rights Amendment was pending and in any event they thought the classification

at Issue failed the rational basis test. An eighth Justice v:4ed to strike

down the classification without explicitly stating a test and the ninth

Jus..1ce dissented. In her ',pinion for the Court in Mississippi University

for women v. Hogan, supra, 3336, n. 9, Justice 0' Connor nrneared to leave

open the possibility that sex may yet be declared a suspect classification.

Ins intermediate standard is applicable and is the same whether women or

men are disadvantaged by the classification. Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 279

(1919); Miasiaslppi University for Women v. Hogan, supra, 3336, although

Justice Rehnquist and Chief Justice Burger have argued that when males are

disadvantaged only the rational basis test is appropriate. Erg & v. Soren,

awe. 118 -221; Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199, 224 (1977). However, the

stiadaLd used to evaluate ostensibly "benign" classifications, that is, classifi-

cations expressly sex-based designed to compensate women for post discrimination,

is in flux. At first, the rational basis test was applied to sustain such enact-

ments, despite the 'mprobable character of the compensatory rationales advanced

by the government. Kahn v. Shuvin, 416 U.S. 351 (1974); Schlesinger v. Ballard,

419 U.S. 498 (1975). Later cases hav, applied the intermediate test, finding

that if in fact a statute is "deliberately Enacted to Compensate for particular
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'caseate disabilities suffered by women', it serval, an lenertent geveemmemtal

objective and will be sustained if it is substantially related to achievement

of that objective. Califano v. Webster, 430 U.S. 313, 316-318, 320 (1977).

See Orr v. Orr, supra, 280-482; Veneer, v. Drugelets Mutual Ins. Co., 446 U.S.

142, 150-152 (1980); University toe v. Mogen, lupes, 3338 -3340.

We below list in summary fashion the cassein which-sex clasilficatiome

have been challenged under the equal protection clause since Mudge. gide

pupra, vas decided in 1971.

(A) Cases is Which Challenge Was Successful

(1) Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971). State probate law which gave males
preference over females when both were squally entitled and qualified to adminiw.
ter an estate is invalid.

.

(2) Frontier° v. Richardson, 01 U.S. 677 (1973). Military allowance plan
under which a servicemen could claim his spouse as a 'dependent while a service-
woman's spouse was not considered a dependent unless was shown in fact to be
dependent upon her for more than one-half of his support is invalid.

(3) Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522 (1975). /Vovisions qualifying males
for jury service but quaiiiiing women only if they had previously filed a written
declaration of desire to serve are invalid. (Decided under Sixth Amendment but
using equal protection analysis).

.(4) Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636 (1975). Social Security provision
that grants survivors' benefits based on earnings of deceased husband and father
to his widow and to couple's children in her cars but that g r benefits based
on earnings of covered deceased wife and mother only to minor children and not to
widower is invalid.

(S) Stanton v. Stanton, 421 U.S. 7 (1975). Age of majority statute
applied in context of child support requirements obligating parental
support of eon to age 21 but daughter only to age 18 is invalid.

(6) Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (19767. Statutory prohibition of sale
of 3.21 beer to males under 21 and to females under 18 Is invalid.

(7) Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199 (1977). Social Security proileion
awarding survivors' benefits based on earnings of deceased wife to widower
only if he was receiving at least half of his support from her at the time
of death, whereas widow receives benefits regardless of dependency, in invalid.

(8) Califano v. Silbowits, 430 U.S. 924 (1977); Califano v. Jablon, 4)0
U.S. 924 (19/1). On authority of Goldfarb, Court summarily held invalid
identical husband,' insurance benefit provisions in Social Security Act also
premised on one-half support requirements.

(9) Railroad Retirement Board v. Reline, 431 U.S. 909 (1977). On authority
of Goldfarb, Court summarily held invalid an identical provision of the Railroad
Retirement Act.

(10) Ouren v. Missouri, 439 U.S. 357 (1979).
service any Women roqueeting exemption is invalid.
Amendment but using equal protection analysis).

(11) Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268 (1919). Statute
on hushanitiMut not wives is invalid.

Provision excusing from jury
(Decided under Sixth

imppsing alimony obligation

(12) Cithlin V. Mohammed, 441 U.S. 380 (1979). Law permitting an unwed
mother but not an unwed father to block the adoption of their child by
withholding consent is invalid.

(13) Califano v. Westcott, 443 U.S. 76 (1979). Social Security provision
extending henetits to families whose dependent children have been deprived of
parental support because of the unemployment of the tether but not giving
benefits when the mother becomes unemployed is invalid.
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(10 Wangler v. Druggists' Mutual Ins. Co., 446 U.S. 142 (11180). State
workers' compensation law denying a widower Unitas on his wife's work-
related death unless he is mentally or physically incapacitated or proves
dependence on her earnings but granting widow death benefits regardless
of her dependen is invalid.

'ICS) Kiichberg v. Feenstra, 450 U.S. 455 (1981). State law giving husband
unilatera right to dispose of jointly owned community property without spouse's
consent is invalid.

(16) Mississippi University for Women v. !Wien, 102 S. Ct. 3331 (1982).
Policy of University to limit admission to its nursing school to women, al-
though two other nursing schools in State admitted men, is invalid.

(I) Cases in Which Disparate Treatment Was Sustained as Compensatory

(1) Kahn v. Shevin, 416 U.S. 351 (1974). State property tax exemption
allowing widows but not widowers $500 exemption corrects for economic
and employment disabilities of women.

(2) Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U.S. 498 (14175). Navy policy of
discharging male officers who twice fail of promotion whereas women
were afforded a fixed and longer period before discharge for want Of
promotion corrected for fever promotional opportunities for women.

(3) Califano v. Webster, 430 U.S. 313 (1977). Social Security provision
consciously and expreiiri7asiened to compensate women for employment discrim-
ination by giving them a more favorable time period than men had to compute
the average monthly wage on Which old-age insurance was based was valid.

(C) Cases in Which Sex Classifications Were Sustained

(1) Vorchhelmer v. School Dist. of Philadelphia, 430 U.S. 703 (1977).
king equally divided, Justice Rehnquist not participating, the Court af-
firmed lower court decision sustaining the maintenance of two single-aex
high schools of equal educational offerings.

(2) Fiallo v. Bell, 430 U.S 787 (1977). Because of Congress' plenary
powers over admission of aliens, an immigration preference granted to mothers
but not to fathers is valid.

(3). Parham v. Hughel, 441 U.S. 347 (1979). Permitting mother of an
illegitimate child to sue for wrongful death of child but permitting father
to sus only if hi. has legitimated the child and the mother is dead or cannot
be accounted for is valid because the important, overnmental interest in
avoiding difficulties in proving paternity was advanced by the distinction.
(Omitted here are a series of cases, some sustaining, some voiding statutes,
which made distinctions between fathers and mothers of illegitimate children
when the disadvantage burdens the child rather than the father or mother.
E.g., Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U.S. 762 (1977); Lalli v. Lalli, 439 U.S. 259
(1978)).

(4) Michael M. v. Superior Court, 450 U.S. 464 (1981). Statutory rape
statute applicable only to males is not sex discriminatory, since in this res-
pect males and females are not similarly situated. Because only women can
become pregnant, they are visited with a deterrence man are not subject to,
so that men must be deterred by law applicable only to them.

(5) Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57 (1981). Requiring only men to
register for draft is valid. Again sexes are not similarly situsted, since
military policy of using only sen in combat was not challenged and purpose
of draft and registration was to raise force of men for cosbat, end limiting
registration to men served that policy.
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Finally. it .hould be noted that the Intent requirement of equal

protection litigation is applicable in sea classification cases. That is,

a 144 which is neutral on its face and which servos ends within the power

of government to pursue is not invalid simply because it may affect a

greater proportion of one x than of the other. Discriminatory purpose,

motive, or intent must be shown. lt must be shown that the deciionmaker

selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action, at least im part /.

because of not merely in spits of, its adverse effects upon an identjfialble

group. Thus, a veterans' preference law which benefited largely but not

exclusively men and which had severe impact mostly but not exclusively

upon women was held not invalid under the equal protection clause. Massa

chusetts ParonnXi Adme. v. Tornei, 442 U.S. 2S6 (1979).

)John3 M. Killian . ., ,

Sento Specialist in Asericad
Constitutional Law

A #
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MAY 7, 1971.
Hoe. Dos Rummies.
Chmenves. Subcommittee No. 4, Howe Jo Sidon, Committee, House of Rom-

trate tires. Washington. D.C.
emi Ma. CHAIRMAN : This letter Is in response to your request during my

testimony till H.J. Res. W4 and 11.H. 916 that we submit a memorandum detailing
the effect of enactment of the Equal Rights Amendment on several areas of
law pabli elliseation, the military draft, the various state protection laws. cor-
rectional institutions, administration of justice. &wally relations." You further
requested that we speedy any areas of uncertainty.

Since a mother of %ersione of the amendment have been Introduced, we shall
set cat the version emiOnned In H.J. Res. 20M, on which we were asked to testify!

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged
by the fluted States or by any State on account of sex.

SeetIon '2. The ronitivs shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate
the provipions 1 this article.'

Section 3. This amendment shall tali( effect two years after the date of
rat Mention.'

Before ,leaking for the Department 61! Justice on the probable effects of the
Eqiiiii Bights Amen& colt we should say something about what conceive tohe the proper rode of the epartment in the amendment iirucess. As we said in
our testinion en April 1. the value of the Attorney General's legal opinion gen-
erally 111,1'1%%4 front the seine source as the value of any lawyer's opinion. from
an t.ttinillation of cases and other research materials. Relying solely on the
homage -equality of rights under the law", we cannot say with any 'treater eer-
t ahoy than other lawyers or scholars bow its enactment will affect particular
arms of tho Inw There are no alses. A seholarly examination of the legislative
history of the amendment throligh the end of the Met Congress serves little pur-
pse: this year's still.to-he-written history would he the primary congressional
reference in interpreting the amendment if It passed. In any event. last year's
legislative history was uniiiiiminuting. There wait no committee report in either
the House or the Senate: the amendment's proponents on the floor and at the
hearings reached no consensus on what it would accomplish.' Finally, as we
pointed not in our earlier statement.. the value of congressional history In inter-
preting constitutional amendment is limited.

Because the Department's opinion might 'be of considerable important* In
Interpreting legislative history, we could attempt to deliver a self-ftilfilling
prophecy consisting of a declaration of what we would like, us a volley matter,
to see the.amendment accomplish. However, we do not believe that making legis-
lative history, in that sense, Is a proper role for the Department in the amend-
ment process. We are thus lett the task of rendering a legal opinion on the

I The enactment clause does not contain the "within their reapective Jurisdictions"
Innauswe that has troub'ed witnesses In the past. See, e 9., 11.1. Res. 33.

a Tho 3ear delay meets the objection advanced to previous versions that come StateLooklatures meet nir even. rlier year sod would not have an opportunity to emulate
laws that malt be aff rsd. Finally, It does not contain the T year limit on ratification
that .mtne members of the women s movement have opposed See, e g., 11.1. Res. Zit$ E0., °aware Rep Grldlthe' statement on August 10. 1970, at N 7933-34 with Selma
Bayb's statement on October 7, 1970. at IS 17340-43.
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basis of Imo, he language, of inconclusive legislative materials, and of the
literature of members of the Icemen's movement who have sponsored such an
amendment for half a century.

It Is possible to differentiate two schools of thought on the weaning of the
amendment.

It can mean that any elassitleation based on sex must be Justified by some
good (or very good, or compelling) reason, or It can meat. that tot avim
classification can pass muster.'

While NOM member% of the womemes movement undoubtedly want to enact a
doctrinaire equality, last your's 1 Welke _history suggests that mostkro-
ponents of the amendment sub r some sterner version of the first mum-
igg ometer, as ro mom reuu po u s out, w men an effort was made to sub-
stitute equalprotection language for the traditional equal-rights language last

The most active groups behind the amendment refused to melt
the substitute. They protested that coats or legisintures might find com-
pelling reasons fur certain classifications, and this result was unneceptable.'

Certainly a fundamental tenet of the amendment's supporters has been that a
person must be Judged by his Individual qualifis stions. not by generalizntione
about his sex. Overall, we think the standard umost likely to be npplied by the
courts is a mespeot eimudflention sort of teat. The burden would be heavily on the
Plato to Justify a classification by sex.

Relying on that assumption, as we must rely on some assmuption to answer
these quest Imo, we turn to an examination of the six categories of laws specified
lu your request.

1. Public Education
The drat question Is whether maintenance of "separate-but-equal" public Schools

amid Mille universities fur men and women .hmid be wink:410de 11 npnears
us irobahle.Thet the euurtstypIll Interpret ths smmi rights amendment to Rroliiblt

a ma nttnange. grsep_ame nun'timi women's public iefaiiiliiiiiniaverimitresr.
ITIrsdifficult to see a compelling reasonlei umaintainIneseperati campuses or
elementnry and secondary schools for wen and women. Individcal preference
howled by tradition is probably not spfilejent.

-Teriiipm more (1101FitifirdeSfluitli are. preiisted when it comes to segregating
particular school aeticities by sex. While the amemlument would probably pro.
hit& seen:gallon by sex of home economies and induetrini arts classes, thnt will
Le its cffect Inullymieni Montilla CION1404 anti compAitive Floods? n.praCliiimi

f li;f; letTIC semis In! -e..11egv basket warn
Tnlllr waist& deilf1;:itiwal Joh& sitimdiiiti-mif the iipportunity to compete

mottports.ECen thinisinougr RI iiiileseinfriite ammif woineies-
iiiirelle Inmost qunlified women be allowed to compete where there IN only
a ios's team? We do nut believe the answer to those question's is certain.

Certainly the iiiiteMinietit would prohibit-the use of different admissions stand-
ard:4 for men and womenat all levels of public education. And it would require
eclat employment opportunities at all levels of public educationnl institutions,
bomb for faulty and for staff.

The Military Draft
The question bore Is whether Congress would be required either to draft !loth.

fo-ilriffifo'Me.-A-ethrely relat'etrifuestien whethP1 Congress
mint permit %%Innen to vollunteet on an equal 'ousts for n11 sorts of wintery FArv-
IIVIiiilmliisi couiTtni-uiu.y, We believe-that the likely result ef passage of the
stunt rights niielubilent is to require both of those results." As has been potholed

4 rrP111141, The Egon! Rights Amendment h nAl Me Wily, 0 hare. (It 1.111 1.
Rev 214 217 11.371) This lulicle and four Allier Mr:fetes In Issue 2 tor Volume 0 of Ilse
Ilartnrd Chil Rights Chll Liberties law Review are expansions unit revINIon% of
mon! 111,11 11 the Authors It lens, ,tar'" Semite heuringe on the Enfant ItIghts Amend
men, Ileurlsoss on 4 .1 Res 01 and /I.J lieu 231 Before the Kenai, Comm tou fir Jodi

11141 scent, Vc1 Mess 110711)
l eCe Ilse stolemessts of lien ti11111101 and Men. naylt sited (word, Rre rain l'Illzems' Ad

sloory Connell on the Sluing of Women. A SIenmenniltssit on the Iiroimsed hinnl Illglils
Amendment to the Constitution 14: "Setiurnlion of she susses %mold be forhhIdell offilt.r Ille
nsmolnient elicit In ellsosilniii Where the liehorlIbm Is 141n1W41 in to*
of sit fit rultlIng nod rossopellInit pubile Interest end does not deny ImIlvidonl rights and
1111.rlies" TIont Is %Mil In pernalt. It lens'. lime siminIennsire of separate puldb re%troissio

Froonil. *two al 2:15
'row Sopreme Court rercutly Indlented Hint eet.nrot nonsesol rumour In whir

..%riplos 11 purnil,w1ble sunder the Ish Amendment krr Waitigniv v. hirN111, 31(1
Maps 1:14 (is sr 111711s, 0'4 hlarell 5, 1971, :III I. W ;1304$

list at,. Nenst.or 113plo. OW% net. at N 11:141
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out hy ninny of the timendinent's supporters' that would not require tn. emitwooly% any wore than men to undertake duties for which they are physicallyunqualified under some generally spoiled standard.
pt_w hat extent such integration of the etviceieuld extend tallying con-ditrarst uncertain. eratouleafehivalidicated.thitrifidie segregation wouitihe

III. The l'aefous Stole Protection Laws
Many States have a number of lawn ostensibly protecting female members ofthe labor force. Weal notions of which women employees bhuuld be protectedegginst what very. laws applying unly to wove ll or directly to women still onthe books inriude laws relatiug to minimum Willted, maximum hours, overtimeCOMpenstation, rest and meal periods, inuustrial huntework, night work, employ-moot before mid after ehildloirth, aeotrug and washroom facilltlem, weight-lift luglimits nod itecupational limotatIons. For a listing of such state law., see Cow

ire:minim' Record October 7,10711, ti 17349-52, 8 1744-55.
31any of those laws are already of doubtful enforceability under Title VII ofthe 1911 Civil Rights Act.'"
It **ISIS relatively clear that most If not all of such protective laws applyingonly to women would be invalid under the proposed amendment. The ditacultlinesthat is what would Ie. the consequence of llnding such laws invalid whenApplied only to women. Some proponents have attempted to apply a benefit-hurtl,' test ; genuine benefits would be extended to men, burdens would simplyhe stricken. 'there are a number of problems going beyond even the diMeutly utdetermining which lawn impose a burden and which extend a benetlt. In factloony of the lows are peen as a burden on women Airily because they put themat a emeepetitive dismiondage with men. It the options are almply to apply atwo' prtueetive e.g, isdisimitm mute) to all or to 11111*, a court required todecide whether it nos a benefit or a burden woold he forced to decide a muchdrooled social Issue yahe unrelated to M( discrimination. Another problem withthat Kmothol is thin emirts would probably Ise fur more Iwsittint to extend too themale majority 11 low originally flamed to "protect" a minority of female eta-111.1yees than to A1111111111' the t" fur the women. To emend umxionimboor law to men. for exntuldN, WHIliti III more like judicial legislation titan totort It down OM to W1i1111.11.
In SW% ae Isili!VI* the likely effect ut the amendment would be to subjectwow', to the honor eerrently simony:dole to men.

Iv. 0011.4to.nott fo4fittstionot
Mere the optestimos would appear to be whether separate gateau!. may beinniollItsiwol for ont11 Mid .%%9Horto and to whit extent men and weitien uniarbeiiitettriii-ed VII hen 11 grown.

do ma believe either of those questions cnn i* answered with any cerAt a todulionin It nimbi appear permissible under the proposed amend.
'went III scparnie men mad woeful, 11$ Ow wary! netl.svii ry to prevent further
rlion1, such Its rope mid prosiitouion, as male prisoners are now to some degree
rnowirsoIpol to lortwent looll000nt,:t11111 assaults." It has further lawn suggested byvipporters of the :intendment that separation would be permissible to the extent
11c1.1.Ssiory to iirootect a compethic right of privacy." To what extent recognitionof the necessily of acme degree of separation of some prisoners could be general-IZed 441 permit Separation' of nil prisoners or maintenance of separate systems Is,
we believe, oisivertniu.

v. AdminOtrotios Justice
Tilly question Wefts to an natoortment of statutory and common law rules,

%%Melt oilltervIoltiote between men nod women In givissg :teem to the courts and
blow me their rights moil liabilities; once they are there."'

.1m oe noted in nor discussion of sei'llon 0 of Mit. 910, a number of statestatutes different criuniumi penalties fur men nod women hove

sr, PISIIr111 In Soopoonet of the Mood Rights Annotoltnent, 6 Merv. Clv.Rtifils and liv.1.11. I. het 225. 2:11 11971 Irel)Ink on n contorting conntltootIonal light of prlvsly)s fin r thy It..golntloon con rroria ,40 an a boos !w nreripotoont quellfiuniloon, 2UI" It Illool 1161 I1!1;111.
so II,11 wimp miss from Jooholeoly foroolentIon, Adultery Iso ... S:., .r. itlprO 1100 9. I If I Mind% oho idine, aftti11111.111 doer mod moet the probo11.1 0 ..oloos 1.11..oirn 11 II., W.I %filing Hi NOVI. Moo right ?Ir Ptrolool. sup a,ivole $ el :Nil 11

1 u r slus,,, Uulll,lf I dimolify :NM WIN 1147, 711 N W .:113I 11'.% I I* IN her 1.0 '.1.9)..//01111 1tatm for torn .4 robroo Moon) hone loolodolori 'Mfrs Pool1111011.11 lo Isflills II h.( MI 111111110 A. I IM IIM h UPI Me111r11
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'dressily been deriored invalid by lower vourtm tinder the 1.1th ninciolmnt.
poqition of different penciiiie5 for the some 'Time would ohnost rerininly be Iq-
va1b1 Miner the lotliptosen Iluiendinent. The amendment would require n tirlitencitig
nowt to apply the less onerous penally MI% Hons. %Mee the cowl timid not sub-
Jeet a defendant 10 heavier linaltiell than the statute applying to hula sex
provided.

When au action for alienation of offeetions or recovery for loss 41 consorlisim
k aratinblr to men bnl not to women, the meeildhaeht would tonsil:it:1y require
the oction to he available to bolls sexes or neither. We 414, Hot think it eIIII be
said with certainty which of the two possibilities nimbi ha' dowel'.

certain defenses to primingl prosecutions are nvolluble to one set 18111 not the
other. In some states, fur example, a wooing' who commits a 'time iiiny use her
1111.41anil1's presenee at the peene as a defense." nom who kills his wife's lover
inny he entitled to nu instruction his wife would not have Well planted to had
abe killed her husimnd's mistress." Those rules would amour In hove lo Inc
brought title parity fur men and women ruder the proposed amendment. but we
do not think It is clear which of the two possibilities a rood would choose.

Fluidly some erlulinnl laws ninke certain actions an unease for only me melt,
for eioniple, beggary, 410141 abondonment. Agniii. those laws W011111 appear to
hoe to Iwo brought into parity. Since the crime could not be 11,11101 by the court
fur the other sex, the amendment would probably be interpreted to prohibit all
proseent ions.

VI. Domestic Relations
This question relates to a myrind of state laws goverolog marital ditties nod.

parental respensibilities..Perhatia the hest approach is to take up several vole-
gories of I hose inwq.

In Wont Ante.' n huslimul's 41nly In support his wife is different from her 111113'.
If noy, to support him. Ile geoerolly must support her whether or lint she is 11111r
to Sallisn't herself, She, however, If she has any duty of support lit all, must
sopport him only if She b4 nide to support him and he is marble to support him-
self. While It appears likely that the two spouses' duties of support would have
to he brought in to twine Port of purity. we conned say with certainly whorl that
amild Is'. demands of 1:111111benT111g and renting might be token into mushier-

Itut it would Seen' likely to us that the toupored amendment nt'Mgt Whe'rP n wife IS not 'mortis); or resirisig Visiltifen, prevent her from soling
for support when she Is Ole to support herself.'

its.toted soil:meg govern the conditions limier whirl) cillinoccy luny hp awarded.
Some stoles prohibit alimony devrees requiring payments by former 44 hs to

rilsr husbands. l)thers distinguish twin een men :11111 westoeil III the grounds
lin which olinomy iim be grunted. The former Iona would prof 1110 he stricken
donna limier the proposed ameinimmit. The latter would probably have to be
brought into some kind of parity. The likely result, as many proponents have
sligueqed. Wocilt: be to lenve the matter to the discretion of the judge am n mum-
her of slates lin ve nireouly done.

In loony states 44 Ives mill husbands' grounds for 1114 twee differ. 8.1111e stiffer
ens eq derive from difference the duty of support. Other,' result from ale motion
Mott the marital dmmicllc is the husband's doudclle. Thus, n divorce for
roust may be available to the husband where it won111 not be moil:tide to the

Ife.
Agsin. while we think that gotta 411stlitellens would he invalid under the amend-

1111'0. nP think It is ',overlain %shot solution n court would adopt.
A (loll etslegory rein les lo eild custody. It seems likely that fathers wo11141 have

to be glen the same rights as against thirst parties that mothers currotly enjoy.
As licto esoi the haircuts, statutes preferring mothers over (others would be prob-
ably I:Ivan:I. As in the ease of alimony. the molter of child ensholy would prob-
ably hove to be left to the discretion of a judge operating in a framework of nou-
dimerlminatory guidelines.

Sincerely,
W11.1.101 H. ltrstscrocr.
Assistant .ittorm y General.

Office of Legul Counsel.
II pre r Rter v. roureo. N I 701, 1144 PI E. 24 913 I lartal" Nrr, r p Tel. Pen, 1'0e1e art 1220 119011 Nerd v. 14/n1r, t2) Tel Pra 115. 39 14 W

211 122 Mai/
Prisfremir Fvenne1 b enn-ornot1 Mai it would muffin. a women lo sumo elsllel vone ken

Itbea sad stork before she could demand Pummel from her boohoo& Ref /'round. prime,
note 4, al 239.40.

41 -0011 0
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ERA and Inauranca

The Equal Rights Amendment would have a mos.
lively adverse effect on young women buying autorno-
bole insurance. and on women of all ages buying ha in.
nuance. because the statistical facts that women have
fewer accidents and tend to live longer than men could
no longer be taken Into consideration In the setting of
rower rates for women. The Insurance indiyary is bulk on

distribution of risk among groups in which the wasp
cost of the benefits can be statistically end reliably
predicted Because we cannot predict which Individuals
will have the accidents, or which will die amity, Insurance
costs are based on predictable costs of identifiable
groups. The statistical evidence is overwhelming that
women ore entitled to lower rates because. as group,
they have fewer automobile accidents and they live
longs*.

Since insurance is an industry regulated by state law,
ERA would have a direct and Immediate effect. ERA
would abolish rate classification booed on sea (hereby
creating t "unisex" Insurance system), but it would do
nothing to change the aggregate number of dollars that
insurers must pay out in claims each year. All ERA would
do rs to piece an unfair. disproportionate burden of the
coos- of insurance on female policyholders who deserve
lows( rates because they cam less to Insure.

According to George K. Bernstein. an attorney for
both the American Insurance Association and the New
York State Teachers' Retirement System, unisex In.
nuance amen, would force Insurers to Ignore women's
lower accident experience, and thereby charge them al
least 1700 million a year more for automobile Insurance.
If We insurers are forbidden to credit women with their
greater life expectancy, women would be compelled to
pay about 1360 million more for life insurance.'

The proposed "Fair Insurance Practices Act." now
under consideration by Congress. would have these
costly effects eel women. The Equal Rights Amendment.
which would prohibit any difference of treatment on sc
count of sex, would have the same hurtful effect on
women, but ERA would be even more devastating
because. as part of the Constitution, It would be prac
tkaily irreversible. .

Nigher Auto Insurance Rates
For a preview of how ERA woidd affect Insurance

rates. we can look et the experience of the state of
Michigan. which inserted a few words banning sex die.
criminal«) unto the Essential Insurance Act. a compre
hensive law passed in 1980 dealing with number of
other issues

"done young women drivers in Michigan knew what
had happened, many of them began getting letters from
their insurance companies announcing that, because of
the new Essential Insurance Act's ban against sex die.
crimination In rates. young women's rates would have to

be raised In some age groupings by as much as 67%
(State Fenn), 84% (Allstate). or even 127% (Cams In.
usance).4 Rate increases of $600 or more have forced
many young Michigan women to reduce their auto sad
dent coverage below an adequate level. The fact that this
penalty was InRkted an them in the name of "wornsn's
rights Is of little consolation.

Depending on the age group end other factors such
SS marital status. sixdletInct automobile insurance rates
across the country for young women under age 25 are
from 18% to 66% lower than for young men under age
25. This le became yo u g man under op 25 have 13%
to 80% more accidents tlnan female driveh (depending
on their age group and over factors). AccordilW sum
vey done by the Insurance Services Office in tubing.
ton. D.C., unless tables would Mee rates for a 23year
old single woman In Ragout, Connecticut, by as much
as $600; In Newark, Kew Jersey, by about 9700 more
per year and In Phlideiphls by 1800 more per year.'

Proponents of ERA. and of unless insurance Isaiah.
lion which would have the sane Who, usually admit that
women's raise would be Increased but say they want the
change anyway.

Mabee Lite losoroomi Rollo
When We insurance Is priced *spent* for men and

for women. rates for women are 15% to 25% lass than
for men because actuarial tables clearly show that
women tend to Nye 3 to 8 years to than men do. If a
unisex standard WWII imposed, women would clearly
have to pay more for the some coverage.

Fos example. actordlne to Barbara J. Witten/other.
senior ace.pmeidsat df Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Hartford, 25.year.old nonsmoking
women would have to pay $150 MOM for a oneyear
150,000 term policy then she now would pay. A
35yeerold would. pay 1350 more. Rate Increases in
higher age bradhis would be even steeper:,

Women of all ages, single and merrier!, would pay
more for lie insuranceall in the name ol "women's
rights." These new costs would Impact hardest on female
heads of households and on lowIncorne couples that de.
pond on the wife's supplementary Income.

N TradrOW Paooloos
Ernployerpaid pension end heath Insurance costs

are usually higher for women because women see their
doctors more often than men (a factor which, incIden
tally, may contribute to their greater longevity). In order
to compensate for the greeter number of years of pen
skin benefit payments to former employees who are
female, some employers collect the same amount in
pension payments from male and female employees but
pay out smaller monthly benefits to women over a longer
period of time.

JO) A. s r wrwrynn o C 20303 11011,140193
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IRA and famminse

The lots/ benefits paid to man and women are
equal. bid some laterdes compimin that the Ciusslon is
"sex therIntrantory." mot 'Amon to this "problem" is
radical It would math destroy the very pence's on
which ail types of lawman are based.

Out according to the President's Commission on
Pension Policy' only 39% of alt women In the work
force are covered by pension piers, and 93% of Move
Moody receive equal monthly pension benefits. Oat
employer .funded Medan and health Insurance plem
an offer equal overnice booths to men and women
because they can we the advamage of group mete to
blend the eluarld Menaces bottom male and female
flirthothss)

Therefore. w Congressional meditator unless pen.
thee would advantage only 5% of 39%. or 2% of work-
ing women. The other 91% of the woman would odor
by being forted lo pay much higher automobile and We
insurance ram which are usuelly purchased by Me MM.
viduel (mahout the advantage of rams. Automobile
Insurance is welly for *amen; and IN
insurance conelderad arentlei by

ail
slasebie moor.

hen of women. The huge imam in-those lees caused
by ERA would be unrmidsble sad orievously se

theclew the there would be no trim/Loll In partakes or
health Insurance that could poraely coneeneste for the
devastating earns In automobile saddens and We in.
seance 'ow

Other 011eeklevess Mum
Other harmful effects of ERA with regard to Mew.

once must be also considered:

I . If a newel court rules under ERA that even
small pension plans must pay out equal monthly benefits
for which monies were not collected In previous years.
the result could be Insohincy oe drastic reduction In
reserve funds. These funds are valuable sources of
capital for mortgages and business loans. which create
lobo.

2. If e smell pension plan administrator decidrs to
'queue things by cutting off benefits for both sexes after
a fixed number of years. the new would be unfair to
women who tend to live longer. This approech would
allow employers to control their pension costs. but it
would eliminate a valuable pension right now enjoyed by-
their female employees.

3. Among the major employers which do not now
provide equal monthly pension benefits ant states and
munklpalltes. States and cities cannot Increase their In
come by raising pricesthey can only ratite taxes. New
Vork City Budget Director Alair Townsend recently testi-
fied' that passage of H.R. 100. Congressman John
Dingell's bill to sex .neutraltre Insurance rates and pen.

dons, would cal Via de of Pew York 9962 mean-
1630 million of whim would go to men (bona te would
be "topped up" lowed of leveled down"). The 1904
portion of the aseneled cost. 1112 million. would be the
mthlvelent of 3.000 poke others. fleallghters, or Net*
Ron personnel.

4. ERA. which would mended twee rates for all
hypes of trauma. would WM ail control and
of insuence to Con= and the radars' corneal

Maumee has ragulded at the else leek and
no convincing argument has been made that this power
MOM be *_ ed to Washington. D.C.

5. kb piebalds that Ohs deranNlon of la" unisex
Insurance legisletion amid ruble model Medial
status is IsgNiniela factor in deerreiledno and the
ellmlnaton of this facet would be costly ail can.

6. l 1112 and mead laths are
keen in setting inseam rem other fe
ton such es age or condition of would be chat-
tonged nettwIth probablie success. news analysis
of unisex insurance legatee% the Law Joiner
reported:

"a fa *a parawara a Nalsea law set that sole law
we swot lawful.

be baatbioy warmers
wAs

S
VOaern a los Iw*egl a So

on AK wb Mg
z wMb

arssr

7. In the setting of rem
and benefits economic sew. of

major private milemese. The ultimate loom would not
be the Insurance Indoor/ which would pus its costs
thing to consumers, but both men and women who
would end up paying all the unnecessary additional
coot

Itshwensen
Loon la Lao Mears, I, cogitate to the Prwideri. Amery 4.
1551 ressidln. f, 2204. No Fels Intworee Promo Act. wan.
NMI by UMW "Wm Itacttuebil on4 Own. is nerchl Sa
AstArdoselm el all WWI el Imam miss and bonellu.

2. Increases far female Principe Opesses. Age 10. wr NOM in A
Year el cnvg nie &MOW leareme Ad el INK
InArene* *Alm EAbb V. F. 26. A pnartYraty tine by=
MANIA+ NW MO* NNW

19
19.3% 0,1140 WYNN for Wag

monied women under sp .

3. Seedy peponAl by ewe A. Vibisn. wow Nee pnbilsiv, M.
surancy Santa 010te 910 IAA Sear, KW.. Sues 517. YAM.
insion, D.C. 2000I

4. Toylintorry Wee the flour SitocanYibm on Commune. TM"
porriOan 11114 Tourism. Farman 24. 1953. is 11.5 NO. 'am

awarsnit AM" pop
5 As geoid by News LoAsenhator M bmibnony cited Now.
6. From** blecf5p4liftw Aspen on ate Howe Common Subconi

mare Ilerings en "lJnbri Irebtance." robreary 22. 1913
7 -7114 'eau' Nag, UMW." Hammel Lae Journal. reuse 25,

19113
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IRA/INSORANCI COMMOTION

There are three basic points about the BRA/insurance connection --
they apply to past 22A ratification campaigns, current campaigns
for federal and state legislation to ban sex discrimination in
insurance, and the present IMA campaigns

2RA is a comprehensive ban on 1.101 sex discrimination.
Secause it would invalidate I/ELLA reculetiOns per-
mitting cc requiring sex distill:lost/on, 1MA would
invalidate in every state the sections of state bout-
once codes which permit or require sex. discrimination
in insurance.

necause insurance is regulated at the state level,
the insurance industry maintains notoriously strong
and effective lobbies in every state to protect profits.
The lobbies intensify effectiveness by supporting and
shaping the activities of the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners and the Conference of Insurance,----
Legislators.

Insurance lobbies fight .ur legislation makiwarsii
discrimination illegal which could affect iniXrance,
e.g., banning sex discrimination in auto insurance
prices. Because they are powerful. end have well es-
tablished systems for rewarding and punishing legis-
lators, insurance lobbies can influence legislation
auistiv when overt opposition would be 'socially un-
acceptable, to use their expression. Opposition to
IRA was all in a day's work for them.

These basic points are highlighted in the attached newspaper
items'

1. NOW ad, WILL TIM SIR RI SACRIFICID FOR TeX INSURANCE
NUNS US OAMIls New York Times, June 3, 1982.

2. editorial, IRA SPOTLIGHT IS ON FLORIDA' St. Petersburg
Times, June 7, 1982.

3. editorial, °INSUR028 Time TIM WaSY MAY" St. Petersburg
Times, June 14, 1982.

The NOW ad was obviously a revelation to the ft. Petersburg Times.
The ad explained the mystery of the Florida legislature's blocking
SM in defiance of a large majority of the state's voters. In the
editorials, the paper explained to its readers what the ad said
and how that applied to Plorida. These explanations of June 1282
still apply today.

2/17/13 u.
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LEGAL ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
(ERA) UPON THE USE SY INSURANCE COMPANIES OP GENDER AS A RISK CLASSIFICATION

This report will analyze the language in the proposed Equal Rights

Amendment (ERA) in terms of what its potential impact might be upon the

use by insurance companies of gender as a risk classification. Since

the proposed constitutional amendment applies only to cases of discrimina-

tion involvihg governmental or state action, discussion of the state action

doctrine will be let forth in this analysis. This will be followed by

review of the issue concerning whether the enforcement language in the

proposal con be used by Congress to reach private action.

The proposed ERA provides in pertinent part:

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States or by
any State on account for sex.

Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to
enforcer by appropriate legislation, the provisions
of this article.

Section 3. This amendment shall take effect two years
after the date of ratification. (Emphasis supplied.)

This proposed constitutional amendment is based largely on Section 5

of the Fourteenth Amendment. That Amendment by its express terms provides

that "Injo State..." and "nor shall any State..." engage in the proscribed

conduct. As was stated in one Supreme Court decision:

[Title action inhibited by the first section of the
Fourteenth Amendment is only such action as say fairly
be said to be that of the States. That Amendment erects
no shield against merely private conduct, however dis-
criminatory or wrongful.

Shelley v. Kraemer,
314 U.S. 1, 13 (1948).

7 5 6
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Then, in another case, the Supreme Court pointed out:

It is State action of particular character that
is prohibited. IndiviAual invasion of individual
rights is not the subject matter of the amendment.
It has deeper end broader scope. It nullifies
and makes void action of every kind, which !.pairs the
priiilegee and immunities. of citisens-of the United
States, or which injures them in life, liberty, or
property without due proceas f-law, or which denies
to any of them the equal protection of the laws.

Civil Rights Cases, 109'U.S. 3, 11 (11183).

It is quite clear that when a state, through ft.-legislature, commands

e diecriminatoryresult,that'congtitetee stete-actibh 'condemned by the first

section of-the'Pourteenth

States v. Raines, 362 U.S

"the vital requirement is

Amendmentirehd"the'stitute enacted le void. United
1/

. 17, 25 (1960). Justice Frankfurter once wrote,

State responsibility thet.goestemreLlomehOw, to

some extent, there be an infusion of conduct by officials, panoplied ith

state power, into any scheme" to deny protected rightev oferr. Ada s,
".' 2/

345 U.S. 461, 473 (1953).

The complexity of the state action doctrine becomes apparent when the

Court is confronted with challenges to conduct that is-not so cltarly the

action of a state but le, perhaps, the action of minor.etate official

not authorised so to act and perhaps forbidden to act in such manner by

4t-mite'law, 'or is; pirhapi Wel% oth*rhefld, the Xenon of a private party

who has some relationship with governmental authority.

1/ A prime example is the statutory requirement of racially segregated
tchouls condemned in. Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

2/ Justice Frankfurter wrote a concurring opinion in Terry v. Adams,
and he was speaking speciftcelly of the state action requirement of the
Fifteenth Amendment.

BEST (7"1* *.AILABLE
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The continuum of state action fangs* from obvious legislated denial

of one of the guarantee's of Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

point at which private action is no longer so significantly related to state

action that tHe Amendment doss not apply st all. When the discrimination is

being practiced by private poetise, the question is basically whether there

has been sufficient state involvement to bring the Fourteenth Amendment into

play. In short the private action is not constitutionally forbidden

"unless to some significant extent the State in say of its manifestations

has been found to have become involved in it." Burton v. Wilmington Parking

Authowilx, 365 U.S. 713 (1961). There is no clear formula to apply to

determine whether or not state action exists. The facts of each situation

hairs to be exatilned separately.

The Court has made clear that governmental involvement with private

persona or private corporations is not the crucial factor in determining

the existence of state action. Instead, the Court has said that, "the

inquiry moot be whether there is a sufficiently close nexus between the

State end the challenged action of the regulated entity so that the action

of the latter may be fairly treated as that of the State itself." Jackson v.

11110111snlypUnLII, 419 U.S. 145, 331 (1974)(under the Due Process

Clause). In other words, the state has to be involved with:the particular

activity of the institution that actually inflicted the injury on the

plaintiff, i.e. the state action, and not the private, has to be the

subject of the complaint.

It should also be noted that the receipt of federal funds alone

does not imbue private institution with state action. Greco v.

Craw Mem. Hosp. cock., 511 F.24 873 (5th Cir.), cert den. 423 U.S.

10(q) (1975); WahhA v. New York Univ., 492 F.2d 96 (2nd Cir.), cert._dent

s
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41" U.S. 874 (1974); N.Y.C. Jaycees v. U S. Jaycees, 5l2 F.2d 856 (2nd

Cir. 19)6).

in 1976, the Supreme Court narrowed or tightened the state action

doktrine even further by holding that plaintiffs, seeking to have with-

)
draln governmental tax benefits accorded to private institutions that

allegedly discriminated against complainants and thine involved the government

..1:. ,,r :t. r f
in their actions, suet in order to be able to bring their suit show that

revocation of the benefit would cause the institutions to cease the 1,

complained of conduct. Simon v. Eastern Kentucky Welfare Risk!! Organise...

ILion, 426 U.S. 26 (1976). (See id. at 46, 6344." Juiti naCi Brenn concurring
. N" o.y., ..;!7. - .

and dissenting).

Outing the 1982 Term, the Supreme Court handed down three decisions

1.

which appar to he consistent with the trend of narrowing or tightening

the state action doctrine Commitnion of the New York State Depart-

sent of Social Services v. Y retsky, 50 U.S.L.W. 4859 (June 25, 19821.

(no "state action" in reing homes' decisions to discharge or transfer

Medicaid patients to lower levels of care; thus, respondents failed i6""°

prove petitioners violated riabt secured by the Fourteenth Amendment);

Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 50 U.S.L.W. 4825 (June 25, 1982)( private school,.

whose income is derived primarily from public sources and which is

tegUla'ted'hy';'Ubilca.uihsottri;s: did not aCi.'"Un&i; color of elate law"

when it discharged certain employees); Lawr v. EdmnnaatuLflIZotijire.

50 U.S.L.W. 4850 Chine '5. 1982) (no "state actiou" Insofar as petitioner

alleged only Mamie or abuse by respondents of Virginia Law; but "state

action" exists to the extent that petitioner's complaint challenged

the start, stature as being procedurally defective under the Due Process

laude).
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In Blum v. Yaretsky, supra, the Court looked vary carefully at the

nursing homes and their specific actions in discharging or transferring

Medicaid patients to lower levels of care. The precise question addressed

was whether the state could be held responsible for those decisions so as

to subject them to the strictures of the Fourteenth Amendment. In con-

cluding that there was no "state action," the Court looked.at the

following: (I) the fact that nursing homes in New York are regulated by

the State; (2) whether the state exercised coercive power br provided

significant encouragement causing the nursing homes to so act; (3)

whether the private entity, i.e. nursing homes, exercised powers that are

traditionally the exclusive prerogative of the state. In its decision,

the Court stated:

These regulations do not require the nursing homes
to rely on the forms in making discharge or transfer
decisions, nor do they demonstrate that the State is
responsible for the decision to discharge or transfer
particular patients. Those decisions ultimately turn
on medicn1 judgments made by private partiessccording
to professional standards that are not established by
the State... nothing in the regulations authorizes
the officials to approve or disapprove decisions either
to retain or discharge particular patients, and peti-
tioners specifically disclaim any such responsibility.
Instead, the State is obliged to approve or disapprove
continued payment of Medicaid benefits after a change
in the patient's need fpr services... Adjustments in
benefit levels in response to a decision to discharge
or transfer a patient does not constitute approval or
enforcement of that decision. As we have already con-
cluded, this degree of involvement is too slim a basis
on which to predicate a finding of state action in the
decision itself...

An we have previously held, privately owned enterprises
providing services that the State would not necessarily
provide, even though they a.e extensively regulated,
do not fall within the ambit of Burton. Jackson v.
Metropolitan EdisonCo., 419 U.S. 345, 357-358. That

7( {)
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programs undertaken by the State result in substantial
funding of the activities of private entity is no more
percussive than the fact of regulation of such entity in
demonstrating that the State le'reepOneible for decisions
made by the entity in the course of its business.

We are also unable to conclude that the nursing homes
perform a funotion that has beam "traditionally the.ex-
elusive prerogative the State." Jackson v. Metropolitan
Edison Co. supta,' 353.

50 U.S.L.M. 4859,. 4863 -4864.

; ! I r..r
.1.

1
I,

S int larly, in Rendell-Baker v. Rohn, supra, decided on the saes day

a. Blum V. Yaretsky, the Supreme Court invoked a very stringent interpre-

tation of the state action doctrine. The Court addressed the question

whether private school, whose income comes primarily from public
. I tl t. Icc!;:c.-.,

sources and which is regulated by public authorities, acted under color

of state law when it discharged certain employees. The Court concluded

that the school's action did not constitute state action, and in its

rationale it relied to a great extent on Blum v. Yareteky, supra.

The Court itated'apicifically thatt"...,theschool's receiptief public

funds does not make the discharge decisions acts of the state."

50 U.S.L.W. 4825, 4828. The Court went cm to point outs

The school, like the nursing homes, is not fundamentally
different from many private corpotatione whose business
depends primarily on contracts to build roads, bridges,
dams, ships, or submarines forthe government'. -*ctivof
such privete'cOnirectote do nbt'bidbmi :etedirthe '"
government by reason of their Significant or even total
enguenent in performing public contracts. Id. at 4828.

In kendell-Baker, the Court found that the discharge decisions made

by the school personnel were neither compelled nor influenced by any state

regulation. The Court observed:

761
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. . . in contrast to the extensive regulation of the
school generally, the various regulators showed relatively
little interest in the school's personnel matters. The
most intrusive personnel regulation promulgated by the
various government agencies was the requirement that
the Committee on Criminal Justice had the power to
approve persons hired me vocational counselors. Such
a regulation is not sufficient to auks decision to
discharge, made by private management, state action.

Id. at 4828-4829.

The Court applied the "public function" test in Randall -Raker in

a very strinsent manner also noting that the critical question was whether

the function performed was traditionally the excl sive prerogative of the

elate. There was no denying that the education f these maladjusted children

was public function, but this was only the beginning of the Court's analysis.

The Court wrote:

Chapter 766 of the Massachusetts Act of 1972
demonstrates that the State irtends to ptovide
services for such students at public expense.
That legislative policy choice in no way makes
these services the exclusive province of the State...
That a private entity performs a function which
serves the public does not make its acts state action.

Id. at 4829.

Finally, in Randall-Baker, the Court held there was no "symbiotic"

relationship between the state and the school. It found that the school's

fiscal relationship with the state was no different from that of many con-

tractors performing services for the government.

Thus, from the language quoted Above in Blum v. Yaretsky and Rendell-

Baker v. Kohn, it is apparent that the Supreme Court does not find state

action preset in given factual situations without first applying very

762
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strict standards. This is evident as well in the Lugar v. Edmondson

Oil Co. Inc. case, 50 U.S.L.W 4850, which it decided on the same day.

The Court spelled out the strtngant made ut analysis employed and the

rationale behind it:

Careful adherence to thm 'state action" requirement
preserves an tea of individual freedom by limiting
the reach of feJetal law and federal judicial ?oiler.

,/t.also avolei.imposing.oe the state, its agencies
or ot'iclals, responsibility for conduct for which they
ca...not onirly be blamed. A major consequence is to
Require tne 'courts to respect the limits of their
own rower as directed against state governments
and private interests. Whsther this is good or
bad policy, is is a fundamental fact of our political
older.

Oar ages have eccordiney /misted that the .. ,

CondAct allegedly causing the deprivation of o'fidetai
eftihr be fairly attributable to the state. These cases
.,efl,ct two -part ak.peoach to this question of "fair
aisr!oution." first, the deprivation must be caused
by the ererclos of some right or privilege created by
the state or by rule of conduct imposed by the state
or by a person for whom the state is responsible...
lecond, the party charged with the deprivation must
be person who msy fairly be said to be a state

official.actor. This nay be because he is a'state
because he has acted together with or has obtained
significant aid from state officials, or because
his conduct is otherwise chargeable to the state.
Without limit such as title, private parties could
fare constitutional litigation whenever they seek to
rely on some state rule governing their interactions
with the community surrounding them.

50 U.S.L.W. at 4853-4854.

A review of the three foregoing 19E2 decisions by the Supreme Court

ladicates that the Court i 'ming to exsine a factual situation very

closely befure it detetmines that Atnte Action is present warranting the

Application of the protections of a cono,ituzionnl amendment such as the

Fourteeith Amendment.
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It is certainly clear from the language in the proposed ERA and

from the fact that it in predicated on the Fourteenth Amendment to

soma extent that it covers situations where there is state action.

The foregoing discussion, however, has shown that the Court has over

the years narrowed its concept of what constitutes state action to

warrant bringing the Fourteenth Amendment into play. Short of actual

state enacted legislation nestles the requirements of the state action

doctrine, its existence or presence becomes less clear, and courts

have to examine the facti and weigh the circumstances in each situation.

In the case of determining what might be the potential impact of

the proposed ERA upon the use by insurance companies of gender u a risk

classification, one would have to carefully scrutinise the insurance

company end its relationship vie a' vis the federal, state or local

government. Most insurance companies are pill/ate entities which are

actually regulated by the states. It would be accurate to say that the

proposed ERA would net interfere with the practices of /rivets insurance

companies. In such instances, there. would simply be no state action.

Section I of the proposed ERA is prohibitory only upon the federal govern-

ment and the state goverruents end on its face, does not reach private

conduct. Thus, arguably, as with respect to Congress' enforcement power

under Secti is 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress power under Section

2 of th proposed ERA to enforce Section 1 would be similarly limited.
3/

See Civil_Rights Cares, 104 U.S. 11 (1883).

3/ Justice Harlan's dissent reasoned that Congress had t"e power tc
protect rights secured by tie: Fourteenth Amendment egalcnt invislon by
both state and private action but.also viewed plans of public accommoriation
am serving a climb-public function which satisfioed the taLe action require-
sent. Id. at 46-48, S6-51.

7 f; di
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The fact that there may be a question as to whether private discrimina-

tion can be reached under the Fourteenth Amendment exists by virtue of the

lengthy statement Justice Brennan appended to the Court's decision in

United State. v. Guest, 163 U.S. 745 (1966). A majority of the Justices

joined Brennan in arguing that Congress' power was not so Retrow as to be

limited by the state action requirement.

'In United States W. Guest, the'dourt upheld an'indiCti6a Una:it:46

U.S.C. 241, a statute imposing criminal penalties for certain civil rights

violations. Specifically, section 241 prohibits conspiracies to deprive

citizens of civil rights and is a felony offense. In Guest, 'theCouft

thilue Id an ITdietrain untiOr action -141 of "obi 'aries:41ii

had conspired to deprive blacks of their 'right to use State facilities

and to travel in interstate coliererce. Although the Courereidlint. the

,

indict bent an allegation of state action, six Justices expressed the view

that Section S of the Fourteenth Amendment authorises legislation proscribing

egolli PrivitsConduct. "iiipondinfOlOngtt.gTel'JuOtiCe Stewards opinion

for the Court implying a "state action" limitation on Congrise'legislative

authority, Justice Brennan, joined by a majority of his brethren, argued

for broader congressional authority:

Although the Amendment itself... 'speaks to the
State or to, thm,ocr,ing ,und,or. colot of its

prOtiCting fights created
1. Lr.

by that Amendment, such as the right to utilisation
of state facilities, need not be confined to punishing
conspiracies in which state officers participate.
Rather S 5 aut.orixes'Congress to make laws that
it concluttem are reasonably necessary to protect a
right created by and arising under the Amendment;
and Congress is thus fully empowered to determine
that punishment of privaci conspiracies interfering
with the exercise of such a right is necessary to
its full protection.

36j U.S. at 782.
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Within that authority is the "power to determine that in order

adequately to protect the right to equal utilisation of state facilities,

it is also appropriate to punish (private( individuals" who would deny

such access. Thus, under the Guest rationale, private conspiracies to

interfere with equal protection or due process rights protected by the

Fourteenth Amendment may be within the reach of Section 241. Nonetheless,

in light of changes in the Court's membershtp and absent definitive ad-

judication, the smatter is not free of all doubt. Furthermore, the limits

and potential of that rationale are uncertain, whether it is only withy"

regard to "state facilities" that Section 241 reaches private interference,

or what "rights" are encompassed within the concept of "Fourteenth Amendment

rights."

In addition, it must be emphasised that the consensus expressed by
4/

six Justices in Guest that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment empowers

the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies, with or without

state action, that interfere with Fourteenth Amendment right's was dicta

in the rase since Justice Stewart, who authored the Court's opinion,

found the allegations sufficient to sustain a charge of State-sanctioned

deprivation of equal protection rights that he apparently deemed essential
5/ .

to a Section 241 prosecution.

4/ Clark, J., with the concurrence of Black and Fortes, JJ., joining
the opinion of the Court, and Brennan, J., joined by Warren, Ch. J., and

Douglas, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part.

5/ In this opinion, Justice Stewart stated:
In this connection, we emphasise that S 241 by its clear language

incorporates no more than the Equal Protection Clause itself; the statute
does not purport to give substantive, as opposed to remedial, implementation
to any rights secured by that Clause... It is commonplace that rights
under the Equal Protection Clause itself arise only where there his been

(Continued)
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Moreover, the legorted Federal court decisions einem Guest to sustain

a ',ection 241 prosecution based on due process or equal piptection violations
6/

have involved alleged interference in State elections and the right to a

7/

jury trial where the requisite complicity of State offinials to support a

finding state action was present.

Thus, It can he said that the applicability of Section 241, or more

fundamentally, the scope of Congress' authority reach-p1vite conspiratorial

conduct interfering with Fourteenth Amendment rights has yea to be definitely

resolved.

In sum, on its face, the proposed ERA will reach only state 'action.

It places a limitation on gOvernientifiniitiesi'prohibiting'gender-based-:

discriminatory activities on their part. The proposed ERA prnvides that

equality of rights under the law cannot "be denied or abridge&py the

United States or by any State" because of sex. (Emphasis supplimd).

\

(Continued) involvement 'cli the State or of one acting under colnr of its

authority. The Equal Protection Clause 'does not... add anything to the

rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against another.'...

As Mr. Justice Douglas more recently put it, 'The Fourteenth AmeJT,dment

protects the individual against state action, not against wrongs one by

individuals.' (citations omitted)...

This has been the view from the beginning.... It
remains the Court's view today.

383 U.S. at 755.

At the name Clue, Justice Stewart narrowly limited his views to Section 241

and did not purport to address the question of what kinds of other and broader

legislation Congress might constitutionally enact under S5 o the Flourteenth

Amendment to implement that Cla-se or any other provision of the Am ndment.

6/ See, e.g. United States v. Stnllinp, 501 F.2d 954 (Ath Girl 1974).

United States v. Anderson, 481 F.2d 685 (4th Cir. 1973). +IWO 417 t.S. 211

(19/4).

1/ hnIte4 Statps_v.U'Vell, 462 V.24 224 (6th Cir. 19/2); Unitt8 States

v. Purvis, 58U F.2d 853 (5[6 Cfr. 19/8).

41 006 Hf 49
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Similarly, the Fourteenth Amendment provides that no state action

shall deprive any person 0 life, liberty or property without due.procees

of law. As such, the potential impact of the proposed ERA on insurance

cumpanies using gender as a basis for risk calculation can only be deter-

mined after examining the specific factual circumstances surrounding the

particular insurance company and its relationship vim evils the government--

federal, state or local. As recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions 9iiicates

the Court has tightened up on its interpretation of the state eetion doctrine.

If state action exists, then the proposed ERA would apply. In the absence of

state action, it is unsettled whether the enforcement authority in Section,2

of the proposed ERA, like Section 5 of the Fourteenth/Amendment, can roach

private action.

Pending before the 98th Congress are bine,: such as H.R. 100 and

S. 372, which would prohibit sex discriminatiOn in insurance, along with

race, color, religi and national origin. , /This proposed legislation is

quite expansive in its scope and would apply to any insurer engaged in

commerce. Thus, one would not initially have to determine whether the

insurer was a "state actor" meeting the requirements of the state action

doctrine. However, the latter would be an essential element for the

application of the proposed ERA, as the discussion in this paper has

indicated, and thus, the proposed ERA on its face, at least, would not

appear to have as broad a reach as H.R. 100 and S. 372.

Karen J. Lewis
Legislative Attorney
AmeriCan Law Division
March 31, 1983
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(J-76-19841
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Eastern District

HARTFORD ACCIDENT AND INDEMNITY
COMPANY

v.

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

PHILIP V. MATTES an3 STATE FARM
MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

Intervenors

Appeal of HARTFORD ACCIDENT AND
INDEMNITY COMPANY and STATE
FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE COMPANY

No. 55 E.D. Appeal Docket
1982

Appeal from the Order of the
Commonwealth Court dated
March 10, 1982, entered at
No. 1184 C.D. 1980, affirming
the Order of the Insurance
Commissioner dated April 17,
1980, entered at No. R78-7-2.

65 Pa. Comm/. 249, 442
A.2d 382 (1982)

ARGUED: Octcber 20, 1983
REARGUED: April 10, 1984

OPINION

We must next consider whether the Commissioner was

justified in looking to the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment

in his determination of whether Hartford's gender-based rate plan

was "unfair." Appellants seek

disapproval of Hartford's rate

impose his personal theories

upon the insurance inJustry.

to characterise the Commissioner's

plan as an unauthorised attempt to

and perceptions of social policy

We disagree. As we have already

concluded, it was appropriate for the Commissioner to look beyond

actuarial statistics in evaluating the fairness of Hartford's

7 6, 9
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disilriminatory rates. Since those rates were based on the gender

of the insured, the Equal Rights Amendment was necessarily
relevant.

The Equal Rights Amendment was adopted by the voters of
this Commonwealth on May 18, 1971. The Amendment provides:

Prohibition against denial or abrid
gelneet

of equality of rights because of sex

Equality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania because of the sex of the
individual.

Pa. Const. Art. I, 5 28.

In Renderson v. Renderson, 458 Pa. 97, 327 A.2d 60 (1974), this

CoUrt explained the purpose and effect of the new cOnstitutional

amendment:

The thrust of tne Equal Rights Amendment
is

to insure equality of rights under the lee
and to eliminate sex as a basis for
distinction. The sex of citizens of this
Commonwealth is no longer a permissible
factor in the determination of their 1,141
rights and responsibilities. The law wiilnot impose different benefits or burdens upon
the members of a society based on the feet
that they may be man or woman.

Id. at 101,327 A.2d at 62.

We have not hesitated to effectuate the Equal Rights Amendment's

Prqbibition of sex discrimination by striking down
Statutes and

common law doctrines "predicated upon traditional or
stereotypic

roles of men and women...." Commonwealth ex r
AL...Spriggs v.

Catson, 470 Pa. 290, 299-300, 368 A.2d 635, 639 (1977) (plurality

°Pinion) ("Tender years doctrine" offends concept
of equality of

-12-
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the sexes embraced in Equal Rights Amendment.); fee Adoption of

walker, 468 Pa. 165, 360 A.2d 603 (1976) (Adoption Act's failure

to require parental consent of unwed father as well as unwed

mother violates Equal Rights Amendment.); Butler v. Butler, 464

Pa. 522, 347 A.2d 477 (1975) (Presumption that where husband

obtains his wife's property without adequate consideration a

trust is created in his wife's favor abolished.); Commonwealth v.

Santiago, 462 Pa. 216, 340 A.2d 440 (1975) (Doctrine of

"covertures requiring presumption that wife who commits crime in

presence of husband was coerced by husband discarded.); Di

Florido v. Di Florido; 459 Pa. 641, 331 A.2d 174 (1975)

(Presumption that husband is owner of household goods used and

possessed by both spouses abolished.); Commonwealth v. Butler,

458 Pa. 289, 328 A.2d 851 (1974) (Statutory scheme under which

waxen are eligible for parole immediately upon incarceration

while men must serve minimum sentence violates Equal Rights

Amendment.); Henderson v. Henderson, supra (Statute providing

for alimony pendente lite, counsel fees and expenses in divorce

action for wife but not husband violates Equal Rights

Amendment.); Conway v. Dana, 456 Pa. 536, 318 A.2d 324 (1974)

(Presumption that lather must bear principal burden of support of

minor children abolished.); cf. Hopkins v. Blanco, 4!7 Pa. 90,

320 A.2d 139 (1974) (Equal Rights Amendment requires that wife as

well as husband be permitted to recover for loss of consortium.)

-13-
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Gender-based rates such as Hartford's rely on and perpetuate

stereotypes similar to those condemned in the above cases.

The efficacy of such rates is questionable even on the

actuarial level.

In terms of simplicity and consistency (i.e.,
stability and ease of verification), age,
sex, and marital status receive high marks as
rating factors. This is not the case from
the viewpoint of causality. Causality refers
to the actual or implied behavioral
relationship between a particular rating
factor and loss potential. The longer a
vehicle is on the road, for example, the more
likely it is that the vehicle may be involved
in a random traffic accident: thus, daily or
annual total mileage may be viewed as a
causal rating factor. To the extent that sex
and marital status classifications may be
defended on causal grounds, the implied
behavioral relationships rely largely on
questionable social stereotypes. . Given
the significant changes in traditional sex
roles and social attitudes which have occurred
in recent years, justifications for rating
plans on the grounds of such implied.
assumptions are unacceptable.

. . . (P)ublic policy considerations require
more adequate justification for rating
factors than simple statistical correlation
with loss: in this regard, the task force
recommends consideration of criteria such as
causality, reliability, social acceptability,
and incentive value in judging the
reasonableness of a classification system.
Based on these criteria, the task force
concludes that as rating characteristics, sex
and marital status are seriously lacking in
justification and are subject to strong
public opposition, and should therefore be
prohibited as classification factors.
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National Association cf Insurance
Commissioners. Report of the Rates and
Rating Procedures Task Force of the
Automobile Insurance (03) Subcommittee,
November, lilt at 54-7footnotes omitted).

As a matter of public policy, the Insurance

Commissioner found that a rate plan based upon gender is

offensive to the spirit of Article I, section 28. Appellants

argue that Article I, section 28 is not self-executing.

Furthermore, they attempt to employ the state actin concept of

our federal system and argue that here no such action occurred.

These arguments are also misplaced in this context.

First, it is not a question as to whether or not

Article I, section 28 is self-executing since we are here

concerned with the proper interpretation of a legislative

enactment. The question presented, properly phrased, is whether

the term 'unfairly discriminatory" must be read in light of the

Equal Rights Amendment to our Pennsylvania Constitution.

Unquestionably, sex discrimination in this commonwealth is now

unfair discrimination It is a cardinal principle that ambiguous

statutes should be read in a manner consonant with the

Constitution. To read the term "unfairly discriminatory" as

excluding sex discrimination would contradict the plain mandate

of the Equal Rights Amendment to our Pennsylvania Constitution.

Therefore, we must affirm the decision of the Insurance

Commissioner. We must do so because the statute must be

interpreted to include sex discrimination as one type of

-15-
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unfair discrimination, and not because the Commissioner has the

power to implement the public policy of this Commonwealth in the

absence of legislative direction.

Further, the notion that the interpretation of this

insurance statute involves the concept of "state action" is

incorrect in this context. The "state action" test is applied by

the courts in determining whether, in a given case, a state's

involvement in private activity is sufficient to justify the

application of a federal constitutional prohibition of state

action to that conduct. The rationale underlying the "state

action" doctrine is irrelevant to the interpretation of the scope

of the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment, a state

constitutional amendment adopted by the Commonwealth as part of

its own organic law. The langJage of that enactment, not a test

used to measure the extent of federal constitutional protections,

is controlling.

The text of Article I, section 28 makes clear that its

prohibition reaches Pea discrimination "under the law." As such

it circumscribes the conduct of state and local gove'nment

entities and officials of all levels in their formulation,

interpretation and enforcement of statutes, regulations,

ordinances and other legislation (id well as decisional law. The

decision of the Commissioner in a matter brought pursuant to the

Rate Act is not only "under the law" but also, to the extent his

adjudication is precedent on the question decided, "the law."

-16-
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The Commissioner, as a public official charged with the execution

of the Rate Act and sworn to uphold the Constitution and laws of

this Commonwealth, Pa. Const. Art. 6, S 3: Act of June 4, 1879,

P.L. 99, 5 1, 71 P.S. 5 761 (1962), vas constrained to conform

his analysis of Hartford's rate plan and his interpretation of

section 3(d) of the Rate Act to Article I, section 28.

Thus, in light of the Pennsylvania Constitution's clear

and unqualified prohibition of discrimination "under the law"

based upon gender, we conclude that the Commissioner's

disapproval of Hartford's discriminatory sex-based rates on the

ground they were "unfair' and contrary to established public

policy was in conformity with section 3(d) of the Rate Act and an

appropriate exercise of his statutory authority.

Accordingly, the Order of the Commonwealth Court

affirming the adjudication of the Insurance Commissioner is

affirmed.

a a * *

CONCURRING OPINION

MR. JUSTICE FLAHERTY Filed: September 27, 1984,

I join in the opinion authored by Mr. Chief Justice

Nix, but write separately to empasixe that, were it not for the
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Equal Rights Amendment,
Pa. Const. Art. I, 828, resort to gender-

based insurance rate classifications would not be 'unfairly
discriminatory" under 40 P.S. 81183(d) (1971), since such

classifications may indeed be actuarily sound. Nevertheless, the
Equal Rights Amendment was adopted as an expression of the
people's will on gender-based classifications, and, constrained
by this constitutional

mandate that "Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or abridged in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania because of tha sex of the

individual," our role is
not to seek to circumvent its effect.

MR. JUSTICE HUTCHINSON
joins this concurring opinion.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

EASTERN DISTRICT

HARTFORD ACCIDENT AND INDEMNITY :
COMPANY

v.

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

PHILIP V. MATTES and STATE
FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE COMPANY,

Intervenors

Appeal of HARTFORD ACCIDENT AND :
INDEMNITY COMPANY and STATE

No. 55 E. D. Appeal Dkt. 1992

Appeal from the Order of the
Commonwealth Court dated
March 10, 1982, entered at
No. 1184 C.D. 1980, affirming
the Order of the Insurance
Commissioner dated April 17,
1980, entered at No. R78-7-2

65 Pa. Commonwealth Ct. 249,
442 A.2d 382 (1982)

FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE : ARGUED: October 20, 1983
INSURANCE COMPANY : REARGUED: April 10, 1984

HUTCHINSON, J.

CONCURRING OPINION

Piled: September 27, 1984

I join both the Majority Opinion by the Chief Justice

and the Concurring Opinion by Mr. Justice Flaherty. I add,

however, that I believe the ratio decidendi of both those

opinions lies solely in the interpretation of the phrase

"unfairly discriminatory" contained in Section 3(d) of the Rate

Act. "Unfairly discriminatory" as a linguistic construct is,

like "due process", available for use in accommodating the

changes in policy required by changing social conditions. Such

:onstructs are indispensable in a government based on a written

constitution. They enable its fundamental precepts to survive,

even as their application alters under technological and social

change.
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This is not to say that the courts are free to rewrite

the meaning of a constitution or 3natute at will. However, when

a change in social policy in rebp:ne!e to changed conditions has

been objectively demonstrated by the people's adoption of a

constitutional amendment, it is incumbent upon the courts to read

existing statutes in the light a the people's newly enunciated

policy.

The wisdom of that policy is no longer an issue in

Pennsylvania. Nationally, the debate over the desirability of an

equal rights amendment still rages in the political arena.

Indeed, its proponents have recently suffered a defeat at that

level in their efforts to write that policy into the federal

constitution. For better or for worse, however, Pennsylvania has

settled that issue in favor of ERA.

Thirteen years after our adoption of Section 28 of

Article I, the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Amendment, I believe we

must honor its command and consider sex discrimination of any

kind "unfairly discriminatory" unless the legislature plainly

tells us otherwise. Absent at least a causal relation between

sex and accident incidence a difference in auto insurance rates

between men and women is plainly an unfair discrimination based

on sex. No causal connection is shown on this record. What does

appear is only a statistical correlation between sex and the

incidence of auto accidents. This correlation simply provides a

convenient measuring rod for setting rate differentials

occasioned by other factors not so easily identified or

quantified. Such considerations of convenience are not enough to

41-006 1149
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stand in the face of our ERA. Given our ERA's clear statement of

public policy in Pennsylvania, I see no need to raise potential

federal questions of (a) whether the setting of insurance rates

involves "state action", (b) whether this state should adopt the

standards developed under the Fourteenth Amendment for detecting

its presence or 1c) how the standards should be defined in the

light of Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345 11974),

Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis, 407 U.S. 163 11972), and Shelley v.

Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). On those issues I express no

opinion, and, believing the Majority Opinion also refrains from

such speculation, I join it.

I also join Mr. Justice Flaherty because without the

Pennsylvania ERA, or some other affirmative statement of

legislative policy, the Insurance Commissioner would lack the

authority to redefine the statutory phrase "unfairly

discriminatory" in the face of the insurance industry's long

standing practice of utilizing gender based rate differentials.

we are obligated to affirm his action only because the ERA

objectively demonstrates, in the most forceful possible way, the

feeling of the people of this state that sex discrimination is

unfair.

MR. JUSTIC: FLAHERTY joins this Cmicurring Opinion.

(J11761-3
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The Impact of the ERA on Financial
Individual Rights:

Sex Averaging in Insurance

Barbara A. Brown and Ann E. Freedman

I. INTRODUCTION

This article discusses the application of the Equal Rights Amendment to the
sex -based rating systems currently employed by life insurance and annuity
providers. These systems rely on sex-based classifications which are purport-
edly justified by physical differences between men and women. Sex
classifications in insurance and annuity rating have a significant dis-
criminatory impact on individuals while appearing reasonable as applied to
each sex as a whole. This article describes the nature and extent of
sex discriminatory practices in this area and outlines the legal principles
which will govern judicial and legislative implementation of the Equal
Rights Amendment. It then argues that the ERA prohibits sex classifications
of the type now used in insurance rating and that sex-blind systems are both
fair and feasible.

The insurance industry has practiced pervasive discrimination against
women in coverage, availability, underwriting practices, and rating. The
form and extent of discrimination varies from one kind of insurance to
another with perhaps the worst record of treatment of women by health and
disability insurance providers. The practices of the industry, have been
documented thoroughly in sev:ral governmental reports, which show that,
on the whole, the insurance industry has both neglected women as prospec-
tive clients and dealt with them less favorably.

The discrimination in insurance reflects and intensifies the discrimination
women face in other areas such as employment, credit, domestic relations,
and marital property. Several basic assumptions underlie current insurance
practices. The first is that women are only marginally connected to the labor

127
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force and will therefore absent themselves and overutilize insurance mote
than men. This assumption leads companies to conclude that women ate

poor risks for health and disability income plans and to charge them more for

similar coverage, give shorter te!, of coverage, and refuse automatic
renewal options to women.

Second, insurance companies consider pregnancy and childbirth volt*.
tary conditions rather than temporary disabilities. As a consequence, time
lost from work for disabilities due to pregnancy and childbirth is excluded
from disability insurance plans. Third, pregnancy is considered "accept.
able" only for married women, and coverage for pregnancy, childbirth,

abortion, and sterilization are often available only to married women at A
prohibitive "family" rate based on two adults and two children.

Fourth, domestic work is not regarded as a risk whose loss should be
compensated by insurance; only work outside the home in permanent
"career-type" jobs is considered valuable enough to insure. Therefore, only
women with such jobs can purchase disability or life insurance contracts;
The benefits paid by those few disability plans that do compensate loss of
work in the home pay only a small percentage of its value.

Fifth, divorced, separated, and even unmarried women are considered
unstable. Their financial plight is intensified by the refusal of insurance.
companies to extend homeowners, automobile, or disability income plans to
them. In addition, women suffer in terms of insurance coverage because
they are clustered at the lower paid end of the labor market. They lose outdo
life insurance and annunity and pension plans which have a much higher
proportion of employer contributions at the management and predominantly
male levels in the economy, and, because of higher turnover rates and
interruption of work for childbearing and rearing, they often run afoul of
rigid pension vesting rules.

A great deal needs to be done to remedy these forms of discrimination by
the insurance industry. Some states have passed, and numerous others are
considering, legislation to prohibit sex discrimination in underwriting and
availability. Courts, and in their wake, legislatures, are prohibiting the:
exclusion of pregnancy and maternity-related disabilities from disability'
income and sick leave plans. Laws or regulations should be promulgated to
prohibit the exclusion of the medical costs of pregnancy, childbirth, abor-
hon. and sterilization from standard single person health policies and to
require those risks to he spread over the insured populations as a whole.
Similarly, the insurance companies must be educated to the value of work
within the home and the need to insure against risks to its performance on
the same basis as work outside the home.

The last and most difficult sex distinction to attack, from the theoretical
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point of view, is the insurance industry's virtually universal practice of
grouping men and women on the basis of sex to calculate premiums and
payment in the forms of insurance that depend on life expectancy. The basic
sex distinction works in the same way but with different results in the life
tnsurance and annuity cot:texts. Women pay lower whole life insurance
premiums than men because they live longer as a group and the companies
have the use of the money longer before anticipated payout.'

Under one common type of annuity, a money-purchase or defined
contribution plan, a specified contribution, usually a given percentage of
pay, is made. No fixed benefits are guaranteed. Given the use of sex-based
mortality tables, the money invested to produce payments after retirement
until death will have to last longer for wcmen than for men, so the monthly
payments to a woman will be smaller than to a man of equal age. The real
life span differential is used for computation in this context, so women
suffer the full 5-to 7-year loss in their incremental payments. In the Teachers
Insurance Annuity Association plan for college teachers, a woman choosing
the single life option receives 13% less in each periodic payment than a man
with an equal working record.2 However, if either person dies prior to
retirement, the death benefit to the survivors of each would be identical,
since the amount of the total fund is the same. If the annuitant chooses a
joint and survivor option with his or her spouse, amount of the life-time
annuity will generally be the same whether the employee was male or
female.

Although the present value of the annuity is the same for all annuitants,
there is a disincentive for a man to choose the survivor over the single life
option. The addition of a female life to his own life increases greatly the
anticipated payout period, so the level of monthly benefits during his life
will diminish sizeably. Women, already receiving a smaller monthly benefit,
lose little by the addition of a male life and therefore have no financial
incentive to choose one option over the other. Thus, women are doubly
disadvantaged. As annuitants, they receive a smaller periodic payment than
men if they choose the single life plan. As spouses, they are less likely to
receive protection because their husbands have an inducement to choose the
single life option and its larger periodic payment.

A second type of plan is a formula or defined benefit plan, which specifies
the rate of benefits, usually a certain amount multiplied by years of service.
Contributions to the plan are not fixed but are based on the amount needed to
provide the stated benefits. Male and female employees choosing a single
life option under such a plan will receive equal benefits, but either employer
or annuitant contributions to the plan must be more for women employees.
The present value of the annuity at retirement will be calculated on the basis

OW
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of sex group life expectancies. so that the woman's annuity will have greater
present value. If an option other than single life, such as lump sum payment
or distribution over a number of years, is chosen, the value of the woman's

annuity will be greater.
Employers claim that sex grouping for fringe benefits related to life

expectancy is rational (and therefore, legal) because women as a group do
live longer than men. They also claim that prohibitions on sex grouping
would be unfair to men. In a sex-blind system everyone would be paid a rate
based on the longevity of the entire group; it would fall somewhere between
the current male and female rates. Since, on the average, men would receive
this reduced benefit for shorter periods of time than women, some argue that
they would thereby be subsidizing women.

Four federal agencies which monitor sex discrimination in the employ.
meant context have grappled with the problem of sex discrimination in life
insurance and annuities. Three have thus far taken the position that em-
ployers can choose either to pay equal contributions or to provide equal
benefits. Unfortunately, this approach allows employers to choose equal
benefits in the life insurance context and equal contributions in the annuity
context, thus denying women the benefit of their greater average longevity
in the former and penalizing them in the latter.

However, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which ad-
ministers the most far-reaching law governing sex discrimination in em-
ployment, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, has concluded that the
Act's command of sex equality in the terms and conditions of employment
means that there must be equal periodic benefits in pension or retirement
plans. Greater cost for one sex is no defense. In rejecting an employer
argument that the payment of equal monthly payments would discriminate in
favor of women because they live longer than men, the Commission stated:

The logic of this argument is that usual!. used to support discrimination:
an appeal to the average characteristics of a particular sex, race, or other
group protected under Title VII. But no person knows when he or she
will die. All that [the employer's) sex-segregated actuarial tables
purport to predict is risk spread over a large number of people; the tables
do not predict the length of any particu'ar individual's life. In our view,
any use of sex-segregated tables that results in payment of different
periodic pension benefits to males and females is highly suspect.
Because actuarial tables do not predict the length of any individual's
life, any claim that such tables may be used to assure equal pension
payments over a lifetime between males and females must fail. In order
to achieve compliance with section 703(a) of Title VII and with the
Commission's Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex the
periodic pension benefits paid to males and females in equivalent
circumstances must be equal.'
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A federal district court faced with a Title VII challenge to an employer-
defined benefit plan which required higher contributions from women
employees cited the EEOC decision quoted above in holding that the
tquirement of higher contributions in order to receive equal payments in a
plan using sex-based tables was illegal sex discrimination against women
employees.' Although the court and the EEOC both suggest strongly in their
opinions that the use of unisex tables is the proper way to comply with the
requirements of Title VII in this area, neither has as yet construed the law to
require that method of attaining equality.

Constitutional litigation has not yet yielded any final decisions on the
merits of the sex-based rating question. However, an arena in which there
has been some activity is state statutory and administrative enforcement of
antidiscrimination laws. A number of states have enacted laws which
prohibit discrimination in coverage and underwriting policies. Although in
many instances sex -based rate discrimination is expressly or by administra-
tive interpretation excluded from the group of prohibited acts, the increased
jurisdiction of agencies and strength of antidiscrimination guarantees sug-
gest that state courts and agent ies will be pressed to rule on the legality of
sex-based acturial tables in the near future.

II. EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT THEORY

Our society has traditionally used a wide variety of sex classifications to
assign legal rights and duties. Such classifications may be characterized as
legislative statements that, on the average, women are significantly different
from men in a particular way. Sex classifications, like most legislative
classifications, are imprecise; they range from those which are arbitrary or
irrational to those which seem accurate for all but a small minority of women
or men.

Significant progress toward eliminating sex discrimination has been made
in the last few years due to the increasing willingness of legislators and
judges to examine the facts instead of accepting rationalizations or
stereotypes about the sexes as justifications for sex classifications. Unfortu-
nately, classifications which bear no factual relationship to the abilities and
characteristics of the average woman are not the only objectionable sex
distinctions. Equally common are those sex classifications which are true for
A large number of womenperhaps a majority or even 90% but which
have a detrimental impact on the remainder. These classifications are
"rational" and, on cursory examination, most people may find them
acceptable, but they deny qualified individuals rights and opportunities
simply because they belong to a sex which usually does not display these
qualifications.
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Weightlifting limitations are a good example. In 1975, a weightlifting.
limit which prohibited all women workers from lifting weights of 5 lbs. Of
more would be considered by most people to be arbitrary and irrationalla
contrast, a weightlifting limit which prohibited women from lifting weights.
in excess of 50 lbs. might be reasonable for the majority of women;
however, individupl women who would be capable of safely and efficiently
lifting weights of that size or larger, perhaps as many as 40-45% of ag
women, would be harmed by such a limitation. At the same time, individual
men who could not lift such weights safely would be denied the protection of
the law solely on the basis of sex.

Under the Equal Rights Amendment, according to its legislative history,
classification by sex is forbidden in any activity in which the st ite partici
pates, whether or not the classification is "rational." This absolute prohibi:
tion is based on a political and moral commitment to principles of individu.
ality and on the knowledge that sex classifications always mean denial to
some people.

Classifications based on average physical differences between the sexes
are no exception to this rule. However, the Equal Rights Amendment may
be interpreted to permit physical differences between the sexes to be taken
into account in two ways. One permissible way might be if the physical
difference is a unique physical characteristic of either men or women. If the
unique physical characteristic is closely related to the legislative purpose,
and it is neither possible to iise a sex neutral classification nor to test
individuals, the legislature may classify on the basis of the unique physical
characteristic. However, it would be quite unusual for a sex classification to
be justified under this test.

The other way in which physical differences between the sexes may be
taken into account is through classifications based directly on physical
differences. For example, it is not permissible to exclude women from a
football team, but it is permissible to set height and weight limits and
exclude from participation persons outside the limits. However, such
superficially neutral rules will be closely scrutinized to be sure that the
physical limitations are justified by the legislative goal.5

The next section explores the application of this theory to sex classifies.
tion in insurance rating and the design of sex neutral alternatives to current
practices.

HI. THE IMPACT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

The use of gender as a rate setting factor is attractive to insurers because sea
is easily ascertained and, until recently, has been widely perceived as a fair
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basis for classification. Sex-based acturial tables are built on the assumption
that it is permissible to treat individual members of the class as though
generalizations hue of the group were true of all individuals. But the fact
that the class generalization may be true on the average does not alter the
personal injury to an individual who does not possess the class characteristic
but who is treated as though she or he does. A woman executive with a real
risk of early death is disadvantaged by a grouping which ascribes to her a
long life expectancy, for it results in a small periodic annuity; a man who
does not engage in similar work and who, conscourritly, may indeed have a
long life expectancy, will be harmed by havingto pay the high male rate to
obtain life insurance. As in every other area, the vice of sex averaging is that
the groups always include some people who do not have the feature assumed
to be possessed by the whole sex group and exclude others who do.

The fact that the average difference in life expectancy between men and
women as a group does not hold true for many individuals of both sexes is
evident. The mortality curves of the sexes overlap significantly; both men
and women die over a broad spread of years with more of each clustered
within certain ranges but no clear line delineating all women from all men.
Averaging inaccurately groups short-lived women with their sex group and
long-lived men with theirs. In fact, a sizeable percentage of men and women
will live the same length of time. One recent study of 1,000 men and 1,000
women aged 65 shows that the death ages of 68.1% of each group can be
paired. Thirty-two percent of the women lived longer than this group and
32% of the men died earlier.6 This suggests that a large percentage of those
grouped together in sex-based tables do not share the characteristic assumed
to be possessed by all members of that group.

The reason why actuarial grouping across sex lines appears problematic is
that mortality is not like strength or most other physical or mental traits, for
it cannot be tested with certainty in any individual and can only be based on
guesses derived from earlier experience with persons who have similar
features. It is much more difficult for an individual to assert that she will
only live to 67, and therefore ought to receive large annuity payments, than
to assert that she can lift 50 pounds, since the first assertion can at best only
be supported by supposition based on her possession of certain characteris-
tics which are associated with low life expectancy. There can never be a
perfect actuarial correlation between risk and rate level; some persons in the
group will always receive less for their payment than others, as risk
spreading through a group is the essence of insurance. Therefore, it is
difficult for any individual to show that he or she is in the wrong group or
pays more than he or she ought. As long as the insurance companies group
people on a basis (such as sex) that has some consistent predictive value, the
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group _xperience will always seem correct, and it will be difficult for those
who constitute a subgroup with a different risk to identify themselves as
such.

The Equal Rights Amendment precludes penalizing or rewarding women
or men because of characteristics which predominate in one sex but are
found in both, whether these are derived from social, economic, or cultural
sources or from average physical differences between the sexes. Administra-
tive convenience or other state interests do not justify sex-based classifica-
tions under this standard. Race, because it is as readily identifiable and as
predictive a feature as sex, is also an administratively convenient way to
predict life expectancy, yet society has chosen not to allow insurance rates to
he calculated on that basis.

As already mentioned, one circumstance in which a physical difference
between the sexes might conceivably be taken into account under the Equal
Rights Amendment is when the difference derives from a unique physical
characteristic. The mere existence of such a characteristic does not justify a
sex classification however. Any reliance on it to justify a sex distinction
must be strictly scrutinized to assure that the characteristic is closely related
to the purpose of the legislation; that the classification is narrowly drawn and
is not a camoullage for discrimination; and that no alternative with a lesser
discriminatory impact is available.

At the present time, the source of the average differential in life expec-
tancy between men and women is hotly disputed. Most insurance companies
and feminists agree that at least a major proportion of it derives from factors
which are not inherent in women or men but are more likely, for social and
cultural reasons, to be found in one group or the other. Socioeconomic status
accounts for large differences in life expectancy for both men and women.
Environmental and personality factors deriving from childhood conditioning
also play a large part. Boys are generally trained to be more daring,
self-reliant, and achievement-oriented than girls. This leads them to mote
stressful occupations and to more risk-taking which incurs physical danger.
Men as a group also smoke and drink more than women, and both of these
are related to life expectancy. As more women choose these traditionally
male life styles and roles, sex-based rating may become less accurate, thus
denying increasing numbers of women the right to be grouped on the basis
of the factors which really influence their life expectancy.

Insurance providers contend that these factors do not wholly or even
largely determine the difference in mortality, which they claim has
biological or genetic origin. Some studies show an intractable difference
between men and women when all other factors are controlled. For example,
a group of monks and nuns leading very similar lives were found to have the
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same differences in mortality as men and women in the population at large.'
Similarly, a study of men who became annuitants through their own
employment and those who were covered through their wives as employees
showed similar mortality experience for the two groups.° On the other hand,
a draft paper by two biologists at the University of Pennsylvania questions
the contention that biological or genetic differences between the sexes
explain the mortality gap.9

While the evidence is not conclusive, it is worth exploring the outcome
under the unique physical characteristics test, should such a characteristic be
shown to be present in some or all members of one sex but none of the other.
As noted above, the inquiry into the validity of the sex distinction depends
on several factors, including the closeness of the relationship of the
characteristic to the legislative purpose; the proportion of the problem solved
by using the sex grouping; the possibility of the physical characteristic being
used as a subterfuge for sex discrimination; me availability of less drastic
alternatives, with impact on fewer persons or less severe impact on the
whole group; and the importance of the legislative purpose being accomp-
lished by the sex grouping.

Were there a physical characteristic in all women which always produced
greater longevity by a certain number of years, then the aspect of the test
which requires a close relationship between the characteristic and the
purpose of the legislation would be satisfied. However, the proportion of the
problem solved by reliance on the unique physical characteristic would not
be great; many other factors found in some members of each sex have an
equally great impact on longevity as do genetic attributes attaching only to
members of one sex. There would be some evidence that sex discrimination
is the motive for using sex-linked traits as the sole factor for predicting
longevity, since other physical and cultural factors which also have a major
impact on longevity, such as smoking or overweight, are not taken into
account in the rate-setting process.' In addition, as discussed below, there
are sex neutral alternatives to a system based on unique physical characteris-
tics which would either diminish or eliminate sex discrimination in insur-
ance rates while still allowing insurance companies to function properly.
Thu., even if there are unique physical characteristics which explain some
portion of the average difference in male and female mortality, it is probable
that a court would find insurance and annuity rates unconstitutional under
the Equal Rights Amendment.

Under the Equal Rights Amendment. therefore, the insurance providers
will have to use a sex neutral system based on factors other than the sex of
the insured. This alternative would mean that all insureds in a given group
would receive the sane monthly annuity benefit or amount of life insurance
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for the same premium. The rate for the group would be set on the basis of the

average life expmancy of that group, which could be calculated either on an

occupational or industry basis, on the basis of the composition of the group

in terms of various risk factors other than sex, such as smoking, marital

status, ise of alcohol, and obesity, or on the basis of age alone.
Insurance companies frequently inquire about risk factors such as medical

history, overweight, and smoking habits. At the present time, however, this
information is used on!y to decide whether or not to insure a particular
individual or to calculate the premiums of particular risky groups to whom
only limited policies are available. For members of most groups, rates are
determined without regard to information about particular individuals other
than age and sex.

It seems likely, however, that the companies will choose to use the
occupation-related factors, as a system based on personal health characteris-
tics would be more expensive to admin;ater. Although they could rely on
written responses to questions about the presence of those physical condi.
'ions, the possibility of fraud or malingering would probably be considered

too great to rely wholly on that source of information, and medical

examinations of large numbers ol people might become necessary. Occupa.
tional or industry grouping information, on the other hand, is easy to
ascertain, and it is probable that because pension plans on an industry or
union basis already exist, longevity statistics that would be useful as a basis
for the ratings are currently available. Moreover, personal health factors
presently tend in the same direction as sex, so that the rate categories they
would produce might still be sex-segregated, still have a disparate impactor
women, and might therefore still be constitu,ionally impermissible.

In addition to occupation-related factors for grouping, another sex neutral
grouping is also attractive. Under it, no premium or benefit differences on
the basis of sex or longevity-related characteristics, such as smoking, would
be made. Distinctions in rates on the basis of age (and salary level for
employment connected plans) would be made as under the present system as

would different payments based on choice of payout options. There would
thus be a single uniform rate for each age group to replace the current

stied dual rating system.
Cne fOrm of rating which would not be permissible would be group rating

ba.,cd on the proportion of men and women in the group. This type of rating
still attributes to all wimen and all men the average characteristics of their
sex because separate mortality tables based on sex are still used. It simply
changes the level at which the sex-based calculation occurs from the
determination of individual rates to the determination of group rates. Under
this system, individuals would be penalized for annuity purposes if they
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belong to a group with many women and penalized for life insurance
purposes if they belong to a group with many men. This result is no more
permissible under the Equal Rights Amendment than individual sex-based
rating.

Unisex rating, on the other hand, has several practical benefits in addition
to its theoretical advantages. It removes any incentive on the part of
employers to discriminate against women in hiring because of sex-based
differences in the cost of fringe benefits. It encourages people to think in
terms of individual differences rather than in overbroad sex groupings. And
it means that union and employee bargaining for decent annuities will
produce adequate benefits for employees of both sexes.

IV. CONCLUSION

Courts and legislatures have gown increasingly suspicious over the last
several years of the facile use of sex classifications to allocate legal rights
and duties. The Equal Rights Amendment represents a moral and political
judgment that such classifications should no longer be employed. However,
there has been a tendency on the part of many people to accept sex
classifications purportedly justified by average physical differences between
the sexes while rejecting those based on socioeconomic and cultural
stereotypes. This examination of the use of classifications based on average
physical differences in the difficult area of insurance demonstrates both the
denial of indi.iidual rights which such classifications produce and the
feasibility of designing sex neutral alternatives to current practices. The
invlementation of the equal rights principle in this area is the next step. The
cost of change from established ways must not be allowed to justify a
lessened commitment to equality for women and men in all areas of legal
and political life.

Footnotes

I. However, women often do not receive the full benefits of the average age differential.
In group policies, there is often no difference in rates on the basis of sex, and whet! there is, it
is at most a three year setback instead of the real five to seven year gap in average life span.

2. Halperin, "Should Pension Benefits Depend upon Sex of the Recipient" (unpublished
paper, 1975), p. I (hereinafter cited as Halperin).
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3. EEOC Decision No. 74-118 2 CCH, Employ. Prac. Guide §6431 (1974), pp. 4152-53.
4. Manhart v. City of Los Angeles. Department of Water and Power, 387 F. Supp. 9110

(C.D. Cal. 1975).
5. Such rules will also be examined to be sure that they are not subterfuges for see

discrimination and that there are no alternatives with a smaller impact on the protected class.
In the football example, for instance, even if the height and weight limitations were not found
to be an attempt to discriminate on the basis of sex, a school might be required tc have ewe
football teams, one for larger students and one for smaller students, as long as there is tip
physical reason why smaller students, among whom girls would predominate, could not play
football with other small students.

6. This data comes from a study by Dr. Barbara Bergmann, quoted in Bernstein and
Williams, Title VII and the Problem of Sex Classification in Pension Programs, 74 Col. L.
Rev. 1203, 1221-22 (1974).

7, Halperin, sums, n. 2, p. 9; see also R. Duncan, TIM Female Mortality Experience
1965-1970 (1972); Bernstein and Williams, supra, n. 6, p. 1207 n. 7.

8. Of course the men who qualified as spouses may have held similar jobs themselves and
chosen their wives' plans for reasons other than they were not employed. See Kallman and
Larvik, Individual Differences in Constitution and Genetic Background, cited in Halperin,.
supra, n. 2, p. 16.

9. Waldron and Johnson, "Why Do Women Live Longer than Men?" (Univ. of Ps.).
The biological or genetic difference is said to derive from the presence in men of the
diminutive Y chromosome as opposed to two full X's and to the androgen and testosterone
levels in men. The University of Pennsylvania paper finds no clear evidence that the
hormonal difference contributes to sex differences in occurrence of arteriosclerotic heat
disease or cancer. Conditions caused by X-linked recessive mutations constitute less than 2%
of the excess of male death before the end of the reproductive years.

10. One physical characteristic which may be relevant to longevity is hormone level in the
body . This is a unilue physical characteristic in the sense that all men may have a level above
a certain point and all women a level below that point, but individuals do vary greatly wit*
the ranges for their sex. It could be argued that because of the individual range within easy
sex, making some men closer in level to some women than they are to men, insurance
companies have a responsibility to base their rates on individual characteristics rather than es
sex classifications.
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PRIVAO, PRISUNS, AND THE ERA

Advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) have gone to some
considerable troole to assure the American people that ratification of
the ERA will not mean the abolition

or abridgement of the right to per-
sonal privacy. the pr000nents have correctly perceived that the public
does not wish ix see changes in a number of private activities, and that
the identification of the ERA with these

changes would reduce the chances
for ratification of the amendment.

Despite attempts to dismiss the ERA/privacy connection as a fixation
on the "potty problem," there remains

a lingering fear that the ERA will
erase gender considerations that are at the base of our rights and priv-
ileges of privacy. This fear is founded on substantial evidence.

"Bona Fide Occupational Qualifications"

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e et seq.)
is the country's broadest prohibition against

sex discrimination in em-
ployment. Broad as it is, it is not broad enough to satisfy those who
want the federal government to assure absolute sexual equality in the work-
place. There is in Title VII an explicit exception which permits sex-
based discrimination "in those certain instances wbere...sex...is a bona
fide occupational qualification [hereafter BFOQ--Ed.] reasonably necessary
to the normal operation of that particular business or enterprise." 42
U.S.C. 2000e-2(e). The BFOQ is extremely narrow. "[T]he federal courts
have agreed that it is impermissible under Title VII to refuse to hire an
individual woman or man on the basis of stereotyped characteristics of thesexes."' Still, there are important BFOQ exceptions which the ERA would
eliminate.

The evidence for this assertion is provided by the United States Com-
mission on Civil Rights, whose job it is to study discrimination. The Com-
missign has recently published its second report on the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.z Speaking of "loopholes in antidiscrimination laws,' the Commission
makes what is fairly rare in the debate about the meaning of the Equal
Rights Amendment an unqualified statement about the ERA's meaning:

Existing laws prohibiting sex-based discrimination ly public
employers contain many loopholes that would be closed by the Equal
Rights Amendment.

Yet another loophole that exists on the face of Title VII. and
has been relied upon to deny jobs to women, allows sex to be con-
sidered a "bona fide occupational qualification" for a job. On
the basis of this exception, the Supreme Court of the United States
held that a woman could be denied a government job as a prison
guard because of her "very womanhood."J

The Commission's statement has serious implications not only for
privacy, but also for Congress's authority to define equality. According
to the Commission, Congress--even under the authority of Section 2 of the
Equal Rights Amendment, which gives Congress power to enforce the equality
standard of Section 1 -could not permit a bona fide occupational qualif-
ication exception to the unyielding rule requiring complete equality between
the sexes.

The abolition of the BFOQ exception, which the Commission claims would be
the result of ratification of the ERA, has implications which the American
people may well reject. Let us examine them through the medium of actual
cases where the BFOQ has been applied and upheld by the courts.
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Personal Medical Privac

Gregory Backus is a male nurse. When the Baptist Medical Center of
Little Rock, Arkansas refused to grant Mr. Backus a position in its obstet-
rics and gynecology department (0B-GYN), Mr. Backus sued, alleging a viola-
Con of the prohibition against sex discrimination in employment contained
in Title VII. The hospital was frank in its refusal to place Mr. Backus in
the OB-GYN department. It told Mr. Backus that the hospital "did not employ
male R.N.'s in the OB-GYN positions because of the concern of our female
patients for privacy and personal dignity which make it impossible for a
male employee to perform the duties of this position effectively."

As everyone knows, the functions of an OB-GYN nurse are inheently
sensitive and intimate. The nurse's duties are inevitably linked with the
patient's most intimate interests.

An obstetrical patient constantly has her gentalia exposed....
Among the duties performed by the nurse in the labor room are the
following: checking the cervix for dilation, shaving the perineum,
giving an enema, assisting in the expulsion of the enema, and ster-
ilizing the vaginal area. In the recovery room the nurse checks the
patient for bleeding, gives massages to the uterus, and changes
perineal pads

At Baptist Medical Center obstetrical patients are randomly
assigned to a nurse upon admittance to the hospital. This purse
is not selected by the patient and is a stranger to her....q

The court noted that . male nurse would always need to be accompanied
by a female nurse or other female employee to protect the hospital from
charges of molestation. This is standard medical procedure whenever an
intimate examination is performed by a member of the opposite sex. This
requirement would double the nursing cost to the patient.

The court upheld the hospital policy, finding that it was legitimate
and important, and that it fell within the 0,011 exception. The court wrote:

Due to the intimate touching required in labor and delivery, services
of all male nurses are inappropriate. Male nurses are not inadequate
due to some trait equated with their sex., rather, it is their very sex

itself which makes all male nurses unacceptable.'

The language of the court runs counter to the equalitarian rhetoric of
the feminists, the plain language of the Equal Rights Amendment, and the
interpretation of the amendment made by the U.S. Commission of Civil Rights.
Obstetrical patients might argue, however, that the language does not run
counter to their interests.

A similar result was reached in Fesel v. Masonic Home of Delaware, Inc.6
Mr.Fesel, a male, sought employment as a nurseT1TWat the Masonic retire-
ment home. The home had 30 guests, 22 of whom were female. The home showed

that nurse's aides were involved in providing patients with intimate care and
that the majority of female patients and their families would object to care
provided by a male. The court upheld a BFOQ exception.

The Civil Rights Commission says that the ERA will eliminate the BIM
exception. It is doubtful that the American people will tolerate enforce-

ment of such an extreme sexual equality.

Juvenile Detention Centers

A few cases have recognized the importance of a BFOQ exception for
persons supervising and counseling juveniles within a State's juvenile deten-
tion system. For example, to Long v. California State Personnel Board, the
court decided that a female chaplain could be excluded from service in an
all-male detention facility. This particular facility housed up to 400 young

males charged with a variety of crimes, including rape. The court found that

the presence of a female "could reasonably be expected to have three conse-
quences, interference with privacy of wards, Inability to control and discip-

line the wards, and danger of sexual attack."
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One of the more frequently cited cases in this area is City of
Philadel hia v. Penn. Human Relations Comm'n., a case which dealt with
a under a PenliYTiania statute, not the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
but one which has often been used in Title VII cases. In fact. the
Pennsylvania court held "that the language used by the Pennsylvania
legislature in providing the 'bona fide occupational qualification'
exception demonstrated that it intended this term to be synonymous with,
and interpreted in like manner as that same term is used in the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act [Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of I964]."8

In this case. the court upheld a City rule restricting supervisors
in its youth center to persons of the same sex as the wards. Wards at
the youth center generally ranged in age from seven to sixteen. although
older Juveniles were occasionally housed at the center. Charges against
the wards included aggravated assault and battery, assault with intent to
ravish, assault with intent to kill, and murder.

Supervisors are rewired to "directly observ[e]" daily showers "with
the group moving about the living unit in varying degrees of undress. Con-
ducting a search of the person for contraband, etc." was also a duty of a
supervisor. The cnurt correctly noted that if a FOO exception was not
available for male supervisors of male wards. then male wards could be
supervised by females and female wards could be supervised by males. The
city feared that the female wards would make "charges of molestation or
other immoral acts...for the sheer sake of harassment," thus making an already
difficult administrative task even more difficul

The court wrote:

There is no question that a woman is equally qualified (or dis-
calified) to conduct a search for contraband as is a man. However,
the vital factor that the [United States Equal Employment Opportunity]
Commission here disregards is "who are the people being searched?"
If sex is not "relevant" in the supervision of children who range in
age from seven to sixteen in various stages of undress. where can it be?

To subject a girl in this age group to a thorough search of her
body could ause not only a temporary traumattr condition. but also
permanent irreparable harm to her psyche. It is no different where
females supervise male juveniles. To have a woman supemisor observe
daily showers of the boys at a time in life when sex is a mysterious
and often troubling force is to risk a permanent emotional impairment
under the guise of equality.*

The Commission in its ardor to correct discrimination in hiring
based on sex has failed to give proper weight to the rights and the
tremendous needs of those housed in the Youth Center.... The ultimate
goal of the Center is to restore these children to society with a
mental attitude which will allow them to function in a way beneficial
to themselves and society. The right of these children to proper
supervision is paramount. Therefore, it is paramount that these
children be afforded every ,feasible individual right, including

the right of privacy, which very well may be invaded if members of
the opposite sex are permitted to inspect nude children at the
Center.9

'The ComMiiii-6n suggests that no facts were adduced by the City
in support of its 'ontention that personal contact under very
intimate circumstances must be limited to contacts between persons
of the same sex. Once again, the Commission seeks facts in an area
where facts are not available. Laws forbidding disEgiTnation in
hiring on the basis of sex do not purport to erase all differences
between the sexes. These laws recognize that there are jobs for
which one sex is inherently and biologically more qualified than
those of the opposite sex. The biological difference between men
and women which in turn produce psychological differences are the
facts that justify limiting personal contact under intimate circum-
stances to those of the same sex. [footnote by court.]

The court's decision in this case is loaded with psychological jargon,
but one does not have to accept all the judge's Freudian assumptions to
recognize that he has hold of an important point: juvenile detainees are
People, entitled to respect and privacy. Even if their psyches are not
quite as tender and delicate as the judge thinks they are, it is important
for the machinery of government to accord them the minimal respect all of
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us expect of each other. To subvert this minimum respect to the demands of
ritual equalitarianism is to indulge in fetishism at the expense of real
People.

The Judge has bottomed his decision on the firm ground of the express
statutory exception for bona fide occupational qualifications, and on the
narrow judicial construction that has been made for that exception. It Is
revealing that an authoritative source, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
flatly declares that that narrow exception would be eliminated by the ERA,
and the common sense of the judge (and the American people) ignored.

Prison Security

The "loophole" specifically mentioned by the Civil Rights Commission
arises Jut of an Alabama case, Dothard v. Rawlinson. In Dothard, the U.S.
Supreme Court let stand an Alabama regulatibiTialbiting-ipposile-sex
guards from serving In "contact" positions in State pr:%cons. The following
description of Alabama prisons and the duties of Aleoama prison guards is
found in the Court's opinion:

The environment in Alabama's penitenti.les is a peculiarly
inhospitable one for human beings of oatever sex. Indeed, a
federal District Court has held that the conditions of confine-
ment in the prisons of the State,

characterized by "rampant
violence" and 'a "Jungle atmosphere." are constitutionally intol-
erable. [citation omitted.] The record In the present case showsthat because of inadequate staff

and tacilities, no attempt ismade in the four maximum-security male
oenitentiaries to classify

or segregate inmates according to their
offense or level of dan-

gerousness--a procedure that, according to expert testimony, is
essential to effective penological administration. Consequently,
the estimated 20% of the male prisoners who are sex offenders arescattered throughout the penitentiaries' Omni ory facilities.

In this environment of violence and
disorganization, it would

be an oversImplifcation to characterize
[Alabama's same-sex reg-

ulation] as an exercise in "romantic paternalism...."

The essence of a correctional
counselor's job is to maintain

prison security, A women's relative ability to maintain order ina male, maximum-security, unclassified
penitentiary of the type

Alabamannwruns could be directly reduced by her womanhood. Them'is a basis in fact for expecting
that sex offenders who have crim-

inally assaulted women in the past would be moved to do so again
if access to women were established within the prison. There
would also be a real risk that other

inmates. deprived of a normal
heterosexual environment, would assault women guards because theywore women. In a prison system where violence is the order of
the day, where innate access to guards

is facilitated by dormitory
living arrangements, where every institution is understaffed, and
where a substantial portion of the inmate population is composed of
sex offenders mixed at random with other prisoners. there are few
yisiLle deterrents to innate assaults on women custodians.

Appellee Rawlinson's own expert testified that dormitory housien
for aggressive inmates poses a greater security problem than
single-cell loctuns, and further testified that it would be unwise
to use women as guards in a prison where even 10% of the inmates
had been convicted of sex crimes and were not segregated from the
other prisoners. The likelihood that inmates would assault a woman
oecause she was a woman would pose a real threat not only to the
victim of the assault but also to the basic control of the penitentiary
and protection of its inmates and other security personnel. The
employee's very womanhood would

thus directly undermine her capacity
to provide the security that IS the essence of a correctional counsel-
our's responsibility.

There was substantial testimony from experts on both sides of
this litigation that the use of women as guards in "contact"
positions under the existing conditions In Alabama maximum-
security male penitentiaries would pose a substantial security
problem, directly linked to the sex of the prison guard...Jo

''Fe recOedcontatns evidence of an attack on a female clerical
worker in an Alabama prison, and of an incident involving a woman
student who was taken hostage during a visit to one of the maximum-
security institutions. [footnote by court.]
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Conclusions

if bona fide occupational qualifications are eliminated, and the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights assures us that the Equal Rights Amendment will
eliminate them, there will be important--and unwanted--effects on medical
privacy, juvenile institutions, prisons, and other areas of American life.

the examples discussed in this paper make plain, the concept of
. :y embodied in the Equal Rights Amendment, as explicated by its

advocates, is not always compatible with privacy as understood by the average
American. The United States legal system currently allows the competing
interests of equality and privacy to be worked out in a reasonable manner.
with Congress establishing a high, but not totally impassable, wall against
sex discrimination in emnloyment. The plain language of the ERA provides
no basis for reasonable exceptions.

Will the courts permit reasonable exceptions anyway? The United
States Commission on Civil Rights says "no," and it says so plainly and
unequivocally.
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IF'rnm the Well Street Journal, F'eb. 5, 14141
LIBERTY & EQUALITY OR FRATERNITIES

(By George S. Toll)

I am sure your editorial Aside anent Amherst fraternities (Feb. 23) was meant to
be amusing, but it merely points up the fact that Orwell's Big Brother may not be
here in 1984 in every facet of society, but is certainly alive and well on many college
campuses.

The institutions of higher learning, supposedly laboratories for teaching democra-
cy, are themselves authoritarian in the highest degree. The right to peaceably as-
semble has been one of the cherished freedoms guaranteed by our constitution, but
it does not exist on the college campus. Not only at Amherst, but at Colby, and pre-
viously at Williams has a faculty decided how the students may gather and live.

If a reason is sought, it could be the fact that survey after survey has indicated
that the -)olitical orientation of academic faculty on most campuses, and especially
in the prestigious colleges of the Eastern seaboard, is far left of center. These facul-
ty membela have always looked on fraternities as bastions of conservatism, and
have seized every opportunity to discredit them or destroy them.

Feminists too, have tried to destroy the fraternities, and have pubhed for co-edu-
cational living groups. Could this be in explanation for the fact that promiscuity
and abortions are at an all-time high on campuses? It required a specific exemption
for social fraternities and sororities in the Civil Rights Act to permit single-sex orga-
nizations, but of course, if ERA is enacted, this will be out the window.

On one campus, I have been told, an attempt is being made to outlaw a group
which requires a belief in a Supreme Be;ag, because it discriminates against athe-
ists and agnostics, but the gay rights grklips, which are certainly limiting, are en-
couraged. Maybe President Reagan, a staunch fraternity man, with his interest in
voluntary prayer in schools, ought to look into the rights of students to assemble
and form their own groups, and withhold funds where this fundamental right is
threatened.

'From the Weahtiqton Poet, Sept. 14, 19841
BURNING TREE TAX EXEMPTION RULER ILLEGAL

(By Nancy Lewis and Victoria Churchville)

A Montgomery County Circuit judge ruled yesterday that the so-called Burning
Tree Club "loophole" in a Maryland tax-exemption law is urconstitutional and that
the club is not eligible for such favored status because it discriminates against
women.

Judge Irma W. Raker ordered the state not to grant the tax exemption to the club
"so long as it practices any form of discrimination in granting membership or guest
privileges," but she did not require the all-male club to accept women for member-
ship.

The ruling means that the 62-year-old club, which occupies about 225 prime acres
at Burdette and River roads and Interstate 495 in Bethesda, must be assessed at the
rate for its "highest and best use," rather than as a country club, which had ex-
empted it from taxation on 200 acres. The value of the club's tax exemption this
year was about $186,000.

Burning Tree, known as the "club of presidents" because of its elite membership
and its tradition of granting honorary privileges to top government officials, will
appeal the ruling "in due course," according to former attorney general Benjamin
Civiletti, who represented the club in the case.

('it letti said in a prepared statement that club members "believe very strongly
that their membership policy is protected by the freedom of association guaranteed
by the United States Constitution."

At least one Burning Tree member indicated yesterday that he thinks the all-
male exclusivity of the club is worth paying extra taxes to preserve.

U.S. Sen, Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), a Burning Tree member for 20 years, said the
loss of the annual tax break "will not make or break the club. It might make the
dues a little higher."

"I don't know why a woman would want to join an all-male club," said Goldwater.
"Frankly, if they admitted women, I'd leave."

Goldwater added: They should find out what the tax is, divide it by the number
of members and then add that on to everyone's dues. That shouldn't be too terribly
much."

In her 1M-page ruling. Raker held that the "primary-purpose provision" of the
state' law, which extended the country club tax exemption to single-sex clubs that
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were established as such, conflicts with the state's EcJal Rights Amendment and is
therefore "null and void."

The lawsuit, brought against the state and the club by state Sen. Stewart Bainum
Jr. and his sister, Barbara Bainum Renschler, is the latest chapter in an intensive
three-year battle over the clab's tax-exempt status.

Their lawsuit had challenged the loophole and had asked that Renschler's applica-
tion 14 membership at the club be considered.

Burning Tree is one of the premier golf clubs in the Washington area. Among its
637 members last year were House Speaker Thomas P. (Tip) 0 Neill Jr., Vice Presi-
dent Hush and Treasury Secretary Donald Ragan. The three were honorary mem-
bers who enjoy the club's privileges but are exempt from paying the $1,701) annual
membership dues and $12,188) initiation five.

Traditionally, congressional leaders, Cabinet members and Supreme Court justices
have wen invited to join Burning Tree. But modern times have spoiled some of the
club's treasured traditions: when President Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed Oveta
Culp Hobby secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, she
became the first Cabinet member not invited to join the club or attend its annual
cocktail party fur Cabinet members.

The Burning Tree controversy springs from a 1965 Maryland law that provides
country dubs economic protection against high taxes that might force conversion of
their "open spaces" to more intensive or different uses" such as commercial or res-
idential cievelapment.

The law authorizes the state to negotiate an agreement with such clubs allowing
deferral of much of their tax bill until the land is converted to another use. The
original law contains no ban on discrimination by clubs granted deferral.

But in 1972, the state enacted an Equal Rights Amendment barring sex discrimi-
nation.

The tax-exemption statute was amended in 1974 to include bans on discrimination
because of race, color, creed, sex, or national origin. But a provision stated that the
sex discrimination ban did not apply "to any club whose facilities are operated with
the primary purpose, as determined by the attorney general, to serve or benefit
members of a particular sex.. .

Burning Tree is the only club in the state that meets this criterion. The latest
contract between the club and the state was executed in 1981 and was to last 60
years.

In defending the lawsuit, Civiletti had argued that the "loophole" was not dis-
criminatory because it "applies equally to country clubs benefiting only men and
those benefiting only women" and that removing the club's tax exemption would
"unconstitutionally" impair the 1981 contract.

The so-called "Burning Tree loophole" raised the ire of women's groups and
others who complained that the taxpayers were, in effect, subsidizing a club that
discriminates against women. The issue has been addressed, though never resolved,
in various bills since 1981.

OHIO TASK FORCE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT (1975)
VERBATIM Excl.:am

a

V. CHILD CARE

A. Inadequacy of services problem
The lack of adequate child care services in the State of Ohio raises ERA problems

because the State s failure to recognize a need for insuring adequate child care is
founded on sexstereotyped attitudes about both the "proper" roles of men and
women and the "innate abilities of mothers and fathers. Mothers have traditional-
ly been considered the most qualified persons to raise children; as a result, mothers
have been given the responsibility of full-time child care while fathers have been
assigned the role of mole breadwinner. However, these traditional notions ignore the
realities of today's world. Before the recent economic decline, it was estimated
that almost five out of ten mothers with children under age eighteen were in the
labor market. The axiom that "motherhood is the life work of women" no longer
hold,4 true for a large number of Ohio's mothers.

Many women are presently unable to assume the role of full time child caretaker
for three major reasons. First, it is economically imperative for many mothers to
work to support themselves and their families. With the rising divorce rate, the
number of femaleheaded households is on the increase. In addition, many married
mothers are forced to work because their husband's income alone is insufficient to
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meet the family's needs Second, ninny mothers have personal or professional aspi-
rations in addition to those of motherhood and desire to combine the rewards of
child rearing with the challenge of participating in the adult world. Third, some
mothers are emotionally, physically or mentally unable to cope with the responsibil-
ities of full time child rearing.

Existing child care services are inadequate in terms of quantity, quality and cost.
There are only approximately 00,000 slots in licensed day care facilities throughout
the state; yet, there are approximetely 250,000 children under age six whose moth-
ers work.

The cost of quality child care to lower and middle income families is generally
prohibitive. The cost of average quality day care both in Cuyahoga and Franklin
Counties is said to be $25-$30 per child per week; for high quality service based on
an assessment of the individual child's needs, the cost may be as high as $50 per
week.

Recommendation.The Task Force recommends that the state set as a priority
during the next biennium the establishment of high quality, universally available
child care services that are funded in whole or in part by the State of Ohio.

Rationale.The equality principle embodied in the ERA requires consideration of
a new public policy on the issue of child care. Women who are mothers need to
enjoy the same freedoms and opportunities as men who are fathers. Mothers who
desire to engage in activities outside the home, either on a full or part time basis,
must have access to child care services so that they can fulfill these professional,
educational or personal goals. The thousands of mothers who are presently working
to earn a living have a right to know that their children are being properly cared
for while they are at work.

There are additional benefits to be gained b) an improved system of child care.
Child care services can help detect early childhood development problems at a time
when corrective steps can be taken. In families where a parent or child has emotion-
al, mental or physical problems, outside child care assistance can be extremely help-
ful. Most importantly, children who are presently receiving inadequate or nonexist-
ent care while their parents work would benefit from the security and structure of a
child care program. In the long run, the establishment of quality child care will
help deter juvenile delinquency and emotional and mental health problems, as well
as help strengthen the family.

in implementing the proposed recommendation, the following factors should be
considered:

High quality: In order for child care to be of high quality, it must meet the par-
ticular needs of the individual child. It is therefore necessary that any child care
plan provide a variety of programs. "Child care" need not connote a central facility
housing downs of children; there are a number of child care schemes which should
be considered. For example, quality child care can be established on a neighborhood
basis, in thy. homes of persons deemed qualified as child care workers. In addition,
parents should be permitted to take a determinative role in choosing the type of
child care setting best suited for their child. Parents should also be given the oppor-
tunity to actively participate in the operation, overall direction and evaluation of
child care services.

Universally available: Quality child cure must be available to all families who
lived such service's, irrespective of their income level. The cost of child care should
he shared by the state and the families, according to their ability to pay.

Access to child care should not be limited to families in which the parents are
absent from the home on a full time basis. Many mothers need to and/or prefer to
wi:-k only part time. Furthermore, child cure should not be limited to those families
in which the parenosi are gainfully employed. Many mothers and fathers need to be
free during portions of the day to pursue educational or personal goals and civic

An important factor in any child care plan is flexibility. Child care should be
available to parents who work night or weekends shifts, and in cases of family
enu'rgencies.

Ii. Proi Iram dci.elopment problem
Presently child day care is governed by Chapter 5104 Jf the Ohio Revised Code.

Contained within this section are numerous rules and regulations which cover re-
quirements to achieve a state license. While there is sufficient attention to physical
facilities little attention is directed to program.

Recontniemlatnnt.The Task Force further recommends the enactment of stand-
ards which speak to program.
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Rationale. -A variety of programs that enhance the developmental level of chil-
dren should be available to meet differing child care needs. Children experiencing
full-time child care clearly need different programs than children who are in child
care situations only on an occasional or part-time basis.
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OFFICES OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Muntey Building
Calvert and Fayette Streets
Bahl:nom Maryland 21202
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - EQUAL RIGHTS
- EQUAL PROTECTION - TAXING

FOR "PUBLIC PURPOSE" - ASSESSMENTS AND
TAXATION TERENCE -
"ISTAMACTION" - STATUTES - SEVEBABILIT.
PROPERTY TAX PREFERENCE FOR SINGLE-SEX
COUNTRY CLUBS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

The Honorable Stewart Hainan, dr.
211 Senate Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Dear Senator Hainan&
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You have requested our ooinion on the constitutionality of a
portion of Article SI, 11111(e) of the Maryland Cede, which author-
izes a preferential property tax assessment for country clubs
under oertaln conditions. Tone question partisularly concerns
those provisions of 11111(e)(4) that impose a prohibition against
sex discrimination by all Country clubs reoeiving thli prefer-
ential assessment, except those clubs "whose facilities are
operated with the primary purpose, as determined by the Attorney
General, to serve or benefit members of u. particular sex".

In addressing your question, we have considered in detail
the following specific issues:

1. Is there sufficient ?state action" present in 11111(e)(4)
so that the State's Equal Rights Amendment (Article 46 of the
Declaration of Rights) is violated by the exolusionary membership
and guest policies of a single-sex country club that receives the
property tax preference?

OPINION OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Cite ass Opinion No. 13-031 (August 3, 1913) (to be published
at 66 Opinions of the Attorney Cameral (less))
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2. Does authorization of a tax benefit for a single-sex
country club violate the requirement of Article 15 of the
Declaration of Rights that the State may tax and spend only for a
"public purpose"?

. 3. Does 919(0(4) violate Article 24 of the Declaration of
Rights by invidiously or irrationally discriminating between two
classes of country clubs - i.e., between (i) single-sex clubs,
which are permitted to discriminate on the basis of sex, and (ii)
all other clubs, which are prohibited from discriminating on the
basis of sex?

The central issue is not whether a single-sex country club
in Maryland may continue to close its doors to one sex. The
issue is whether Maryland's country club tax preference scheme
unconstitutionally involves the State in subsidizing sex
discrimination.

For the reasons given below, we think that it does. It Is
our opinion that implementation of 819(e)(4) does involve "state
action" and, as a consequence, the exclusionary practices of
single-sex country clubs receiving tax benefits under S19(e)
violate Article 49 of the Declaration of Rights, the Equal Rights
Amendment. Although less certain, this authorization of a tax
benefit for a single-sex country club might well also violate
Articles 15 and 24 of the Declaration of Rights.

I

The Statute: Its History and Operation

A. Overview of Statute

The General Assembly enacted the country club tax preference
- Article 81, S19(e) - as an emergency measum in 1965. See
Chapter 399, Laws of Maryland 1965 (effective April 8, 196TY7
The Preamble to the 1965 Amt declares:

risi in the general public interest that (country club) uses

should be encouraged in order to provide open spaces end
provide recreational facilities and to prevent the forced
conversion of such country clubs to more intensive or different

uses as a result of economic pressures caused by the assess-

ment of country club land and improvements at a rate or level

incompatible with the practical use of such property for
country clubs."

803. p.,
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The mechanics of the tax preference have changed very little
since 1965. The State Department of Assessments and Taxation is
authorized to make "uniform agreements" with country clubs
"relative to the assessment and taxation of lands actively
devoted to use as a country club". S19(e)(1). The initial
period to be covered by such an agreement is at the option of the
club, but may not be less than 10 years. S19(e)(5). Should the
State or the club desire to continue the arrangement, extensions
may be agreed to for additional five-year increments.
S19(e)(14). Without an extension, the agreement expires.

If a club enters into an agreement, its land is assessed for
purposes of current property tax liability on the basis of its
use as a country club and not "as if subdivided or used for any
other purpose". S19(e)(2). At the same time, the property also
is assessed on the basis of its highest and best use - i.e., as
if subdivided or more intensely developed. S19(e)(3). However,
taxes attributable to the greater assessment are deferred and do
not become payable unless the property ceases to be used as a
country club, is conveyed to a new owner unwilling to abide by
the assessment, or fails to meet the statutory definition of
"country club". 519(e)(7), (8), and (9). If any of these events
occurs, a club will be liable for up to 10 years of deferred
taxes. S19(e)(7).

An analysis of these provisions indicates that the S19(e)
tax preference, quite unlike the typical tax exemption (of.
Kimball -Tyler v. Baltimore City, 214 Md. $16, 97 (1957Trg.
constitutes a surrender of a portion of the State's taxing power
and - under the Contract Clause of the United States Constitu-
tion, which prohibits the states from "impairing the obligation
of contracts" - creates a contractual obligation that the State
is not free to impair at will. See Opinion No. 79-074 (December
14, 1979) (unpublished).

B. The Discrimination Ban

When it was first enacted in 1965, S19(e) contained no ban
against discrimination by any of the country clubs receiving the
tax preference. Those restrictions were only added to S19(e)(4)
9 years later, by Chapter 670, Laws of Maryland 1974.

As introduced, the 1974 legislation would have absolutely
prohibited all clubs that receive the tax preference from dis-
criminating in membership or guest privileges on the basis of
race, color, creed, national origin, or sex. To enforce this
antidiscrimination requirement, the statute charges the Attorney
General with determining whether a club is engaging in any pro-
hibited discrimination. In connection with a discrimination
investigation, the Attorney General is authorized to go to court
for issuance of a subpoena for club records. Before the Attorney
General may make a determination that a club has engaged in
discriminatory practices, the Attorney General must afford a
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hearing to the club. If a "pattern of discrimination" is thendetermined to exist, the Attorney General must try to resolve thematter by consent agreement. If the club violates that consentagreement or refuses to enter into a consent agreement, theAttorney General must then issue a cease and desist order. Onlyif that cease and desist order has been violated is the club's
preferential assessment placed in jeopardy: upon violation of theorder, the tax advantage will be withdrawn until the Attorney
General determines that the club is again in compliance with thelaw.

Before passage of the 1974 legislation, an amendment to thebill was adopted, adding the following exemption for single-sexclubs:

'The provisions of this (sulimmtkm with respect to
discrimination in sex shall not apply to any club whose
facilities are operated with the primary purpose, u determined
by the Attorney General, to serve a? benefit members of a
particular WIG..."

Thus, as finally enacted, the Attorney General was givensomewhat anomalous duties. In most cases, the Attorney Generalis called upon to investigate and determine whether discrimina-tion exists, so as to trigger the statute's antidiscriminationenforcement scheme. In the case of single-sex clubs, however,the converse is true: the Attorney General is called upon toinvestigate and determine whether discrimination exists to such adegree - i.e., whether the "primary purpose" of the club is toserve members of a particular sex - as to justify an outrightexemption from this antidiscrimination enforcement scheme. Inmost cases, then, the Attorney General is requir.4 to investigate
prohibited discriminatory practices, for the purpose of takingpunitive action: In the case of single-sex country clubs,however, the Attorney General is asked to certify that the club's"primary purpose" is, in effect, a discriminatory one, for the
purpose of authorizing a continued tax preference.

C. Prior Implementation of Exemption

In February of 1978, the then Attorney General reached justsuch a conclusion in an investigation of Burning Tree CountryClub in Montgomery County. As a result of that investigation, heconcluded that Burning Tree, a single-sex country club,"complied" with the statutory exemption. (To date, Burning Treeis the only single-sex country club in Maryland that has quali-fied for a tax preference under the exemptir-.)

His findings stressed that women were not allowed to enteror use clubhouse facilities - described by Burning Tree as beingdevoted solely to golf and "its attendant pastimes" - and that noother events, to which women might be expected to be invited,
were ever held at the club. See Determination Letter from Jon P.
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Oster, Deputy Attorney General, to M. Everett Parkipson,
President of Burning Tree Country Club (February 15, 1978).a In
concluding that this single-sex club "complied" with the
statutory exemption, the former Attorney General adopted the
club's position that "Whe only way the club could be 'operated'
to serve both sexes would he by building a substantial addition
to the clubhouse which would have the effect of requiring major
changes in the location of the first tee, the ninth tee and the
eighteenth green". Id.

II

State Action under the Equal Rights Amendment

A. Introduction

Maryland's Equal Rights Amendment ("ERA") was adopted in
1972 as Article 46 of the Declaration of Rights. It provides
that: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be abridged or
denied because of sex." This Office has consistently viewed the
words "under the law" as indicating that the constitutional pro-
hibition applies only to (i) governmental entities and (ii)
private organizations affected by "state action". See 68
Opinions of the Attorney General , (1983) [Opinion SNT7 83-
010 (March 7, 1983)1; 65 Oeinions orne Attorney General 103,
103 (1980); 83 Opinions of the Attorney General 246, 250 (1870.

Clearly, a single-sex country club receiving a tax prefer-
ence under S19(e) is not a governmental entity. However, we
believe it to be equally clear that, under S19(e), such an entity
is affected by "state action".6

B. Elements of State Action

There are probably as many approaches to defining "state
action" as there are cases and litigants in this evolving area of
constitutional law. For example, the courts of some states, in
enforcing state constitutional provisions, have felt free to find
"state action" more readily than the Supreme Court has done in
treating cases arising under the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution. See, e.g., Sharrock v. Dell Buick-

I An exception to this rule permitted wives to purchase Christmas gifts for their
husbands from the club's pro shop.

2 On at least two prior occasions, this Office reserved decision on whether state action

would be found in the discrimination practices of a tax exempt private club. See 63
Opinions of the Attorney General 246 (1978); 56 Opinions of the Attorney Generangg
(1971).
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Cadillac, Inc., 45 N.Y.2d 152, 160 (1978).3 Other courts havesuggested that the test for finding "state action" may vary,depending on the circumstances: For example, a court might be
more inclined to find state action in situations involving raceor sex discrimination than in those involving some other
constitutional violation. See, e.g., Writers Guild of America,
West, Inc. v. FCC, 423 P.Supp. 1064, 1135-36 (C.D. Cal. 1976).
Similarly, a court might be more likely to find state action In
disputes where governmental agencies or officials have themselves
been sued than in those where only private parties areinvolved. See, e.g., Naranjo v. Alverno College, 487 F.Supp.
635, 637 (E.5Wis. 1980i.

We need not here consider how a Maryland court might respond
to suggestions that a more lenient test be applied to the ERA.In our view, even it the court were to apply the more recent,
relatively stringent Fourteenth Amendment "state action" tests ofthe Supreme Court, it would find state action in S19(e)(4).

In a trio of cases decided in June of 1982, the Supreme
Court attempted to clarify its past, uften conflicting precedents
on state action and to formulate a new set of rules to guide that
judicial inquiry. See Lugar v. Edmondson Oil Co., Inc., 457U.S. 1102 S.M.:1744J (1982); Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 457U.S. 1102 S.Ct. 2764) (1982); Blum v. Yaretft, 457U.S. -T102 S.Ct. 27771 (1982).

In Lugar v. Edmondson Oil, the majority opinion distilled
the entire "state action" analysis into two distinct inquiries:

1. Whether the alleged constitutional de-
privation was caused by the exercise of some
right or privilege created by the state, by a
rule of conduct imposed by the state, or by a
person for whom the state is responsible; and

2. Whether the party charged with the
deprivation is a person who may be fairly
said to be a "state actor". Id. 457 U.S.
at 1102 S.Ct. at 2754).

The first inquiry is relatively straightforward. The secondinquiry, in contrast, is ordinarily the more difficult and com-
plex one, because mere action by a private party pursuant to a

3
Indeed, even in applying the Fourteenth Amendment, the leading Maryland case on

"state action" similarly seems to be more willing to find state action than have the
federal courts. Compare Statom v. Board of Commissioners, 233 Md. 57 (1963)
(Furnishing free use of public school buildings to segregated boys' club violates the
Fourteenth Amendment) with Golcen v. Biscayne Bay Yacht Club., 530 P.2d 16 (5th Cir.
1976), cert. dent; .4 429 U17117-271976) (Preferential city lease with discriminatory yacht
club not sufficient "state action").
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statute is not, without "something more", sufficient to
characterize that party as a "state actor". Id. 457 U.S.
at 1102 S.Ct. at 2755).

In its trio of "state action" eases, the Supreme Court
clarified the tests for finding this "something more". For
example, the Court held that a state financial subsidy to a
private entity does not, of itself, make the decisions of that
entity "state action". Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 457 U.S.
at 1102 S.Ct. at 27711. Similarly, the Court said that mere
state regulation of a private entity does not, of itself, supply
the "something more" needed for "state action". Blum v.
Yaretsky, 457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct. at 27881.

However, the Court also said that any one of the following
tests, standing alone, does give rise to "state action":

1. A state can be held responsible for a
private decision when it has exercised
"coercive power" or has provided such "sig-
nificant encouragement", either overt or
covert, that the choice must in law be deemed
to be that of the state. Blum v. Yaretsky,
457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct. at 278e).

2. State action can exist when a private
party performs a "public function" that has
traditionally been the exclusive prerogative
of the state. Id. 457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct.
at 2789-901.

3. Extensive and detailed state regulation
of a private entity can amount to state action
if there is a sufficiently "close nexus"
between the state and the challenged action of
the regulated entity so that the action of the
latter may be fairly treated as that of the
state itself. Id. 457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct.
at 27851.

4. A "symbiotic relationship" between the
state and a private entity can constitute
state action when the state profits from the
discriminatory conduct. Rendell-Baker, v.
Kohn, 457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct. at 2772]."

4 The first three of these "tests" have been denominated, respectively, the "state
compulsion" or "state encouragement" test, the "public function" test, and the "nexus"
test. See Lugar v. Edmondson 00, 457 U.S. at 1102 S.Ct. at 27551. The fourth - the
"symbiaie reia on 4.- antlysis 'as been saiFto Oa: one branch of the "nexus" test.
Id. it is clear that only one of th .., tests need be satisfied for state action to be found.
Ia.
AN/M1111
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C. Application

In our view, each of the applicable inquiries and tests is
satisfied when applied to S19(e)(4).

First, the source of the country club tax preference Is
state law. Moreover, it is state law that, while generally
imposing a ban against sex discrimination for clubs receiving the
preference, nevertheless exempts a club from that oan If theState, acting through the Attorney General, makes an affirmative
determination that the club operates with the primary purpose of
denying its facilities entirely to members of one sex. Thus, the
"privilege" both to fully discriminate against members of one sexand, at the same time, to receive a substantial tax benefitu Is
"created by" state statute. And because this privilege istriggered by a finding that state authorities are required by lawto make, a tax-supported club that discriminates against members
of one sex becomes "a person for whom the State isresponsible". Lugar v. Edmondson Oil, 457 U.S. at .1102 S.Ct.
at 2754) .

Second, although the State might not t *coercing" clubsinto sex discrimination, it is certainly providing "significant
encouragement" to that end. Clubs that are willing to close
their facilities entire' to members of one sex receive both a
tax advantage and freedom from governmental scrutiny of their
membership and guest practices. In contrast, clubs not willing
to make such a total commitment to sex discrimination are subject
to the ban and, on violation of that ban, to loss of their tax
advantage.

And this tax advantage is not a' typical tax exemption
involving "mere passive state involvement". Cf. Wnlz.v. Tax
Commission of City of New York, 397 U.S. 664, 89f-11970).0 Under

5
For example, in 1981, the Burning Tree country Club was given a preferential

assessment that was based cm a "country club use" value of $1,027,570
rather than on the

property's "highest and best use" value of $11,487,800. Under a "highest and best usew
valuation, Burping Tree would have been required to pay the State a tax of $158,0011.92.
As a result of the "enuntry club use" valuation, however, it paid only $25,890.17 - a net
tax savings, for but one year, of $130,312.75.

IS We recognize, as we must, that the recent Supreme Court "state action" decisions -Ncy Blum v. Yarenft, 45'i U3. (102 S.Ct. 2771 (1982) - appear to undercut thevitality of older, lower court Wises that have stack down or questioned as
unconstitutional the grant of a tax exemption to racially discriminatory private or socialclubs on the basis of very limited "state action" inquiry. See Pitts v. Dept. of Revenue.State of Wisconsin, 333 F.Supp. 862 (E.D. Wis. 1971); Med-Offen v. Connell 338 P.Supp.
448 (D. D.C. 1972); Falkenstein v.De.t.oflvenue state of Or 0 P.Supp. 887
(D. Ore. 1972), appeahiSitiiss et on, 409 U.S.1094 (1973); Cornelius
v. Benevolent Protective Order a Elks 382 Puhupp. llsy. 1187 (D. Conn. 1974 BrtFineon
(continued)
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S19(e), a qualifying country club receives more than a mere tax
advantage. It benefits from the State's constitutionally-
enforceable obligation not to substantially and without
justification impair its agreement to confer that tax advantage
and, as such, it receives a surrender of a portion of the estate's
sovereign power to tax. See Opinion No. 79-074 (December 14,
1979) (unpublished). Cf.TEMball-Tyler v. Baltimore Cit , 214
Md. 88, 97 (1957). Even the General Assemb y could not, w thout
justification, abrogate such agreements. This is no ordinary tax
break. It is the State putting its entire weight behind the
purposes and policies of, and the terms and conditions set forth
in, S19(e).

Third, as the Preamble to the 1985 Act makes clear, the
country club tax preference seeks to impose a "public function" -
namely, land use control - cn the recipients of the tax prefer-
ence. This function, which is akin to the zoning power, has tra-
ditionally and exclusively been associated with the powers and
prerogatives of government.

Fourth, we think it obvious that a "close nexus" exists
between the regulatory activities of the State and the sexually
discriminatory practices of a single-sex country club. This is
so because the single-sex country club can obtain its tax
advantage cly upon a State determination that it is in fact
discriminating to the liaTirst extent possible. When a state
statute that promotes a state program of open space preservation
also provides a special exemption from a state tax on the very
condition that certain discriminatory practices have been
certified to by the state's attorney general, it is the State
that is acting. That the statutory scheme commands the attorney
general to identify and endorse discriminatory practices which
the State constitution expressly forbids to the State itself -
and that the state fiso is employed to underwrite these

v. Rutherford Lodge No. 547, B. & P. 0. of Elks, 319 A.2d 80 (N.J.Sup. Ct. 1974). See

also Opinion of the Attorney General for State Tax Commission, State of Idaho (Feb. -i$;

T6T3). But see ,atonv. Grubbs 329 11.2d 710, 713 (4th Cir. 1964) (A tax exemption by

itself may nOrimposepon the recipient the restrictions of the Fourteenth Amendment,

but may attain significance when viewed in combination with other attendant state
involvement.).

We do note, however, that in Bob Jones University v. United State!, U.S. 1103
S.M. 2017, 2032) n. 24 (1983), the Supreme Court did reserve for deasion t1ie Om of
whether the denial of tax exempt status to racially discriminatory schools was required

ty the equal protection component of the Fifth Amendment. Because we find "state
action" in so many other features of 819(e), we need not decide whether the conferral of

a tax preference, by itself, to a sexually discriminatory private club constitutes "state
action" under the ERA.
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practices? - are ironies that only serve to highlight the State's
pervasive participation in these practices.

Finally, as the former Attorney General's determination in
the Burning Tree Country Club Investigation indicates, 519(0)(4)
fosters a "symbiotic relationship" between the single-sex club
and the State. Maryland "profits" not only from the open space
for which it bargained but, uniquely in the case of a single-sex
club, it might well obtain its full share of that open space only
because the club discriminates against one sex or another. Asexpressed in the 19711 Determination Letter to Burning Tree
Country Club, "(Oho only way the club could be 'operated' toserve both sexes" would be by cutting into the club's openspace.9

D. Conclusion

Under Maryland's Equal Rights Amendment, once state action
is found to exist, no justification is sufficiently compelling to
sanction sex discrimination. -Ii; Rand v. Rand, 280 Md. 508
(1977).4

On the basis of the various factors described above, we have
no doubt that state action exists here* a single-sex country club
receiving a tax preference under Article 11, 519(e) violates the
ERA when It excludes the opposite sex as members and guests; and
the State violates the ERA when, pursuant to that same state
statute, it encourages, endorses, and benefits :ron suchdiscrimina Ion."

See note 5 ;bows.

See text act ompsnying note 1 above.

9 We have recognized an exception to the ERA where date classifications are premised
on a characteristic unique to one sex. S Abg.0 85 Opinion' of the A norm General 108
(1980). See also Article 49B, M,---Olch exempts from the Stairrublio
AccommocaTons-Liw those facilities "which are uniquely private and personal In nature,
designed to accommodate only a particular sex". We do not believe that golf and wits
attendant pastimes" text accompanying note 1 above) fit that description.

19 You have also asked whether S19(eX4), as applied to the discriminatory
practices of a

single-sex country club, violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. Unlike the Maryland ERA, the
Fourteenth Amendment will permit sex discrimination under certain eIrcumstances. Cf.
Roatker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57 (1911) (upholding male-only draft registratia.
However, a party seeking to uphold a statute or practice classifying

individuals on the
basis of sex and challenged under the Fourteenth Amendment must carry the burden of
showing an "exceedingly persuasive Justification" for the classification. Ifirchbe v.eenstra 450 U.S. 455, 451 (1981) (quoting personnel Administrator of Mess. v. Peen447 S. 258, 273 (1979)). That burden is me s ow ng t t the uica on
(continued)
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How ERA Would Change Federal Laws
Proponents ,t1 tlw Equal Rights Amendment often argue.

We 'eel 1.11.4 la-tame tiOn Federal laws 'Incriminate on
At /suit of %es flits repot esamtsws Iliac MX) laws and how
FR A would change then, It Is how mu nation would lw
dramatic ills changed if eer became part of the L S
'ineditidion

The source of the "ii119 laws" argument is a 2311-page
1..11 moths! ties Thai in she I'S emir .4 Report of she ('.5

ollInitI1011 nn ( Scil flights published in April 1977 The L. S
61111111 tttttttt nil Rights is a Federal agency established by

I ..ogress to msestigate and studs ilitcrtintnalton and make
'epos to (...egress

SIC Him to the .4 (We was admits written by Roth
Rader Ginsburg and Brenda FeigeFasteatt (who were paid
with Ins hinds under ',attract No CltiAltadoi Ginsburg is
one of Ili' two nom .0,14.1y minted rrt,- ERA lawyers Iles
mow appears otw tot the feminist ass yen in most of Ow
gently' caws that has,. remised the Supreme Cram in the last
decade St the time Sex Rios was written. she was a prulesior
of law at Colombia Law Schad and used ale assistants. of IS
I:1111111111.1 Lin 'lc hool students In PAO President Jimmy
'after appointed Ginsburg to the second highest court in our

minors. the 1' 5 (hurt of Appeals for the District id rag.
nmha Feigen-Fasteau was a director of the Women's Rights
Feint for the American Cord [Armes ['flints. and has ats-
'warm! In Pi Inivolifk and Miser debates on ERA with Phyllis
Schlalls

1 Ion. Set Mai in the S rode us a gond Miles tit what
ER A would du It was w niters Its llw two top ERA activist
female law sets. it was published by the 1' 5 Iinmmissintt on

nil Rights. and it was funded by the Federal Government
during the f.arter Admituitration

Set Rios in she (' S Code was written anti published in
mile, to Ovoids all the Federal laws that discriminate against
women. and to recommend the specific changes demanded by
the %Innen.% III. movement in order to eliminate "set hiss"
and to conform to -the emialits min, iple" if ERA ip 101 Sex
Bias in Ow S rusk make A clear that, if ERA were eser
added In the Constitution. ERA *mild accomplish all these
changes in one stroke Sex Bias in she (1 S Code alto makes it
clear that ERA activists are try ig tc acctimplish the same
ro suits Inr thanking Federal statutes Tlw ERAers are con
Omits pressuring the Pwsident and 1 attired to eliminate all
the laws that thscrinunate ten accomit of set

Sri Mai in Ow S Code is. therefore a handbook to
prose what the FBA will do and what the FRAert want The
book proves that the legal I onsequemrs of ERA and the social
and political goals of the ERAers are radical. Irrational. and

82

unacceptahle to Americans Sex Alas convicts the ERAers out
of their own months In the New of the authors, all the pro
pined changes listed in Sex Rios are needed in order to achieve
the equality principle" of ERA

Si, old adage warns, "Would that mine enemy had
written a hook Well. the top ERA lawyers wrote one, and
they've provided a powerful weapon against ERA Ilere Is a
summary of the changes demanded b the hook Sex Bias in
she S Code All quotations he'll/VI are directly from the book
and are Identified Itv page numbers

ERA Changes in Employment
The hos helnw shows what changes ERA will bring in

employ mint

That's right, NOTIIINtil Sex Itc.i In she (1S Code proves
that IRA will do absolutely nothing in employment' Sex Rim
In the S rode explodes all the plums arguments made by
the ERAers shout the Mali discriminalistn and "S9t

Sex flirts tries to claim that two Federal laws discriminate
stn set in employment and both claims me completely Idle
Sex Bias falsely claims that there is a "sever differential in
41 L' S C #11 setting a minimum agent 16 for hays and 18 for
girls employed hs public contractors "Ip 2171 The fact is that
the age was equalised fur boys and girls in 1968 Ser Rios
falsely claims that annum are prohihited from working In coal
mines (p 217) The fact is that more than 3,000 women are
mot miner% today

ERA Changes in the Military
I. Women must be drafted when men are drafted.
"Supyaders of the equal rights principle firmly select draft or
combat exemption for women. as Congress did when it re'
fiord to qualify the Equal Rights Amendment by Incorpo-
rating any military service exemption The num' rights
principle implies that women must he soloed to the draft If
men are. that military assiomrnIs must be made on the basis
of individual capacity rather than set Ip 218)

"Equal rights and m1)1,11111011101 lot met and women implies
that women must he subject to draft registration If men are
Ciingrestional debate on the Equal Rights Amendment points
clearly loan understanding of this effect on the Amendment."
(p 202)
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1. Women must he assigned to military combat duty.

-Until the combat eshuion Inv women is eliminated. women
who choose to pursue a career in the military will continue to
1w held hack by restrictions unrelated to their individual
&Wos Implementation of the equal rights principle requires
a unitary lystrin of appantment. assignment. promotion.
stns harp. and irtirement, a system that cannot he founded on
a tombai esclusion for oilmen ip 26)

:1. Affirmative action must be applied to equalire the
number of men and women in the armed services.

'The need bit aflunianye einem aid flu transition measures
es pato daily strong in the umionned services 2119

4. We Hoist recruit an equal number of women Into the
military academies.

Arcane entrance to the academies enables a person to obtain
the efilICJIHNI necessary fur edited status and advancement
oppetunitey the equal rights principle mandates equal access
to the academes (p 27)

ERA ( the Family
1. The traditional family concept nI husband as bread

winner and wife as homemaker must be eliminated.

1 ongress and the President should direct their attention to
the 111111p pi that pervades the Code 161 the adult world Is
(and dumb' gel divide-if into two classes independent meta,
whine primary respunsihility is to win bread for a family and
dependent women. whose primary responsihility is to care for
children and household This concept must be eliminated
from the remit. if it is to reflect the equality principle (p 2061

It is a prime reviimmendateun of this repeat that all legislation
bawd on the bleadwiniling. husband dependent, Mime.
making wife pattern be ierall using precise functional de-
icripion in lieu of gross gender classification Ip 212)

-A scheme built upon the hreadwinniog husband handl dr
pendent homemaking wife concept inevitably treats the
woman's efforts er aspirations in the economic sector as less
important than the man's 209)

2. The Federal Government must provide comprehensive
government childcare.

"The irerrasinglY common two-earner family pattern should
impel development of comprehensive program of
goserninent.supporteol Child Care fp 210

3. The right to determine the family residence must be
taken away from she husband.

Title 41 provisions un homestead rights of married vemples
are premised tin the assumption that a husband is uthorised
to determine the family's residence This 'husband's prerog
alive' is obsolete (p 214)

4. Homestead law must give twice as much benefit to a
married couple who live separate and apart from each
other as to a husband and wife who live together.

-Married iinovkm who chow to live together wuuld he able to
enter upon only one tract at a tine (p 175)

-Croupier willing no live split could make entry on twn tracts
(p 170/

5. No-fault divorce must be adopted nationally.

"Consideration should he given to revision of 3$ U ti C N191
(31 to reflect the trend toward niefault divorce Ip 1591

"Retention 01 a fault concept in provisions referring to win-...
ration is questionable in light of the trend away from faith
determinatlims in the dissolution of marriages (pp 214-2151

E. The government must provide "paternity" leave for
childrearing as well as maternity leave.

"A provision of Title 211 (#904) anthodres 'maternity' leave
ro the warm that leave is authorized Ins rhdelrerring rs Ills.
timid heel from childhearine. fathers as well as mothers
1614141 he eligible Ip 2131

-hi government schools oversew, lease may le taken by a
teacher Inc 'maternity' purposes Roth male and female
teachers may wish to take 'parental' leave III care for their
infant children, and there is no msfification for limiting such
leave to female teachers (pp 100.197)

7. The rule of motherhood must be restricted to the veil,
few months In which a woman is pregnant and nunIng
her baby. Mothers are not entitled to any special benefits
or protections for motherhood responsibilities beyond
that.

The references are to 'maternal' health or welfare and
'mothers Those terms *meld he apprniriately descriptive
only if the programs invnlved were confined to care for
pregnant women and lactating mothers (p 212)

6. The law must not assume that a woman takes her
husband's name upon remarriage.

"VI U S #3020 prohibits delivery of benefit checks to
'willows' /of veterans' whom the postal employee believes to
have remarried. loiless the mall is addressed to such widow in
the name she has acquired by her remarriage As written, the
penyision implies that women automatically acquire a new
name upon remarriage. an implication Inconsistent with
current law and the equality principle (p 156)

ERA Changes in Moral Standards
I. The age of consent for sexual acts must be reduced to 12

years old.

-Eliminate the phrase 'carnal knowledge of any female. not
his wife who has not attained the age of 10 years' and sub.
dime a Federal. sesnentral definition of the offense . A
person is guilty of an offense if he engages in a sexual act with
another person, not his spouse. and the other person Is. in
fact. less than 12 years old (p 102)

2. Bigamists must have special privileges that other felons
don't have.

"This section restricts certain rights, including the right to vote
or hold office. of bigamists. persons 'cohabiting with more
than one woman.' and women cohabiting with a higamist
Apart from the male/female differentials. the provision is of
questionahle constitutionality since it appears In encroach
impermitsihly upon private relationships (pp 114.1961

3. Prostitution must be legalized: it is not sufficient to
change the law to sea.neutral language.

-Prostitution proscripinns are +11h/eel to several constitutional

813.
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and isOn obits mint Ponimition J. 4 oliteinlial 4.1641,61'1'11
WW1, 1. arguold, within the zone of prisass priartird by
lerent imotitutional deism lllll tp 97)

monimitimi liminess 1, a Mine 111 a rrinimal aside
is ..11 to ilehote !tellable Jolliet oelirotelliat prostitution Is
11,4 rilJpor I... lot 111 1 Iir Tread 01 here:II rItsrase, and Mau
inottitotion plus. J 014111 and elf, I g role in organised
111111..11.1 Julldts p 'Hi
1 Mir Di 1/111,1,11/11, debug 41111 latilt"1, low lam. and

'MAI 1101101i Jle .110 ruminators MI iii,,, lair 1111.11. Is J

ition log notional mosement lermnulrudmg iiii ialdril dr
110111.111/41 I.1 10001101 100 4101 Ih mintiiiition biomes.'

4, mond tidos implementing ryal rights and mill. Mind
pnsa,s prin. iples pp 215 2 Ito

I the Mann %IA mud he repealed: women should not be
motel led Irons had men.

the Marin A. t prohibits the lionvortat lllll of n and
Kok fio olonitution detrain hers m sus other llllll 'oral par
pm .1111 b n fait imam's' to illegal 41 Is kill
rw lllll UMW.% ..111 111111111 I .0 well. appeals too broad 4101
,Apie 10 Ille 1.01111 0 herr Lin 1000 e 01 the .0 10 II, plint rule .I
Is hatills omplird pawn the lunation of pinoi
now Ili All J, ille form rhe Moon Sri alai it ollentive because
01 fhr tillage 01 011111101 II prillItiale, 11 Mar Mean' 10
1111.110 / Ii.ab ihr sdlJllloln 111110.01 JIIII i Militia/011AI Ira(111

Vao0104, Mil gill, 1111. M. l II a1111 girls who if Risen a
Ito !mar isuld w Jii 1011111.1111111111:11.1111, 114,1 brig, giant
wises mot mothers and useful uterus is the murk con

pria lamed the a. t was 11091111 In proteel weal,
11 Iron kill Olen .pp 48.11)

S. nape laws mutt he rewritten in ses.neutral language.

ses 01.01r41 del illilt011 01 rape 11101111 Ile Ailed to Title IS
ot Tulle III and viten rill" lInoughont fin Me definition of the
ollruM .p Ilt11

otren1 pfosnnnn deolitig with statutors rape. rape, and
1110011 01.01 are Ilea riminaturs on then face 2151

6. Prisons and reformatories must he set-Integrated.

II the grand design .4 mill institutions is to prepare inmates
fur return to the a-imprimis as persons equipped to benefit
from and umtrilmte in usd toilets. then perpetuation of
single sex institutions Mould be nips test I U 0$411142,

tarring the %Manes Iienrralln,ummn.nnrlardOffemleis
10 as adahle mutable. and appriiimate' institutions. Is not xi
illy rimmators lin Its fare It h1111111 110 he applied. in It 1100
it. to permit consideration of a peram's gender as a factor
making J 1 iir it near ontilutioti appropriate of suitable Inr that
person up Mir

(banal, the tome and eliminate the single set character of
the National Training School for tiros Change the rume
and elmunate the single sex character of the Federal
mators for Women as pan of the larger reorganization of the
Federal correctional system necessitated by the equal tights
p -Iple ,p 101)

7 In the merchant marine, provisions for passenger
accommodations most lw sesieutralized, and women
may not have more bathrooms than men,

"sfi I SC #152 establishes different regulatirms for male and
female occupant's of diouhle berths, confines male passenger.
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without *ors to the Tureiwri. id the ,essel, and segregates
mumattred females in a separate and elms! imnpuillment 46
1 St #111 regimes plusision of a bathroom for ever) BM
male passengers for their rtrhune time and titre for Sit
female pawmgers for the esclusive isse of females and young
chddieo "1p IOW

lb 1 SC 0152 aught lw changed to allow double nunneries
b. tai. 'coinciding adults Hequiremems for separate
bailmmi Mors stipulated in Section 153 Mould le re
tamed hot Noah/ell so that the ratio of persons to builds is
not sees deter lllll red 11 1921

ERA ( liatigcs in Edlication
I. Singleies schools and colleges, and singlesex school and

college activities must be sesdniegrated

-The equal rights piimsple Wks toward a world in which
own and women function as full and equal whirrs, with
artificial harriers reposedsed and opportuntts imallected by a
persons gender Preparation for such Y *add requires chin.
maimed les wiuration in all prilillr institution% where edit.
Aim and training mow (II 1011

2. Allboys' a id allgirls' wield/Minns must he sea'
integrated because separatehutequal organisations
perpetuate stereotyped sex roles.

"%orients ettatillthes1 In Congress hi aid and eilmate soling
people on their May 10 adulthood should Ise geared toward a
amid in which equal opportunds for men and women Is a
I rimlamental principle In some caws. separate ehiln under
one =bridle out might he a suitable solution. at least for a
tiansition 'rental In ether caws, the educational purpose
would be served hest hs immediately extending membership
to both sexes in a single organisation (pp 219.2201

3, Fraternities and sororities must be smeintegraied,
"Replace wililyr fraternity and sorority chapters with 'social
societies 1691

4. The Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, and other
congressionally-chartered youth organizations, must
change their names and their purposes and become
sex-Integrated.

-Sir organizations. which restrict memhenhip 10 VW Sell,
(inrush educational. financial, social and other assistance to
their young members These Include the Boy Scouts (36 S C
0#21.29). the Girl Scouts (3611 S C # #31.34. 31i, 391. Future
Farmers of America , Boys' Chubs ref America Big
Brothers of America , and the Naval Sea Cadets Corp The
Ibis Scouts and Girl Scouts, while ostensibly providing
'separate but equal' benefits to both sexes, perpetuate stereo-
typed sea roles to the ester', that they carry out
congressionally-mandated purposes 31i11 S C 023 defines the
porpne of the roy Scouts as the promotion of the ability of
boys to do things for themselves and others, to train them in
,coutcralt, and to teach them patriotism, courage, sell-
reliance. and kindred virtues The purpose of the Girl
Scouts. on the other hand. Is to promote the qualities of
truth, loyalty. helpl ulness, friendliness. courtesy, purity,
kindness, obedience, cheerfulness, thriftiness, and kindred
virtues among girls, as a preparation lor their resprinsihilitirs
in the home and Ins service to the community (36 U
635 )" (pp (48.146)

"Organisations that bestow material benefits on their mem-
ber, should consider a name change to reflect extension of
membership In both sexes land' should be revised to cam



loom to thew t hallows I .ingress should refuse in reale iii. h
ws segregated organotations on the [Moire Review of the
moire" Aral at unities d all thew chiles should i.e undertaken
to al teimint wit ther thes perpetuate ssrole sterentspes
(pp I r I Ps,
5. The 4.11 Ross and fads Clubs must he wwintegrated into

4-11 south Clubs.
-I fungi. 11111W pr./11,1 (little 1 II Met s 4111I II Mk I hilts' should
it rho t , tem of the hilt* la 0111111114te gregiltl

. 1 II 5 nook I lolls op I Po
B. Men and women should be required bi labile the flag In

the 'sone way.
Dilleiemt, 11.14%1,11 men aial women' on the alit'aorited

method of saluting the flag smell tImmtAtivi III .o .

11171 .111 lino

IAL1 (:Itaitges lit Social Sccority
fuse sol rap set Witt ietlion in Sex thin in the V S Code

us 111lItel1'sI% oil of date It 11.11 hel. Obildetell by Supreme
1111(1 decision% and natutors vhanges Its Congress There is

W(/ WI dm rumnation hi Social 'Seconds 'talon Tlw working
rts ruses tlw same 111.111.14 A% the working man r:

dependent Midland iv( else, the same !wont it as Ih.
dependent wife ERA should have no ellesl on Social Spew
rots

FBA (:haliges its Lingo:sp.
I i be .nerleheltning moods of he MIO Federal laws

,tin simulate nn at 4111111144 wt mends invoke
the use ill sat ailed semi" north which the ERAers are
Irving ht. minor out of the English language Alwnl 750 out of
th sal. lunges in Federal laws demanded Its the EliArn are
ridiculous weliant haloes Ilene it A partial list of the me-
colic nook who h Sri Mal in the VS Code wants censored
out of sly Federal !WW1 rite Inllnwmg is a list of specific
hg toninwooded word t lunges (pp I5 Hi. 52 541
Words To Br Removed Words To we Substituted

mammotr
man woman
mankind
manpower
honhand. wile
mother. lather

r. ho4her
entryman
serviceman
midshipman
loongthotemen
chauman
1"Am/stet
photo. lothestom
w iclunan
!memo.
newdmov
businessman
salesman
duties od seamanship
-(n man" is smell
the, her oreferenee to ship)
he or she
her or him
hers or Mt

+rUheial
person, human
houtoanits
human IMAM es
spouse

parent

enterer
iervterestember
multhippennn
steveolores
chairperson, the chair
pootollice director
plainwlothesperson
watchperson
line installer, line maintainer
orusearrier
himonsperson
salesperum
nautical or seafaring duties
In stall
It. its
he 'she
her 'him
hers

2 In another piece of nonsense. Sex Rios demands that
Ongres c mate a female anti litter symbol to match "Johnny

HorInon

809

bother mow aroanted male reierent c. regulates use
of the "ohms 1111(171111' Anil litter %stilton! nth set
Iirenh le of Ow °mammamon and proles for of the
1.11%1(1 cot dt1111111 114. M1111/11.111ellird With a female
figure prunoMing the Sallie %Ant, The twtoligures %tumid
by depicted as persons of espial strength of chars.
ilisplas mg equal I amiliarils and concern with the Imam
HI our clowns 1p illan
1 1111 the taller halal Set /WI shows its Ilsittlerls los

olconandlog that the "Wonsien's Nacos- in the I S Demon
mod of I.Jhtlf l continued Although the :anions admit that
this Is -inappritpriate. it n uhviouslv set discriminators).
diet simpls 111'11141111 It anyway

Ike Women's Hureom is a (111.W.1( and proper oilit e
for germs- during a transition period until the espial
rights principle co realized Ip 221)

What Sex Bias Proves
fundamental error in Set atm it at statement that "The

Camonotinn. which provides the Iraniessosk lit the American
Legal nstem. wit drafted using the generic term "num "Ip
The authors appanmtiv didn't bother In read the US Com
amnion II Mies had. thes would have bound that the word
"nun" doses Mg appear in II (ea eft in a nn-loingercoprative
section of the lath Amendment. which is not In effect ism
end was not in effect when the (onsiiiiition was "drafted")
The U S Constitution is do most beautiful wo-iwistral Joao.
nsent It rochisively Iw s sex-neutral words such as person,
cilium. resident. inhabitant, President, Vice.President, Sena.
tor. Representative, elector. Ambassador, and minister, so that
women enjoy every constitutional right that men etiloy and
alwass have.

Out of the "SOO laws" that allegedly discriminate mi
amount of seo, a half dozen changes might he worth making
Sex Mat' most constructive prnpmal is to emend Secret Service
prootectinn to 11w widower of a Future female President lust
Tike the protection now given to the widow. of our male
Presidents (p 911) Hut low that, we hardly need a constitutional
amendment or a radical revIshon of Federal laws?

Set Neu in the V S. Code is devastating to the ERA
cause It proves that the "equality principle" 01 the Equal
Rights Amendment will bring about more rotremist results
than anyone has yet imagined Sex Ras proves that ERA is
extremist in its anti-family objectives and extremist In its
trivial nonsense Sex Rio proves that ERA Is extremist in its
assault on our moral standards and eztremtst in its attack on
the combat-elfect reruns of our armed services

Above all, Se Mos proves how the leading lawyers of
ERA movement Wend to use the "equality principle" of ERA
to bring about vast changes in our legal, political. social, and
Monitions! structures - and that they ire working hard with
our taw olollars to do it tithes by cnnstitutiousl mandate or hy
legislative changes or by Judicial activism.

Finally, Set flial In the VS Code proves conclusively
that (a) there are NO laws that discriminate against women,
and that (b) all claims that ERA will help women in regard to
pout or employment are False and Fraudulent
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IX RELIGION
A Ola hewn Resolutions

I. Oisaimin.dion on the basis of sex Is contrary to anumplons of Church leeching end laws. and Met it it
on the very best Interests of humanity to oppose religious teedune and laws which impose such discrimina
tan. 1Nov.. 191171

7. Because Ow wearing of a heed covering by women at religious services n a symbol of sublaction within
many chudws NOW recommends that all chapters undertake an effort to have ail women per ticipete in

"national unveiling" by sardine their headcoverinp to the task force chairmen. At the Spring meeting
of the teak force of women and religion, these veils will be publicly burned to protest the second class
'tutus of women In all cniedses. 10ec., 19691

1 S;noe church bodies have contributed to the development of concepts which encourage disuimination
awnst women and have faithfully reflected these dams in their own practices, and since the National Council
of Churches represents suds a fails coalition of diurchel, we urge the NCC to:

e. Challenge and eStISI dlINCh bodies to rethink and restate theological concepts which contribute to a
false vimv of women.

b. Give stronger liwidership to efforts to eliminate dIscriminition against woman In society and in the
life of the church.

c. Take the Wed in uniting women of all denominations and religious groups to work together to support
efforts to recovers the right of women to be ordained in religious bodies vitae that right is still denied.

d. Pleat the Issue of disaiminetion wind women and its relationship to the work of the NCC on the
apnd of Ingmar& boiled. its divisions and their departments.

e. Develop pwanne al policies and Practices that will achieve a more adequate representation of women
at all levels of the executive staff of the National Council of Chords.' and its aft Bead dsurdws.
Fissure that women we Included in sIgnifIceM numbers among the planners, leaders, speakers and
participants in all NCOsponsored conferences. IMer.,

4 We decry the outdated, blatant disaimimtion displayed by the Roman Catholic Church recently In refusing
to amp the credentials of the women appointed to present the West German goverment at the Vatican.
Oho.. 16701

5 light of the enslavement of body and mind which the church historically has imposed on women, we
mend that the seminaries:
a immediately stop and repudiate their propagation of sexist, male supremacist doctrine,
b initiate wornen's studies courses which cut through the traditional male. religious mythology to

expose church and other social forces denying women their basic human dignity,
c actively recruit. employ and justly promote women theologians and other staff in all departments.
d actively recruit, enroll, financially ad and seek equal placement for woman theological slur. Its.

Par . 19701
6. We demand that the churches rinaxigrate help-wanted ads in their own publications.
7 We demand that Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act be amended so that religious groups no longer have

legal sanction to discriminate on the basis of sex. Inter.. 1970)
S. NOW will challenge the tax exempt status of the Catholic Church since it is lobbying against abortion law

repeal. (Apr . 19711
.
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THE ERA IN DEBATE
WHAT CAN IT MEAN FOR

CHURCH LAW?

REV. MSGR. ANTHONY J. REVILANUA, J.C.D., MA., J.D.'

X. ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH LSOISLKIION AND
MINISTRY AND TM ERA

In discussing the impact of the ERA on Church legislation and minis-
try, two major issues should be considered:

1. What effect would the passage of the ERA have upon the policy
and activities of the Catholic Church?

2. What would be the effect of the Amendment on the Church's

Adjunct Assistant Proforma of Law, St. John's University School of Law; J.0 G., Gregorian
Univenniy, !tunic Italy; M A., Columbia Univiers.ty; St. John's Umvsesity.
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policy of excluding women from the priesthood?
The passage of the ERA may raise important questions for the

Catholic Church in its religious activity, its self-govr rnment and its non-
ecclesiastical but related activities. Today, the Establishment Clause of
the first amendment compels government to "stay out of the church's
religious activities, its internal government, and the operations of the
church hierarchy." With the passage of the ERA, the historical tradition
and case low interpretation of disputes involving church law, wherein the
federal courts have repeatedly warned state legislatures and state courts
to refrain from interference, will not change. This nonintervention will
apply even where church activities exclude women, so long u the exclusive
activity is religious in nature. Nevertheless, there may be changes in areas
such as education, where single sex institutions supported by the church
could be forced to convert to coeducation or lose government funding.

The first amendment language that "Congress shall make no law re-
specting an establishment o: religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof " "' historically has stood for strict prohibition of governmental in-
terference in ecclesiastical matters. It is firmly established that the first
amendment severely restricts the courts in deciding religious disputes,
"even if such controve.sies affect civil rights."'" As the Supreme Court
wrote in a 1947 decision: "We could not approve the slightest breach.""

In this highly sensitive area "only the gravest abuses endangering
paramount interests" give occasion for permissible limitation via the
state's police power. As an example, acceptable religious practicewas held
an insufficient justification to exempt Mormons from prosecution under
the laws prohibiting polygamy.'" The Court noted that it was not attempt-
ing to impose its views on the religious practices of Mormons. but rather
that it was the state's paramount interest in marriage, a civil institution,
that necessitated b "...lotion."' Where public safety was involved, the
Court of Appeal; of K stucky upheld the state's restrictions on certain
harmful activiti. even though they ware part of the religious service. This
limited interventio.. was viewed only as affecting the freedom to act, and
not the freedom to believe."

In the most recent Supreme Court case, the Court held that there
must be a balancing between the state's legitimate interest in universal
education and other fundamental rights and interests specifically pro-
tected by the Free Exercise Clause of the first amendment.'" The parents

'" U.S. Conn. amend. 1.
'a See Serbian Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 4311 U.S. IN 09761; Presbyterian Church
v. Mary Elisabeth Slue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. 440 (19891 Abuhoff,
nay VII and the Appointment ol Women Clow A Statutory and Constitutional Quagroirt
13 Cows'. J.L. Soc. Plum. 267, 207 (19771.
s Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, HI 09471.
10 Reynolds v. United States, 90 U.S. 146 (18781.
1" Id. at 164-86.
i" See Lawson v. Commonwealth, 291 Ky. 437, 164 S.W.2d 972 (19421.
"' See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 206 119721.
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of Amish school children challenged the state's authority to require educa-
tion beyond the eighth grade as contrary to Amish religion and way of life.
The Court acknowledged the state's traditional and accepted interest in
universal formal education, but stated that even this paramount interest
is not totally free from a balancing approach where it impingeson funda-
mental religious beliefs protected by the first amendment. The Court
noted that the interests of the individuals had to be religiously grounded
to be entitled to constitutional protection: "A way of life, however virtuous
and admirable, may not be interposed as a barrier to reasonable state
regulation of education if it is based on purely secular considerations; to
have the protection of the Religion Clauses, the claims must be rooted in
religious belief."'" The record established at trial was held to support the
claim that the traditional life-style of the Amish was not "merely a matter
of personal preference, but one of deep religious conviction"'" and there-
fore, it was incumbent upon the state to show with more particularity how
its admittedly strong interest in compulsory education would be adversely
affected by granting an exemption to the Amish. In the absence of such
proof, the Amish children were permitted to terminate their public educa-
tion after the eighth grade.'"

Matters of church government and internal administration histori-
cally have been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the civil authorities."'
There are no instances where government has regulated the religious doc-
trine of any group, nor has government intervened where church tribunals
have determined disputes in accordance with that church's own procedures
for self-governance. Property disputes which arose incidental to controver-
sies between rival churches seeking recognition by the official church hier-
archy were held to be non-reviewable by civil courts. Where the real issue
was "which church was the recognised one, and therefore entitled to the
property", the civil courts upheld the church action and would not become
involved. In Watson v. Jones," two factions struggled forcontrol of church
property, and one had been recognized by the highest ecclesiastical body
of the Presbyterian Church as the "regular and lawful" governing body of
that church. The court ruled that civil courts were bound by the ecclesias-
tical ruling:

whenever the questions of discipline, or of faith or ecclesiastical rule, custom
or law have been decided by the highest of these church judicatories to which
the matter has been carried, the legal tribunals must accept such decisions
as final, and u binding on them, in their application to the case before
them .0

"6 Id. .1 216.
1" Id. at 218.

Id. at 218.
" See Presbyterian Church v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393
U.S. 440 (1900); Watson v. Jones, 00 U.S. (13 Wall.) WO (1671).

00 U.S (13 Wall.) 679 (1611).
Id. at 721.
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Similarly, in a dispute involving the property of the Russian Orthodox
Church in Nev i York, the Supreme Court held that "legislation that regu-
lates church administration, the operation of the churches or the appoint-
ment of clergy . . . prohibits the free exercise of religion.""

In the same decision, the Supreme Court commented on previous
decisions relating to noninterference of the state in church matters by
noting that throughout these opinions there exists "a spirit of freedom for
religious organizations, an independence from secular control or manipula-
tion in short, power to decide for themselves, free from state interfer-
ence, matters of church government as well as those of faith and doc-
trine.""

An obvious question arising from the ERA will be the role of women
in the church. Will the state interfere with church policy regarding admis-
sion of women to the priesthood or to certain ecclesiastical offices or in
performane' of ceremonial rituals? The answer is "no," In cases already
decided, the constitutional prohibition against civil interference with
church 1octrine and governance has been extended to the selection of the
church ministry. In instances concerning dismissal from a ministry, re-
moval from a particular pulpit, and a refusal of appointment to a chap-
laincy based on Canon Law, courts Invariably have held that no jurisdic-
tion existed for civil court review of ecclesiastical action.

In a 1929 case, Gonzales v. Roman Catholic Archbishop, "' the peti-
tioner, a Roman Catholic priest, brought an action to compel the Arch-
bishop to appoint him to a chaplaincy. The Archbishop refused to appoint
him on the ground that according to the canons of the new Code of Canon
Law he did not then have the qualifications required for the chaplaincy.
In upholding the decision of the Archbishop, the Supreme Court said:

Because the appoin' mint is a canonical act, it le the function of the church
authorities to determine what the essential qualifications of a chaplain are
and whether the candidate possesses them. In the absence of fraud, collusion,
or arbitrariness, the decisions of the proper church tribunals on matters
purely ecclesiastical, although affecting civil rights, are accepted in litigation
before the secular courts as conclusive, because the parties in interest made
them so by contract or otherwise."'

In the later case of Kedroll v. St. Nicholas Cathedral," the Supreme
Court stated: "Freedom to select the clergy, where no improper methods

See Keck(' v. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 107 (1962). The Supreme Court
subsequently applied its Kedroil rationale in Kreshik v. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 363 U.S. 190
(IMO).
N ' 344 U.S. 94, 116 (1962).
1" 290 U.S. I (1929).

Id. at 16. In Serbian Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevkh, 439 U.S. IN (WM), the Supreme
Court held that the "arbitrariness" exception in Consedes was irtorugatent with the first
amendment mandate that the court Brant the decision of the highest ecckeiestical Vi.
bunsl on matters of doctrine and cesrch pvernmont.
"' 344 U.S. 94 (1962).
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of choice are proven, we think, must now be said to have federal conatitu-
tional protection as part of the free exercise of religion against state inter-
ference."'" The Court explained in is footnote that the "improper meth-
ods" meant the "fraud: collusion, or arbitrariness" exceptions in
Gonzo!rt 1" It can be safely concluded that, except for the limited circum-
stances given above, the Kedroff opinion . . . grants religious organiza-
tions absolute freedom to select their clergy.""'

In more recent cases, decided after the civil rights legislation and the
landmark Supreme Court decisions of the 1960's, the courts continued to
strike down state Interference in clergy selection. The fifth circuit, for
example, upheld a church's decision to oust its pastor, despite the pastor's
claim that his civil rights were denied and that he wu dismissed because
of his views on race soil the color of his wife's skin." The court stated that
the fundaments! question of who will preach from the pulpit of a church
and who will occupy the parsonage is to be answered by the church and
not a civil court: "(That) determination . . . is at the very heart of the
free exercise of religion, which plaintiffs would corrode with an overlay of
civil rights legislation and other parts of the Constitution. The people of
the United States conveyed no power to Congress to vest its courts with
jurisdiction to settle purely ecclesiastical disputes."" In view of the
church's seclusive power over such questions, the court dismissed the
plaintiff's claim that his own right to the free exercise of his religious
beliefs was denied by the church's action, stating that he was not pre-
vented from worshiping, but merely precluded from preaching to them.
Though he might have a breach of contract action under state law, as any
other employee of a church, the court stated, he has no right under the Free
Speech Clause of the first amendment to be paid for preaching toa congre-
gation that did not want to hear him. Moreover, if he was dismissed ac-
cording to procedures established by the church, his remedy was to follow
church procedure and appeal to the superior church authorities.

Similarly, legal precedent requires courts to refrain from interfering
with church actions where a sex discrimination charge was brought under
present federal law. In a Title VII (discrimination in employment) action,
plaintiff McClure, a Salvation Army ordained minister, alleged that she
received a lower salary and fewer fringe benefits than male ministers hold-
ing the same rank end responsibilities. The court refused to review dis-
missal of her claim on the grounds that Title VII did not cover the employ-
ment relationship between a church and its ministers, and that reading of
Title VII to cover McClure's employment as a minister (other employees
of the church in nonreligious work might be covered) would bring the
statute into direct conflict with the first amendment: "The relationship

Id. at
Id. it I IA n.23 (quoting Consoles v. Roman Catholic Alt hbishop. 29011.S. I, 18.17 (192911.
Abultoff, supra note 142. at 274.

" Simpson v. Wells !Among Carp., 494 F.241 490 (6th Cir. 19741.
1" Id. at 452.
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between an organized church and its ministers is its lifeblood. The minister
is the chief instrument by which the church seeks to fulfill its purpose.
Matters touching this relationship must necessarily be recognized as of
prime ecclesiastical concern.'"

Considering the facts in McClure u. Salvation Army, discussed shove,
and the court's unwillingness to intervene in the dispute, it is unlikely that
any court would consider an action brought by women for admission to the
Catholic priesthood. The Salvation Arm; allowed women into the minis-
try. Thus, a decision in McClure compelling equal treatment of both men
and women holding similar positions in the church would not have touched
upon the basic teachings of the church. In other words, the court could
have held that the petitioner in McClure was arbitrarily denied these
benefits, and the Salvation Army would have had no first amendment
"freedom of exercise" claim since church doctrine and belief were not in
issue. Because the McClure court did not rule that such a discriminatory
practice was invalid even where it was not predicated on church dogma, a
fortiori the courts would not invalidate sex-based discrimination in inter-
nal church administration where such action is predicated on and directly
concerns a specific tenet of Catholic teaching.

In the Catholic Church, women are not permitted to become priests
or to hold specified executive or decision-making posts in the Vatican. The
Catholic Church's position has not waivered even after the ministries of
other churches have begun admitting women. The Vatican statement as-
serted that female priesthood is inconsistent with the fact that Christ was
a man. For the cetebrent of the P lass to successfully express Christ's role
in the Eucharist, he must physically resemble Christ. Moreover, the exclu-
sion of women from the priesthood is not only a trsditional practice based
on church history, but is held to be an important component of the Catho-
lic Church's teaching.

There should be no apprehension that the ERA would cause judicial
intervention in religious practices. Where such practices directly contra-
dicted constitutional doctrine, there is already precedent for noninterven-
tion. For example, until this put year, the Mormon Church welcomed
blacks as members but did not admit them to the ministry. There is no
instance of government intervention to change that policy.

The Catholic Church is involved in many activities beyond Is primary
religious one. It operates schools, hospitals and other social service institu-
tions. It is the recipient of large amounts of government subsidies for these
activities, and it receives a tax exemption on all property that it owns and
on income it receives, as do other nonprofit religious, charitable, and cul-
tural organizations. It is perhaps in these "support" activities where the
ERA may have an impact on the church.

There is one reported Instance where a church-run institution was
denied government funds because its policies were "unconstitutional." In

s" McClurg v. Salvation Array, 460 FM 663, 566.66 16th Cif. 1972).
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Bob Jones University u. Johnson." plaintiff, a Fundamentalist school in
South Carolina, taught that the Bible forbids the intermarriage of the
races. It therefore denied admission to unmarried nonwhites. The courts
upheld the position of the federal Veterans Administration, which refused
to grant Veterans Benefiti to students attending Bob Jones. This is a lower
court decision and, although affirmed by the circuit court," is the only
decision of its kind. Moreover, as an example of the possible difficulty for
the Catholic Church, it is readily distinguishable in that women are wel-
come to join the Catholic Church. The exclusion of women is from the
ministry, not from membership. A closer analogy may be drawn from the
experience of the Mormon Church which welcomes blacks u members, but
until this past year did not accept them into the ministry. Unlike Funda-
mentalist institutions, Mormon churches and schools continue to enjoy
their tax exemption and to receive government benefits that were granted
to other church schools. If the fifth amendment did not affect Mormon
churches by reason of their position on blacks serving as clergymen, the
ERA will not affect the Catholic Church by reason of Reposition on women
clergy.

The Catholic Church, although organized for religious and not com-
mercial purposes, would nevertheless be considered an "employer" en
gaged in an industry affecting commerce. On this basis, it would be subject
to legislation relating to social interests and policies. "Organizations af-
fecting commerce may not escape the coverage of social legislation by
showing that they were created for fraternal or religious purposes.""

One of the leading scholars in favor of the ERA, Professor Ruth Bader
Ginsburg of Columbia Law School, expressed her assurances that the
Amendment would not conflict with church doctrine and practices, espe-
cially in relation to restrictions on women entering the ordained ministry.
Asked whether ratification of the ERA would affect the tax-exempt status
of churches and church schools if they continued to prohibit women from
becoming ministers, Professor Ginsburg responded: "A high wall of separa-
tion between church and state is basic to our system. It appears virtually
certain that, in the event of a challenge, courts would construe ERA in a
manner that avoids collision with religious doctrine and practice relating
to the ministry."'"

It is reasonable to predict that the ERA will have no direct effect on
Catholic religious belief, church legislation on the ministry, internal
church administration or other policies based on tenets of religious belief.
The Amendment may have an indirect effect Jn policies and activities of
churchdministered institutions (schools, hospitals, social service agen-
cies). It is likely, however, that such an effect would be manifested mainly

XS F. $upp. 697 (D.S.C. 19741.
" 529 F.2d 514 (4th Cir. 19751.
w' McClure v. Salvation Army, 450 F.2d 563.667 (5th Cir. 19721.
s Letter from Frofeesor Ruth Rider Ginsburg to Barbara Burton of the Logue of Women
Voters (June 10, 19751.
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by the denial of government aid programs to such religious institutions.
That is, while the ERA would not dictate a change in the programs or
practices of any of these agencies, it may result in the denial of federal
funding to them. Given the existing precedent, however, it is unlikely that
the Amendment would have any effect on tax exemption, curriculum or
selection of clientele. As admiuion to the priesthood and other ecclesiasti-
cal offices restricted to clerics is determined by criteria predicated on
religious beliefs, it would be unaffected by the ERA.
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THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT: MYTHS AND REALITIES

BY SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

14

Miscellaneous Laws

The language of the ERA is sufficiently vague to permit a creative court or
legislature to view within its terms almost any law or public policy There are no
apparent limits that can usefully be applied by the courts.

A few miscellaneous laws that may run into constitutional hurdles upon
passage of the ERA would include the following:

Socia !SecuritySome feminists have waged efforts to treat home-makers
(who tend to be women) as equivalent to business "employees" for Social
Security purposes."' As the U.S. Civil Rights Commission has observed,

Fulltime homemakers have never been accorded any independent social security
coverage. the ERA will provide a constitutional basis for urging recogniion of
this contribution.'"

Legislation recommended in 1977 by the Commission on International
WomenS Year would have treated the home-maker as either a "self-employed
worker" (and subject her to Social Security taxes). or as an "employee" of her
husband (and subject both her and her husband to Social Security taxes), As a
subsequent Presidential Report described the proposal, it would have had the
Federal government establish a "specific dollar value for work performed in
the home. . . and required home-makers to pay Social Security taxes on the
imputed value of their services."'" Financial columnist, Sylvia Porter, in com-
menting upon the "Home-Makers be has stated,

If some change along these lines is not enacted sooner by Congress, the Equal
Rights Amendment when finally passed will require

InsuranceMany proponents of the ERA are concerned that insurance
companies are able to take an individualk sex into account in preparing
actuarial tables and establishing insurance rates. They have proposed legisla-

"'See, eg, H R. 3010. 94th Congress (1975).
'"Civil Rights Commission (1981) at 15.
'"U.S Department of Health, F.ducation, and Welfare, Social Security and the Changing Roles

of Men and Women (February, 1979) at 105.
"'April 9, 1975 syndicated column. See also California Commission on the Status of Women,

Impact of the ERA! Limitations and Possibilities (1975) at 202.

41-006 0 65 161
73
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non that would prohibit insurance companies from doing either."' Under
current law, because women tend to he safer drivers than men (particularly

VI Jung women ci impared to young men), they tend to pay less fur automobile

insurance. Similarly, under current law, because women tend to live longer

than mii, they tend to pay slightly more fur equivalent annuity policies. Any

new law that established "unisex" insurance rates would require insurance
companies to radically overhaul the way they conduct business and establish

rates, not on a sound and prudent economic basis, but on the basis of
prevailing political trends. Instead of individuals paying rates based upon

reasonable costs to the insurance company, insurance rates would tend to

result in i)olitically weak groups perpetually subsidizing other politically
strong groups.' Over the long run, everyone would tend to pay more for their

insurance.
The Civil Rights Commission states flatly that the ERA will "prohibit sex-

bas,..1 discrimination in insurance wherever governmental action is in-
volved '4" As one of the most heavily regulated industries in the country, this

would likely ensure a radical restructuring of insurance practices throughout

the country

child CareSome have argued that the Equal Rights Amendment would
require. the States and the Federal government to make adequate provisions

tin- public day care facilities to ensure that women have a fully equal ability to

enter the work force while leaving their children attended. Judge Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, long an ardent advocate of the ERA, has said in this regard,

11w increasingly common two-earner family should impel development of a

comprehensive program of gmernment-supponed child care. . . in order to

achieve the "equality pimple" of the ERA.'"

An Ohio State Task Force on the implementation of the ERA, argued similarly

that the ERA would require a "consideration of a new public policy on the issue

if child care" and that, in its view, "quality child care must be made available to

all families who need such services irrespective of their income lever,'" .

"'see, rag, The Fair insurance Practices Act", S. 372 and H.R. 100 (911th Congress); "emits

Pepsin Nu 97.-67'1 (1982). See also In re Mains r HartfordAccident 6 hulennity Co. Docket

0 R (April 17, 1980, Pen nsylvania ); Los Angela (Apt of totter 6 Pouter e Manhart, 435 U.S.
-o2 (19.14); Arizona Gowning C011ilninee I, Norris (Docket No. 82-52, July 6, 1983). The
pos pccupat ion of the feminist community with "individualized" treatment in the area of insurance

pi ility is at shall contrast with their attitudes on affirmative action", see supra at 45.

"'see. e g , testimony of the American Academy of Actuaries; Barbara.). Lautenheiser, SefliOr
%.tte-Proldent. Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company on S. 2204, The Fair Insurance Prange"

Act before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, uly 15. 1982; sat
also Fortune, April 14, 1983 at 104

'"civil Rights Commission (June 19811 at 17 See also American Associatkin of University

NA, }men, At Fa-se with the ERA ( 19801 at 49.1irown 8< Freedman Sex Averaging and i s equal Rights

Amendment, 19/5 Women's !tights Liw Rep 35
"ties Bias in the V.S Code at 214 (authored by Judge Ginsburg)
'"cillic) Task Force Report for the Implementation of the Equal Rights Amendment (1975)g
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Research FundsCongresswoman Patricia Schroeder, a proponent of the
ERA, has suggested that the amendment would lead to a legal "right" in women
to "claim an equal portion of research money for diseases that women are
concerned about as men do. . :'.146 This novel theory would seem to suggest a
constitutional claim under the ERA that Congress set aside 50% of all health
research and development funds for "womerA diseases" and 50% fo, "metA
diseases:

Prison SentencesThe Citizen's Advisory Council on the Status of
Women, a Presidential body, has argued that "Only the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will promptly end criminal sentence discrimination because of sex:'"
What they are referring to is not the fact that some laws impose greater
sentences upon women than men (there are no such laws of which I am aware).
Rather, they seem concerned that individual women are occasionally sen-
tenced to longer prison terms than individual men. This is true, but only in the
sense that individual sentences are always based upon a variety of considera-
tions by the court: whether an individual is a repeat offender, whether they
show remorse, the extent of injuries caused to a victim, age, and so forth. It is
rare that two individuals are given precisely the same term for committing the
identical criminal offense. Apparently, the Advisory Council believes that the
ERA will lead to a constitutional right in women to have their sentences
reviewed or overturned if they exceed some national standard. Doubtless, any
evidence demonstrating that men and wo.aen, on average, did not serve
prison sentences of precisely the same length would constitute evidence of
unconstitutional sex discrimination (although it is likely that such euilence
would demonstrate men, not women, to be the "victims")

Veterans BenefitsFeminists have already challenged (unsuccessfully)
State laws which accord military veterans some preference in applications for
civil service jobs.' Some women's groups have argued that such laws are
unconstitutional because a disproportionate number of veterans are men.
Under the ERA, such veterans 'preference' laws would almost certainly be
ruled unconstitutional. Other forms of veterans benefits might be subject to
attack on similar grounds.

"'National lbwn Meeting of the Ali...lune 29, 1978. See also generally thestatement of Nancy E
Russo. Administrative Officer for %bmenS Programs, American Psychological Association, and
Elaine Hi lberman, Chairperson, Committee on Women, American Psychiatric Association,Letter to
U.S. Senators on mental health and Equal Rights Amendment, June 8, 1978 ("Women are MVP
represented among the mentally ill"); WM Sr. Journal, June 24, 1983, at 1 (describing medical
policy of supplying expensive growth hormones to boys until they reach the height of 5'6" and to
girls only until they reach 5'4")

"'Citizens Advisory Council on the Status of Women, U.S. Department of labor, Item No. 24-N
(February 1972).

"'Personnel Adminturaior of Massachusetts it Feeney, 442 U.S. 256 (1979). See also Brown at
17; cf California Commission at 122 ("An alternative would be to extend veterans preference to a
veteran and his or her spouse.")
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Say HarassmentI n order to ensure truly equal employment oppor.

tunities for women, it is likely that ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment

will bring with it new federal rules and regulations relating to sex harassment

by employers and supervisors. While the Equal Opportunity Employment

Commission has already moved tentatively Imo this area, the ERA will likely

"constitutionalize" this policy and establish federal courts as factfinders and

overseers of allegations of intraoffice sex harassment.'"

What is Sex Diserhnissallont?

All of the following issues have been raised as illustrations of "sex

discrimination":

(1) Differing legal requirements for men and women on proper
protocol for saluting the United States flag.

(2) Weight requirements for high school majorettes.

(3) Political party requirements that each State be represented by a
single committeeman and a single committeewoman.

(4) Denial of parental leavetime for both men and women follow-

ing childbirth.

51 Separate athletic competitions in the Olympic games for men
and women.

(6) All male or al; female high school or college choirs

(7) School swinsored functions which limit attendance to fathers/

sons or mothers/daughters.

(8) The presumption that married women take their husband§

surname.

(9) Textbooks in schools which show women in "stereotyped" roles

and which fail to show them performing "non-traditional" lobs and
functions.

(ID) Limitations on "topless table dancing" applicable only to
women

These are simply the tip of the iceberg insofar as creative and
innovative claims of "sex discrimination" that would likely be given
serious legal consideration under the Equal Rights Amendment.

.,thletic CompetitionThe idea of 'unisex' interscholastic and inter-
collegiate athletic competition, which up to now has been confined to feminist
extremists, would suddenly he a matter of constitutional significance under the
Equal Rights Amendment. If separate athletic competitions cannot take place

"°29 CFR Part 1604 11 On this subject generally, see Berns, Terms of Endearment, Harpert,

(ktuber 19W at 14
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among blacks and whites, it is difficult to understand how the ERA would
permit them to take place among men and women. Whether or not a competi-
tion involved a contact or non - contact sport would also seem to be constitu-
tionatly irrelevant. Already, a Pennsylvania court, applying its own State ERA,
has ordered the State to permit "girls to practice and compete with boys" in
high school sports, including contact sports. The court has concluded,

the existence of certain characteristics to a greater degree in one sex does not
justify classification by sex rather than by particular characteristic.'"

A Washington court has also held that it is sex discrimination under that State's
ERA to deny girls the right to play on a high school football team.'"

The former Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) was
notorious in its efforts to promulgate rules and regulations establishing abso-
lute athletic equality between men and women in colleges and universities
receiving direct or indirect Federal assistance."' Under the ERA, such policies
would become the supreme law of the land.

AMA and Sports

The following comments are those of a committee of the American
Medical Association on feminist calls for "equality of opportunity" in
athletic competition:

11 is in the long range interest of both male and female athletes that
they have their own programs . . . following puberty, most boys
uniformly surpass girls in all athletic performance characteristics,
except flexibility . . . if girls demand equal rights to compete on
boys teams, boys are likely to request the same rights in re
turn . . . Boys ,.. all win a majority of the positions on girls teams
which would result in virtual elimination of girls programs." (AMA
Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports, June 1974).

"OPackel v Penn.sylivaita interscholastic Athletic Association, 18. Pa. Comm. Ca. 45, 334 A.2d
839, 843 (1975): Professor Freund has said on a related matter, 7o hold separate Olympics
competitions for whites and blacks would be deeply repugnant to our sensibilities. However,
should we feel the same repugnance, the same kind of degradation at separate competitions for
men and women?". Freund. The Equal Rights Amendment Is Not The Was; 6 iiarv. Civil Rights Civil
Liberties L. Rev 234, 240 (1971). See also California Commission at 127; Skelton, Emergent Law of
Ibmen and Amateur Sports, 28 Wayne L.Rev 1701, 1737, 1757 (1982).

v Gould, 540 P 2d. 882 (Wash. 1975). It is not merely the participants in athletic
competitions who Anu Id be subject to the requirements of theERA. A S::tte ERA provision has been
interpreted in Washington to prohibit 'Ladies Night' promotions at such competitions, which
periodically allow women to purchase tickets at halfprice. MacLean it First Northwest Industries of
America, 600 P.2d 1027 (1978).

's'45 CFR Part 86. Nearly 40,000 words ofregulations have been written by Federal agencies in
providing meaning to the 36 words of Congress' legislation creating Title IX, Section 901(a) of the
Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. section 1081).
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As with military standards,'" athletic standards could also be called into
question to the extent that such standards do not result in equal numbers of
boys and girls (or men and women) qualifying for school athletic teams. As one
leading supporter of the ERA has remarked, such standards,

would have to be scrutinized to be sure that /they] were neither too high nor too
low to allow both sexes equal opportunities in /athletic/ competition."

Indeed, one academic proponent of the ERA has even speculated that an
alternative to "setting very high physical standards of participation in rough
sports" under the Amendment might be to "change the rules of those
sports.'""

Housing DiscriminationUnder current law, the Federal government
and most States prohibit discrimination in the sale or rental of housing on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. According to at least one
leading authority on the Equal Rights Amendment, the ratification of the
Amendment would probably require the extension of such "fair t.Jusing" laws
to discrimination on the basis of "marital status".'" The Federal government,
under this interpretation of the ERA, would be required to initiate legal actions
against landlords and other individuals who sought to implement any policy
based on the marital status of individuals applying for an apartment or other
form of housing.

Employment LeaveAnother prominent commentary on the Equal
Rights Amendment predicts that the Amendment, if adopted, would require
that employers accord identical leave-time to males and females, including
leavetime directly related to pregnancies. As the California Commission on
the Effects of the Equal Rights Amendment observes,

!Under the ERA,J male teachers should receive leavetime for childrearing for the
same length of time that female teachers may take such leave without Asks to
their jobs or unemployment benefits."'

This is designed to ensure that post-ERA society does not return to the old
"stereotypes" with respect to the traditional maternal role in bringing up
children.

0. 4

"See supra text at notes 48-52.
'Brown at 306. See also Brown and Freedman, Sex Averaging and the ERA, 1975 Wornanilliiii;

Rep at 43. California Commission at 122-8.
"Babcock, Freedman, Norton, Ross, Sex Discrimination and the Law (Little, Brown 1970111

1032 A.4.4
'"Brown at 42.
"California Commission at 147. Under the ERA, State employer insurance programs

probably he required by the Constitution to include pregnancy in the samt manner is adt ?
disabilities, cf Geduldig ec Aiello, 417 U S. 484 (1974). See also GE e Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125 (19701
relating to private employer disability programs. Public (and perhaps private) employ
policies relating to mandatory leave at a designated stage of pregnancy, minimum leave perialsix
pregnancy. and unemployment compensation for pregnancy leave would also probably bedewed
sharply h'. the ERA. i
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Standardized TestingMost colleges and universities employ some form
of standardized testing to determine eligibility for admissions. Such testing
also is common among employers for skilled job positions. According to some
supporters of the Equal Rights Amendment, the Amendment would "impose
strict scrutiny upon admissions tests which bear more heavilyupon one sex. "
This would seem to call into serious question such common examinations as
the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Law School Aptitude Test, the Graduate Record
Examinations, and so forth which have repeatedly generated differential
scores for men and women in various areas. Men, for example, have tradi-
tionally performed better than women in mathematics and spatial-types of
testing, while women have performed better than men in testing relating to
languages. The principle of scrutinizing tests which "bear more heavily upon
one sex" also calls into question most physical examinations that could be
utilized by employers."

Scbool PolicyThere are a large number of areas relating to public
education in which the ERA contains the potential to substitute the judgement
of Federal judges for that of local school boards and administrators. Some of
these are suggested by the statements of ERA proponents themselves in behalf
of such policies as: (a) eliminating 'sexist' schoolbooks from public school
courses.," (b) ensuring that boys and schools are not steered into "stereo-
typed" careers, e.g. boys into shop classes and girls into home economics
courses.," (c) integrating sex education courses;" (d) prohibiting expulsion
or other disciplinary policies relating to student pregnancies;" (e) ensuring
that such disciplinary rules and regulations as those relating to hair length
apply equally to boys and girls;" (0 establishing unisex athletic team pol-
icies;" and (g) ensuring that physical facilities, extracurricular facilities, cur-
riculum opportunities, and enrollment requirements are absolutely identical

"'Gallagher, The Effect of the Proposed ERA on Single-Sex Colleges, 18 St.L.U.LJ. 41,121. See
also the discussion on the "New Discrimination" Mira at 81.

'See supra text accompanying notes 48-52.
"°California Commission at 153. See also Levin, Feminism and Thought Control, Commentary,

June 1982 at 40.

"'Id. at 131,153 ("Sweden has adopted a program which requires both boys and girls to study
both home economics and shop in an attempt to avoid the sex-role pitfalls of the present
generation ")

'mid at 133 ("It is common practice today to separate young men and women in iunior high
and high schools for sex education classes. Such a practice will be unconstitutional after passage of
the ERA")

'"Id at 143 ("Expulsion of students from public schools Ion account of pregnancy) would
dearly violate the ERA").

"Id at 141-2 ("If the absolute approach advocated in the Yalearticle were applied to the ERA
by the Supreme Court, hair length could not he regulated in only one sex lin the public schools.) ")

"See supra text accompanying notes 150-2. The California Commission on the Effects of the
ERA also calls into question the wnstitutional validity of a single-sex Little League under the ERA,
particularly if its teams use public playgrounds. California Commission at 136.
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for the sexes."6 Under the ERA, there is likely to be substantially greater
Federal involvement in local school affairs, all in the name of promoting "equal
rights" for boys and girls. In the process, the degree of self-governance of local
communities is likely to be diminished sharply.

Common Law MarriagesThe California Commission on the Effects of
the Equal Rights Amendment contends that State laws that prohibit so-called
"common law" marriages would be in "violation of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment" because they are "neutral on their face, but discriminatory in impact."'"

State LicensingState and local licensing practices may also be faced with
substantial overhaul if the predictions of one leading exponent of the Equal
Rights Amendment are borne out. Barbara Brown in her textbook on
"women's Rights and the Law" states that joint licensing of such professionsas
barbers and cosmeticians may be necessary in order to "overcome the social
pattern which prompts men who would patronize beauticians to go to barbers
instead thus benefitting the predominantly male profession of barbers".'

In summary, here are countless areas of the law that may be subject to
major change upon passage of the Equal Rights Amendment. Most of these
changes would be required, not because of existing laws or policies which
discr;minate against women (although there are a few of these), but because of
laws and policies which ERA proponents believe to have a "discriminatory
impact" upon women even though they are purely neutral in their treatment of
the sexes. Such "discriminatory impact" analysis Is likely to expand the bound-
aries of the Equal Rights Amendment far beyond most legitimate areas of
discrimination about which the vast majority of American people are
concerned.

'See generally California Commission at 130-41,152
'Id at 167
'mfirown at 222.
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The New "Discrimination"

A new definition of "discrimination" has evolved in recent years in
the area of race.' Unlike the traditional understanding which seeks
to understand the intent or purpose behind some allegedly discrim-
inatory action, the new "discrimination" looks primarily to the
statistical impact of an action upon the races. In other words, it is
directed at 'equality of results" rather than "equality of access". The
concept of "discrimination" under the ERA is likely to be interpreted
in the same manner, altering the current "intent" standard under the
Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.' As the Civil
Rights Commission has observed, "Even laws neutral on their face,
but that affect one sex more harshly than the other, would have to be
reexamined." a This is an extremely important point. Consider the
impact of the ERA on such sex-neutral laws as the following if it
employs the analysis of the new "discrimination":

(1) Veterans preference laws which provide advantages to veterans
seeking public employment lobs;

(2) Reductions in eligibility or funding for AFDC and other welfare
programs that tend to go to households headed by women;

(3) Laws aimed at prostitution or opposite-sex massages;

(4) Height and weight requirements for the military, or for police
and firefighting positions.

There are an unlimited number of such laws that would be in
violation of the Constitution if "discrimination" comes to mean in
the area of sex what it already means in many areas of the law
relating to race. Professor Emerson, in his Yale Law Journal article
endorses the applicability of the "new discrimination" to the Equal
Rights Amendment'

I See the discussion on what constitutes discrimination in such recent Supreme
Court decisions as Griggs u Duke Poem 401 U.S. 424 (1971); ISbabington v Dons, 426
US. 229 (1976); Arlington Helaine si Metropolitan Antboritx 429 U.S. 252 (1977);
l'avonnel Ashnittiorator of Masitednasta u twenty, 442 U.S. 256 (1979); Mobile v
&Wen 446 U.S. 55 (1980); Conneetiaa u 71a4 50 U.S.L.W. 4716 (1982)See also the
Voting Rips Act Amendments 011982, Pub. Law 97-205, Section 3; Additional Views of
Senator Hatch, Senate Report No. 97-417 (Voting Rights Act Extension) at 94 -187.

PersonntiAdministratoroplanadneettsu Nosey 442 U.S. 256 (1979); st Drown
at 17.

Inir.hts Commission (1978) at 8.
4 Yale Law Journal at 898, 971-2 See also Chill Rights Commission (1978) at 8:

Brown at 228 ("neutral rules, such as tests and physical requirements that exclude a
large percentage of women from certain lob classifications are sublea to strict scrutiny
under the ERA because of their disparate impact . . .") See supra notes 52-6. Governor
Richard Lamm of Colorado, testifying In behalf of the ERA, has spoken approvingly of
Federal ludges who 'have permitted the use of suxistics to prove that, although an act is
neutral on its face, it has a discriminatory Impact!' Testimony before Civil and Constitu
tional Rights Subcommittee of House Committee on Judiciary on the Equal Rights
Amendment, July 13.1983.
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POLLS, POLS, AND THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT

The recent ratification history of the Equal Rights Amendment provides
some interesting insights into the use of public opinion polls in media
campaigns. The primary lesson to be learned is that polls are not the
best indicators of public sentiment about important policy questions
such as equal rights. Nevertheless, polls continue to be much used by
those seeking to influence the vote of legislators on this (and other)
issues.

For instance, the National Organization for Women (NOW) has issued a fact
sheet entitled "Strong Publio Support for ERA." NOW has published a pam-
phlet making the same point. The sheet and the pamphlet point to the
public opinion polls which show that Americans support the Equal Rights
Amendment by margins of two and three to one. In NOW's view, these polls
demonstrate that Americans by and large want the proposed EM, and that
only the recalcitrance of legislators. prevents it from being ratified.

Actually, polls and public opinion are more complicated than that. The
poll Iata cited by NOW are interesting and useful, but so selectively
presented and analyzed as to be misleading. There are other indicators of
public opinion more reliable, other polling questions which are more probing,
and other facts which NOW too easily ignores.

New York and New Jersey, 1975

At the November 1975 elections, voters in New York State and New Jersey
voted on proposed equal rights amendments to their own State constitutions.
Both State amendments were substantially identical to the proposed national
Equal Rights Amendment.

Proponents of the State amendments had their polls, and they used them-the
way proponents of the ERA are now using polls. For example, on November 1,

1975 the New York Times reported that two independent polling organizations
say that a majority, of those who plan to vote on the amendment question
%mild approve it. "!

This is the first in series of occasional papers on matters of general
public interest. It should not be construed as necessarily reflecting the

views of United Families Foundation, nor as an attempt to aid or hinder the
passage of any measure before the U.S. Congress or any State legislature.'
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Polls and the ERA
Page Two

The voters, perhaps not aware of how they "would" vote, rejected the
amendments in both States.

The vote could not be explained in terms of general negativism of voters. As
the Times explained the next day:

In recent days the amendment's supporters had expressed the fear
that the amendment would Nev., the victim of general voter neg-
ativism, since it was coupled 0. the ballots of both states with
bond issues and other propositions

But the victory of the first iix Charter - revision proposals
in New York City appeared to indicatc that the voters did
indeed select the targets of their displeasure, rather than
cast indiscriminate *no' votes.c

The amenoTentss proponents blamed their defeat on irresponsible ex-
tremist: and scare tactics. Betty Friedan, presumably reflecting the
moderate attitude of the proponents, said the proposals were defeated
because of "lies" and "enemies."3

When the fine vote counts were in, the New York amendment had Failed by
nearly 500,000 votes and the New Jersey amendment by more than 30,000
votes.4 The voters had made the point that we are not governed by
public opinion polls.

Florida, 1978

A similar event took place in Florida in 1978. Florida voters were asked
if they wished to add an equal rights amendment to their State consti-
tution. The answer was a resounding *no." Of course, aS the Miami
Herald reported, "pre-election polls showed the 'Little ERA' w nn ng by
7:177."5 In fact, the Florida proposal failed by 340,000 votes.6

The failure of the voters to be guided by the polls must surely be dis-
concerting to the advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment. It is amazing
that voters preserve such independence of voting behavior in the face of
such unanimous polls.

Nevadai_1978

It appears that many advocates of the Equal Rights Amendments would rather
rely on polls than people. The events surrounding an ERA referendum in
Nevada in 1978 provide a case in point.

The Nevada legislature authorized a non-binding referendum on the ERA. The
people of the State were to be asked whether they favored ratification of
the ERA by t).? State legislature or not. The referendum outcome would not be
binding on the legislature. It was merely advisory.
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Polls and the ERA
Page Three

Recognizing that the ERA was liable to do better in polls than at the
polling place, ERA advocates sued to have the referendum stopped. The
Nevada district and supreme courts, and the Supreme Court of the United

States, all refused to halt the vote. There was found to be no bar in the

Constitution to the people informing their legislators, by referendum, of

their views.'

Although there are no published polls preceeding the Nevada vote, then is
this anecdotal evidence of the ERA's chances from the as Vane Sun:

Vic Fingerhut, the media representative' for the League of Women
Voters--which had spent $300,000-$400,000 in Florida and $70,000
in Nevada on a media campaign- -said the Nevada ratification refer-
endum is a "toss-up.' °

Nevada voters, however, having defended their right to advise their legis-
lators of their views, disregarded the League's media campaign, and advised
against the Equal Rights Amendment by a vote of more than two to one.'

Iowa. 1980

As recently as Iowa's 1980 election polls on the ERA were being touted
as definitive. In the election of that year, lows voters were asked if
they wished to add an equal rights amendment to the State constitution.

Peg Anderson, chairwoman of the Iowa Equal Rights Coalition
said on Sunday that a straw poll conducted at the Iowa State
Fair shows overwhelming support for the proposed amendment to
the state constitution.

The poll taken August 14-20 at the fair shows 2.905 voUs in
favor of the amendmeht and 832 opposed, Anderson said."

Straw polls are, of course, unreliable. But the Iowa Poll, conducted
by the Des Moines Register, has an impeccable reputation. Shortly
before the ERA referendum,Ahe Iowa Poll showed that the ERA measure
would get 521 of the vote.I1

Perhaps we can conclude that supporters of an equal rights amendment
attend State fairs more often than tney do polling booths. What we can-

not conclude is that polls on the subject of the Equal Rights Amendment
accurately predict votes. The Iowa proposal was defeated 56% to 44%.12
The ERA Coalition spend about $160,000 in sport of the amendment,

compared to about $56,000 by its opponents."I3
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The Wrong Questions?

Public opinion polls are one indicator of public sentiment, but they have
their weaknesses, as professional pollsters know. They are often wrong,
as the examples provided above show. One of the reasons they are wrong on
the issue of equal rights for men and women is that they ask the wrong
questions. When vote's ask themselves the right questions, as they go
into the voting booth, the get decidedly different answers than do poll-
sters with their take-it-or-leave-it questions. This weakness of the
take-it-or-leave-it variety is shown in the poll below, which was done by
the respected public opinion polling firm Decision Making Information in
1977.

1. If the Equal Rights Amendment means that women would

be eligible for draft and combat duty just like men, would
you favor or oppose the ERA? F:35% 0:61%

2. If the Equal Rights Amendment means that final power over
marriage, divorce, and child custody would be transferred to
the federal government, would you favor or oppose the ERA? F:23% 0:65%

3. If the Equal Rights Amendment means all activities of
schools and colleges would have to be co-educational, would
you favor or oppose the ERA? F:44% 0:51%

4. If the Equal Rights Amendment means that homosexuals would
be able to get marriage licenses would you favor or oppose the
ERA? F:28% 0:66%

Similar results were obtained by polls conducted in four unratified
States in 1982 by United Families Foundation. Coupling support fgr the
ERA to potential policy outcomes produced the following neseilts:"

State Support ERA Oppoae ERA

1. If ERA meal-, women drafted: Georgia 31% 53.2%

rlorida 33.9% 59.7%

Missouri 29.3% 64.6%

Virginia 34.4% 58.8%
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2. If ERA means WOM4 in Georgia 23.4% 72.7%

combat
Florida 20.5% 75%

Missouri 21.4% 72.6%

Virginia 29.3% 66.5%

3. If ERA means federal con- Georgia 28% 61.3%

trol over marriage law
Florida 26.4% 51.3%

Missouri 24.6% 60.6%

Virginia 31.3% 50.2%

4. If ERA removes protection Georgia 30.5% 63.2%

from strenuous jobs
Florida 29.2% 52.9%

Missouri 28.8% 57.4%

Virginia 36.92 52.9%

It is not, of course, absolutely certain that the Equal Rights Amendment
would bring about the policy outcomes mentioned in the DMI and UFF polls.

It is oqrtainly conceivable that it would. Indeed, supporters of the ERA

either admit or claim that it would do so, depending on their own attitudes.

The Intensity Factor

Another problem with oubli,: opinion polls and the Equal Rights Amendment
is that ERA generates intense feelings, feelings which are not easily
measured by the kind of favor/oppose questions usually asked by pollsters
and ERA advocates.

One measure of the intensity does emerge from the UFF poll in Virginia
where the favor/oppose question was coupled with other questions designed
to measure how necessary Virginians thought the ERA was. On the straight

favor/oppose question. Virginians split evenly, with 45% favoring it

42.2% opposed, a result that falls within the margin of error.

However, when asked if it is necessary to amend the Constitution to
achieve equal rights for women, only 35.2% of Virginians thought it was,
as against 53.7% who did not. In other words, 10% of the respondents

favored the ERA in the abstract, but did not feel it was necessary. The

opponents of ERA apparently put more conviction into their opinions.
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Conclusions

The DMI and UFF polls present respondents with the kinds of questions that
face legislators. When people are forced (by these poll questions) tothink
as legislators, they do not favor the Equal Rights Amendment because they do
not favor its potential effects. This is far different, of course, from
opposing the ERA's general statement of philosophy, which almost no one does.

It may well be that public opinion polls on the ERA have been at such variance
from referendum result (and from results in State legislatures) because they
have focussed on general attitudes, and not on the specific issues which
occur to voters (and legislators) when they cast their votes.
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